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PART V.

OF THE LAW CONCERNING PERSONAL PROP-
ERTY.

(CONTINTIED FROM THE SECOXD VOLUME.)

LECTURE XLIL

OF THE HISTORY OF MARITIME LAW.

Before we eDter more at large upon the subject of commercial

and maritime law, it may tend to facilitate and enlighten our in-

quiries, if we take a brief view of the origin, progress, and suc-

cessive improvements of this branch of legal learning. This will

accordingly be attempted in the present lecture.

The marine law of the United States is the same as the marine

law of Europe. It is not the law of a particular country, but

the general law of nations; and Lord Mansfield applied to its uni-

versal adoption the expressive langujige of Cicero, when speaking

of the eternal laws of justice: Nee erit alia lex Romm, alia

Athcenis; alia nunc, alia posthac; sed et omnes genfes, et oinni

tempore una lex et sempiterna, et immortalis continebit (a).

* In treating of this law, we refer to its pacific character [ * 2 ]

as the law of commerce and navigation in time of peace.

The respective rights of belligerents and neutrals in time of war

constitute the code of prize law, and that forms a distinct sub-

ject of inquiry, which has already been sufficiently discussed in

a former volume. When Lord Mansfield mentioned the law-

merchant as being a branch of public law, it was because that

law did not rest essentially for its character and authority on the

positive institutions and. local customs of any particular country,

but consisted of certain principles of equity and usages of trade,

which general convenience, and a common sense of justice had

(a) Frag, de Repiib. lib. 3.

(35)



* 3 OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. [Part Y.

established, to regulate the dealings of merchants and mariuerH

in all the commercial countries of the civilized world (a).

(1.) Of the niaHtime legislation of the ancients.

Though the marine law of modern Europe had its foundations

laid in the jurisprudence of the ancients, there is no certain

evidence that either the Phoenicians, Carthagenians, or any of

the states of Greece, formed any authoritative digest of naval

law. Those powers were distinguished for navigation and com-

merce, and the Athenians in particular were very commercial,

and they kept up a busy intercourse with the Greek colo-

nies in Asia Minor, and on the borders of the Euxine and the

Hellespont, in the islands of the ^gean sea, and in Sicily and

Italy. They were probably the greatest naval power in all an-

tiquity. Themistocles had the sagacity to discern the wonderful

influence and controlling ascendency of naval power. It is stated

b)"^ Diodorus Siculus, that he persuaded the Athenians to biiild

twenty new ships every year. He established the Piraeus as a

great commercial emporium and arsenal for Athens, and the cul-

tivation of her naval superiority and glory was his favorite policy;

for he held the proposition, which Porapey afterwards adopted,

that the people, who were masters of the sea, would be masters

of the world (6). The Athenians encouraged, by their

[
* 3 ] laws, navigations and trade; and there * was a particular

jurisdiction at Athens for the cognizance of contracts, and

controversies between merchants and mariners. There were

numerous laws relative to the rights and interests of merchants,

and of their navigation; and in many of them there was an en-

deavour to remove, as much as possible, the process and obsta-

cles which afflicted the operations of commerce. In a pleading of

Demosthenes against Lacritus, we find the substance of a loan

upon bottomry, with all the provisions and perils appertaining

to such a contract, carefully noted (c). As a consequence of the

commercial spirit and enterprise of ^the Greeks, their language

(a) The usage of merchants is alluded to in sacred writ, as early as the
time of Abraham, upwards of 1800 yeai-s before the Christian era. He pur-
chased the cave of Machpelah for four hundred shekels of silver current money
vHh the merchant. Gen. xxiii. l(j.

{b) Cic. Epist. nd Aiticum, lib. 10. epi.st. 8.

(c) 1 Patterns Greek Antiq. 84. Voyage du jeune Anacharsis, torn. v. oh.

.5.5, 2 Mitf. Hist. 182—185. The profession of merchandise, says Plutarch in

his Life of Solon, was honorable in Greece.
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was spoken throughout all the coasts of the Mediterranean and

Euxine seas. Cicero was struck with the comparison between

the narrow limits in which the Latin language was confined, and

the wide extent of the Greek (a). The universality and stability

of the Greek tongue, were owing, no doubt, in a considerable

degree, to the conquests of Alexander, to the loquacity of the

Greeks, and the inimitable exellence of the language itself ; but

it is essentially to be imputed to the commercial genius of the

people, and to the colonies and factories which they established,

and the trade and correspondence which they maintained through-

out the then known parts of the eastern world.

The Rhodians were the earliest people that actually "created,

digested, and promulgated a system of marine law. They ob-

tained the sovereignty of the seas about nine hundred years before

the Christian era, and were celebrated for their naval power and

discipline. Their laws concerning navigation were received at

Athens, and in all the islands of the ^gean sea, and throughout

the coasts of the Mediterranean, as part of the law of na-

tions. Cicero, who in early life studied rhetoric *at Rhodes, [ * 4 J

says (6), that the power and naval discipline of that repub-

lic continued down within his time of memory, in vigour and with

glory. We are indebted to the Roman law for all our knowledge

of the commercial jurisprudence of the Rhodians. Not only

their arts and dominion have perished, but even their nautical

laws and usages would have entirely and forever disappeared in

the wreck of nations, had it not been for the superior wisdom of

their masters the Romans; and one solitary title in the pan-

dects (c), contains all the fragments that have floated down to

modern times, of their once celebrated maritime code. The col-

lection of laws, under the title of Rhodian laws, published at

Basle, in 1561, and at Frankfort in 1596, were cited as genuine by

such civilians as Cujas, Godefroi, Selden, Vinnius (d), and Gra-

vina; and yet it has since been discovered and declared by equally

learned jurists, as Bynkershoeck (e), Heineccius (c/), Emerigon (/i),

{a) Grssca leguntur in omnibus fere gentibus: Latina suis finibus, exiguis sane,

conlinentur. Oral, pro Archia Poeta, s. 5.

(b) Orat. pro Lege Manilia, ch. 13.

[c] Dig. 14, 2. De Lege Rhodia de Jactu.

{d) Pecku Comm. ad rem nauticam cum nolis Vinnii. Lugd. 1647.
(e) Opera, torn. 2. De Lege Rhodia, ch. 8.

{g) Hist. Jur. Civilis Rom. ac Germ. lib. 1, s. 290.

(ji) Traite dts Assurances, Pref.
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and Azuni (a), that the collection of laws which had been thus

recognized as the ancient Rhodian laws, (and of which a

[
*5

J translation was given in the collection *of sea laws pub-

lished at London in the reign of Queen Anne.) are not

genuine, but spurious. The emperor Augustus first gave a sanc-

tion to the laws of the Rhodiaus, as rules for decision in mari-

time cases at Rome; and the emperor Antoninus referred one of

his subjects, aggrieved by the plunder of his shipwrecked pro-

perty, to the maritime laws of Rhodes, as being the laws which,

he said, were the sovereign of the sea (6). The Rhodian laws,

by this authoritative recognition, became rules of decision in all

maritime cases in which they were not contrary to some express

provision of the Roman law. They were truly, as Valin has ob-

served, the cradle of nautical jurisprudence.

We are, therefore, to look to the collections of Justinian, for

all that remains to us of the commercial law of the ancients. The
Romans never digested any general code of maritime regulations,

notwithstanding they were pre-eminently distinguished for the

cultivation, method, and system which they gave to their muni-

cipal law. They seem to have been contented to adopt as their

own the regulations of the republic of Rhodes. The genius of

the Roman government was military, and not commercial. Mer-

cantile professions were despised, and nothing was esteemed

honorable but the plough and the sword. They encouraged corn

merchants to import provisions from Sardinia, Sicily, Africa, and

Spain; but this was necessary for the subsistence of the inhabitants

of Rome, as the slaves of Italy, (and who were almost exclusively

the cultivators of the soil,) did not afford a sufficient supply for

the city. The Romans prohibited commerce to persons of birth,

rank, and fortune (c); and no senator was allowed to own

(n) Maritime Law of Europe, vol. i. 2T7—295, N. Y. Edit. In the note to

p. 286, William Johnson, Esq., the learned translator of Azuni, detects many
gross errors in the pretended collection of Rhodian laws, contained in the
English '"complete body of Sea Laws." Mr. Johnson's opinion is, of itself,

of great authority; and his notes to his translation of Azuni, show a fami-
liar and and accurate acquaintance with legal and classical antiquities. Yet,
notwithstanding all the authority against the authenticity of that collection,

31. Boulay Paty, in his Cours dc Droit Commercial 3faritime, torn. i. p. 10—21,
does not hesitate to give a succinct analysis of that collection, as containing
at least the sense and spirit of the original laws, and as being an exposition
of the true text.

{b) JJifj. 14, 2, 9.

(c) Code 4, 63, 3. The decree in the code speaks contemptuously of com-
merce, and as being lit only for plebeiaus, and not for, those who were lum-
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a vessel larger * than a boat suliicient to carry his own [ * ]

corn and fruits, (a). The navigation which the Romans
cultivated, was for the purposes of war, and not of commerce, ex-

cept so far as was requisite for the supply of the Roman market

with provisions (6). This is the reason, that amidst such a vast col-

lection of wise regulations as are embodied in the Roman law,

affecting almost every interest and relation in human life, we
meet with only a few brief and borrowed details on the in-

teresting subject of maritime affairs. But those^ titles

atone for * their brevity, by their excellent sense and [
''^ 7 ]

practical wisdom. They cootain the elements of those

very rules which have received the greatest expansion and improve-

orum luce conspicous, ft pafrimonio diliores. Even Cicero regarded commerce
as being inconsistent with tlie dignity of the masters of the world : nolo

emidempopulum Imperatorcm, d Fortitorem esse terrarum. The Liberti or Ireed-

men carried on the lucrative and mechanical trades and arts.

{a) Lipy, lib. 21, ch. G.'}. Dig. 50, 5, 3. Cicero, Oral, in Verrem, lib. 5,

s. 18.

(b) Huet, Hislory du Com. et de la Navig. dea Anciens, p. 278, 279. Poly-
bius in his General Hxsiory, b. 3, c. 3, gives the substance of a very remark-
able commercial treaty, between Kome and Carthage, made the very first

yutr after the banishment of (he Tnrquins. It goes to prove that the Eomans
were then a great commercial people. Polybius says he translated it from
the original brazen tables existing in the capitol in the apartment of the

^diles, and in a language so very obsolete as to be difficult of interpretation.

IJy that treaty, neither the Romans nor their allies were to sail beyond the

fair promontory which forms the eastern boundary of the Gulf oi Carthage.

If forced beyond it, they were not allowed to take or purchase any thing,

except necessaries for refitting their vessels, and for sacrifice, and they were
to depart within five days. The object of this provision, was to exclude
the Romans aud their allies from trading with Egypt and the countries on the

lesser Syrtis. But the Roman merchants were to have free access to Sardinia,

Sicily, Carthage, and the western coast of Africa, and to pay no customs, but
only the usual fees to the scribe and crier. The sale of their cargoes was to

be effected by public auction, and the public faith of Carthage was pledged
to the foreign merchant for his payment of the amount of such sales. The
Carthagenians engage, on their part, not to offer any injury to the Roman
allies in Italy, nor build any fortresses in tlie Latin territory. This treaty,

as Niebuhr sagaciously observes, [History of Rome ^ vol. i. 4G8,) divulges the

fact of the commercial greatness of Rome before the expulsion of Tarquin;
but the liberal and enlarged spirit of commerce wliich inspired the Romans
under their kings, was soon after lost in the passion for war and conquest.

Mr. Ilooke, iu his '"dissertation on the credibility of the History of the first

five liundred years of Rome, " very plausiblj'' suggests that Polybius was
probably mistaken in the date ot this commercial treaty with Carthage, and
that it was made after the year 415, instead of the year 244 A. U. B. But as

both iViV&H^/- and Blitford (Hixt. of Greece, vol. ii. 151,) and Hceren, in his Re-
flections. &c., vol. i. 485, assume the antiquity of the treaty as stated by Poly-
bius to be correct, no higher modern authority for that point can be jjro-

duced. There was a second commercial treaty between Rome and Carthage
161 j'ears after the other, and which is also mentioned by Polybius, and it

contains cautionary restrictions, and some fair aud liberal terms ofcommerce
between those two great rival republics.
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ment in the maritime codes of modern nations. "Whatever came

from the pens of such sages as Papinian, Paul, Julian, Labeo,

Ulpian, and Scsevcla, carried with it demonstrative proofs of the

wisdom of their philosophy, and the elegance of their taste (a).

(<i) It may be useful to cast the eye for a moment over the most material
principles and provisions in the Roman law, relative to maritime rights.

The title iViriM/a?, Cnuponcs, Stabulan'i, ui recepla refititnant, [Dig. A, 9,) re-

lated to the responsibility of mariners, inn, and stable keepers; and we meet
here with the principle which pervades the maritime law of all modem
nations, for it has been as generally adopted, and as widely diffused, as the
Roman law. Masters of vessels were held responsible, as common carriers,

for every loss happening to property confided to them, though the loss hap-
pened without their fault, unless it proceeded from some peril of the sea, or
inevitable accident; nisi si quid dumno fatali coniingit; vel vis major conligerit.

Ulpian placed the rule on the ground as public policy, as it was necessary

to confide largely in the honesty of such people, who have uncommon op-
portunity to commit secret and impenetrable frauds. The master was re-

sponsible for the acts of his seaman, and each joint owner of the vessel was
answerable in proportion to his interest.

The title Fiirfy advernus Xtiutas, Caiipones, Slabularios, (Dig. 47, 5,) related

to the same subject, and the owner and master were therein held answerable
for thefts committed by any person employed under them in the ship. But
the law distinguished between thefts by mariners and by passengers, and the
master was not liable for thefts by the latter.

The title De Exercitoria aciione (Dig. 14. 1,) treated of the responsibility of
ship owners for the acts of the master. This, said Ulpian, was a very reason-

able and useful provision, for as theshipi>er was obliged to deal with masters
of vessels, it was right that the owner, who appointed the master, and held
him out to the world as an agent worthy of confidence, should be bound by
his acts. This responsibility extended to every thing that the master did in
pursuance of his power and duty as master. It extended to his contracts for

wages, provisions, and repairs for the ship, and for the loan of money for the
use of the ship. The owner was not responsible, except for acts done by the
master in his character of master; but if he took up money for the use of the
ship, and afterwards converted it to his own use, the owner was bound to

respond, for he first gave credit to the master. A case of necessity for the
money must have existed; and in that case only, the power to borrow came
within the ma.ster's general authority. The lender was obliged to make out,

at his peril, the existence of such necessity; and then he was entitled to re-

cover of the owner, without being obliged to prove the actual application of
the money to the purposes of the voyage. So, if the master vvent beyond his

ordinary powers, as for instance, if he was appointed to a vessel employed to

carry goods of a particular description, as hemp or vegetables, and he took
on board shafts of granite or marble, the owner was not answerable for his
acts; for there were vessels destined on purpose to carry such articles, and
others to carry passengers, and some to navigate on rivers, and others to go
to sea. If several owners were concerned in the appointment of the master,
they were each responsible in solido for his contracts.

The title De Lege Rhodia de Jactu (Dig. 14, 2.) is the celebrated fragment
of the Rhodian law on the subject of jettison.

It was ordained, that if goods were thro^vn overboard, or a mast cut away
in a storm, or other common danger, to lighten and save the vessel, and the
vessel be saved by reason of the sacrifice, all concerned must contribute t«

bear the loss, as it was incurred voluntarily for the good of all, and it was
extremely equitable that all should ratably bear the burden according to the
value of their property. There were some reasonable limitations to the rule.

It did not apply to the persons of the free passengers on board, for the body
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*(2.) Of the maritime legislation of the middle ages. [
* 8 ]

Upon the revival of commerce, after the destruction of

the Western empire of the Romans, maritime rules became neces-

sary. The earliest code of modern sea laws was compiled
* for the free and trading republic of Amalphi, in Italy, [* 9]
about the time of the first crusade, towards the end of the

eleventh century. This compilation, which has been known by

the name of the Amalphitan Table, superseded the ancient laws;

and its authority and equity were acknowledged by all the states

of Italy, though the whole work has now passed into irretrievable

oblivion (a). Other states and cities began to form

* collections of maritime law; and a compilation of the[*10]

usages and laws of the Mediteranean powers was made and '

published, under the title of the Consolato del mare. This com-

of a freeman was said not to be snceptible of vahiation; and it did not apply
to the provisions which were used in common. The goods sacrificed were to

be entimated at their actual value, and not at the anticipated profit; but the
goods saved were to be estimated for the sake of contributiou^not at the
price for which they were bought, but at that for which they might sell.

The title De Nnutico Fwnore, [Dig. 22, 2, Code 4, 33,) regulated maritime
loans. The lender was allowed to take extraordinary interest, because he
staked his principal on thesuccessof the voyage and the safety of the vessel,

and took as his security a pledge of the ship or cargo. The maritime inter-

est ceased upon the arrival of the vessel; and if she was lost by reason of

seizure, for having contraband goods of the debtor on board, the lender was
still entitled to his principal and interest, because the loss arose from the
fault of the debtor.

The title /Je //leenri'/o, Riiina, naiifrngio; Bate, nave expugnala, (Dig. 47, 9,)

related tu the plunder of vessels in distress; and it did great honour to the
justice and humanity of the Koman law. The edict of the prajtor gave four-

fold damages to the owner, Rgainst any person who, by force or fraud, i^lun-

dered a ship in distress. The guilty persons were liable not only to be pun-
ished criminally on behalf of the government, but to make just retribution

to the aggrieved party; and the severity of the rule, said Ulpian, was just
and necessary, in order to prevent such abuses in cases of such calamity.

The same provision was extended to losses by those means during a calamity
by fire. The law applied equally to the fraudulent receiver and original

taker of the shipwrecked articles, and he was held to be equall}' guilty.

This cursory view of the leading doctrines of the Roman maritime law,

(for I have not thought it necessary to take notice of all the refined and in-

telligent distinctions,") is sufficient to show how greatly the maritime codes
of the moderns are indebted to the enlightened policy and cultivated science

of tlie Roman lawyers. The spirit of equity, in all its purity and simplicity,

seems to have pervaded those aucient iustitutions.

(rt) AzunVs Marilime Lniv, vol. i. 376. Mr. Swinburne, who visited Amal-
phi on his excursion to the ruins of l\estum, in 1779, found the city in great

decay, with only the wrecks of its former grandeur. Its trade withered with
the loss of its liberty, and passed to Pisa, Genoa, and Venice. It was con-
quered by the Normans, and plundered by the Pisons, Avho carried away a
copy of the Pandects found there, and we hear no more of the Amalphitan
Table, or cf the high reputation of the maritime tribunals of Amalphi.

—

Swinburne^a Travels in the two ISicilies, vol. ii. 138—150.
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mercial code is said to have been digested at BarceloDa, in the

Catalan tongue, during the middle ages, by order of the kings of

Arragon. The Spaniards vindicate the claim of their country to

the honour of this compilation; and the opinion of Casaregis, who

published an Italian edition of it at Venice in 1737, with an ex-

cellent commentary, and of Boucher, who, in 1808, translated the

Consolato into French, from an edition printed at Barcelona in

1494, are in favour of the Spanish claim (a). But the origin of

the work is so far involved in the darkness of thost! ages, as to

render the source of it very doubtful; and Azuni, in a laboured

article (6), endeavours to prove that the Co7isoZa<o was complied

by the Pisans, in Italy, during the period of their maritime pros-

perity. Grotius (c), on the other hand, and Marquardus, in his

work De Jure Mercatorum, hold it to be a collection made in the

time of the crusades, from the maritime ordinances of the Greek

emperors, of the emperors of Germany, the kings of France,

Spain, Syria, Cyprus, the Baleares, and from those of the repub-

lics of Venice and Genoa (d). It was probably a compila-

tion made by private persons; but whoever may have been the

authors of it, and at whatever precise point of time the Con-

solato may have been compiled, it is certain that it became

the common law of all the commercial powers of Europe.

[*11] * The marine laws of Italy, Spain, France, and England

were greatly afiFected by its influence; and it formed the

basis of subsequent maritime ordinances (e). It has been trans-

lated into the Castilian, Italian, German, and French languages;

and an entire translation of it into English has long been desired

and called for by those scholars and lawyers who were the most

competent to judge of its value (g).

(a) Hallam, in h\s Hew of Europe during the Middle Ages, vol. ii. 278, thinks
the reasoning of Boucher, in his Consulal de la Mer, torn. i. 7()—76, to be in-
conclusive, and that Pisa first practised those usages, which a century or two
afterwards were formally digested and promulgated ut Barcelona.

(h) Maritime Law. vol', i. 326—372.
(c) De lure Belli ct Pacin, lib. 3, ch. 1, s. 5, note.

(d) Boulay Ptity in his Courn de droit Commercial Maritime, torn. i. 60, in-

sists, that Azuni has refuted Grotius and the other publicists on this jjoint

in a triumphant manner.
(e) Camregis, who was one of the most competent and learned of commer-

cial lawyers, says, in one of his discourses, {Dis. 213, n. 12,) that the Con-
Holalo had; in maritime matters, by universal custom, the force of law
among all provinces and nations.

[g) There has been a translation of t wo chapters on prize by Dr. Robiu.son,

r.nd of some chapters on the ancient or commercial courts, and on recaptures,

inserted in the 2d, 3d, and 4th volume of Hall's American Law Journal.
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We are naturally induced to overlook the want of order and

system in the Consolato, and the severity of some of its rules, and

to justify Emerigon and Boucher in their admiration of -the good

sense and spirit of equity which dictated its decisions upon con-

tracts, when we consider that the compilation was the production

of a barbarous age (a). It is, undoubtedly, the most authentic

and venerable monument extant, of the commercial usages of the

middle ages, and especially among the people who \ifere con-

cerned in the various branches of the Mediterranean trade. It

was as comprehensive in its plan as it was liberal in its princi-

ples. It treated of maritime courts, of shipping, of the owner-

ship and equipment of ships, of the duties and responsibilities of

the owners and master, of freight and seamen's wages, of the

duties and government of seamen, of ransoms, salvage, jettisons,

and average contributions. It treated also of maritime

captures, and of the mutual * rights of neutral and bel- [
* 12 ]

ligerent vessels; and, in fact, it contained the rudiments

of the law of prize. Emerigon very properly rebukes Hubner for

the light and frivolous manner in which he speaks of the Conso-

lato; and he says in return, that its decisions are founded on the

law of nations, and have united the sufPrages of mankind (6).

The laws of Oleron were the next collection in point of time

and celebrity (c). They were collected and promulgated in the

island of Oleron, on the coast of France, in or about tho time of

Richard I. The French lawyers in the highest repute, such as

Cleirac, Valin, and Emerigon, have contended, that the laws of

Oleron were a French production, compiled under the direction

of Queen Eleanor, Dutchess of Guienne, in the language of Gas-

cony, for the use of the province of Guienne, and the navigation

on the coasts of the Atlantic; and that her son, Richard I., who
was King of England, as well as Duke of Guienne, adopted and

enlarged this collection. Selden, Coke, and Blackstone, on the-

[n) Byukershoeck, in his QussstionesJur. fub. lib. 1, ch. 5, piaises the jus-

tice of some of its rules, while he, at the same time, speaks disrespectfully

and unjustly of tlie work at large, as afarrago leguni nauticaruin.

{!)) Truite dcs Assurances. Pref.

(c) Mr. Justice Ware, ( Ware's Rep. 201,) says that the laws of Olerou, at
least in the form in which we now have them, were a code earlier than the
Consuhite. But Cleirac says that Avhen Queen Eleanor, on her return from
the Holy Land, prepared the Project of the laws of Oleron, the Customs of

the Sea of the Levant, inserted in the Consulate, were at the same time in

vogue and in credit in all the East. Les Us et Coutumcs de la Jler, p. 2.
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other hand, have claimed it as an English work, published by

Richard I. in his character of King of England (a). It is a

proof of the obscurity that covers the early history of the law,

that the author of such an important code of legislation as the

laws of Oleron, should have been left in so much obscurity as to

induce profound antiquaries to adopt different conclusions, in like

manner as Spain and Italy have asserted rival claims to the

origin oL the Consolato. The laws of Oleron were borrowed from

the Rhodian laws, and the Consolato, with alterations and addi-

tions, adapted to the trade of western Europe. They

[
* 13 ] * have served as a model for subsequent sea laws, and

have at all times been extremely respected in France,

and perhaps equally so in England, though not under the impulse

of the same national feeling of partiality. They have been ad-

mitted as authority on admiralty questions in the courts of jus-

tice in this country (6).

The laws of Wisbuy were compiled by the merchants of the

city of Wisbuy, in the island of Gothland, in the Baltic sea,

about the year 1288. It had been contended by some writers,

that these laws were more ancient than those of Oleron, or even

than the Consolato. But Cleirac says, they were but a supple-

ment to the laws of Oleron, and constituted the maritime law of

all the Baltic nations north of the Rhine, in like manner as the

laws of Oleron governed in England and France, and the provi-

sions of the Consolato on the shores of the Meditenanean. They

(a) The question is of no sort of moment to us at the present day, but it is

quite amusing to observe the zeal with which Azuni, Boucher, and Boulay
Paty, engage in the contest. They insist, that the pretension, as they term
it, of such men as Selden and Blackstone, was founded on a desire to flatter

the English nation, and to deprive the French of the glory of the composi-
tion of those nautical ordinances.

(h) See Walton v. The Ship Neptune, 1 Peters' Adm. Dec. 142. Natters-
trom V. Ship Hazard, in the District Court of Massachusetts, 2 Hall's L. J.

•359. Sims v. Jackson, 1 Peters' Adm. Dec. 157, all of which were decided
on the authority of the laws of Oleron. lu 1647, it was resolved by the pop-
ular government of Rhode Island, that the laws of Oleron should be in force

lor the benefit of seamen. (1 Pitkin's History, 49.) Cleirac published, in the
middle of the 17th century, the laws of Oleron, in his work entitled, Les [Js

et Coulutncs de la Mer, with an excellent commentary. They were translated

into English, with the notes of Cleirac, considerably abridged, and published
in the collection of sea laws made in the reign of Queen .\nne. They have
likewise been published in this country in the Appendi.K to the first volume
of Peters' Admirnlty Decisions, from the copy in the Sea Laws. There is,

likewise, annexed to these reports, a copy of the laws of Wisbuy, of the Hanse
Towns, and of the marine ordinances of Louis XIV., and they have given
•increased interest to a valuable publication.
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were, on many points, a repetition of the judgments of Oleron,

and became the basis of the ordinances of the Hanseatic

league (a).

* The renowned Hanseatic association was begun at [
* 14 ]

least as early as the middle of the thirteenth century,

and it originated with the cities of Lubeck, Bremen, and Ham-
burgh. The free and privileged Hanse Towns became the

asylum of commerce, and the retreats of civilization, when the

rest of Europe was subjected to the iron sway of the feudal

system, and the northern seas were infested by " savage clans,

and roving barbarians." Their object was mutual defence

against piracy by sea, and pillage by land. They were united

by a league offensive and defensive, and with an intercommunity

of citizenship and privileges. The association of the cities of

Lubeck, Brunswick, Dantzick, and Cologne, commenced in the

year 1254, according to Cleirac, and in 1164, according to Azuni;

and it became so safe and beneficial a confederacy, that all the

cities and large towns on the Baltic, and on the navigable rivers

of Germany, to the number of eighty-one, acceded to the union.

One of the means adopted by the confederates to insure pros-

perity to their trade, and to protect them from controversies with

each other, was the formation of a code of maritime law. The

consuls and deputies of the Hanseatic league, in a general con-

[n] Cleirac, in his preamble to the ordiuances of Wisbiiy, {Lcs f/s* et. Cou-
iumes de la Mer. p. 136,) gives from Johannes Magnus, and his brother Olaiis.

the historians of Sweden, and the Goths, a very glowing account of the former
wealth and commercial prosperity of Wisbuy, the ancient capital of Goth-
land, and then a free and independent city. In the eleventh and twelfth cen-
turies it was the most celebrated and flourishing emporium in Europe, and
merchants from all parts came there to traffic, and had their shops and
"warehouses, and enjoyed the same privileges as the native inhabitants. In
Cleirac's time, this bright vision had vanished, and the town, with its trade
and riches, was destroyed, and little was to be seen but heaps of ruins, the
sad evidence of its former splendour and magnificence. Here is one ground
for the melancholy admonition of the poet, "That trade's proud empire
hastes to swift decay.'* But the logic of the muse is entirely refuted by the
stability of commercial power in other illustrious examples. The ancient
paved streets, walls, towers, churches, and other public edifices of Wisbuy,
the sure evidence of the great commerce, prosperity, wealth, taste, and splen-
dour of this city of the middle ages, still j)artly exists in considerable pre-

servation, and are objects of deep curiosity and veneration. Mr. Laing, who
recently visited this "'mother of the Hanseatic cities," gives a very interest-

ing account '^Tour hi Sweden in 1838.) of its present desolate condition, and
of its varied and majestic ruins. Wisbuy has long been so insignificant, and
so little visited by travellers, that it had almost disappeared from modern
Geography, and Mr. Laing's account of it strikes us with somewhat of the
fre.shness and novelty of the discoveries of magnificent ruins in the midst of

Syrian and Arabian deserts.
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vention at Liabeck in 1G14, aclcled to their former ordinances of

1597, (or 1591, as Azuni insists,) from the laws of Oleron, and of

"Wisbuy, and established a second and larger Hanseatic

[
* 15 ] ordinance, under the *title of the J?ts Hanseaticum Mari-

timum, and which was published at Hamburgh in 1667,

with a commentary by Kuricke. This digest of nautical usages

and regulations, was founded evidently on those of Wisbuy and

Oleron, and from the great influence and character of the confed-

eracy, it has always been deemed a compilation of authority (a).

( 3. ) Of the maritime legislation of the moderns.

But all the former ordinances and compilations on maritime

law, were in a great degree superseded in public estimation,

their authority diminished and their lustre eclipsed, by the

French ordinance upon commerce in 1673, which treated largely

of negotiable paper; and more especially by the celebrated

marine ordinance of 1681. This monument of the wisdom of

the reign of Louis XIV., far more durable and more glorious

than all the military trophies won by the valour of bis arms,

was erected under the influence of the genius and patronage

of Colbert, who was not only the minister and secretary of

state to the king, but inspector and general superintendent of

commerce and navigation. It was by the special direction

[ *16] of that minister, and with a view to illustrate *the advan-

tages of the commerce of the Indies, that Huet wrote his

learned history of the commerce and navigation of the ancients (6).

The vigilance and capacity of the ministry of Louis, communi-

cated uncommon vigour to commercial inquiries. They created

a marine which shed splendour on his reign, and corresponded

(fl) Les Us et Couhimes de la Mer, p. 157—165. Ward, in his History of the

Law of Nations, vol. ii. 276—290, adduces proofs, that the Han.seatic league
exercised the rights of sovereignty as a federal republic, and with consider-

able strength and vigour, until the fifteenth century. No less than four

commercial treaties were concluded between England and the Hanse Towns
in the space of three years, from the year 1472 to 1474. But the league
was dissolved as soon as the great powers of Europe withdrew their cities

from the association; and the membere of this confederacy are now reduced
to the cities of Lubeck, Haraburgfi, and Bremen. Bi/m. Feed. torn. ix. cited

in Henry- s Hist, of Great Britain, b. 5, ch. 6. Putter''s Constitutional History

of Germany, vol. ii. p. 208. Those Hanseatic cities had a diplomatic repre-

sentatives at Washington in 1^27, and in the year following a Convention of

"Friend.ship, Commerce, and Navigation, between the United States and the
free Hanseatic liepublics of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburgh," was con-
cluded.

(&) Hist, (ill Comm. et de la Navig. des Anriens, Pref.
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in some degree with the extent of his resources. It required such

a work as the ordinance to which I have referred, to consolidate

the establishment of the maritime power which had been formed

by the sagacity of his counsels.

That ordinance, says Valin, was executed in a masterly manner.

It was so comprehensive in its plan, so excellent in the ?irrange-

ment of its parts, so just in its decisions, so wise in its general

and particular policy, so accurate and clear in its details, that it

deserves to be considered as a model of a perfect code of maritime

jurisprudence. The whole law of navigation, shipping, insurance,

and bottomry, was systematically collected and arranged. It re-

quired the greatest extent of knowledge, and the most correct

discernment and liberality of views, to form and execute such a

work. It was necessary to examine the commercial usages of all

other nations, and select from amidst a contrariety of practice

the most approved rules. It was necessary to retrench that

which was superfluous, to enlighten that which was obscure,

and to supply those things which had escaped the observation of

the earlier founders of nautical law, or been recommended by the

lights of experience. It is, however, an extraordinary fact, that

the able civilians, and perhaps the distinguished merchants, who
assumed the task of legislators, and compiled this ordinance, are

unknown to fame; and though the event be of so recent a date,

and occurred at the most polished and literary era in French his-

tory, neither letters, nor gratitude, nor national vanity, have been

able to rescue their names from oblivion (a).

*Valin supposed he had discovered the source of the [
* 17 ]

materials of the ordinance in a curious and vast compila-

tion of ancient maritime laws, among the manuscript collections

in the library of the Duke of Penthievre. The compilation con-

sisted of the Rhodian and Roman law; of the Consolato, and of

the use and customs of the sea; of the ordinances of Charles V.

and Philip II., kings of Spain; of the judgments of Oleron; of

the ordinance of Wisbuy, and of the Teutonic Hanse; of the in-

surance codes of Antwerp and Amsterdam ; of the Guidon, and of

all the French ordinances prior to the year 1060. This magnifi-

cent repository of commercial science is supposed to have been

the true and solid foundation of the fabric erected by artists who
had too much modesty to make their work the vehicle of their

(rr) VaUn''n Com. sur Vord, Pref. p. 4.
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own immortality. Every commercial nation has rendered homage

to the wisdom and integrity of the French ordinance of the ma-

rine; and they have regarded it as a digest of the maritime law

of civilized Europe. Valin has written a commentary ilpon

every part of it; and it almost rivals the ordinance itself in the

weight of its authority, as well as in the equity of its conclu-

sions (a),

[
* 18 ] *In addition to these general codes of commercial

legislation, there have been a number of local ordinances

of distinguished credit, relating to nautical matters and marine

insurance, such as the ordinances of Barcelona, Florence, Amster-

dam, Antwerp, Copenhagen, and Konigsburg. There have also

been several treatises on nautical subjects by learned civilians in

the several countries of Europe, which are of great authority and

reputation (b).

The English nation never had any general and solemnly en-

acted code of maritime law, resembling those which have been

mentioned as belonging to the other European nations, and pro-

mulgated by legislative authority. This deficiency was supplied,

not only by several extensive private compilations (c), but it has

been more eminently and more authoritatively supplied by a series

(a) The ordinance has been translated and printed in England, and piib-

lislied in the collection entitled Sea Laws; and it is annexed to the second
volume of Judge Peters' Admirnlly Decisions in the District Court of Penn-
sylvania. It has been redigested. with some few modifications and addi-

tions, in the new Commercial Code of France of 1807; and that code was
translated by Mr. Rodman, and published in the city of New York in 1814.

The commercial code was presented to the French legislative body by the
counsellors of state in 1807, as having been conceived, meditated, discussed,

and established, by the inspiration of the greatest man in history, the Hera-
Pacificator of Europe, while he teas bearing his triumphant eagles to the banks of
the astonished Vistula; and yet, in contradiction to much of this adulation
and incense, the code will be found, upon sober examination, to be essen-

tially a republication, in a new form, of the ordinance of 1673, relative lo

negotiable paper, and of the marine ordinance of 1681, digested under the
oiders of Colbert, and illustrated by the commentaries of Valin. It is eij-

titled, however, to the merit of some improvements on the former ordin-

ances, and of being more comprehensive in> its plan and execution; for it em-
braces the subjects of partnership, common carriers, bankruptcy, insolvency,

and sto])page in transitu.

(b) Those ordinances are collected by Magens, in the second volume of his

Essay on Jn-virances; and Mr. Cushing, in a learned note to his translation

of Pothier on Maritime Contracts of Letting to Hire, "publisbed at Boston in

1821. has alluded to the most distinguished writers in Italy, Spain, Portu-
gal, France, Holland, Germany, and Sweden, on maritime law.

(c) Among the private treatises, the most distinguished are those of

Malynes, MoUoy. Keawes, Postlewaite, Magens, Wesket, Mellar, Park, Mar-
shall, Abbott, Chitty, Holt, Lawes, and Benecke.
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of judicial decisions, commencing about the middle of the last

century. Those decisions have shown, to the admiration of the

world, the masterly acquaintance of the English judiciary with

the principles and spirit of commercial policy and general juris-

prudence, and they have afforded undoubted proofs of the entire

independence, impartiality, and purity of the administration of

justice. The numerous cases in the books of reports which have

arisen upon maritime questions, resemble elementary treatises in

the depth, extent, and variety of their researches, while

they *partake, at the same time, of the precision and [
* 19 ]

authority of legislative enactments. Lord Mansfield, at

a very early period of his judicial life, introduced to the notice

of the English bar, the Rhodian laws, the Consolato del mare, the

laws of Oleron, the treatises of Roccus, the laws of "NVisbuy, and,

above all, the marine ordinances of Louis XIV., and the com-

mentary of Valin. These authorities were cited by him in Luke

V. Lyde (a), and- from that tine a new direction was given to

English studies, and new vigour, and more liberal and enlarged

views, communicated to forensic investigations. Since the year

1798, the decisions of Sir William Scott (now Lord Stowell) on

the admiralty side of Westminster Hall, have been read and ad-

mired in every region of the Republic of letters, as models of the

most cultivated and the most enlightened human reason. The

English maritime law can now be studied in the adjudged cases

with at least as much profit, and with vastly more pleasure, than

in the dry and formal didactic treatises and ordinances professedly

devoted to the science. The doctrines are there reasoned out at

large, and practically applied. The arguments at the bar, and

the opinions from the bench, are intermingled with the gravest

reflections, the most scrupulous morality, the soundest policy,

and a thorough acquaintance with all the various topics, that

concern the great social interests of mankind.

Nor has our learned profession in this country been wanting

in the study and cultivation of maritime law. Our improvement

has been rapid and our career illustrious, since the adoption of

the present Constitution of the United States. There have been

several respectable treatises on subjects of commercial law, and

some of them we may notice, when we are upon the branches to

(rt) 2 Burr. 82-2.
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which they are applied. The decisions ia the federal courts, in

commercial cases, have done credit to the moral and intellectual

character of the nation; and the admiralty courts in par-

[
* 20 ] ticular have displayed great *research, and a familiar

knowledge, of the principles of the marine law of Europe.

But I should omit doing justice to my own feelings, as well as to

the cause of truth, if I were not to select the decisions in Gain-

soil's and Masoii's Reports, as specimens of pre-eminent merit.

They may fairly be placed upon a level with the best productions

of the English admiralty, for deep and accurate learning, as well

as for the highest ability and wisdom in decision.

The reports of judicial decisions in the several states, and

especially in the States of Massachusetts, New York, and Penn-

sylvania, evince great attention to maritime questions; and they

contain abundant proofs, that our courts have been dealing

largely with the business of an enterprising and commercial

people. Maritime law became early, and anxiously an object of

professional research. If we take the reports of New York in

chronological order, we shall find, that the first five volumes oc-

cupy the period when Alexander Hamilton was a leading advo-

cate at our bar. That accomplished lawyer (for it is in that

character only that I am now permitted to refer to him) showed,

by his precepts au'l practice, the value to be placed on the de-

cisions of Lord Mansfield. He was well acquainted with the

productions of Valin and Emerigon; and if he be not truly one

of the founders of the commercial law of this state, he may at

least be considered as among the earliest of those jurists who
recommended those authors to the notice of the profession, and

rendered the study and citation of them popular and familiar.

His arguments on commercial, as well as on other questions,

were remarkable for freedom and energy; and he was eminently

distinguished for completely exhausting every subject which he

discussed, and leaving no argument or objection on the adverse

side unnoticed and unanswered. He traced doctrines to their

source, or probed them to their foundations, and at the same time

paid the highest deference and respect to sound authority. The
. reported cases do no kind of justice to his close and accu-

[*21 ] rate logic; to his powerful and comprehensive intellect; *to

the extent of his knowledge, or the eloquence of his illus-

trations. We may truly apply to the efforts of his mind, the re-
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mark of Mr. Justice Buller, in reference to the judicial opinions

of another kindred genius, that "principles were stated, reasoned

upon, enlarged and explained, until those who heard him were

lost in admiration at the strength and stretch of the human un-

derstanding."
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LECTURE XLIII.

OF THE LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

Partnership contracts have been found, by experience, to be

convenient to persons engaged in trade, and useful to the com-

munity. Merchants are thereby enabled to consider their credit,

and extend their business. With the aid of joint counsel and

accumulated capital, a spirit of enterprise is sensibly awakened,

and boldness of plan and vigour of exertion communicated to

mercantile concerns. Partnerships have grown with the growth,

and multiplied with the extension of trade; and the law by which

they are regulated had been improved by the study and adoption

of the best usages which the genius of commerce has introduced.

It has also been cultivated and greatly enlarged, under a course

of judicial decisions, until the law of partnership has at last at-

tained the precision of a regular branch of science, and forms a

distinguished part of the code of commercial jurisprudence.

In treating of this subject, I shall consider, (1.) The nature,

creation, and extent of partnerships; (2.) The rights and duties

of partners, in their relation to each other, and to the public;

(3.) The dissolution of the contract.

(1.) Of the nature, creation, and extent of partnerships.

Partnership is a contract of two or more persons, to place their

money, effects, labour, and skill, or some, or all of them, in law-

ful commerce or business, and to divide the profit, and

[
* 24 ] * bear the loss in certain proportions (a). The two

(a) Poffendorf, Droit de la NaL liv. 5, ch. 8, s. 1. Polhier, Traile du contrai

deSoeiele, No. 1. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, art. Societe. The French ordi-

nance of 1073, required the contract of partnership to be reduced to -writing

and registered; but that was the introduction of a new rule; and the regu-
lation had gone into disuse in the time of Pothier, though he considered it

to be a sage provision. (Pothier, ibid. No. 79, 82, 98.) The new French com-
mercial code has retained the regulation of the ordinance, and it requires an
abstract of the articles of partnership to be attested, and publicly registered

but the omission, though injurious to the parties as between themselves,
does not affect the rights of third persons. (Code de Com. art. 39—44.) So,

by the Commercial Ordinances of BUboa, confirmed by Philip V. in 1737,
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leading principles of the contract are, a common interest in

the stock of the company, and a personal responsibility for the

partnership engagements. The common interest of the partners

applies to all the partnership property, whether vested in the

first instance by their several contributions to the common stock,

or acquired afterwards in the course of the partnership business;

and that property is first liable for the debts of the company; and

after they are paid, and the partnership dissolved, then it is sub-

ject to a division among the members, or their representatives,

according to agreement. If one person advances funds, and

another furnishes his personal services or skill, in carrying on a

trade, and is to share in the profits, it amounts to a partner-

ship (a). But each party must engage to bring into the common
stock something that is valuable; and a mutual contribution

of that which has value, and can bo appreciated, is

* of the essence of the contract (6). It would be a valid [ * 25 j

partnership, notwithstanding the whole capital was, in

the first instance, advanced by one party, if the other contributed

his time and skill to the business, and although his proportion

of gain and loss was to be very unequal. It is sufficient that his

interest in the profits be not intended as a mere substitute for a

commission, or in lieu of brokerage, and that he be received into

the association as a merchant, and not as an agent, (c). A
edit. N. Y. 1824, ch. 10, sec. 4, it was made necessary, in every partnership,
to reduce the articles to writing, and acknowledge them before a notary,
and file a copy with the university, and house of trade. This would seem
not to be now the general law in Spain; for it is admitted, that partnerships
maybe formed, as in the English law, tacitly as well as expressly. {Insti-

tutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Asso & Manuel, b. 2, c. 15. translated by
Johnston, London, 1825.) In Missouri no pei-son or fco-partnership shall deal
as a merchant without a license. R. S. of Missouri, 1835, p. 403.

(a) Dobt>. Halsey, 16 Johns. Rep. 34.

(6) Polhier, Traiie du Con. de Soc. No. 8, 9, 10. Ferrierre, mr Inst. 3, 26,
Code Napoleon, No. 1833.

(c) Reid V. Hollinshead, 4 Barmo. & Cress. 867. The test of partnership is

a community of pt-ofit, a specific interest in the profits, as profits, in contra-
distinction to a stipulated portion of the profits as a compensation for ser-

vices. Loomis V. Marshall, 12 Cann. Rep. 69. Champion v. Bostwick, 18
Wendell, 175. Vandenburgh t>. Hull, 20 ibid. 70. To be a partner, one must
have such an interest in the profits as will entitle him to an account, and give
him a specific lien or preference in payment over other creditors. There is

a distinction between a stipulation for a compensation for labour propor-
tioned to the profits which does not make a person a partner, and a stipula-
tion for an interest in such profits, which entitles the party to an account as
a partner. 1 Rose R. 91. Carey on Partnerships, 11, n. 1; and this Mr. Chan-
cellor Walworth held to be a sound distinction as regards the rights of third
persons. 18 Wendell, 184, 185. It is further a general principle in partner-
ships that no one partner is entitled to compensation for his services to the
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joint possession renders persons tenants in common, but it does

not, of itself, constitute them partners; and, therefore, surviv-

ing partners, and the representatives of a deceased partner, are

not partners, notwithstanding they have a community of interest

in the joint stock (a). There must be a communion of profit to

constitute a partnership as between the parties. They must not

be jointly concerned in the purchase only, but jointly concerned

in the future sale. A joint purchase, with a view to separate and

distinct sales by each person on his own account, is not sufficient^

If several persons, who had never met and contracted together

as partners, agree to purchase goods in the name of one of them

only, and to take aliquot shares of the purchase, and employ a

common agent for the purpose, they do not, by that act, become

partners, or answerable to the seller in that character, provided

they are not to be jointly concerned in the resale of their shares,

and have not permitted the agent to hold them out as jointly

answerable with himself (&). The same distinction was known

in the civil law: qui nolunt inter se contendere, solent per nun-

tium rem emere in commune; quod a societate longe

1^
*26] * remotum, (c). It has been repeatedly recognized in this

country, and may be considered as a settled rule (d).'

firm, nor for interest npon moneys advanced ta, or deposited -with the firm
for its use, without a special agreement, or somfe very peculiar circumstances
to justify it. Lee v. Lashbrooke, 8 Dana, 214.

(a) Pearce v. Chamberlain, 2 Veeey, 33.

(b) Hoare v. Dawes, Doug. 371. Coope v. Eyre, 1 H. Blacks. 37. Gibson v.

Lupton, 9 Bingham, 297.

(c) Dig. 17, 2, 33.

(d) Holmes v. United Insurance Company, 2 Johns. Cases, 3^9. Post v.

Kimberly, 9 Johns. Rep. 470. Osborne v. Brennan, 2 Nott & SrCord, 427.
' The question, whether as between themselves parties associated together in

business are to be regarded as partners, is altogether dependent on their com-
mon intention. Pollard v. Stanton, 7 Ala. 761; Marks i\ Stein, 11 La. An.
509; Kerr v. Potter, 6 Gill, 404; Kedington v. Lanahan, 59 Md. 429; Gray v.

Gibson, 6 Mich. 300; Macy v. Combs, 15 Ind. 469; Nichofl?;. Dudley, 40
111. 406; Salter v. Ham, 31 N. Y. 321; Hedge's App., 63 Pa. St. 273.

If the facts be given, the question of partnership is one of law. Smelting
Co. V. Smith, 13 K. I. 27; Jones v. Call, 93 N. C. 170; Gilpin v. Temple, 4
Harr. 198. The facts, upon which the law decides the question, are the eft'ect

of the whole contract and the rights and obligations into which the parties

have entered under it. Cothran v. Marniaduke, 60 Tex. 370; Stevens v.

The Bank, 62 Tex. 499; Mulhall v. Cheatham, 1 Mo. App. 476; Cooley v.

Board, 29 La. An. 345; Beecher v. Bush, 45 Mich. 188. The word "partner-
ship" need not be used, and if the contracting parties denominate them-
selves "partners" the mere use of the word will not make them such, if

their contract rights and obligations are not consistent with such a relation.

Van Kuran t). Trenton locomotive & Mach. Manf. Co., 13 N. J. Eq. 302;
Ryder v. Wilcox, 103 Mass. 24; Bloomfield v. Buchanan, 13 Oregon, 108;
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If the purchase be on separate, aud not on joint account, yet if

the interests of the purchasers are afterwards mingled, with* a

view to a joint sale, a partnership exists from the time that the

shares are brought into a common mass (a).^ A participation in

the loss or profit, or holding himself out to the world as a part-

ner, so as to inouce others to give credit on that assurance, ren-

(rt) Sims V. "Willing, 8 Serg. <& Rawie, 103.

Livingston v. Lynch, 4 Johns. Chy. 573; McDonald v. Matney, 82 Mo. 358;
Dwinell v. Stone, 30 Me. 384; Oliver v. Gray, 4 Ark. 425.

An agreement to share the profits and bear the losses of a business is

prima facie evidence of a partnership as between the parties themselves,

unless the evident intention is controlled by stipulations, or interpreted by
conduct inconsistent with it. Walker v. Hirsh, L. R. 27 Ch. D. 460; Brett's

L. Cas. Eq. (Text Book Series;, 142. If the goods, or the money wherewith
to buy them, are contributed by all and are joined as a common stock, and
are to be used and disposed of for the joint benefit, with an agreement to

divide the profit and loss this will constitute a partnership. Chapman v.

Wilson, 1 Rob. (Va.) 267; Laffan v. Naglee, 9 Cal. 662; Somerby r. Buntin,
118 Mass. 279; Meaher ?'. Cox, 37 Ala. 201; Morse v. Richmond, 97 111. 306;
Cumpston v. McNair, 1 Wend. 457; Choteau v. Raitt, 20 Ohio, 132; Smith r.

Small, 54 Barb. 223. If one person furnishes the money for the enterprise

and the other gives his services, and under an agreement they are to divide
the profit and loss, it is a partnership. Sprout v. Crowley, 30 Wis. 187;

Kuhn V. Newman, 49 Iowa, 424; Pierce v. Shippe, 90 111. 371; Clark v. Gird-
ley. 49 Cal. 105; Tyler {;. Scott, 45 Vt. 261; Marsh v. Russell, 66 N. Y. 288;
Cole V. Moxley, 12 W. Va 730. See, further. Priest v. Choteau, 12 Mo. App.
252; Jones r. Call, 93 N. Ca. 170; Autrey v. Frieze, 59 Ala. 587. The theory
seems to be that the sharing of losses by one is inconsistent with a mere em-
ployment. Getchell v. Foster, 106 Mass. 42; Kuhn v. Newman, 49 Iowa, 424;
Pierce v. Shippee, 90 111. 371; a)uch v. Woodruff, 63 Ala. 466.

If, however, circumstances, aside from the agreement to share profits and
los.ses, show that no partnership was intended or created they will control.

Dwinel v. Stone, 30 Me. 384; Clifton v. Howard, 89 Mo. 192; Fawcett v. Os-
born. 32 111. 411; Monroe v: Greenhoe. 54 Mich. 9; Snell v. De Land, 43 111.

323; Osbrey v. Reiner, 51 N. Y. 630; Edwards v. Tracy, 62 Pa. St. 380; Far-
rand V. Gleason 56 Vt. 623.

^ If several parties make joint purchases for the piirposes of investment
merely, and each pays his proportion of the purcha.se money this fact does
not establish a partnership Ijetween them unless it appears that they ac-

tually entered into a partnership agreement. Chisholm t'. Cowles, 42 Ala.

179. See, also, Pillsbury v. Pillsbury, 20 N. H. 90; Iliflf v. Swan, 27 Iowa,
131; Woodward r. Cowing, 41 Me. 9.

The diflference between co-ownership and partnership maybe stated as fol-

lows:
1st. Co-ownership is not necessarily the result of agreement, partnership

is. Pickwell v. Fisk, 11 La. An. 277; Hawley v. Keeler, 62 Barb. 231.

2nd. Co-ownership does not necessarily involve community of profit or of

loss, partnership does. Bocklen v. Hardenburgh, 37 N. Y. Supr. Crt. 110;

Hermans v. Tuwignand, 10 La. An. 114.

3rd. One co-owner is not as such the agent real or implied of the others,

a partner is. Goell i\ Moore, 126 Mass. 480; Seeley v. Abrecht, 41 Mich. 525.

4th. One co-owner can transfer his interest without the consent of the
others and put the transferee in his own position, but a partner cannot. See,

further, hereon, Lindley on Partnership (Text Book Series Ed.), 116 e< seq.
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ders a person responsible as a partner (a).^ A partnership neces-

sarily implies a union of two or more persons; and if a single in-

dividual, for the purpose of a fictitious credit, was to assume a

co-partnership name or firm, the only real partnership principle

that could be applicable to his case, would be the preference to

be given to creditors dealing with him under that description, in

the distribution of his effects. But that would be inadmissible,

and contrary to the grounds upon which partnerships are created

and sustained; and so the law on this point has, in another

country, been understood and declared ( b ). If the partnership

consists of a large unincorporated association, or joint stock com-

pany, trading upon a joint stock, it is usually regulated by s'pe-

cial agreement; but the established law of the land, in reference

to such partnerships, is the same as in ordinary cases, and every

member of the company (whatever private arrangement there

may be to the contrary between the members, and which is only

a mischievous delusion j is liable for all the debts of the

[
'" 27 ] concern (c). It is, however, the judicial language * in

(a) Lord EUenborough. M'lver v. Humble, 16 East. 173.

(b) Nairn v. Sir William Forbes, BeWs Commentaries on the Law of Scot-

land, vol. ii. G25.

(c) The King v. Dodd, 9 East, 516. Holme.s v. Higgins, 1 Bnrnw. & Cress.

74. Hess V. Wirts, 4 Serg. & Bawle, 356. Carlen v. Drury, 1 Ves. & Bea.
'The existence of a partnership may be proved by the admission of the

partners or their holding out of themselves as such, although there appears
to have been a written agreement of partnership, between them which they
have not been notified to produce a't the trial. Anderson v. Levan, 1 Watts
& Sergt. 344; see, however, Cochran v. Perry, 8 Watts & S. 262; Field e.

Tenncy, 47 N. H. 513; Griffin v. Doe, 12 Ala. 7.83: and see Price v. Hunt,
59 Mo. 263; Hastings v. Hopkinson, 28 Vt. 108; Bannafe v. Tenner, 6 Sm. &
Mar. 212. General reputation ot the existence of a partnership is held by
many authorities to be inadmi&sible to prove the fact. Bowen v. Rutherford,
60 ifl, 41; Cross v. National Bank. 17 Kans. 336; Taylor v. Webster, 39 N.
J. I. 102; Sager v. Tapper, 38 Mich. 258; Southwick v. M'Govern, 28 Iowa,
533; Cooke v. Slate Co., 36 Ohio St. 135.

Partnership may be inferred from circumstances attending the connection
of the supposed partners. Kelleher v. Tiddale, 23 111. 405; Gilpin v. Temple,

. 4 Harr. 190, and see Henshaw v. Koot, 60 Ind. 220. The fact that the parties

conducted business together as co-partuere. Bonner v. Campbell, 48 Pa. St.

286; McMullan v, McKenzie, 2 G. Greene, 368. The fact, that the party was
frequently in the store, bought, sold, and bartered goods there; had access
to the books, made charges, and bought stock for the store, he having been a
partner at one time and the old sign remained still. State v. Wiggin, 20 N.
H. 449. Exercised authority about the place. Sajer v. Tapper, 38 Mich.
259. See, also, Dobson v. Chambers, 78 N. C. 334; Perry v. Randolph, 6
Sm. & Mar. 335.

The joint signing of a note has been held not sufficient to constitute a
partnership. Hopkins v. Smith, 11 Johns. N. Y. 161; and see Ryhimer r.

Feickert, 92 111. 305; Levy v. McDowell, 45 Texas, 220; Bishop v. Hail, 9
Gray, 430.
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some of the cases (a), that the members of a private as-

sociation viay limit their personal responsibility, if there be an

explicit stipulation to that effect, made with the party with whom
they contract, and clearly understood by him at the time. But

stipulations of that kind are looked upon unfavourably, as being

contrary to the general policy of the law; and it would require

a direct previous notice of the intended limitation to the party

dealing with the company, and his clear understanding of the

terms of the limitation. Incorporated companies, though con-

stituted expressly for the purpose of trade, are not partnerships,

or joint traders, within the purview of the law of partnership,

and the stockholders are not personally responsible for the com-

pany's debts or engagements, and their property is affected only

to the extent of their interest in the company. To render them

personally liable, requires an express provision in the act of in-

corporation; and a disposition to create such an extended respon-

sibility, seems to be increasing id our country, and is calculated

to check the enterprise of such institutions, and impair the credit

and value of them as safe investments of capital.*

157. Keasley v. Codd, cited in a note to the case of Perring v. Hone, 2 Can:
& Payne, 401. Vigers v. Sainet, 13 Louisiana Rep. 300.

(n) Gibson, J., Hess v. Vest, 4 Serg. & Eawle, 491. Piatt, J., Skinner v.

Dayton, 19 Johnson, 537.
* In Thomas v. Dakin, 22 Wend. 109, Judge Cowen says, "Both partner-

ships and private corporations are conventional, so far as the members are

concerned. The difference consists in this : the former are authorised by the
general law among natural persons, exercising their ordinary powers; the

latter by a special authority usually, if not necessarily, emanating from the
legislature, and conferring extraordinary privileges." See, also, Pratt r.

Pratt, 93 Conn. 456.

How far parties carrying on business without having obtained the immu-
nities of incorporation through failing to comply with, the statute or through
carrying on business after the expiration of their charter, are liable as part-

ners seems to be vexata questio, but the weight of authority .seems to be in

favour of their non-liability as such, provided they acted bona fide on the as-

sumption that they were incorporated and believed themselves liable only
as stockholders, without intending to make themselves liable as partners.

See Liudley on Partnership, vol. 1, p. 62, 63, note 1 (Text Book Series Ed.)
and cases there cited.

If, however, stockholders of a duly authorized corporation knowingly en-

gage in business unauthorised by their charter, or if under cover of their

charter they act in fraud of the laws of their state, for the sake of profit,

they are liable as partners. See Ridenour v. Mayo, 40 Ohio St. 9; Hill v.

Beach, 12 N. J. Eq. 31.

Where parties fail in their proceedings to become incorporated, they have
j'n^f'r se the rights of partners in the property of the association. Conner t>.

Abbott, 35 Ark. 365; Whipple ?;. Parker, 29 Mich. 369; Holbrook v. Ins. Co.,

25 Minn. 229. Contra if there is a manifest intention to the contrary. Lon-
don Assurance Co. v. Drennen, 116 W. S. 461. See Bates on Partnership,
.section 8.
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A contract of partnership need not be in writing. Though

there be no express articles of co-partnership, the obligation of a

partnership engagement may equally be implied in the acts of

the parties; and if persons have a mutual interest in the profits

and loss of any business carried on by them, or if they hold

themselves out to the world as joint traders, they will be held

responsible as partners to third persons, whatever may be the

real nature of their connexion, or of the agreement under which

they act. If a person partakes of the profits, he is answerable

as a partner for losses, on the principle, that by taking a part of

the profits, he takes from the creditors a part of the fund which

is the proper security for the payment of their debts (a).^

[
* 28 ] * It is not essential to a legal partnership, that it be

confined to commercial business. It may exist between

attorneys, conveyancers, mechanics, owners of a line of stage-

coaches, artisans, or farmers, as well as between merchants and

bankers (&). The essence of the association is, that they be

(a) Voet. Comm.ad Band. 17, 2, 1. De Grey, Ch. J., Grace v. Smith, 2
Blacks. Rep. 998. Eyre, Ch. J., Waugh v. Carver, 2 H. Blacks. 247. Cheap
V. Cramond, 4 Barnw. <& Aid. 66?,. Peacock?;. Peacock, 16 Fesey, 49. Speucer,

J., Dob )•. Halsey, 16 Johns. Rep. 40.

(h) Willet V. Chambers, Cowp. 814. Gould, J,, Coope v. Eyre, 1 K. Blacks.

43. Pothier, Traite de Soc. No. 55. Fromont v. Couplaud, 2 Bingham, 170.
* In Cox V. Hickman. 8 H. L. C. 268 it was held that persons who share

the profits of a business do not incur the liability of partners unless that
business is carried on by themselves personally or by others as their real or

ostensible agents. This decision has been followed in Boston Smelting Co.

V. Smith, 13 R. I. 27; Chapliue v. Connat, 3 W. Va. 507; Macy v. Combs, 15
Ind. 499; Beecher v. Bush, 45 Mich. 188; Chaffraix v. Lafitte, 30 La. An.
Part 1, 631; Kellogg Newspaper Co. v. Farrell, 88 Mo. 594; Eastman v.

Clark, 53 N. H. 276; Cully v. Edwards, 44 Ark. 423; Buzardt'. Bank, 2 S.W.
Kep. (Texas) 54; Polk r. Buchanan, 5 Sneed. (Tenn.); Vinson v. Beveridge,
3 MacArthur (D. C), 597; Harvey v. Childs, 28 Ch. St. 319; in New York,
Bank v. Walker, 66 N. Y. 424; Cassidy v. Hall, 97 N. Y. 159; Richardson v.

Hughitt, 76 N. Y. 55: Curry v. Fowler, 87 N. Y. 33; contra, Leggettt). Hyde,
58 N. Y. 272. See 1 Lindley on Partnership, pp. 93—98 (Text Book Series
Ed.).
The rule as to liability of a i)erson by holding himself out as a partner is

founded on the doctrine of estoppel by conduct. Carr v. L. & N. W. R. Co.,

L. R. 10, C. P. 316; Kirk v. Hartman, 63 Pa. St. 97; Heffner v. Palmer, 67
111. 161; Cook V. Slate Co., 36 Ohio St. 135; Fitch v. Harrington, 13 Gray,
468.

The holding out must, in order to render the party liable, be prior to or at
the time of the contract; and plaintiff must show knowledge of the alleged
partnership and that he relied thereon. See Thompson v. Bank, 111 U. S.

530; Bowie v. Maddox. 29 Ga. 285; Denithorne v. Hook, 112 Pa. St. 240;
Allen V. Dunn, 15 Me. 392; Wood v. Pennell, 51 Me. 52; GriefF v. Bondon-
squire, 18*La. An. 631; Irwin v. Conklin, 30 Barb. 64; Kirk v. Hartman, 63
Pa. St. 97; Markham v. Jones, 7 B. Mon. 456; Appeal of Scull cl nl, 115
Pa. St. 141; Benjamin v. Covert, 47 Wis. 375; Bishop v. Georgeson, 60 111.

484.
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jointly concerned in profit and loss, or in profit only, in some

honest and lawful business, not immoral in itself, nor prohibited

by the law of the land; and this is a principle of universal re-

ception (a). The contract must be for the common benefit of all

the parties tb the association; and though the shares need not be

equal, yet, as a general rule, all must partake of the profit in some

ratable proportion; and that proportion, as well as the mode of

conducting the business, may be modified and regulated by pri-

vate agreement, at the pleasure of the parties. If there be no

such agreement on the subject, and no evidence to the contrary,

the general conclusion of law is, that the partnership losses are

to be equally borne, and the profits equally divided (6);

and this would be the rule, * even though the contribu- [ *29 ]

tion between the parties consisted entirely of money by

one, and entirely of labour by another.* In equity according to

Pothier, each partner should share in the profit in proportion to

the value of what he brings into the common stock, whether it

be money, goods, labour, or skill; and he should share in the loss

in a ratio to the gain to which he would, in a prosperous issue

to the business, have been entitled. He admits, however, that

the proportion of gain and loss may be varied by agreement; and

the agreement may render the extra labour of one of the concern,

equal to the risk of loss, and a substitute for his share of loss (c).

It is not necessary that every member of the company should,

in every event, participate in the profits. It would be a valid

partnership, according to the civil law, if one of the members

had a reasonable expectation of profit, and was, in consequence

of his particular art and calling, employed to sell, and to have a

Associations for buying or selling personal property as factors or brokers,
or for carrying personal property for hire in ships, are in the Louisiana Code,

art. 2796, termed commercial partnerships. There mai/ be a partnership to

trade in land, and limited to purchasing, and the profit and loss divisible as
stock. This result does not necessarily follow from a joint purchase. Camp-
bell V. Colhoun, 1 Penn. 140.

(a) Dig. 18, 1, 35, 2. Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soe. n. 14. Briggsv. Law-
rence. 3 Ter7n. Rep. 454. Aubert v. Maze, 2 Bos. & Pull. 371. Griswold v.

Waddington, 16 Johns. Pep. 489.

(6) Inst. 3, 26, 1. Pothier, uh. sup. n. 73. Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Vesey,

49. Gould V. Gould, 6 Wendell, 263.

(c) Pothier, ub. sup. No. 15—19, n. 25.
8 Northrup v. McGill, 27 Mich. 234; Wolfe v. Gilmer, 7 La. Ann. 583;

Ligarev Peacock, 109 111. 94; Ratzer v. Ratzer, 28 N. J. Eq. 136; Henry v.

Bassett, 75 Mo. 89; Worthy v. Brower, 93 N. C. 344; Ryder v. Gilbert, 16
Hun. 163; Brewer v. Browne, 68 Ala. 210; Honore v. Colesnil, IJ. J. Marsh,
506.
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share of the profits if they exceeded a certain sum, provided this

was granted to him by reason of his pains and skill, and not as a

gratuity (a). So, one partner may retire under an agreement to

abide his proportion of risk of loss, and take a sum in gross for

his share of future uncertain profits; or he may take a gross sum

as his share of the presumed profits, with an agreement that the

remaining partners are to assume all risks of loss (b). But a

partnership, in which the entire profit was to belong to some of

them, in exclusion of others, would be manifestly unjust; and as

between the parties themselves, it would not be a proper partner-

ship (c). It would be what the Roman lawyers called societas

leonina, in allusion to the fable of the lion, who, having

[
* 30 ] entered into *a partnership with the other animals of

the forest, in hunting, appropriated to himself all the

prey (d).

There may be a general partnership at. large, or it may be

limited to a particular branch of business, or to one particular

subject (e). There may be a partnership in the goods in a par-

ticular adventure, or it may be confined to the profits thereof (gr).

If two persons should draw a bill of exchange, they are consid-

ered as partners in respect to the bill, though in every other re-

spect they remain distinct. By appearing on the bill as partners,

the person to whom it is negotiated is to collect the relation of the

parties from the bill itself, and they are not permitted to deny the

conclusion [h). This principle has not been extended to the case

of two persons signing a joint note (t), though it is not easy to

perceive a distinction between the cases {k).'

(a) Dig. 17, 2, 44. Fothier, ub. mp. n. 13.

(6) Pothier, Traite dc Soc. n. 25. 26.

(c) Lowry v. Brooks, 2 M' Cord's Rep. 421. Bailey v. Clark, 6 Pick. 372.

(d) Dig. 17, 2, 29, 2. Pothier, rib. sup. No. 12. Institutes of ike Laws of
Holland, by J. Vander Linden, translated by J. Henry, Esq., p. 571. 2 BelVs
Comm. 615.

(e) Lord Mansfield. Willet v. Chambers, Cowp. 816. Code Napoleon, No. 1841.

(g) Solomons v. Nissen, 2 Term, 675. Ex parte Cellar, 1 Rose, 297.

Holmes v. Higgins, 1 Barnw. & Cress. 72. Mayer v. Sharpe, 5 Taunton, 74.

Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 54.

(h) Carvick v. Vickery, Doug. 653, note. De Berkom v. Smith, 1 Esp. 29.

(i) Hopkins v. Smith, 11 Johns. Rep. 161.

(k) The Roman law, which has been followed in France, distinguished be-
tween two kinds of universal partnership, the one universorum bonorum, and
the other universorum quas ex quaeslu veniunt. By the first, the parties put

' The extent to which persons can be considered as partners, depends en-'

tirely upon the agreement into which they have entered and upon their con-
duct. SchoUenberger v. Seldomridge, 49 Pa. St. 83; Bentley v. "White, 3
B. Mon. 263; Ripley v, Cobley, 23 N. H. 438.
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*There is no difficulty,«in the ordinary course of busi- [ *31 ]

ness, with the case of an actual partner, who appears in

his character of an ostensible partner. The question as to the

person on whom the responsibility of partner ought to attach in

respect to third persons, arises in the case of dormant partners,

who participate in the profits of the trade, and conceal their

names. They are equally liable when discovered, as if their

names had appeared in the firm, and although they were un-

known to be partners at the time of the creation of the debt (a).^

into common stock all their property, real and personal, then existing, or

thereafter to be acquired. All future acquisitions by purchase, gilt legacy,

or descent, went into this partnership as of course, without assignment, un-
less the gift or legacy was declared to be under the condition of not being
placed there. Such a partnership was chatged with all the debts of the

parties at its commencement, and with all the future debts, and personal and
family expenses. The validity of such a partnership was not questioned,
notwithstanding it might be extremely unequal, and one might bring much
more property into it than another, and acquire ten times as much by gift,

purchase, or succession, and notwithstanding one partner might have a
family of children, and another be destitute of any. {Poihier, Traite du
Con. de Soc. No. 28—42.) We need not be apprehensive that such a part-

nership will become infectious, for it appears to be fruitful in abuse and dis-

cord; and in the Code Napoleon, No. P837, the more forbidding features of the

connection are removed. Though it embraces all the existing property oi

the parties, and every species of gains, it does not, under the code, extend
to property to be acquired by gift, legacy, or inheritance, and every stipula-

tion to that effect is prohibited. The Civil Code of Louisiana, which has
throughout closely followed the Code Napoleon, has recognized these univer-
sal partnerships applying to all existing property; but they must be created

in writing, and registered, and they are under the checks mentioned in the
French code. Civil Code of Louisiana, No. 2800—2805.

The other species of universal partnership applies only to future profits,

from whatever source they may be derived; and it is formed when the parties

agree to a partnership without any further explanation. In this case, the
separate acquisitions of each, by legacy or inheritance, are kept separate, and
do not enter into the common mass; nor does it embrace present real pro-
perty, but only the future issues and profits of it; and it is not, of course,

chargeable with existing debts, though it was formerly chargeable with them
when made in that part of France, under the Droit Coutumier. (Pofhier, ub.

sup. n. 43—52. Code Napoleon, No. 1838.) The same kind of general part-
nerships, embracing all the present and future property of the parties, is

known in the laws of Spain and of Holland. Institutes of the Civil Law of
Spain, hy Doctors Asso tfr Bfanuel, b. 2, c. 15. Institutes of the Laws of Hol-
land, by J. Vander IJnden, translated by J. Henry, Esq., p. 573.

(rt) Robinson T'. Wilkinson, 3 Price's Exch. Rep. 538. Lord Loughborough,
1 H. Blacks. Sep. 48. Pitts v. Waugh, 4 3fass. Rep. 424 Duncan, J., 8 Berg.

& Raicle, 55. Porter, J., 5 Miller's Louis. Rep. 406, 408. A dormant part-
ner cannot join as plaintiff in an action, for there is no privity of communi-
cation bei;ween him and the party who contracted with the firm. He is

nevertheless suable as a defendant, because he participated in the profits of
the contract. Lloyd v. Archbold, 2 Taunton, 324. Boardman v. Keeler, 2

« See Leggett 1'. Hyde, 58 N. Y. 272; Rosenfeld v. Haight, 53 Wis. 260;
They are liable for whatever may be done by their partners or agents in the
ordinary course of business. Richardson v. Farmer, 36 Mo. 35; Winship v.

Bank of the United States, 5 Pet. 529.
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The question arises also in the case of a nominal or

[ *32 ] implied *partner, who has no actual interest in the trade,

or its profits, and he becomes responsible as a partner by

voluntarily suffering his name to appear to the world as a part-

ner, by which means he lends to the partnership the sanction of

his credit (a).' There is a just and marked distinction between

partnership as respects the public, and partnership as respects the

parties; and a person may be held liable as a partner to third

persons, although the agreement does not create a partnership as

between the parties themselves. Though the law allows parties

to regulate their concerns as they please in regard to each other,

they cannot, by arrangement among themselves, control their re-

sponsibility to others; and* it is not competent for a person, who
partakes of the profits of a trade, however small his share of

those profits may be, to withdraw himself from the obliga-

tions of a partner (6). Each individual member is answerable

in solido to the whole amount of the debts, without reference to

the proportion of his interest, or to the nature of the stipulation

between him and his associates. 'Even if it were the intention of

the parties that they should not be partners, and the person to be

charged was not to contribute either moDey or labour, or to re-

ceive any part of the profits, yet, if he lends his name as a part-.

Vermont Rep. 65. If one partner borrows money in his individual name, a
dormant partner is equally liable, if the borrower represented it to be for the
use of the partnership, though without such a representation, the creditor

must prove that the money went to a partnership use. Etheridge v. Binney,
9 Pink. 272. Lloyd v. Ashby, 2 Carr. & Payne, 138. The statute law of
Kew York, of 1833, (Laws N. Y. sess. 56, ch. 281,) has checked the use of
fictitious firms, by declaring that no person shall transact business in the
name of a partner not interested in his firm; and that where the designation

"and company" or "& Co." is used, it shall represent an actual partner or

partners, and the violation of the provision is made a penal offence.

(a) Guidon v. Robson. 2 Camph. 802. Young r. Axtell, cited in 2 H.
BlacLi. 242. Porter, J., 5 Miller's Louis. Rep. 408, 409. Fox v. Clifton, 6
Bingham, 776.

(6) Waugh V. Carver, 2 K. Blacks. 235. Hesketh v. Blanchard, 4 East,

144. Nor can a partner exonerate himself from personal responsibility for

the existing engagements of the company, by assigning or selling out his in-

terest in the concern. Perriug v. Hone, 2 Carr. & Payne, 401.
® Where a member of a firm after dissolution and publication thereof, con-

tinues the business in the old firm's name, with the consent of the retiring

partner, the latter will be liable to all who are misled by such holding out.

State V. Wiggin, 20 Me. 449; Wait v. Brewster, 31 Vt. 516; Flemincr r.

Dorn, 34 Ga. 213. The mere keeping ot the old name up is not sufficient.

Boyd V. McCann, 10 Md. 118. A person who does not know of the use of
his name cannot be held liable l"or its use. Kittenhouse v. Leigh. 57 Miss.

697. See, hereon, Wright v. Boynton, 37 N. H. 9; Bowie v. Maddox, 29 Gra.

285; Polk v. Oliver, 56 Miss. 566.
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ner, or sufifers his name to continue in the tirm after he has

ceased to be an actual partner, he is responsible to third persons

as a partner, for he may induce third persons to give that

credit to the firm which otherwise it *would not receive, [
* 33 ]

nor perhaps deserve. This principle of law inculcates

good faith and ingeniious dealing, and it is now regarded by the

English courts as a fundamental doctrine (a). It has been ex-

plicitly asserted with us, and is now incorporated in the jurispru-

dence of this country (6)-. So strict is the law on this point, that

oven if executors, in the disinterested performance of a trust,

continue the testator's share in a partnership concern in trade,

for the benefit of his infant children, they may render themselves

personally liable as^ dormant partners (c).^"

A person may be allowed, in special cases, to receive part of

the profits of a business without becoming a legal or responsible

partner. Thus a party may by agreement receive, by way of rent,

a portion of the profits of a farm or tavern, without becoming a

partner (d). So, to allow a clerk, or agent, a portion of the pro-

fits of sales as a compensation for labour, or a factor such a per

centage on the amount of sales, does not render the agent cr fac-

tor a partner, when it appears to be intended merely as a mode

of payment adopted to increase and secure exertion, and

when it is not understood to be an * interest in the pro- [ * 34 ]

fits in the character of profits, and there is no mutuality

between the parties. So, seamen take a share by agreement with

the ship-owner, in the profits of a whale fishery or coasting voy-

age, by way of compensation for their services; and shipments

from this country to India, upon half profits, are usual, and the

{n) Hoare v. Dawes, Dotig. Rep. 371. • Grace v. Smith, 2 Wm. Blacks. Rep.

998. Waugh v. Carver, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 235. Baker v. Charlton, Peake^s

N. P. Rep. 80. Hesketh v. Blanchard, 1 East, 144. Ex parte Hamper, 17
Vesey, 404. Ex parte Lanjidale, 18 Vesey, 300. Carlin v. Drury, 1 Ves. &
Ben. 157. Cheap v. Cramond, 4 Barnw. & Aid. 663. Best, J., Smith v.

Watson, 2 Barnw. & Cress. 401. Lacy v. Woolcott, 2 Dowlinfj & R. 458.

[h) Purviance v. M'Clintee, 6 Serg. & Rdtvle, 259. Gill v. Kuhn, ibid. 333.

Thompson, J., in Post r. Kimberly, 9 Johnson^489. Dob v. Halsey, 16 Johns.

Rep. 40. Shubrick v. Fisher, 2 Desauss. Ch. Rep. 148. Osborne v. Brennan,
2 NottiS: M'Cord, 427.

(c) Wightman v. Townroe, 1 Maule & Seho. 412. The better way would
be, for the executors, in such cases, to have the trade carried on for the
benefit of the infatits, under the direction ot the court of chancery, as has
frequently been done in England. See 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 627.

[d] Perrine v. Hankinson, 6 Haht. 181.
'" See Wild v. Davenport, 4 N. J. L. 129; Phillips v, Blatchford, 137

Mass. 510; Richter v. Poppenhausen, 42 N. Y. 373.
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responsibility of partners has never been supposed to flow from

such special agreements (a). This distinction seems to be defi-

nitely established by a series of decisions, and it is not now to bo

questioned; and yet Lord Eldon regarded the distinction with re-

gret, a,nd mentioned it frequently, with pointed disapprobation,

as being too refined and subtle, and the reason of which, ho said,

he could not well comprehend (6)."

The English law does not admit of partnerships with a re-

stricted responsibility. In many parts of Europe, limited part-

nerships are admitted, provided they be entered upon a regis-

ter (c). Thus, in France, by the ordinance of 1673, limited

partnerships ( la Soci6M en commandite) were established, by which

one or more persons, responsible in solido as general partners,

were associated with one or more sleeping partners, who fur-

nished a certain proportion of capital, and were liable only to the

extent of the funds furnished. This kind of partnership has

been continued and regfilated by the new code of eom-

[
* 35] merce (d); and it is likewise introduced into the * Louis-

{n) Dixon v. Cooper, 3 Wils. 40. Cheap v. Craraonci, 4 Barnw. <& Aid. 670.

Benjamin v. Porteus, 2 H. Blacks. 590. Meyer v. Sh.irpe, 5 Taunton, 74.

Hesketh r. Blanchard, 4 East. 144. Dry r. Boswell, 1 Camph. N. P. 329.

Wilkenson v. Frazier, 4 Esp. N. P. 182. Mair r. Glennie, 4 Maide & Schr.

240. Geddes v. Wallace, 2 Bligh. 270. Muszy v. Whitney, 10 Johns. Rep.

226. Kice v. Austin, 17 Mass. Rep. 206. Lowry v. Brooks, 2 WCnrd, 421,

Baxter r. Rodman, 3 Pick. 435. Cutler v. Win.sor, 6 Pick. 3.35. Hardin r.

Foxcroft, 6 Greenleaf, 76. The Crusader, IFare's Rep. 437. See also siipra,

p. 25, n. 6.

(6) Ex parte Hamper, 17 Vcsey, 404. Ex parte Rowlandson, 1 Rose, 89.

Ex parte Watson, 19 Vesey, 458. Miller v. Bartlett, 15 Serg. & Raicle, 137.

3fr. Cary, in his recent treatise on the Lato of Partnership, p. 11, vindicate.s

the principle on which the ahove distinction is founded, and insists that it is

perfectly clear and just. Colhjer also, in a still more recent treatise on the Law
of Partnership, p. 17, is in favour of the reasonableness of the distinction in the
cases where there is, and where there is not, a mutual interest in the profits.

(c) Lord Loughborough, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 48.

(d) Repertoire de Jurisprudence, 2>or Merlin, tit. Societe, art. 2. Code de

Commerce, b. 1, tit. 3, sec. 1.

" See Holmes v. Porter, 39 Me. 157; Jackson v. Robinson, 3 Mason. 138;
Loomis V. Marshall, 12 Conn. 69; Matthews v. Felch, 25 Vt. 536; Dunham
r. liogers, 1 Barr, 255; Thomdike v. De Wolfe, 6 Pick. 120; Chase v. Ste-

vens, 19 N. H. 465. A persop lending money for business pnrjwses, with
the option of sharing profits or receiving interest is not a partner. Moore r.

Walton, 9 Bank Reg. 402 (Miss.); Re Ward, 25 Int. Rev. Rec. 289 (Tenn.);
Re Francis, 2 Sawyer (Oregon), 286.

That a person may have an interest in a party's share in a firm without
becoming a partner. Bybee v. Hawket, 12 Fed. Rep. (Ore.) 649. A share
in the proceeds of a whaling expedition creates no partnership, being in

the nature of seamen's wages. Coffin r. Jenkins, 3 Story (Mass.), 108.

See, further, Johnson t: Lewis, 6 Fed. Rep. 27; Pitta v. Hall, 3 Blatchf.

201; Ex parte Miller, 1 N. Y. Leg. Obs. 38.
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ianian code, under the title of partnership in commendam (a).

It is supposed to be well calculated to bring dormant capital

into active and useful employment; and this species of part-

nership has, accordingly, been authorized by statute in Mas-

sachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland, South Caroline, Georgia, Alajbama, Florida,

Mississippi, Indiana, and Michigan, as well as in New York. It

is declared, in the latter state (6), that a limited partnership for

the transaction of any mercantile, mechanical, or manufacturing

business within the state (c), may consist of one or more persons

jointly and severally responsible according to the existing laws,

who are called general partners, and one or more persons who
furnish certain funds to the common stock, and whose liability

shall extend no further than the fund furnished, and who arc call-

ed special partners. The names of the special partners are not

to be used in the firm, which shall contain the names of the

general partners only, without the addition of the word company,

or any other general term; nor are they to transact any business

on account of the partnership, or be employed for that purpose

as agents, attorneys, or otherwise; but they may, nevertheless,

advise as to the management of the partnership concern. Before

such a partnership can act, a registry thereof must be made in

the clerk's office of the county, with an accompanying certificate

signed by the parties, and duly acknowledgfed, and containing

the title of the firm, the general nature of the business, the names

of the partners, the amount of capital furnished by the special

partners, and the period of the partnership. The capital ad-

vanced by the special partners must be in cash, and an affidavit

filed stating the fact, Publication must likewise be made for

at least six weeks of the terms of the partnership, and due pub-

lication for four weeks of the dissolution of the partnership by the

act of the parties prior to the time specified in the certificate.

No such partnership can make assignments or transfers, or create

any lien, with the intent to give preference to creditors. The
special partners may receive an annual interest on the capital in-

{n) Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 2810.

(ft) Laws of N. V. April, 1822, sess. 45, ch. 244, and sess. 50, ch. 238;
re-enacted by N. Y. Revised Sfafjites, vol. i. 764, with some slights variations.

(c) In New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, South Carolina.
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, and Connecticut, the business of
banking and insurance is specially excepted.

5 VOL. III. kp:nt. 65
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vested, provided there be no reduction of the original

[ *3G] capital; but they cannot be permitted * to claim as cred-

itors, in case of the insolvency of the partnership (a). It

is easy to perceive, that the provisions of the act have been taken,

in most of the essential points, from the French regulations in the

commercial code; and it is the first instance in the history of the

legislation of New York, that the statute law of any other country

than that of Great Britain, has been closely imitated and adopted.

The provision for limited partnerships in the other states (and

which were subsequent in point of time to that in New York) is

essentially the same.'"

It is a general and well established principle, that when a per-

son joins a partnership as a member, he does not, without a

special promise, assume the previous debts of the firm, nor is he

bound by them.'' To render persons jointly liable upon a con-

tract as partners, they must have a joint interest contemporary

with the formation of the contract (6).'* If, however, goods are

(a) It has been ruled in Hubbard v. Morgan, U. S. D. C.'for N. Y., May.
18:59, that the special partner must, at his peril, see that the Jaw is complied
Avith in all its essentials, or he will be liable as a general partner.

[b] Saville v. Robertson, 4 Term Rep. 720. Young ?\ Hunter, 4 Taunt.

Rep. .582. Poindexter v. Waddy. 6 Munf. Rep. 418.
'- No partnership attempted to be formed under the statutes with a limited

liability of some of the partners is limited, unless the statutes upon thesnb-
iect are strictly or substantially complied with. Vandike ik R )ssbram. G7
Pa. St. 330; Andrews V. Kchott, 10 Pa. St. 53; Richardson v. Hogg, 38 Pa.

St. 153; Van Ingen v. Whitman, 62 N. Y. 513: Henkel v. Heyman, 91 111.

96; Pierce u. Brvant, 5 Allen, 91; Madison County Bank v. Gould, 5 Hill,

309; Bowen r. Ingall, 24 Wend. 496.

A payment by a special partner partly in cash and partly in goods is not
a compliance with the statute. Haviland v. Chace, 39 Barb. 283; Be Merrell,

S. C 13 Nat. Bunk Reg. 91. Neither is a delivery of promissory notes even
though treated as cash. Pierce v. Brvant, o Allen, 91. See, further as to

cash payment, Bulkley r. Marks, 15 Abb. Pr. 454; Maguire v. Lawrence, 13
Jones & Sp. 235; Haggerty v. Foster, 103 Mass. 17; Lawrence v. Merrlfield,

42 N. Y. Supr. Crt. 36.

Under the Colorado statute the p.iyment need not be in cash. See Hol-
liday r. Union B. «& P. Co., 3 Colo. 342.

Spec-ial partners are general partners except so far as their liability is

limited by statute. Lochaise c. Marks. 4 E. D. Smitli, 610; Hog c. I-:ili".s, 8
How. Pr. 473; Hayes c. Bement, 3 Sand f. 397. See the lawsof thediliereut
States hereon.

'•' Shafer's Appeal, 99 Pa. St. 246; Guild ». Belcher, 119 Ma.ss. 257; Peters
r. McWilliams. 78 Va. 567; Sizer v. Ray, 87 N. Y. 220; Wilgus v. Lewis, 8
Mo. App. 336.

" There must be an express or tacit agreement, entered into between him-
self and the creditors, lounded on a sufficient consideration, in order to ren-

der him liable to such creditors. White v. Thillen.s. 106 Pa. St. 173;
Arnold 17. Nidi tis. 64 N. Y. 117; Shaw v. McGregory, 105 Mass. 96; Moor-
head j;. Winston. 73 N. C. 398; Burritt v. Dickson, 8 Cal. 113; Osborn v.
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parcUased in pursuance of a previous agreement between two or

more persons, that one of them should purchase the goods on

joint account, in a foreign adventure, they are all answerable to

the seller for the price, as partners, even though their names

were not announced to the seller; for the previous agreement

made the partnership precede the purchase, and a joint interest

attached in the goods at the instant of the purchase (a).'^

II. Of the rights and duties of loarties in their relation to each

other, and to the public.

(1.) Of the interest ofpartners in their stock in trade.

Partners are joint tenants of their stock in trade, but without

the Jits accrescendi, or right of survivorship; and this, according

to Lord Coke (b), was part of the law-merchant, for the advance-

ment and continuance of commerce and trade. It would seem,

however, to have been a point of some doubt as late as the middle

of the seventeenth century, whether the doctrine of sur-

vivorship did not apply; for the Lord Keeper, *in Jeff- [
* 37

]

ereijs v. Small (c), observed, that it was common, at

that time, for traders, in articles of co-partnership, to provide

against survivorship, though he declared that the provision was

clearly unnecessary."^ On the death of one partner, his repre-

sentatives become tenants in common with the survivor, and with

(a) Gouthwaite v. Duckworth, 12 Eifst, 421.

{b) Co. Litt. 182, a.

(c) 1 Vern. 217.

Osborn, 36 Mich. 48; Frazer v. Howe, 106 111. 563; Jones v. Bartlett, 50
Wis. 589.

•^ The decision of Gouthwaite u. Duckworth, supra, has been questioned,

see Liudleyon Partnership, vol. 1, p. 277 (Text Book Series Ed.), and Young
i>. Hunter, 4 Taunt. 582.

'* In this country joint tenancy has generally been deprived by statute

of the right of survivorship. The legal interest to the title of a partner in

lands held by himself and partners for the partnership purposes, descends
ui)nn his death to his heirs subject to the claims of the creditors of the firm

and the othor partners. King v. Weeks, 70 N. C. 372; Whitman v. R. R.

Co., 3 Allen, 133; Buffum v. Buffum, 49 Me. 108; Abernathy v. Moses, 73
Ala. 381; Cobble v. Tomliusou, 50 Ind. 550; Buchnn v. Sumner, 2 Barb. Ch.

165; The deceased partner's share in real estate goes to his heirs, subject to

his widow's dower, and not to his executors or administrators. Foster's

Appeal, 74 Pa. St. 391; Leafs App., 105 Pa. St. 505; Shearer v. Shearer. 98
Mass. 107; Strong v. Lord, 107 111. 25: Grissom v. Moore, 106 lud. 296;

Goodburn D. Stevens, 5 Gil. 1: Fairchild v. Fairchild, 64 N. Y. 471: Camp-
bell V. Campbell, 30 N. J. Eq. 415; Buffum v. Buffum, 49 Me. 108. But the

surviving partner is entitled to the control thereof in order to settle the

firm's affairs. Merritt v. Dickev, 38 Mich. 41; Shanks c. Klein, 104 U. S.

18; Easton v. Courtwright, 84 Mo. 27; Keith v. Keith, 143 Mass. 262.
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respect to choses in action, survivorship so far exists at law, that

the remedy to reduce them into possession vests exclusively in

the survivor, for the benefit of .'ill the parties in interest (a).''

But no partner has an exclusive right to any part of the joint

stock, until a balance of accounts be struck between him and his

co-partners, and the amount of his interest accurately ascertained.

The interest of each partner in the partnership property, is his

share in the surplus, after the partnership accounts are settled,

and all just claims satisfied (b)."

If partnership capital be invested in land for the benefit of the

company, though it may be a joint tenancy in law, yet equity will

hold it to be a tenancy in common, and as forming part of the

partnership fund; and the better opinion would seem to be that

equity will consider the person in whom the legal estate is vested,

as trustee for the whole concern, and the property will be en-

titled to be distributed as personal estate (c).'^ The point

(a) Martin r. Crompe, 1 Lord Raym. 340. Daniel, J., in Proctor v. Pool,

4 Dei\ N. a Hep. 369.

(6) NicoU V. Mumford, 4 Johns. CJi. Rep. 522. Fox r. Hanbury, Cowp. Rep.
445. Taylor r. Fields. 4 Vesey, 396. 15 Vesey, 559, note, S. C. Parsons, Ch.

J., in Pierce v. Jackson, 6 Mass. Rep. 242,

(c) Thornton r. Dixon, 3 Bro. Ch. C((S. 199. Lord Loughboroupih, in Smith
V. Smith. 5 Vesey, 189. Ripley r. Waterworth, 7 Vesey, 424. Feathersten-

'" And he ranst bring action without joining the personal representatives

of the deceased. Davis ?•. Church, 1 W. &S. 240; Wallace v. Fitzsimmons,
1 Dall. 218; Manning v. Brickell, 2 Hayw. (N. C.) 133; Stevens v. Rollins,

34 Me. 226; Davidson v. AVeems, 58 Ala. 187; Bassett v. Miller. 39 Mich.
133; Ambs r. Caspari, 13 Mo. App. 586; Daby v. Ericsson, 49 N. Y. 786.

'* The partners may, however, by agreement convert real estate into per-

sonal for all purposes, and then the deceased partner's share will go to his

personal representatives. Davis?'. Christian, 15 Gratt. 11. And it has been
held J;hat an agreement authorizing the surviving partner to take the whole
assets would have this effect. Leafs App., 105 Pa. St. 505; Maddock v.

Astbury, 32 N. Y. Eq. 181. Or where the firm has for its object the dealing
in land as a commodity. Ludlow v. Cooper, 4 Ohio St. 1 ; see contra, Strong
I). I^rd, 107 111. 25. An agreement requiring land to be held solely for part-

nership purposes has been held to amount to a conversion out and out.

Rammelsberg v. Mitchell, 29 Ohio St. 22; Columb. r. Reed, 24 N. Y. 505.

A partner has no special interest in any particular piece ofproperty belong-
ing to the firm. His interest is to receive his proper proportion of the whole
amount of a.ssets remaining after the payment of all the firm's debts. Trow-
bridge r. Cross, 117 111 109; Tobey v. McFarlin, 115 Mass. 98; Filley »'.

Phelps, 18 Conn. 294; Staats t). Bristow, 73 N. Y. 264. A mortgagee of a
partner's share is only entitled to the sui-plns of a.ssets over the firm's debts.

Matlack v. James, 13 N. Y. Eq. 126: Beecher r. Stevens, 43 Conn. 587;
Bank v. Sawyer. 38 Ohio St. 339; Hiscock r. Phelps, 49 N. Y. 79. See
Churchill v. Proctor, 31 Minn. 129; Burbank v. Wiley, 79 N. C. 501; Bank
V. Goodwin, 5 N. J. Eq. 334.

'* It is a general rule of equity that real estate purchased with partner-
ship funds for partnership purposes, and without any intention of with-
drawing the funds from the firm for the use of the members or any of them

G8
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has been extensively discussed and * considered in [ * 38 J

this country, and the cases are not inconsistent with

this principle, when they admit, upon grounds of reason and

policy, that real estate, acquired with partnership funds, and held

by partners in common, may be conveyed or charged by one part-

ner, on his private account, to the extent of his legal title,

whether that legal title covers the whole, or a part of the estate;

provided the purchaser or mortgagee dealt with him bona fide,

and without notice of the partnership rights, and there was

nothing in the transaction from which notice might reasonably be

inferred (a).^** In Tennessee, an estate so held in joint tenancy

by partners for the purposes of trade, may be sold by the sur-

vivor, in whom is the legal title; but he will be subject to ac-

hangh r. Fen wick, 17 Vesey, 298. Lord Eldon, in Townsend v. Devaynes,
cited in Gow on Partnership, 54 edit. Phil. 1825, in Selkrig/'. Davies, 2 Dow.
P. C. 245, and in Crawshay w. Maulc, 1 SwnnMon, 521. Sigourney t'. Mnnn, 7
Conn.Kcp.W. Hoxie c. Carr, I Sumner, 182—186. Ex parte Banks, New-
foundland Rep. 39f>. Conirri, Sir Wm. Grant, in Bell v. Phyn, 7 Vesey, 453,

and Balmain v. Shore, 9 JVso/ 500. Goxo on Parinrrship, 54, 55. In Sig-

ourney r. Mimn, the English and American authorities were lully examined
and the subject discussed; and the doctrine declared that real estate ac-

quired with partnership funds, for partnership purposes, would be regarded
in equity as partnership stock, and liable to all the incidents of partnership
property. It might also by agreement of the parties be regarded as personal
stock of the company. The English Vice Chancellor, in Kandall r. Kandall,
7 Simon.<i, 271, reviewed, among others, the ca.ses of Thornton v. Dixon, Rip-
ley V. Waterworth, Bell v. Phyn, Balmain r. Shore, and Crawshay v. Maule,
above mentioned, together with the cases of Philips v. Philips, 1 Mylne &
Keene, 649, and Broom v. Broom, 3 Ibid, 443. and came to the conclusion
declared in Sigourney v. Munn, that the English chancery doctrine consider-

ing real estate as personal property, was applicable only to hyids purchased
with partnership capital for the purposes of a partnership trade.

(a) Ford i'. Herron, 4 Munf. 316. M'Dermont v. Laurence, 7 Serg. <&

Rawie, 438. In Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Suuiner, 173, it was held, that where a pur-
chaser of real estate, having actual, or is chargeable with constructive notice,

that it was partnei-ship property, the estate is chargeable in his hands with
the payment of the partnership debts, even though he had no notice of the
partnership debts.

as individuals, such real estate is to be considered as partnership property,

and as liable to all the equitable rights of the members as between them-
selves. See Bispham's Equity, sec. 511, and cases there cited; Eoss v. Hen-
derson, 77 N. C. 170.

^0 Kelley ?'. Greenleaf. 2 Story, 93; Buck v. Winn, 11 B. Mon. 320; Cramer
V. Arthurs, 7 Pa. St. 1G5; Walsh v. Adams, 3 Denio. 125, where it was held
that the rule did not apply to a purchaser of the partnership chattels.

A purchaser of a partnership interest takes only the assignor's share after

settlement, and his interest can only be made available on an accounting of
the partnership afiairs. Bank v. Carrol Ion R. R., 11 Wall. 624. A bonn

fide transfer of an interest in a partnership may be made withont writing
or vouchers. i?e Great Western Tel. Co., 5 Biss. 363 (111.),

See further as to a purchaser's position, Dupuy V. Leavenworth, 17 Cal.'

262, and Lindley on Partnership, '""652, cl neq. Ewell's Ed.
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count to the representatives of the deceased partner for their pro-

portion of the proceeds (a). In New York, the supreme court,

upon the strength of the ultimate npinion of Lord Thurlow, in

Thornton v. Dixon, and of the opinion of the Master of the Kolls,

in Balniain v. Shore, declared, in Coles v. Coles (b), that the

principles and rules of law applicable to partnerships, and which

govern and regulate the disposition of the partnership property,

did not apply to real estates; and that in the absence of special

covenants between the parties, real estate owned by partners, was

to be considered and treated as such, without any reference to the

partnership. The language of the Supreme Court of

[
* 39] Massachusetts, * in Goodwin v. Richardson (c), is nearly

to the same effect; and it seemed to be considered, that

partners, purchasing an estate out of the joint funds, and taking

one conveyance to themselves as tenants in common, would hold

their undivided moieties in separate and independent titles, and

that the same would go, on the insolvency of the firm, or on the

death of either, to pay their respective creditors at large.

These latter cases, and particularly the one in New York, go

to the entire subversion of the equity doctrine now prevalent in

England; but the other American decisions are more restricted

in their operation, and are not inconsistent with the most correct

and improved view of the English law. Their object is to secure

the rights of purchasers and encumbrancers without notice, from

being affected by a claim of partnership rights of which they

were ignoraht. In Edgar v. Donnally (d), a. right to land had

(a) M'Alister v. Montgomery, 3 Hayw 96. In Yestman v. Woods, 6 Yer-
ger, 20, real estate held by partners, for partnership purposes, was held to

descend and vest, ujxjn the death of one of the partners, in his heirs at law,

as real estate. This was upon the strength of the case in 3 Haywood, but with
an evident reluctance in the Chancellor to depart from the English rule in

equity, which now holds such estate to he personal atock, and distributable as

such In South Carolina, one party cannot transfer the real estate of the
firm, and used for its business, by deed, unless it be in a case in which the
buying and selling of real estate is the object of the partnership. Eobinson
V. Crowder, 4 WCord, 519.

(ft) 15 Johns. Bep. 159.

(c) 11 3Iass. Bep. 469.

(rf) 2 Munf. 387. But in Deloney v. Hutchinson, 2 Bandolph, 183, the ap-

propriation of partnership lands as assets to partnership debts in preference

to other debts was denied; and it was held, that lands purchased by part-

ners for partnership purposes, was an estate in common both at law and
equity; and that a surviving partner had no other remedy as a creditor than
any other creditor. Other American cases hold a different language; thus,

in Winslow v. Chiffelle, State Beports in Equity in S. C, (1824,) it was held,

that lauds held and used by partners, in the business of a mill, was co-
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been acquired with partnership stock, and a title taken in the

name of the surviving partner, and a claimant under the deceased

partner was held entitled in equity to a moiety of the land,

against a purchaser from the survivor, with notice of the partner-

ship right. This was a recognition of the true rule of equity on

the subject."'

In Nicoll v. Mumford (a), it was held, that ship-owners were

partnership property, and subject to be applied, like other partnership pro-

perty, to the payment of partnership debts, in preference to the claims of
separate creditors. So, in Greene v. Greene, 1 Hammond^s Ohio Hep. 585, it

was held, that lands purchased with partnership funds for partnership pur-
poses, and under articles that the partnership property shoidd be sold for the
payment of debts, were to be considered and applied as personal assets of the
partnership as between the partners and their creditors, and were not sub-
ject to the dower of the widow of a deceased partner as against partnership
debts. And again in Marvin v. Trumbull, 1 WrighVs Ohio Rep. 386, real

estate purchased and held as partnership property, was held to be subjected
to the debts of the firm, in preference to the debt of au individual member
of it, the creditor having notice. And in Hoxie v. Corr, 1 Simmer, 178, it

was declared, that real estate purchased for partnership purposes, and on
partnership account, would in equity be deemed partnership property and
personal estate, tliough at law it would be dealt with according to the legal

title. The general principle now declared in the English law is, that real

estate acquired for the purpose of a trading concern, is to be considered as

partnership property, and to be first applied in satisfiiction of the demands
ofthe partnership. Fereday v. Wightwick, 1 Russell & 31ylno, 45. It is taken
to be personal estate, and retains that character as between the real and per-

sonal representatives of a deceased partner. Townsend v. Devaynes, Crawshay
V. Maule, and Selkrig v. Da vies, cited supra, p. 37, note d. Phillips (•. Phillip.s,

1 Mjjlne & Keene, 649; Story, J., in Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Sumner, 183—186. The
Vice Chancellor in New York, in Smith v. .Jackson, 2 Edward'' s Rep. 28, re-

views all the conflicting cases on this point, and he follows the supreme
court of New York, and holds, that though real estate be purchased with
joint funds for partnership purposes, there is no survivorship as to the real

estate, and the share of a deceased partner as a tenant in common, descends
to his heirs, unless there be an agreement among the partners, that the lands
so purchased shall be considered as personal property; and that then, upon
the foot of that agreement, and not without it, equity would apply the lands
to pay partnership debts. Nay, he.givcs the Avife her dower in the partner-
ship share of the husband so descended. The decisions on this side of the
question, appear to me to be a sacrifice of a principle of policy, and above all,

a principle of justice, to a technical rule of doubtful authority. Thei;e is

no need of any other agreement than what the law will necessarily imply,
from the fact of an investment of partnership funds, by the firm, in real
estate, for partnership purposes. If the partners mean to deal honestly, they
cannot have any other intention than the appropriation of the investment,
if wanted, to pay the partnership debts. Mr. Collyer, in his treatise on the
Law of Partnership, first published in London, in 1832, concludes his review
of the cases, withholding it to be the better opinion, that although the legal

estate in freehold property purchased by partners; for the purposes of their
trade, will go in the ordinary course of descent without survivorsl.ip, yet the
equitable interest in such property will be held to be part of the partnership
stock, and distributable as personal estate. Collyer on Part. 76.

(o) 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 522.
^' See, further, Lindley on Partnership, * 652, d seq. Ewell's Ed. and

cases in note to same.
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tenants in common, and were not to be considered as partners

nor liable each in solido, nor entitled in the settlement

[
* 40 ] * of accounts, on the principle of partnership. The doc-

trine of Lord Hardwicke, on this point, in Doddington

V. Hallet (a), was considered to be overruled by the modern de-

cisions in chancery (6), and by the universal understanding in

the commercial world. But when the case of Nicoll v. Mumford
was reviewed in the Court of Errors (c), the doctrine of Lord

Hardwicke was considered, by the majority of the judges, to be

the better doctrine; and no doubt there may be a special partner-

ship in a ship, as well as in the cargo, in regard to a particular

voyage or adventure.'^ It was assumed by the court, in Lamb v.

Durant (d), that vessels, as well as other chattels, might be held

in strict partnership, with all the control in each partner incident

to commercial partnerships. We find it also stated by Lord

Tenterden (e), that in case of the death of any part owner, after

an injury received, the right of action survives in general to the

surviving part owners, who must afterwards pay to the personal

representatives of the deceased the value of his share. This rule,

as to the remedy, gives to the ownership of vessels one of the es-

sential attributes of a partnership.

(2.) Acts by lohich one partner may bind a firm.

The act of each partner in transactions relating to the part-

(a) 1 Vesey, 497.

(ft) See 5 Veseif, 575. 2 Ves*& Bea. 242. 2 Fiose, 76, 78. 1 Moniaf/u on
Partnership, 102. note. Merrill v. Bartlett, 6 Pick. 47. In this last case it

was declared, that part ship-owners had no lien upon the part of a bank-
rupt companion, for his proportion of the advances of the outfit. Part owners,
or tenants in common, are not answerable for each othere debts.

(c) 20 Johna. Rep. 611.

id) 12 Mass. Rep. 54. So also, in Seabrook v. Rose, 2 HiWs S. C. CJi. Rep.

555, 556, Ch. De Saussure held, according to the doctrine in the N. Y. court

of errors, that owning a ship employed in trade by several persons, in distinct

shares, constituted a partnership, with all its legal incidents; but the court

of appeals, (p. 558,) while they admitted that every species of property might
be held in partnership, gave no opinion on the question whether a ship,

owned in distinct shares, and employed in trade, was, as between the owners,
partnership property, or liable to be so regarded by creditors, beyond certain

specified limits.

(e) Abbott on Skipping, 81 edit. Boston, 1829.
** A ship or any part thereof may constitute part ot a partnership stock or

capital; and in such case is governed by the law of partnership. See oases

cited in notes above, and Phillips v. Purrington, 15 Me. 425; French v. Price,

24 Pick. 13. There may be a partnership as well as aco-tenancy in a vessel;

the question however is one to be collected 'from the circumstances of each
case, but the general relation between shipowners is one of partnership. See
remarks of Mellen, C. J., in Harding v. Foxcroft, 6 Greenl. 76.
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nership, is considered the act of all, and binds all. He can buy

and sell partnership eifects, and make contracts in refer-

ence to the business of the firm, and pay and receive *and [ *41 ]

draw and endorse, and accept bills and notes. Acts in

which they all unite, differ in nothing in respect to legal conse-

quences, from transactions in which they are concerned individu-

ally; but it is the capacity by which each partner is enabled to

act as a principal, and as the authorized agent of his co-partners,

that gives credit and efficacy to the association.^^ The act of one

partner, though on his private account, and contrary to the pri-

vate arrangement among themselves, will bind all the parties, if

made without knowledge in the other party of the arrangement,

and in a matter which, according to the usual course of dealing,

has reference to business transacted by the firm (a).^*

The books abound with numerous and subtle distinctions on

the subject of the extent of the power of one partner to bind the

company; and I shall not attempt to do more than select the

leading rules, and give a general analysis of the cases.

In all contracts concerning negotiable paper, the act of one

partner binds all; and even though he signs his individval name,

provided it appears, on the face of the paper, to be on partner-

ship account, and to be intended to have a joint operation {b).'^'"

(a) Hope V. Cust, cited in 1 Easfs Rep. 53. Swan t;. Steele, 7 East's Bep.
210. Rothwell v. Humphreys, 1 Esp. N. P. 406. Abbott, Ch. J., Sandi lands
V. Marsh, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 673. Ex parte Agace, 2 Cox's Cases, 312. Shippen,
J., Gerard v. Basse, 1 Dallas' Rep. 119. Parker, Ch. J., in Lamb v. Durant,
12 Mass. Eep. 56, 57. Mills v. Barber, 4 Day's Rep. 428. Le Roy, Bayard
& Co. V Johnson, 2 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 186. Pothier, Traite du Con. de Sac. No.
96—105.

(&) Mason v. Rumsey, 1 Campb. N. P. 384. One partner may be liable in

tort for the acts of his co-partner in the prosecution of the co-partnership
'^ He must bind all, or none at all. He is not the agent of the several in-

dividual partners. Shaw v. State, 56 Ind. 188; Terrell v. Hurst, 7 Ala. 588;
Ryerson v. Hendrie, 22 Iowa, 480.

'^* See Sweet v. Morrison, 103 N. Y. 235; Barken'. Mann, 5 Bush. 672; and
Stimson r. Whitney, 130 Mass. 591; Butler v. American Toy Co., 46 Conn.
136; Guice v. Thornton, 76 Ala. 466; Benninger v. Hess, 41 Ohio St. 64.

^^ Moorehead i-. Gilmore, 77 Pa. St. 118; Carrier v. Cameron, 31 Mich. 373;
Pease v. Cole, 53 Conn. 53; Kimbro v. Bullitt, 22 How. 256; Gregg v. Fisher,

3 111. App. 261; Stimson v. Whitney, 130 Mass. 591.

The joint and several promissory note of a partner signed for himself and
co-partners does not bind them severally. Snow v. Howard, 35 Barb. 55;
Sherman v. Christy, 17 Iowa, 322; Marlett v. Jackman, 3 Allen, 287. But
it docs bind him separately and them and him jointly. Elliott v. Davis, 2
Bos. & P. 338; Gillow v. Lillie, 1 Bing. N. C. 695; Maclae v. Sutherland, 3
E. & B. 1. If the signature is the firm's name the note is treated as joint
only and the partner signing cannot be sued separately. Doty v. Bates, 11
Johns. 544; Van Tine v. Crane, 1 Wend. 524.
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But if a bill or note be drawn by one partner, in bis own name
only, and without appearing to be on partnership account, or if

one partner borrow money on his own security, the partnership

is not bound by the signature, even though it was made for a

partnership purpose, or the money applied to a partnership nse.

The borrowing partner is the creditor of the firm, and not

[ *42] the original lender (a)."*^ If, however, * the bill be drawn

by one partner in his own name, upon the firm, on part-

nership account, the act of drawing has been held to amount, in

judgment of law, to an acceptance of the bill by the drawer in

behalf of the firm, and to bind the firm as an accepted bill (b).

And though the partnership be not bound at law in such a case,

it is held, that equity will enforce payment from it, if the bill

was actually drawn on partnership account (c).^' Even if the

paper was made in a case Avhich was not in its nature a partner-

ship transaction, yet it will bind the firm if it was done in the

name of the firm, and there be evidence- that it was done under

its express or implied sanction (d). But if partnership security

be taken from one partner, without the previous knowledge and

consent of the others, for a debt which a creditor knew at the

time was the private debt of the particular partner, it would be

a fraudulent transaction, and clearly void in respect to the part-

nership (e). So, if from the subject matter of the contract, or

the course of dealing of the partnership, the creditor was charge-

able with constructive knowledge of that fact, the partnership is

business, as well as upon contiacts ior the benefitof the joint concern. Way-
land r. Elkins, 1 Sinrkie's Rep. 272.

(rt) Siffkin V. Walker, 2 tamph. 308. Eipley v. Kingsbury, 1 Day's Rep
150, note. Emly v. Lye. 15 EasVs Ecp. 7. Loyd v. Fre.'^hfield, 2 Carr. <&

Payne, 325. Bevan v. Lewis, 1 Simons, 376. Jaques v. Marquand, 6 Cowen,
497. Willis V. Hill, 2 Dev. & Battle, 231.

(h) Dougal V. Cowles, 5 Dar^s Rep. 511.

(c) Van Reims Dyk v. Kane. 1 Gall. Rep. 630.

{d) E.K parte Peele, 6 Veseij, 602.

(e) Arden r. Sharpe. 2 Esp. N. P. 524. Shirreff v. Wilks, I EasVs Rep. 4ft.

Ex parte Bonbonus, 8 Vesey, 540. Livingston v. Hastie, 2 Caines' Rep. 246.

Lansing v. Gaine & Ten Eyck, 2 Johna. Rep. 300. Baird v. Cochran, 4 Serg.

& Rawte, 397. Chazournes v. Edwards, 3 Piik. 4. Cotton v. Evans, 1 Dei:
& Battle Eq. C. 284. Franklaud v. M'Gusty, 1 Knapp''s Cases before ilve Prinj
Council, p. 301, 306.
^ See Siegle v. Chidsay. 28 Pa. St. 279; Dryer v. Sander, 48 Mo. 400; Uhler

V. Browning, 28 N. J. L. 79; Bank v. Thomas, 47 N. Y. 15; Ostrom v. Jacobs,
9 Met. 454; Paine v. Dwinel, 53 Me. 52; Sessums v. Henry, 38 Texas, 37:

Tucker v. Peaslee, 36 N. H. 107; Seekel v. Fetcber, 53 Iowa, 330; Hill v.

Voohies, 22 Pa. St. 68.
*' See, also, Beebe v. Rogers, 3 Iowa, 319; Cunningham v. Smithson, 12

Leigh, 32.
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not liable (a)-"^ There is no distinction in principle upon this

point between general and special partnerships; and the question,

in all cases, is a question of notice, express or constructive^ All

partnerships are more or less limited. There is none that em-

braces, at the same time, every branch of business; and when a

person deals with one of the paiiners in a matter not with-

in the scope of the partnership, the intendment of law *will [
* 43 ]

be, unless there be circumstances or proof in the case, to

destroy the presumption, that he deals with him on his private

account, notwithstanding the partnership name he assumed (h).

The conclusion is otherwise, if the subject matter of the contract

was consistent with the partnership business; and the defendants

in that case would be bound to show that the contract was out of

the regular course of the partnership dealings (c).^'' "When the

business of a partnership is defined, known, or declared, and the

company do not appear to the world in any other light than the

one exhibited, one of the partners cannot make a valid partner-

ship engagement, except on partnership account. There must

be at least some evidence of previous authority beyond the mere

circumstance of partnership, to make such a contract binding. If

the public have the usual means of knowledge given them, and

no acts have been done or suffered by the partnership to mislead

them, every man is presumed to know the extent of the partner-

ship with whose members he deals; and when a person takes a

partnership engagement, without the consent or authority of the

firm, for a matter that has no reference to the business of the

firm, and is not within the scope of its authority, or its regular

course of dealing, he is, in judgment of law, guilty of a fraud (d).''*'

[n) Greene v. Deakin, 2 S/arkie^s N. P. 347. New York Fire Insurance
Company v. Bennett, 5 Conn. Rep. 574.

[h) Ex parte .Agace, 2 Cox, 312. Livingston v. Roosevelt, 4 Jnhnfi. Eep.

251. 277. 278. Spencer, J., Dob v. Halsey. 16 Johns. Rep. 38. Footw. Sabin,

19 ibid. 154. Lavertv v. Burr. 1 Wendell, 529. U. S. Bank v. Binuey, 5 i/rtson,

176. Davenport v. Runlett, 3 N. H. Rep. 386.

(c) Doty V. Bates, 11 Johns. Rep. 544.

(d) Abbott, Ch. J., and Bayley, J., Sandilands v. Marsh, 2 Barnw. & Aid.
''" Roberts r. Pepple, 55 Mich. 367; Atlantic State Bank v. Savory, 82 N.

Y. 291; Himelright v. Johnson, 40 Ohio St. 40; Flagg v. Upham, 10 Pick.

147; Poinde.xter v. Waddy, 6 Munf. 418 (Va.).
^'' A partner cannot be made liable for the acts and transactions of his co-

partners in matters outside the partnership business unless it is sliown that
he knew of, or assented to, or subsequentlv ratified them. Welles «. March,
30 N. Y. 344; Goodman v. White, 25 Miss. 163; Long v. Carter, 3 Ired. L.

238.
^ See previous note. Thus a partner cannot bind his co-partners by a
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It is a well established doctrine that one partner cannot right-

fully apply the partnership funds to discharge his own pre-exist-

ing debts, without the express or implied assent of the other

partners. This is the case even if the creditor had no knowledge

at the time of the fact of the fund being partnership property.

The authority of each partner to dispose of the partnership fands,

strictly and rightfully extends only to the partnership business,

though in the case of bona fide purchasers, without notice, for a

valuable consideration, the partnership may, in certain cases, be

bound by the act of one partner (a).^'

But if the negotiable paper of a firm be given by one partner

on his private account, and that paper, issued within the general

scope of the authority of the firm, passes into the hands of a bona

fide holder, who has no notice, either actually or constructively,

of the consideration of the instrument; or if one partner should

purchase, on his private account, an article in which the

[*44 ] firm dealt, or which had an immediate * connection with

the business of the firm, a different rule applies, and one

which requires the knowledge of its being a private, and not a

partnership transaction, to be brought home to the claimant.

These are general principles, which are considered to be well es-

' tablished in the English and American jurisprudence (6\^^

673. Dickinson v. Valpy^, 1 Lloyd & Welsby, 6. Livingston v. Roosevelt, 4
Johns. Rep. 278, 279.

[a) Ex parte Goulding, before Sir John Leach, and confirmed on appeal by
Lord Lyndhurst, Collyer on Partnership, 283, 284. Dob v. Halsey, IG Johns.

34. Evernghim v. Ensworth, 7 Wendell., 326. Rogers v. Batchelor, 12 Peters. 221.

{b) Ridley v. Taylor, 13 last's Rep. 175. Williams v. Thomas, 6 Esp. N. P.

guaranty or indemnity unless necessary for business purposes and in the
ordinary course of such business. Shaaber v. Bushong, 105 Pa. St. 514; At-
lantic State Bank v. Savery, 82 N. Y. 291; Freeman's National Bank t?.

Savory, 127 Mass. 75; Mix v. Muzzy, 28 Conn. 186; Hefiron v. Hanaford 40
Mich. 305; Avery v. Rowell, 59 Wis. 82; Redlon \v. Churchill, 73 Me. 146;

Pooley r. Whitniore, 10 Heisk. 629; Long v. Carter, 3 Ired. (N. C.) L. 238.
^' See Flanagan v. Alexander, 50 Mo. 50; Chase v. Buhl Iron Works, 55

Mich. 139; Vance v. Campbell, 8 Humph. 524; Clark ij. Sparhawk, 2 W. N.
C. (Pa.) 115. A partner cannot without authority pay a debt, owing by
himself and co-partners individually, out of partnership funds. Hilliker v.

Francisco, 65 Mo. 598.
*^ See, hereon, Haldeman v. Bank of Middletown, 28 Pa. St. 440; Board

-

man v. Gore, 15 Mass. 331; First National Bank v. Morgan, 73 N. Y. 593;
Roth V. Calvin, 32 Vt. 125; Rich v. Davis, 6 Cal. 141; Walworth v. Hender-
son, 9 La. An. 339; Maish r. Thompson Nat. Bank, 2 Brad. (HI.) 217. And
the rule is the same with regard to accommodation acceptances. Bank of St.

Albans v. Gilliland. 23 Wend. 311 ;Catskill Bank v. State, 15 Me. 364; Austin
V. Vandermark, 4 Hill, 259; Pooley xi. Whitmore, 10 Heisk. 629; Monroe t;.

Cooper, 5 Pick. 412; Mechanics' Bank v. Foster, 29 How. Pr. 408.
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AVith respect to the power of each partner over the partnership

property, it is settled, that each one, in adinaj'y cases, and in the

absence of fraud on the part of the purchaser, has the complete

jus disponendi of the whole partnership interests, and is con-

sidered to be the authorized agent of the firm. He can sell the

effects, or compound or discharge the partnership debts. This

power results from the nature of the business, and is indespensa-

ble to the safety of the public, and the successful operations of

the partnership (6).^^ A like power in each partner exists in re-

spect to purchases on joint account; and it is no matter with what

fraudulent views the goods were purchased, or to what pur-

poses they are applied by the purchasing partner, if the seller

be clear of the imputation of collusion. A sale to one partner, in

18. Lord Eldon, Ex parte Peele, 6 Vesey, 604, and Ex parte Bonbonus, H

Vesoj, r)44. Arden r. Sharpe, 2 Esp. N. P. 524, Wells ». Masternian, ibid.

731. Bond r. Gibson, 1 Cmnph. N. P. 185. Usher v. Dauncey, 4 ihid. 97.

Livingston r. Roosevelt, 4 Johns. Rep. 251. New York Fire Insurance Com-
pany r. Bennett, 5 Conn. Rep. 574.

{b) Fox r. Hanbnry, Coirp. Rep. 445. Best, .1., in Barton r. Williams, 5

Barnw. & Aid. 395. Pierson r. Hooker, 3 Johns. Rep. 68. One partner may
a.ssign over the partnership efl'ects and credits in the name of the firm, to pay
tlie debts of the firm. Harrison v. Kterry, 5 Cmnch, 289. Mills v. Barber, 4

Day^s Rep. 428. Lamb v. Durant, 12 Mass. Rep. 54. Pothier, Traite du Con.

de Soc. No. 67. 69, 72, 90. Robinson r. Crowder, 4 3r Cord's S. C. Rep. 519.

Hodges V. Harris, Pick. 360. Deckard v. Case, 5 Watts' Rep. 22. He may
give a preference to one creditor over another; though, whether it might be
made to a trustee for tliat purpose, against the known wishes of the co-part-

ner, was left as an unsettled point, in Egberts v. Wood, 3 Paige, 517. But
that point was afterwards settled in Havens?'. Hussey, 5 Pnir/e, 30, and it was
decided that there was no implied authority in one partner to appoint a tnts-

teeforthe partnership by a general assignment of the partnership effects for

the benefit of creditors, and giving preferences. Such an assignment would be
illegal, inequitable, and void.

*^ May dispose of the partnership goods. See Bank v. Freeman, 47 Mich.
408; McClelland v. Remsen, 36 Barb. 622; Clark v. Rives, 33 Mo. 579. To
hire servants. Carley v. Jenkins, 46 Vt. 721 ; Mead v. Shepard, 54 Barb. 476.

To purchase goods, for the purposes of the business, on credit. Ala. Fertilizer

Co. r. Reynolds, 79 Ala. 497; Irwin v. Williar, 110 U. S. 499. A payment
made to one partner is payment to all. Salmon v. Davis, 4 Bin. (Pa.) 375;

Steele?'. Bank. 60 111. 23; Codman r. Armstrong, 28 Me. 91; Williams v.

More, 63 Cal. 50. His release and receipt are effectual. Emerson v. Knower,
8 Pick. 63; Bulkley ?'. Dayton, 14 Johns. 387; Dyer v. Sutherland, 75111. 583.

Except in cases of fraud. Sweet v. Morrison, 103 N. Y. 235; Noonan «;. Orton,

31 Wis. 265; Clark v. Sparhawk, 2 W. N. Cas. (Pa.) 115; Chase v. Buhl Iron
Works, 55 Mich. 139; Bennett v. Colfax, 53 Iowa, 689; Broaddus t'. Evans,
63 N. C. 633; Craig r. Hulschizer, 34 N. J. L. 363; Bendel v. Hettrick, 45
How. Pr. 198. He may vary a contract made with the firm. Hugulev r.

Morris, 6o Ga. 66G; Wilson r. Elliott, 57 N. H. 316. Draw cheques in part-

nership name. Commercial Nat. iJank v. Proctor, 98 111. 558. Borrow money
on his firm's credit. Hoskisson v. Eliot, 62 Pa. St. 393; Kleinhaus v. Gener-
ous. 41 Ohio, 667; Onondaga Bank v. De Puy, 17 Wend. 47; Smith v. Collins,

115 Mass. 388; Gregg i'. Fisher, 3 111. App. 261; Lindh v. Crowley, 29 Kans.
756.
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a ease within the scope and course of the partnership busi-

[*45] ness, is in judgment of law, *a sale to the partnership (a).^*

But if the purchase be contrary to a stipulation between

the partners, and that stipulation be made known to tlie seller, or

if, before the purchase or delivery, one of the partners expressly

forbids the same on joint account, it has been repeatedly decided,

that the seller must show a subsequent assent of the other part-

ners, or that the goods came to the use of the firm (b).^^ This

salutary check to the power of each partner to bind the firm, was

derived from the civil law. In re pari potiorem causam esse pro-

Iiibentis constat (c). It has been questioned, however, whether

the dissent of one partner, where the partnership consists of more

than two, will affect the validity of a partnership contract in the

usual course of business, and within the scope of the concern,

made by the majority of the firm. The efficacy of the dissent was,

in some small degree, shaken by the Court of Exchequer, in

Rooth V. Quirt (d); and \nKirkv. Hodgson (e), it was considered,

that the act of the majority, done in good faith, must govern in

co-partnership business, and control the objection of the minority,

unless special provision in the articles of association be made to

the contrary. But this last decision related only to the case of

the management of the interior concerns of the partners among

themselves, and to that it is to be confined. The weight of

authority is in favour of the power of a majority of the firm, act-

ing in good faith, to bind the minority in the ordinary trans-

actions of the partnership, and when all have been consulted (gr).

(a) Willett V. Chambers, Cowp. Rep. 814. Rapr. Latham, 2 Barmc. & Aid.

795. Bond t'. Gibson, 1 (jamph. N. P. 185. Baldwin, J., 5 Day's Rep. 515.
• Spencer, J., 15 Johns. Rep. 422.

(6) Willis V. Dvson, 1 Starkie's N. P. 164. Galwav J'. Jlatthew, 1 Campb.

N. P. 40.3. 10 EasVs Rep. 264, S. C. Leavitt v. Peck, 3 Conn. Rep. 124.

(c) nig. 10, 3, 28. Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 90.

(d) 7 'Price'.i Rep. 193. (e) 3 Johns. Ch. Rep. 400.

(fj) Const V. Harris, Turner <& Russ. 516, .525. CoUyer on Parinership, 105.
" If a partner acting within the scope of the partnership authority, as evi-

denced by the firm's business, obtains money and misapplies it, the firm is

liable therefor. Dwight i'. Simon, 4 La. Ann. 490; Alexander v. Georgia, 56 Ga.

478; McFarland v. Crary, 8 Cow. 253. So where the firm in the ordinary
course of business receives money from other people, and one of the firm

misappropriates it, they are all liable. Nisbet v. Patten, 4 Rawle, 120, but if

the money is received by the partner outside the business of the firm, and in

a transaction unconnected therewith, and misapplied the firm is not, with-

out further proof, liable, Toof v. Duncan, 45 Miss. 48; Linn v. Ross, 16 N. J.

L. 55.
^ Hastings v. Hopkinson, 28 Vt. 108; Urquhart v. Powell, 54 Ga. 29;

Mason v. Partridge, 66 N. Y. 633; Boardman v. Gore, 15 Mass. 331.
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It seems also to be the better opinion, that' it is in the power of

any one partner to interfere and arrest the firiP from the obli-

gation of an inchoate piirchase which is deemed injurious (a).

This is the rule in ordinary cases in France; and yet, if

by the terms of the partnership, *the management of its [ * 46 ]

business be confided to one of the partners, the exercise

of his powers in good faith, will be valid, even against the will,

and in opposition to the dissent, of the other members (b >/"

. A partner may pledge, as well as sell, the partnership effects,

in a case free from collusion, if done in the iisual mode of

dealing, and it has relation to the trade in which the parents are

engaged, and when the pawnee had no knowledgg that the prop-

erty was partnership property (c)/^ But this principle does not

extend to part owners engaged in a particular purchase; for they

are regarded as tenants in common, and no member can convey

to the pawnee a greater interest than he himself has in the con-

cern (d). And if one partner acts fraudulently with strangers in

a matter within the scope of the partnership authority, the firm

is, nevertheless, bound by the contract. The connection itself is

a declaration to the world of the good faith and integrity of the

members of the association, and an implied undertaking to be

responsible for the acts of each within the compass of the part-

nership concerns (e).^*

(a) Willis V. Dyson, 1 Sfarkie, 164. Leavitt v. Peck, 3 Cotm. Rep. 124.

(b) Pothier, Traiie du Con. de Soc. No. 71, 90.

(c) Kaba v. Ryland, 1 Goiu'.s N. P. 132. Tupper r. Haythorne, in Chan-
cery, reported in a note to the case in Goto.

(d) Barton v. Williams, 5 Barnw. <£• Aid. 395.

(e) Willet t'. Chambers, Cowp. Hep. 814. Rap i>. Latham, 2 Barnw. & Aid.
^ See, hereon, Lindley on Partnership, p. 385 et spq. (Text Book Series Ed.),

and Peacock v. Cnmmings, 46 Pa. St. 434; Zabri.skie v. Hackensack & N. Y.
R. R. Co., 18 N. J. Eq. 178; Johnston v. Dutton, 27 Ala. 245; Kirk v. Hodg-
son, 3 Johns. Ch. 400; Staples v. Sprague, 75 Me. 458. The law wonld se*em

to be, that in matters of dispute relating to the ordinary course of business,

the majorifjf will bind the minority, provided the articles of co-partnership
are silent upon tlie subject, but all are entitled to be heard. Where how-
ever the matter in dispute does not merely relate to the ordinary business,

but affects the nature of the business or the constitution of the firm, they
must all agree, and the majority have no such power. See, further, Living-
ston r. Lynch, 4 Johns. Ch. 573; Cooke v. Allison, 30 La. Ann. Pt. 2, 963;
Abbott V. Johnson, 32 N. H. 9; Chadsey v. Harrison, 11 111. 151.
» George v. Tate, 102 U. S. 564; Holt?'. Simmons, 16 Mo. App. 97; McClel-

land V. Remsen, 23 How. Pr. 175. It extends to pledges for antecedent debts.

Tapley v. Butlerfield,. 1 Met. 515; Willettu. Stringer, 17 Abb. Pr. 152; Clark
V. Rives, 33 Mo. 579.

** See note 34 ante. As to liability of a firm for trust monevs see Harper v.

Lamping, 33 Cal. 641; Willett v. Stringer, 17 Abb. Pr. 152; Tallmadge v
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It was formerly understood, that one partner might bind his

CO partners by a guaranty, or letter of credit, in the name of the

firm (a); and Lord Eldon, in the case Ex parte Gordon (b), con

sidered the point too clear for argument. But a different principle

seems to have been adopted; and it is now held, both in England

and in this country, that one partner is not authorized to

[ *47] bind the partnership by a guaranty of the debt *of a

third person, without a special authority for that pur-

pose, or one to be implied from the previous course of dealing be-

tween the parties, unless the guaranty be afterwards adopted and

acted upon by the firm. The guaranty must have reference to

the regular course of business transacted by the partnership, and

then it will be obligatory upon the company, and this is the princi-

ple on which the distinction rests (c). The same general rule

applies when one partner gives the co-partnership as a mere and

avowed surety for another without the authority or consent of

the firm; for this would be pledging the partnership responsi-

bility in a matter entirely unconnected with the partnership busi-

ness (d).^

Nor can one partner charge the firm by deed, with a debt, even

79.5. Longman v. Pole, Dawson <£• Lloyd, 126. Bond v. Gibson, 1 Camph. 18.5.

Hadfiekl r. Jameson, 2 3Ianf. .53. But a tort, or even a fraud, committed by
one ot the partners, will not bind the partnership, if it be not in a matter of
contract, and there be no participation in it. Parsons, Ch. J., Pierce w. Jack-
son, 6 Mass. Eep. 245. Sherwood r. Marwick, 5 Greenleaf, 295. There are
exceptions, however, to this rule. Partners are responsible for the tortious
negligence of their servants, and a partner himself may sometimes act in that
capacity. Moreton v. Hardern, 4 Barnw. & Cress. 223. Attorney General v.

Stanneyforth, Bunbun/s Rep. 97. CoUyer on Partnership, 252—254. But the
servant must be employed by one of them in the prosecution of the business
of the partnership. Wayland r. Elkins, 1 Starkie's N. P. Rep. 272. Bost-
wick r. Champion, 11 Wendell, 571.

(a) Hope V. Cu.st, cited in 1 EasVs Rep. 53.

[b) 15 Vespy, 286.

(c> Duncan v. Lowndes. 3 Cambp. N. P. 478. Sandilands v. Marsh, 2 Barnw.
&Ald. 673. Crawford v. Stirling, 4 Esp. N. P. 207. Sutton and M'Nickle r.

Irwine, 12 Serg. & Rawle. 13. Ex parte Nolte, 2 G. & Jameson, 295. Hamill
V. Purvis, 2 Penn. Rep. 177.

(rf) Foote r. Sabin, 19 Johns. Rep. 154. New York Fire Insurance Com-
pany V. Bennet, 5 Conn. Rep. 574.

Penoyer, 35 Barb. 120. That they may be liable for a breach of tru.st. See
Davis V. Gelhaus, 44 Ohio St. 69; Trull v. Trull. 13 Allen, 407; Gnillou v.

Peterson, 89 Pa. St. 163. And that jointly and severally. In Re Jordan, 2
Fed. Rep. 319.

And see, further, as to liability for fraud. Strang v. Bradner, 114 U. S.

555; Chester v. Dickerson. 54 N. Y. 1; Sweet )•. Bradley, 24 Barb. 549.
•*^ See note 30 ante. That a partner has authority to bind the firm by sign-

ing an accommodation. See Flemming t'. Prescott, 3 Rich. (S. C.) L. 307.
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in commercial dealings. It would be inconsistent with technical

ruins, and contrary to the general policy of the law; for the exe-

cution of a deed requires a special authority; and such a power

has been deemed by the English courts to be of dangerous ten-

dency, as it would enable one partner to give to a favourite cred-

itor a mortgage or a lien on the real estates of the other part-

ners (a).*° But one partner, by the special authority of his co-

partners under seal, and if in their presence, by parol authority,

may execute a deed for them in a transaction in which they were

all interested. It amounts, in judgment of law, to an execution

of the deed by all the partners, though sealed by one of them

only (6); and the general doctrine of the English law on this

point has been clearly recognized and settled by num-

erous decisions in our * American courts (c). The more [ * 48
]

recent cases have very considerably relaxed the former

strictness on this subject; and while they profess to retain the

rule itself, they qualify it exceedingly, in order to make it suit

the exigencies of commercial associations. An absent partner

may be bound by a deed executed on behalf of the firm, by his

co-partner, provided there be either a previous parol authority or

a subsequent parol adoption of the act (d)."

(a) Harrison v. Jack.son, 7 Term Rep. 207.

(ft) Ball r. Dunsterville, 4 Term Rep. ?,\?,. Williamsby v. Walsby, 4 Esp.

N. P. 220. Steiglitz v. Egginton, 1 HoWs N. P. 141. Brutton v. Burton, 1

Chiity's Rep. 707.

\c) Gerard ?. Bas.se, 1 Dallas' Rep. 119. Green %\ Beala. 2 Caines'' Rep. 2.^4.

Clement v. Brush, 3 Johns. Cas. 180. Mackay v. Bloodgood, 9 Johns. Rep.
28.5. Anon., 2 Harjiv. N. 0. Rep. 99. Mills v. Barber. 4 Day's Rep. 428. Gar-
land V. Davidson, 3 Miu)f. Rep. 189. Hart v. Withers, 1 Perm. Rep. 285.

Posey V. Bullitt, 1 BJackford' s Ind. Rep. 99. Skinner v. Dayton, 19 Johns.

Rep. 515. 1 Wendell, 326. 9 ibid. 439. Nunnely v. Dohertv, 1 Verger's
Tenn. Rep. 26.

{d) Cady t). Shepherd, 11 Pick. 405, 406. In Jack.son v. Porter, 20 Martin's

L. Rep. 200, it was admitted, that where a deed was executed by one part-

ner in the name of the firm, parol evidence was receivable to show the written

assent of the other partner. The case of Gram i'. Seton and Bunker, in the
city of New York, (1 Hall, N. Y. Rep. 262.) goes a great deal further, and
holds that one partner may execute, in the name of tlie firm, an instrument
under seal, necessary in the usual course of business, which will be binding

*" McDonald r. Egleston, 26 Vt. 154; McBride v. Hagan. 1 Wend. 326.
*' The bulk of the American decisions fa%'or the doctrine that a parol au-

thority or ratification of the execution by one of the partner^ is sufficient to

render it the deed of the firm. Ratificatiou may be inferred from the pres-

ence of the other partners at the execution and delivery, or from their acting
under it, or taking the benefits, provided they know of it. Schmertz v.

Shreve, 62 Pa. St. 4.57; Ru.ssell ;•. Annable, 109 Mass. 72; Gunter v. Wil-
liams, 40 Ala. 561; Sweetzer v. Mead, 5 Mich. 107; Pettis r. Bloomer, 21

How. Pr. 317. And see hereon Tappan v. Redtield, 1 Halst. (N. J.) Ch. 339;
Little V. Haggard, 5 Harr. 291 (Del.); Fisher v. Pender, 7 Jones, L. 483.

6 VOL. Ill KENT. 81
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One partner may by deed execute the ordinary release of a

debt belonging to the co-partnership, and thereby bar the firm of

a right which it possessed jointly. This is within the general

control of the partnership funds, and within the right which each

partner possesses, to collect debts and receive payment, and to

give a discharge. The rule of law and equity is the same; and

it must be a case of collusion for fraudulent purposes, between

the partner and the debtor, that will destroy the effect of

[ *49] the release (a)." A release by one partner, to a * part-

nership debtor, after the dissolution of the prrtnership,

has been held to be a bar of any action at law against the debt-

or (6)." So, also, in bankruptcy, one partner may execute a

deed, and do any other act requisite in proceedings in bankruptcy,

and thereby bind the partnership. This is another exception to

the general rule, that one partner cannot bind the company by

deed (c). Nor can one partner bind the firm by a submission to

arbitration, even of matters arising out of the business of the

firm. The principle is, that there is no implied authority, except

so far as it is necpssary to carry on the business of the firm (d)."

The acknowledgment of an antecedent debt by a single part-

ner, during the continuance of the partnership, will bind the

firm equally with the creation of the debt in the first instance;

upon the firm, provided the partner had previous authority for that purpose;
and such anthoriiy need not he under seal, nor in tcriting, nor sperinUy communi-
cnted for the specific purpose, but it may be inferred from the partnerfihip itself,

and from the subsequent conduct of the co-pnrtner implying an n,ssent totheact.

(rt) Tooker's case, 2 Co. 68. Ruddock's case. 6 Co. 25. Lord Kenyon, in
Perrj' v. Jackson. 4 Term, 519. Hawkshaw v. Parkins, 2 Swanst. Rep. 576

—

580. Pierson v. Hooker, .3 Johns. Rep. 68. Bruen v. Marquand, 17 Johns.
Rep. 58. Salmon r. Davis, 4 Binney, 875. Halsey v. Whitney, 4 3Iason, 206.
232. Smith v. Stone. 4 Gill & Johns. 310.

[b) Salmon v. Davis, 4 Binney, 375.

(c) Ex parte Hodgkinson, 19 Vesey, 291.

id) Stead v. Salt, 3 Bingham's Rep. 101. Karthaus v. Ferrer, 1 Peters'' U.

S. Rep. 221.

"Allen V. Chever. 61 N. H 32; McLane ?-. Sharpe, 2 Harr. (Del.) 481;

Dyer r. Sutherland. 75 111. 583; Bulkeley v. Dayton, 14 Johns. 387.
'*^ See Gordon i\ Freeman, 11 111. 14; Major v. Hawkes, 12 111. 298; Heartt

7'. Walsh, 75 111. 200.

"Without special authority. Martin v. Thrasher, 4/) Vt. 460; Harrington
r. Higham, 13 Barh. 660. See Armstrong v. Robinson, 5 Gill & J. 412. and
Buchanan r. Curry, 19 Johns. 137, which support the proposition that the

partner cannot bind his partners by a submi-ssion under seal. But see Gay
V. Waltman, 89 Pa. St. 453; Hallack v. March. 25 111. 48; Southard v. Steele,

3 Men. (Ky.) 435.
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and it will take the case out of the statiite of limitations", if it be

a clear and unqualified acknowledgment of the debt/^ Whether
any such acknowledgment, or promise to pay, if made by one

partner after the dissolution of the partnership, will bind a firm,

or take a case out of the statute, as to the other partners, has

been for some time an unsettled, and quite a vexed question, in

the books. In Whitcomb v. Whiting (a), it was held, that the

admission of one joint maker of a note took the case out of the

statute as to the other maker, and that decision has been followed

in this country (b). The doctrine of that case has even been ex-

tended to acknowledgments by a partner after the dissolution of

the partnership, in relation to antecedent transactions,

on the * ground, that, as to them, the partnership still [*50]
continued (c). But there have been qualifications an-

nexed to the general principle; for, after the dissolution of a

partnership, the power of the members to bind the firm ceases,

and an acknowledgment of a debt will not, of itself, be sufficient,

inasmuch as that would, in effect, be keeping the firm in life and

activity (d). To give that acknowledgment any force, the exist-

ence of the original partnership debt must be proved, or admitted

aliunde; and then the confession of a partner, after the dissolu-

tion, is admissible, as to demands not barred by the statute of

limitations (e). Of late, however, the decision in Whitcomb v.

Whiting has been very much questioned in England; and it

seems now to be considered as an unsound authority by the court

(a) Doug. Bq). 652.

{b) Bound v. Lathrop, 4 Conn. Pep. 336. Hunt v. Bridgham, 2 Pick. Rep.
581. Ward v. Howell, 5 Hnrr. ct Johns. 60.

[c] Wood V. Braddick, 1 Tctunf. Sep. 104. Lacey v. M'Neill, 4 DowL & Ryl.

7. Cady v. Shepherd, 11 Pick. 408. Austin v. Bostwiok, 9 Conn. Rep. 496.

Hendricks v. Campbell & Clark, 1 Bailey, S. C. Rep. 522. Simpson v.

Geddes, 2 Bay's Rep. 533. Fi.sher v. Tucker, 1 31' Cord's Ch. Rep. 190. Fel-

lows 1'. Guimarin. Dudley's Geo. Rep. 100. Brewster v. Hardeman, ibid. 140.

Greenleaf v. Quincy, 3 Fairfield., 11.

{d) Hackley v. Patrick, 3 Johns. Rep. 536. Walden t'. Sherburne, 15 ibid.

409. Baker v. Stackpole, 9 Cotven, 420. Sheltou v. Cocke, 3 3funf. 191.

Chardon v. Colder, 2 Const. Rep. S. C. 685. Fi-sher v. Tucker, 1 SPCord'sCh'.
Rep. S. C. 177, 190. Walker v. Duberry, 1 3Iarsh. Rep. 189.

(e) Smith v. Ludlows, 6 Johns. Rep. 267. Johnson v. Beardslee, 15 ibid.

3. Cady v. Shepheid, 11 Pick. 400. Brisban v. Boyd, 4 Paige, 17. Green-
leaf r. Quincy, 3 Fairfield, 11.

*^ The admissions of a partner with reference to a partnership tran.saction

bind the firm. Henslee v. Cannefex, 49 Mo. 295; Hilton v. McDowell, 87
N. Ca. 364; Hobokeu Bank v. Beekman, 36 N. J. Eq. 83; Boor v. Lowrey,
103 Ind. 468.
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which originally pronounced it (a).**" And we have high au-

thority in this country for the conclusion, that the acknowledg-

ment by a partner, after the dissolution of the partnership, of a

debt, barred by the statute of limitations, will be of no avail

against the statute, so as to take the debt out of it as to the other

partner, on the ground, that the power to create a new right

against the partnership, does not exist in any partner after the

dissolution of it; and the acknowledgment of a debt, barred by

the statute of limitations, is not the mere continuation of the

original promise, but a new contract springing out of, and sup-

ported by, the original consideration. This is the doctrine, not

only in New York, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and Georgia,

[ *51 ] but in the Supreme Court of the United * States (6);

and the law in England, and in this country, seem equally

to be tending to this conclusion (c). But there is a distinction

between an acknowledgment which goes to create a new contract,

and the declarations of a partner, made after the dissolution oi

the partnership, concerning facts which transpired previous to

that event; and declarations of that character are held to be ad

missible (d).

If, however, in the terms of dissolution of a partnership, ona

partner be authorized to use the name of the firm in the prose-

(n) Atkins v. Tredgold, 2 Barnw. d- Cres^. 23. But in Perham r. Raynall,

9 Moore'!* C. B. Rep. 5ij6, the authority of the case of Whitcomh v. Whiting is.

reinstated; and it was held to contain sound doctrine to the extent, that an
acknowledgment within the six years, by one of two makers of a joint and
several note, revives the debt against both, though the other had signed tlie

note as a surety. Pease v. Hirst, 10 Bnrnw. & Cress. 122. Pritchar i;. Dra-
per, 1 Rtissell & Mjjlne, 101. S. P.

(ft) Bell V. Morrison. 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 3.51. Levy r. Cadet, 17 Serg. <£•

Rawle, 126. Searight v. Craighead. 1 Penn. Rep 1.35. Yaudes v. Lefavour.

2 Blackf. Jnd. Rep. 371. Hopkins v. Banks, 7 Cowen. 650. Baker v. Stack-
poole, 9 ibid. 420. Brew.ster r. Hardeman. Dudley's Rep. 1,38.

(c) This is contrary to a decision in North Carolina, in M'Intyre v. Oliver,

2 Hawks, 200, and recognized in Willis v. Hill, 2 Dec. d- Battle, 234, but it

may now be considered as the better and more authoritative, and perhaps
the settled doctrine. By the English statute of 91h May, 1828, entitled.
" An act for rendering a written memorandum necessary to the validity of

certain promises and engagements," it is declared, in reference to acknowl-
edgments aud promises offered in evidence to take cases out of the statute

of limitations, that joint contractors, or executors, or administrators of any
contractor, shall not be chargeable in respect of any written acknowledg-
ment of his co-contractor, &c., though such co-contractor, his executors, &c.,

may be rendered liable by virtue of such new acknowledgment or promise.
(d) Parker v. Merrill, 6 Greenleaf, 41.
*® The cases upon this subject do not appear to be altogether harmonious.

See them collected in Lindley on Partuersbip, *413, Ewell's Ed.
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cution of suits, he may bind all by a note for himself and his

partners, in a matter concerning judicial proceedings (a)."

The business and contracts of a partner, distinct from, and in-

dependent of, the business of the partnership, are on his own ac-

count; and yet it is said, that one partner cannot be permitted to

deal on his own private account in any matter which is obvi»usly

at variance with the business of the partnership, and that the

company would be entitled to claim the benefit of every such

contract. The object of this rule is to withdraw from each part-

ner the temptation to bestow more attention, and exercise a

sharper sagacity, in respect to his own purchases and

sales, than to the concerns of the partnership *in the [ * 52 ]

same line of business (b). The rule is evidently founded

in sound policy; and the same rule is applied to the case of a

master of a vessel, charged with a cargo for a foreign market, and

in which he has a joint concern (c). But a person may become

a partner with one individual of a partnership, without being

concerned in that partnership; for though A. & B. are mercantile

partners, A. may form a separate partnership with C, and the

latter would have no right to a share in the profits, nor would he

be bound for the engagements of the house of A. & B. because

his partnership would only extend to the house of A. & C. (d).

But such involved partnerships require to be watched with a jeal-

(n) Burton v. Is&it, 5 Bnrnw. & Aid. 267.

[h) Pothier, Traiie du Con. de Soc. No. 59. Glassington v. Thwaites, 1 Sim.
& Stu. 133. Featherstenhaugh r. Fenwick, 17 Vesey, 298. Burton v.

Wookey, Madd. & Geld. 367. In the case from Vesey, one partner had se-

cretly, for his own benefit, obtained a renewal of the lease of the premises
where the joint trade was carried on, and the lease was held to be a trust for

the benefit of the co-partnenship.

(c) Boulay P'lty, Cours de Droit Com. torn. ii. 94.

(d) Ex parte Barrow, 2 Rose's Ca.^es in Bankruptcy, 252. Lord Eldon there
refers to the case ol Sir Charles Raymond, as containing the doctrine. It

was also the doctrine of the civil law, and is the law of those countries which
follow the civil law. Socii mei socius, vieus sociiis non est, Dig. 17, 2, 20. Po-
thier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 91. Ersk. Jn.il. vol. ii. 6, 3, sec. 22. BeWs
Comm. vol. ii. 6.54. Cicil Code of Louiniana, art. 2842. There can be no
doubt, said Lord Ch. J. Eyre, 1 Bos. <& Pull. 546, that, as between them-
selves, a partnership may have transactions with an individual partner, or

with two or more of the partners, having their separate estate engaged in

some joint conceru, in which the general partnership is not interested; and
that they may convert the joint property of the general partnership into the
separate property of an individual partner, or into the joint property of two
or more partners, or e converso.

*' As to the liability of the retired member of a firm on notes and bills

given for debts owing by the firm. Palmer v. Dodge, 4 Oh. St. 21; Smith
r. Shelden. 35 Mich. 42; Manney v. Coit, 80 N. C. 390; Brown v. Chancellor,

61 Texas, 437; Bank v. Page, 98 111. 189.
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ous observation, and especially if they 'relate to business of the

same kind, inasmuch as the attention of the person belonging to

both firms might be distracted in the conflicts of interest, and his

vigilance and duty in respect to one or the other of the concerns

much relaxed. Partners are bound to conduct themselves with

good faith, and to apply themselves with diligence in the business

of the concern, and not to divert the funds to any purpose foreign

to the trust (a).

III. Of the dissolution of partnership.

If a partnership be formed for a single purpose or transaction,

it ceases as soon as the business is completed; and nothing can

be more natural and reasonable than the rule of the civil law,

that a partnership in any business should cease when there

[ * 53 ] was an end put to the business itself (6). If the *part-

nership be for a definite period, it terminates of course

when the period arrives. But in that case, and in the case in

which the period of its duration is not fixed, it may terminate

from various causes, which I shall now endeavour to explain, as

well as trace the consequences of the dissolution.

A partnership may be dissolved by the voluntary act of the

parties of one of them, and by the death, insanity, or bankruptcy of

either, and by judicial decree, or by such a change in the condi-

tion of one of the parties as disables him to perform his part of

the duty. It may also be dissolved by operation of law, by reason

of war between the governments to which the partners respec-

tively belong, so as to render the business carried on by the as-

sociation impracticable and unlawful (c).

(1. ) Dissolution by the voluntary act of either partner.

It is an established principle in the law of partnership, that if

it be without any definite period, any partner may withdraw at a

moment's notice, when he pleases, and dissolve the partner-

la) Stoughtoni\ Lynch, 1 Johns. Ch. Rep. 470. Long r. Majestre, ibid.'iOb.

Faucett v. Whitehouse, cited in Collijer on Partnership, 96.

{b) Inst. 3, 26, 6. Extincto subjecto, tolUtur adjunctum. Pothier, Traite du
Con. de Soc. No. 140—143. illustrates this rule in his usual manner by a.

number of plain and familiar examples. 16 John^s Bep. 491, S. P.

(e) Inst. 3, 26, sec. 7, 8. Vinnius, h. t. 3, 26, 4. Bub. in Inst. lib. 3, tit.

26, sec. 6. Pothier. Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 147, 148. 11 Vesey, 5. 1

Swamt. Eep. 480, 508. 16 Johtis. Rep. 491.
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ship (a).*^ The civil law contains the same rule on the subject (6).

The existence of engagements with third persons does not pre-

vent the dissolution by the act of the parties, or either of them,

though those engagements will not be affected, and the partner-

ship will still continue as to all antecedent concerns, until they

are duly adjusted and settled (c). A reasonable notice

of the dissolution might be very *advantageou8 to the [
* 54 ]

company, but it is not requisite; and a partner may, if

he pleases, in a case free from fraud, choose a veiy unseasonable

moment for the exercise of his right. A sens© of common inter-

est is deemed a sufficient security against the abiise of the dis-

cretion (d). Though the partnership be constituted by deed, a

notice in the gazette by one partner, is evidence of a dissolution

of the partnership as against the party to the notice, even if the

partnership articles require a dissohition by deed (e).*^

But if the partners have formed a partnership by articles, for

a definite period, in that case it is said, that it cannot be dissolved

without mutual consent before the period arrives ('/). This is

the assumed principle of law by Lord Eldon, in Peacock v. Pea-

cock (g), and in Crawshay v. Maule (h); and yet, in Marquand

\. The New York Man. Company (i), it was held, that the vol-

untary assignment by one partner, of all his interest in the con-

cern, dissolved the partnership, though it was stipulated in the

articles, that the partnership was to continue until two of the

(a) Peacock ii. Peacock, 16 Vesey, 49. Featherstenhaugh v. Fenwick, 17
Vesey, 298. Lord Eldon, in 1 Swanst. Eep. 508.

{})) Inst. 3, 26, 4. Code, 4, 37, 5.

(e) Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soe. No. 150, says, that the dissolution hy
the act of a party ought to be done in good faith, and seasonably

—

debet esse

facta bona fide et tempestive. He states the case of an advantageous bargain
for the partners being in contemplation, and one ot them, with a view to ap-
propriate the bargain to himself, suddenly dissolves the partnership. , A dis-

solution at such a moment, he justly concludes, would be unavailing. This
was also the doctrine of the civil law. Inst. 3, tit. 26. Dig. 17, 2, 65, 4.

(rf) 17 Vesey, 308, 309.

(e) Doe and Waithman v. Miles, 1 Starkie's N. P. 181.

if) Gow on Partnership, 303, 305, edit. Phil. 1825.

{g) 16 Vesey, 56. (/t) 1 Swanst. Eep. 495.

(0 17 Johns. Rep. 525. 1 Wharton, 381, 388, S. P.
*» Fletcher v. Reed, 131 Mass. 312; McElvey v. Lewis, 76 N. Y. 373;

Whitting V. Leakin, 66 Md. 255; Howell v. Harvey, 5 Ark. 279. And it

makes no diiference that one of the partners has paid a bonus to secure his

admission into the firm. Carlton v. Cummings, 51 Ind. 478.
*" The notice to dissolve must be explicit, and be communicated to all the

partners. Eagle i'. Bucher, 6 Ohio St. 295.

A dissolution of a partnership at will, may be inferred from circumstances.
Abbott V. Johnson, 32 N. H. 9.
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partners should demand a dissolution, and the other partners

wished the business to be continued, notwithstanding the assign-

ment. And in Skinner v. Dayton (a), it was held by one of the

judges (6), that there was no such thing as an indissoluble part-

nership. It was revocable in its own nature, and each

[ *55 ] party might, by giving *due notice, dissolve the part

nership as to all future capacity of the firm to bind him

by contract ; and he had the same legal power, even though the •

parties had covenanted with each other that the partnership

should continue for such a^ieriod of time. The only consequence

of such a revocation of the partnership power in the intermediate

time, would be, that the partner would subject himself to a claim

of damages for a breach of the covenant. Such a power would

seem to be implied in the capacity of a partner, to interfere and

dissent from a purchase or contract about to be made by his as-

sociates; and the commentators on the Institutes lay down the

principle as drawn from the civil law, that each partner has a

power to dissolve the connection at any time, notwithstanding any

convention to the contrary, and that the power results from the

nature of the association. They hold every such convention null,

and that it is for the public interest that no partner should be

obliged to continue in such a partnership against his will, inas-

much as the community of goods in such a case engenders dis-

cord and litigation (c).^**

The marriage of a feme sole partner would likewise operate as

a dissolution of the partnership; because her capacity to act

ceases, and she becomes subject to the control of her husband;

(a) 19 Johns. Rep. 538.

(6) Mr. .Justice Piatt.

(c) Adeo ftutem visum est ex natura esse socieiatis unius dis-^ensu totnm dissolvi,

ut quamviH ab initio convenerit, ut societas perpetuo duraret, aul ne liceref ab ea
resilire invit's csBteris; tanien tale pactum, tanquam factum contra naturam socie-

tntis, cujus in leternvm nulla coitio est contemnere licet. Vinnius in Inst. 3, 26,

4, pi. 1. Ferrierc, ibid. torn. v. 156. Dig. 17, 2, 14.

^ It is still a disputed question whether one partner can dissolve a part-

nership entered into for a certain period before the expiration of its term.
In Slemmer's App., 58 Pa. St. 168; Solomon v. Kirkwood, 55 Mich. 256; it

is .said that he can do so subject to a liability to answer in damages for his
breach of contract, while in Berry v. Folkes, 60 Miss. 507; Johnson v. But-
ton, 27 Ala. 245; Hartman v. Woehr, 18 N. J. Eq. 383; Cole v. Moxley, 12
\V. Va. 730, and Kinlock v. Hamlin, 2 Hill Ch. (S. C.) 19, it was held that
he cannot. But where it is found to be impossible or impracticable to carry
on the business of the partnership owing to the conduct of the partners or
otherwise, equity will decree a dissolution. Baring v. Dix, 1 Cox, 213;
Jennings v. Baddeley, 3 K. & J. 78.
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and it is not in the power of any one partner to introduce, by his

own act, the agency of a new partner into the firm (a)."'

(2.) By the death of a partner.

The death of either party is, ipso facto, a dissolution of the

partnership, however numerous the association may be. The

personal qualities of each partner enter into the con-

sideration * of the contract, and the survivors ought not [ * 56]

to be held bound without a new assent, when, perhaps, the

abilities and skill, or character and credit of the deceased part-

ner, were the inducements to the formation of the connection (6)/^

Pothier says, that the representatives of the deceased partner are

bound by new contracts made in the name of the partnership, by

the survivor, until notice be given of the death, or it be presumed

to have been received (c). But Lord Eldon wa^ of opinion that

the death of the partner did, of itself, work the dissolution; and

he was not prepared to say, notwithstanding all he had read on^

the subject, that a deceased partner's estate became liable to the

debts of the continuing partners, for want of notice of such dis-

solution (d)/' In the Roman law, and in the commentaries of

the civilians, every subject connected with the doctrine of part-

nership is considered with admirable sagacity and precision; but,

in this instance, the rule was carried so far, that even a stipula-

tion that, in the case of the death of either partner, the heir of

the deceased should be admitted into the partnership, was de-

clared void (e). The provision in the Roman law was followed

by Argou, in his institutes of the French law {g). Pothier was

of opinion, however, that the civil law abounded in too much re-

(a) Nerot v. Burnand, 4 Runs. 260.

(b) Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 146. Inst. 3, 26, 5. Vinnius, h, t.

Pearce v. Chamberlain, 2 Vesey, sen. 33. Lord Eldon, 3 Merivale, 614. 1
Swanst. Sep. 509, and note, ibid.

(c) Pothier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No.' 156, 157.

{d) Crawshay v. Collins, 15 Vesey, 228. Kinder v. Taylor, cited in Gow
on Partnership, 240. Vulliamy v. Noble, 3 Merivale, 614.

(e) Dig. 17, 2, 35, 52, 59.

(g) Inst, an Droit Francois, 1. 3, ch. 23.
*' Brown v. Chanceller, 61 Texas, 437.
*^ Death operates as a dissolution as between the members. Smith's Rstate,

11 Phila. 131; Vilas v. Farwell, 9 Wis. 460; Burwell v. Cawood, 2 How, 560;
Goodburn v. Stevens, 5 Gill, 1 ; Roberts v. Kelsey, 38 Mich. 602.

"^ The as.sets of a deceased partner are not liable to third parties for what
may be doi.e after his decease by the surviving partners. Caldwell v. Stile-

man, 1 Rawle, 212; Dickinson v. Dickinson, 25 Gratt. 321; Lyon v. Johnson,
28 Conn. 1.
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finement on this point; and that if there be a provision, in the

original articles of partnership, for the continuance of the rights

of partnership in the representatives of the deceased, it would be

valid (a). His opinion has been followed in the Code Napo
leon (6); and in the English law, such a provision in the

[
* 57 ] articles of partnership for *the benefit of the representa-

tives of a deceased partner, is not questioned; and it was

expressly sustained by Lord Talbot (c)."

A community of interest still exists between the survivor and

the representatives of the deceased partner; and those represen-

tatives have a right to insist on the application of the joint prop

erty to the payment of the joint debts, and a due distribution of

the surplus.*^ So long as those objects remain to be accomplished,

the partnership may be considered as having a limited continu-

ance. If the survivor does not account in a reasonable time, a

' (fl) Pofhier. nh. sup. No. 145.

(6) Art. 1868.

(c) Wrexham v. Hudleston, 1 Swanston, 514, note. See, also, Pearce v.

Chambeilain, 2 Vesey, sen. 33. Balmain v. Shore, 9 Venry, 500. Warner
?;. Cunningham, 3 Dow^s Pari. Cos. 76. Gratz v. Bayard, 11 Serg'. & Ran-le,

41. Scholefield r. Eichelberger, 7 Peters'' U. S. Rep. 586. If one partner, by
will, continues his share of stock in a partnership for a definite period, and
the partnership be continued after his death, and becomes insolvent, the
partnership creditors have no claim over the general creditors to the assets in

the hands of the representatives of the deceased, except as to the assets

vested in the partnership funds. Ex parte Garland, 10 Vesey, 110. Pitkin

V. Pitkin 7 Conn. Rep. 307. Thompson v. Andrews, 1 Mylne & Keene, 116.

In the case of the Louisiana Bank r. Kenner's succession, 1 Miller^s Louis.

Rep. 384, after an extensive examination of the commercial laws and usages
of Europe and the United States, it was considered to be a doubtful point,

w^hether stipulations in contracts of partnership, that they may be continued
after the death of one of the partners, for the benefit of the heirs, were bind-

ing on the latter without their consent. They were notso binding iu Louis-
iana at the time of the adoption of the code of 1808. The better opinion is,

that they are not any where absolutely binding. It is at the option of the
representatives, and if they do not consent, the death ot the party puts an
end to the partnership. If no notice or dissent be given, it is said that a
continuation of, the partnership will be presumed. Pigott v. Bagley, 3rCel.

& Younge, 569. Kershaw v. Matthews, 2 Russ. 62. Collyer on Partnership^

120—122.
^ That partners may enter into such an agreement .see, Cook v. Rogers,

8 Am. L. Rec. 641; Powell v. Hopson, 13 La. An. 626; Walker v. Wait, 50
Vt. 668. So it has been held that a partner may by his will declare that the
partnership shall be carried on, and if such declaration is assented to by
the .surviving partner it is effectual. Burwell r. Mandeville, 2 How. 560.

And equity may authorize the carrying on of the partnership for the benefit

of infants. Powell v. North, 3 Ind. 392.

"McKean v. Vick, 108 111. 373; Hoyt f. Sprague, 103 U. S. 613. The sur-

viving partners are the proper parties to get in and pay its debts. Teigley v.

Whitaker, 22 Ohio, 606; Tillotson v. Tillotson, 34 Conn. 335; Merritt v.

Dickey, 38 Mich. 41.
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court of chancery will grant an injunction to restrain him from

acting, and appoint a receiver, and direct the accounts to be

taken (a). If the surviving partner be insolvent, the effects in

the hands of the representatives of the deceased partner are liable,

in equity, for the partnership debts; and it is no objection to the

claim that the creditor has not used due diligence in

prosecuting the surviving partner, before *his insolvency, [
* 58 ]

for the debt is joint and several, and equally a charge

upon the assets of the deceased partner, and against the person

and estate of the survivor (6).

(3.) By the insanity of a partner.

Insanity does not work a dissolution of partnership, ipso facto.

It depends upon circumstances under the sound discretion of the

court of chancery. But if the lunacy be confirmed and duly

ascertained, it may now be laid down as a general rule, notwith-

standing the decision of Lord Talbot to the contrary, that, as

partners are respectively to contribute skill and industry, as well

as capital, to the business of the concern, the inability of a part-

ner; by reason of -lunacy, is a sound and just cause for the inter-

ference of the court of chancery to dissolve the partnership, and

have the accounts taken, and the property duly applied (c).**

(4.) By bankruptcy of a partner.

Bankruptcy or insolvency, either of the whole partnership, or

of an individual member, dissolves a partnership; and the as-

(n) Ex parte Ruffin, 6 Veaey, 126. Hartz v. Shroder, 8 Vesey, 317. Ex
^fflrte Williiims, 11 Veney, 5. Peacock v. Peacock, 16 Vesey, bl. Wilson f.

Greenwood, 1 Sivanftl. Rep. 480. Crawshay v. Maule, ihid. 506. Murray v.

Mumford, 6 Coimt, 441. 16 Johnn. Rep. 493.

{h) Hamersly v. Lambert, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. 508. Miss Sleech's case, in

Devaynes r. Noble, 1 Merivale's Rep. 539. The creditor of the firm may sue
the surviving partner, and the repre.sentatives of the deceased partner, for

payment out of the assets of the deceased, and without showing that the
surviving partner was insolvent. Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 3fylne & Keene,

582.

(c) Wrexham v. Hudleston, cited 1 Swanst. Rep. 514, note. Sayer v. Ben-
net, 1 Coxe^f Cas. 107. Waters v. Taylor, 2 Ves. & Bea. 301. Jones v. Noy,
2 Mylne & Keene, 125. Milne v. Bartlett, Atkin & WyaiVs Rep., April, 1839.

See vol. ii. lee. 41, ad finem. The general rule mentioned by Spencer, J., in

15 JohnH. 57, that insanity works a dissolution of a partnership, must be
taken with the limitations in the text.

**In Isler v. Baker, 6 Humph. (Tenn.) 85, it was held that the lunacy of
a partner will dissolve the partnership ipso facto, and see The Cape Sable Co. 's

Case, 3 Bland Ch. (Md.) 606, to the same effect. See, however, in support
of the text, Raymond v. Vaughan, 17 111. App. 144.
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signees become, as to the interest of the bankrupt or insolvent

partner, tenants in common with the solvent partners, subject to

all the rights of the other partners; and a community of interest

exists between them, until the affairs of the company are settled.

The dissolution of the partnership follows necessarily, under

those statutes of bankruptcy, which avoid all the acts of the bank-

rupt from the day of his bankruptcy, and from the necessity of

the thing, as well as the property of the bankrupt is

[
* 59 ] vested in * his assignees, who cannot carry on the

trade (a).^' A voluntary and bona fide assignment by a

partner of all his interest in the partnership stock, has the same

effect, and dissolves the partnership. This is upon the principle

that a partnership cannot be compelled by the act of one partner

to receive a stranger into an association which is founded on per-

sonal confidence (6). The dissolution takes place, and the joint

tenancy is severed, from the time that the partner, against whom
the commission issues, is adjudged a bankrupt, and the dissolu-

tion relates back to the act of bankruptcy. The bankruptcy

operates to prevent the solvent partner from dealing with the

partnership property as if the partnership continued; but in re-

spect to the past transactions, he has a lien on the joint funds for

the purpose of duly applying them in liquidation and payment

of the partnership debts, and is entitled to retain them until

the partnership acc«)unts be taken (c). If all the interest of a

partner be seized and sold on execution, that fact will likewise

terminate the j5artnership, because all his share of the joint

estate is transferred, by act of law, to the vendee of the sheriflF,

who becomes a tenant in common with the solvent partners. I

have not met with any adjudication upon the point in the English

law, though it is frequently assumed (d) ; but it follows, as a nec-

essary consequence, from the sale of his interest, and it is equiva-

lent, in that respect, to a voluntary assignment. It was a rule of

(a) Foxr. Hanbury, Cou'p. 445. Lord Eldon, Ex parte Williams, 11 Vesey,

5. SVilson V. Greenwood, 1 Stcanst. Rep. 482. Marquand v. N. Y. Man. Co.,
17 Johns. Rep. 525.

(b) Inst. 3, 26, 8. Marquand v. N. Y. Man. Co., 17 Johtis. 525. Ex parte
Barrow, 2 Rose, 255. Murray v. Bogart, 14 Johns. 318. Mumford v. M'Kay,
8 IVendeU, 442. Kingman r. Spurr, 7 Pick. 235.

(c) Harvey v. Crickett, 5 M. <& Sclw. 336. Barker v. Goodair, 11 Vesey, 78.

Button V. Morrison, 17 Vesey, 193.

(d) So stated arguendo in Sayer v. Bennet, 1 Montagu on Part, note 16.

Gow on Partnership. 310.

"Blackwell r. Clayton, 75 N. C. 213; Wilkins v. Davis, 15 Bank Keg. 60.
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the civil law, that the partnership was dissolved by the insolvency

of one of the members, and an assignment of his property

to his creditors, *or by a compulsory sale of them by ju- [ * 60
]

dicial process on behalf of his creditors (a).^*

( 5. ) By judicia I decree.

We have seen, that the partnership may be dissolved by the

decree of the court of chancery, in the case of insanity. It may

also be dissolved at the instance of a member, and against the

consent of the rest, when the business for which it was created is

found to be impracticable, and the property invested liable to be

wasted and lost (6)/' It may be dissolved when the whole

scheme of the association is found to be visionary, or founded

upon erroneous principles (c). So if the conduct of a partner

be such as renders it impracticable to carry on the business, or

there be a gross abuse of good faith between the parties, the

court of chancery, on the complaint of a partner, may, in its dis-

(«) Diet, du Digest, par Tlievenot Dessnulen, art. Soricie. No. 56, 70. A dis-

charge of one partner under a bankrupt commission, is nodischarge of the

other, and the creditor can sue the other partner for the balance of his debt,

notwithstanding he proves his debt under the bankrupt commission. 2 Jfmi.

d-Siiw. 25, 444. Mansfield, Ch. J., in 4 Taunton, 328. Even a release to

one partner will not deprive the creditor of his remedy against the other, if

attended with a proviso thatit should not effect his remedy against the other.

Solly V. Forbes & Ellerman, cited by Bayley, J., in Twopenny & Boys?'.

Young, 3 Bnniw. d- Cress. 208. Though an absolute technical release of one
joint debtor releases all, yet a mere covenant not to sue one, does not so

operate. 7 Johns. Rep. 207. 4 Greenleafs Rep. 421. 6 Taunton, 289. 9 Cowen,

37. A creditor may, therefore, unite in a petition for a (lischarge of one joint

partner, under the insolvent acts in this country, without destroying his

right of action against a solvent partner.

[b) Baring v. Dix, 1 Cox's Cos. 213.

(e) Buckley v. Cater, and Pearce o. Piper, referred to for that purpose by
Lonl Eldon, in 3 Ves. & Bea. 181. See, also, to the same point. Reeve v.

Parkins, 2 Jaeob & Walk. 390. In these cases of a bill in chancery, for the
dissolution of a partnership, all the members, however numerous, must be
parties to the bill, for they all have an interest in the suit. Long v. Youge,
2 Simons, 3( 9.

^*' Hopelesness of the firm's success has been frequently recognized in these

states as a ground of dissolution. Jackson j?. Deese, 35 Ga. 84; Moise c.

O'Neill, 23 N. J. Eq. 207; Brown v. Hick.s, 8 Fed. Rep. 155.

As to taking a partnership share in execution, see Sanders v. Young, 31
Miss. Ill; Eenton v. Chaplain, 9 N. J. Eq. 62; Carter?). Rowland, 52 Texas,
540. See, also, as to transfer by bankruptcy, Wilkins v. Davis, 15 Bank
Reg. 60; Blackwell v. Claywell, 75 N. C. 213.'

As to the assignment of a partnership share working a dissolution, see

Cochran ?). Perry, 8 W. & S. (Pa.) 262; Morton's App., 13 Pa. St. 67; Monroe
V. Hamilton, 60 Ala. 226; Receivers v. Goodwin, 5 N. J. Eq. 334; Barkley
V. Tapp, 87 Ind. 25; Ayer i\ Ayer, 41 Yt. 346; Carroll v. Evans, 27 Texas,
622. The three last cases holding it to work a dissolution ipso facto.

*" See note 58, ante.
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cretion, dissolve the association, notwithstanding the other mem-
bers object to it. But the court will require a strong case to be

made out, before it will dissolve a partnership, and decree a sale

of the whole concern."* It may restrain a single partner from

doing improper acts in future; but the parties, as in another kind

of partnership, enter into it for better and worse, and the court

has no jurisdiction to make a separation between them for trifling

causes, as because one of them is less good tempered or accommo-

dating than the other.*' The conduct must amovint to an exclu-

sion of one partner from his proper agency in the house, or be

such as renders it impossible to carry on the business

[ *61 ] upon the *terms stipulated (a). A breach of covenants

in articles which is important in its consequences, or

when there has been a studied and continued inattention to a

covenant, and to the application of the associates to observe it,

will be sufficient to authorize the court to interfere by injunction

to restrain the breach of the covenant, or, under circumstances,

to dissolve the partnership (6). The French law also allowed of

a dissolution within the stipulated period, if one of the parties

was of such bad temper that the other could not reasonably live

with him, or if his conduct was so irregular as to cause great in-

jury to the society (c). A mere temptation to abuse partnership

property is not sufficient to induce the court to interfere by in-

junction (d) ; but when a partner acts with gross .impropriety or

folly, and there is a strong probability that the safety of the firm,

and the rights of creditors, depend upon the interference of

chancery, it forms a proper case for the protection of that juris-

diction to be thrown over the concern(e).*^

(a) Waters r. Tavlor, 2 Ves. & Bea. 299. Goodman v. Whitcomb, 1 Jacob
<£- Walk. 569.

(b) Marshall v. Colman, 2 Jacob & Walk. 266.

{c) Inst, au Droit Francois, par Argou, torn. ii. 249.

(rf) Glas.sington v. Thwaites, 1 Simon d- Sfu. 124.

(e) Tilghman, Ch. J., 11 Serg. & Rawie, 48.

^ See Cottle r. Leitch, 35 Cal. 434. Signing checks without authority and
applying the proceeds to his own use, turning over the firm's property to

strangers at a price far below the market value, are grounds for dissolution.

Keiter v. Morton, 96 Pa. 22(9. So is a refusal to give share of profits, «&c.

Warner r. Leisen, 31 Wis. 169.
«' Sloan V. Moore, 37 Pa. St. 217; Lafoud v. Deems, 81 N. Y. 507.
** A partner will be restrained from appropriating the firm's money to the

payment of separate debts. Stockdale v. UUery, 37 Pa. St. 486; Converse v.

McKee, 14 Texas, 20. Or from misusing it in violation of the articles. New
V. Wright, 44 Miss. 202. Or from breaches of the partnership articles. Howell
v. Harvey, 5 Ark. 270. If a partner threaten or attempt to sell the firm's as-
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In some instances, chancery will restrain a partner from an un-

seasonable dissolution of the connection, and on the same prin-

ciple that it will interfere to stay waste and prevent an irrepara-

ble mischief; and such a power was assumed by Lord Apsley, in

1771, without any question being made as to the fitness of the ex-

ercise of it (a). In the civil law, it was held by the civilians to

be a clear point, that an action might be instituted by, or on be-

half of, the partnership, if a partner, in a case in which no

provision was made by the articles, should undertake to

dissolve the partnership at an unseasonable moment *and [ * 62 ]

they went on the ground, that the good of the associa-

tion ought to control the the convenience of any individual mem-

ber (b). But such fi power, acting upon the strict legal right of

a party, is extremely difficult to define, and I should think rather

hazardous and embarrassing in its exercise.

(6.) By the inability of the parties to act

Pothier says, that if a partnership had been contracted between

two persons, founded on the contribution of capital by the one,

and of personal labour and skill by the other, and the latter

should become disabled by the palsy to afford either the labour

or skill, the partnership would be dissolved, because the object

of it could not be fulfilled (c). This conclusion would be ex-

tremely reasonable, for the case would be analogous in principle

to that of insanity, and equally proper for equitable relief.

If the partners were subjects of. different governments, a war

between the two governments would at once interrupt, and render

unlawful, all trading and commercial intercourse, and, by neces-

sary consequence, work a dissolution of all commercial partner-

ships existing between the subjects of the two nations residing

within their respective dominions. A state of war creates disa-

bilities, imposes restraints, and exacts duties, altogether incon-

sistent with the continuance of every such relation. This subject

(rt) Clavany v. Van Sommer, cited in 3 Wood. Lee. 416, and 1 Swanst. Rep.
511, note.,

(6) Dig. 17, 2, 65, 5. Poihier, Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 150, 151
(c) Traite du Con. de Soc. No. 142.

sets in fraud of his partnere he will he restrained by injunction. Sloan v.

Moore, 37 Pa. St. 217; Halstead v. Shepard, 23 Ala. 558. So a partner may
be restrained from publishing letters received from his co-partner in regard
to the firm's business. Roberts v. McKee, 29 Ga. 161.
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has been largely discussed, and the doctrine explicitly settled and

declared by the courts of justice in New York (a).*^

(7. ) Consequences of the dissolution.

When a partnership is actually ended by death, notice, or other

effectual mode, no person can roake use of the joint

[
* 63 ] ^property in the way of trade, or inconsistently with the

purpose of settling the affairs of the partnership, and

winding up the concern. The power of one partner to bin^. the

firm, ceases immediately on its dissolution; and the partners,

from that time, become distinct persona, and tenants in common
of the joint stock. One partner cannot endorse bills and notes

previously given to the firm, nor accept a bill previously drawn

on it, so as to bind it. If the paper was even endorsed before

the dissolution, and not put into circulation until afterwards, all

the partners must unite in putting it into circulation, in order to

bind them (6). But until the purpose of finishing the prior con-

cerns be accomplished, the partnership, as we have already eeen,

may be said to continue; and if the object be in danger of being

defeated, by the unjustifiable acts or conduct of any of the part-

ners, a court of equity will interfere, and appoint a manager, or

receiver, to conduct and settle the business (c)." A dissolution

(a) Griswold v. Waddington, 15 Johns. Rep. .57, S. C. 16 Johns. Rep. 438.

(b) Kilgour v. Finlyson, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 155. Abel v. Sutton, 3 Esp. N.
P. Rep. 108. Lansing v. Gaine and Ten Eyck, 2 Johiw. Rep. 300. Sanford
V. Mickles, 4 ibid. 224. Foltz v. Pourie, 2 Desnuss. Ch. Rep. 40. Fisher r.

Tucker, 1 MWord^s Ch. Rep. 173. Poignard v. Livermore. 17 Jfrt?//H, 324.

Tombeckbe v. Dumell, 5 Ma.ion, 56. Woodford v. Dorwin, 3 Vermont Rep. 82.

(c) Wilson r. Greenwood, 1 Swantt. Rep. 480. Crawshay v. Maule, ibid.

.506, 528. After the dissolution, each partner becomes a trustee for the othei-s.

as to the partnership funds in his hands, in order to effect a fair settlement
and just distribution of the effects. But if any one pays over the funds in

his possession to the acting partner, or general receiver of the trust, he is not
liable for the insolvency of the latter, if the payment was not made in bad
faith. Allison v. Davidson, 2 Dev. N. C. Equity Cases, 79, 84.
^ See Kershaw i-. Kelsey, 100 Mass. 561 ; Ins. Co. v. Hillyard, 37 N. J. L.

444; Cohen r. N. Y. Life Ins. Co., 50 N. Y. 610.

A partnership, formed between persons resident in this country for the pur-
pose of trading with an enemy's country, is illegal. Snell v. Dwight, 120
Mass. 9; Lewis v. Alexander, 51 Texas, 578; Stewart v. Macintosh, 4 Har.
&. J. 2:33. So is a contract to trade with the Indians. Gould v. Kendall, 15

Neb. 549.
" It is said that a firm notwithstanding its di.ssolution continues to exist

so far as may be necessary for the winding up of its business. Brown r.

Higgenlwtham. 5 Leigh. (Va.) .583. The true doctrine, however, would .seem

to be, that, notwithstanding dissolution, a partner has implied authority to

bind the firm so far as may,J)e necessary to settle and liquidate existing de-
mands, and complete transactions teguu, but unfinished at the time of the
dissolution. Kust v. Chrisholm, 57 Md. 376; Page v. Wolcott, 15 Gray, 536.
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is, in some respects, prospective only, and either of the former

partners can receive payment of debts due to the firm, and give a

release (a). On the dissolution by death, the surviving partner

settles the affairs of the concern, and the court of chancery will

not arrest the business from him, and appoint a receiver, unless

confidence be destroyed by his mismanagement or improper con-

duct (6)." The surviving partner is alone suable at law, and he

is entitled to the possession and disposition of the assets,

to enable *him to discharge the debts and settle the con- [ *64]

cern (c). But relief may be had in equity against the

representatives of the deceased partner having assets, if the sur-

viving partner be insolvent (d); and it is now held, that a part-

nership contract, upon the death of a partner, is in equity to be

considered joint and several, and to be treated as the several debt

of each partner (e).*' Each partner may insist on a sale of the

(rt) Piatt, J., 19 Johnson, 143. King v. Smith, 4 Can- & Payne, 108. By
the New York Statute of April 18th, 1838, ch. 257, entitled "an act for the
relief of partners and joint debtors," on the dissolution of any co-partnership

firm, by consent or otherwise, any individual thereof may make a compro-
mise with all or any of the creditors, and obtain a discharge, as far as re-

spects himself only; but such composition or compromise shall not impair
the right of the creditor making it to his remedy against the other members
of the firm; nor impair the right of the other co-partners to call on such
partner for his rateable proportion of such partnership debt. This statute
provision extends equally to joint debtors, any one of whom may compound
for his joint indebtedness, under the same limitations. The proper remedy
for one partner against the other, is by a bill in chancery, or an action of ac-

count at law.

(6) Philips V. Atkinson, 2 Bro. Ch. Cas. 272.

(c) Barney r. Smith, 4 Harr. <& Johns. 485. Murray v. Mumford, 6 Cowen,
441. In Louisiana, the surviving partner does not possess the right, until
he is authorized by the court of probates, to sue for or receive partnership
debts. Flower v. O'Conner, 7 Louisiana Rep. 194. This is an anomaly in the
law of partnership.

(d) Simpson v. Vaughan, cited in 2 Veaet/, 101. Jenkins r. De Groot, 1

Caines' Cases in Error, 122. Van Reims Dyk lu Kane, 1 Gall. Rep. 371, 630.

Hamersly v. Lambert, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. 508.

(e) Vulliamy v. Noble, 3 Merivale, 593. Wilder v. Keeler, 3 Paige, 167. A
joint creditor may file a bill against the representatives of a deceased part-

ner, though the survivor be not insolvent. He is not compelled to sue the
survivor in the first instance. Wilkinson v. Henderson, 1 Mylne & Keene,
^ See Higginson v. Air, 1 Desaus. 427; Barry r. Briggs, 22 Mich. 201;

Heflebower v. Buck, 64 Md. 15.
*" It has been held that as the liability of the members is joint and several,

a creditor may take action against the estate of the deceased partner without
exhausting his remedy against the surviving partners. Blair v. Wood, 108
Pa. St. 278; Sampson v. Shaw, 101 Mass. 145; Silverman v. Chase, 90 111. 37;
Ralston v. Moore, 105 Ind. 243. In the following cases it has been held that
the remedy against the surviving partners must first be exhausted. Pope v.

Cale, 55 N. Y. 124; Sherman v. Kreul, 42 Wis. 33; Filley v. Phelps, 18 Conn.
294; Pullen v. Whitefield, 55 Ga. 174.
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joint stock; and when a court of equity winds up the concerns of

a partnership, it is done by a sale of the property, and a conver-

sion of it into money. If, however, before a sale or a settlement

of the joint concern, the partner in possession of the capital con-

tinues the trade with the joint property, he will be bound to ac-

count with the other partner, or the representatives of a deceased

partner, for the profits of the trade, subject to just allowances (a).

The good will of a trade is not partnership stock. It has been

decided to be the right of the survivor, and which the law gives

him, to carry on the trade, and that the representatives of a de-

ceased partner cannot compel a division of it (b). But it was

afterwards doubted whether the good will did survive, and could

be separated from the lease of the establishment, and especially

if the survivor continued the trade with the joint funds (c)."

The joint creditors have the primary claim upon the joint fund,

in the distribution of the assets of bankrupt or insolvent partners,

and the partnership debts are to be settled before any division of

the funds takes place. So far as the partnership property has

been acquired by means of partnership debts, those debts have,

in equity, a priority of claim to be discharged; and the separate

creditors are only entitled in equity to seek payment from the

surplus of the joint fund after satisfaction of the joint

[ * 65 ] debts. *The equity of the rule, on the other hand,

equally requires that the joint creditors should only look

to the surplus of the separate estates of the partners, after pay

ment of the separate debts. It was a principle of the Roman law,

582. Devaynes ?'. ^oble, 1 Menvnlc, 529. Sleech's case, ihid. 563. Colhjer

on ParinersJiip, .343—346. Sumner i'. Powell, 2 Merivale, 37.

\a) Hrown ?•. Litton, 1 P. Wms. 140. Hammond v. Douglas, 5 Vesey, 539.

Crawshay v Collins, 15 Vesey, 218. Featherstenhaugh v. Fenwick, 17 ibid.

298. Sigourney v. Munn, 7 Conn. Rep. 11.

(ft) Hammond v. Douglas, 5 Vesey, 539. Farr v. Pearce, 3 Madd. Rep. 47.

But see Crawshay r. Collins, 15 Vesey, 227, a doubt expressed as to the sur-
vivorship of a good will.

(c) Lord Eldon, in Crawshav v. Collins. 15 Veney. 224. 227. The gnodicill

of a business has been recognized in equity as a valuable interest. Kennedy
t'. Lee, 3 Menvnie, 452, 455. By the conveyance of a shop the goodwill
pas.ses, though not specifically mentioned. Chissum v. Dawes, 5 Russ, 29.

®' Modern authorities are opposed to the notion that the goodwill of a
Inisiness belongs to the survivors. Holden v. McMakin, 1 Par. Sel. Cas. (Pa.)

270; Wedderburn v. Wedderburn. 22 Beav. 104; Smith v. Everett. 27 Beav.
446; Mellersh v. Keen, 28 Beav. 453; Gibblett v. Read, 9 Mod. 459.

A trade-mark is an asset of the firm, and, if undisposed of, each partner
has a right to use it. Hazard v. Caswell, 93 N. Y. 259; Smith v. Walker,
57 Mich. 456. And it will be protected from infringement by strangers.

Bell V. Locke, 3 Paige, 75.
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and it has been acknowledged in the equity jurisprudence of

Spain, England, and the United States, that partnership debts

must be paid out of the partnership estate, and private and sepa-

rate debts out of the private and separate estate of the individual

partner. If the partnership creditors cannot obtain payment out

of the partnership estate, they cannot in equity resort to the

private and separate estate, until private and separate creditors

are satisfied; nor have the creditors of the individual partners any

claim upon the partnership property, until all the partnership

creditors are satisfied (a). The basis of the general rule is, that

the funds are to be liable on which the credit was given. In con-

tracts with a partnership the credit is supposed to be given to the

firm, but those who deal with an individual member rely on his

sufficiency. Partnership effects cannot be taken by attachment,

or sold on execution, to satisfy a creditor of one of the partners

only, except it be to the extent of the interest of such separate

partner in the effects, after settlement of all accounts. The sale

is made subject to the partnership debts, and is in effect only a

sale of the undefined surplus interest of the partner defendant,

after the partnership debts are paid (b).^^ In pursuance of this

(a) Wilder v. Keeler. 3 Paige, 167. Morgan v. his Creditors, 20 Martinis

L. Rep. 599. M'Culloh r. Dashiell, 1 Harr. <& Gill. 96. Payne v. Matthews,
6 Paige, 19. Hull v. Wood, 2 M'Cord, 302.

{!)) Heydon v. Heydon, 1 Salk. 392. Fox v. Hanbury, Cowp. 445. Wilson
and Gibbs v. Conine, 2 Johns. Pep. 280. Matter of Smith, 16 Johnson. 102.

Moody v. Payne, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. 548. Jarvis v. Hyer, 4 Dev. N. C. Rep. 367.

Tappan v. Blaisdell, 5 N. H. Rep. 190. For the general doctrine laid down
in the text, see, at large, Emerig. Traite des Con. a la Grosse, ch. 12, sec. 6.

Ex parte Cook, 2 P. ]Vm. 499. West v. Skip, 1 Vesey, sen. 456. Ex parte
Elton, 3 Vesetj, 238. Taylor v. Field, 4 Vesey, 396. Ex parte Kensington,
14 Vesey, 447. Ch. De Saussure, in Woddrop v. Ward, 3 De.'is. Ch. Rip. 203.
and in 2 M' Cord's Ch. Rep. 302. M'Culloh v. Dashiell's Adnir., 1 Harr. &
Gill. 96. Barber v. Hartford Bank, 9 Conn. Rep. 407. Witler v. Richards,
10 ihid. 37. Pierce v. Jackson, 6 Mass. Rep. 242. Allen v. Wells, Mass. Sup.
Cotirf, April Term, 1839. Wilder r. Keeler, 3 Paige, 167. Lyndon v. Gor-
ham, 1 Gall. Rep. 367. Taylor v. Fields, in Exch. 4 Vcsey, 396. 15 ibid. 559,
S. C. This rule is said to be a rule of convenience merely, and that it is a
rule in bankruptcy, and not a rule of general equity. Lord Thurlow over-
ruled it, in Ex parte Hodgson, 2 Bi-o. 5; but it was restored by Lord Rosslyn,
and followed by Lord ETdon. The history of the rule and its fluctuations

^* The effect and operation of an execution issued against the partnership
property for the separate debt of one partner, differ in the several states. It

is greatly regulated by statute, and does not appear to be harmonious in any
two states. Their tendency, however, and that of the decisions would seem
to be to permit the interest of the debtor to be seized, leaving the other part-
ners in possession of the firm's assets, subject to the claims of the firm's cred-
itors, and to the purchaser's right of the interest sold, to insist upon a wind-
ing up and an accounting and distribution of the surplus assets remaining
after payment of all the firm's debts.
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principle, it is held, that the creditor of an ostensible partner,

and who gave him credit as a single individual, is not to be post

poned in his attachment upon the stock in trade, to another cred-

itor, who may subsequently attach the same stock for a debt cre-

ated equally upon the same credit, though he should have dis-

covered a concealed partner and set up his claim as a partnership

creditor (a). This claim of the joint creditors is not such a lien

upon the partnership property, but that a bona fide alienation to

a purchaser for valuable consideration, by the partners, or either

of them, before judgment and execution, will be held valid. Upon
a dissolution of the partnership each partner has a lien upon the

was noted in the case of Murray v. Murray, 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. 73—77. In
Pennsylvania, the rule has been discarded, after great consideration, as not
being a general rule in equity, but one founded on the statutes of bank-
ruptcy; and joint and separate creditors are allowed to come in under their

insolvent laws, pari pasmi, for a distributive share of the estate of an insol-

vent partner, whether the fund be a separate or partnership fund. Bell v.

Newman, 5 Serg. <& Rawie, 78. In the matter of the estate of Perry, 1 Ash-
mead, 347. So, in Georgia, a judgment creditor of a partner, in his individ-

ual capacity, may levy on the partnership effects, and sell his debtor's un-
divided interest therein, withonl refei-ence to the claims of the creditors of the

firm. Ex parte Stebbins & Mason, R. M. Charlion^s Rep. 77, and, in Ver-
mont, it has been held that partnership creditors have no priority over a
creditor of one of the partners, even as to the partnership effects. Root v.

Shepardson, 2 Vermont Rep. 120. In Massachusetts the general doctrine rela-

tive to the claims of creditors in matters of partnership is considered to be
one in equity and not at law, and it was decided, in Allen v. Wells, April
Term, 1839, {Laio Reporter, for August, 1839) that at law the separate estate

of one partner was liable on execution for a co-partnership debt, and that the
execution was not to be defeated by a subsequent attachment by a separate
creditor of the individual partner. It is in equity only that joint creditors

can be restrained from proceeding against the separate estate. See, also, to

this point, Marshall, Ch. J., in Tucker v. Oxley, 5 Cranch, 35. M'Cullen v.

Dashiell, 1 Hajv. & Gill. 96. 1 Story's Eq. J. 625. It is to be observed, how-
ever, that Lord Rosslyn, in 3 Vesey, 240, declared the rule, as stated in the
text, to be settled by a variety of cases, not only in bankruptcy, but upon
general equity. The rule in equity is, that the joiut estate is first applica-

ble to partnership debts, and the separate estate to the separate debts, and
the weight of authority, if not of convenience and equity, seems to be de-

cidedly in its favour Mr. Justice Rose, in Ex parte Moult, 1 Deacon & Chitty,

44, 73, S. C, 1 Montague, 292, declared it to be a universal maxim in the ad-
ministration of assets in equity, that the separate estate should be applied,

in the first instance, to the separate creditors, and the joint estate to the
joint creditors. The joint creditors must go first to the joint estate, and the
separate creditors first to the separate estate; and if there be a surplus of the
joint estate, it is carried to the respective separate estates; or if a surplus of
the separate estates, it is carried to the joint estate. In Massachusetts, a
statute in 1838, ch. 163, enacted for the relief of insolvent debtors, adopted
as the rule for distributing the effects of insolvent debtors, that the net pro-
ceeds of the joint property should be appropriated to pay the joint creditors,

and the net proceeds of the separate estate of each partner should be appro-
priated to pay his separate debts. This is precisely the English rule in equity
on the subject.

(rt) Lord V. Baldwin, 6 Pick. 348. French v. Chase, 6 Greenleaf, 166
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partnership effects, as well for bis indemnity as for his propor-

tion of the surplus. ^^ But creditors have no lien upon the part-

nership effects for their debts. Their equity is the equity of the

partners operating to the payment of the partnership debts.

These are just and obvious principles of equity on which we need

not enlarge, and they have been recognized and settled by a series

of English and American decisions (a).

* To render the dissolution safe and effectual, there [ * 66 ]

must be due notice given of it to the world; and a firm

may be bound, after the dissolution of a partnership, by a con-

tract made by one partner in the usual course of business, and

in the name of the firm, with a person who contracted on the

faith of the partnership, and had no notice of the dissolution (6).

The principle on which this responsibility proceeds, is the neg-

ligence of the partners in leaving the world in ignorance of

the fact of the dissolution, and leaving strangers to conclude

that the partnership continued, and to bestow faith and con-

fidence on the partnership name in consequence of that belief.'**

What shall be sufficient constructive or implied notice of the

dissolution has been a vexed question in the books. A notice in

one of the public and regular newspapers of the city or county

where the partnership business was carried on, is the usual mode
of giving the information, and may, in ordinary cases, be quite

(a) West V. Skip, 1 Vesey, sen. 456. Ex parte Ruffin, 6 Vesey, 119. Ex
parte Fell, 10 Vesey, 347. Ex parte Williams. 11 ibid. 3. Ex parte Kendall,
17 ibid. 526. The Master of the Rolls, in Campbell v. Mullett, 2 Swanst. Rep.

608, 610. Ex parte Harris, 1 Haddock's Ch. Rep. 583. Murray v. Murray, 5
Johns. Ch. Rep. 60. Woddrop v. Ward, 3 Des.'iauss. S. C. Rep. 203. Bell v.

Newman, 5 Serg. <& Rawle, 78. Doner v. Stauffer, 1 Penn. Rep. 198. White
V. Uniou Insurance Company, 1 Nott. tfc 3P Cord's Rep. 557. Ridgely v. Carey,
4 Har. & M'Henry, 167. M'Culloh r. Dashiell, 1 Harr. <& Gill. 96. Story,

J., in Hoxie v. Carr, 1 Sumner, 181, 182.

(b) Le Roy, Bayard & Co. v. Johnson, 2 Peters^ U. S. Rep. 186. Brisban
V. Boyd, 4 Paige, 17.

** A partner has no special interest in any particular piece ot property be-
longing to his firm. His interest is to receive his proper proportion of the
whole amount of assets remaining after the payment of all the firm's debts.
Trowbridge v. Cross, 117 111. 109; Tobey v. McFarlin. 115 Mass. 89; Filley v.

Philps, 18 Conn. 294; Staats v. Bristow, 73 N. Y. 264.
'" To establish such liability it must appear 1st, that the plaintiff, at the_

time the contract was made, under which his account accured, knew that the
defendants had been in partnership. 2nd, that he was ignorant of their dis-

solution. 3rd, that he made the contract supposing he was contracting with
the defendants as partners, and in reliance upon their joint liability. Pratt
V. Paige, 32 yt. 13; Benton v. Chamberlain, 23 Vt. 711.
The principle as stated in the text only applies to transactions in the usual

course of business. Whitman v. Leonard, 3 Pick. 177.
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sufficient. But even the sufficiency of that notice might be ques-

tioned in many cases, unless it was shown, that the party entitled

to notice was in the habit of reading the paper. Public notice

given in some such reasonable way, would not be actual and ex-

press notice; but it would be good presumptive evidence for a

jury to conclude all persons who have not had any pre-

[
* 67 ] vious dealings with the * firm. As to persons who have

been in the habit of dealing with the firm, it is requisite

that actual notice be brought home to the creditor, or, at least,

that it be given under circumstances from which actjial notice

may be inferred (a). If the facts are all found as ascertained,

the reasonableness of notice may be a question of law for the

court, and so it was held in Moivatt v. Hcncland (6); but generally

it will be a mixed question of law and fact, to be submitted to a

jury under the direction of the court, whether, notice in the par-

ticular case, under all the circumstances, has been sufficient to

justify the inference of actual or constructive knowledge of the

fact of the dissolution. The weight of authority seems now to

be, that notice is one of the usual advertising gazettes of the

place where the business was carried on, and published in a fair

and usual manner, is of itself notice of the fact as to all persons

who have not been previous dealers with the partnership (c).

Nor is notice, in fact, requisite, when a partnership is dissolved

by operation of law. A declaration of war puts an end to the

continuance of a commercial partnership, between subjects of the

two countries, having each his domicile in his own country; and

such an official solemn act of government is notice to all the

(a) Vernon v. The Manhatten Company, 17 Wendell, 52fi. "Watkin.son v.

Bank of Pennsylvania. 4 Wharton, 482. The doctrine of these cases, and
that of Rowley v. Home, 3 Bingham, 2, is that merely taking a newspaper,
in which a notice is contained, is not sufficient to charge a party, for it is

not to be intended that he reads the contents of all the notices in the news-
papers which he may chance to take. The inference of constructive notice

from suoh a source was pretty strongly exploded in all these cases.

(6) 3 Day's Rep. 353.

(c) Godfrey v. Turnbull, 1 Esp. N. P. 371. Parkin v. Can-uthers, 3 ib'ul.

248. Crorham v. Thompson. Prake's N. P. Cas. 42. Graham v. Hope, ihid.

154. Leeson v. Holt, 1 Starkie's Rep. 186. Jenkins r. Blizard, ibid. 420.

Williams r. Keats, 2 Starkic's Rep. 290. Wright r. Tulham. 2 Chiity, 121.

Eooth V. Quin, 7 Price's Rep. 193. Lansing v. Ten Eyck, 2 Johns. Rep. 300.

Ketcham v. Clark, 6 ibid. 144. Graves v. Merry, 6 Cowen's Rep. 701. Martin
V. Walton, 1 M'Cord's Rep. 16. Bank of South Carolina v. Humphrey's,
ibid. 3S8. Whitman v. Leonard, 3 Pick. Rep. 177. Prentiss v. Sinclair, 5

Vermont Rep. 149. Watkinson r. Bank of Pennsylvania, 4 Wliarton, 482.
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world of the most authentic and monitory kind, and supersedes

the necessity of any other (a).''

When a single partner retires from the firm, the same

notice * is requisite to protect from continued respon- [
* 68 ]

sibility; and even if due notice be given, yet, if the re-

tiring partner willingly suffers his name to continue in the firm,

or in the title of the firm over the door of the shop or store, he

will still be holden (6).'" But if the use of the name of the former

firm be continued without his authority, and the retiring part-

ner had given due notice of the dissolution of the connection,

he is not responsible for the use of his name without his consent

or authority, and without any act to warrant it; and he is not

bound to take legal measures to have the use of the former name
of the firm discontinued. Persons must inquire, and know, at

their peril, who are truly designated by the firm (c)." A dormant

partner may withdraw without giving public notice of the disso-

lution of the partnership; for, being unknown as a partner, the

firm was not trusted on his account, and he is chargeable only

for debts contracted during the time he was actually a part-

ner (d).'* If a partner retires without notice, Le is not liable

(rt) Griswold r. Waddington, 15 Johns. Rep. 57. 16 Johns. Rep. 494.

(6) Williams v. Keats. 2 Starkic^s Rep . 290. Brown v. Leonard, 2 Chitfi/^s

Rep. 120. Williams v. Keats, 3 E. C. L. 351. Dolman v. Orchard, 12 E. C.

L. 47.

(c) Newsome v. Coles, 2 Camph. Rep. 617.

(rf) Evaus V. Drummond, 4 Esp. N. P. Rep. 89. Armstrong v. Hussey, 12
'' As regards former creditors, who deal with the firm, it is requisite that

they should have actual notice, especially where the firm's name is still con-

tinued. Kenuey v. Atwater, 77 Pa. St. 34; Shamburg v. Kuggles, 83 Pa. St,

148; Stall r. Cassidy, 57 Ind. 284; Polk r. Oliver, 56 Miss. 5()6; Zaller v.

Jauvrin, 47 N. H. 324; Little i\ Clarke, 36 Pa. St. 114; Holtgreve v. Wint-
ker, 85 111. 470; Ennis v. Williams, 30 Ga. 691; Tudor v. White, 27 Texas,
584; Deering i'. Flanders, 49 N. H. 225; Austin v. Holland, 69 N. Y. 571.

Actual notice may be inferred from the fact of the publication of the notice

in a newspaper. Hutchins v. Bank of Tennessee, 8 Humph. 418; Treadwell
V. Wells, 4 Cal. 260; Page v. Brant, 18 111. 37.

It would seem to be the law, that notice ot the dissolution published in a
newspaper is sufficient, as against all who can be shown to have seen it, and
also as against all who had no dealings with the old firm whether they saw
it or not. Martin r. Searles. 28 Conn. 43; Solomon v. Kirkwood, 55 Mich.
256; Watkinson v. Bank, 4 Whart. 482; Nicholson v. Moog, 65 Ala. 471.
" State V. Wiggin, 20 Me. 449; Wait v. Brewster, 31 Vt. 516; Flemipg w.

Dom, 34 Ga. 213; Tregerthen v. Lohrum, 6 Mo. App. 576. In Boyd v. Mc-
Cann, 10 Md. 118, it was held that the mere keeping ot the old name over
the door was not sufficient of itself to render an outgoing partner liable for

subsequently contracted debts.
'^ Potter V. Greene, 9 Gray, 309; Boyd v. McCann, uhi supra.
'* Gilchrist v. Band e, 58 Wis. 184; Nussbaumer i;. Becker, 87 111. 281;

Howell V. Adams, 68 N. Y. 314. If a dormant partuer is known to certain
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for a partnership debt contracted afterwards with a person who
never knew he was a partner, and when he was not so notorious

as a partner, as to raise a presumption of that knowledge (a).

In the case of an infant partner, his acts and contracts are of

course voidable; but if, on arriving at full age, the infant does

not disaffirm the partnership, and give notice of it to those with

whom the partnership have had dealings, he will be responsible

for subsequent debts contracted on the credit of the partnership.

The ground of the rule is, that the infant acted as partner during

his infancy, and when he comes of age he neglects to in-

[ * 69 ] form the world that * he is not a partner, and suffers it to

deal under mistake and delusion (6)."

Having thus far collected and reviewed the general principles

"which constitute the law of partnership, and followed those prin-

ciples into their practical details, the plan of these lectures will

not permit me to go more minutely into the subject, or to con-

sider the legal and equitable remedies which exist between part-

ners, and between them and third persons, in relation to the

various rights and duties which belong to the association. The

questions arising upon those remedies, and particularly in re-

spect to the settlement of the partnership estate, in the various

cases of dissolution, and especially of dissolution by bankruptcy,

Serg. & JRnwle, 315. Heath r. Sansom, 1 Neville & Manning, 104. A B. &
AdoJph. 172, S. C. Itseerastobe the doctrine of the case of Evans v, Drum-
TOond, and especially of that of Thompson v. Percival, 3 Neville & Manning,
167, that if a creditor of a dissolved partnership accepts for his debt the
negotiable paper of the acting partner who continues the business, and who
has charge of the eflects and of the settlement of the concern, it is evidence
of an agreement to discharge the retiring partner.

(a) Carter v. Whalley, \ B. & Adolp. 11. 1 Lloyd & Welsby, 297, S, C.

(b) Goode v. Harrison, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 147.

individuals, he must give them notice of his retirement to free himself from
future liability. Boyd v. Ricketts, 60 Miss. 62; Phillips v. Nash, 47 Ga. 218;
Benjamin v. Covert, 47 Wis. 375.

^* The question of ratification is one of intention. A mere continuance in
the business has in two cases been held not to amount to such a ratification.

See Crabtree v. May, 1 B. Mon, 289; Dana v. Stearns, 3 Cush. 372; but Mil-
ler V. Sims, 2 Hill (S, C), L. 479, is contra to these cases.

The general rule of law is, that an infant cannot be made liable for the
firm's debts, and may disaflfirm them when he comes of age, or previously.

McGunn v. Hanlin, 29 Mich. 476; Dunton v. Brown, 31 Mich. 182; Whit-
ney V. Dutch, 14 Mass. 457,

When he comes of age he most notify that he does not intend to become
a partner or he will be liable. Beale v. See, 10 Pa. 56; Person v. Warren,
14 Barb. 488; Younger v. Skinner, 14 N. J. Eq. 389; McCormick v. Littler,

85 111. 62; Wilder v. Weakley, 34 Ind, 81; Hossard v. Smith, 6 Ir. Eq. 429.
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are subtle and numerous. The decrees in equity under this head

abound with minute and refined distinctions, and they form a com-

prehensive and very complicated part of this branch of commer-

cial law (a)."

(n) Among those English treatises which enter more at large on the law of

partnership, I would refer the student to a valuable summary of the law of

partners, in the third volume of Mr. Chitly's large treatise on the Lmcs of
Commerce and Manufuclures, and the Contracts relating thereto; and, more es-

pecially, to the American edition of Mr. Gow's practical treatise on the Law
of Parlneiship, from which I have derived great assistance. The American
editor, Mr. Ingraham, has enriched the work by a series of learned notes, in

which the American cases are diligently collected, and the force and appli-

cation of them ably considered; and I think the book is to be preferred to

the more recent treatise of Mr. Gary, which has nothing in particular to rec-

ommend it, except it be the addition of new cases, arising since the pub-
lication of Mr. Goiu. Since the last edition of this work, a new treatise on
the Law of Partnership, by Mr. Colhjer, has appeared, with notes of American
cases, by Mr. Phillips and Mr. Pickering, of Boston. It is a work of great

merit, and has stated fully the principles and distinctions, and given the
learning and cases which belong to the subject.

'^ The student is further referred to the standard work of Lindly, L. J., on
the Law of Partnership, to which frequent reference has been made in the

notes, where he will find this important branch of the law fully treated.
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LECTURE XLIV.

OF NEGOTIABLE PAPER.

(1. ) Of the history of bills and notes.

It is the general opinion, that the commerce of the ancients

was carried on without the use of bills of exchange, and there is

no vestige of them in the Roman law. A passage in the Pan-

dects (a) shows it to have been the practice with the creditor

who lent money on bottomry, or respondentia, to a foreign mer-

chant, to send his slave to receive the loan, with maritime inter-

est, on the arrival of the vessel at the foreign port. This cer-

tainly would not have been necessary, says Pothier (6), if bills

of exchange had been in use. But, however the fact may have

been with the Romans, it would seem, from a passage in one of

the pleadings of Isocrates, that bills of exchange were sometimes

resorted to at Athens, as a safe expedient to shift funds

[ * 72 J from one country to another (e). Bills *of exchange are

of such indispensable use in the remittance of the value

of money between distant places, without risk and expense, that

foreign commerce cannot conveniently be carried on without

them. They grew into use on the coasts of the Mediterranean in

the fourteenth century (d). As they serve the purposes of cash,

(rt) Dig. 22, 2, 4. 1.

(b) Traiie dti Con. de Change, No. 6.

(c) See the pleading of Isocrates, entitled, Trapeziticus. (Isocratis Scripfa

omnia, edit. H. Woljius, Basle, 1587.) In that interesting forensic argnment
which Isocrates puts into the mouth of a son of Sopa^us, the governor of a

province of Pontus, in his suit against Pasion, an Athenian hanker, for the

grossest breach of trust, it is stated, that the son, wishing to receive a large

sum of money from his father, applied to Stratocles, who was about to sail

from Athens to Pontus, to leave his money, and take a draft u}X)n his father

for the amount. This, said the orator, was deemed a great advantage to the
young man, for it saved him the risk of remittance from Pontus, over a sea

covered with Lacedaemonian pirates. It is added, that Stratocles was -so

cautious as to take security from Pasion for the money advanced upon the
bill, and to whom he might have recourse if the governor of Pontus should
not honour the draft, and the young Pontian should fail.

(d) In 1394, the city of Barcelona, by ordinance, regulated the acceptance
of bills of exchange; and the use of them is said to have been introduced
into western Europe by the Lombard merchants, iu the thirteenth century.
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and facilitate commerce, and are the visible representatives of

large masses of property, they may truly be said to enlarge the

capital stock of wealth in circulation, as well as increase the trade

of the country.

Promissory notes are governed by the rules that apply to bills.

The statute of 3d and 4th Anne, made promissory notes payable

to a person, and to his order, or bearer, negotiable like inland

bills, according to the custom of merchants. That statute has

been generally adopted in this country, either formally, or in

effect, and promissory notes are everywhere negotiable (a).

Bills of exchauge are mentioned in a passage of the Jurist Baldus, of the

date of 1328. HallnnVs Introduction to the Literature of Europe, vol. i. Qf,. M.
Boucher received from M. Legou Deflaix, a native of India, a memoir, show-
ing tliatbillsof exchange were known in India from the most high antiquity.

But the ordinance of Barcelona is. perhaps, the earliest authentic document
in the middle ages of the establishment and general currency of bills ot ex-

change. (Consnlat de la Mer, par Boucher, tom. i. G14, 620.) The first bank
of exchange and deposit in Europe was established at Barcelona in 1401, and
it was made to accommodate foreigners as well as citizens. 1 Prcscott^s Ferdi-

nand and Isabella, Int. p. 112. M. Merlin says, the edict of Louis XI. of

1462, is the earliest French edict on the subject; and he attributes the in-

vention of bills of exchange to the Jews, when they retired from France to

Lombardy. The Italians, and merchants of Amsterdiim, first established

the use of them in France. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, tit. Lettre et Billet

de Change, sec. 2. In England, reference was made, in the statute of 5 Rich.

II. c. 2, to the drawing of foreign bills. This was in the year 1.381.

{a) By the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. '568. sec. 1—6, promissory notes

payable in money to any person, or to the order of any person, or to bearer,

are negotiable in like manner as inland bilte of exchange, according to the

custom of merchants. Tlie payee and endorsee' of every such note, payable
to them or their order, and the holder of every such note, payable to

bearer, may sue tliereon in like manner as in cases of inland bills of ex-

change. If such notes are made payable to the order of the maker, or to

the order of a fictitious ]ierson, and be negotiated by the maker, they have
the same effect and validity, as if made payable to bearer. Promissory
notes are negotiable throughout the Union, and the endorsee can sue in his

own name. Notes negotiable where made, are negotiable everywhere.
This is .so held in England and in this country, under the statute of 3 and 4
Anne, and itssubstitute. Milne ?'. Graham, 1 Barmo. & Crexs. 192. Hatcher
V. M'Morine, 4 Det. N. C. Rep. 122. So, if a note or debt be assigned or en-

dorsed abroad, and be suable in the name of the assignee by the law of the
country where it was assigned or endorsed, it would seem to be the better

opinion in England, that the assignee might sue there in his own name,
upon the assignment, as creating a right of action in him, and which it does
upon the a]>plication of the doctrine of the lex loci contractus. Inncs v.

Dunlop. 8 Term. 595. O'Callaghan v. Thomond, 3 Taunton, 82, In Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, Ohio, South Carolina, Alabama, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri, and most of the states, the endorsee has all the privileges of an
endorsee under the law-merchant. But ifl Vermont, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, and Mississippi, his rights, under the
law-merchant, are to be taken with some qualification, and especially in the
states last mentioned. See Griffith's Law Register, passiin. 1 Minor's Ala-
bama Rep. 5, 296. Revised Code of 3Iississippi, 1822, p. 464. Notes or bills

discounted at a bank, or deposited for collection, are placed by statute in
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[ * 73 ] The effect of the statute *i8 to make notes, when nego-

tiated, assume the shape and operation of bills, and to

render the analogy between them so strong, that the rules estab-

lished with respect to the one, apply to the other (a). It was a

question much discussed before the statute of Anne, whether

notes were not, by the principles of the law-merchant, to be

treated as bills, and Lord Holt vigorously and successfully re-

sisted every such attempt (6). The history of that struggle is

no longer interesting; but there is no doubt that promissory

notes were recognized as mercantile instruments, and a species of

bills of exchange, by the canon law, and the usage of

[ *74 ] trade; and even by the *French ordinance of 1673, long

before Lord Holt asserted them to be of late English in-

vention (c).

My object in the present lecture is to endeavour to take a com-

prehensive, and, at the same time, precise and accurate view of

the general doctrine, and most material rules relative to bills and

notes; and to effect this purpose, I shall point out their essential

Pennsylvania on the footing ot foreign bills of exchange as to payment and
remedy. Purdonls Big. 108. As the English statute has not been aflopted
in Virginia, the ]a.st assignee of a promissory note cannot maintain an ac-

tion against a remote endorser, there being neither consideration nor privity.

Dunlop r. Harris. 5 Call, 16. In New Hampshire, the statutes of 9 and 10
William III., and .3 and 4 Aiine, respecting inland bills and promissory
notes, were re-enact«d during the colony administration. In Indiana, pro-
missory notes payable at a chartered bank within the state, are by statute placed
on the same footing as inland bills of exchange by the law-merchant. Be-
vised Statutes of Indiana, 1838, p. 119. But other promissory notes are not
governed by the law-merchant, which has never been applied in that state

by statute to them. Bullitt v. Scribner, 1 Blackford^s Ind. Rep. 14. The lex

mercatoria, applicable to foreign and inland bills of exchange, is considered
to be adopted in Indiana as part of the common law of England, which has
been adopted by statute. Piatt v. Eads, 1 ibid. 81. In Pennsylvania, Mis-
souri, and Mississippi, sealed instruments, as well as notes, are made nego-
tiable by statute, but the same defence as set-otf, payments, &c., may be
made as existed prior to the assignment. In Georgia, by statute of 1799,
promis.sory notes are made negotiable, though given for specific articles.

Daniel v. Andrews, Dudley's Rep. 157.

(a) Heylyn v. Adamson, 2 Burr. Sep. 669. Brown v. Harraden,j4 Term
Rep. 148.

(b) Clerke v. Martin, 2 Lord Raym. 757.

(c) The pragmatic of Pope Pius V. De Catnbiis, as early as 1571, is men-
tioned by Mr. Du Ponceau, in his dis.sertation on the Nature and Extent of the

Jurisdiction of the Courts of the United States, p. 122, as proof of the early re-

cognition of notes as negotiable instruments within the custom of merchants.
I would also refer to the appendix to 1 Cranch's Reports, for a very elaborate
argument, in favour of the position, that at common law, and before the
statute of Anne, an endorsee of a promissory note could sue a remote en-
dorser.
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qualities; the rights of the holder; the negotiation of them, and

the requisite steps to fix the responsibility of the several parties

whose names are upon the paper.

(2.) Of the essential qualities of negotiable paper.

A bill of exchange is a written order or request, and a promis-

sory note a written promise, by one person to another, for the

payment of money, absolutely, and at all events (a).' If A.,

living in New York, wishes to receive 1000 dollars, which await

his orders in the hands of B., in London; he applies to C, going

from New York to London, to pay him 1000 dollars, and take his

draft on B., for that sum payable at sight. This is an accommo-

dation to all parties. A. receives his debt by transferring it to

C, who carries his money across the Atlantic, in the shape of a

bill of exchange, without any danger or risk in the transportation;

and on his arrival at London, he presents the bill to B.,

and is paid. This is the * plain and familiar illustra- [
* 75 ]

tion of this mode of remittance, given by Sir Wm. Black-

stone; and the practice is so very convenient, and suggests itself

so readily, and gives such extension to credit, and circulation to

capital, that it would seem almost impossible that it should not

have been in use in the earliest periods of commerce. A., who
draws the bill, is called the drawer. B., to whom it is addressed,

is called the drawee, and, on acceptance, he becomes the acceptor.

C, to whom the bill is made payable, is called the payee (b). As

the bill is payable to C, or his order, he may, by endorsement,

direct the bill to be paid to D. ; and, in that case, C. becomes the

endorser, and D., to whom the bill is endorsed, is called the en-

dorsee, or holder. A check upon a bank partakes more of the

character of a bill of exchange than of a promissory note. It is

transferable, like a bill of exchange. It is not a direct promise

by the drawer to pay, but it is an undertaking, on his part, that

the drawee shall accept and pay, and the drawer is answerable

(rt) This definition is taken from Bayky on Bills, p. 1, which is a concise,

clear and accurate production. The American edition, published at Boston,

in 1826, is enriched with all the English and American decisions in its very
copious notes.

{b) All instrument may be a bill of exchange, though the drawer and
drawee be the same person. Harvey v. Kay, 9 Barnw. & Cress. 356.

' A negotiable bill of exchange is a written order whereby a party (called

the drawer) orders another (who when he accepts is called the acceptor) to

pay to C. or to his order or to bearer a certain sum absolutely and at a certain
time.
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only in the event of the failure of the drawee to pay. A check

payable to bearer passes by delivery, and the bearer may sue on

it aa on an inland bill of exchange (a).

A bill or note is not confined to any set form of words. A
promise to deliver, or to be accountable, or to be responsible for

so much money, is a good bill or note; but it must be exclusively

and absolutely for the payment of money (6). In England, nego-

tiable paper must be for the payment of money in specie, and not

in bank notes (c). In this country it has been held, that a note

payable in bank bills was a good negotiable note within the

statute, if confined to a species of paper universally

[ * 76 ] * current as cash [d). But the doctrine of these cases

has been met and denied (e); and I think the weight of

argument is against thera, and in favour of the English rule.^ It

is essential that the bill carry with it a personal credit, given to the

drawer or endorser, and that it be not confined to credit upon any

future or contingent event or fund. The payment must not rest

upon any contingency, except the failure of the general personal

credit,of the person drawing or negotiating the instrument (/).'

(a) Cruger v. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5. Conroy v. "Warren, ibid. 259.

Woods V. Schroeder, 4 Harr. & Johns. 276. Lord Kenyon, in Bohem v. Ster-

ling, 7 Term, 430. Walker v. Geisse, 4 Wlmrton, 252.

(6) Morris v. Lee, 2 Lord Raym. 1396. 8 Mod. Rep. 362. Sir. 629. Martin
r. Chauntry, Sir. 1271. Thomas v. Roosa, 7 Johns. Rep. 461.

(c) Bnyiey on Bills, edit. Boston, 1826, p. 6.

{d) Keith v. Jones, 9 Johns. Rep. 120. Judah v. Harris, 19 ibid. 144.

(e) M'Cormick v. Trotter, 10 Serg. & Rawle, 94. Gray v. Donahoe, 4 Waffs,

400.

(/) Dawkes v. Be Lorane, 3 Wits. Rep. 207. Beardesley v. Baldwin, 2 Sir.

Rep. 1151. Roberts?'. Peake, 1 Burr. 323. In Palmer v. Pratt, 9 Moore^n
^ Authorities show that if payable in "current bank notes," good bank

notes, or "current funds" it is not sufScient on general principles. Gray v.

Donahoe, 4 Watts, 400; Fry v. Rousseau, 3 McLean, 106; McCorraick v.

Trotter, 10 S. & R. 94; Hasbrook v. Palmer, 2 McLean, 10, but see Swetland
V. Creigh, 15 Ohio, 118.

Payment in merchandise or other property will not suffice. Jerome v.

Whitney, 7 Johns. 321 ; Clark v. King, 2 Mass. 524, and see Austin v. Burns,
16 Barb. 643; Martin v. Chauntry, 2 Stra. 1271. See further, as to payment
in money only, 1 Rand. Com. Paper, ? 96, Wharton v. Morris, 1 U. S. 1 Dall.

124, and note to Wright v. Traver, 3 L. R. A. 50, where the reader will find
the authorities and cases collected.

^ A contingency to pay on one's marriage, or on the arrival of a certam ship,

&c., will make it insufficient. Pearson v. Garrett, 4 Mod. 242; Shelton v.

Bruce, 9 Yerg. 24. But to pay on death is good, as that event must happen.
Goss V. Nelson, 1 Burr. 226; Cooke v. Coleman, 2 Stra. 1217. As to certainty
as to payment, see, further, Chapman v. Wight, 5 New Eng. Rep. 787; 79
Me. 595; Tradesman's National Bank v. Green, 57 Md. 602; Kingsbury v.

Wall. 68 111. 311; and note to Wright v. Travers, 3 L. R. A. 50; where the
reader will find the cases and authorities collected.
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It would perplex the commercial transactions of mankind, if paper

securities of this kind were encumbered with conditions and con-

tingencies, and if the persons to whom they were offered in nego-

tiation, were obliged to inquire when those uncertain events would

probably be reduced to a certainty. But if the event on which

the instrument is to become payable, be fixed and certain, and

must happen, as if the bill be drawn payable six weeks after the

death of the maker's father, it is a good bill, and it is of no con-

sequence how long the payment is to be' postponed (a).*

Nor is it necessary *that the note should be made at home. [ * 77 ]

Foreign, as well as inland notes, are equally negotiable

within the statute of Anne (6) ; and a promissory note made in

England, and transferred by endorsement, or delivery in a foreign

country, to a party taking it there for value, gives a title which

may be asserted in England (c).*

The instrument must be made payable to the payee, and to his

order or assigns, or to bearer, in order to render it negotiable. It

must have negotiable words on its face, showing it to be the in-

tention to give it a transferable quality. Without them it is a

valid instrument as between the parties, and is entitled to the

allowance of the three days of grace, and may be declared on as a

promissory note within the statute. But if it wants negotiable

words, it cannot be transferred, or negotiated, so as to enable the

Eep. C. B. it was held, that a bill of exchange drawn upon a contingency was
void; but a bill may be- accepted upon a contingency. A draft on the P. M.
General is not a negotiable bill of exchange, becahse it is understood to be
drawn against a contingent public fund, under the control of the post-office

department. 2 Wharton, 233.

(a) Cook V. Colehan, Sir. Rep. 1217. It is even held, that a note payable
within two months after such a ship is paid off, is a good negotiable note, as
the event is morally certain; (Andrews v. Franklin, Sir. Rep. 24,) but I

should think such a reference was not sufficiently certain, and that the case
might well have been questioned, if it had not been subsequently confirmed
in 1 Wils. Rep. 262. 3 ibid. 213. The numerous English and American cases
all going to the support of this one general proposition, that the money men-
tioned in the instrument must be payable absolutely, and at all events, and
not made to depend on any uncertainty or contingency, are diligently and
accurately collected in Bayley on Bills, edit. Boston, 1826, p. 8—15, and Ckitty

on Bills, edit. Phil. 1826, p. 42—50.
{b) Milne i;. Graham, l^Barnw. & Cress. 192. Bentley v. Northouse, 1

3Joody fC- 3Ialkin, 66. Vide S. P. siiprn, p. 72, note b.

(c) De la Chaumette v. The Bank of England, 9 Barnw. & Cress. 208. But
this point seems to be still contested. See a discussion of it in the London
Lmc Magazine, No. 7, p. 1 1 7.

* See Goss v. Nelson, 1 Burr. 226; Stevens v. Blunt, 7 Mass. 240; Goodloe
V. Taylor, 3 Hawks, 458; Washington County Mut. Ins. Co. v. Miller, 26 Vt.
77; Goshen, &c., Tiirnp. Co. );. Hurtin, 9 Johns. 217.

* See, hereon, Parsons on Bills, ch. X. sect. XL and notes thereto,
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assignee to sue upon it in bis own name (a). If the name of the

payee or endorsee be left blank, any bona fide holder may insert

his own name as payee (6).*

It is usual to insert the words value received, in a bill or note,

but they are unnecessary, and value is implied in every bill, note,

acceptance, and endorsement. These words are not usual in

checks, which are negotiable, like inland bills, and are

[ * 78 ] * governed by the same rules (c).' Nor is it necessary

that the maker should subscribe his name at the bottom

of the note; and it is sufficient if the maker's name be in any

part of the note, as if it should run, /, A. B., promise to pay C.

D., or order, one hundred dollars (d). This is, however, so

much out of common course, that a note wanting the usual sub-

scription would be deemed imperfect, and it would, in point of

fact, destroy its currency, and the public would very reasonably

conclude, that the note had been left unfinished, and had got into

circulation by fraud or mistake. If the note be payable to B.,

or bearer, it need not be endorsed; and it is the same, in effect, as

if the name of B. had been omitted. The bearer may sue in his

own name; and if his right and title, or the consideration be

called in question, he must then show that he came by the note

bona fide, and for a valuable consideration (e). So, a bill or

note, payable to a fictitious person; may be sued by an innocent

endorsee, as a note payable to bearer; and such a bill or note is

good against the drawer or maker, and will bind the acceptor, if

(a) Hill V. Lewis, 1 Salk. Hep. 132. Burehell v. Slocock, 2 Lord Raym.
1545. Smith v. Kendall, 6 Term Rep. 123. Rex i;. Box, 6 Taunt. Rep. 325.

Mayser v. Whitaker, 9 Barnw. & Cress, 409. Ex parte Robinson, 1 Deacon
<& Chitty, 275. Gerard v. La Coste, 1 Dallas^ Rep. 194. Downing v. Backen-
toes, 3 Caines' Rep. 137. In Gadcomb v. Johnson, 1 Vermont Rep. 136, it

was held, that the endorsee of a note not negotiable, was nevertheless bound
to follow the rules of the law merchant, in making the demand of payment,
and giving notice of non-payment.

(b) Cruchley v. Clarance, 2 Maule & Selw. 90.

(c) Popplewell V. Wilson, 1 Str. Rep. 264. Emery v. Bartlett, 2 Lord
Raym. 1555. Boehm v. Sterling, 7 Term. Rep. 423. White v. Ledwich, cited

in Bayley on Bills. 25.

(d) Taylor v. Dobbins, 1 Str. Rep. 399. Elliott v. Cooper, 2 Lord Raym.
1576.

(e) Grant v. Vaughan, 3 Burr. Rep. 1516. Bowen v. Veil 18, Slartin's

Louis. Rep. 565. Matthews v. Hall, 1 Vermont Rep. 316, where the cases on
the subject are thoroughly considered.

* Crutchley v. Mann, 5 Taunt 529; Attwood v. Griffin, Ryan & M. 425;

Greenhow v. Boyle, 7 Blackf. 56. It is invalid, however, until the blank is

filled up. Seay v. Bank of Tenne.ssee, 3 Sneed. 558.
' See, further, Hubble v. Forgartie, 3 Rich. 413. Kendall v. Galvin, 15 Me.

131.
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the fact that the payee was fictitious was known to the accep-

tor (a).'

(3.) Of the rights of the holders.

Possession is prima facie evidence of property in negotiable

paper, payable to bearer, or endorsed in blank, and the bearer,

though a mere agent, or the original payee, when the endorse-

ment is in blank, may sue on it in his own name, without show-

ing title, unless circumstances appear creating suspicion (6). The

bona fide holder can recover upon the paper, though it

* came to him from a person who had stolen or robbed it [
* 79 ]

from the true owner, provided he took it innocently, in

the course of trade, for a valuable consideration, and not over-

due, and under circumstances of due caution; and he need not

account for his possession of it unless suspicion be raised (c)."

This doctrine is founded on the commercial policy of sustaining

the credit and circulation of negotiable paper. Suspicion must

be cast upon the title of the holder, by showing that the instru-

ment bad got into circulation by force or fraud, before the onus

is cast upon the holder of showing the consideration he gave for

it (d).'° So much protection, for the sake of trade, is given to

(fl) Collins V. Emett, 1 H. Blacks. Bep. sis. Minet v. Gibson, 3 Term Sep.

481. 1 H. Blacks. Bep. 569. Tatlock v. Harris, 3 Tervi Bep. 174. Hunter
V. Blodgett, 2 Yeaies' Bep. 480. Foster v. Shattuck, 2 N. H. Bep. 446.

(6) Mauran v. Lamb, 7 Cowen, 174. Pearce v. Austin, 4 Wharton, 489.

Barbarin v. Daniels, 7 Louis. Bep. 481. Denton v. Duplessis, 12 ibid. 92.

Hill V. Holmes, ihid. 96.

(c) Miller v. Race, 1 Burr. Bep. 452. Grant v. Vaughan, 3 ihid. 1516. Pea-
cock V. Rose, Doug. Bep. 633. King v. Milsom, 2 Campl). N. P. 5. Solomons
V. The Bank of England. 13 EasVs Bep. 135, in noiis. Paterson v. Hardacre,
4 Taunton, 114. Bleaden r. Charles, 7 Bingham, 246. Cruger v. Armstrong,
3 Johns. Cas. 5. Conroy v. AVarren, ibid. 259. Thurston v. M'Kown, 6 Mass.
Bep. 428. Wheeler v. Guild, 20 Pick. 545.

[d] Collins V. Martin, 1 Bos. <& Pull. 648. Reynolds v. Chettle, 2 Campb.
N. P. 596. Munroe v. Cooper, 5 Pick. 412. So, if there was no original con-

^ Elliot V. Abbot, 12 N. H. 549; R. S. N. Y. 4th ed., vol. 2, p. 178; Mich.
Compiled Stats. 1857, vol. 1, p. 409, and see laws.and statutes of the dif-

ferent states.

A party who takes a bill without notice, bona fide, and for value, has a
title good as against all the world, Murray v. Lardner, 2 Wall. 110.

• " See note, ante, Beckham v. Wilson, 9 Met. 434. The rights of a bona

fide holder for value are as fully protected in equity as at common law, and
against such holder equity will not interfere. Birdsall r. Russell, 29 N. Y.

220; Small v Clark. 51 Cal. 227; Myers v. Huzzard, 4 McCreary, 94.
"• Aldrich v. Warren, 16 Me. 465; Perrin v. Noyes, 39 Me. 384; Worcester

County Bank v. Dorchester & Milton Bank, 10 Cush. 488. See Hutchinson v.

Boggs, 28 Pa. St. 294; Sandford v. Norton, 14 Vt. 228. As to the rule in
New York, see Ross v. Bedell, 5 Duer. 462; New York & Virginia Bank v.

Gibson, Id. 574.

8 VOL. III. KENT. 113
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the holder of negotiable paper, who receives it fairly in the way

of business, that he can recover upon it, though it has been paid,

if he received it before it fell due. Where one has done a mer-

cantile act, said Lord Ch. Baron Gilbert, he subjects himself to

mercantile law (a). If, however, it appears by proof or admission

that the agent to whom a negotiable note is endorsed for the use

of his principal, has no interest in it, he cannot sue and recover

upon it in his own name (&)." There are but two cases in which

a bill or note is void in the hands of an innocent endorsee for

valuable consideration; and these cases are, when the

[*80.] consideration in the instrument is money * won at play,

or it be given for a usurious debt. The English statutes

against usury and gaming (and which have been adopted generally

throughout the United States) are peremptory, and make the bill

or note absolutely void (c). The same rule would, of course,

apply to every case in which the contract is by statute declared

absolutely void.

As between the original parties to negotiable paper, these pro-

visions in favour of the bona fide assignee do not apply, and the

consideration of a bill, note, or check, may be inquired into. It

may be inquired into between the maker and payee, and between

the endorser and endorsee, and the consideration of the endorse-

ment also may be shown, for the latter are, in this view, treated

as original parties (d).'"* The rule equally applies when the en-

sideration for the bill, the holder must show that either he or the original

endorsee gave value for it. Thomas v. Newton, 2 Carr. & Payne, 606.

(rt) Gilberl's Lex Prscloria, 288, 289. (6) Thatcher v. Winslow, .5 Mamn, 58.

(c) Bowyen v. Bampton, Sir. Rep. 1155. Lord Mansfield, in Peacock v.

Rhodes, Doug. Rep. 636. Lowe v. Walker, ihid. 736. Ackland v. Pearce, 2
Cnmpb. N. P. 599. Since the above decisions, the statute of 58 Geo. III. c.

98, was passed, which protects bills and notes in the hands of an endorsee,
for valuable consideration, and without notice, though founded on usury;
and as there seems to be a strong disposition, at the present day, to free usury
from civil impediments, it is probable there is a relaxation on this point in

some parts of this country. The provisions of that statute on this point have
been adopted in the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 772, sec. 5.

{d) De Bras v. Forbes. 1 Esp. N. P. Rep. 117. Ashurst, J., 2 Term Rep. 71.

Herrick v. Carman, 10 Johnson, 224. Hill v. Ely. 5 Serg. & Rawie,. 363.

John.son v. Martimis, 4 Halsted, 144. Hill v. Buckminster, 5 Pick. 391. Law-
" See, hereon, Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol. 2, ch. 12, p. 443; where it

is laid down that an agent who holds a bill or note payable to bearer, or en-

dorsed in blank, or to whom it has been endorsed for the jr.npose of collec-

tion may sue on it in his own name; and authorities there cited in support.
'^ The want or failure of consideration is a good defence in an action against

a party by his immediate promisee. Pearson v. Pearson, 7 Johns. 26: Fink r.

Cox, 18 Johns. 145; Clement v. Reppard, 15 Pa. St. Ill; Klein v. Keyes, 17

Misso. 326; Barnet v. Oflferman, 7 Watts, 130.
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dorsee took the paper with notice of the illegal consideration, or

of the want of it, or of any circumstances which would have

avoided the note in the hands of the endorser (a);'^ or

when taken not in the course of mercantile * business, or [
* 81]

after it was due, or under circumstances which ought to

have led to an inqury (t»).'* It was admitted, in Bay v. Cod-

dington (c), that negotiable paper could be assigned or trans-

ferred by an agent, or any other person, fraudulently, so as to

bind the true owner as against the holder, if it was taken by him

in the usual course of trade, and for a fair and valuable consid-

eration, without notice of the fraud. But it was held, that if the

paper be not negotiated in the usual course of business, nor in

payment of any antecedent and existing debt, nor for cash, or

property advanced upon it, nor for any debt created, or responsi-

bility incurred, upon the credit of the note, but was taken from

the agent of the owner of the note after he had stopped pay-

ment, and as security against contingent responsibilities pre-

viously incurred, the rights of the true owner were not barred.

Such a case did not come within the reason or necessity of the

rule which protects the purchaser of paper fraudulently assigned,

because it was not a case in the course of trade, nor was credit

given, or responsibility assumed, on the strength of the paper.

In any case in which the endorsee takes the paper under circum-

stances which might reasonably create suspicions that it was not

good, he takes it at his peril.'* The rule is usually applied to

rence v. Stonington Bank, 6 Conn. Rep. 521. In this last case it was held,

that if the holder received the hill without consideration, as where succes-

sive endorsees were merely agents of the drawer, for the collection and trans-

mission of the money, he is said to be in privity with the first holder, and
is accountable for the proceeds of the bill.

{a) Steers v. Lashley, 6 Term Rep. 61. Wiffen v. Roberts, 1 Esp. H. P.

261. Perkins v. Challis, 1 N. H. Rep. 254.

(h) Brown ?i. Davis, 3 Term Rep. 80. Down v. Hailing, 4 Barnw. & Cress.

330. Ayer v. Hutchins, 4 Mass. Rep. 370. Thompson v. Hale, 6 Pick. 259.

(c) 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. 56 S. C. 20 Johns. Rep. 637. Thesujirenie court of
Tennessee in Kimbro v. Lytle, 10 Verger, 428, says that this case has carried

the restrictions upon the negotiability of commercial paper, to where the
Tennessee court is willing to carry it, and where it is disposed to leave it.

'^ It must clearly appear that the endorsee was apprised of such circum-
stances as would have avoided the note in the hands of the endorser. Justice

Woodbury, Perkins v. Challis, ubi supra.
^* If a note is over due the endorsee or purchaser takes it subject to all

equities. Texas v. White, 7 Wallace, 700.
1^ Hall V. Wilson, 16 Barb. 548; Wheeler v. Guild, 20 Pick. 545; Greneaux

V. Wheeler, 6 Texas. 515; Bank of Mobile v. Hall, 6 Ala. 639; Andrews v.

McCoy, 8 Ala. 920; Bertrand jj. Barkman, 8 Eng. Ark. 150.
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the case of notes over due, but the principle is of general appli-

cation (a).'* In Gill v. Cubitt (b), the Court of K. B. made a

strong application of the principle, and help, that if an endorsee

takes a bill heedlessly, and without due caution, and under cir-

cumstances which ought to have excited the suspicions

[*82 ] * of a prudent and careful man, the maker or acceptor

may be let in to his defence. It was deemed material for

the interests of trade, that a person should be deemed to take

negotiable paper at his peril, if he takes it from a stranger with-

out due inquiry how he came by the bill. He is bound to exer-

cise a reasonable caution, which prudence would dictate in such

a case; and it is a question of fact for a jury, whether the owner

of the lost or stolen bill had used the diligence in apprizing the

public of the loss, and whether the purchaser of the paper had,

under the circumstances of the case, exercised a reasonable dis-

cretion, and acted with good faith and sufficient caution, in the

receipt of the bill. The doctrine of Lord Kenyon, in Laivson v.

Weston (c), that the bona fide purchaser of a lost bill, was at all

events to recover, is expressly overruled. This new doctrine,

imposing upon the owner due diligence in giving to the public

notice of the loss, and upon the purchaser of the bill due caution

and inquiry, is supposed to be calculated to increase the circu-

lation and security of negotiable paper, and to render it more

difficult for thieves and robbers to pass it off (d).*'

(«) Ayer v. Hutchin.s, 4 3Taf>s. Rep. .370. Napier v. Elam, 6 Yerger^s Tenn.
Rep. 108. Hunt v. Sanford, ihid. 387.

(6) 3 Barnw. & Cress. 466. See, also, to the same point, Beckwith v. Car-
rail, 2 Carr. & Payne, 261. Snow v. Peacock, 3 Bingham, 406. Strange v.

Wigney, 6 ihid. 677. Slater v. West, 1 Dawson & Lloyd, 15. Easley v. Crock-
ford, 10 Bingham, 243. Nicholson v. Patton, 13 Louisiana Rep. 213, 216. In
this last case the court said they took the case of Gill v. Cubitt, for their
guide.

(c) 4 Esp. N. P. 56. But in Backhouse v. Harrison, 3 Neville & Manning,
188, the case required the endorser, who lost his hill by accident, to show in

his defence, gross negligence imputable to the holder, in order to impeach his
title. The same principle was followed in Crook v. Jadis, 3 Neville <& Man-
ning, 257. 2 Mylne & Keene, 638. Goodwin v. Harvey, 6 Neville & Planning,
372, so that the case of Gill v. Cubitt, seems to be somewhat weakened.

(d) If a check be so filled up, through ignorance or carelessness, as to en-
able the holder conveniently to insert three hundred before fifty, and the
banker is thereby misled to pay the in.serted sum, the loss must fall on the

'® A defence, whether at common law or by statute, that goes to the es.seuce

of the paper, will not protect a bona fide holder. See Canal Bank v. Bank of
Albany, 1 Hill, 287; Woodworth v. Bank of America, 19 Johns. 391. And
see Parsons on Notes and Bills, ch. 8, p. 275, vol. 1.

" See Parsons on Notes and Bills, ch. 8, p. 258, vol. 1. and cases cited in
notes h and i.
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(4.) Of the acceptance of the bill.

There is no precise time fixed by law in which bills payable at

sight, or a certain number of days after sight, must be presented

to the drawee for acceptance, though there must not be any iin-

leasonable delay, for that might discharge the drawer and en-

dorser. A bill payable on a day certain after date, need not be

presented for acceptance before the day of payment; and if not

presented previously for acceptance, the right to require accept-

ance becomes merged in, or as Pardessus says, confounded with

the right to demand payment; but if presented before it becomes

due, and acceptance be refused, it is dishonoured, and notice

must then be given forthwith to the parties <vhom it is intended

to charge (a). There is a distinction made in the cases between

the owner of the bill and his agent on this point. Though the

owner is not bound to present the bill payable at a day certain,

for acceptance before the day, the agent employed to collect the

bill, or to get it accepted and paid, or accepted, must act with

due diligence to have the bill accepted as well as paid. He has

not the discretion and latitude of time given to the owner, and

for any unreasonable delay on his part, he would be held respon -

sible for all the damages which the owner may have sustained by

reason thereof (h). A bill payable sixty days after sight,

means sixty days after acceptance, *and such a bill, as well [ * 83 ]

as a bill payable on demand, must be presented in a rea-

sonable time, or the holder will have to bear the loss proceeding

from his default (c)."

drawer of it, and not on the banker. Poihier, Trnite du Con. de Change, part

1, c. 4, sec. 99. Yonng v. Grote, 4 Bingham., 2.53.

(a) Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 25. Townsley v.

Sumrall, 2 ibid. 170. Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. torn. ii. sec. 358, 359.

Walworth Ch., in Allen r. Suydam, 20 Wendell, 323, 324.

(6) Allen v. Suydam, 17 Wendell, 368, S. C. 20 ibid. 321. Van Wart v.

Woolley, 5 Bowl. & Ryl. 374. 3 Barnw. & Cress. 439. Chitty on Bills, 300.

Pothier, Traite du Control dc Change, No. 128. The Bank of Scotland v. Ham-
ilton, BelVs Com. vol. i. 409, note.

(c) Marius on Bills, 19. Smith ?'. Wilson, Andrew's Rep. 187. Chamberlyn
V. Delarive, 2 Wils. Rep. 353. Muilman v. D'Eguino, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 585.

Aymar v. Beers, 7 Coicew'.s Rep. 705. Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason, 336 . In this

la.st case, the bill was drawn in Havana, upon London, at sixty days' sight,

and it was held that it might be sent for sale to the United States, according
to the course of trade, and need not be sent from Cuba directlj' to London.
But in Camidge v. Allenby, 6 Barnw. (& Cress. 373, the vendee paid vendor of

goods in notes of a country bank payable on demand to bearer. The bank,
at the time, had stopped payment, but the fact was unknown to both parties.

^^ See Parsons on Notes and Bills, ch. 10, p. 337, vol. i., and cases cited in

notes.
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The acceptance may be by parol, or ia writing, and general or

special (a).'' Though a bill comes into the hands of a person

with a parol acceptance, and he takes it in ignorance of such an'

acceptance, he may avail himself of it afterwards. If the accept-

ance be special, it binds the acceptor sub modo, and according to

the acceptance. But any acceptance varying the absolute terms

of the bill, either in the sum, the time, the place, or the

[ *84 ] mode of payment, is a *conditional acceptance, which the

" holder is not bound to receive ; and if he does not I'e-

ceive it, the acceptor is not liable for more than he has under-

taken. The doctrine of qualified acceptances as to part of the

money, is spoken of in Marius and Molloy (6); and in the case of

Rowe V. Young, in the House of Lords, it was established to be

the true construction of the contract, and the true rule of the law-

merchant, that if a bill be accepted, payable at a particular place.

The vendor kept the notes for a week, without circulation or demand of pay-
ment, and it was held that he made the notes his own by this negligence.
The French Commercial Code requires a bill drawn from the continent or

isles of Europe, and payable within the European possessions of France, to

be presented within six months from the date, and in default, the holder
loses all recourse over. Code de Comm. liv. 1, tit. 8, sec. 11. There is no such
fixed rule in the English law. In Mellish v. Rawdon, 9 Bingham, 416, it was
held, that there must be no unrea-sonable delay in forwarding for acceptance,

a bill drawn on a person abroad, and payable at so many days' sight. What
would amount to an unreasonable delay, so as to cast upon the holder the
loss arising from the failure of the drawee before acceptance, would depend
upon the circumstiinces of the case, and was a question of fact for a jury.

(a) Lumley v. Palmer, Sir. Rep. 1000. Powell v. Monnier, 1 Atk. Rep.

612. By statute 1 and 2 Geo. IV. c. 78, no acceptance of any inland bill of
exchange is sufficient to charge any person, unless such acceptance be in

writing on the bill. So, by the N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 768, sec. 6. 9,

no person within the state is chargeable as an acceptor on a bill of exchange,
unless his acceptance be in writing, siguetl by himself or his lawful agent;
and the holder may require the acceptance to be upon the bill, and a refusal

to comply will be a refusal to accept. An acceptance in writing, if not on
the bill, does not bind, except it be in favour of the person who, on the faith

of it, received the bill. {Ibid. sec. 7.) So, an unconditional promise in writ-

ing to accept the bill, before it be drawn, is an acceptance in favour of the
person who receives the bill on the faith of it, for a valuable consideration

;

{Ibid. sec. 8,) and every drawee who refuses to return a bill, within twenty-
four hours, to the holder, .shall be deemed to have accepted it. {Ibid. sec. 11.")

See also Bank of Michigan v. Ely, 17 Wendell, 508. The statute law of Mis-
souri has followed the provisions in the N. Y. statute as to acceptances. Re-

vised Statutes of Missouri, 1835, p. 97.

(b) Marius, 17, 21. Molloy, b. 2, ch. 10, sec. 21.
'* The rule as to acceptance would seem to be, that if a bill is presented

for acceptance and the acceptor does nothing to indicate that he will not ac-

cept, he will be taken as having accepted. Spear v. Pratt. 2 Hill, 582; Jeune
V. Ward, 2 Stark, 326; Brannin v. Henderson, 12 B. Mon. 61.
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the holder is bound to make the demand at that place (a).^** The

rule is also settled, that a promise to accept, made before the ac-

ceptance of the bill, will amount to an acceptance in favour of

the person to whom the promise was communicated, and who took

the bill on the credit of it (6). In Coolidgev. Payson (c), all the

cases were reviewed, and it was held, that a letter, written within

a reasonable time before or after the date of the bill, describing

it, and promising to accept of it, is, if shown to the person who

afterwards takes the bill upon the credit of that letter, a virtual

acceptance, and binding upon the person who makes the promise.

The same doctrine was also held by the supreme court of New
York in Goodrich v. Gordon (d), and it was there decided, that if

a person, in writing, authorizes another to draw a bill of ex-

change, and stipulates to honour the bill, and the bill be after-

wards drawn, and taken by a third party, on the credit of that

letter, it is tantamount to an acceptance of the bill. The doctrine

rests upon the decision of Lord Mansfield, in Pillans and Rose

V. Van Mierop and Hopkins (e), where he laid down the broad

principle, that a promise to accept, previous to the exist-

ence of the *bill, amounted to an acceptance. It is giving [
* 85 ]

credit to the bill, and which may be done as entirely by a

letter written before, as by one written after the date of the bill.

A parol promise to accept a bill already drawn, or thereafter to

be drawn, is binding if the bill be purchased in consideration of

the promise. It is an original promise, not coming within the

objects or the mischiefs of the statutes of frauds; but whether

such a valid parol promise to accept a non -existing bill, would,

in the view of the law-merchant, amount to an acceptance of the

(a) 2 Brod. & Bing. 165.

(6) Miln V. Prest, 4 Camph. Rep. 393.

(c) 2 Wheat. Rep. 66. See, also, to S. P. 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 264, and 4
ibid. 121.

(d) 15 .ToJins. Rep. 6. Parker v. Greele, 2 Wendell, 545, S. P. Kendrick v.

Campbell, 1 Bailey's S. C. Rep. 522, S. P.

(e) 3 Burr. Rep. 1663.
^ See, hereon, Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol. i. p. 309, where the author

lays it down, that demand of payment at the place specified need not be
averred by the plaintitF; but that if the acceptor was at the place at the time
designated, and ready to pay the money, it was a matter of defence to be
pleaded on his part, which defence, however, is no bar to the action, but
goes only in reduction of damages, and in prevention of costs. See cases
cited in note to same.
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bill when drawn, is a question not necessarily connected with the

validity of the promise (a).^'

Every act giving credit to the bill amounts to an acceptance (6).

There is no doubt that an acceptance, once fairly and fully made

and consummated, cannot be revoked; but to render it binding,

the acceptance must be a complete act, and an absolute assent of

the mind; for though the drawee writes his name on the bill, yet,

if before he has parted with the bill, or communicated the fact,

he changes his mind, and erases his acceptance, he is not bound (c).

The acceptance may be impliedly as well as expressly given. It

may be inferred from the act of the drawee, in keeping the bill a

great length of time, contrary to his usual mode of dealing; for

this is giving credit to the bill, and inducing the holder to con-

sider it accepted (d).^ If the bill be accepted in a

[
* 86 ] qualified degree only, *and not absolutely, according to

the tenor of it, the holder may assent to it, and it will

be a good acceptance, pro tanto; or he may insist upon an abso-

lute acceptance, and for the want of it protest the bill. It is in

the discretion of the holder whether or no he will take any ac-

ceptance varying from the terms of the bill. This doctrine was

settled in England upwards of a century ago, and in opposition

to the distinguished argument of Sir John Strange, and it has

continued unshaken to this day (e).^'

The acceptor of a bill is the principal debtor, and the drawer

the surety, and nothing will discharge the acceptor but payment
1

{(i) Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Petem'' U. S. Rep. 170.

{h) Powell V. Monnier, 1 Atk. 611. Wynne r. Raikes, 5 EasVs Rep. 514.

Fairlee v. Herring, 3 Bingham, 625.

(c) Ck)X V. Troy. 5 Barntc. & Aid. 474. Emerigon. torn. i. 45, cites Dupuy
delaSerra, aH.deslettrcsdeehange, ch. 10, aslaying down the maxim, that while
the acceptor is master of his signature, and before he has parted with the

bill, he can cancel his acceptance. This doctrine of La Serra is cited with
particular approbation by Pothier, Traiie du Con. de Change, n. 44, and his

opinion was mentioned with great respect by the K. B. in the case last re-

ferred to, and there is now entire harmony on the point in the jurisprudence
of the two nations.

(d) Harvey v. Martin, 1 Campb. 425, note.

(e) Wegerslofe v. Keene, 1 Sh: Rep. 214. Smith v. Abbott, 2 ibid. 11.52.

^^ See Bank of Michigan v. Ely, 17 Wend. 508; where the parol promise to

accept a future bill was held not to be binding, unleas the bill were taken
upon the faith and credit of such promise. The authorities on this point are

conflicting. See Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol. i. p. 293 et seq.

^^ See note 19, ante.
*' See T)ouglass v. Wilkison, 6 Wend. 637. An acceptance to pay half in

money and half in bills is a good acceptance as to the part payable in money.
Petit V. Benson, Comb. 452.
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or a release. He is bound, though he accepted without considera-

tion, and for the sole accommodation of the drawer (a). Accom-

modation paper is now gorerned by the same rules as other paper.

This is the latest and the best doctrine, both in England and in

this country (b)."^* These are the strict obligations of the acceptor

in relation to the other parties to the bill, and they do not apply

in all their extent as between the drawer and the party who en-

dorses or lends his name to the bill as surety for the accommoda-

tion of the drawer. In such a case, the party who endorses is not

entitled to damages from the drawer beyond what he has actually

sustained (c).^^ If the acceptor alters the bill on acceptance, he

vacates it as against the drawer and endorsers; but if the holder

(a) A plea that the acceptance was without consideration, held bad on de-
murrer. Lowe V. Chifney, 1 Bing. N. C. 267. The acceptor of a forged bill

is bound by his acceptance, for that act precludes him from afterwards dis-

puting the bill, as he is bound to know, and is presumed to know, his drawer's
hand. Price v. Neal, 3 Burr. 1.354. Buller, J., 1 Term, 655. Levy v. Bank
U. S., 1 Binney, 27. So, if a bank pay a forged check, the holder being in-

nocent, the bank must bear the loss, and on the same principle the bank is

bound to know the hand of its own customers, and a want of due diligence

and caution exists. Levy v. Bank U. S., 1 Binney, 27. Smith v. Mercer, 6
Taunton, 76. Bank of St. Albans v. F. & M. Bank, 1 Shawns Vermont Rep. N.
S. 14L The court considered the case of Price v. Neal, as decisive. So, pay-
ment to a bank innocently in its own forged paper, binds the bank. It is

bound to know its own paper. U. S. Bank v. Bank of Georgia, 10 Wheaton,
3.33. On the other hand the general rule is, that payment of a debt in a
forged note, both parties being innocent, is no payment, and the same rule

applies if a forged note be discounted. Marble v. Hatfield, 2 Johns. Rep. 455.

Young V. Adams, 6 3Iass. Rep. 182. Eagle Bank v. Smith, 5 Conn. Rep. 71.

Jones V. Ryde, 5 Tminton, 488. U. S. Bank v. Bank of Georgia, 10 IVhea-

/OH, 333. But the. loser cannot recover back unless he uses diligence to de-

tect the forgery and give notice. Gloucester Bank v. Salem Bank, 17 Mass.
Rep. 33. Pope & Hickman v. Nance, 1 iHinor's Ala. Rep. 299. Nor can he
recover if he agrees at the time of the bargain and sale to receive certain

notes drawn and endorsed by third persons in payment, for he took the risk.

Ellis V. Wild, 6 3fass. Rep. 321. It is held in one case, (Ontario Bank t).

Lightbody, 13 WendelVs Rep. 101,) that payment of a debt in bills of an in-

solvent bank, both parties being ignorant of the fact, is no payment. But
there is a decision in another case (Lowrey v. Murrell, 2 Porter^s Ala. Rep.

280,) directly to the contrary, and the point remains unsettled in our Ameri-
can law.

(/>) Fentum f. Pocock, 5 Taunton, 192. The Governor and Company of the
Bank of Ireland f. Beresford, 6 Dow^s Pari. Las. 234. Bank of Montgomery
County V. Walker, 9 Serg. & Raiole, 229. Murray v. Judah, 6 Cowen, 484.

Clopper V. The Union Bank of Maryland, 7 Harr. <& Johns. 92. Church v.

Barlow, 9 Pick. 547. Grant v. Ellicot, 7 Wendell, 227. Marr v. Johnson, 9
Yerger, 1.

(f) Dorsey v. his Creditors, 19 Martinis Louis. Rep. 498.
** See Ocean Bank ats. Lord, 20 Pa. St. 384; Pickering v. Marsh, 7 N. H.

192; Commercial Bank v. Cunningham, 24 Pick. 270. In other cases the ac-

commodation acceptor has been looked upon as a surety, and the drawer a.s

principal. Parks v. Ingram, 2 Foster, 283; Adle v. Metoyer, 1 La. An. 254.
*^ See last note.
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acquiesces in such alteration and acceptance, it is a good bill as

between the holder and acceptor (a).

A third .person, after protest for non-acceptance by

[*87] the *drawee, may intervene, and become a party to the

bill, in a collateral way, by accepting and paying the bill

for the honor of the drawer, or of a particular endorser. His ac-

ceptance is termed an acceptance supra protest, and he subjects

himself to the same obligations as if the bill had been directed to

him. He has his remedy against the person for whose honour he

accepted, and against all the parties who stand prior to that per-

son. If he takes up the bill for the honour of the endorser, he

stands in the light of an endorsee paying full value for the bill,

and has the same remedies to which an endorsee would be en-

titled against all prior parties, and he can, of course, sue the

drawer and endorser (6). The acceptance, supra protest, is good,

though it be done at the request, and under the guaranty of the

drawee after his refusal, and the party for whose honour it is paid

is equally liable (c). The policy of the rule granting these

privileges to the acceptor, supra protest, is to induce the friends

of the drawer or endorser to render them this service, for the

benefit of commerce and the credit of the trader, and a third person

interposes only when the drawee will not accept. There can be

no other acceptor after a general acceptance by the drawee. A
third person may become liable on his collateral undertaking, as

guarantying the credit of the drawee, but he will not be liable in

the character of acceptor. It is said, however, that when the bill

has been accepted, supra protest, for the honour of one party to

the bill, it may, by another individual, be accepted, supra protest,

for the honour of another (d). The holder is not bound to take

an acceptance, supra protest (e), but he would be bound to

(a) Paton v. Winter. 1 Taunton, 420.

(b) Mulford v. Walcott, 1 Lord Raym, 574. Mertens v. Wiunington, 1 Ei^p.

N. P. Rep. 112. Bnylcy on Bills, 209. The person who pays a prote-sted bill,

supra protest, for the honour of the endorser, has no remedy against the en-
dorser, if the latter was already discharged by reason of the want ol notice
of the non-acceptance. Chitty on Bills, 213, 4, 234, 257, .'>30. Higgins v.

Morrison, 4 Dana''s Ken. Eeji. 102. The payer, supra protest, must give rea-

sonable notice to the party that he has made such payment for his credit,

otherwise that party will not be obliged to refund. Wood v. Pugh and others,

7 Ohio Rep. part 2, p. 164.

(c) Konig V. Bayard. 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 250.

(d) Beawes, tit. Bills of Exchange, pi. 42. Jackson v. Hudson, 2 Campb. 447.

(e) Mitford t>. Walcot, 12 Mod. Rep. 410.
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accept aa offer to pay, supra protest. * The protest is [ * 88 ]

necessary, and should precede the collateral acceptance

or payment (a); pad if the bill, on its face, directs a resort to a

third person^ in case of refusal by the drawee, such direction be-

comes part of the contract (b).

As between the holder of a check and the endorser, it ought to

be presented for acceptance with due diligence (c); but as be-

tween the holder and the drawer, a demand at any time before

suit brought will be sufficient, unless it appears that the drawee

has failed, or the drawer has, in some other manner, sustained

injury by the delay (d). The drawee ought to accept or refuse

acceptance, as soon as he has had a reasonable opportunity to in-

form his judgment. If he cannot be found at the proper place,

the holder may cause the bill to be protested; and if the drawee

be dead, the bill may be presented to his executor or a4iiiinistra-

tor (e).

(5.) Of the endorsement.

A valid transfer may be made by the payee, or liis agent. In

the case of a bill made or endorsed to a feme sole, who afterwards

marries, the right to endorse it belongs to the husband. So, the

assignee of an insolvent payee, or the executor or administrator

of a deceased payee, are entitled to endorse the paper (g).

(rt) Polhier. h. i. pi. 170.

{b) Pofhiei; h. t. pi. 137. Holland r. Pierce, 14 Martin'a Louis. Rep. 499.

An acceptance for lionour is not an absolute, but a conditional acceptance,
and an averment of piesentment to the drawee for ^payment is necessary.

Williams v. Germaine, 7 Rnrnw. & Cress. 468.

(c) Kickford v. Kidge, 2 Campb. 537. Beeching v. Gower, 1 Holt, 313, note
of the reporter. Clark v. Stackhouse, 2 Martin's Louis. Rep. .327. Mohawk
Bank v. Broderick, 10 Wendell, 304. Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 13 Wen-
dell, 133. Where the parties reside in the same place, six days' delay was
held to discharge the endorser. Gough v. Staats, ibid. 549. In Boddington
V. Schlencher, 1 Neville & Manning, 540, S. C. 4 B. & .4dol. 752, it was held,

that the holder was bound to present it for payment on the day following
that on which he receives it. Moule v. Brown, 4 Bingham, N. C. 266. Smith
V. Janes, 20 Wendell, 192, S. P.

((/) Cruger v. Armstrong, 3 Johns. Cas. 5. Conroy v. Warren, ibid. 259.

Eothschilds v. Corney, 9 Barnw. <& Cress. 388. Southerland, J., in Murray?-.
Judah, 6 Cowen, 490, and Savage, Ch. J., in Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 10
Wendell, 306.

(e) 3folloy, b. 2, c. 10, sec. 34. Bayley on Bills, 128.

(g) Parker, Ch. J., in 1 P. Ifni. 255. Conner v. Martin, cited in 3 Wils.

Bep. 5. Rawlinson r. Stone, ibid. 1. In Harper v. Butler, 2 Peters' U. S.

Bep. 239, it was admitted, that an endorsement of a negotiable note by the
executor of the payee, and good in the state where he was appointed and en-
dorsed it, will enable the endorsee to sue in his own name in any other state.

But a contrary doctrine was held in Stearns v. Burnham, 5 Greenleaf, 261,
and Thompson v. Wilson, 2 N. H. Rep. 291.
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[
* 89 ] And if a bill be made payable to a mercantile *liou8e

consisting of several partners, an endorsement by any

one of the partners is deemed the act of the firm. If the bill be

made payable to A., for the use of B., the legal title is in A., and

he must endorse it.

The bill cannot be endorsed for a part only of its contents,

unless the residue has been extinguished; for a personal contract

cannot be apportioned, and the acceptor made liable to separate

actions by different persons.

Blank endorsements are common, and they may be filled up at

any time by the holder, even down to the moment of trial in a

suit to be brought by him as endorsee; but no other use can be

made of a blank endorsement in filling it up, than to point out

the person to whom the bill or note is to be paid. A note en-

dorsed in blank is like one payable to bearer, and passes by de-

livery, and the holder may constitute himself, or any other per-

son, assignee of the bill. The courts never inquire whether he

sues for himself, or as trustee for some other person (a). Even

a bond made payable to bearer, has been held to pass by delivery,

in the same manner as a bank note payable to bearer, or a bill

of exchange endorsed in blank (6).^** The holder may strike out

the endorsement to him, though full, and all prior endorsements

in blank, except the first, and charge the payee, or maker. "When

the endorser takes up the note, he becomes the holder, as entirely

as though he had never parted with it (c). There is no necessity

for any negotiable words in the endorsement. A bill originally

negotiable, continues so in the hands of the endorsee, unless the

(a) Peacock v. Ehodes, Doug. Eep. 633. Francis v. Mott, cited in ibid. 634.

Bull. N. P. 275, Livingston v. Clinton, and Cooper v. Kerr, cited in 3 Johns.
Cas. 264. Lovell v. Eveitson, 11 Johns. Eep. 52. Duncan, J., in 13 Serg. &
Bawle, 315. Kiersted v. Rogers & Garland, 6 Han: <& Johns. 282. Evans v.

Gee, 11 Peters, 80. In Sprigg v. Cuny's Heirs, 19 Martinis Louis. Rep. 253,
it was held, that the holder of a negotiable note, endorsed in blank, might
sue on it, without filling it up to himself. Under the French law an endorse-
ment, in blank, of a promis.sory note is not valid. Code de Comm. art. 137,

138. Nor can the holder of a bill drawn and endorsed in France, in blank,
recover against the acceptor in the English courts. Trimbey v. Vignier, 1

Bing. N. C. 151.

(b) Gorgier v. Mieville. 3 Bamw. & Cress. 45.

(c) Smith V. Clarke, Peake's N. P. Pep. 225. United States v. Barker, 1

Paine's Rep. 156. M'Donald v. M'Grnder, 3 Peters' Rep. 474.
-® Connecticut «& Passumpsic Rivers R. Co. v. Newell, 31 Vt. 364; Mechan-

ics' Bank t;. N. Y. & N. H. R. Co., 3 Kern. 599; Craig v. City of Vicksburg,
3 Miss. 216; Maddox v. G'-aham, 2 Met. (Ky.) 56.
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general negotiability be restrained by a special endorse-

ment *by the payee. He may stop its negotiability by [
* 90 ]

a special endorsement, but no subsequent endorsee can

restrain the negotiable quality of the bill (a). The first endorser

is liable to every subsequent bona fide holder, even though the

bill or note be forged, or fraudulently circulated (b). If a blank

note or check be endorsed, it will bind the endorser to any sum,

or time of payment, which the person to whom he intrusts the

paper chooses to insert in it (c).^^ This only applies to the case

in which the body of the instrument is left blank. If negotiable

paper, regularly filled up, be endorsed in blank, the endorser is

holden only in the character of endorser, and according to the

terms and legal operation of the instrument (d)*^

In the case of blank endorsements, possession is evidence of

title; but if the endorsements be all filled up, the first endorsee

cannot sue without showing that he had taken up the bill or

(a) Edie v. East India Company, 2 Burr. Rep. 1216. Ancher v. The Bank
of England, Doug. Rep. Q'M. Smith v. Clarke, 1 Es^p. Rep. 180.

(h) Lambert v. Pack, 1 Salk. Rep. 127. Putnam v. Sullivan, 4 Mass. Rep.
45. Codwise v. Gleason, 3 Day^s Rep. 12.

(c) Russel r. Langstaflfe, Doug. Rep. 514. Violett v. Patton, 5 Cranch, 142,

In Indiana, the endorser of a note is understood to warrant two things :—1.

That the note is valid, and the maker liable to pay it. 2. That the maker is

solvent, and able to pay it. Howell v. Wilson, 2 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 418.

{d) See Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines^ Rep. 343. In Beckwith v. Angell, 6
Conn. Rep. 315, it was held, that if a promissory note be endorsed in blank,
under a parol promise to guaranty the payment, the holder may fill up the
blank pursuant to the special agreement, and prove that agreement by parol.

The endorser will be liable, under such circumstances, without proof of the
demand and notice requisite in other cases. There have been decisions to
the .same eflFect in Josselyn v. Ames, 3 3Iass. Rep. 21A. Ulen v. Kittredge, 7
ibid. 233. Moies v. Bird, 11 ibid. 436. Nelson v. Duboys, 13 Johnson, 175.
Campbell v. Butler, 14 ibid. 349.

'-' Yet this presumption may be rebutted as between the immediate parties,
and all having notice of any limitation of authority. Hall v. Commonwealth
Bank, 5 Dana, 258; Hatcli v. Searles, 2 Smale & G. 147; Goad v Hart 8
Smedes & M. 787.
^ An oral contemporaneous agreement cannot show, even as between the

alleged parties thereto, that one who endorsed a note in blank was not to be
personally liable. Crocker v. Getchell, 23 Me. 392. Or that he was only
guarantor. Diddle v. Duncan, 2 McLean, 553; Fuller ?;. McDonald 8 Greenl
213.

A person who endorses a promissory note, to enable the holder to get it dis-
counted, must be treated as a guarantor, if that was the agreement and in-
tention of the parties. Reinhart t). Schall, 18 Md. L. J. 788.
By placing his signature on the back of a non-negotiable note at or prior

to the time of its inception, with any express contract defining the nature
and extent of his obligation, a person becomes liable as a surety or joint
promissor. Pool v. Anderson, 38 Alb. L. J. 478; 18 N. East. 445 (Ind.).

Endorsers before the delivery of non-negotiable notes are liable as original
promissors. Continental National Bank v. Wells, 41 N. W. R. 409 (Wis.).
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note. The acceptor or maker is liable only to the last endorsee.

The prior endorsers have parted with their interest in the paper,

and are presumed to have received a valuable consideration for

it. But if the last endorsee protests the bill for non-pay-

[
* 91 ] ment, and it be paid by a prior endorser, the *latter ac-

quires, by such payment, a new title to the instru-

ment (a).^

Though the holder of paper fairly negotiated, be entitled to

recover, and to shut out almost every equitable defence, yet the

rule' applies only to the case of negotiable paper taken bona fide

in the course of business before it falls due. If taken after it is

due and payable, the presumption is against the validity of the

demand, and the purchaser takes it at his peril, and subject to

every defence existing against it before it was negotiated (b).^

But it has been a question, when a note, payable upon demand,

is to be deemed a note out of time, so as to subject the endorsee,

upon a subsequent negotiation of it, to the operation of the rule.

When the facts and circumstances are ascertained, the reason-

ableness of time is a matter of law, and every case will depend

upon its special circumstances. Eighteen months, eight months,

seven months, five months, even two months and a half, have

been held, when unexplained by circumstances, an unreasonable

(flf) Mendez v. Carreroon, 1 Lord Rnym. 742. Gorgerat v. M'Carty, 2 Dal-
las' Rep. 144.

(6) Brown t\ Davies, 3 Term Rep. 80. Tinson v. Francis. 1 Camph. Rep. 19.

Sargent v. Southgate, 5 Pick. 312, 317, 319. A stricter course is observed in
the case of bills and notes than in that of checks, and a party taking a check
over-due, does not necessarily take it subject to all the infirmities of the pre-

vious title, provided he exercises a reasonable caution in taking it; and that
is a question of a fact for a jury. Rothschild v. Corney, 1 Daicson & Lloyd,

325. Mohawk Bank v. Broderick, 13 Wendell, 133. A bill may be endorsed
after it is due, for it continues negotiable nd infinitum until paid or dis-

charged, provided the subsequent circulation does not prejudice any of the
endorsers. Hubbard v. Jackson, 4 Bingham, 300. Callow r. Lawrence, 4
3faule <& Seho. 95. In Burrough r. Mess, 10 Barnw. & Ctcks. 558, the rule in
the text was restricted to all equities arising out of the note transaction it-

self; and it was held not to extend to protect a set-off, in respect of a debt
due from the endorser to the maker, arising out of collateral matters.

'^ The possession of negotiable paper by a party bound to pay it is pre-

sumptive evidence of payment. Baring r. Clark, 19 Pick. 220. But he must
prove that he has paid it. Mendez v. Carreroon, supra. See, however,
opinion of Mr. Justice Livingston in Dugan r. U. S., 3 Wheat. 172. The pre-

sumption of payment may be rebutted. Fellows v. Kress, 5 Blackf 536. See
Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol.2, p. 220.

*> See Texas v. White, 7 Wallace, 700; Ordiome v. Woodman, 39 N. H.
541; Hurdle v. Hanner, 5 Jones, 360. Upon the question of set-off see Par-
sons on Note and Bills, vol. 2, p. 602, et aeq., where the question is fully

discussed and authorities cited.
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delay; and if the demand be not made in a reasonable time by

the holder, the endorser is discharged («).^' On the other hand,

in Thurston \. M^Koicn (b), a note payable on demand, and en-

dorsed within seven days after it was made, wafe held to be en-

dorsed in season to close all inquiry into the origin of

the *note. And when a note is negotiated in season, it [ * 92 ]

may afterwards pass from one endorsee to another, after

it is due, and the holder will be equally with the first endorsee

protected in his title (c). There is no certain time in which a

bill or note, payable at sight, or a given time thereafter, or on

demand, must be presented for acceptance. It must not be

locked up for any considerable time; it must be presented for

payment within a reasonable time; but, if put into circulation,

the courts are very cautious in laying down any rule as to the

time in which it must be presented; and, in one case, it was

allowed to be kept in circulation, without acceptance, so long as

the convenience of the successive holders might require (d).

That was the case of a foreign bill; and an inland bill may also

be put in circulation before acceptance, and it may be kept a

reasonable time before acceptance; but what would be a reason-

able time cannot be precisely defined, and depends upon the par-

ticular circumstances of each case (e). If a bill or note be abso-

lutely assigned so as to pass the whole interest in the instrument

to the endorsee, its negotiable quality would pass with it; and

the better opinion would seem to be, that its negotiability could

not be impeded by any restriction contained in the endorse-

ment (/). But where the endorsement is a mere authority to

receive the money for the use, or according to the directions of

the endorser, it would be evidence that the endorsee did not give

a valuable consideration, and was not the absolute owner (g). A

(a) Furman v. Haskin, 2 Cnine'sRep. 369. Losee v. Dunkin, 7 Johns. Rep.

70. Field v. Nickerson, 13 Mass. Rep. 131. Sice v. Cunningham, 1 CoweiVs

Rep. 397. Martin v. Winslow, 2 Mason''s Rep. 241

.

{b) 6 Mass. Rep. 428. (c) Chalmers i'. Lanion, 1 Camyb. Rep. 383.

(rf) Goupy V. Harden, 7 Taunt. Rep. 159.

(e) Fry i'. Hall, 4 Taunt. Rep. 396. Muilman v. D'Eguino, 2 H. Blacks.

Rep. 565.

(/) Parsons, Ch. J., 3 Mass. Rep. 228.

(g) Sigourney v. Lloyd, 8 Burnw. <& Cress. 622. 1 Dau'son & Lloyd, 132,

S. C. 1 Aik. 249. 2 Burr. 1227, S. P.
^^ In every case the reasonableness of the time of presentation is a ques-

tion of law and fact for the jury, acting under the direction of the .judge, to

decide. See Parsons on Bills, vol. 1, pp. 268 et seq. & 376 et seq. and notes

thereto.
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negotiable instrument may be endorsed so as to exempt the en-

dorser from liability, as if the endorser should add, at his own
risk, or without recourse. In that case, the maker or ac-

[*93 ] ceptor, and prior endorsers, would *be holden, according

to the rules and usages of commercial paper, but the im-

mediate endorser would be exempted from responsibility by the

special contract («).^^

If the bill or note be negotiated after it is due, and be thereby

opened to every equitable defence, yet a demand must be made
upon the drawee or maker within a reasonable time, and notice

given to the endorser in order to charge him, equally as if it had

been a paper payable at sight, or negotiated before it was

due (6).^

(6.) Of the demand and protest.

The demand of acceptance of a foreign bill is usually made by a

notary, and in case of non-acceptance he protests it, and this

notarial protest receives credit in all courts and places by the law

and usage of merchants without any auxiliary evidence; and it is

a requisite step, by the custom of merchants, in the case of a

foreign bill, and must be made promptly upon refusal. It must

be made at the time, in the manner, and by the persons pre-

scribed, in the place where the bill was payable (c). It is suffi-

(a) Dallas, J., in Goupy v. Harden, 7 Taunt. Rep. 163. Rice ». 'Sterns, 3
JH/rtss. Eep. 225. "Welch v. Lindo, 7 Crunches Rep. 159. Ersk. Inst, of the

Scotch Law, vol. ii. 468. BelVs Comm. on the Scotch Law, vol. i. 402.

(6) M'Kinney v. Crawford, 8 Serg. & Raicle, 351. Berry v. Kobinson, 9

Johns. Rep. 121. Bishop v. Dexter, 2 Conn. Rep. 419. Dwight v. Emerson,
2 K H. Rep. 159. Rngely v. Davidson. 3 S. C. Const. Rep. 33. Allwood v.

Haseldon, 2 Bailey's S. C. Rep. 457.

(e) In Kentucky, by statute, in 1798, protested foreign bills are accounted,
after the death of the drawer or endorser, of equal dignity with a judgment;
and executors and administrators, of every such drawer or endorser, are com-
pelled to suffer judgment to pass against them, before any bond, bill or other
debt of equal or inferior dignity. In France a protest, though usual, is not
necessary to enable the holder of a note to sue the maker. The law was sat-

isfactorily shown to be so by proof, in Trimbey r. Vignier, 6 Ca>r & Payne,
25. In England, by the statute of 2 and 3 Wi'lliam IV. ch. 98, all bills of
exchange, wherein the drawers shall direct them to be payable in any place,

other than the place expressed therein to be the residence of the drawee, and
which shall not, on presentment, be accepted, may, without presentment, be
protested lor non-payment, in the plac^so payable.

^^ Henbach v. Mollmann, 2 Duer. 227; Richardson v. Lincoln, 5 Met. 201.
*' Leavitt v. Putnam, 1 Sandf. 199; Patterson t). Todd, 18 Pa. St. 426; Levy

V. Drew, 14 Ark. 334. See, however. Gray v. Bell, 3 Rich. 71, where O'Neail
J., looked upon the endorser of a bill, after due, as a new maker or as a drawer
on a man without funds, and as not entitled to notice.

The demand mast be witliin a reasonable time. Sanborn v. Southard, 25
Me. 409; Branch Bank v. Gaffney, 9 Ala. 15a
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cient, however, to note the protest on the day of the demand, and

it may be drawn up in form at a future period. The protest is

necessary for the purpose of prosecution, and it must be stated

and proved in a suit on the bill (a). On inland bills no protest

was required by the common law, and it was only made neces-

sary in England, in certain cases, by the statutes of 9th

and 10th Wm. Ill, * and 3d and 4th Anne; and yet, [*94]
notwithstanding the language of those statutes, it has

long been the settled rule and practice not to consider the protest

of an inland bill as necessary or material (6). Nor is a protest of an

inland bill generally deemed necessary in this country, though

(n) Tassell v. Lewit*. 1 Lord Rnym. 743. Rojjers v. Stevens, 2 Term Rep.

713. Buller, J., 4 TVrw Rep.Uo'. Gale v. Wulsh, 5 Term Rep. 239. Cliaters

V. Bell. 4 Eap. Rep. 48. Townsley r. Riimrall. 2 Peters' U. S. Rep. 170.

Chitly on Bilh, h. t. Bryden r. Taylor, 2 Hnrr. & Johns. 396. The certifi-

cate of a foieijiii notary, nnder his hand and seal of office, of the presentment
by him of a bill or note tor acceptance or payment, and of his protest thereof

for non-accei)tanfe or non-payment, is received in all courts, by the usage
and under the courtesy of nations, as presumptive evidence of the facts.

Chitly o« 5(7/.s. edit. 1836, p. 612. Halliday v. M'Dousall, 20 Wendell, 85.

In New York and Mississippi, a .similar certificate of having given the re-

quisite notice of such presentment, demand, arid default, to the parties to be
charged, is also made, by statute, presumptive evidence of the fact. Laws
N. v., sess. 56, ch. 271, sec. 8. Laws of 31ississippi, 1833, ch. 70. If th?
notary omits to give the requisite notice, the bank who employed him is not
responsible for his negligence, for their agency in the case of notes deposited
with them for ccillec'iion merely, is gratuitous. Bellemire v. Bank LJ. S., 4

Wharton. 105. But in the New York court of errors, in December. 1839. in the
case of .Allen v. The Merchants' Bank of N. Y., it was decided diSerently. In
that ca.se a bill drawn by a New York merchant, upon a Philadelphia house,

was deposited with the defendants for collection, who transmitted it to their

correspondent bank in Philadelphia, and. acceptance being refused, the notary
of the Philadelphia bank neglected to give notice to the holder and endorser
at New York, in consequence of which payment was lost. The court held
that the defennants were liable for the loss or damage arising from the de-
fault of their Philadelphia agent, and that there was an implied undertak-
ing by a bank or banker, receiving negotiable paper deposited for collection,

to take the necessary measures to charge the drawer, maker, or other proper
parties, upon the default or refusal to accept or pay. This was so decided
in Smedes t". Bank of Utica, 20 Johnson, 372. M'Kinstre v. the same, 9
Wendell, 46. 11 Iliid. 4'(3. The use of the funds, thus temporarily ob-

tained, formed a valuable consideration for the undertaking. The court de-

clared that whether the note or bill was received for collection in the same
or a distant place, the bank was liable for the neglect, omission, or mi.scou-

duct of the bank or agent it employed in the collection, unless there was
some e-xpress or implied agreement to the contrary. It is to be observed,

however, that this decision was against the opinion of the chancellor and a
considerable minority of the senate, and that it reversed the judgment of
the supreme court nnd the superior court in the city of New York. This
does not destroy the authority, while it lessens the weight and value of the
decision.

{b) Bnyley on Bills. 167 edit. Boston, 1826. Wendle v. Andrews, 2 Barnw.
& Aid. 696. Rice c. Hogan, 8 Dana, 135.

9 VOL. III. KEXT. 129
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the practice is to have bills drawn in one state on persons in

another, protested by a notary, and the act of the State of Kentucky

of 1798, ch. 57, seemed to require it (a). It is also necessary in Vir-

:ginia, and the omission to give notice of the protest of an inland

bill, causes the loss of interest and damages (b).^* After the

protest for non-acceptance, immediate notice must be given to

the drawer and endorser, in order to fix them, and the omission

would not be cured by the bill being presented for payment,and sub-

sequent notice of the non-payment, as well as non-acceptance (c).

The drawer or endorser may be sued forthwith upon the protest

for non-acceptance, without waiting until the bill is also

[*95] presented * for payment, and refused (d)/^ The Eng-

(rt) Townsley v. Sumrall. 2 Pcteni' U. S. Rep. 170. But in Kice v. Hogan,
8 Dana, 135, it was held, that a protest was not necessary, even in the case

of a foreign bill, as between the drawer and acceptor under the act of Keii-

tnckyofl837. Miller i. Hackley, 5 Johns. Hep. 375. In this last case it

was said, that a bill drawn in New York, on Charleston, or any other place

within the United States, was an inland bill. But in South Carolina and in

Pennsylvania, a bill drawn in one state, upon a person residing in another,

is considered in the light of a foreign bill, requiring a protest. (Duncau i'.

Course, 1 S. C. Const. Rrp. 100. Cape Fear Bank r. Stineraetz, 1 /////, 44.

Lonsdale v. Brown. 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 148. The opinion in New York was
not given on the point on which the decision rested; and it was rather the
opinion of Mr. Justice Van Ness, than that of the court; but he was sup-
ported by Dr. Tucker, (see Tucker^s Blackstone. vol. ii. 467, note 22), and
also by Marius on Bills, p. 2, who holds that bills between England and
Scotland were inland bills. The decision in South Carolina was a solemn
adjudication, after argument, on the very question; and the weight of Amer-
ican authority is, therefore, on that side. In Buckner r. Finley & Van Lear,

2 Peters' U. S. Rep. 586, it was decided, that bills of exchange drawn in one
state, on persons living in another, were to be treated as foreign bills; and
this decision, I apprehend, puts the point at rest. Phcenix Bank v. Hussey,
12 Pick. 483. Brown v. Fersu.son, 4 Leigh's Rep. 37. Dickins v. Beal, 10
Peters' U. S. Rep. 573. Bank of U. S. v. Daniel, 12 Peters' R<p. 54. Rice v.

Hogan, 8 Dana, 134. Halliday v. M'Dougall, 20 Wendell, 81.

(ft) Willock V. Riddle, 5 Call, 358.

(c) Roscow V. Hardy, 3 Campb. Rep. 458. United States v. Barker, 4 Wash.
Cir. Rep. 464. Thompson r. Cumming, 2 Leigh's Rep. 321.

(_d) Milfordr. Mayor, Doug. Rep. 5."). Ballingalls r. Gloster, 3 East's Rep.

481. Wallace r. Agry, 4 'j/rt-ioH. 336. Evans v. Gee, 11 Peters' Rep. 80.

Evans r. Bridges, 4 Porter's Ala. Rep. 348.
** In this respect the states are considered as foreign to each other. Bank

of U. S. V. Daniel, 12 Pet. 32, Ticonic Bank v. Statkpole, 41 Me. 302; Hal-
liday r. McDongal, 20 Wend. 81; Grafton Bank ». Moore, 14 N. H. 142:

Phoenix Bank r. Hussey, 12 Pick. 483.

This subject is generally regulated by statute in these .states, for which see

the laws and statutes of the respective states, many of them holding that

protest by a notary is necessary to an inland as well as a foreign bill or note.

And see Parsons on Bills and Notes, vol. 1. pp. 635—6.38, where the statutes

are for the most part summarized and collected.

'"Watson V. Tarpley, 18 How. 517; Robinson v. Ames. 20 .Tohns. 146. In
Mi&sissippi it is declared by statute, that the holder cannot sue until after

ttiaturity.
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lisb law, requiring protest, and notice of non acceptance of

foreign bills, has been adopted and followed as the true rule of

mercantile law in the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
York, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina (a).

But the Supreme Court of the United States, in Broivn v.

Barry (b), and in Clarke v. Russel (c), held, that in an action on

a protest for non payment on a foreign bill, protest for non-

acceptance, or a notice of the non-acceptance, need not be

shown, inasmuch as they were not required by the custom of

merchants in this country, and those decisions have been followed

in Pennsylvania; protest for non-payment is sufficient (d).^^ It

becomes, therefore, a little difficult to know what is the true rule

of the law-merchant in the United States, on this point, after

puch contradictory decisions. The Scotch law is the same as the

English (e), and it appears to me, that the English rule is the

better doctrine, and the most consistent with commercial policy.

If the bill has been accepted, demand of payment must be

when the bill falls due; and it must be made by the holder or

his agent upon the acceptor, at the place appointed for payment,

or at his house or residence, or upon him personally if no par-

ticular place be appointed, and it cannot be made by letter

through the post office (g).^^ But there is a great deal *of [ * 9G ]

perplexity and confusion in the cases on this subject,

arising from refined distinctions and discordant opinions; and

(<() Watson ?'. Loring, 3 JI<iss. Bep. 557. Sterry v. Robinson, 1 Day''s Rep.
1\. Mason v. Franklin, 3 John's Rep. 202. Weldon r. Buck, 4 ibid. 144.

Winthrop v. Pepoon. 1 Bail's Rep. 468. Philips v. M'Cnrdy, 1 Harr. (& Johns.

187. Thompson v. Cummiug, 2 Leigh's Rep. 321. 1 Hawk. Rep. 195.

(b) 3 Dallas' Rep. 365.

(c) Cited in 6 Serg. dt Rawle, 358.

(rf) Read v. Adams, 6 Serg. & Rawle, 356.

(e) 1 BelVs Comm. 408.

(g) Saunderson v. Judge, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 509. Stedman v. Goooh, 1

Esp. N. P. Rep. 3. Berkshire Bank v. Jones. 6 3fass. Rep. 524. State Bank
V. Hurd, 12 ibid. 172. Mason v. Franklin, 3 Johns. Rep. 202. Whittier v.

Graffam, SGreenleaf, 82. Stuckert ?;. Anderson, 3 Wharton, 116.
*** The holder may if he chose present again for payment, but the liability

of the drawer and endorser is fixed by the presentment for acceptance, re-

fusal and due notice thereof, and any irregularity in presenting for payment
will not affect the holder's rights. Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns. 375; Evans t;.

Bridges, supra. The holder is not bound to present again at the request of
the drawer. Hickling v. Hardey, 7 Taunt. 312.

'''' Mr. Justice Dayton, in Sussex Bank v. Baldwin, 2 Harr. 487, said "Any
person may present, at its maturity, a promissory note of which he is put
in possession, and if paid in the ordinary course of business and taken up,
the payment is good, and if not paid, the demand is good as a ground work
for notice to the endorsei-s." See, also, Bachellor v. Priest, 12 Pick. 399.
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it becomes very difficult to know what is precisely the law of tbe

land, as to the sufficiency of the demand upon the maker of the

note, or the acceptor of the bill. If thei'e be no particular and

certain place identified and appointed, other than a city at lar^e,

and the party has no residence there, the bill may be protested

in the city on the day without inquiry, for that would be an idle

attempt (a). The general principle is, that due diligence must

be used to find out the party, and make the demand; and the in-

quiry will always be, whether, under the circumstances of the

case, due diligence has been used. The agent of the holder, in

one case, used the utmost diligence, for several weeks, to find the

residence of the endorser, in order to give him notice of the dis-

honour of the bill, and then took a day to consult his principal

before he gave the notice, and it was held sufficient (6). If the

party has absconded, that will, as a general rule, excuse the de-

mand (c). If he has changed his residence to some other place,

within the same state or jurisdiction, the holder must make en-

deavours to find it, and make the demand there; though if he

has removed out of the state, subsequent to the making of the

note or accepting the bill, it is sufficient to present the same at

his former place of residence (d). If there be no other evidence

of the maker's residence than the date of the paper, the holder

must make inquiry at the place or date; and the presumption is,

that the maker resides where the note is dated, and that he con-

templated payment at that place (e). But it is presump-

[ *97 ] tion *only; and if the maker resides elsewhere within

the state when the note falls due, and that be known to

the holder, demand must be made at the maker's place of resi-

dence (g).^'^

(a) Boot V. Franklin. .3 Johns. Rep. 207.

(b) Firth v. Thrush, 8 Barnw. d- Cres-^. 387.

(c) 4 lUass. Rep. 45. 4 Serg. & Bawle, 480.

(d) Anderson v. Drake, 14 Johns. Rep. 114. M'Grnder v. Bank of Washing-
ton, 9 Wheat. Rq). 598. Bayleyon Bills, edit. Boston, 12<i. Gillespie i-. Han-
nahan. 4 HP Cord, 503.

{e) Steward v. Eden, 2 Caine's Rep. 127. Duncan v. M'Cullough, 4 Serg.

& Rmcle, 480.

ig) Anderson v. Drake, 14 Johna. Rep. 114. Galpin v. Hard, 3?T'Cord, 394.
^ As a general rule presentation to the maker or acceptor jiersonally at

any place where they may reasonably be expected to pay will be sufficient.

Baldwin v. Farnsworth, 1 Fairf. 414; King v. Holmes, 11 Pa. St. 456; Fall
River Union Bank v. Willard, 5 Met. 216.

The demand .should be made where the maker resides, or at his usual and
ordinary place of business. Sussex Bank r. Baldwin. 2 Harr. 487; West ?•.

Brown, 6 Ohio St. 542. The safest and proper place would seem to be the
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The rule in the English law is, that if a bill or promissory

note be made payable at a particular place, the demand must be

made at the place, because the place is made part and parcel of

the contract (a), If, however, the place appointed be deserted or

shut up, it amounts to a refusal to pay, and a demand would be

inaudible and useless (6); or if the demand be made upon the

maker elsewhere, and no objection be made at the time, it will be

deemed a waiver of any future demand (c).

In New York it has been decided, that though a bill or note be

made payable at a particular place, it is not requisite for the

holder to aver or prove a demand of payment at the place (d).

This would appear to be contrary to the rule as now understood

and established in the English law; and it would seem to be con-

trary to the opinion of the Court of Errors of New York, in the

case of Woodicorth v. The Bank of America (e), where the rule

of the English law was recogniaed, that if the place of payment

{a) Saunderson r. Judge, 2 ff. Blacks. Rep. 509. Sanderson v. Bowes, 14

EasVn Rep. 500. Dickinson v. Bowes, 16 ibid. 110. Butterworth v. Le Des-
penser, 3 Mnule dt Selw. 150. Gibb v. Mather, 8 Bingham, 214.

{h) Howe V. Bowes, 16 Ensfs Rep. 112.

(c) Herring v. Sanger, 3 Johns. Qis. 71.

(d) Wolcott ?). Van Santvoord, 17 Johns. Rep. 248. Caldwell v. Cassidy, 8
Cowen^s Rep. 271. Haxtnn v. Bi.shop. 3 Wendell, 1. But if the maker was
ready to pay at the time and place specified, that would be matter of de-

fence. The same doctrine is held in Carley v. Vance, 17 3f«.s,s. 389. Bacon
I'. Dyer, 3 Fairfield, 19. Kemick v. O'Kyle, ibid. 340. Weed v. Van Houten,
4 Halsted, 189. Conn r. Gano, 1 Ohio Rep. 483. M'Nairy v. Bell, 1 Yerger,

502. Mulherrian v. Hannum, 2 ibid. 81, and Irvine v. Withers, 1 StewarCs
Ala. Rep. 234. And it is so declared, by statute, in Indiana, in 1836. But
in Louisiana, after a full discus.sion, the English rule has been adopted as
most convenient and most agreeable to the contract. Mellon v. Croghan, 15
Maiiin, 423. 12 Louisiana Rep. 455, S. P. So, also, in the case of the Bank
of Wilmington v. Cooper, in Delaware, the English rule was followed. 1

Harrington^ s Rep. 10.

(e) 19 Johns. Rep. 391.

place of business. See cases xihi supra. Nott v. Beard, 16 La. 308. But
where the maker or acceptor, &c., has no place of business, presentation at
his residence should be made. Granite Bank v. Ayers, 16 PicTv. 392.

Where a note is made payable at a bank, it is the maker's duty to be at the
bank at the proper time to pay, and if the holder makes his demand there
it is sufficient, without making a personal one on the maker. Bank of U. S.

V. Cornad, 2 Pet. 543; Berkshire Bank v. Jones, 6 Mass. 524.' A demand at

the place where the note is made payable is enough. Jenks v. Doylestown
Bank, 4 Watts & S. 505; Harrison v. Crowder, 6 Smedes & M. 464; Bank of
South Carolina v. Flagg, 1 Hill S. C. 177.

The parties may, where the bill is payable generally, agree upon the
place of presentation, and parol evidence will be admissible to prove such
arrangement. Pearson v. Bank of Metropolis, 1 Pet. 89, contra; Pierce v.

Whitney, 29 Me. 188.
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be designated in the note, demand must be made there.
^^

[ * 98 ] But if the person, at whose * place or house the note or

bill is made payable, be the holder of the paper, in

that case it has been held by the Supreme Court of the United

States (a), to be sufficient for the holder to examine the ac-

counts, and ascertain that the party who is to pay there has no

funds deposited, The maker or acceptor is in default by no*- ap-

pearing and paying, and no formal demand is necessary. The

cases of Saunderson v. Judge and Berkshire Bank v. Jones (b),

were deemed to be controlling authorities on the point. If the

defendant was ready to pay at the time and place designated in

the note for payment, it is matter of defence, and will go to dis-

charge him from interest and costs (c). The case of Caldwell v.

Cassidy (d), adopted a further distinction on this already subtle

and embarrassing point, and held, that though, in the case of a

note payable at a particular place, demand at that place need

not be averred; yet if the note be made payable on demand at a

particular x)lace, a demand must be made at the place before suit

brought.'"' With respect to the addition of memoranda to a bill

or note, designating the place of payment, there have been mucli

litigation and difficulty in the cases. It is stated as a general

rule (e), that a memorandum upon a note, as to where it should

be payable, was not a part of it; and in Exon v. Russell (g), such

a memorandum at the botton of the note was held to be no part

of it. On the other hand, in Cowie v. Ualsall (h), after a bill

had been accepted generally, the drawer, without the consent of

the acceptor, added a place of payment, and it was held,

[ *99 ] that the condition * was a material variation, and dis-

charged the acceptor. In the case of The Bank of Amer-

{a) United States Bank v. Smith, 11 Wlwat. Sep. 111. United States Bank
V. Carneal, 2 Peters' U. S. Hep. 543.

(ft) 2 IT. Blacks. Rep. 509. G Mass. Rep. 524. Ralim v. Philadelphia
Bank, 1 Ratcle, 335, S. P. The note itself must be present, ready for surren-

der when the demand for payment is made, and in default of it, the demand
will be insufficient to fix the endorser. Eastman v. Potter, 4 Vennonf, 313.

(c) Haxtun v. Bishop, '3 Wendell, 1.

(rf) 8 Cowen, 271.

(e) Bayley on Bills, 25.

[g] 4 Maule & Sehc. 505. Williams v. "Waring, 10 Barnw. & (jress. 2, S. P.

(A) 4 Barnw. & Aid. 197. Desbrowe v. Wetherly, 1 Moody & Robinson, 438.

S. P.
^^ See Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol. 1, p. 305, 309, et stq. 427, and cases

there cited.
*» Jd. Last note.
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ica V. Woodworth (a), a note was endorsed for the accommodation

of the maker, and returned to him to be negotiated.' It had no

place of payment, and before the maker had parted with it, he

added in the margin a pkice of payment, and negotiated it, and

the 6ona ^de holder made the demand there. The supreme court

held, that the memorandum was no part of the contract, but

merely an intimation to the holder where to look for the maker

and his funds. But the court of errors decided otherwise, and

overturned this very reasonable-, and established the very rigor-

ous doctrine, that the memorandum was, in that case, a material

alteration of the conti^aet, which discharged the endorser. The

supreme court of New York have since decided (6) that M'here

the endorser commits a negotiable note to the maker, with a

blank for the date, or sum, or time of payment, there is an im-

plied agency given by the endorser to the maker to fill up the

blanks. The principle of the decisions in Massachusetts is, that

if the endorsement be made at the time of making the note, the

endorser is to be treated as an original promiser, because he is

supposed to participate in the consideration (c).

If a bill of exchange, though drawn generally, be accepted,

payable at a particular place, it is a special or qualified acceptance,

which the holder is not bound to take; but if he does take it, the

demand must be made at the place appointed, and not elsewhere.

This is the plain sense of the contract, and the words accejjted

payable at a given place, are equivalent to an exclusion of a de-

mand elsewhere (d)."

(a) 18 Johns. Rep. 315. S. C. 19 Johns. Rep. 390.

(h) Mitchell v. Culver, 7 Cowen's Rep. 336. Mechanics' and Farmers' Bank
V. Schuyler, ibid. 337, note.

(c) Parker, Ch. J., in Tenney v. Prince, 4 Pick. 385.

(rf) This point has been the subject of great litigation and discussion in the
English courts, and judges of high professional character, and of great pro-
fessional learning, have entertained directly opposite opinions on the ques-
tion. In Ambrose v. Hopwood, 2 Taunt. Rep. 61, the C. B. held, that the
bill must be presented at the place specified in the acceptance, and not else-

where. This was in 1809. In Callaghan v. Aylett, 3 Taunt. Rep. 397, in

1811, the same court followed the same doctrine, and, after more discussion,
declared, that where the bill was accepted, payable at a particular place, it

was a qualified acceptance, and the presentment must be averred and proved
to have been made there. There may, in the act of acceptance, be a quali-
fication of the place, as well as of the time, of acceptance. In Fenton v.

Goundry, 13 EasVs Rep. 459, in 1811, the same question arose in the K. B.,

and was decided ditferently; and it was held, that though the bill was ac-
cepted payable at a place certain, it was still to be taken to be payable gen-
" See Parsons on Notes and Bills, vol. i. pp. 3U5—309 ct seq. 427 and cases

there cited.
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[*100] * Three days of grace apply equally, according to the

ciJstoia of merchants, to foreign and inland bills and

erally and universally, and wherever demanded. Afterwards, in Gammon
r. Schmoll, 5 Taunt. Rep. 344, the Court of C. B., uotwitlistanding the de-

cision of the K. B. , adhered, with determined purpose, to their former doc-

trine; and, in Bowes v. Howe, on error from the K. B., into the Excliequer
Chamber, o Taunt. Rep. 30, the doctrine of the C. B. was establisiied. It

being of great importance to the mercantile world that the law on tliis sub-
ject should be fixed and known, the same point was brought into review be-

fore the House of Lords, in 1820, in tlie case of Rowe v. Young, 2 Bro. & Biny.

Rep. 1G5, and the opinions of the twelve judges were taken for the informa-
tion ot the lords. The point was elaborately discussed in the separate opin-

ions of the judges, which displayed all the learning and acuteness of investi-

gation of which such a narrow and dry question wassu.«cei)tible. A majority
of the judges were in favour of the opinion of the K. B., and they held, that
such a special acceptance need not be averred and proved in the first instance,

and that the non-presentment at the place was matter of defence, and to be
taken advantage of in pleading. But Lord Eldon and Lord Kedesdale, and
four out of the twelve common law judges, were of opinion, that such a
(jualified acceptance must be averred, and presentmentaccordingto it proved,
and that opinion prevailed. The House of Lords reversed tlie judgment of
the K. B., and overthrew their doctrine, and established the rule, that if a
bill of exchange be accepted, payable at a particular place, it was necessary
to aver and prove presentment of the bill at that place, and tlie party so ac-

cepting is not liable to pay on a demand made elsewhere. The defendant
was not to be subjected to the inconvenience of pleading a tender, and bring-

ing the money into court. Lord Eldon's opinion, in the House of Lords,
was distinguished for being clear, nervous, pertinent, logical, and conclusive;

and lie very well observed, that he could not understand the good sense of

the distinction of the K. B., that if a promissory note be payable at a parti-

cular place, the demand must be made there, because the place, being in the
note, is a part of the contract; but if a bill be accepted, payable at a particu-

lar place, it is not a part of the acceptance, and the presentment need not be
made there. Soon after this decision was made, the statute of 1 and 2
George IV. ch. 77, was passed, declaring that an aciceptance, payable at a
particular place, had the effect of a general acceptance, and tlie holder was
not bound to present the bill at any particular place, and the acceptor miglit
he called on elsewhere, as well as at the place indicated. So far the rule

was thrown back by statute into the situation in which it was placed by the
K. B. ; but the statute further provided, that if the bill was accepted, pay-
able at a specified place only, and not elsewhere, it was then to be considered
a qualified acceptance, and demand must be made at the s])ecified place.

The Supreme Court of the United States, in U. S. Bank v. Smith, 11 Wheat.

Rep. 171, were inclined to think that, as against the acceptor of a bill or

maker of^a note, no averment or proof of demand of payment at the place
designated in the instrument was necessarj'. They witliheld a decided
opinion on the point. But as against the endorser, such demand and proof
were held to be indispensable. Afterwards in Wallace v. M'Connell, 13
Peters, 136, the Supreme Court discussed the point upon a full examination
of the American as well as English authorities, and settled the f|uestion.

They held that where a bill or note was made payable at a specified time
and place, it was not necessary to aver in the declaration, or jnove at the
trial, that a demand of payment was made at the plaee. If the maker or ac-

ceptor was ready at the time and place to pay, that was matter of deience.

In Fayle v. Bird, 2 Carr. c& Payne, .303, it was held, that on a bill drawn
payable in London, presentment must be made at some place there; hut it is

stated in Selby r. Eden, 11 Moore, that presentment need not be averred in

the declaration. In Indiana, they follow the rule that if a promissory note
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promissory notes, and as between the endorser and en-

dorsee of a negotiable * note (a); and the acceptor or[*101]

maker has within a reasonable time of the end of business,

or bank hours, of the third day of grace, (being the third

day after the paper falls due,) * to pay. It has been [* 102]

said (&), that the acceptor was bound to pay the bill on

demand, on any part of the third day of grace, provided the demand
be made within reasonable hours. Lord Kenyon thought other-

wise. The question will be governed, in a degree, by the custom of

the place and if, in a commercial city, payments are made at the

banks they must be made within bank hours. The maker, or acceptor

is entitled to the uttermost convenient time allowed by the custom

of business of that kind, in the place where the bill is presented,

be payable at a particular place, a demand of payment at that place must be
averred and proved. 1 BlackfonPs R<p. 328. As evidence ol" the endless re-

tinements and distinctions on this subject, we may rel'er to the case ol" Mitch-
ell r. Barinj5, (4 Can: <& Payne, 8"). 10 Barnw. <& Cress. 4, S. C. ) where it was
held, that if a bill, paj'able in London, be accepted for honour, to be paid if

protested and refused when due, it must be protested at Lirerpool, where the
drawee resided. In Picquet r. Curtis, 1 Sumner, 47H, Mr. Justice Story
considered the principle .settled by the decision in the House of Lords, in the
case of Rowe v. Young, as irresistible, and that iu the case of foreign or in-

land bills, made payable at a particular place, the demand and the dishonour
iuu.st be there. But the decision iu 13 Peters, above cited, settled the ques-
tion the other way, and the whole current of American authorities, as re-

ferred to iu that decision, are on the same side. Claudite Jam Biros.

(rt) Brown r. Harraden, 4 Term Rep. 148. Bussard v. Levering, 6 Wheat. Rep.
102. Lindenberger v. Beall, ibid. 104. Crenshaw v. M'Kiernan, 1 3finor's

Ata. Rep. 295. The period of grace varies iu different countries. In France,
b}' the ordinance of 1673, tit. 5, art. 4, it was ten days; but by the new code,

art. 135, all days of grace are abolished. In Massachusetts a promissory
note was held not entitled to grace, unless it be an express part of the con-
tract. Jones V. Fales, 4 Mass. Rep. 245. But in 1824, by statute, the days
of grace were given, on all bills of exchange payable at sight, or on a future
day certain, Avithin the state, and on promissory negotiable notes, orders, and
drafts, payable at a future day certain, within the state, in like manner as on
foreign bills, by the custom of merchants. The provision does not extend to

bills, notes, or drafts, payable on demand. The law was re-enacted in the
revised statutes of 1835. See, also, Perkins v. Franklin Bank, 21 Pick. 483.

In the State of Maine, by statute of 1824, ch. 272, the drawer of inland bills

of exchange, and the endorser of a prorais.sory note, as well as the acceptor
and maker, are entitled to three days of grace, if the bill or note be dis-

counted by a bank or left there for collection. Foreign bills are governed
by the usage of merchants, and the acceptor has the three days of grace with-
out any statute provision. In Vermont, on the other hand, the days of grace
were taken away, by statute, in 1833. In New Hampshire the three days of

grace are allowed to the maker of a negotiable note. Dennie v. Walker, 7
iV. IT. Rep. In Broddie r. Searcy, Peek^s Tenn. Rep. 183, the law-merchant
and the three days of grace were considered applicable to negotiable prom-
issory notes, and applied with as much accuracy and strictness as in the
most commercial states.

(b) BuUer. J., 4 7Vnrt Rep. 174. The opinion of Buller, J., has been
adopted in Greeley v. Thurston, 4 Greenleaf, 479.
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and lie is not entitled to any further time (a). If the third day

of grace falls on Sunday, or a great holiday, as the fourth of

July, or a day of public rest, the demand must be made on the

day preceding (6). The three days of grace apply equally to

bills payable at sight (c); but a bill, note, or check

[
* 103 ] payable on demand * or where no time of payment is

expressed, is payable immediately on presentment, and

is not entitled to the days of grace (d). A bill payable at so

many days' sight, means so many days after legal sight, or accep-

tance (e); and when the time is to be computed by days, as so

(a) It was held in Osborn r. Moncure, 3 Wenflell, 170, that the maker had
the whole of the third day of grace to make payment^ if he thinks projjer

to seek the holder. If a presentment of a bill for payment be to a private
individual, and not to a bank or banker, it is sufficient to make the de-
mand in the evening of the day of payment. Triggs v. Newnham, 10
3foore, 249.

(b) Ta.ssel v. Lewis, 1 Lord Bnym. 743. Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caincfi' Rep.
343. Lewis r. Burr. 2 Cainen' Cns. in Error, 195. Bus.sard v. Levering, 6
Wheat. Rep. 102. Statute of Ma.s.sjichnsetts, 1838, ch. 182. Act of Louisiana,

1838, No. 52. The u.sage is settled in commercial matter, that if tlie day of
payment falls on Sunday, payment is to be made on Saturday, and in Kil-
gour r. Miles, 6 Gill & JohiiHon, 268, it was held that the same rule applied
to all other contracts. But the weight of authority is the other way, and
in all contracts, except where the three days of grace are allowed by the
custom oi merchants, if the day of performance falls on Sundaj', the per-

formauce may be on Monday'. Avery v. Stewart, 2 Co^ni. Rep. 69. Salter ?'.

Burt, 20 Wendell, 2U5. But by statute iu Vermont, 1837, if a contract falls

due on Sunday it is payable on Monday.
(c) Colman r. Sayer,'l Barnard's K.''B. 303. Barjley on Bill.% 151. Cfiilhj

OH Bills, 314, 345. Dehers v. Harriot, 1 Shoic, 160. L'Anson r. Thomas,
cited in Chitty on Bills, 345. On the other hand, though the weight of
authority would seem greatly to prejionderate iu lavor of the rule as laid

down in the text, jet it may be considered as a point not entirely settled,

and a difierent rule is laid down in Beawe's L. M. pi. 256. and in Kyil on Bills,

p. 10. In France, while days of grace were allowed under the ordinance of
1673, Pothier agreed with M. Jousse, in his commentary, that a bill pay-
able at sight had no daj's of grace; and he justly observed, that it would be
unrea.sonable and inconvenient lor a person who takes a draft, for his ac-

commodation on his journey, payable at sight, to be obliged to wait the
days of grace for his money. Trade du Con. de Change, art. 172.

{d) Cammer v. Harrison, 2 3rCord's Rep. 246. Bayley on Bills, 141. Chitty

on Bills, 5th edit. 336, 345. Sommerville v. Williams, 1 SteuarVs Ala. Rep.
484. So, if a note be payable on 1st May fixed, it means that no days of
grace are intended, and there are none allowed. Durnford v. Patterson, 7
Martin''s Louis. Rep. 460.

(e) Mitchell v. .De Grand, 1 Mason's Rep. 176. If a bill paj^able at so

many .say sixty days' sight, be accepted, payable upon a ffiren day, say Novem-
ber 'Sd, in which the three days oi grace were, in fact, included, though the
day of acceptance did not appear on the bill, the demand is to be made on
the day specilied in the acceptance. The acceptor is bound to that day, and
it being in point of fact the true day, the drawer and endorsers would also

be bound, on protest and due notice of delault of paj'meut on that day.
(Kenner and others i'. their CrediioTS, 20 Martin's Louis. Rep. 36. 1 Miller's

Louis. Rep. 280, S. C.)
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many days after sight, the day of the date of the instrument is,

by the modern practice, excluded (a)/"

It is equally unseasonable, to demand payment before the ex-

piration of the third day of grace, as after the day. The demand
must be made on the third day -of grace, or on the second, if the

third day be a day of public rest; and in default of such demand,

the drawer of the bill, and the endorser of the note, are dis-

charged (6). If, however a note be made for negotiation at a

bank, whose custom is to demand payment, and to give notice,

on the fourth day, that custom forms a part of the law of the

contract, and the parties are presumed to agree to be gov-

erned, in that case, by the usage (c). The * same rule [ * 104 ]

applies, when a bank; by usage, treats a particular day

as a holiday, though not legally known as such, and make de-

mands, and give notice, on the day preceding; the parties to a

note discounted there, and conusant of the usage, are bound by

it (d). Though a bill, payable at a given time, has never been

presented to the drawee for acceptance, thedemand upon the drawee

for payment is to be made on the third day of grace; for, by

the usage of the commercial world, which now enters into every

bill and note of a mei'cantile character, except where it is posi-

tively excluded, a bill does not become due on the day mentioned

on its face, but on the last day of grace (e).

(7). Of the steps requisite to fix the draiver and endorsers.

There is no part of the learning relating to negotiable paper,

that has been more critically discussed, or in which the rules are

(rt) BayJeij on Bifls, 155.

(&) Coleman r. Saver. Sh: Rep. 829. 'Wiffen v. Roberts, 1 Esp. ^\ P. Rep.

261. Leavitt v. Simes, 3 N. H. Rep. 14. Mills?-. United States P5ank, 11

Wheaion, 431. A bill payable at so many days after date, must be presented
by tlie period of its maturity. If payable^it so many days after sight, it

must be presented in a reasonable time under the circumstances. Story, J.,

4 Mason, 345. In Grant v. Long, 12 Louis. Rep. 402, it Avas held, that a bill

of exchange, payable ninety days after date, must be presented for payment
the day it became due, or the drawer would be discharged. The court held
to the rule so strictly, as not even to admit any excuse, even of two days,

from the last day of grace, derived from the irregularities of the mail. See
supra, p. 82.

((') Kenner v. Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat. Rep. 581. Mills v. United
States Bank, 11 ibid. 431. Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peters' U. S.

Rep. 25. Bank of Columbia v. Fitzhugh, 1 ffarr. & Gill, 239.

((/) City Bank v. Cutter, 3 Pick. Rep. 414.

(e) Bank of Washington v. Triplett, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 25.
*' As to days of grace see the statutes of the different states and Parsons

on Bills, vol. 1, p. 393, note b, where they are for the most part set out.
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laid down with more precision, than that which concerns the acts

requisite to fix the responsibility of the drawer and endorsers,

and the acts and omissions which will operate to discharge them.

True policy consists in establishing some broad plain rules, easy

to be understood, and steady in their obligation.

The holder must not only show a demand, or due diligence to

get the money of the drawee of the bill or check, and of the maker

of the note, but he must give reasonable notice of their default

to the drawer and endorsers, to entitle himself to a suit against

them (a)." The object of the notice is to afford an

[
* 105 1 * opportunity to the drawer and endorsers to obtain se-

curity from those persons to whom they are entitled to

resort for indemnity. Notice to one of several partners, or to

one of several joint drawers or endorsers, is notice to them all (6)."

What is reasonable notice to the drawer or endorser, is sometimes

said to be a question of law, and at other times to be a ques-

tion of fact. The question of reasonable notice is usually com-

pounded of law and fact, and proper for the dec?ision of a

jury, under the advice and direction of the court; and the

mixed question requires the application of the powers of the

court and jury (c).*^ The elder cases did not define what

(a) Heylyn r. Adamson, 2 Burr. Rep. 6G9. Rushton v. Aspinwall, Dmit/.

Rep. 679. Williams v. United States Bank, 2 Peters' U. S. Rep. 96. The
demand and notice to the endorser are equally requisite, though he endorse
the note after it is due. Stockman v. Riley, 2 M' Cord's Rep. 398. Poole v.

Tolleson, 1 ibid. 199.

(6) Porthouse v. Parker, 1 Campb. Rep. 82.
,

(c) Tindal v. Brown. 1 Ter7n Rep. 167. Darbishire v. Parker, 6 Easfs
Rep. .3. Hilton r. Shepherd, 6 EasVs Rep. 14, in not is. Bateman v. Joseph,
12 East's Rep. 433. Chesapeake Ins. Co. v. Stark, 6 Cranch's Rep 273. Mar.
Ins. Co. V. Ruden, ibid. 338. Taylor v. Brigden, 8 Johns. Rep. 173. In
Brahan v. Ragland, 1 Minor's Ala. Rep. 85, what is reasonable notice to an
endorser was held to be a question of fact for a jury. In Aymar v. Beers, 7
Cawen's Rep. 705, and the Bank of Columbia t). Lawrence. 1 Peters' U. S.

Rep. 578, it was held, that the rea.sonableness of notice, or demand, or due
diligence, when the facts were settled, was a question of law for the court,

and not a question of fact for a jury. But the question is so mixed up with
circumstances, and is so compounded of the ingredients of law and fact, that
it will be found, in practice, very difficult to retain on the bench the ex-
clusive jurisdiction of the question. In Ohio, by act of 18"30, bonds, bills,

and notes for money, and payable to order, or bearer, or assigns, are declared
*^ Munroe v. Easton, 2 Johns. 75.
** Magee v. Dunbar, 10 La. 546; Gowan v. Jackson, 20 Johns. 176; Beals

v. Pick, 12 Barb. 245; Fuller v. Hooper, 3 Gray, 334. The interests of each
joint endorser are not, so far similar that notice to one is notice to all.

Sayre v. Frick, 7 W. & S. Pa. 383; Miser v. Trovinger, 7 Ohio St. 281; Wood
f. Wood, 1 Harr. 429: contra, Higgins v. Morrison, 4 Dana, 100; Dodge v.

Bank of Ky., 2 A. K. Marsh, 610.
'

*^ See Parsons on Bills and Notes, vol. 1, p. 507, and notes thereto.
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amounted to due diligence in giving notice of the dishonour of

a bill, with that exactness and certainty which practical men
and the business of life, required. According to the modern doc-

trine, the notice must be given by the first direct and reg-

ular conveyance (a). This means, the first *mail that [
* 106 ]

goes after the day next to the third day of grace; so

that if the third day of grace be on Thursday, and the drawer or

endorser reside out of town, the notice may, indeed, be sent on

Thursday, but must be put into the post-office, or mailed, on Fri-

day, so as to be forwarded as soon as possible thereafter; and if

the parties live in the same town, the rule is the same, and the

notice must be sent by the penny -post, or placed in the office on

Friday (&); The law does not require excessive diligence, or

that the holder should watch the post-office constantly, for the

purpose of receiving and transmitting notices.^® Reasonable dili-

gence and attention is all that the law exacts (c); and it seems to

to be negotiable by endorsement thereon, so as to enable the assignee to sue
in his own name; and if demand be made at the time the same becomes due,
or icithin a rcamnnble time thereafter, it shall be adjudged due diligence, suffi-

cient to charge the endorser. Statutes of Ohio, 1831. Chase's Statutes of Ohio,

vol. ii. 1137.

{a) Until an act of the Assembly since 1823, in Louisiana, the post-office

was not, in that state, a proper place of deposit for notice to endorsers. 19
Martin, 491. It is not now, in those post-towns where the endorser lives

within three miles of the post-office, and there is no penny-post establish-

ment. Louisiana State Bank v. Rowell, 18 ibid. 506. Clay v. Oakley, 17
ibid. 137. This is also the rule in Tennessee, and notice through the post-

office is not sufficient under like circumstances. Bank v. Bennett, 1 Yerrjer,

166. In Louisiana, if the residence of the party to be charged cannot be
found, after due inquiry, notice lodged at the nearest post-office, addressed
to the party at the place where the contract was made, is sufficient. Pres-
ton V. Dtiysson, 7 Louis. Rep. 7.

{b) Notice may be given on the same day that the paper is payable and is

duly dishonoured, and it must, if possible, be given on the next day, or put
in the post-office for that purpose, so as to go by the mail of the morning
thereafter. Corp v. M'Comb, 1 Johns. Cos. 328. Bussard v. Levering, 6
Wheaton, 102, 104. Johnson v. Harth, 1 Bailey's S. C. Rep. 482. Shed V.

Brett, 1 Pick. Rep. 401. Osborn v. Moncure, 3 Wendell, 170. 1 Minor's Ala.

Rep. 295. Talbot v. Clarke, 8 Pick. 54. Bixley v. Franklin Ins. Co., ibid.

86. United States v. Barker, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 464. Townsley i\ Sj^ringer,

1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 122, 515. Williams v. Smith, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 496.

Farmers' Bank of M. v. Duval, 7 Gill & Johns. 78.

(c) In North Carolina the rule respecting notice is made to vary with the
*^ The recent authorities seem to establish the following rule: That the

holder is bound to forward the notice as early as, by a mail of the day after

dishonour which does not start at an unreasonably early hour, and if there
is no mail which leaves on that day after a reasonably early hour, the notice
is to be forwarded by the next mail which starts thereafter. Carter v. Bay-
ley, 9 N. H. 558; Stephenson v. Dickson, 24 Pa. St. 148: Chick v. Pillsbury,

24 Me. 458; West v. Brown, 6 Ohio, 542; Farmers Bank v. Duval, 7 Gill &
J. 78; Davis v. Hanley, 7 Eng. Ark. 645.
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be now settled, that each party into whose hands a dishonoured

bill may pass, shall be allowed one entire day for the purpose of

giving notice (a)." If the demand be made on Saturday, it is

sufficient to give notice to the drawer or endorser on Monday (6)

;

and putting the notice by letter into the post-office is

[ * 107 ] sufficient, though the letter *should happen to miscarry.

If the holder uses the ordinary mode of conveyance, he

is not required to see that the notice is brought home to the

party (c).''^ Nor is it necessary to send bv the public mail. The
» ^^

pursuits of the parties, and the same strictness is not required between far-

mers in tlie country, as between merchants in town. The reasonableness of

notice, or due diligence, is to be left to the jury, under the direction of the
court. Brown v. Johnson, 1 Dcvcreux; 293.

{a) Bray v. Hadwen, 5 Mmile tt Sclw. 68. Flack v. Green, 3 Gill & Johns.

474. Brown v. Ferguson, 4 Leigh, 37.

(b) Jackson v. Richards, 2 Caines, 343. Lord Alvanley, in Haynes v.

Eirks, 3 Bon. tC* Pull. 601. In Hawkes v. Salter, 4 Bingham, 715, and Bray r.

Hadwen, 5 Mnule & Selw. 69, and Geill v. Jeremy, 1 Mood}/ d- Jfalkin. 61, it

was held, that the holder had, in such a case, ihe rvhole of Monday to write
the notice, and that a letter by the Tuesday morning post was sufficient.

This is now the English rule, and it appears to be a more defijiite construc-

tion, or else a relaxation of the strictness required by the former rule. See
Haynes v. Birks, 3 Bos, <C- Pull. 599. Jackson ?'. Swinton, 2 Taunton, 224.

Smithes Compendium of Mercantile Lmv, 147. The latter says, that if A.
draws a bill in favour of B., who endorses to C, and demand and refusal be
made on Monday, C. has all Tuesday to give notice to B., and if there had
been a jirior endorser, B. has ail Wednesday to give notice to him, and Sun-
day is not included in any of the computations. In Lennox i\ Roberts, 2
Wheaton, 373, the rule was laid down too strictly, when it stated that the de-

mand of payment should be made upon the last day of grace, and notice of
the default be put into the post-office early enough to be sent by the mail of the

succeeding day. This rule is mentioned, and, as it would seem, with appro-
bation, by the court, in the ca.se of the Bank of Alexandria v. Swann, 9

Peters' U. S. Rep. 33, but the decision only is, that n()ti(;e need not be put in

the post-office on the day of the default, and it is sufficient to send it by the
mail on the next day. This leaves the point to rest on the former decision,

and yet the principal declared is, that ordinary reasonable diligence is suffi-

cient, and the law does not regard the Ji-actions of the day in sending notice.

This principal will sustain the rule as it is now generally and best under-
stood in England and in the commercial part of the United States, that no-
tice put into the post-office on the next day, at any time of the day. so as to,be

ready for the first mail that goes thereafter, is due notice, though it may not
be mailed in season for to go by the mail of the day after the default. So, in

Firth V. Thrush, 8 Barnw. & Cress. 387, an attf)rney was employed to give no-
tice. He was not informed of the endorser's residence for seveial weeks af-

ter the bill was dishonoured, though he had used due diligence. He then
took a day to consult the holder before he sent the notice, and it was held to

be a valid notice.

(c) Dickins i-. Beal, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 573.
*' Each party has his own time. Simpson v. Turney, 5 Humph, 419.
*^ In Brown v. The Bank of Abingdon, 7 S. E. Rep. (Va.) 357. Where the

residence and place of business of a surety on a note were only 208 yards
distant from the post-office of the city where the note was protested, but lo-

cated just outside the corporate limits of the city, and were open on the day
of protest, although he himself was absent in a distant city, it was held that
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notice may be sent by a private conveyance, or special messenger,

and it would be good notice, though it should happen to arrive

a little behind the mail. Where the parties live in the same

town, and within the district of the letter-carrier, it is sufficient

to give notice by letter through the post office.*' If there be no

penny-post that goes to the quarter where the drawer lives, the.

notice must be personal, or by a special messenger sent to the

dwelling-house; and it is necessary, in that case, that the notice

be personally given to the party to be charged, or at his dwelling-

house or place of business, and the duty of the holder does not

require him to give notice at any other place. The notice, in all

cases, is good, if left at the dwelling-house of the party, in a way

reasonably calculated to bring the knowledge of it home to him

;

and if the house be shut up by a temporary absence, still the no-

tice may be left there. If the parties live in different towns, the

letter must be forwarded to the post-office nearest to the party,

though under certain circumstances, a more distant post-office

may do; but the cases have not defined the precise distance from

a post-office at which the party must reside, to render the service

a drop letter, sent by mail, there being no mail carriers, was not sufficient, as

he is entitled to per.sonal service of the notice. In Williams r. Bank, 2 Pet.

101. If the parties live in the same city or town the endorser must be per-

sonally notified of the dishonour of the bill or note, either verbally or in

writing, or a Avritten notice must be left at his dwelling-house or place of busi-

ness.

Depositing a notice in the post-office affords but presumptive evidence of

its reception and is permitted to be substituted for personal service, only
where the latter would be too inconvenient or expensive. Bowling v. Harri-

son, 6 How. 257. The best evidence of notice is proof of personal service

on the party to be affected by it, or by leaving a copy at his dwelling. Jd.

and in the same case Mr. Justice Grier said "When the convenience of the
post is not needed for the purpose of transmission or conveyance, there is no
reason for its use, or for waiving the more stringent and certain evidence of

notice; and, therefore, in the practical application of the rule, the relative

position of the person giving the notice, and the party receiving it, forms
the only criterion of the necessity for relaxing it." "It is dangerous," says
the same learned judge, "in all cases to disregard the well settled law upon
this subject, and rely upon custom and usage; because no usage or custom
can change the rule here laid down, unless the party to be affected be cogni-
zant of the usage, and has in other cases conformed to it." See Wilcox v.

McNutt, 32 Amer. Dec. 304; Forbes v. Bank, 10 Neb. 338; Bank v. Towns-
ley, 102 Mass. 177; Bank v. Rowel, 6 Mart. (N. S.) 267.

"The post-ofBce is not a place of deposit for notices to endorsers, except
where the notice is to be transmitted by mail to another office." Per Bron-
son, J., in Shelden v. Benham, 4 Hill, 129. See, further, Patricks. Beazley.

6

How. (Miss.) 609.
*' See note 48 ante, where the contrary ia laid down.
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of notice through the post-oflfice good (a)/*' The law does not

presume that the holder of the paper is acquainted with the resi-

dence of the endorsers; a;id if the holder or notary, after diligent

inquiry as to the residence of the endorser, cannot ascertain it,

or mistakes it, and gives the notice a wrong direction, the remedy

• against the endorser is not lost (6).

[ * 108 ]
* The notice must specify that the bill is dishon-

oured, and the design of it is, that the drawer may be

enabled to secure his claim against the acceptor, and the en-

dorser against the maker, and the notice may come from any per-

son who is a party to the bill (c). So, any agent, having posses-

sion of the bill, may give the notice, and it need not state at

whose request it was given, nor who was the owner of the bill.

There is no precise form of the notice. It is sufficient that it

state the fact of non-payment, end it is not necessary to state

expressly, for it is justly implied, that the holder looks to the

endorser (d)." It is sufficient for an agent to give notice to his

(a) Grose. J., and Lawrence, J., inDarbishire r. Parker, 6 East^s Rep. 10.

Scott V. Lifford, 9 ibid. 347. Smith v. Mullet, 2 Cnmj)h. 208. Hilton v.

Fairclough, ibid. 633. Williams v. Smith, 2 Barmc. <& Aid. 496. Bancroft

r. Hall, 1 HoWs N. P. 476. Bray v. Hawden, 5 MnuJe & Selw. 68. Jackson

t\ Richards, 2 Caincs' Rep. 343. Stewart v. Eden, ibid. 121. Corp v.

M'Comb, 1 Johns. Cos. 328. Ireland v. Kip, 10 Johns. Rep. 490, and 11 ibid.

231. Lenox v. Eoberts, 2 Wheat. Rep. 373. Bussard v. Levering, 6 ibid.

102. Lindenberger v. Beall, ibid. 104. Shed v. Brett, 1 Pick. Rep. 401.

Mead v. Engs, 5 Coweri's Rep. 303. Whittier v. Graffam, 3 Greenleafs Rep.

82. Bank of Columbia r. Lawrence, 1 Peters'' U. S. Rep. 578. Williams i'.

United States Bank, 2 Peters' U. S. Rep. 96. United States Bank v. Car-

neal, ibid. 543. Gallagher v. Roberts, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 191. Davis r.

Williams?, Peck's Tenn. Rep. 191. The N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. 1. 769, 770.

sec. 12— 17, make provision for presentments and notices on negotiable paper,

in special cases, as when part of the city of New York is the seat of an in-

fectious disease, and the residence of parties becomes disturbed. By Act of

N. Y. April 23d, 1835, ch. 141, notice of non-acceptance of a bill, or of non-

payment ot a bill, note, or other negotiable instrument, may be directed to

the city or town where the person tDbe charged resided at the time of dra\y-

ing, making, or endorsing the same, unless the pei-son, at the time of his

signature, specify thereto the post-ffice to which notice is to be addressed.

(b) Chapman v. Lipscombe, 1 Johnson's Rep. 294. Barru. Marsh, 9 Yerger,

253.

(c) Jameson v. Swinton. 2 Campi. Rep. 373. Solarte v. Palmer. 7 Bingham,

530. Chapman v. Keane, 4 Neville & 3Ianning, 607. 3 Adolfihus & Ellis, 193,

S. C, and it overrules Tindal r. Brown, in 1 Term, on the point as to the per-

son giving the notice. Maro v. Johnson, 9 Yerger, 6. Mr. Justice Cowen,

in Halliday v. M'Dougall, 20 Wendell, 85, considers it to be the duty of the

notary to give the notice.

id) Shed V. Brett, 1 Pick. Rep. 401. Mills v. United States Bank, 11 Wheat.
^ See note 48, ante.
** The dishonor of the bill must be clearly stated. Gilbert v. Dennis, 3

Met. 495; Lockwood v. Crawford, 18 Conn. 361. See, lurther, upon the
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principal of the dishonour of a bill, and it then becomes necessary

for the principal to give the requisite notice, with due diligence^

to the parties to be fixed (a).°^ The party receiving notice is

bound to give notice likewise to those who stand behind him, and

to whom he meaas to resort for indemnity, and if a second en-

dorser, on receiving notice of the dishonour of the bill,

should *neglect to give the like notice, with due dili- [ * 109 ]

gence, to the first endorser, the latter would not be lia-

ble to him (6j.^^ It is not necessary, in the case of notice of the

non-acceptance, or non-payment of a bill, that a copy of the bill

and protest should accompany the notice. It is sufficient to give

notice of the fact (c). If several parts, as is usual, of a bill of

exchange, be drawn, they all contain a condition to be paid provided

the others remain unpaid, and they collectively amount to one bill,

and a payment to the holder of either is good, and a payment of one

of a set is payment of the whole. The drawer or endorser, to be

Rep. 431. United States Bank v. Carneal, 2 Peters' U. S. Sep. 543. In Cha-
noine v. Fowler, 3 WcmleU, 173, it was held, that the notice of non-accept-

ance or non-payment cannot be given by a stranger, but it may be by any
person, who is a party to the bill, or who would, on its return to him, have
a right of action on it. But the case of Shed v. Brett, and Mills v. United
States Bank, lay down the law concerning notice in the broad terms stated

in the text

[a] Haynes v. Birks, 3 Bos. d- Pull. 599. Tunno v. Lague, 2 Johns. Cas.

1. Colt V. Noble, 5 3Iass. Rep. 167. Firth v. Thrush, 8 Barniv. & Cress. 387.

An agent of the holder is allowed one day to give notice to his principal of a
default, and the principal one day thereafter to give notice to the drawer or

prior endorser. Ibid.

(6) Morgan v. Woodworth, 3 Johns. Cas. 89. Pothier, Traite du Con. de

Change, No. 153. But if the first endorser has, in point of fact, had due no-

tice from any subsequent holder, it is sufficient. Stafford v. Yates, 18 John-
son, 327. Stanton v. Blossom, 14 3Tass. Rep. 116. Bayley on Bills, 4 edit.

163. Each endorser successively, is allowed a day to give notice to the en-

dorser before him. Johnson v. Harth, 1 Baileyh S. C. Rep. 482.

(c) Cromwell v. Hynson, 2 Esp. N. P. Rep. 511. Chafers v. Bell, 4 ibid.

48. Kobins v. Gibson, 1 3Iavle. & Sehv. 289. Lenox v. Leverett, 10 3fas<.

Rep. 1. Wallace v. Agry, 4 Mason, 336. Goodman v. Harvey, 6 Neville &
3fanninff, 372. S. C. 4 Adolp. & Ellis, 870.

question of the sufficiency of notice, Gilbert v. Dennis, 3 Met. 495, where
the notice must, to charge the indorser, show the dishonor of the bill. The
word " protested " shows that the bill has been dishonored where a protest

is necessary. De Wolfe v. Murray, 2 Sandf 166; Crawford v. Branch Bank,
7 Ala. 205. And see, further. Parsons on Bills and Notes, vol. i. pp. 466

—

477.
^^ Talbot V. Clark, 8 Pick. 51 ; Church v. Barlow. 9 Id. 547; Bank of United

States V. Goddard, 5 Mason, 366; Crocker v. Getchell, 23 Me. 392; Gindrat
V. Mechanics' Bank of Augusta, 7 Ala. 324.

^^ Notice duly given by a subsequent endorser to the prior endorser will

enure to the benefit of all up to the first. Marr v. Johnson, 9 Yerg. 1; Wil-
cox V. Mitchell, 4 How. (Miss.) 272; Abat v. Eion, 9 Mart. La. 465.

10 VOL. III. KEKT. 145
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charged on non acceptance or non-payment, is entitled, in the

case of a foreign bill, to call for the protest, and the identical

bill, or number of the set protested, before he is bound to pay;

and it would be sufficient to produce it at the trial, or account

fur its absence (a). His rights.attach to the bill that has been

dishonoured, and he is .entitled to call for it. He may want it for

his own indemnity, and without it he might be exposed to claims

from some bona fide holder, or person, who had paid it, supra

protest, for his honour. He is not bound to produce the other

parts of the set, or to account for their non-production (b).

There are many cases in which notice is not requisite, or the

want of it waived.

If the drawee refuses to accept, because he has no effects of the

drawer in hand, and the drawer had no right to draw, and no i-ight

to expect his bill would be paid, notice to the drawer is not neces-

sary (c). This exception to the general rule proceeds on the ground

of fraud in the drawer, or that notice to him would be

[*110] useless; *but the courts have regretted the existence

of the exception, and they confine it strictly to the case

of want of effect, and where the drawee is not indebted to the

drawer, and to other cases in which the drawer had no right to

expect that his bill would be honoured. Notice is requisite, if the

want of it would produce detriment; as if, in case notice had been

given, and the bill taken up, the drawer would have had his rem-

edy over against some third person; or if it was drawn with a bona

fide expectation of assets in the hands of the drawee, as upon the

faith of consignments not come to hand, or upon the ground of

some fair mercantile agreement (d).'^* The exception applies only

to the drawer, and not to the endorser of a bill drawn without

(rt) Powell V. Roach, 6 Esp. N. P. Eep. 76. Bemres, 420, 424, sec. 74. Ken-
worthy V. Hopkins, 1 Johns. Cos. 107. Wells r. Whitehead, 15 Wendell, 527.

(h) Downes v. Church, 13 Peters^ Be]). 205.

(c) Bickerdike t>. Bollman, 1 Tenn. Eep. 405. French r. Bank of Colum-
bia, 4 Cranch, 15.3, 164. Dickins v. Beal, 10 Peterft' U. S. Be)}. 572.

(d) Rowers t). Stephens. 2 Tenn. Bep. 713. Corney v. Da Co.sta, 1 Efip. N.
P. Bep. 302. Staples v. Okines. ibid. 332. Clegg v. Cotton, 3 Bos. d- Pull.

239. Brown r. Maffey. 15 EmVn Brp. 216. Rncker r. Hiller, 16 ibid. 4,3.

Cory V. Scott, 3 Barnw. & Aid. 619. French r. Bank of Columbia, 4 Crancli's

Bep. 141. Cathell r. Goodwin, 1 Harr. & Gill. 468. Eichelbergert?. Finley,

7 Harr. & Johns. 3S1. Farmers' Bank i'. Vannieter, 4 Bandolph. .553. Nor-
ton V. Pickerin}?, 8 Bnmw. & Cress. 610. Lafitte i". Slatter, 6 Bimjhnm, 623.

Dickins v. Beal. 10 Peters' U. S. Bep. 572.
^* See, also. Ca.se v. Morris, 31 Pa. St. 100; Woods v. Gibbs, 35 Miss. 5.59;

Adams v. Darby, 28 Mo. 162. See, further, Parsons on Bills, vol. i, pp. 532
—538 et seq.
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funds (a); and it is now settled in England, in France, and in

this country, that neither the insolvency of the drawer, or drawee,

or acceptor, or the fact that the drawee had absconded, does away

the necessity of a demand of payment, and notice to the drawer

or endorser; nor does knowledge in the endorser, when he en-

dorsed the paper, of the insolvency of the maker of the note, or

drawee of the bill, do away the necessity of'notice, in order

to charge him (6). It was left undecided in * Rhode v. [*111J
Proctor (c), whether, in the case of the bankruptcy of the

party entitled to notice, the holder was bound to give notice to

the assignees; though the intimation in that and other cases is,

and it is clearly the better opinion, that the notice to the assign-

ees would be proper, if assignees had been chosen when notice

was to be given {d)J"' If a bank check be taken in the ordinary

course of business, it is not an absolute payment, but only the

means to procure the money, and the holder is bound to present

it for payment with ordinary diligence, and the next day will be in

season. But if the bank be totally prohibited, by process of law,

from the exercise of its functions, before the check can, with due

diligence, be presented, no demand need be made, or notice given;

and the holder may waive the check altogether, and resort to his

original demand (e). So, if the maker of the check has no funds

in the bank at the date of the check, it need not be presented for

payment previous to a suit upon it {g).^

{a) Wilkes v. Jacks, Peake''s N. P. C<ts. 202. Leach v. Hewett, 4 Taunton,

730. Ramdulollday v. Darieux, 4 iVanh. Cir. Rep. 61.

(ft), Nicholson v. Gouthit, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 609. Esdaile v. Sowerby, 11

EasVs Rep. 114. Howe v. Bowes, 5 Taunt. Rep. 30. Rhode v. Proctor, 4
Barnw. & Cress. 517. Jacksou v. Richards, 2 Caines' Rep. 343. French v.

Bank of Columbia, 4 Cranch, 141. Sandford v. Dillaway, 10 3fass. Rep. 52.

Buck r. Cotton, 2 Conn. Rep. 126. Juniata Bank v. Hall, 16 Serg. & Rawle,

157. Grouton v. Dallheiiu, 6 Greenleaf, 476. Hill v. Martin, 12 Mariin\<i

Louis. Rep. 111. Jewey v. Wilbur, 1 Bailey's S. C. Rep. 453. Hightower v.

Ivy, 2 Porter's Ala. Rep. 308. Mr. Bell, in his Commentaries, vol. 1. 413, men-
tions a number of Scotch decisions to the same effect. See, also, Pardessus,

part 6, tit. 8, ch. 3, sec. 4, to the same point.

(c) 4 Barnw. & Cress. 517.

(d) See, Ex parte Moline, 19 Vesey's Rep. 216, and Thompson on Bills, p. 535,

as cited to that point by Mr. Justice Bayley, in Rhode v. Proctor. See, also,

BelVsComm. vol. i. 421.

(e) Cromwell & Wins ^'- Lovett, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 56.

{g) Franklin & Smith v. Vanderpool, 1 Hall, 78.
^^ If assignees have been appointed and the fact is or might be known to

the holder, notice should be given to them. Rhode v. Proctor, 4 B. & C. 517;

ex parte Johnson, 3 Deac. & C. 433, 1 Mont. & A. 622; ex parte Chappel, 3

Mont. & A. 490, 3 Deac. 218.
^ Gushing r. Gore, 15 Mass. 69; see contra, Cruger r. Armstrong, 3 Johns.

147
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Giving time by the holder to the acceptor of a bill or maker of

a note, will discharge the other parties; but the agreement for

delay must be one having a sufficient consideration, and binding

in law upon the parties; mere indulgence will v.'ork no preju-

dice (a). If the holder gives time to the endorser, knowing that

the note was made for his accommodation, he does not

[
* 112 ] thereby discharge *the drawer (6). Simply forbearing

to sue the acceptor, or taking collateral security from

him, is no discharge; but giving him new credit and time, or ac-

cepting a composition in discharge of the acceptor, will produce

that result. The principle is, that the drawer and endorser are

in the light of sureties for'the acceptor, and the holder must do

nothing to impair the right which they have to resort by suit to

the acceptor for indemnity, or which would amount to a breach

of faith in him towards the acceptor (c). If the liability of the

surety be varied, it discharges him, or if he can sue the acceptor,

in consequence of the resort over to him by the holder, notwith-

standing the time given to, or the composition made with, the

acceptor, by the holder, the latter is enabled indirectly to violate

his contract with the acceptor (d). But receiving part of the

debt from the acceptor of a bill, or maker of a note, works no

prejudice to the holder's right against the drawer or endorsers,

for it is in aid of all parties who are eventually liable (e). All

that the rule requires, is, that the holder shall not so deal with

(a) M'Lemore v. Powell, 12 Wheat. Rep. 554. Planters' Bank v. Sellman,

2 Gill & Johns. 230. Bank v. Myers, 1 Bailey's S. C. Hep. 412. Giving in-

dulgence to the acceptor, after judgment against the drawer, does not dis-

charge him. Pole V. Ford, 2 Chitty's Rep. 125.

(6) Walker v. Bank of Montgomery County. 12 Serg. & Raiole, 382. S. C.

9 ihid. 229.

(c) Philpot V. Briant, 4 Bingham, 111. Planters' Bank v. Sellman, 2 Gill

& Johns. 230. Nolte r. his Creditors, 19 3Iariin's Louis. Rep. 9. Same law

in respect to the endorser of a note. Couch v. Waring, 9 Conn. Rep. 261.

Mere delay by the payee of a note due, in enforcing payment against the

principal, does not discharge the surety. Freeman's Bank v. Rollins, 13

Maine Rep. 202.

{d) Ex parte Smith, 3 Bro. 1. Walwyn v. St. Quintin, 1 Bos. &Pull. 652.

English V. Darley, 2 ibid. 61. Clark v. Devlin, 3 ibid. 36. Ex parte Wilson,

11 Ves. Rep. 410. Gould v. Robson, 8 East's Rep. 576. Pring i;. Clarkson, 1

Barnw. & Cress. 14.

(e) Lynch v. Reynolds, 16 Johns. Rep. 41.

5. No notice of non-payment held necessary. Case v. Morris, 31 Pa. St.

100; Coyle v. Smith, 1 E. D. Smith, 400. The drawer has been held en-

titled to notice where he drew for the accommodation of the payee. Brown
V. Lusk, 4 Yerg. 210.
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the acceptor of the bill, or maker of the note, by giving time, or

compounding, or giving credit, as to prejudice the right of the

other parties to the bill, without their assent, in the exercise of

their right of recourse against the maker or acceptor. The holder

may give time to an immediate endorser, and proceed against.the

parties behind him. A prior party to a bill is not discharged by

a release of a subsequent party. But the holder cannot reverse this

order, and compound with prior parties without the consent of

subsequent ones, for it varies the rights of the subse-

quent parties, and *di3charge3 them. The parties to a [ *113 ]

bill are chargeable in different order. The acceptor is

first liable, and the endorsers in the order in which they stand

on the bill; and taking new security, or giving time, or discharg-

ing, or compounding with a subsequent endorser, cannot preju-

dice a prior endorser, because he has no rights against a subse-

quent endorsee (a)."

If due notice of non-acceptance or non-payment be not given,

or a demand on the maker of a promissory note be not made, yet

a subsequent promise to pay, by the party entitled to notice,

will amount to a waiver of the want of demand or notice, provided

the promise was made clearly and unequivocally, and with full

knowledge of the fact of a want of due diligence on the part of

the holder (b).^ The weight of authority is that this knowledge

(a) English V. Darley, 3 Esp. N. P. -Rep. 49. S. C. 2 Bos. & Pull. 61. Smith
V. Knox, 3 Esp. JSf. P. Rep. 46. Sargent v. Appleton, 6 Mass. Rep. 85. Clop-

per V. Union Bank of Maryland, 7 Harr. & Johns. 100.

{})) Goodall V. Dolley, 1 Term Rep. 712. Hope v. Alder, 6 East's Rep. 16,
^' If the surety assent he will not be discharged. Gray v. Brown, 22 Ala.

262. The assent of one surety will not bind a co-surety. Crosby v. Wjatt,
10 N. H. 318. See, also, same case, 23 Maine, 156. An agreement without
consideration is not binding and will therefore not work a discharge.

Creath v. Sims, 5 How. 192; Brinajar v. Phillips. 1 B. Mon. 283; Reynolds
V. Ward, 5 Wend. 501. The forbearance must be for a definite time, how-
ever brief Miller v. Stem, 12 Pa. St. 383; Gardner v. Watson, 13 111. 347;
Board of Police v. Covington, 26 Miss. 470; Fellows v. Prentiss, 3 Denio,
512. As to part payment being a release, it would seem to depend upon
the time when taken as it has been held that part payment before matu-
rity will discharge the surety. Whittle v. Skinner, 23 Vt. 231; Thomas ^\

Dow, 33 Me. 390; aliter if afitcr maturity, Wheeler v. Washburn, 24 Vt. 293;
Padodie v. King, 12 Johns. 426.

It would seem, however, that if the creditor expressly reserve his rights

against sureties, they will not be discharged. AVagman v. Hoag, 14 Barb.

2.32; Viele v. Hoag, 24 Vt. 46. See, hereon, Tobey v. Ellis, 114 Mass. 120;
Dickinson v. Metacomet Nat. -Bank, 130 Mass. 132; Taunton National
Bank v. Stetson, 5 New Eng. Rep. 260. See, contra, Gustine v. Union Bank,
10 Rob. La. 412.
^ A mere pron;iise, where no notice has been given or demand made, or
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may be inferred, as a fact, from the promise under the attending

circumstances, without requiring clear and affirmative proof of

the knowledge (a).^" So, if the endorser has protected himself

from loss by taking collateral security of the maker of the note,

or an assignment of his property, it is a waiver of his legal right

to require proof of demand and notice (&).'*

{ * 114 ] * If the endorser comes again into possession of the

bill, he is to be regarded prima facie as the owner, and

may sue and recover, though there be on it subsequent endorse-

ments, and no receipt or endorsement back to him, and he may
strike oat the subsequent names (c).*^^ To maintain a suit against

the endorser, the holder must show, as we have seen, due demand
of the maker or acceptor, or a presentment for acceptance, and

due notice to him of the default; and he need not prove any

in notis. Borraflaile v. Lowe, 4 Taunt. Rep. 93. Stevens v. Lynch, 2 Campb.
N. P. 332. 12 East, 38 S. C. Miller v. Hackley, 5 Johns. Rep. 375. Martin
V. Winslow, 2 Mason\t Rep. 24L Fotheringham r. Price, 1 Bay^s Rep. 29L
Thornton v. Wynn, 12 WJieat. Rep. 183. Pate v. M'Clure, 4 Randolph, 164.

Otis V. Hussey, 3 K H. Rep. 346. Reynold v. Douglass, 12 Peters, 497. Far-
lington V. Brown, 7 N. H. Rep. 271.

(a) Lundie r. Robertson, 3 East, 231. Piersons r. Hooker. 3 Johns. Rep.

68. Hopkins v. Liswell, 12 Mass. Rep. 52. Breed v. Hillhouse, 7 Conn. Rep.
523. Williams v. Kobinson, 13 Louisiana Rep. 421. Contra, Trimble v. Thome,
16 Johnson, 152.

(b) Mead v. Small, 2 Greenleafs Rep. 207. Bond v. Famham, 5 Mass. Rep.

170. Prentiss v. Danielson, 5 Conn. Rep. 175.

(c) Dugan v. United States, 3 Wheat. Rep. 172. Norris f. Badger, 6
Cowen^s Rep. 499.

where there was actual laches, will not constitute a waiver, but knowledge
must be proved. Hunt v. Wadleigh, 26 Me. 271; Edwards v. Tandy, 36 N.
H. 540; Trimble v. Home, 16 Johns. 152; Hopkins r. Liswell, 12 Mass. 52;
Low V. Howard, 10 Cush. 159.

"* Martin v. Winslow, 2 Ma.son, 241; Martin v. Ingersoll, 8 Pick. 1; Siger-

sonr. Mathews, 20 How. 496; Cram v. Sherburne, 14 Me. 48; Keeler v. Bar-
tine, 12 Wend. 110.

** Marshall v. Mitchell, 35 Me. 221; Prentiss i". Danielson, 5 Conn. 175;
Watt V. Mitchell, 6 How. Miss. 131.

The doctrine, however, as laid down in the text does not seem to be
free from doubt, many cases upholding the doctrine that the mere taking of
security cannot convert a conditional into an absolute liability, and cannot
deprive him of his right to which he was entitled by his endorsement.
See Holland r. Turner. 10 Conn. 308; Woodman v. Eastman, 10 N. H. 359;
Spencer r. Hardy, 17 Wend. 489; Kramer v. Sandford, 4 W. & S. (Pa.) 328;
Creamer r. Perry, 17 Pick. 332. See Parsons on Bills and Notes, vol. 1,

p. 571.

«'See United States v. Barker, 1 Paine C. C. 156; Bell v. Morehead, 3 A.
K. Marsh, 158; Bank of Utica v. Smith, 18 Johns. 230; Chautauqua Co.

Bank v. Davis, 21 Wend. 584. See, contra, Gorgerat v. McCarty, 2 Dall.

144; Sprigg r. Cunv, 19 Mart. 253; Hart r. Windle, 15 La. 265; Craig ».

Brown, Pet. C. C. 171,
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prior endorsement, nor the hand of the drawer (a). But in the

suit against the acceptor, the holder need not show notice to any

other person. The acceptor is liable at all events. Receiving part

from the drawer or endorser is no discharge of the acceptor. Giv-

ing time to the drawer will not discharge the acceptor of an ac-

commodation bill. Nothing short of the statute of limitations, or i

payment, or a release, or an express declaration of the holder, will

discharge the acceptor. He is bound, like the maker of a note, as a

principal debtor. His acceptance is evidence that the value of the

bill was in his hands, or had been received by him from the

drawer. He is liable to the payee, to the drawer, and to every

endorser. He is the first person, and the last person liable, and

there is no difference in this respect between an acceptance given

for accommodation, and one given for value. He is liable to an

innocent holder, though the drawer's hand be forged, and in the

suit against him it is not necessary to prove any hand but that

of the first endorser (b). Though a bill, payable to a

fictitious * payee, be strictly void, yet, if the fact was [ * 115 ]

known to the acceptor, he may be sued by an innocent

endorsee, equally as upon a note payable to bearer (c). And if

the holder of a bank bill cuts it into two parts, for the sole pur-

pose of transmitting it by mail with greater safety, this does not

affect his rights upon the bill, and he may recover upon the pro-

duction of only one of the parts, provided he shows that he is

owner of the whole, and accounts for the absence of the other

(a) Critchlow v. Perry, 2 Camph. N. P. Ecp. 182. By the law of Virginia

and Kentucky, the holder of a promissory note must make* every reason-

able effort, and due and legal diligence, to recover of the drawer before

he can sue the endorser, on the ground of non-payment and notice. De-
mand on drawer,, and due notice to endorser, is not sufiicient. The legal

means against drawer must first be resorted to. In Georgia, the endorser

is held bound as a surety without any previous demand and notice, though
this departure from commercial usage is not to apply to notes negotiated

at any incorporated bank, or deposited there for collection. The endorser

is likewise discharged, if, after a request upon the holder for that purpose,

he does not within three months proceed to collect the debt. Statute of
Georgia. December, 26, 1826. 2 Peters' U. 8. Rep. 338, note. Ihid. 345. See,

also, to the same point, United States Bank «. Tyler, 4 ibid. 366. Johnson
V. Lewis, 1 Dana's Ken. Rep. 182.

(Ji) Simmonds v. Parminter, 1 Wils. Rep. 185. Dingwall v. Dunster, Doug.

Rep. 247. Smith v. Chester, 1 Term Rep. 654. Fentum v. Pocock, 5 Taunt.

Rep. 192. Farquhar w. Southey, 2 Carr & Payne's N. P. Rep. 497. Lambert
V. Sandford, 2 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 137.

(e) Gibson v. Minet, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 569. S. C. 3 Term Rep. 481.
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part. The parts of a divided bank bill are not separately nego-

tiable {ay

(8.) Of the measure of damages.

The engagement of the drawer and endorser of every bill is,

that it shall be paid at the proper time and place; and if it be

not, the holder is entitled to indemnity for the loss arising from

this breach of contract. The general law merchant of Europe

authorizes the holder of a protested bill immediately to re-draw

from the place where the bill was payable, on the drawer or en-

dorser, in order to reimburse himself for the principal of the bill

protested, the contingent expenses attending it, and the new ex-

change which he pays. His indemnity requires him to draw for

such an amount as will make good the face of the bill, together

with interest from the time it ought to have been paid, and the

necessary charges of protest, postage, and broker's commission,

and the current rate of exchange at the place where the

[ * 116 ] bill was to be demanded or * payable, on the place where

it was drawn or negotiated. The law does not insist

upon an actual redrawing, but it. enables the holder to recover

what would be the price of another new bill, at the place where

the bill was dishonoured, or the loss on the re-exchange; and this

it does by giving him the face of the protested bill, with inter-

est, and the necessary expenses, including the amount or price

of the re-exchange (6). But the endorser of a bill is not entitled

to recover of the drawer the damages incurred by the non-accept-

(rt) Patton V. Bank of S. C, 2 Nott & 31' Cord, 464. Martin v. United States

Bank, 4 Wanh. Cii: Rep. 253. United States Bank v. Sill, 5 Cotui. Rep.
106. Farmers' Bank v. Reynolds, 4 Randolph, 186. Bullet v. Bank of
Pennsylvania, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 172. Hinsdale v. Bank of Orange, 6
Wendell, 378. The owner of the two parts of a note, cut in two for

transmission, was allowed to recover in equity the whole amount, ujion

producing one-half part, and showing the other lost, and offering an in-

demnity. Wykoff V. State Bank, 1 Dev. & B. Eg. Cas. 1. In Scotland, a
very summary remedy is given to the holder of bills of exchange and
promissory notes protested for non-payment, by allowing the protest to

be recorded under an implied consent of the debtor. This authorizes a
decree by consent, called a decree of registration, and a summary execution.

1 BeWs Comm. 4, 387.

(h) Mellish v. Simeon, 2 ff. Blacks. Rep. 378. De Tastet v. Baring, 11
East's Rep. 265. Parsons Ch. J., in Grimshaw v. Bender, 6 dfass. Rep. 157.

Codede Commerce, b. 1, tit. 8, art. 177, 186. Van Leeuwen's Commentaries, 440.
^-^ Commercial Bank v. Benedict, 18 B. Mon. 307; Northern Bank v. Farm-

ers' Bank, /(/. 506. But he must prove the severance, transmission by mail,

and loss, or establish them by judgment of court, and the half notes niu.st

be specifically and satisfactorily identified. Bank of Virginia v. Ward, 6
Munf. 166.
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ance of the bill, unless he has paid them, or is liable to pay

them (a). Nor is the acceptor liable for the extra charges on

the re-exchange. He is only chargeable for the sum specified in

the bill, with interest according to the rate established at the

place of payment. The claim for the re-exchange is against the

drawer, who undertakes to indemnify the holder if the bill be

not paid (6).''

In this country a different practice from that of re exchange

was introduced while we were English colonies, and it has con-

tinued to this day. Our usages on this subject form an exception

to the commercial law of Europe.

In New York, the rule had uniformly been, to allow twenty per

cent, damages on the return of foreign bills protested for non-ac-

ceptance or non-payment; and the damages were computed on the

principal sum, with interest on the aggregate amount of the bill

and damages, from the time that notice of the protest was duly

given to the drawer or endorser. The mercantile usage was, to

consider the twenty per cent, an indemnity for conse-

quential damages, and to require the bill *to be paid at [
* 117 ]

the rate of exchange at the time of return, or a new bill

to be furnished upon the same principles. But the supreme

court (c), considered the twenty per cent, to be in lieu of dam-

ages in case of re- exchange, and the demand, with that allow-

ance, was to be settled at the par of exchange. This doctrine

was overturned by the court of errors (d), and the holder was

held to be entitled to recover, not only the twenty per cent, dam-

ages, together with interest and charges, but also the amount of

the bill liquidated by the rate of exchange, or price of bills on

England, or other place of demand in Europe, at the time of the

return, of the dishonoured bill, and notice to the party to be

charged; and this rule was subsequently followed in the courts of

law (e).''

{n) Kingston v. Wilson, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep. 310.

(I)) Woolsey v. Crawford, 2 Campb. 445. Napier?). Schneider, 12 East, 420.

In France, the chaim for the re-exchange is deemed good against the ac-

ceptor. Fothier, Traite dii Con. de Change, No. 117.

(c) Hendricks v. Franklin, 4 Johns. Rep. 119. Weldon v. Buck, Ihid. 144.

{d) Graves v. Dash, 12 Johns. Rep. 17.

(e) Denston v. Henderson, 13 Johns. Rep. 322. The proper rule, in cases
^^ The acceptor is only liable for damages. Bowen v. Stoddart, 10 Met.

375; Newman v. Goza, 2 La. An. 642. See Watt v. Riddle, 8 Watts (Pa.), 545.
^ See Bank of Missouri v. Wright, 10 Mo. 719; Howard v. Central Bank,

3 Ga. 375.
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The rate of damages on bills drawn and payable within the

United States, or other parts of North America, was subseqij.ently,

in 1819, regulated in New York by statute (a), and the damages

fixed at five, or seven and a half, or ten per cent., according to

the distance or situation of the place on which the bill was drawn.

But by the new revised statutes, which went into operation on

the 1st of January, 1830, the damages on bills, foreign and in-

land, were made the subject of a more extensive regulation. They

provide (b), that upon bills drawn or negotiated within the state,

upon any person, at any place within the six states east of New
York, or in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, or the District of Columbia,'^' the damagjes to be allowed

and paid upon the usual protest for non acceptance or non-pay-

ment, to the holder of the bill, as purchaser thereof, or cf some

interest therein, for a valuable consideration shall be

[ *118 ] *three per cent, upon the principal sum specified in the

bill; and upon any person at any place within the States

of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky and Ten

nessee, five per cent. ; and upon any person in any other state or

of debt payable in a foreign country, in England for instance, and sued in

the United States, is to allow that sum in the currency of the country Avhich

approximates most nearly to the amount to which the party is entitled in

the country where the debt is payable, and calculated by the real or estab-

lished, and not by the nominal par of exchange; and in the United States.

the pound sterling is valued at $4.86, that being the par value of the pound
sterling as fixed by Act of Congress, June 28, 1834. But the creditor is

also entitled to have an amount equal to what he must pay in order to remit

it to the place where it was payable. He ought to have just as much al-

lowed him where he sues, as he could have had if the contract had been duly
performed. He ought to have the rate of exchange allowed, if the exchange
be above par, and a proportionate deduction made, if the exchange be below
par, in order to have his money replaced, in England, at exactly the .same

amount which he would have been entitled to receive in a suit there. This
is the manifest equity, and the better law of the case. Scott ?-. Bevan, 2

Barnw. <& Adolph. 78. Lord Eldon, in Carl v. Kennion. 11 Vesey, 316.

Story on the Conflict of Laws, p. 255—260. Smith v. Shaw, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep.

167. Grant v. Healy, U. S. Cir. C. 3Iass. May, 1839. The ca.ses of Martin
V. Franklin, 4 Johns. Rep. 125. Scofield v. Day, 20 Ihid. 102. Adams r.

Cordis, 8 Pick. Rep. 260, declared a contrary rule, and that a debt payable in

England, and recovered in the courts of this country, was to be paid at the

par, and notatthe rate of exchange. The weight of authority, if weconnect
the English and American cases together, as well as the justice of the point,

is, however, in favour of the claim of the foreign creditor to be paid at the

rate of exchange. Upon this rule only can the creditor be put in the same
situation, as if the debtor had punctually complied with his contract, and
paid at the place where he had contracted to pay.

(«) Laws of New York, sess. 42, ch. 34.

(ft) New York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 770, 771.
^ The Eastern or New England states are now included along with New

York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, &c. 2 Kev. Stat., p. 179, 180, 4th edition.
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territory of the United States, or at any other place on, or adja-

cent to, this continent, and north of the equator, or in any British

or foreign possessions in the West Indies, or elsewhere in the

Western Atlantic Ocean, or in Europe, ten per cent. The dam-

ages are to be in lieu of interest, charges of protest, and all other

charges incurred previous to, and at the time of, giving notice of

non-acceptance or non-payment. But the holder will be entitled

to demand and recover interest upon the aggregate amount of

the principal sum specified in the bill, and the damages, from

the time of notice of the protest for non-acceptance, or notice of

a demand and protest for non-payment. If the contents of the

bill be expressed in the money of account of the United States,

the amount due thereon, and the damages allowed for the non-pay-

ment, are to be ascertained and determined, without reference to

the rate of exchange existing between New York and the place

on which the bill is drawn. But if the contents of the bill be ex-

pressed in the money of account or currency of any foreign

country, then the amount due, exclusive of the damages, is to be

ascertained and determined by the rate of exchange, or the value

of such foreign currency, at the time of the demand of payment.

The laws and usages of the other states vary essentially on the

subject of damages on protested bills (a). In some cases, the

regulations of states approximate to each other, while in others

they are widely different. In some cases the law or rule is un-

like, but the result is nearly similar; while between other states

the result varies from four and a half to fifteen per cent. In

Massachusetts, the usage was to recover the amount of the pro-

tested bill, at the par of exchange, and interest, as in England,

from the time payment of the dishonored bill was demanded of

the drawee, and the charges of the protest, and ten per

cent, damages in *lieu of the price of exchange (6). [
* 119 ]

But this rule has been changed, by statute, in 1825,

1835, and 1837; and bills drawn or endorsed in that state, and

(a) The general rule is, that the drawer of a bill is liable to the damages
provided by the laws of the country in which it is drawn, and to no other.

Astor V. Benn, SluarVs Lower Canada Rep. 69. But this must be taken with
some explanation, for the holder of a foreign bill, protested for non-accept-
ance or non-payment, is entitled by the law-merchant to the settled rule of
damages, (when none other is agreed to) on re-exchange at the place where
the bill was dishonoured. Vide supra, p. 115, 116, and Bank of U. S. v.

Daniel, 12 Peters' S. C. Rep. 38, 54.

{b) Grimshaw v. Bender, 6 Mass. Bep. 157.
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payable without the limits of the United States, and duly pro-

tested for non-acceptance or non-payment, are now settled at the

current rate of exchange and interest, and five per cent, damages;

and if the bill be drawn upon any place beyond the Cape of

Good Hope, twenty per cent, damages. The rate of damages in

Massachusetts, on inland bills, payable out of the state, and drawn

or endorsed within the state, and duly protested for non-accep-

tance or non-payment, is two per cent, in addition to the contents

of the bill, with interest and costs, if payable in any other New
England state, or New York; and three per cent, if payable in

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delifware and Maryland; and four

per cent, if payable in Virginia, District of Columbia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, or Georgia; and five per cent, if pay-

able in any other of the United States or the territories thereof.**

The rule of damages in Connectictd, on bills returned protested;

and drawn on any person in New York, is two per cent, upon the

principal sum specified in the bill; in New Hampshire, Vermont,

Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, (city of New
Y'^ork excepted,) New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, or territory of Columbia, three per cent. ; in North Car-

olina, South Carolina, Ohio, or Georgia, five percent. ; in any other

part of the United States eight per cent, upon such principal sum,

and to be in lieu of interest and all other charges, and without any

reference to the rate of exchange (a).®^ In Rhode Island, the

rule formerly was, according to the revised code, in 1776, on bills

returned from beyond sea, protested for non-acceptance or non-

payment, ten per cent, damages, besides interest and costs.^ In

Pennsylvania, the rule, for a century past, was twenty per cent,

damages, in lieu of re-exchange; but by statute, in 1821, five per

cent, damages were allowed upon bills drawn upon any person

in any other of the United States, except*' Louisiana; if on

Louisiana, or any other part of North America, except the north-

west coast and Mexico, ten per cent; if on Mexico, the Spanish

(a) Siafutes of Connecticut, 1838, p. 477.
^ Damages on bills for a sum not less than $100, and payable within the

state, at a distance of not less than seventy-five miles from the place where
they were drawn or endorsed, are one per cent. See R. S. 1836, ch. 33, §§
1—4; Laws 1837, p. 239; Gen. Stat. 1860, ch. 53.

®' The damages are to be instead of interest and all other charges up to

the time of giving notice of dishonor. Stats, compilation 1854, p. 696.
«« See now Rev. Stat. 1857, c. 122, ?? 1—3, p. 277.
^ Except Upper and Lower California, New Mexico and Oregon.
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Main, or tbe islands on the coast of Africa, fifteen per cent. ; and

twenty per cent, upon protested bills, on Europe, and twenty five

per cent, upon other foreign bills, in lieu of all charges, except

the protest, and the amount of the bill is to be acertained and

determined at the rate of exchange.'" In Maryland, the rule, by

statute, is fifteen per cent, damages, and the amount of the bill

ascertained at the current rate of exchange, or the rate requisite to

purchase a good bill of the same time of payment upon the same

place. In Virginia and South Carolina, the damages, by statute,

are fifteen per cent (a)." The damages on bills drawn in the

State of Alabama, on any person resident within the state, are ten

per cent. ; and on any person out of it and within the United States,

are fifteen per cent. ; and on persons out of the United States,

twenty per cent, on the sum drawn for, together with incidental

charges and interest.'^ In Louisiana, in 1838, the rate of dam-

ages upon the protest for non-acceptance or non-payment of bills

of exchange drawn on and payable in foreign countries, was de-

clared by statute to be ten per cent. ; and in any other state in

the United States, five per cent., together with interest on the

aggregate amount of principal and damages. On protested bills,

drawn and payable within the United States, the damages in-

clude all charges, such as premiums, and expenses, and in-

terest on those damages, but nothing for the difference of ex-

change {b).~^ In North Carolina, by statute, in 1828, damages

on protested bills, drawn or endorsed in that state, and pay-

able in any other part of the United States, except Louisiana,

are six per cent.
;
payable in any other part of North America

except the West India Islands, ten per cent.
;
payable in South

America, the African Islands, or Europe, fifteen per cent. ; and

payable elsewhere, twenty per cent.^* In Kentucky, the damages

on foreign bills protested for non-acceptance or non-payment,

(a) Revised Statutes of Virginia, edit. 1814, vol. i. 158.

(ft) Robert i'. Coram. Bank, 13 Louis. Rep. 528.
™ These rates are somewhat altered now. See Brightly'sPuraon's Digest,

p. 158.
'^ In Virginia, three per cent, if the bill be payable within the United

States, ten per cent, elsewhere. Code 1849, p. 582. And in South Carolina
ten, twelve and a half and fifteen per cent. Stats, at Large, vol. 4, p. 741.
" On inland bills, ten per cent. ; and on foreign, fifteen per cent. See

Code of 1852, §? 1537—1541.
" And see Rev. Stat. 1856, pp. 43, 44.
'*• These rates are all changed by statute, see Rev. Code, 1854, c. 13, pp.

111—112.
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are ten per cent (a).^^ The damages in Tennessee, by statute, in

1830, on protested bills, over and above the principal sum, and

charges of protest, and interest on the principal sum damages

and charge of protest from the time of notice, are three per cent, on

the principal sum, if the bill be drawn upon any person in the

United States; and fifteen per cent, if upon any person in any

other place or state in North America bordering on the Grulf

[
* 120 ] of Mexico, or in the West Indies; and twenty per cent. *if

upon a person in any other part of the world. These

damages are in lieu of interest, and all other charges, except the

charges of protest, to the time of notice of the protest, and de-

mand of payment.^® The damages in Georgia, by statute, in

1827, on bills drawn on a person in another state, and protested

for non-payment, is five per cent. ; and on foreign bills protested

for non-payment, are ten per cent., together with the usual ex-

penses and interest, and the principal to be settled at the current

rate of exchange (6)." The damages in Indiana and Illinois on

foreign bills, is ten per cent. ; and on bills drawn on any person

out of the state and within the United States, is five per cent, in

addition to the costs and charges.'^ In Mississippi, the damages

(a) There have been conflicting decisions in Kentucky, under their act of
1798, as to the character of the bills to which the ten per cent, damages ap-
plied; and the Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the Bank
of the U. S. V. Daniel, 12 Peters' Rep. 33, 53, felt Itself bound reluctantly to

follow the narrowest of the decisions.

{li) See Griffidi's Law Register, passim, under the head of "bills of exchange
and promissory notes." Revised Laios of Illinois, 1833. Princess Dig. of
Statutes of Georgia, 1837, 2d edit. p. 454, 462. Revised Statutes of Indiana,

1838. And see Report of Mr. Verplanck, from the .select committee in the
House of Representatives of the Congress ofthe United States, on the subject
of foreign bills, made March 22d, 1826. American Jurist, No. 4, 398. Ibid.

No. 6, 398. Statutes of Connecticut, 1821, p. 360. In Ohio, the damages on
protested bills of exchange, drawn on any person without the United States,

as against the drawer or endorser, for non-acceptance or non-payment, are

twelve per cent.; and six per cent, if drawn on any person within the
United States, and without the jurisdiction of the state. Statutes of Ohio.

1831.
" For not longer then eighteen months. Rev. Stat. 1852, 194.
'« See Code 1858, §? 1963, 1964.
'''' If drawn beyond the limits of the United States, the holder may recover

principal, with postage, protests, and other necessary expenses and interest

on the amount of these sums from date of protest until presentation for pay-
ment in this state, at the rate established at the place where the bill was
payable; and also the premium on such aggregate amount as good bills of
like description are worth at the time and place of demand; but if such bills

are at a discount it is to be deducted and the holder recovers damages at

the rate of 10 per cent, with Georgia interest. Cobb's New Dig. 1851, vol.

1, p. 521.
^^ See now 1 Rev. Stat. 1852, p. 379.
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on inland bills protested for non-payment, is five per cent. ; if

drawn on any person residing out of the United States, ten per

cent (a).'"' In Missouri, the damages on bills of exchange drawn

or negotiated within the state, and protested for non-acceptance

or non-payment, as against the drawer and endorser, are four

per cent, on the principal sum; if drawn on any person out of

the state, but within the United States, ten per cent. ; if out of

the United States, twenty per cent. ; the same rate of damages as

against the acceptor on non-payment (b).^

The inconvenience of a want of uniformity in the rule of dam-

ages in the "laws of the several states, is very great, and has been

strongly felt. The mischiefs to commerce, and perplexity to our

merchants, resulting from such discordant and shifting regula-

tions, have been ably, justly, and frequently urged upon the con-

sideration of Congress; and the right of Congress to regulate, by

some uniform rule, the rate and rule of recovery of damages

upon protested foreign bills, or bills drawn in one state upon

another, under the power in the Constitution "to regulate com-

merce with foreign nations, and among the several states;" and

the expediency of the exercise of that right, have been well, and,

I think, conclusively shown, in the official documents which have

been prepared on that subject (c).

* (9.) Of mercantile guaranties. [ * 121 ]

A guaranty, in its enlarged sense, is a promise to

answer for the payment of some debt, or the performance of

some duty, in the case of the failure of another f)erson, who, in the

first instance, is liable. As this engagement is a common one in

mercantile transactions, and analogous, in many respects, to that

(a) Digest of the Lmcs of Mississippi, edit. 1839, p. 834.

[h] Rcvised'Slaliites of Missouri, 183.5, p. 98.

(c) See the Report of 3lr. Verplnnck. from the select committee already re-

ferred to, and the Report of a Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of Neio

York, in February 1828. In that last document, the Committee of the Chamber
of Commerce approve of the principle of damages on foreign bills returned
under protest, and they state that the practice of re-exchanges, which are so

easily made between the great capitals of Europe, does not exist between
Europe and the United States; nor do our business operations require them;
and, until some safe and satisfactory substitute is established, the usage, in

this country of allowing damages on protested bills, ought to be continued.
'» See Code 1857, p. 3o6.
«" See Kev. Stat. 1855, vol. 1, pp. 293—295. In this state the bill must

contain the words "value received." Hallowell v. Page, 24 Mo. 590; Riggs
V. City of St. Louis, 7 Id. 438.
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of endorser of negotiable paper, a few remarks concerning its

creation and validity will not be altogether inapplicable to the

subject.

In Pillans v. Vaji Mierop (a), it was held, that a note of

guaranty, being in writing, and in a mercantile case, came within

the reason of a bill or note, and did not require a consideration

to appear upon the face of it. But there was a sufficient ap-

parent consideration in that case, and the dicta of the judges

were afterwards considered as erroneous, in Rann v. Hughes, be-

fore the House of Lords (6). The doctrine in the latter case

was, that all contracts, if merely in writing, and not specialties,

were to be considered as parol contracts, and a consideration

must be proved.

The English statute of frauds (c), which has been adopted

throughout this country, requires, that, "upon any special pro-

mise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another

person, the agreement, or some memorandum or note thereof,

must be in writing, and signed by the party to be charged there-

with, or some other person thereunto by him lawfully author-

ized." **" An agreement to become a guarantor, or surety, for

another's engagement, is within the statute; and if it be a guar-

anty for the subsisting debt or engagement of another person,

not only the engagement, but the consideration for it, must ap-

pear in the writing. The word agreement, in the statiate, includes

the consideration for the promise, as well as the promise

• [ * 122 ] itself, for without a consideration * there is no valid

agreement. This was the decision in the case of Wain

V. Warlters (d); and though that decision has been frequently

questioned (e), it has since received the decided approbation

of the courts of law {g); and the Ch. J. of the C. B. observed,

that he should have so decided if he had never heard of

(a) 3 Burr. Rep. 1663.

(b) 7 Brown's P. C. 550.

(c) 29 Charles II. ch. 3, sec. 4.

(rf) 5 Easrs Hep. 10.

(e) See Ex parte Minet, 14 Vcs. Rep. 190. E.x parte Gardom, 15 ibid.

286.

{g) Saunders v. Wakefield, 4 Barnw. c& Aid. 595. Jenkins v. Reynolds, 3

Brod. & Bing. 14. Morley v. Boothly, 3 Bing. Rep. 107. Newbury v. Arm-
stronp;, 6 Bing. 201.

•" The memorandum must contain all the essential elements of the con-
tract. Bacon v. Daniels. 37 Ohio, 279; Mason v. Decker, 72 N. Y. 595;
Washington Ice. Co. v. Webster, 62 Me. 341; Buck v. Pickwell, 27 Vt. 157.
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the case of Warn v. Warlters. The English construction of

the statute of frauds has been adopted in New York and South

Caroline, and rejected in several other states (a). The decisions

have all turned upon the force of the word agreement ; and where,

by statute, the y^ioxdi promise has been introduced, by requiring the

promise or agreement to be in writing, as in Virginia and Ten-

nessee, the construction has not been so strict [h)}'

Where the guaranty or promise, though collateral to the prin-

cipal contract, is made at the same time with the principal con-

tract, and becomes an essential ground of the credit given to the

principal debtor, the whole is one original and entire transaction,

and the consideration extends and sustains the promise of the

principal debtor, and also of the guarantor. No other considera-

tion need be shown than that for the original agreement, upon which

the whole debt rested, and that may be shown by parol proof, as

not being within tne statute (c). If, however, the guar-

anty be of a previously existing * debt of another, a [ * 123
]

consideration is necessary to be shown, and that must

appear in writing, as part of the collateral undertaking; for the

consideration for the original debt will not attach to this subse-

quent promise; and to such a case the doctrine in Wain v.

Warlters applies (d). But if the promise to pay the debt of

(a) Sears r. Brink, 3 Johns. Rep. 210. Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 ihidl 29.

2 Nott & 3rCord, 372 note. Packard v. Richardson, 17 3fass. Rep. 122. Levy
V. Merrill, 4 Greenleaf's Rep. 180. S. P. ibid. 387. Sage v. Wilcox, 6 Conn.
Rep. 81. Miller r. Irvine, 1 Dev. N. C. Rep. 103. The point was extensively
discussed in this last case, and the luajority of the court, under the act

of 1819, which followed the English statute of frauds, held, that it was not
requisite under that statute that the consideration of the contract should he
set forth in the written memorandum of it, and that the consideration might
be shown by parol proof. The N'. Y. Revised Statute.<t, vol. ii. 135, require
the special promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of
another person, to be in writing, and the consideration, as well as the agree-
ment, to be expressed.

(6) Marshall, Ch. J., 5 Cranch^s Rep. 151, 152. Taylor v. Ross, 3 Verger, 330.
(c) Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. Rep. 29. D'Wolf r. Rabaud, 1 Peters^

Rep. 476. The doctrine in 8 Johns. Rep. is confirmed in 11 ibid. 221, and 13
ibid. 175; and in Peters^ Rep. the doctrine is said to be founded in good sense
and convenience.

(d) The words raJue received have been held to be a sufficient expression of
consideration in a guaranty. Watson v. M'Laren, 19 Wendell, 551. But this
appears to reduce the statute requisition of the setting forth a consideration,
to a mere formality.

*' See contra to Wain r. Walters, Reed v. Evans, 17 Ohio, 128; Gilman r.

Cibler, 5 Humph. 19. See also upon this subject, Williams v. Ketchum,
19 Wis. 231; Sorrell v. Jackson, 30 Ga. 901; Van Doren v. Tjador, 1 Nev.
380; Hutton v. Padgett, 26 Md. 228; in Howard v. Hulbrook, 9 Bosw. 237,
the words "value received" imply a consideration.

11 VOL. III. KENT. 161
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another arises out of some new and original consideration of

benefit or harm moving between the newly contracted parties, it

is then not a case within the statute (a).*^

There are no such words in the statute of frauds as original

and collateral. The promise referred to is to answer for the

debt or default of another. The term debt implies, that the lia-

bility of the principal had been precedently incurred; but a de-

fault may arise upon an executory contract, and a promise to

pay for goods to be furnished to another, is a collateral promise

to pay on the other's default, provided the credit was, in the first

instance, given solely to the other. If the whole credit be not

given to the person who comes in to answer for another, his

undertaking is collateral, and must be in writing (6). If the

original debt remains a subsisting debt, a promise by a third

person to pay it, in consideration of forbearance, is a collateral

promise (c).

After a valid guaranty has been made, the rights of the parties

in the relative character of principal and surety afi'ord an inter-

esting subject of inquiry, and the doctrine in the case of negotia-

ble paper, as to demand and notice, has a feeble and qualified

application to the guarantor. Thus it has been held, that the

guarantor of a note could be discharged by the laches of the

holder, as by neglect to make demand of payment of the maker,

and give notice of non-payment to the guarantor, j^i'ovided the

maker icas solvent when the note fell due, and became

[ * 124 ] insolvent afterwards. The rule is not * so strict as in

the case of mere negotiable paper, and the neglect to

give notice must have produced some loss or prejudice to the

la) Leonard v. Vredenburgh, 8 Johns. Rep. 29. Bailey v. Freeman, 11 ihid-

22i. Hunt V. Adams, 5 Mass. Rep. 3.'i8. Williams v. Leper. ?> Bun: R-p.
1886. Atkinson v. Carter, 2 ChUty's Rep. 403. Clark v. Small, C Ycrger's
Tenn. Rep. 418.

(ft) Leland r. Creyon. 1 M'Cord, 100.

(c) Watson v. Randall, 20 Wendell, 20L
^ A promise to be primarily liable takes the case ont oi tne statute. Tar-

kerr. Barker, 2 Met. 423; Wakefield v. Greenwood. 29 Cal. r>97: Connerat
V. Gold-smith, 6 Ga. 14; Aldrich r. Jewell. 12 Vt. 125; Eddy v. Roberts, 17
111. 505; Mease v. Wagner, 1 M'Cord, 395; Olive v. Lewis, 45 Miss. 203;
Townsley v. Sumrall, 2 Peters, 10.

The statute does not affect one's oral promise to pay his own debt, even
though in a form which will work the discharge of "anothcrs." It is very
difficult to distinguish this class of cases. Darst v. Bates. 51 111. 439; Fitz-
gerald V. Morris.sey, 14 Neb. 198; Dow3 v. Swett, 134 Mass. 140; Milks v.

Rich, 80 N. Y. 2(59.
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guarantor (a).^* And in the case of the absolute guaranty of the

payment of a note, no demand or notice is requisite to fix the

guarantor (6). But when the contract of a guarantor or surety

is duly ascertained and understood, by a fair and liberal con-

struction of the instrument, the principle is well settled that the

case must be brought strictly within the terms of the guaranty,

and the liability of the surety cannot be extended by implication.

The claim against a surety is strictissimi juris (c). But a further

(rt) Oxford Bank v. Haynes, 8 Pick. 423. The opinion of Duncan, J., in

Cannon r. Gibbs, 9 Sei-g. & Rcmle, 202. is to the .same point. See. also,

Philips V. Astling, 2 Taunton, 206. Warrington v. Furbor, 8 East, 242.

Rufiiu, J., in Grice v. Rieks, 3 Dec. N. C. Rep. 65. Wildes v. Savage, U. S.

Cir. C. for Mass. December, 1839. It was held, in Douglas v. Rejnolds, 7
Peters^ U. S. Rep. 113, Cunningham v. Jones, 12 Peters, 207, and in Sollee &
Warley v. Mengy, 1 Bailey^s S. C. Rep. 620, that the party giving a letter of

guaranty has a right to know whether it is accepted, or acted upon, and
credit given on the faith of it, and more especially if it be a continuing
guaranty. In the case of a guaranty limited to a single transaction, the

guarantor is entitled to notice of the advance or credit given under it. \vitliin

a reasonable time; whereas, in the case of a continuing guaranty, in which
a series of transactions is in contemplation, it will be sufficient to give notice

of the amount for which the guarantor is responsible, within a reasf)nable

time after the transactions are closed, and notice of each successive trans-

action as it arises need not be given. Rea.sonable diligence to make demand,
and, in case of non-payment, to give notice of non-payment, is required, in

the case of the guaranty of a debt, or the guarantor will be discharged, to

the amount only of the loss or damage he may have sustained, from the want
of such demand and notice. Douglas r. Reynolds, supra. Bradley r. Carev,

8 Greenleaf, 234, S. P. Adcock v. Fleming. 2 Dev. <£• Battle, 225. On the

other hancl the surety in a bond for the fidelity of a party for an indefinite

period, cannot determine his liability at pleasure by giving notice, and this

is the English rule both at law and in equity. Calvert v. Gordon, 3 Manning
& Ryl. Rep. 124. 2 Simmons' Rep. 253. 4 Russell, 581.

(ft) Breed i'. Hillhouse, 7 Conn. Rep. 523. A guaranty is not separately

negotiable. It is a special contract which can be enforced only by a party to

it. Gibson, Ch. J., in M'Doal j'. Yeomans, Sup. Court. Penn. July, 1839.

Watson V. M'Laren, 19 Wendell, 557. A surety after being sued, and before

payment, may bring a suit for his indemnity. So, he may, if the debtor is

in a state of insolvency, or if the debt has become due and remains unpaid.

These are statute and just provisions in the Louisiana Civil Code, art. 3026.

See, also, Webb v. Lansing, 19 Wendell, 423, S. P.

(c) Bacon v. Chesney, 1 Stark. K P. Rep. 192. Myers v. Edge, 7 Term,

254. Combe v. Woolf, 8 Bingham, 156. AVaJsh v. Baitie, 10 Johns. Rep. 180.
** The court has held that neglect by the holder to sue the principal while

solvent, at the mere request of the surety, and the subsequent insolvency

and absconding of the principal will release the surety. Pain v. Packard,

13 Johns. 174. See, also, affirmed 17 Johns. 384; Fuller v. Loring, 42 Me.
481; Marbergerf. Pott, 16 Pa. St. 9.

The mere refusal to proceed against the insolvent estate of a deceased prin-

cipal, without acts of wilful and positive interference, will not discharge the

surely. Bank of Manchester v. Bartlett, 13 Vt. 315.

•'No demand of the debt, or notice of its non-payment need be proved."

Read v. Cutt, 7 Greenl. 186. See, however, in California. Bryan r. Berry, 6

Cal. 394; Kritzer t'. Mills, 9 Cal. 21. Presentation with demand is not neces-

sary. Bond V. Storrs, 13 Conn, 412.
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pursuit of this subject of guaranty would not strictly appertain

to the doctrine of negotiable paper (a); and I shall conclude the

present general outline of that subject, with some notice of the

principal publications on bills and notes.

(10. ) Of the principal treatises on bills and notes.

It would have been impossible to enter into greater detail of

the distinctions and minute provisions which apply to negotiable

paper, without giving undue proportion to this branch of these

elementary disquisitions. The treatises and leading

[
* 125 ] * cases must be thoroughly understood, before the stu-

dent can expect to be master of this very technical

branch of commercial law; and a brief notice of the best works

on the subject will serve to direct his inquiries.

The earliest English work on bills is in Malynes' Lex Merca-

toria. The author was a merchant, and the work was compiled

in the reign of King James I., and dedicated to the King. That

part relating to bills of exchange is brief, loose, and scanty; but

it contains the rules and mercantile usages then prevailing in

England, and other commercial countries. It was required, at

that early day, that the bill should be presented for acceptance,

and again for payment, with diligence, and at seasonable hours,

and on proper days; and the default in each case was to be noted

by a notary, and information of it sent to the drawer with all ex-

pedition, to enable him to secure himself. If the drawee would

not accept, any other person was allowed to accept for the hon-

our of the bill. Malynes takes no notice of promissory notes or

checks, and he even laments that negotiable notes were unknown

to the law of England.

The next English treatise on the subject was that by Marius,

published in the year 1651, and that treat-ise has been referred

to by Lord Holt and Lord Kenyon, as a very respecta-

[ * 126 ] ble work. * Marius followed the business of a notary

public at the Royal Exchange, in London, for twenty-

four years, and he had, of course, perfect experience in all the

Lanuse v. Barker, ibid. 327. .328. Dobbin v. Bradley, 17 Wendell, 422. BelVs
Principles of the Law of Scotland, p. 77.

(«) The student will find the law concerning mercantile guaranties, and of
principal and surety fully examined, and the substance of the numerous
cases well digested, in FelVs Treatise on 3Iercaniile Guaranties, aud in Theo-

bald's Treatise on the Laic of Principal and Surety, published at London, iu

1832, and at Philadelphia, in 1833.
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mercantile usages of the times. His work is far more particular,

formal, and exact, than that of Malynes. The three days of

frrace were then in use; and Marius decides the very point which

has been again and again decided, and even in our own courts,

that if the third day of grace falls on Sunday, or a holiday, or

no day of business, the money must be demanded on the second

day, and he lays down the rule of diligence in giving notice with

more severity than is consistent with the modern practice (a)

;

for he stated, that the notice of the default of payment must be

sent off by the very first post after the bill falls due. He says,

likewise, that verbal acceptances were good, and that you may
accept for part, and have the bill protested for the rebidue. It

is quite amusing to perceive that many of the points which have

been litigated, or stated in our courts, within the last thirty years,

are to be found in Marius; so true it is, that case after case, and

point after point, on all the branches of the law, are constantly

arising in the courts of justice, and discussed as doubtful or new
points, merely because those who raise them are not thorough

masters of their profession. The next writer who treats on the

subject of bills is Molloy. He was a barrister in the reign of

Charles II.; and in his extensive compilation, de jure Maritimo,

which was first published in 1676, he cast a rapid glance over

the law concerning bills of exchange; but that part of his work

is far inferior to the treatise of Marius.

Beawes' Lex Mercatoria Rediviva, is a much superior work to

that of Malynes, and it appears, by its very title, to have been

intended as a substitute. It contains a full, and very valuable

collection, of the rules and usages of law on the subject of bills

of exchange. Promissory notes were then taken notice of, though

they had not been so much as alluded to in the formal and didac-

tic treatise of Marias. They were not introduced into general

use, until near the close of the reign of Charles II., and for this

we have the authority of Lord Holt in Buller v. Crisp (6).

Beawes is frequently cited in our * books as an authority [
* 127 ]

on mercantile customs; and a new and enlarged edition

of his work was published, by Mr. Chitty, in 1813. The next

work on the subject of bills and notes was by Cunningham, and

it was published about the middle of the last century. It con-

(rt) See ante, p. 106.

(b) 6 Mod. Rep. 29.
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sisted chiefly of a compilation of adjudged cases, without much
method and observation. It was mentioned by the English

judges as a very good book; but it fell into perfect oblivion as

soon as Kyd's treatise on bills and notes appeared, in the year

1790, Mr. Kyd made free use of Marius and Beawes, and he in-

grafted into his work the substance of all the judicial decisions

down to that time. His work became, therefore, a very valuable

digest to the practising lawyer, and particularly as during the

times of Lord Holt and Lord Mansfield, the law concerning nego-

tiable paper was extensively discussed, and vastly improved.

Mr. Bayley, afterwards a judge of the K. B., published in 1789, a

little before the work of Kyd, a small manual or digest of the

principles which govern the negotiability of bills and notes. As

a collection of rules expressed with sententious brevity and per-

fect precision, it is admirable. In a subsequent edition, he stated

also the cases from which his principles were deduced. A work

of more full detail, and of a more scientific cast, seemed to be still

wanting on the subject, and that was well supplied by Mr. Chitty's

treatise on bills, notes, and checks, first published in 1799. He
had recourse, though in a sparing degree, to the treatise of Po-

thier for illustration of the rules of this part of the general law-

merchant; and it is obvious, that a more free and liberal spirit of

inquiry distinguishes the professional treatises of the present age

from those of former periods. The works of Park and Marshall

on Insurance, and Abbott on Shipping, and Chitty on Bills, and

Jones on Bailment, have all been enriched by the profound and

classical productions of France and Italy on commercial juris-

prudence.

The treatise of Pothier on Bills is finished with the same order

and justness of proportion, the same comprehensiveness of plan,

and clearness of analysis, which distinguish his other

[
* 128 J

* treatises on contracts. His work is essentially a com-

mentary upon the French ordinance of 1673; and he

had ample materials in the commentary of M*. Jousse, and in the

treatises on the same subject by Depuy de la Serra, and by Sav-

ary, to which he frequently refers. He also cites two foreign

works of learning on the doctrine of negotiable paper, and those

are Scacchia de Commerciis et Cambio, and Heineccius' treatise,

entited, Elementa Juris Cambialis. The latter work contains

very full and satisfactory evidence of the professional erudition
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of the Germans on subjects of maritime law. He refers to the

ordinances of various German states, and of several of the Hanse

towns, relating to commercial paper, and he cites eight or ten

professed German treatises on bills of exchange (a).

It has been a frequent practice on the European continent, to

reduce the law concerning bills, as well as concerning other mar-

itime subjects, into system, by ordinance. The commercial ordi-

nance of France, in 1673, digested the law of bills of exchange,

and it was, with some alterations and amendments, incorporated

into the commercial code of 1807. Since the publication of the

new code, M. Pardessus has written a valuable commentary on

this, as well as on other parts of the code. He writes without

any parade of learning, and with the clearness, order, and severe

simplicity of Pothier. There is also a clear and concise sum-

mary of the law concerning negotiable paper in M. Merlin's Re-

pertoire de Jurisprudence, under the title of Lettre et Billet de

Change. Thompson's treatise on the law of bills and notes in

Scotland, is a superior work, and spoken of in very high terms by

persons entirely competent to judge of its value. The law con-

cerning negotiable paper has at length become a science, which

can be studied with infinite advantage in the various codes, treat-

ises, and judicial decisions; for, in them, every possible view of

the doctrine, in all its branches, has been considered, its rules es-

tablished, and its limitations accurately defined.

(a) See Heineccii Opera, torn. vi. in fine.
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LECTURE XLY.

OF THE TITLE TO MERCHANT VESSELS.

The utility of an outline of the code of maritirae law must con-

sist essentially in the precision, as well as in the perspicuity, with

which its principles are illustrated by a series of positive rules.

Every work on this subject will unavoidably become, in a degree,

dry and minute in the detail; but it would be destitute of real

value, unless it were practical in its design and application. The

law concerning shipping and seamen, negotiable paper, and

marine insurance, controls the most Enterprising and the most

busy concerns of mankind; and it consists of a system of princi-

ples and facts, in the shape of usages, regulations, and precedents,

which are assimilated in the codes of all commercial nations, and

are as distinguished for simplicity of design, and equity of pur-

pose, as they are for the variety and minuteness of their provis-

ions. I have wished (and I hope not entirely without success)

to be able to give to the student a faithful summary of the doctrines

of commercial jurisprudence, and to awaken in his breast a gener-

ous zeal to become familiar with the leading judical decisions, and

especially with the writings of those great masters in the science

of maritime law, whose talents and learning have enabled them to

digest and adorn it,

The law of shipping may be conveniently arranged under the

following general heads: 1. Of the title to vessels. 2. Of the

persons employed in the navigation of merchant ships. 3. Of

the contract of aflFreightment. This arrangement is very nearly

the same with that pursued by Lord Tenterden, in his

[ * 130 ] treatise on the subject, and which, *after comparing it

with the method in which these various topics have been

discussed by other writers, I do not think can be essentially im-

proved. It has been substantially adopted by Mr. Holt, in his

"System of the Shipping and Navigation Laws of Great Britain;"
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and still more closely followed by M. Jacobsen, the Danish civil-

ian, in his treatise on the "Laws of the Sea." The law of ship-

ping, as thns arranged and divided, will form the subject of this,

and of the two succeeding lectures. \

(1.) Requisites to a valid title to vessels.

The title to a ship, acquired by purchase, (for title by capture

has been already considered (a),) passes by writing. A bill of

sale is the true and proper muniment of title to a ship, and one

which the maritime courts of all nations will look for, and, in

their ordinary practice, require (6).' In Scotland, a written con-

veyance of property in ships, has, by custom, became essential;

and, in England, it is made absolutely necessary by statute, with

regard to British subjects (c). Possession of a ship, and acts of

ownership, will, in this, as in other cases of property, be pre-

sumptive evidence of title, without the aid of documentary proof,

and will stand good until that presumption be destroyed by con-

trary proof (d); and a sale and delivery of a ship, without any

bill of sale, or instrument, will be good at law, as between the

•parties (e). But the presumption of title arising from possession

may easily be destroyed; and the general rule is, that no person

can convey who has no title; and the mere fact of pos-

session by the vendor is not, of itself, *8ufficient to give [ * 131 ]

a title. Though the master of a ship, as we shall pres-

ently see, be clothed with great powers, connected with the em-

ployment and navigation of the ship, he has no authority to sell,

(rt) Vol. i. 101—104.

(6) Lord Stowell in the Sisters, 5 Rob. Adm. Rep. 155. Story, J., 1 Mason's
Rep. 139. Weston v. Penniman, ibid. 306. 2 ibid. 435. Ohl v. Eagle In-
surance Company, 4 ibid. 390.

(c) Statute 34 George III. c. 68, and re-enacted 3 and 4 William IV. c. 55,
sec. 31. See, also, Camden v. Anderson, 5 Term Rep. 709. The Sisters, 5
Rob. Adm. Rep. 155. BelPs Commentaries on the Laics of Scotland, vol. i. 152.

(rf) Robertson ?. French, 4 EasVs Rep. 130. Upon indictment in the cir-

cuit court of the U. S. of seamen for a revolt, it was held that the ownersftip
of the vessel determined her national character, and that the ownership might
be proved in the same manner as that of any other chattel. The ves.sel was
registered as an American vessel, and was on a whaling voyage without a
license, and the register was held to be sufficient evidence of title to sustain
the indictment. United States v. Jenkins, U. S. Cir. C. for New York, Au-
gust, 1838.

(e) Taggard v. Loring, 16 3fass. Rep. 336. Wendover & Hinton v. Hoge-
boora, 7 Johns. Rep. 308.

' In these states at common law the title to a vessel may pass by delivery
under a parol contract. Badger v. Bank of Cumberland, 26 Me. 428; Vinal
V. Burrill, 16 Pick. 401; Fontaine v. Beers, 19 Ala. 722; Leonard v. Hunting-
ton, 15 Johns. 298.
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unless in a case of extreme necessity; and then he has an im-

plied authority to exercise his discretion for the benefit of all

concerned (a).^

It has frequently been the case, that the sale of a ship has been

procured in foreign countries, by order of some admiralty court,

as a vessel unfit for service. Such sales are apt to be collusively

conducted; and the English courts of common law do not regard

them as binding, even though made bona fide, and for the actual

as well as the intended benefit of the parties in interest. They

hold, that there is no adequate foundation for" such authority in

the legitimate powers of the admiralty courts. They have no

such power by the law of nations, and no such power is exercised

by the court of admiralty at Westminster (b\ Lord Stowell,

on the other hand, considered the practice which obtained in the

vice admiralty courts abroad, of ordering a sale, under the super-

intendence of the court, to be very convenient when the fact of

necessity was proved; and he seemed to consider, that it would

be a defect in the law of England, if a practice so conducive to

the public utility could not legally be maintained. The court of

admiralty, feeling the expediency of the power, would go far to

support the title of the purchaser (c). The proceeding which

is condemned by the courts of law, is a voluntary proceed-

ing, instituted by the master himself on petition for a sale,

founded on a survey, proof, and report, of the unnavigable and

irreparable condition of the vessel. It is essentially

[ * 132 ] the * act of the master, under the auxiliary sanction

of the court, founded merely upon a survey of the

ship, to see whether she be seaworthy; and it is to be distin-

guished from the case in which the admiralty has regular

jurisdiction of the subject, by a proceeding in rem, founded on

some adverse claim. In such cases, the power of sale, in the

(a) Hayraan v. Molton, 5 Esp. N. P. Rep. 65. Reid v. Darby, 10 East, 143.

Robertson v. Clarke, 1 Bingham, 445, and see infra, 171.

(b) Reid v. Darby, 10 East's Rep. 143. Morris v. Robinson, 3 Barnw. &
Cress. 196.

(c) Fanny and Elmira, 1 Edw. Adm. Rep. 117. The Warrior, 2 Dodson,

288, 293, 295. Story. J., in the case of the Schooner Tilton, 5 3fason, 474.
* The sale must be one of neces.sity; that it is bona fide and intended for

the benefit of all will not be enough. American Ins. Co. v. Ogden, 15 Wend.
532; The Schooner Tilton, 5 Mason, 465; New Eng. Ins. Co. v. The Sarah
Ann, 13 Pet. 387; Winn v. Columbian Ins. Co., 12 Pick. 285. And he cannot

sell if he has an opportunity of consulting the owners. Pike r. Balch, 38 Me.
302; Pierce v. Ocean Ins. Co., 18 Pick. 83; Post v. Jones, 19 How. 150.
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sound discretioa of' the court, is indisputable, and binds all the

world. This is a proposition of universal law, founded on the

commercial intercourse of states, and the jus gentium. So, as we

have already seen in a former volume (a), capture by a public

enemy divests the title of the true owner, and transfers it to the

captor, after a regular condemnation by a prize court of the sov-

ereign of the captor (6).^

Upon the sale of a ship in port, delivery of possession is requi-

site to make the title perfect. If the buyer suffers the seller to

remain in possession, and act as owner, and the seller should be-

come bankrupt, the property would be liable ^o his creditors, and,

in some cases, also to judgment creditors on execution. The same

rule exists in the case of the mortgage of a ship; but where a sale

is by a part owner, it is similar to the sale of a ship at sea, and

actual delivery cannot take place. Delivery of the muniments of

title will be sufficient, unless the part owner be himself in the

actual possession (c). If the ship be sold while abroad, or at sea,

a delivery of the grand bill of sale, and other documents, trans-

fers the property, as in the case of the delivery of the key of a

warehouse. It is all the delivery that the circumstances of the

case admit of ; and it is giving to the buyer, or mortgagee, the

ability to take actual possession, and which he must do

as soon as possible *on the i-eturn of the ship. If the [ *133 ]

buyer takes possession of a ship sold whilerat sea, within

a reasonable time after her arrival in port, his title will prevail

against that of a subsequent purchaser or. attaching creditor (d).*

(a) See vol. i. 103.

(6) In the case of the Attorney General v. Norstedt, 3 Price's Excheq. Rep.

97, a.judicial sale oi a vessel as derelict by the Instance Court of the Admir-
alty, was held to bind even the crown's right of seizure for a previous for-

feiture.

(c) Addis V. Baker, 1 Anst. Rep. 222. Abbott on Shipping, 10.

(d) Ex parte Matthews, 2 Vesey, 272. Hall v. Gurney, Cookers B. L. 231.
Mair v. Glennie, 4 Maule & Sehv. 240. Joy v. Sears, 9 Pick. 4.

* The jurisdiction would seem to be admitted in these states. In the Ameri-
can case cited in note c, p. *132, Story, J., says, ''I agree that the decree of
sale is not conclusive upon the owner, or third parties, because it is made
upon the application of the master and not in an adverse proceeding. But I

cannot but consider it as strictly within the admiralty jurisdiction. It i.s

prima facie evidence of a rightful exercise of authority, but no more. The
proceedings being ex parte, cannot be deemed conclusive in favor of the party-

promoting it." See Janney v, Columbian Ins. Co., 10 Wheat. 411; Steiu-
metz V. United States Ins. Co., 2 S. & R. (Pa.) 293.

* The delivery of an ordinary bill of sale will be sufficient constructive de-
livery of a vessel at sea. Putnam v. Dutch, 8 Mass. 287; see Joy v. Spears
9 Pick. 4; where Parker, C. J., says: "By the principles of maritime law
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Bat the buyer takes subject to all encumbran6es, and to all lawful

contracts made by the master respecting the employment and

hypothecation of the ship prior to notice of the transfer (a).

The English cases speak of the transfer of a ship at sea by the

assignment of the grand bill of sale, and that expression is un-

derstood to refer to the instrument whereby the ship was origi-

nally transferred from the builder to the owner, or first purchaser.

But the American cases speak simply of a bill of sale, and usually

refer to the instrument or transfer from the last proprietor while

the vessel is at sea, and which is sufficient to pass the property,

if accompanied with the act of taking possession as soon as con-

veniently may be after the vessel arrives in port (6).

( 2. ) Who is liable as oivner.

There is no doubt that the owner is personally liable for neces-

saries furnished, and repairs made to a ship, by order of the mas-

ter (c); and the great point for discussion is, who is to be regarded

as contracting party, and owner pro liac vice (d). The owner-

ship, in relation to this -subject, is not determined by the register,

(a) Mair v. Glennie, 4 Maule <& Selw. 240. Hay i'. Fairburn, 2 Barnw. &
Aid. 193. Atkinson v. Maling, 2 Term Rep. 462. Portland Bank v. Stnbbs,
6 Mass. Rep. 422. Putnam v. Dutch, 8 Mass. Rep. 287. Badlam v. Tucker.
1 Pick. Rep. 396. As to debts which are, by the French law, privileged, and
liens on the ship, see infra, 168.

(b) Portland Bank v. Stacey, 4 Mass. Rep. 663. Wheeler v. Sumner, 4
Mason, 183.

(c) Webster v. Seekamp, 4 Banno. & Aid. 352. The owner is, of course,

liable, unless the credit is given to others. So, the captain is liable if he
orders the repairs, unless the credit was given to the owner. Essery c. Cobb,
5 Carr. & Payne, 358. Cox v. Reid, 1 ibid. 602. For necessary supplies to a
vessel, the owner, ma.ster, and charterer, are all liable; and the remedy
against each remains good, unless credit be given to one exclusively. Hen-
shaw V. Rollins, 5 Miller''s Louis. Rep. 335.

(rf) Briggs V. Williamson, 7 Barnw. & Cress. 30.

well known and adopted by the common law, the property passed by the
execution and delivery of the bill of sale, subject however, to be defeated, it

after the arrival of the vessel at her home port, there should be such a delay
in taking possession by the vendor as should indicate a fraudulent intention
in the transfer, and when the delay and negligence are gross, they will, of
themselves, defeat the conveyance against any subsequent purchaser or at-

taching creditor. This delay and negligence must be judged of by the jury;
for whether they exist or not, depends upon the situation and circumstances
of the vessel and of the vendee."
The po.ssessi<)n of a part owner acting on his own behalf and that of his

co-part owners, does away with the necessity of taking formal pos.session and
vests the property. Turner v: Coolidge, 2 Met. 350; Winsor v. McLellan, 2
Story, 497.

Notice to the captain has been held equivalent to taking possession. Brin-
ley V. Spring, 7 Greeul. 241.
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and the true question, in matters relative to repairs, is, "upon

whose credit was the work done" (a). Nor is a regular bill of

sale of the property essential to exempt the former owner
* from responsibility for supplies furnished. But where [ * 134 ]

the contract of sale is made, and possession delivered,

the circumstance that the naked legal title remains in the vendor

for his security, does not render him liable, as owner, on the con-

tracts, or for the conduct of the master (&).

It has been a disputed question, whether the mortgagee of a ship,

before he takes possession, be liable to the burdens and entitled

to the benefits belonging to the owner. In the case of Chinney v.

Blackbourne (c), it was held by the K. B. that the mortgagor, in

such a case, and not the mortgagee, was to be deemed owner, and

entitled to the freight, and liable for the repairs and other ex-

penses. The same decision was made by the C. B. in Jackson \.

Vernon (d). But Lord Kenyon, in Westerdell v. Dale (e), enter-

tained a different opinion, and he considered the mortgagee,

whether in or out of possession, to be the owner, and entitled to

the freight, and bound for the expenses of the ship. The weight

of our American decisions has been in favour of the position, that

a mortgagee of a ship out of possession is not liable for repairs

or necessaries procured on the order of the master, and not upon

the particular credit of the mortgagee, who was not in the receipt

of the freight; though the rule is otherwise when the mortgagee

is in possession, and the vessel employed in his service (g).

The case of Fp^Iier v. Willing (h), has a strong bearing

* in favour of the decisions which go to charge the mort- [ * 135 ]

gagor; for it was held, that a mortgagee of a ship at sea

did not, merely by delivery of the documents, acquire such a pos-

session as to be liable to the master for wages accruing after the

(a) Lord Tenterden, in Jennings v. Griflfiths, Byan & Moody, 43. Reeve v
Davis, 1 Adolph. & EfHs, 312.

(b) Wendover v. Hogebooni, 7 Johns. Rep. 308. Leonard v. Huntington
15 ibid. 298. Thorn v. Hicks, 7 Cowen's Rep. 697.

(c) 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 117, note.

(d) 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 114.

(c) 7 Term Rep. 306. In Dean v. M'Ghie, 4 Bingham, 45, S. C. 12 B. Moore,
185, it was held, that on a mortgage of a ship at sea, and possession taken,
the accruing freight passed to the mortgagee, as incident to the ship.

{g) M'Intyre v. Scott, 8 Johns. Rep. 159. Champlin v. Butler, 18 ibid. 169.
Ring r. Franklin, 2 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 1. Tucker v. Buffington, 15 Mass. Rep.
All. Colson V. Bonzey, 6 Greenleaf, 474.

{h) 8 Serg. & Rawle, 118. A mortgagor in possession of a vessel may pledge
the freight. Keith v. Murdoch, Wheat. Dig. 586, pi. 11.
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date of the mortgage. The contract was with the mortgagor, and

there was no privity between the master and the mortgagee, be-

fore possession taken, sufficient to raise an assumption. A simi-

lar decision was made by Ch. J. Abbott, in Martin v. Paxton, and

cited in the Pennsylvania case. The case of The Mohaivk Insur-

ance Company \. Eckford, decided in the court of common pleas

in the city of New York, in 1828, and the case of Thorn v. Hicks (a),

show that the rule is considered to be settled in New York, that

a mortgagee out of possession is not liable for services rendered,

or necessaries furnished, to a vessel, on the credit of the mortga-

gor, or other person having the equitable title. The question

seems to resolve itself into the inquiry, whether the circumstances

afford evidence of a contract express or implied, as regards mort-

gagees not in possession. If the claimant dealt with the mortga-

gor solely as owner, he cannot look to the mortgagee. To whom
was the credit given, seems to be the true ground on which the

question ought to stand (6). In a case before Lord Ellenborough,

in 1816 (c), he ruled, that a mortgagee, not in possession, and

not known to the plaintiff, was not liable for stores supplied by

the captain's order. The weight of authority is decidedly in

favour of the mortgagee who has not taken possession; and if he

has left the possession and control of the ship to the mortgagor,

he will not be liable to the master for wages or disbursements, or

to any other person, for repairs and necessaries done or supplied

by the master's order, where the mortgagor has been treated

as owner. If, however, there has be^ no such dealing

[ * 136 ] with * the mortgagor in the character of owner, but the

credit has been given to the person who may be owner,

it is a point still remaining open for discussion, whether the

liability will attach to the beneficial, or to the legal owner. The

principle of the decision in Trewhella v. Rowe (d), was, that a

vendee of a ship, whatever equitable title might exist in him, was

not liable for supplies furnished before the legal title was conveyed

to him, and registered in the manner prescribed by the registry

acts, and when he was unknown to the tradesman who supplied

the materials (e).^

(a) 7 Cowenh Rep. 697. Ring v. Franklin, 2 Hall 1 S. P.

(6) Baker v. Buckle, 7 J. B. Moore, 349.

(c) Twentyman v. Hart, 1 Stnrkie^s Rep. 366. {d) 11 EasVs Rep. 435.

(e) The same principle governed the decision in Harrington t;. Fr}', 2 Bing-
' See, hereon, Champlin v. Battler, 18 Johns. 169; Brooks v. Bondsey, 17
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There are analogous cases which throw light upon this subject.

Thus, in Young v. Brander (a), the legal title remained for a

month after the sale in the vendor upon the face of the register,

because the vendee had omitted to comply with the forms pre-

scribed by the registry acts. But it was held, .that he was not

liable during that interval for repairs ordered by the captain,

under the direction of the vendee, and who had no authority, ex-

press or implied, from the legal owner. The vendee ordered the

repairs in his own right, and there was no privity of interest be-

tween him and the legal owner, and the credit was actually given

to the vendee. So, again, the regular registered owner of a ship

was held not to be liable for supplies furnished by order of the

charterer, who had chartered the ship at a certain rent for a num-

ber of voyages. The owner had divested himself, in that case, of

all control and possession of the vessel during the ex-

istence of the charter party, and he had no right, under *it, [ *137 ]

to appoint the captain (&). The question in these cases

is, whether the owner, by reason of the charter-party, has divested

himself of the ownership pro hac vice, and whether there has been

any direct contract between the parties, varying the responsibility.

ham, 179; and by the English statutes of 4 George IV. c. 41, and of 6 George
IV. c. 110, on a transfer of a ship, or any interest therein, by mortgage or as-

signment, in trust, by way of HeeurUy for a debt, the entry in the book of
registry is so to state it, and the mortgagee or trustee shall not by reason
thereof be deemed owner, nor the mortgagor cease to be owner, except so far

as to render the security available. Under these statutes, the interest of the
mortgagor and mortgagee are more distinctly severed than they were before,

and a mortgagor does not cease to be owner. Irving «. Richardson, 2 Barnw.
& Adolph. 193. No act of bankruptcy, committed by the mortgagor after the
registry of the mortgage or assignment, to affect the security. This provis-

ion is continued in the consolidated registry statute of 3 and 4 William IV.
c. 55, sec. 42, 43.

(rt) 8 EasVs Rep. 10.

(A) Frazer v. Marsh, 13 Easfs Rep. 238. Registered ownership is prima
facie evidence of liability for the repairs of a ship, but it may be rebutted by,
showing that the credit was given elsewhere. Cox v. Reid, 1 Ryan <& Moody,

'

199.

Pick. 441, in which case Chief Justice Shaw said "We think it now too clear

to admit of a question, that a mortgagee of a vessel, not in the possession or

employment of the vessel, not having authorized supplies or repairs, and not
holding himself out to the world as an owner, as in the case of Tucker v.

Buffington, 15 Mass. 477, is not liable for the supplies or repairs furnished to

such vessel." It has however been held that il a mortgagee is registered as

absolute owner, and on the strength thereof credit is given for supplies, he is

liable, see Starr v. Knox. 2 Conn. 215; but see contra Duff v. Bayard. 4 Watts
&. S. (Pa.^ 240; Ring v. Franklin, 2 Hall, 1. See, further, Cutler" v. Thurlo, 20
Me. 213; McCartfer v. Huntington, 15 Johns. 298; Lord v. Ferguson, 9 N, H,
380.
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la Vallejo V. Wheeler (a), the court proceeded on the ground,

that the charterer was owner pro hac vice, inasmuch as he ap-

pointed the master. The subject -was much discussed in M'Intire

V. Broicn (6), and it was held, that where, by the terms of the

charter-party, the shipowner appoints the master and crew, and

retains the management and control of the vessel, the charter was

to be considered as a covenant to carry goods. But where the

whole management is given to the freighter, it is more properly a

hiring of the vessel for the voyage, and in such case the hirer is

to be deemed owner for the voyage. In Hallet v. The Columbian

Insurance Company (c), the owner of the vessel, by the charter-

party, let the whole vessel to the master, who was to victual and

man her at his own expense, and have the whole management and

control of her, and he was held to be the owner for the voyage;

and a similar decision was made in Taggard v. Loring [d). The

case of Fletcher v. Braddick (e), adopted the same principle

which had been laid down by Ch. J. Lee, in Parish v. Craivford (/)

;

and it was declared, that the ownership, in respect to all third

persons, remained with the original proprietor when the vessel

was supplied and repaired by the owner, and navigated by a

master and sailors provided and paid for by him. In

[
* 138 ] that case, the ship was chartered by the *commissioners

of the navy, who placed a commander in the navy on

board, and the master was to obey his orders; but, with regard to

third persons, it was still, notwithstanding that very important

fact, considered to be the ship of the owners, and they were held

answerable for damage done by the ship. This highly vexed

question, and so important in its consequences to the claim of

lien, and the responsibilities of ownership, depends on the inquiry,

whether the lender or hirer, under a charter-party, be the owner

of the ship for the voyage. It is a dry matter of fact question,

who, by the charter-party, has the possession, command, and

navigation of the ship. If the general owner retains the same,

and contracts to carry a cargo on freight for the voyage, the

charter-party is a mere affreightment sounding in covenant, and

(a) Co7vp Rep. 143.

(6) 1 Johns. Hep. 229.

(c) 8 Johns. Rep. 272.

(d) 16 Mass. Rep. 336.

(e) 5 Bos. & Pull. 182.

(/) Str. Rep. 1251.
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the freighter is not clctbed with the character or legal responsi-

bility of ownership. The general owner, in such a case, is entitled

to the freight, and may sne the consignee on the bills of lading

in the name of the master, or he may enforce his claim by detain-

ing the goods until payment, the law giving him a lien for freight.

But where the freighter hires the possession, command, and navi-

gation of the ship, for the voyage, he becomes the owner, and is

responsible for the conduct of the master and mariners; and the

general owner has no lien for the freight, because he has not the

carrier for the voyage. This is the principle declared and acted

upon in the greatly litigated and very ably discussed case of

Christie v. Lewis (a); and it is the principle declared by the Su-

preme Court of the "United States, in Marcardier v. The Chesa-

peake Insurance Company [b ), and Grade v. Palmer (c), and

followed generally by the courts of justice in this country (d).

It may be considered as the sound and settled law on the sub-

ject (e).*

{a) 2 Brod. & Bing. 410.

[b] 8 Crnnch's Rep. 39.

(c) 8 Wieat Hep. COo.

{d) Pitkin r. Brainerd, 5 Conn. Rep. 45L Clarkson r. Edes, 4 Cowen'i* Rep.

470. Reynolds c. Toppan, 15 3rai*s. Rep. 370. Emery r. Hersey, 4 Green-

leaf^s Rep. 407. Lander d. Clai'k, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 3.'55. Lord Tenterden,
in Colvin ti. Newberry. (5 BUglis Rep. (N. S.) 189. Tlie Schooner Volunteer
and cargo, 1 Sumner, 568, 5(J9. In the case of certain logs of mahogany, 2
SumnCr, 596, 597, ijt was decided, that where the owner of a chartered vessel

has a lien for freight, the consignee cannot, by a writ of replevin, Avithdraw
the cargo from the Jurisdiction of the admiralty court: and that the owner of

the vessel is presumed to be the owner for the voyage, unless the charter-

party contains clear evidence of an intention to make the charterer owner for

the voyage; and that the owner has a lien on the cargo for the amount due
by the charter-party, unless by the terms of the instrument, delivery of the
cargo is to precede payment of the freight, and the owner is divested of the
possession of the goods, without the right to claim immediate pav'ment; that

a stipulation that the freight is to be paid in five days after the return and
discharge of the vessel, is not a contract to give credit so as to displace the
lien; and that the stipulation to discharge the cargo, is simply to unlade,
and not to deliver it.

{e) In Massachusetts, the charterer of a vessel is declared to be the owner,
in respect to responsibility for embezzlements by the crew, in case he navi-

gates the vessel at his own expense. Revised Stahdcs of 1835, part 1, ch. 32,

sec 3. ,

* See, further. Webl>3?;. Pierce, 1 Curtis C. C. 104; Thompson ti Hamilton,
12 Pick. 425; Sproat v. Donnell, 26 Me. 185; Swanton v. Reed. 35 Me. 176;
Taggard v. Loring, 16 Mass. 336. The court pays more attention to the in-

tent of the parties as manifested by the agreement than to special clauses
and the use of technical terms. Palmer v. Gracie, 8 Wheat. 605. The con-
tract must be construed wholly, and due effect given to every clause. Mar-
quand v. Banner, 36 Eng. L. & Eq. 136.

12 VOL. irr. KENT. 177
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[ *139 ] *(3. ) Of the custom-house documents.

The United States have imitated the policy of England,

and other commercial nations (a), in conferring peculiar privi-

leges upon American built ships, and owned by our own citizens;

and I shall now examine the acts of Congress, so far as they go
to ascertain the title to American ships, and the mode of trans-

ferring that title. The object of the registry acts is to encourage

our own trade, navigation, and ship-building, by granting pecu-

liar or exclusive privileges of trade to the flag of the United

States, and by prohibiting the communication of those immuni-

ties to the shipping and mariners of other countries. These pro-

visions are well calculated to prevent the commission of fraud

upon individuals, as well as to advance the national policy. The
registry of all vessels at the custom-house, an-^ the memoran-
dums of the transfers, add great security to title, and bring the

existing state of our navigation and marine under the view of the

general government. By these regulations, the title can be ef-

fectually traced back to its origin (6).

(a) Mr. Prescott refers to a Spanish law, or pragmatic, as earlj^ as the year
1500, prohibiting all persons, whether natives or foreigners, from shipping
goods in foreign bottoms from a port where a Spanish ship could be obtained.
The object ot the law, like the English famous navigation act, was to ex-
clude foreigners from the carrying trade. Another pragmatic, of 1501, pro-
hibited the sale of vessels to foreigners. PrescoWs Ferdinand and Isabella,

vol. iii. 453.

(b) A historical view of the laws of England, with regard to .shipping and
navigation, is given, with admirable clearness, method, and accuracy, by
Mr. Beet-es, in his '"History of the Late of Shipping and Navigation.'" publish-
ed in 1792; and the policy of that system he considers to have been vindi-
cated and triumphantly sustained, in the increase of the English shipping,
the extension of their foreign navigation and trade, and the unrivalled
strength of their navy. The policy of the British .statutes was to create skil-

ful and hardy seamen, and to confine the privileges of English trade, as far

as was consistent with the extent of it, to British built shipping. But the
quantity of British built shipping was not at first adequate to carry on the
whole trade of the country, and it became a secondary object to confer privi-

leges on foreign built ships in British ownership. In proportion as British
built shipping increased, the privileges conferred on foreign built ships in
British ownership were from time to time restricted. The English naviga-
tion laws, prior to the fiimous navigation act of the republican Parliament
of 1651, and adopted by the statute of 12 Charles II. c. 18, were crude and
undigested. They commenced with the statute of 5 Richard II.. and in the

; earlier acts, the preference of English ships and mariners, in English im-
ports and exports, was given in simple and absolute terms, and they kept
improving in accuracy of description and justness of policy down to the time
of the registry acts. The navigation act of Charles II. described what were
English built and English owned ships, and in what cases a foreign built
ship, owned by an English subject, should have the privileges of an English
ship. The act did not require any foreign ships to be registered; but a for-

eign built ship, unless registered, was to be treated as an alien ship,though
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The acts of Congress of 31st December, 1792, and 18th Feb-

ruary, 1793, constitute the basis of the regulations in

this *country for the foreign and coasting trade, and for [ * 141 ]

the fisheries of the United States; and they correspond

very closely with the provisions of the British statutes in the

reign of George III.

owned by a British subject. The statute of 26 George III. c. 60, was framed
by tlie elder Lord Liverpool, and it gave rise to the treatise of Mr. Keeve,
who dedicated his work to that distinguished nobleman. The navigation
act of Charles IL only required ships to be the properfij of British subjects;

but in the progress of the system, the qualification of being Briti.sh buUt was
added. The one encouraged British seamen and merchants, but the other
encouraged also British ship-building. The statute of 26 George III. de-
clared that the time had come, when tlie policy of employing British built
shipping exclusively in the commerce of that country, ought to be carried to

the utmost extent, and it accordingly enacted, that no foreign built ship, ex-
cept prizes, nor any ship built upon a foi'eign bottom, although British

owned, should be any longer entitled to any of the privileges or advantages
of a British built ship, or of a ship owned by British subjects. This statute
likewise introduced into the European trade the necessity of a register,

which had been introduced into the plantation trade by the statutfe of 7 and
8 William III. c. 22. The general principle established by the act of 26
George III.- was, that all British ships, with some few exceptions, should be
registered, and a certificate of the registry obtained, in the port to Avhich the
ship belonged. All ships entitled and required to be registered, were made
subject to forfeiture f<)r attempting to proceed to .sea without a British reg-
ister. All ships not entitled to the privileges of British built or British
owned ships, and all ships not registered, although owned by British sub-
jects, were to be deemed alien ships, and liable to the same penalties and
forfeitures as alien .ships. British subjects might still employ foreign ships
in neutral trade, subject only to the alien duties. The statute further re-

quired, that upon every alteration of the property, an endorsement was to

be made upon the registry, and a memorandum thereof entered at the cus-
tom-house; and that upon every transfer, in whole or in part, the certificate

of the registry was to be set out in the bill of sale. The statute of M
George III. c. 68, was an enlargement of the statute 26 George III., and it

contained sevei'al provisions for granting new certificates upon a transfer of
property, and it regulated those cases only in which a title to a certificate

had been given, and a certificate was required to be obtained, and it re^

quired all registered vessels to be navigated by a Briti.sh master, and a crew
of whom three-fourths were British. The existing British regulations re-

specting the regi.stration and enrolment of ships, are embodied in the act of
3 and 4 William IV. c. 55.

The navigation laws of Great Britain now form a permanent and regular
code, and they were involved in a labyrinth of statutes, and not easily ren-
dered simple and intelligible to practical men, until the statutes of 4 George
IV. c. 44, 6 George IV. c. 109, 110, 7 George IV. c. 48, and 3 and 4 William
ly. c. 54, 55, successively displacing each other, reduced all the former pro-
visions, with alterations and improvements, into one consolidated sy.?tem.
The registry acts have peculiar simplicity and legal precision for statute pro-
ductions of that kind, and they are regarded by English statesmen and law-
yers as highly honourable to the talents, experience, and vigilance of Lord
Liverpool, who established on solid foundations the naval poAver and com-
mercial superiority of his country. The code of laws constituting the navi-
gation system of England, may be considered as.embodied in the statutes of
3 and 4 William IV., and which are said to owe much of the merit of their
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No vessel is to be deemed a vessel of the United Statps, or

entitled to the privileges of one, unless registered, and wholly

owned and commanded by a citizen of the United States. The

.American owner, in whole or in part, ceases to retain

[* 142] *his privileges as such owner, if he usually resides in

a foreign country, during the continuance of such resi-

dence, unless he be a consul, or an agent for, and a partner in

some American house, carrying on trade within the United

States (a).' The register is to be made by the collector of the

port to which such ship shall belong, or in which it shall be, and

founded on the oath of one of the owners, stating the time and

place where she was built, or that she was captured in war by a

citizen, as prize, and lawfully condemned, or forfeited, for a

breach of the laws of the States; and stating the owners and

master, and that they are citizens, and that no subject of a foreign

power was, directly or indirectly, by way of trust, or otherwise,

interested therein. The master is, likewise, in certain cases, to

make oath touching his own citizenship (6). Previous to the re-

gistry, a certificate of survey is to be produced, and security

given, that the certificate of such registry shall be solely used for

the ship, and shall not be sold, lent, or otherwise disposed of. If

the vessel, or any interest therein, be sold to any foreigner, and

the vessel be within the United States the certificate of the re-

gistry shall, within seven days after the sale, be delivered up to

the collector of the district, in order to be cancelled; and if the

sale be made when the vessel is abroad, or at sea, the certificate

is to be delivered up within eight days after the master's arrival

compilation to the industry and talents of Mr. Hume, of the board of trade.
As the code previously existed, it was well digested, not only in the history
of Mr. Reeves, to which I have alluded, hut by Lord Tvnterdcn, in his ac-

curate and authoritative ^^ Treatise of the Law relative to 3rcrchant Ships and
Seamen;^' and still more extensively, and very ably, in HolVs '"System of the

Shipping and Navigation Laws of Great Britain." That work contains ail the
laws on the subject, brought down to the year 1820. His introductory essay
is a clear, but brief synopsis of the history and policy of the navigation sys-

tem. In the sixth and seventh chapters of the first volume of Mr. Chitifs
ample ^'Treatise on the Laws of Commerce and Manufactures, and Contracts re-

lating thereto," we have also a condensed digest of the same code of naviga-
tion laws.

(a) Act of Congress, 31 December, 1792, sec. 1, 2.

(h) Ilnd. sec. 3, 4, 11.
^ The owner of the legal interest only is entitled to a register, unless the

equitable interest belongs to a foreigner. Weston v. Penniman. 1 Mason,
306. The master must be a citizen. Act of 1792, ch. 45, | 1. But if a native
citizen may reside abroad. United States v. Gillies, Pet. C. C. 159.
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vrithin the United States (a)f and if the transfer of a registered

vessel be made to a foreigner in a foreign port, for the purpose

of evading the revenue laws of the foreign country, it works a

forfeiture of the vessel, unless the transfer be made known within

eight days after the return of the vessel to a port in the United

States, by a delivery of the certificate of registry to the collector

of the port (&). So, if a registered ship be sold, in whole

or in part, * while abroad, to a citizen of the United [
* 143 ]

States, the vessel, on her first arrival in the United States

thereafter, shall be entitled to all the privileges of a ship of the

United States^ provided a new certificate of registry be obtained

within three days after the master makes his final report upon

her first arrival (c). If the vessel be built within the United

States, the ship-carpenter's certificate is requisite to obtain the

register; and when the ship is duly registered, the collector of

the port shall grant an abstract, or certificate of such registry (d).

There are several minute regulations respecting the change of the

certificate, and the granting of a new register, which need not

here be detailed (e); but when a vessel, duly registered, shall be

sold or transferred, in whole or in part, to a citizen of the United

States, or shall be altered in form or burthen, she must be reg-

istered anew, and her former certificate of registry delivered up,

otherwise she will cease to be deemed a vessel of the United

States, or entitled to any of the privileges of one. In every case

of sale or transfer, there must be some instrument of writing, in

the nature of a bill of sale, which shall recite at length the certi-

ficate of registry, and without it the vessel is incapable of being

registered anew (g).^ Upon every change of master, the owner

must report such change to the collector, and have a memoran-

(a) Act of Congress, 31st December, 1792, sec. 6, 7.

(6) Ibid. sec. 7, Hi. The JIarjiaret, 9 Wheat. 421.

(e) Act of the Uniled States, March 2d, 180:5, .sec. 3.

(rf) Late of the United States, 31st December, 1792, sec. 9.

(e) Ihid. sec. 12, 1 3.

{g) Law of the United States, 31st December, 1792, sec. 14.
® In case of a sale in part, if it is shown by any owner of a part not

sold that he was ignorant of the sale, his share is not subject to forfeiture.

1 U. S. Stats, at Large, 288.

"A mere roal transfer for valuable consideration gives the transferee, al-

though in possession, no right to a new register. But it does not prevent the
property from vesting in him. That the registry acts have not in any way
changed the common law as to the maimer of transferring this kind of
property, see Weston v. Penniman, 1 Mason, 317; Leonard v. Huntington,
15 Johns. 298. Badger v. Bank of Cumberland, 26 Me. 428.
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dum of such change endorsed upon the certificate of registry;

and if any ship so registered be sold, in whole or in part, by way
of trust, or otherwise, to a foreigner, and the sale be not made
known as above directed, the whole, or at least the share owned
by the citizen who sells, becomes forfeited (a).

Vessels enrolled and licensed, or licensed only, if

[
* 144 ] under *twenty tons, are entitled to the privileges of

vessels employed in the coasting trade or fisheries (6),

Vessels, to be enrolled, must possess the same qualifications; and
the same requisites, in all respects, must be complied with, as

are made necessary for the registry of ships and vessels; and the

same duties are required in relation to such enrolments; and the

ships enrolled, with the master and owner, are subject to the

same regulations as are in those respects provided for registered

vessels (c). Any vessel may be enrolled and licensed, that may
be registered, upon the registry being given up; and any vessel

that may be enrolled may be registered, upon the enrolment

and license being given up (d). In order to obtain a license for

carrying on the coasting trade, or fisheries, the owner, or ship's

husband, and master, must give security to the United States,

that the vessel be not employed in any trade whereby the revenue

of the United States may be defrauded ; and the master must
make oath that he is a citizen, and that the license shall not be

used for any other vessel, or any other employment; and if the

vessel be less than twenty tons burthen, that she is wholly the prop-

erty of a citizen of the United States. The collector of the dis-

trict thereupon grants a license for carrying on the coasting trade,

or fishery (e). Vessels engaged in such a trade or business,

without being enrolled and licensed, or licensed only, as the case

may be, shall pay alien duties, if in ballast, or laden with goods
the gi'owth or manufacture of the United States, and shall be for-

feited if laden with any articles of foreign growth or manufacture,or
distilled spirits (g). If any vessel enrolled or licensed, proceed on

a foreign voyage, without first surrendering up her en-

[ * 145] rolment and license, and being duly registered, * she

(rt)- Ihid. sec. 15. 16.

{b) Act of Congress, February 18th, 1793, sec. 1.

(c) Ibid. sec. 2.

(d) Ibid. sec. 3.

(e) Act of Congress, February 18th, 1793, sec. 4.

{g) Ibid. sec. 6.
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shall, with her cargo imported into the United States, be subject

to forfeiture (a). The other general provisions relative to the

riofhts and duties appertairing to the coasting trade and the

fisheries, need not here be enumerated, as my object is to con-

sider the subject merely in reference to the documentary title to

American vessels.

It is further provided, by the act of March 2, 1797, that when-

ever any vessel is transferred by j^rocess of Imv, and the register,

certificate of enrolment, or license, is retained by the former

owner, a new one may be obtained upon the usual terms, with-

out the return of the outstanding paper. Yeesels captured and

condemned by a foreign power are to be considered as foreign

vessels, and not entitled to a new register, even though they

should afterwards become American property, unless the former

owner regain his title, by purchase or otherwise (b). Every

registered or unregistered vessel, owned by a citizen of the United

States, and going to a foreign country, and, if an unregistered

vessel, sailing with a sea-letter, is entitled to a passport, to be

furnished by the collector of the district (c). But no sea-letter,

certifying any vessel to be the property of a citizen of the United

States, can be issued, except to ships duly registered, or enrolled

and licensed, or to vessels wholly owned by citizens of the United

States, and furnished with, or entitled to sea letters, or other

custom-house documents (d).'"

The English registry acts of 26 Geo. IH., and 34 Geo. III. c.

68, required the certificate of the registry to be truly recited at

length in every bill of sale of a British ship to a British subject;

otherwise such a bill of sale was declared to be utterly null and

void to all intents and purposes; and this was held to be neces-

sary, even though the ship was at sea at the time, and

the vendee took * the grand bill of sale, and possession [
* 146 ]

of the ship, immediately on her arrival in port («). The

(a) Ibid. sec. 6. (b) Act of Congrcs.^, June 27, 1797.

(c) Acts of Congress, June L 1796, and March 2, 1803.

(d) Act of Conffresx, March 26, 1810.

{e^ Kolleston r. Hibbert, .3 Tirm Rep. 406.
i«By Act of 1850, c. 27 (9 U. S. Stat, at Large 440), "No bill of sale,

mortgage, hypothecation or conveyance, of any vessel, or part of any vt-ssel

ofthe United States, shall be valid against any person other than the grantor
or mortgagor, his heirs and devisees, and persons having actual notice thereof,

unless such bill of sale, mortgage, hypothecation or conveyance be recorded
in the office of the collector of the customs where such vessel is registered or
enrolled.
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laws of the IJDited States do not go to that rigorous extent; and
the only consequence ot a transfer, without a writing containing

a recital at length of the certificate of registry, is. that the vessel

cannot be registered anew, and she loses her privileges as an

American vessel, and becomes subject to the disabilities incident

to vessels not registered, enrolled, or licensed, as the statute pre-

scribes. But where an American registered vessel was in part

sold, by parol, while at sea, to an American citizen, and again re-

sold, by parol, to her original owner, on her return into port, and

before entry, that transaction was held not to deprive the vessel

of her American privileges, or subject her to foreign duties, for,

in that case, no new register was requisite. It would have been,-

except in date, a duplicate of the old one, and perfectly use-

less (a).''

If a ship be owned by American citizens, and be not docu-

mented according to the provisions of the registry acts, it is not

liable to any forfeitures or disabilities which are not specially

prescribed. The want of a register is not a ground of forfeiture,

but the cause only of loss of American privileges (b). Every

vessel, wherever built, and owned by an American citizen, is en-

titled to a custom-house document for protection, termed a pass-

port, under the act of June 1, 1796; for it applies to "every ship

or vessel of the United States, going to any foreign country." As

our registry acts do not declare void the sale or transfer, and

every contractor agreement for transfer of property in any ship,

without an instrument in writing, reciting at large the certificate

of registry; and as they have not prescribed any precise form of

endorsement on the certificate of registry, and rendered

[
* 147 ] it indispensable in every * sale, as was the case under

the British statutes of 26 Geo. III. c. 60, and 34 Geo.

III. c. 68, we are happily relieved from many embarrassing ques-

tions which have arisen in the English courts relative to the sale

and mortgage of ships.

There has been great difficulty, and some alternation of opinion,

in the English courts, in the endeavour to reconcile the strict and

(n) The United States v. Willings and Francis, 4 Ch-anch\<i Bep. 48.

(b) Hatch V. Smith. .5 Mass. Rep. 42. Philips v. Ledley, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep.

226. Willing v. United States, ibid. 125. The register is the only docu-
ment which need be on board in time of peace, in compliance Avith a war-
ranty of national character. Catlett i'. Pacitic Ins. Co., 1 Payne, 594.
" And see note 9, ante.
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positive provisions of the statute with the principles of equity,

and the good faith and intention of the contracting parties (a).

It has even been a question of much discussion, whether the

statutes of 26 and 34 Geo. III. had not destroyed the common
law right of conveying a ship, by way of mortgage, like other

personal property; and whether the mortgagee had not a com-

plete title, beyond the power of redemption, after the transfer of

the legal title, according to the prescribed form of the

endorsement on the certificate of registry. * The Ian- [ * 148 ]

guage, in many of the cases (6), was in favour of the

conclusion, that there could be no equitable ownership of a ship

distinct from the legal title, and that upon a transfer under the

forms of the registry acts, the ship becomes the absolute property

of the intended mortgagee, and that the terms and the policy of

the registry acts were incompatible with the existence of any

equity of redemption. But these opinions, or dicta, have been

met by a series of adjudications, which assume the law to be

otherwise, and that the registry acts related only to transactions

between vendor and vendee, and to cases of real ownership; and

that an equitable interest in a ship might exist by operation of

law, and by the contract of the parties, distinct from the legal

(«) The cases of Rolleston i>. Hibbert, 3 Term Rep. 406. Camden v. Ander-
son, 5 ihid. 709. Westerdell v. Dale, 7 ibid. 306. Moss v. Charnock, 2 East's

Rep. 399. Heath v. Hubbard. 4 EnsVsRep. 110. Moss v. Mills, 6 ibid. 144.

Hayton r. Jackson, 8 ibid. 511. Hibbert v. KoUestou, 3 Bro. Rep. 571, and
the opinions of Wood. B. and Heath, J., in Hubbard r. Johnstone, 3 Taunt.

Rep. 177, and of Lord Eldon, in Ex parte Yallop. 15 Veset/s Rep. 60. and
Ex parte Houghton, 17 Vesey''H Rep. 251, and of Sir William Grant, in 11

Ve.'iey^s Rep. 642, may be selected as samples of the strictness with which the
statutes are construed, and of the defeat of bona fide transfers of vessels, by
failure to comply with the literal terms of the statutes. The cases of Rolles-

ton V. Smith, 4 Term Rep. 161, Capadose ?;. Codner, 1 Bos. & Pull. 483, Ratch-
ford V. Meadows, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 69, Bloxham v. Hubbard, 5 EasVs Rep.

407, Kernson v. Cole, 8 Easfs Rep. 231, Robinson v. Macdonnell, 5 Mnule &
Selw. 228, Curtis v. Perry, 6 Vesry^s Rep. 739, Mestaer v. Gillespie, 11 Vesey''s

Rep. 621, 637, may be selected, on the other hand, as containing evidence of
the influence of equity upon the severity of those provisions. But the new
British registry act. of 6 Geo. IV. c. 110, sec. 31, and, again, the further
amended and substituted statute of 3 & 4 William IV. c. 55, mitigated the
strictness ot the former provision. It required the bill of sale, or other in-

struAent of writing of the sale of a ship after registry', to contain a recital of
the certificate of registry, or the principal contents thereof, to render the
transfer valid ; but with a proviso, that no bill of sale should be deemed
void by reason of any error in such recital, or by the recital of any former
certificate of registry, instead of the existing certificate.

(6) Lord Eldon scattered ambiquas voces to that effect in Curtis v. Perrv, 6
Vesey's Rep. 739. Campbell v. Stein, 6 DoicKs P. C. 116. Ex parte Yallop,
15 Vesey''s Rep. 60. Ex parte Houghton, 17 Vesey's Rep. 251. Dixon v.

Ewart, 3 Jlerivale^s Rep. 333.
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estate; and that notwithstanding the positive and absolute terms

of the endorsement upon the certificate of register, a mortgage

of a ship is good and valid, according to the law as it existed be-

fore the registry acts, provided the requisites of the statutes be

complied with (a). The opinion of Sir Thomas Plumer in

Thompson v. Smith (b), contained a very clear and masterly vin-

dication of the validity of the moi-tgage of a ship consistently

with the preservation of the forms of the registry acts. He efiFec-

txially put to flight the alarming proposition, that since the reg-

istry acts there could be no valid mortgage of a ship; and he in-

sisted, that the defeasance annexed to the bill of sale ought to be

fully endorsed as part of the instrument on the certificate of reg-

istry, if the ship be mortgaged in port; or, if mortgaged while at

sea, a copy of the whole transmitted to the custom -hoiase;

[
* 149 ] and that though the defeasance should not be noticed * in

any of the forms adhered to at the office of the customs,

and the instrument should be registered as an absolute bill of

sale, the mortgagor's right of redemption would not suffer by the

omission. But as no such questions can possibly arise under the

registry acts of Congress, these discussions in the English courts

are noticed only as a curious branch of the history of the English

jurisprudence on this subject (c).

The registry is not a document required by the law of nations

as expressive of a ship's national character (d). The registry

(a) Mair v. Glennie, 4 Maule & Selic. 240. Robinson v. Macdonnell, 5 ibid.

228. Hay v. Fairbairn, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 193. Monkhouse v. Hay, 2 Brod. <&

Bing. 114.

(i) 1 Madd. Ch. Rep. 395.

(c) In J82:5, Mr. TroUopc published, at London, a distinct treatise, for the
very purpose of vindicating the validity of mort<rages of ships. It was en-

titled A Treatise on the Mortgage of Shijys, as affected bij the Registry Acts; and it

contains a view of all the discussions on the question. The same doctrine is

maintained in Mr. Patches late Practical Treatise on the Law of Mortgages, p,

34. Mr. Holt, in a note to his Reports of Cases at Nisi Prius, vol. i. 603, fell

into the current error, that upon a contract of mortgage, in respect to a Bri-

tish registered .ship, there was no equity of redemption, and that the ship
became absolutely the property of the mortgagee, without any relief to be af-

forded at law, or in equity; but subsequently, in his elalwrate treatise on
shipping, he adopts the doctrine in Thompson y. Smith, as being in»con-

formity with tlie letter and spirit of the registry acts. Holt on Shipping, vol.

i. 306—312. The statute of 6 George IV. c. 110, removed the difficulties

which attended the doctrine of mortgages under the former statutes, by de-

claring that the transfer of ships by way of mortgage, or by assignment in

trust for payment of debts, duly registered, shall be valid, and pass the in-

terest according to the purposes of the transfer. The act of 3 and 4 William
IV. c. 55, which was a substitute for the former, has a similar provision.

{d) he Cheminant v. Pearson, 4 Taunt. Rep. 367.
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acts are to be considered as forms of local or municipal institu-

tion, for purposes of public policy. They are imperative only

upon the voluntary transfer of parties, and do not apply^o trans-

fers by act or operation of law (a). They are said to be peculiar

to England, and to the United States, whose maritime and navi-

gation system is formed upon the model of that of Great

Britain. But by various French ordinances, * between [ * 150 ]

1681 and the era of the new code, it was requisite that

all vessels, in order to be entitled to the privileges of French

vessels, should be built in France, under some necessary excep-

tions, and should be owned exclusively by Frenchmen, and for-

eigners were prohibited from navigating under the French flag;

and a Frenchman forfeited his privileges as such owner, by mar-

rying a foreign wife, or residing abroad, unless in connection with

a French house (6). The register is not of itself, evidence of

property, unless it be confirmed by some auxiliary circumstance

to show that it was made by the authority or assent of the person

named in it, and who is sought to be charged as owner. Without

proof to connect the party with the register as being his direct

or adopted act, the register has been held not to be even prima

facie evidence to charge a person as owner; and even then it is

not conclusive evidence of ownership (c). The cases of The

Mohaivk Insurance Company v. Eckford, decided in the New York

court of common pleas in 1828, and of Ring v. Franklin, in the

superior court of that city in 1829 (d), went upon the same

ground, that the register, standing in the name of a person, did

not determine the ownership of the vessel, though it might, per-

haps, be presumptive evidence, in the first instance. An equitable

title in one person might legally exist, consistently with the docu-

mentary title at the custom-house in another [e).

(a) 6 Vesefs Rep. 739. 15 ibid. 68. Bloxham v. Hubbard; 5 EasVs Rep.
407.

(6) Pardessus, Coiirs de Droit Com. torn. iii. 11, 12. Boulay Paty, torn. i.

257—260.
(c) Tinkler v. Walpnle, 14 Easfs Rep. 226. M'lvers v. Humble, 16 Hid.

169. Fraser v. Hopkins, 2 Taunt. Rep. 5. Sharp v. United Insurance Com-
pany, 14 Johm. Rep. 201. Colson v. Bonzey, 6 Greenleaf, 474. Bas v. Steele,

3 Wash. Cii'. Rep. 381. The interest that appears upon the registry is held
to e.stop the owner from setting up a claim to any other interest; but if he
deals as owner of a larger sliare, he is liable to others in that proportion.
This is the English rule upon the policy of the registry acts. Ex parte Yallop,
15 Vesey, 60.

{d) 2 HaWs Rep. 1.

(ej By the French law, a verbal sale of a ship may do as between the par-
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[ * 151 ] * (4. ) Of part owners.

The several part owners of a ship are not partners but

teaants tn common (a)/^ Each has his distinct, though undi-

vided interest; and when one of them is appointed to manage the

concerns of the ship for the common benefit, he is termed the

ship's husband. Valin strongly recommends the utility of these

associations of part owners, in the business of navigation and

maritime enterprises, in order to unite the wisdom of joint coun-

sels, as well as to divide the risks and losses incident to a very

extended maritime commerce, which is exposed to so many haz-

ards and revolutions: tua omnia uni nunquam navi credito (b).

The marine law of England, respecting part owners of vessels,

is distinguished for the wisdom and equity of its provisions, and

it has an undoubted pre -eminence over the common law doctrine

concerning a tenancy in common ia chattels. If there be no cer-

tain agreement among themselves, respecting the employment of

the ship, the court of admiralty, under its long established and

salutary jurisdiction, authorizes a majority in value of the part

owners, to employ the ship upon any probable adventure, and,

at the same time, takes care to secure the interest of the dis-

senting minority. The admiralty practice is dictated by the
•

ties, but not as respects the claims of third persons. It has been, at all

times, the policy of their law, to require the written evidence of a sale.

Formerly, every sale was required to be attested before a notary, but now
a private instrument is sufficient. But the law of France places very material

checks upon the transfer of .ships; for. in order to bar the rights and claims

of third persons, it is requisite that the vessel make one voyage at sea at the

risk of the purchaser, and without oppo.sition from the creditors of the ven-
dor; otherwise their claims are preferred to the title of the purchaser. If

the vessel be sold \Nhile on a voyage, that voyage is not computed, and it

requires a new voyage subsequent to such sale, to bar the rights of privileged

creditors. This privilege, under the French ordinance of 1681, applied to

creditors of every description existing at the time of the .sale; but under the

new code of commerce, it would rather seem to be confined to the specified

class of privileged creditors. Ord. b. 2, tit. 10. Des Navires, art. 2, 3, and
Valin'8 Com. ibid. tom. i. 602. Code de Coin. art. 193, 194, 196. Bottlay Paly,

Cours de Droit Com. tom. i. 168, 170.

(a) Ex parte Young, 2 Fe.s. & Bea. 242. 2 Rose. 78. note. Ex parte Hari-
son, 2 Rose''8 Cases in Bankrnplcy, 76. Ex parte Gibson, 1 Montagu on Partner-

ship. 102, note. Nicol v. Mumford, 4 John,t. Ch. Rep. 526. See, also, supra,

p. 39, 40.

(b) Valines Com. tom. i. 584.
'^ A ship or part thereof may constitute part of the stock or capital of a

co-partnership, and will then be governed by the law of partnership. French
V. Price, 24 Pick. 13; Nicoll v. Mumford, 20 Johns. 611; Phillips v. Purring-

ton, 15 Me. 425. There may te a partnership as well as a co-tenancy in a
vessel. See opinion of Chief Justice Mellen, Harding v. Foxcroft, 6 Greenl.

76.
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plaia *reason tliat "ships were made to plougli the [*152]
ocean, and not to rot by the wall " (a).^^ Ownership in

a ship is, ordinarily, not like the case of joint concern, or part-

nership; nor does the English law, like some of the ordinances

of other countries, give power to the majority in value to control,

in their discretion, the whole concern. The court of admiralty

takes a stipulation from the majority, in a sum equal to the value

of the shares of the minority, either to bring back and restore the

ship, or pay the minority the value of their shares. In that case,

the ship sails wholly at the charge and risk, and for the benefit

of the majority. This security the minority obtain upon a. war-

rant issued upon their application to arrest the ship. This is the

only safe proceeding to the minority; for if the ship be sent to

sea by the majority without this security, and she be lost

without any tortious act in the majority, the minority have

no remedy in law or equity. If the minority have possession of

the ship, and refuse to employ her, the majority, on a similar

warrant, may obtain possession, and send the ship to sea, on giv-

ing the like security. The jurisdiction of the admiralty extends

to the taking a vessel from a wrong doer, and delivering her over

to the rightful owner; and this is a most useful pad; of the juris-

diction of the court, and one recognized in the courts of law (6).

The court of chancery exercises the sort of equitable jurisdiction

in cases where the admiralty cannot, as where the shares are not

ascertained (c)."

If the part owners be equally divided in opinion in respect

(n) In the same way the fir free, though originally rooted in the mountain
soil, was, according to the beautiful prosopopoeia of the poet, destined to wit-
ness the perils of the deep

—

casus abies visum marinos.

(b) Graves?;. Sawcer, T. Enym. Rep. 15. Strellv v. "Winson, 1 Vern. Rep.
297. Anon. 2 Ch. Cas. 36. Ouston v. Hebden, 1 Wils. Rep. 101. Abbott on
Shipping, part 1, c. 3. The Sisters, 4 Rob. 275. The New Draper, ibid. 287.
The Experiment, 2 Dodson, 38. The Margaret, 2 Hag. Adm. Rep. 276, 277.
In the matter of Blanshard, 2 Barnw. d- Cfess. 244. In Willings v. Blight, 2
Peters' Adm. Rep. 288, the general jurisdiction of the admiralty, as stated,
seemed to have bf;en assumed. See, also. The Apollo, 1 Hag. Adm. Rep. 306.

(c) Hally V. Goodson, 2 3Tenvale's Rep. 77.
^^ As a general rule the majority may manage and direct the employment

of the vessel at their discretion. Steamboat Orleans t'. Phcebus, 11 Pet. 175;
Loring r. Illsley, 1 Calef, 24. Yet the court will interfere and prevent in-

jury. Buddingtoxi v. Stewart, 14 Conn. 404; Steamboat Orleans?). Phoebus.
ubi supra.

'* Mr. Justice Story in Steamboat Orleans r. Phoebus, 11 Pet. 175, says,
" The minority of the owners may employ the ship in like manner, if the
majority decline to employ her at all."
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[ *153 ] *to the employment of the ship, either party may ob-

tain the like security from the other seeking to employ

her (a). It is said, that the court of admiralty has no juris-

diction to compel an obstinate part owner to sell his share (6);

and yet is was considered, in the district court of Pennsylvania,

as still an unsettled point, whether the court might not compel

a sale of the shares of the minority who unreasonably refused to

act (c).'^ If a part owner sells, he can only sell his undivided

right. The interest of part owners is so far distinct, that one of

them cannot dispose of the share of another; and this may be

considered as a settled principle (d).^'^ The language in the

court of errors of New York, in the case which has been already

mentioned, does not lead to an opposite conclusion (e). That

(rt) Abbott on Shipping, ub. sup. sec. 6.

{b) Ouston V. Hebden, 1 Wils. 101. In the case ofThe Apollo, 1 Hofj. 306,
Lord Stowell vindicated the legality of the initiatory measure of arresting

a ship, on the application of a part owner, who dissents from her intended
employment, and compelling security for the safe return of the vessel, or

for the estimated value of his share. And while he was extremely cautious
ofenlarging his jurisdiction on this subject, he decreed immediate payment
of the entire amount of the stipulated sum, upon the loss of the ship. The
jurisdiction of the admiralty in case of part owners, having unequal inter-

ests and .shares, never has been applied to direct a sale, upon any dispute be-

tween them as to the navigation of the ship engaged in maritime voyages.
The majority ofthe owners have a right to employ the ship on giving the re-

quisite .stipulation in favour of the rainorit3% if they require it. So the mi-
nority may employ the ship in like manner, if the majority decline to em-
ploy her. Steambf)at Orleans v. Phoebus, 11 Peters, 175.

(c) Willingsr. Blight, ub. sup. A sale was decreed upon the petition of
one part owner of a vessel against another, in the district court of South
CaroUna. Skrine r. The Sloop Hope, Bees^ Adm. Rep. 2. The remedy for

the dissenting owners, in Scotland, is to compel a sale, or that the other
owners shall give or take at a price put. Mr. Bell intiniate.s, that the Eng-
lish meth(xl is less harsh and perilous. BelCs Commentaries on the Laics of
Scotland, vol. i. 503.

(d) It was so declared by Mr. Abbott , in his elementary work on Shipping,

p. 4; and Lord Ch. J. Dallas observed, in 8 Taunt. Rep. 774, that one part
owner of a sliip could not bind the rest, as in partnership cases.

(e) See ante, p. 40. The ordinance of Rotterdam, of 1721. gave the owners
of above half the ship the power to sell the same for the general account, as
well as to freight her and outfit h§r at the common expense, and against the
consent of the minority. (Art. 171, 172. 2 Magens on Insurance, 108.) On
the other hand, the French ordinance of 1681, prohibited one part owner of
a ship from forcing his companions to a sale, except in case of equality of

'^ See 18 American Jurist, 4H6. where Mr. Justice "Washington, following
the authority of the French Ordonnance de la Marine, ?^ 5, 6. held, that a
sale could be decreed. See, also. The Vincennes, U. S. D. C. Maine, 1851.

'* Lamb V. Durant, 12 Mas.s. 54, where Chief Justice Parker says, ''With
respect to the authority of R. L. to sell his partner's interest, it cannot re-

sult merely from his being a part owner of the vessel; for part owners are
only tenants in common, and one of them cannot, by his .sole act, transfer

the property of another, unless under circumstances which furnish a pre-

sumption of an assent by him who does not join in the conveyance."
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* case ouly admitted, that a ship might be held, not [* 154 ]

only by part owners as tenants in common, but in part-

nership, by partners, as any other chattel. And though a part

owner can sell ouly his share, yet one partner can dispose of the

entire subject; and the case of vessels does not form an excep-

tion, when they are owned by a partnership, in the commercial

sense, and so it has frequently been held (a).

The cases recognize the clear and settled distinction between

part owners and partners. Part owership is .but a tenancy in

common, and a person who has only a part interest in a ship, is

genera'lly a part owner, and not a joint tenant or partner." As

part owner he has only a disposing power over his own interest

in the ship, and he can convey no greater title. But there may be

a partnership, as well as a co-tenancy, in a vessel; and, in

that case, one part owner, in the character of * partner [ *155 J

may sell the whole vessel; and he has such an implied

authority over the whole partnership effects, as we have already

seen. The vendee, in a case free from fraud, will have an inde-

feasible title to the whole ship. When a person is to be con-

sidered as a part owner, or as a partner, in a ship, depends upon

circumstances. The former is the general relation between ship-

opinions npon the Undertaking of a voyage, and limited the powers of the
majority to matters strictly connected with the ordinary employment of the
vessel. Liv. 2, tit. 8. Des Prnprietairies, art. 6 Valiii, ibid. PnrdessuH,

7)ra(7 Com. torn. iii. 47. Valin vindicates this Interdiction as condncive to
the benetit of trade, though he admits it has its ineon venience.s, and that
such is the destiny of all human laws.

(rt) Wright V. Hunter, 1 East's Rep. 20. Lamb v. Durant, 12 Hfciss. Rrp.
54. In the case of Davis & Brooks v. The Brig Seneca, decided in the circuit

court of the United States for the district of Pennsylvania, in May, 1829,
on appeal from the district court, the part ownera were equally divided in
opinion as to the employment of the vessel. One party, having equal in-

terest, wished to employ her on his own terms, and by his own master, and
the other party claimed the same right, and neither would recede. The
district court decided that it had no power to award a sale of the vessel. 1 Gil-

pin, 10. The circuit court reversed that decision, and decreed a sale. Judge
Washington admitted that the English admiralty had no such jurisdiction,
but he went upon broader ground, and held that the court had jurisdiction
of all cases of a maritime nature, and was governed by the general maritime
law of nations, and was not confined to that of England. He considered
the oth and Gth articles of the marine ordinance of Louis XIV., (liv. 2, tit.

8, Dcs Proprietaircs.) and Valin's Commentary thereon, ',tom. i. 585,) to be
evidence of the marine law of nations, that the court could award a sale of
the ship when the partowners wereecjually divided, as in that case. The
articles in the ordinance were agreea])le to the Roman law. See the report
of the case in the American Jurist, for January, 1838, p. 486.

" Buddington v. Stewart, 14 Conn. 404; Buckley v. Barber, 1 Eng. L. &
Eq. 506; Jackson v. Robinson, 3 Mason, 138; French v. Price, 24 Pick. 13.
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owners, and the latter the exception, and requires to be specially

shown (a).'" But as the law presumes, that the common posses-

sors of a valuable chattel will and desire whatever is necessary

to the preservation and profitable employment of the common
property, part owners, on the spot, have an implied authority

from the absent part owners, to order for the common concern

whatever is necessary for the preservation and proper employ-

ment of the ship. They are analogous to partners, and liable as

such for necessary repairs and stores ordered by one of them-

selves; and this is the principle and limit of the liability of part

owners (&).'^

Whether part owners who render their companions liable for

supplies furnished, or repairs made upon a ship, are to have their

accounts taken, and the assets distributed, as if the ship was part-

nership property, or as if they had each a distinct separate inter-

est in the vessel as tenants in common, depends, as we have al-

ready seen, upon the fact, whether the ship was held by them, in

the particular case, as part owners or as partners. The law of

Holland considered it to be prejudicial to trade, to carry the re-

sponsibility of part owners to the extent of the English law; and

the rule there is, that each part owner shall be answerable in re-

lation to the ship no further than to fhe extent of his

[*156] share (c). The English and *Scotch law, as well as

(n) If part owners join in a particular adventure ou which the ship is sent,

they become partners in the adventure. Holderness v. Shackels, 8 Barnw. <£•

Cress. 612. Mumford v. Nicoll, 20 Johnson. 611. Supra, p. 40.

{b) Holt on Shipping, Int. p. 2.3, and vol. i. p. 367—369. Wright r. Hunter,
1 FmsVs. Rep. 20. Scottin v. Stanley, 1 DaUan' Rep. 129. The place where
the repairs are made, becomes a material circumstance; for if the repairs are
made at the port where the owners reside, they are usually considered to be
made upon the credit of the ownens, exclusively of the master. Farrel v.

M'Clea. 1 Dallas. .393. James v Bi.xby, 11 Mass. Rep. 34.

(c) Van Leeuwen's Com. on the Roman Dutch Law, b. 4, ch. 2, .sec. 9. Vinnius
not. in Com. Peckii, tit. De E.veere. 1.55. The latter says, it is neither agreeable
to natural equity, nor public utility, that each part owner should be bound

"* When a person is to be considered as a partner, and when a part owner,
in a ship, depends on circumstances. The latter is the general relation be-
tween shipowners, and the former the exception, and it is required to be
shown specially. See per Chief Justice Melleu in Harding v. Foxcroft, G
Greenl. 76, and see ca.ses in note 12 ante.

''' The general rule of law is, that each one is liable for the whole amount
of the repairs of the ship, or for necessaries actually .supplied bona fide.

Stewart v. Hall, 2 Dow. P. C. 29. Patterson v. Chambers. 7 B. Mon. o9.">:

Carlisle v. The Eudora, 5 La. Ann. 15. If, however, it is clearly shown that
special credit was given, and intended to be given, to one part owner per-

sonally, and that the rest were excluded, he alone will be liable. .Tames r.

Bixby, supra, note b. See, further, Stewart v. Hall, 2 Dow. 29; Thompson
V. Finden, 4 Car. & P. 158.
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our own, render part owners, in all cases, responsible in solido

as partners, for repairs and necessary expenses relating to the

ship, and incurred on the aiithority of the master, or ship's

husband (a). But where a ship has been duly abandoned to

separate insurers, they are not responsible for each other as part-

ners, but each one is answerable for the previous expenses of the

ship, ratably to the extent of his interest as an insurer, and no

further (6). By the French law, the majority in interest of the

owners control the rest, and in that way one part owner may
govern the management of the ship, in opposition to the wishes

of fifty other part owners, whose interests united are not equal

to his. This control relates to the equipment and employment

of the ship, and the minority must contribute; but they cannot be

compelled to contribute, against their will for the cargo laden on

board, though they will be entitled to their portion of the freight.

If the part owners be equally divided on the subject, the opinion

in favour of employing the ship prevails as being most favoura-

able to the interests of navigation. Many of the foreign jurists

contend, that even the opinion of the minority ought to prevail,

if it be in favour of employing the ship on some foreign voyage.

Emerigon, Ricard, Straccha, Kuricke, and Cleirac, are of that

opinion; but Valin has given a very elaborate consideration to

the subject, and he opposes it on grounds that are solid, and he

is sustained by the provisions of the old ordinance, and of the

new code (c). Boulay Paty (d) follows the opinion of Valin, and

of the codes, and says, that the contrary doctrine would enable

the minority to control the majority, contrary to the law of every

association, and the plainest principles of justice. The

majority * not only thus control the destination and [*157]
equipment of the ship, but even a sale of her by them

in solido, or beyond his share. In Louisiana, it is held that joint owners of
a boat are not, merely from that circumstance, responsible in solid(^ though,
if they be associated for the purpose of carrying goods for hire, they become
responsible jointly and severally. David v. Eloi, 4 3liUer^s Louis. Rep. 106.

(ffl) Bladney v. Ritchie, 1 Stai-kie's Rep. 3H8. Westerdell v. Dale, 7 Term.
Rep. 306. BeWs Com. vol. 1. 520, 524. Chapman v. Durant, 10 Mass. Rep.
47. Schermerhorn v. Loines, 7 Johns. Rep. 311. Muldon v. Whitlock, 1

Cowen. 290. Thompson v. Finden, 4 Carr & Payne, 158.

(6) The United Insurance Company v. Scott, 1 Johns. Rep. 106.

(c) Ord. de la Marine, liv. 2, tit. 8. art. 5. tit. Des Proprietaires, and Valines

Com. ibid. torn. i. 573—584. Code de Commerce, art. 220.

[d) Cours de Droit Commercial 3Iaritime, tom. i. 339—347. 31. Pardessus,

Cours de Droit Corn. tom. iii. 48, speaks with less decision on the question.

13 VOL. III. KENT. 193
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will bind the right of privileged creditors after the performance

of one voyage by the purchaser, but not the other part owners (a).

The ship's husband may either be one of the part owners, or a

stranger, and he is sometimes merely an agent for conducting the

necessary measures on the return of the ship to port; but he may
have a more general agency for conducting the affairs of the ves-

sel in place of the owners, and his contracts, in the proper line of

a ship's husband's duty, will bind the joint owners. His duty is,

generally to see to the proper outfit of the vessel, as to equipment,

provisions, and crew, and the regular documentary papers; and

though he has the powers incidental and necessary to the trust,

it is held, that he has no authority to insure or borrow money for

the owners, or bind them to the expenses of law suits (6).^°

The rights of tenancy in common among part owners, apply to

the cargo as well as to the ship, and they have not a community

of interest, as partners, so as to enable one to dispose of the whole

interest, and bind the I'ights of his co tenants (c).

(a) Boulay Paly, nb. sup. 351. Pnrdessus, torn. ii. 27, is, however, of
opinion, that they are equally concluded with the creditors by the sale, after

one voyage. If the ship be seized for the debt of one of the part owners, and
the claim of the others be put in before judgment, the right only of the part
^wner can be sold; but if not until after judgment, the entire right to the
ship is sold, and the other part owners reclaim their share of the proceeds.
Boulay Paty, torn. i. 227, 228.

(6) French v. Backhouse, 5 Burr. Rep. 2727. Bell v. Humphries, 2 Sfark.

Rep. 345. Campbell v. Stein, 6 Doic's Rep. 134. BcWs Com. vol. i. 504.

BelVs Principles of the Law of Scotland, sec. 449.

(c) .Jackson v. Robinson, 3 Mason^s Rep. 138. The concluding part of Coll-

yer on Partnership has a valuable chapter on the law of part owners of ships,
'

in which the established law and doctrine of the cases on the subject are
clearly and skilfully condensed.

^'' In his treatise on the Principles of the Law of Scotland, Mr. Bell says,
" The duties of a ship's husband are: 1st. To see to the proper outfit of the
vessel in the repairs adequate to the voyage, and in the tackle and furniture
necessary for a seaworthy .ship. 2d. To have a proper master, mate, and
crew for the ship, so that in this respect it is seaworthy. 3d. To see to the
due Airnishiug of provisions and stores according to the necessities of the
voyage. 4th. To see to the regularity of all the clearness from the custom-
house, and the regularity of the registry. 5th. To settle the contracts and
provide for the payment of the furnishings, which are requisite in the per-
formance of those duties. 6th. To enter into proper charter-parties or en-
gage the vessel for general freight under the usual conditions; and to settle
for freight and adjust averages with the merchant; and, 7th. To preserve the
proper certificates, surveys, and documents, in case of future disputes with
insurers or freighters, and to keep regular books of the ship. 1 Bell's Comm.
410, § 428, 4 ed.

As to insurance, see Foster v. United States Ins. Co., 11 Pick. 85; Turner v.

Burrows, 8 Wend. 144. He has no authority to buy cargo. Hewett v. Buck,
37 Me. 147; and .see, further. Bell's Comm. "vol. i. p. 411, g 429, 4th edition.
Williams v. Thomas, G Esp. 18.
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LECTURE XLVI.

OF THE PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE NAVIGATION OF MER-
CHANT SHIPS.

(1. ) Of the authority and duty of the master.

The captain of a ship is an. officer to whom great power, momen-

tous interests, and enlarged discretion are necessarily confided,

and the continental ordinances and jurists have, in a very special

manner, required, that he should possess attainments suitable to

the dignity and the vastness of his trust. He must be a person

of experience and practical skill, as well as deeply initiated in the

theory of the art of navigation. He is clothed with the power

and discretion requisite to meet the unforeseen and distressing

vicissitudes of the voyage; and he ought to possess moral and

intellectual, as well as business qualifications, of the first order.

His authority at sea is necessarily summary, and often absolute;

and if he chooses to perform hia duties, or to exert his power, in

a harsh, intemperate, or oppressive manner, he can seldom be re-

sisted by physicail or moral force. He must have the talent to

command in the midst of danger, and courage and presence of

mind to meet and surmount extraordinary perils. He must be

able to dissipate fear, to calm disturbed minds, and inspire confi-

dence, in the breasts of all who are tinder his charge. In tempests,

as well as in battle, the commander of a ship "must give despe-

rate commands; he must require instantaneous obedience." He
must watch for the preservation of the health and comfort of the

crew, as well as for the safety of the ship and cargo. It is neces-

sary that he should maintain perfect order, and preserve

the most exact discipline, under *the guidance of justice, [ * 160 ]

moderation and good sense. Charged frequently with

the sale of the cargo, and the re-investment of the proceeds, he

must be fitted to Superadd the character of merchant to that of

commander; and he ought to have a general knowledge of the
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marine law, and of the rights of belligerents, and the duties of

neutrals, so as not to expose to unnecessary hazard the persons

and property under his protection {a).^

[ * 161 ] *A& the master is the confidential agent of the owners,

he has an implied authority to bind them, without their

knowledge, by contracts relative to the usual employment of the

ship (b).'^ This is a reasonable rule, and founded on just prin-

(n) The master of a vessel is liable for indecent and inhuman conduct to-

wards a passenger; and the owner of a vessel carrying passengers lor hire, is

liable for breaches of duty of the officer to the passengers, equallj' as he is

in the case of merchandise committed to their care. Keene v. Lizardi, 5
STardn's Lou's. Rep. 431. Chirac, in his Jugemens d'Oleron. ch. 1, says, that
the title of master of a ship implies honour, experience, and morals; reveren-
(fum honorein sumit quinquis magistri nomen acceperit. The French ordinances
of 1584, 1681, and 1725, and the ordinances of the Hanes towns, of Bilboa, oi'

Prussia, andSweden, have all required the ma.ster to be previously examined
and certified to be fit by his experience, capacity, and character. He was,
formerly, when trade was constantly expo.sed to lawless rapacity, required to
possess military, as well as ordinary nautical skill: omnibus privitegiis mili-
iaribus gaudet. Roccus de Navibus et Naulo, note 7. Emerigon, Traiie des Ass.
tom. 1. 192. Valin'a Com. liv. 2, tit, Du Cnpitaine, passim. JacobseiVs Sea
Lares, by Frick, b. 2, ch. 1. Boulay Paty, Cows de Droit Mar. tom. i. 368,
376, 379. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, tit. Capitaine de Vaisseau Marchand.
The English writers go directly to the discussion of these subjects, which

they handle dryly, and with mathematical precision; while the foreign, and
especially the French jurists, not only rival their neighbours in the accuracy
of their minute details of judicial proceedings, and practical rules, buttheyoc-
casionally relieve the exhausted attention of the reader, by the vivacity of
their descriptions, and the energy and eloquence of their reflections. It must
be admitted, however, that the decisions of Lord Stowell are remarkable for
faste and elegance, and they are particularly distinguished for the ju.stne8s
and force with which they describe the transcendant powers, and define the
delicate and imperative duties of the master. And the duties of the master,
and particularly the necessity of kind, decorous, and just conduct, on the part
of the captain, to the passengers and crew under his charge, and the firm pur-
pose with which courts ot justice punish, in the shape of damages, every gross
violation of such duties, are no where more forcibly stated, than, in Chamber-
lain V. Chandler, 3 Mason's Rep. 242, in our American admiralty.

(6) Boson V. Sanford, Carih. Rep. 58 Kich r. Coe, Coup. Rep. 636. Ellis
V. Turner, 8 Term Rep. 531. Reynolds v. Toppan 15 3Iass. Rep. 370. Web-
ster V. Seekamp, 4 Bamw. & Aid. 352.

Having the whole care and supreme command, his duties are equal to
his authority. Propeller Niagara v. Cordes, 21 How. 7.

2 In Grant v. Norway, 2 Eng. L. & Eq. .337, Jervis, C. J., said, "The au-
thority of the master of a ship is very large, and extends to all acts that are
usual and necessary for the u.se and enjo-sTiient of the ship; but is subject to
several well known limitations. He may make contracts for the hire of the
ship, but cannot vary that which the owner has made. He may take up
money in foreign ports, and under certain circumstances, at home for neces-
sary disbursements, and for repairs, and bind the owner for repayment; but
his authority is limited to the necessity of the case, and he cannot'inake them
responsible for money not actually necessary for those purposes, although he
may pretend that it is. He maj' make contracts to carry goods on freight,
hut cannot bind his ovmers by a contract to carry freight free. So, with re-
gard to goods put ou board, he may sign a bill of lading, and acknowledge
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ciples of commercial policy. It is to be traced to the Roman
law, which gave to the master, on the voyage, in whatever matter

concerned the ship, the powers of the exercitor or employer, and

he could bind him by his acts as master; and all the foreign

marine ordinances give this power, but with greater precision

and more exact regulation (a). The master is appointed by the

owner, and the appointment holds him forth to the public as a

person worthy of trust and confidence, and the appointment may
be revoked at discretion. The master is always personally bound

by his contracts, and the person who deals with the captain in a mat-

ter relative to the usual employment of the ship, or for repairs or

supplies furnished her, has a double remedy. He may sue the mas-

ter on his own personal contract, and he may sue the owner on

the contract made on his behalf, by his agent, the master. The
latter may, however, exempt himself from personal responsibility,

by expressly confining the credit to the owner, and stipulating

against his personal liability (6). If there was no special agree-

ment in the case, the French law, both in the ordinance of 1681,

and in the new code, gave to the owner the power to discharge

(rt) By the civil law the master was the propositus, or agent of the owner or
exercitor, and could bind his principal in all matters relating to the employ-
ment. The exercitor was hound for the acts of the master ex contractu and ex
delicto. Voet, Com. ad Pand. 14, 1, 7. He was the employer, or person who
received the earnings of the vessel. Exercitorem autem eum dicimus ad quern

obentiones et rcditus oinnes perveniunt. Dig. 14, 1, 1, 15. Ibid. 14, 1, 1, 7. Ibid.

14, 1, 7. And when by the charter-party, the charterer takes the vessel into
his own possession and control, and navigates her by his own master and
crew, the liability of the general owner ceases, and he becomes owner pro
hac vice, and he alone is responsible for the acts of the master. Thompson v.

Snow, 4 Greenleafy 264. Emery v. Hersey, ibid. 407. The Phebe, Ware's Rep,
265, 268.

(b) Hoskins v. Slayton, Cases temp. Hard. 360. Lord Mansfield, Parmer v.

Davits, 1 Term Rep. 108. Lord EUenborough, Hussey v. Christie, 9 EasVs
Rep. 432.

the nature and quality and condition of the goods. Constant usage shows that
masters have that general authority; and if a more limited one is given, a
party not informed of it is not affected by such limitation. The master is a
general agent to perform all things relating to the usual employment of his
ship, and the authority of such an agent to perform all things usual in the line

of business in which he was employed cannot be limited by any private order or
direction not known to the party dealing with him." See, further, Hewett,
17 Me. 153; Lyman v. Hedman, 23 Me. 289; Kelley v. Merrill, 14 Me. 228;
Merwin v. Shailer, 16 Conn. 489.

If in the home poYt, he cannot bind the owner unless the latter ratifies or
adopts the master's acts. The Schooner Tribune, 3 Sumner, 144.

He can only sell in cases of extreme and urgent necessitv. American Ins.*

Co. V. Ogden, 15 Wend. 532; The Sarah Ann, 13 Pet 387-; Winn v. Colum-
bian Ins. Co., 12 Pick. 285.
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the master iq his discretion, and without being responsible in

damages for the act. M. Delvincourt, and M. Pardessus, in their

commentaries on the new code, condemn the existence of such a

power, while M. Boulay Paty vindicates it, on the grovmd, that the

appointment of the master is an act of pure aud volun-

[ * 162 ] tary confidence, and *the principal necessarily has that

control over an agent, for whose acts he is accountable,

and it is in the power of the master to provide for the case by a

special contract for indemnity in case of dismission (a). In the

Scottish admiralty it is also held, that ship-owner? may dismiss

the master at any time, without cause assigned, and the majority

may dismiss him in his character of master, even if he be a joint

owner (b). The master is bound to conduct himself, in all re-

spects, with good faith, diligence, and competent skill, and he is

responsible to the owners, as their agent, for his conduct (c).

His misconduct will subject him to the forfeiture of his wages, if

it be gross in its circumstances, and attended with serious damage
to the owner; and, in cases of a venial nature, the damages, which
his unwarrantable acts may have produced, will be a charge upon
his wages (d).

The master may, by a charter party, bind the ship and freight.

This he may do in a foreign port in the usual course of the ship's

employment; and this he may also do at home, if the owner's as-

sent can be presumed. The ship and freight are, by the marine

law, bound to the performance of the contract (e). As the admiralty

{a) Ord. de la Mar. des Propriefaire.% art. 4. Code de Commerce, art. 218. M.
P(u-dcssus, torn. ii. 35. 31. Delvincourt, Inst. Droit Com. torn. ii. 294. BouJay
Paty. torn. i. 324—329. In the fourth edition of his Cour.^ de Droit Com. torn,
iii. No. 626, M. Pardessus seems to have withdrawn his objection to the owner's
discretionary power to dismiss the master.

{})) BelVs Com. vol. i. 506, 508.

(c) The French law will not allow the master, in a foreign port, to pass a
night from his ship, unless it be necessary in the business of his employers.
Pardessus, tom. iii. 67.

(d) Willard v. Dorr, 3 Mason, 161. Freeman v. Walker, 6 Greenleaf, 68.
The master of a steam-boat, employed in the transportation of passengers,
like the master of a ve.ssel engaged in the merchant service, can bind the
owners in a contract for freight, to be carried according to the usual course of
the boat, and he is answerable personally for the diligence of all pei-sons, even
for a pilot, appointed by the owners, and for injuries resulting from want of
due care. Denison v. Seymour, 9 Wendell. 1. Porter r. Currv, 7 Louis. Rep.
233. Patton v. Magrath, 1 Rice's S. C. Rep. 162. In this respect, the master
of a merchant vessel or steamboat, difters from the commander of a ship of
war in the public .service. Nicholson r. Mounsey, 15 East. ,383.

(e) Ord. de la 3far. liv. 3. tit. 1, art. 11. and Valin, ibid. torn. i. 629. But
the master cannot, merely in the character of master, bind the owners by a
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lias no jurisdiction in this case, unless according to the unsettled

doctrine laid down in De Lovio v. Boit (a), and as the courts of

common law cannot carry into effect the principle of the marine

lavv, by which the ship itself, in specie, is considered as

security to the charterer, it was ^supposed by Mr. Abbott, [
* 1G3]

that the owners may be made responsible for the stipu-

lations in a charter-party so made by the master, by a special

action on the case, or by a suit in equity (6).^

The master can bind the owners, not only in respect to the

usual employment of the ship, but in respect to the means of

employing her. His power relates to the carriage of the goods,

and the supplies requisite for the ship, and he can bind the

owner personally as to repairs and necessaries for the ship; and

this was equally the rule in the Roman law. But the supplies

must appear to be reasonable, or the money advanced for the

purchase of them to have been wanting, and there must be noth-

ing in the case to repel the ordinary presumption, that the master

acted under the authority of the owners (c). If moneys be ad-

vanced to the master while abroad, it will be incumbent on the

creditor, if he means to charge the owner, to show the apparent

or presumed necessity of the repairs or supplies for which the

money was advanced; and this strictness, requisite to the exer-

cise of the master's authority, arises from the facility of misap-

plication, and the temptation to abuse, to which the power is in-

cident. But if the money was fairly and regularly lent to supply

the necessities of the ship, the misapplication of it by the master

will not affect the lender's claim upon the owner. This is equally

the language of the civil law, and of all the foreign civilians (d).

The great case of Cary v. White, which underwent much discus-

charter-party under seal, so as to subject them to an action of covenant.
Pickering ^i. Holt, 6 Greenleaf, 160.

{a) See vol. i. 367. »

(6) Abbott on Shipping, part 2, ch. 2, sec. 5.

(c) Dig. 14, 1, 8, 10. 11. Speerman v. De Grave, 2 Vem. Rep. 643. San-
sum V. Braggenton, 1 Vesey\s Rep. 443. Ross v. The Ship Active, 2 Wash.
Cir. Rep. 226. Abbott on Shipping, p. 102, edit. 1829. Webster v. Seekamp,
4 Barnw. & Aid. 352. The Ship Fortitude, C. C. U. S. for Mass. August,
1838. The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5.

(d) Dig. 14, 1, 9. Loccenius, lib. 2, c. 6, n. 12. 2 Emerig. 440. Boulay
Patg, Corns de Droit Com. torn. i. 119. Roceus de Navibus, not. 23, 24. See

'

Infra, p. 171, n. d.
* See Hurry v. Hurry, 2 Wash. C. C. 145. Where it is held that a master

has a general authority to charter a vessel in a foreign port, if the owner has
no agent there.
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sion, established the principle of the personal responsibility of

the owners, provided the creditor could show the actual existence

of the necessity of those things which gave rise to his de-

[ * 164] mand;aud this same *doctrine is considered to be equally

well established in the jurisprudence of this country (a)/

Under the French ordinance of 1681, the master might hypoth-

ecate the ship and freight, and sell the cargo to raise moneys

for the necessities of the ship in the course of the voyage, but

he could not charge the owners personally. He could only bind

their property under his charge; and the new code of commerce

has followed the same regulation. It declares, that the owner

is civilly responsible for the acts of the master, in whatever re-

lates to the vessel and the voyage, but the responsibility ceases

on the abandonment of the vessel and freight. The power of the

master is limited to raise money for the necessities of the voyage,

by borrowing on bottomry, or pledging, or selling goods to the

amount of the sum wanted (6). The French civilians are zealous

in the vindication of the equity and wisdom of their law, which,

on abandonment of the ship and freight, discharges the owners

as to the contracts, as well as to the defaults of the master. Eme-
rigon has bestowed an elaborate discussion on the point; and

this was equally the maritime law of the middle ages (c). The

law on this subject is the same in Holland as in France (d), and

the learned Grotius, in a work where we should hardly have ex-

pected to find such a municipal provision (e), condemns the rule

in the Roman law making part owners personally bound, in solido,

for these pecuniary contracts of the master, as very improperly

(a) 1 Bro. P. C. 284, edit. 1784. Abbott on Shipping, part 2. ch. 3, sec. 6.

Rocher v. Busher, 1 Sinrkie, 27. Wainwright v. Crawford, 4 Dallas^ Rep. 225.

Mihvard v. Hallett, 2 Games' Rep. 77. James v. Bixby, 11 Masa. Rep. 34
The Jane, 1 Dods. Rep. 461. The Ship Fortitude, C. C. U. S. for Mnas. Au-
gust, 1838. The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5. Good^faith and an apparent
necessity under the exercise of the judgment, at the time, are sufficient to
justify the bottomry loan. This mitigated necessity was allowed by Mr.
Ju.stice Story, in the case last cited, after great research, to be sufficient.

(6) Ord. liv. 2, tit. 8. Des Proprie^aires, art. 2. Code du Commerce, art.

216, 234.

(c) Code, art. 216. Emerigon, Cont. a la Grosse, ch. 4, sec. 11. Boulay
Caty, torn. i. 272—278.

(d) Van Leeuwen'H Com. on the Dutch Law, b. 4, ch. 2, sec. 9.

(e) <3rot. de Jure belli et paci.'i, b. 2, ch. 11, sec. 13.
* As to the power of the master to borrow money, see Arthur r. Barton, 6

M. & W. 138; Selden v. Hendrickson, 1 Brock. 396; Belden v. Campbell, 6 Eng.
t,. & Eq. 473; Robinson v. Lyall, 7 Price, 592.
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introduced, and as being equally contrary to natural equity, and

public utility,

* Sir William Scott, in the case of the Gratitudine (a), [ * 165 ]

doubts whether the master has authority, even in a case

of consummate distress, and in a foreign port, to bind the own-

ers beyond the value of the ship and freight. But he admits, in

that case, after an admirable discussion of the principles and

authorities in the marine law on the subject, that the master has

power to hypothecate the cargo in a foreign port, in a case of

severe necessity, for the repairs of the ship, and that the court of

admiralty would enforce the lien. However, from the cases al-

ready referred to, it would seem to be settled in the English and

American law, that the owner may be personally bound by the

act of the master, in respect to the repairs and supplies necessary

for the ship while abroad, and without other means to procure

them; and if the owner be personally bound, it must be, as it

was in the Roman law, to the extent of the requisite advances.

Emerigon, while he .admitted that the master might hypothecate

the ship, and sell the cargo, to raise money to meet the necessi-

ties of the ship, denied that he could bind the owners person-

ally by a bill of exchange drawn on them for the moneys raised.

But Valin held otherwise, and Boulay Paty is of opinion, that

the new code gives the captain a discretion on this point, and he

concurs with Valin, and the ancient nautical legislation (6).^

It has been a question of some doubt, and even contrariety of

opinion in the books, whether the master had a lien on the ship

or freight for his wages, supplies, or advances on account of the

ship, either at home or abroad. But the question appears to be

now clearly and definitely settled in England, that the master

contracts upon the credit of the owners; and not of the ship, and

he has no lien on the ship, freight, or cargo, for any debt of his

own, as for wages, or stores furnished, or repairs done

at his expense, either at home or on * the voyage. The [ * 166 ]

principle was settled by Lord Mansfield, in the case of

Wilkins v. Carmichael (c), against the master's claim to a

(a) 3 Fob. Adm.. Rep. 274.

(6) 2 Emerigon, 458. Valines Com. tit. Du Capitaine, art. 19. Boulay Caty,

torn. ii. p. 7.3, 74.

(c) Doug. Rep. 101.
* In cases of urgent and stringent necessity he may pledge the ship hy

bottomry. The Packet. 3 Mason, 255. Fontaine v. Col. Ins. Co., 9 Johns.

29; The ship Virgin, 8 Pet. 538; The ship Fortitude, 3 Sumn. 228.
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lien on the ship for wages, or money expended for stores, br re-

pairs done in England, and it was there shown to have been the

previous law and usage. It was afterwards solemnly adjudged

in Hussey v. Christie (a), that the master had no lien on the

ship for money expended, or debts incurred, for repairs made to

it on the voyage; and in Smith v. Plumer (b), it was decided,

by equal authority, that the master had no lien on the freight for

his wages or disbursements on account of the ship during the

voyage, or for the premiums paid by him abroad for the purpose

of procuring the cargo. The captain is distinguished from all

other persons belonging to the ship, and he is considered as con-

tracting personally with the owner, while the mate and mariners

contract with the master on the credit of the ship. The rule has

its foundation in policy, and the benefit of navigation, and it

would be a great inconvenience, if, on the change of captain for

misbehaviour, or any other reason, he would be entitled to keep

possession of the ship until he was paid, or to enforce the lien

while abroad, and compel a sacrifice of the ship. Sir William

Scott, in the case of the Favourite (c), observed, that it had been

repeatedly decided, that the master could not sue in the admi-

ralty for wages, because he stood on the security of his personal

contract with his owner, not relating to the bottom of the ship.

The language of the case of Smith v. Plumer, was equally that he

had no lien on the cargo for money expended, or debts incurred

by him, for repairs, or the necessary purposes of the

[
* 167 ] voyage. He * can hypothecate and create a lien in favor

of others, but he himself must stand on the personal credit

of his owners.

The doctrine before us in the English law, remains yet to be

definitely declared and settled in this country.

The case of the ship Grand Turk (d\ is a decision in the cir-

cuit court of the United States for New York, on the point, that

the master's wages and perquisites were no lien on the ship; and

it was so ruled, also, in Fisher v. Willing (e). In those cases,

the English authorities were reviewed and cited by the court,

(a) 9 EasVs Rep. 426.

(ft) 1 Barnw. & Aid. 575. See, also, to the same point, Atkinson v. Cotes-

worth, 5 Doiol. & Ry. 552.

(c) 2 Roh. Adm. Rep. -232.

(d) 1 Caine's Rep. 72.

(e) 8 Serg. & Raiole, 118.
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and the principle advanced in them was not questioned, and

seemed to be assumed as settled law. But, in the case of Gard-

ner- V. The Ship New Jersey (a), it was rather loosely men-

tioned, that the master's claim for disbursements abroad was a

lien on the ship; and more recently, in the circuit court of

the United States for Massachusetts (6), the rule was laid down,

that the masters had a lien upon the freight for all his advances

and responsibilities abroad upon account of the ship, and it seemed

to be the strong inclination of the court to acknowledge the mas-

ter's lien on the ship for the same object. The question there-

fore, though considered to be settled in England is still a

vexed and floating one in our own maritime law (c).* * The [ * 168 ]

{a) 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 2-27.

(6) Ship Packet, 3 Mason's Rep. 255.

(e) In the case of the Ship Packet, there is no reference to the decision in

Smith V. Plumer, though that decision contained a critical review of all the
authorities, and put at rest, in Westminster Hall, the very point as to the
lien on freight, and in opposition to the rule laid down in the Ship Packet.

In Ingersoll v. Van Bokkelin, (7 Coirtw, 670. 5 M endell, 314, S. C.) it was
decided, after a review ot the American authorities, that a master had a lien

on the freight and cargo for his necessary advances made, and responsibilities

incurred, for the use of a ship in a foreign port. The same principle h.id

been previously assumed and declaied by the Supreme Court of Massachu-
setts, in Lane v. Penniman, 4 Mass. Rep. 92. Lewis v. Hancock & Winslow,
11 ibid. 72. Cowin v. Snow, ibid. 415, and was also declared by the supreme
court of New Hampshire, in Shaw v. Gookin, 7 New Hmnpshire Rep. 19. The
general current and language of the American cases seem now to have settled

the question, that the master has such a lien lor his advances and respon-
sibilities as against the owner, though there should be no question as to the
owner's solvency and personal responsibility. The American cases have taken
the most reasonable side of the question. In Drinkwater v. Brig Spartan,
Ware's Rep. 149, it was adjudged, in the district court in Maine, after a full

and learned examination of the cases, that the master had a lein on the freight
for his necessary disbursements for incidental expenses, and the liabilities

which he contracts for these expenses during the voyage, and also for his

own wages. But by the case of Ingersoll v. Van Bokkelin, as settled in the
court of errors ofNew York, the English law was recognized, that the master
had no lien on the freight, nor on the vessel, for his wages. Phillips v. Scatter-
good, Gilpin's Rep. 1. Steam-boat Orleans v. Phoebus, 11 Peters, 175. But
by the general maritime Jaw, every contract of the master within the scope of
his authority, as the contract of affreightment by chartei'-party, or bill of lad-
ing, binds the vessel, and gives the creditor a lieu upon it for his security.
The Paragon, Ware's Rep. 322.

* The weight of authority would however seem to be in favor of the Eng-
lish doctrine of no lien on the ship for wages. Phillips r. The Thomas Scat-
tergood, Gilp. 1; The Orleans v. Phoebus, 11 Pet. 175; The Dubuque, 2 Abb.
U. S. 20; Vowell v. Bacon, 4 Cranch. C. Ct. 97; The Island City, 1 Low. 375;
Hatton i;. The Melita, 3 Bait. L. Times, 1.33; The Eolian, 1 Biss. 321; Dud-
ley v. Steam-boat Superior, U. S. D. C. Ohio, 3 Am. Law Reg. 622; Hop-
kins V. Forsyth, 14 Pa. St. 34. Nor for disbursements. Richardson v. Whiting,
18 Pick. 530; Lewis v. Hancock, 11 Mass. 72.

But it seems he has a lien upon the freight and upon the cargo for dis-
bursements if it belongs to the owner. Newhall v. Dunlap, 14 Me, 180.
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civil law, and the law of those countries which have adopted its

principles, give a lien upon the ship, without any express con-

tract for such a claim, to the person who repairs, or fits out the

ship, or advances money for that purpose, whether abroad

[
* 160 ] or at home (a). The English law allows of such *a lien,

from the necessity of the case, for repairs and neces-

saries while the ship is abroad; but it has not adopted such a

rule as to repairs made, and necessaries furnished to the ship

while at home (6), except it be in favour of the shipwright who
has repaired her, and has not parted with the possession. In that

case, he is entitled to retain possession until he is paid for his

repairs. But if he has once parted with the possession of the

ship, or has worked upon it without taking possession, he is not

deemed a privileged creditor having a claim upon the ship

itself (c). In this country, it was formerly, and rather loosly

(a) Dig. 14, 1, 1. Hid. 42, 5, 26, 34. 1 VoeVs Com. 20, 2, 29. Casaregis,

Disc. 18. 1 Fo/i/i's Com. 363, 367. The new French code, art. 191, gives the
order of privileged debts which are liens upon the .ship, and take preference

to each other, and to all other debts, in the order in which they are placed.

The first four items, which have preference, relate to costs of suit and port
charges, as, (1.) Legal co.sts. (2.) Pilotage. (3.) Expenses of guarding the
vessel. (4.) Storage. Then follow, (5.) The expenses of repairing the ves-

sel, at the last port. (6.) Wages of the master and crew in the last voyage.

By the Consolato, and the ordinances of Oleron, and of 1681, the wages of
sailors, for the last voyage, had the preference over all other claims. (7.)

Moneys borrowed by the captain in the last voyage, for the necessary ex-

penses of the ship, and the reimbursement of the price of the goods sold

by him for the same object. If the captain made successive loans, or sales

of cargo, from necessity, the last loan and sale, in point of time, is prefer-

red, if made at a different port. (8.) Debts due to the vendor, material men,
and shipwrights, if the ship has not made a voyage, and to those who furnish

stores and necessary supplies before her departure, if she had already made
a voyage. The Consolato and the ordinance of 1681, gave those creditors a
preference to all others. The vendor loses his preference after the ship has
sailed. (9.) Sums lent on bottomry for the reparation and equipment of the
vessel before her departure. (10.) Premiums of insurance on the ship for

the last voj'age. Code de Commerce, art. 191. Pardessus, Droit. Com. tom. iii,

n. 954. Boitlay Paty, Course de Droit Com. tom. i. 110—124. When the
raa.ster is ready to sail, the ship is not liable to attachment, except tor

debts relative to the voyage about to be commenced. Pardessus, Droit Com.
tom. iii. 32.

(ft) Watkinson v. Barnardiston, 2 P. Wms. 367. Buxton v. Snee, 1 Veseg^s

Rep. 154. Ex parte Shank, 1 Atk. 234. Wilkins v. Carmichael, Doug. 101.

Hussey v. Christie, 13 Vesey, 594. S. C. 9 East's Rep. 426.

(c) Franklin v. Hosier, 4 Bamw. & Aid. 341. Ex parte Bland, 2 Rose. 91.

Abbott on Shipping, part 2, ch. 3, sec. 9—14, contains a history ot the English
eases on the point. The rule is settled in Scotland in perfect conformity to

the English law. Hamilton v. Wood, and Wood v. Creditors of Weir, 1 BelVs
Commentaries, 527, who says, that the deviation in England from that mari-
time rule which prevails with other nations, has proceeded rather from pecu-
liar notions of juri.sdiction than from any general principle of law or expe-
diency, and that it has been established in Scotland by mere adoption.
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declared, in some of the admiralty courts of the United States,

that the person who repaired, or furnished supplies for a ship,

had a lien on the ship for his demand (a). But the doctrine was

examined, and the rule declared, with great precision, by the

Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of the General

Smith (6), and re- asserted in the case of the St. Jago de Cuba (c).

The rule of the English common law (d) is explicitly adopted,

that material men, and mechanics, furnishing repairs to a do-

mestic ship, have no particular lien upon the ship itself, or its

proceeds, in court, under a decree and sale, for the recovery of

their demands, with the exception of the shipwright who has pos-

session of the ship. The distinction is, that if repairs

have been made, or ^necessaries furnished, to a foreign [
* 170]

ship, or to a ship in the port of a state to which she

does not belong, the general marine law, following the civil law,

gives the party a lien on the ship itself for his security, and he

may maintain a suit in rem, in the admiralty, to enforce his

right (e). But in respect to repairs and necessaries in the port

or state to which the ship belongs, the case is governed by the

municipal law of that state, and no lien is implied, unless it

has been recognized by that law (g). If a material man gives

(a) Stevens V. The Sandwich, District Court for Maryland, 1 Peters' Adm.
Rep. 233, note. Gardner v. The Ship New Jersey, ibid. 223.

(6) 4 Wheat. Bcp. 438.

(c) 9 }Vlieat. Rep. 409. See, also, Peyroux v. Howard, 7 Peters' U. S. Rep.

324, S. P.

{d) Buxton iJ. Snee, 1 Vesey, 154. Knapp's Reports of Cases before the Privy
Council on Appeals, vol. iii. 95.

(e) The Ship Fortitude, C. C. U. S. for 31ass. August, 18.38. The Laic Re-
porter, vol. i. No. 5. It has been suggested in some of the cases, that any
place where the vessel and the owner are not together, is to be deemed a foreign

port, in respect to the power of the master, in a proper case, to subject the

vessel to a lien. 5 Conn. Rep. 631. 6 Dana's Ken. Rep. 27, 28.

(g) The General Smith, 4 Wheafon, 438. Story, J., in the case of the Brig
Nestor, 1 Sumner, 74, 79. See, also, supra, vol. i. 379, 380. State laws fre-

quently make provision for the security of material men. Thus, in Illinois,

boats and vessels of all description, built, or repaired, or equipped in that

state, are liable to be attached for debts contracted by the owner, master,

supercargo, or assignee, for work and supplies by mechanics, tradesmen, &c.

Revised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833, p. 95. A similar law exists in Indiana.
Revised Statutes, Indiann, 1838, p. 120; and in Pennsylvania, Purdon's Dig.

79; and in Missouri, by statute, in 1838. The Supreme Court of the United
States has, in the cases above cited, assumed, that the port of another state

was not, as respects this rule, a home port. The court of sessions, in Scot-

land, has also held, that Hull, in England, was, in respect to Scotch owners,

a foreign port. Stewart v. Hall, 1 Bell's Com. 525, note. But that decision

was reversed in the House of Lords, as being a point unnecessary; and
the question is still open, as to what shall be deemed a home port in re-
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personal credit, even in the case of materials furnished to a for

eign ship, he loses his lien so far as to exclude him from a suit

in rem, yet he will be entitled, upon petition, to be paid out of

the remnants and surplus remaining in the registry (a). This

rule is subject to the qualification that an express contract for

a stipulated sum is not of itself a waiver of the lien, unless the

contract contains some stipulations inconsistent with the continu-

ance of the lien (b). In New York, by statute (c), ship-

[*171 ] Wrights, material men, and suppliers of ships, *have a

lien for the amount of their debts, whether the ship be

owned within the state or not; but the lien ceases after due

security is given, or when the vessel leaves the state/

It is very clearly settled, that the master, when abroad, and in

the absence of the owner, may hypothecate the ship, freight, and

cargo, to raise money requisite for the completion of the voy-

spect to repairs. Mr. Bell suggests, that the natural course would be, to

adopt the rule ot the navigation laws, and to hold all British ports as

home ports, because acceas to the custom-house title and communication with
the owners are so easy, and may be so prompt. See, supra, p. 94.

(rt) Zane v. The Brig President, 4 Wash. dr. Rep. 453.

{h) Peyroux v. Howard, 7 Peters' U. S. Sep. 324. In the case of the Brig
Nestor, 1 Sumner, 73, it was held, that giving credit for a fixed time for sup-
plies, did not extinguish the lien for the supplies. A lien may exist for a
debt sohendum in futuro, and many instances of the kind were stated in the

case. Nor does the fact that the master and owner are personally liable for

the supplies, destroy the lien.

(c) By the New York Revised Statutes, debts contracted within the state, by
the master, owner, agent, or consignee of every vessel, are a lien when con-

tracted for work done or materials furnished for building, repairing, fitting,

or equipping the vessel, or for provisions and stores furnished, or for wharf-
age and expenses of keeping the vessel in port. The lien is preferred to

any other lien except mariner's wages, and it ceases after twelve days from
the departure of the vessel from the port at which she was when the debt
was contracted, to some other port in the state, and immediately on the A^es-

sel leaving the .state. Every|puch vessel, unless she be under seizure, at
the time, by virtue of process trom an admiralty court ofthe United States,

or had been sold by order of such court, and the debt contracted prior to

such sale, may be attached and sold to satisfy the claim, together with all

other claims of the like kind duly exhibited and verified. The proceedings
tinder the process of attachment, the .sale of the vessel, and distribution of
the proceeds, are specially detrdled and prescribed. N. Y. Revised Statutes,

vol. ii. 493—500. In several of the other states the lien is equally extended

by statute, to repairs made in a home port. In Louisiana, the workmen
who repair vessels have a lien on them, though there be no contract in

writing; but the privilege is lost if they suffer the vessel to depart. Civil

Code, art. 2748.
' In nearly all the states now, statutes have been passed giving material

men a lien on all ships without distinction. See New York. 2 Rev. Stats.

Denio and Tracy's Ed. 733; 1855, c. 110; 1858, c. 247; Pennsylvania Dun-
lap's Laws, 681, 1858. No. 404; Mas.sachusetts Gen. Stats. 1S60, p. 768, c.

151; 1848, c. 290; m55. c. 231; Illinois, 1845, p. 71; 1858, vol. 2, p. 785;
Maine Rev. Stats, c. 91, § 6—14. See statutes of the other states.
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age (a). This authority is, however, limited to objects connected

with the voyage, and it must appear, in this case, as well as when

he binds the owner personally, that the advances were made for

repairs, or supplies necessary for the voyage, or the safety of the

ship, and that the repairs and supplies could not be procured

upon reasonable terms, or with funds within the master's control,

or upon the credit of the owner, independent of the hypotheca-

tion/ The master's right exists only in cases of necessity, and

when he cannot otherwise procure the money, and has no funds

of the owner, or of his own, which he can command, and apply to

the purpose (6). He is to act with a reasonable discretion, arid

is not absolutely bound to apply the money of others in hand,

except it belong to the owner, in preference to a resort to bot-

tomry; and it has been suggested, by very high authority, that

there may be special cases in which the master may raise money

by hypothecation, even though he has his own money on board.

But if he should raise money by bottomry in such a case, the

admiralty will marshal the assets in favour of the shippers of the

cargo, so as to bring their property last into contribution (a).

(a) Lord Mansfield, in Wilkins v. Carmichael, 3 Doug. 101. The Grati-

tudine, 3 Koh. Adm. Rep. 240. Sir .Joseph Jekyl, in Watkinson v. Barnar-
diston, 2 P. Wm. 367. The case of the Ship Fortitude, in the C. C. U. S. for
Mass. decided in August, 1838, contains a learned confirmation of the doc-

trine of the maritime law, that the master of a ship, has authority in a foreign

port, to procure supplies and repairs necessary for the safety of the ship and
performance of the voyage. The necessaries, though not such as are
abs.thitely indispensable, must be reasonably fit and proper, and if the mas-
ter has not suitable funds, or cannot obtain money on the personal credit of
the owner, he may raise it on bottomry. The lender is bound to exercise a
reasonable diligence to ascertain that the supplies and repairs were necessary,

or apparently so, and it is sufficient if he acts with good faith, and so will

the master, if he acts with reasonable diligence, discretion, and skill. A
regular survey is primafacie evidence of the necessity of the repairs, so as to

justify the master and the- lender. The presumption is in favour of the mas-
ter and the lender, and the onusprohandi to the contrarj', lies on the owner
who resists the bottomry bond. The Law Reporter, vol. i. No. 5, Boston,
1838. In that case all the foreign civilians are examined in relation to the
degree of necessity that will justify the hypothecation.

[h) The Aurora, 1 mieaton's Rep. 102. The Ship Fortitude, mpra. The
necessity that will justify the resort to a bottomry bond, is more pressing
and commanding, than the necessity which will justify the master in resorting

to an ordinary contract for repairs.

(a) The Ship Packet, 3 Mason's Rep. 255. The lien of the master for re-

pairs made by his means at a foreign port, may exist without any express
hypothecation. Ibid. American Insurance Company v. Carter, 3 Paige, 323.

It is clearly the rule of the maritime law, supported by the foreign authori-

ties, that the owner of the cargo, sold by the master for the necessities of the
® United States Ins. Co. v. Scott, 1 Johns. 106; Pope v. Nickerson, 3 Story,

465; Fontaine v. Col. Ins. Co., 9 Johns. 29; Ross v. Ship Active, 2 Wash. C.

C. 226.
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The power of the master to cb arge the owners relative to the repairs

and freight of the ship, does not exist when the owners

[*172] are present, or when at their residence (a). *But if

only a minority of the owners are present, or reside at the

place, then the captain's power remains good (6). It is incum-

bent upon the creditor who claims an hypothecation, to prove the

actual existence of the necessity, or of an apparent necessity, of

those things which gave rise to his demand, after he has used

reasonable diligence, and acted with good faith in his inquiries,

though he need not see to the actual and bona fide application of

the money (c). The loan must not exceed the necessity, and it

must be made in a place, and under circumstances, to afi^ord re-

lief (d). This power of the master to borrow money on bottomry,

and hypothecate the ship for the re-payment, may exist as well

at the port of destination, as at any other foreign port, when the

necessity for the exercise of the right becomes manifest (e). A
doubt has been raised, whether an hypothecation would be valid

when made to the consignee of the owner. The power in that

instance would be very liable to abuse and collusion, and the

ship, has an implied lien upon the ship for his indemnity, though there be
no express hypothecation.

(rt) Code de Commerce, art. 232. Ord. de la Marine, liv. 2, tit. 1. Patton
& Dickson v. The Randolph, Gilpin^s Rep. 456. In the case of the Ship La-
vinia v. Barclay, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 49, it was held, that the captain could
not raise money by hypothecation, when one of the owners resided at the
port. But in a home port, the master may bind the owner for necessary and
ordinary repairs, and equipments, under a presumed authority. Webster v.

Seekarap, 4 Barnw. & Aid. 352. This is likewise the rule in the Scotch law.

1 BelVn Com. 524. It is held that a port in a state in which the owner does
not reside, is not a home port in the maritime law, as applicable to the United
States; and themaster of a vessel may in such port hypothecate the vessel by
a bottomry bond for necessary repairs, if the owner has no agent there,

though he reside in another state. Selden v. Hendrickson, 1 Brockenbough,

396. Perhaps, however, the distinction between foreign and home poiis, in

relation to the master's power in these cases, ought to rest, not in relation to

the government of the country, but to the proximity or remoteness, the fa-

cility or difficulty of communication between the place where the master acts,

and the place where the owner resides. This was the doctrine declared, in

the case of Hooper v. Whitney, in the commercial court at New Orleans,

1839, and it is reasonable and just, and the other rule would be very unrea-

sonable in many cases, as for instance, between the city of New York and
Jersey City.

(6) Boulay Paty, 271.

(c) The Ship Fortitude, C. C. U. S. for Mass. August, 1838.

(d) Rucher v. Conyngham, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 295. Cupisino v. Perez. 2

D<dl. Rep. 194. The Aurora. 1 Wheat. Rep. 96. Rocher v. Busher, 1 Stark.

Bep. 27. Roccu!>, De Navihus, not. 23.

(e) Reade v. Commercial Insurance Company, 3 Johns. Rep. 352.
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averment of the necessity and integrity of the transaction ought

to undergo a severer scrutiny (a).

*The master, in the course of the voyage, and when [ * 173 ]

it becomes necessary, may also sell part of the cargo, to

enable him to carry on the residue; and he may hypothecate the

whole of it, as well as the ship and freight, for the attainment of

the same object. The law does not fix any aliquot part or amount

of cargo which the master may sell; nor could any restraint of

that kind be safely imposed. The power must, generally speak-

ing, be adequate to the occasion. The authority of the master

must necessarily increase in proportion to the difficulties which

he has to encounter. There is this limitation only to the exer-

cise of the power, that it cannot extend to the entire cargo; for

it cannot be presumed to be for the interest of the shipper, that

the whole should be sold, to enable the ship to proceed empty to

her port of destination. The hypothecation of the whole may,

however, be for the benefit of the whole, because it may enable

the whole to be conveyed to the proper market (b). This power

of the master to pledge or sell the cargo, is only to be exercised

at an intermediate port, for the prosecution of the voyage; and

if he unduly breaks up the voyage, he cannot sell any part

of the cargo for repairs for a nevw voyage, and the power is

entirely gone (c). But if the voyage be broken up in the course

of it by ungovernable circumstances, the master, in that case,

may even sell the ship or cargo, provided it be done in good

faith, for the good of all concerned, and in a case of supreme

necessity, which sweeps all ordinary rules before it (d).® The

(a) See Rucher v. Conyngham, 2 Peters^ Rep. 307, to that point. The
power given to the master to raise money while abroad, for the necessi-

ties of the ship, is the most dangerous form in which his authority can be
exerted, and all the foreign authorities have recommended and enforced the
same precaution, and which have been universally adopted. {Casaregis,

Disc. 71. Boccus, De Navibus, n. 23. Vintiius ad Peck.) In Boyle v. Adam,
in the Scotch Admiralty, in 1801, the rule that the lender, on an hypotheca-
tion bond, was not bound to see to the application of the money, was quali-

fied in a case where the expenditure was enormous, and the master a weak
man. Beirs Com. vol. i. 529, note.

(6) The Gratitudine, 3 Eob. Adm. Rep. 240, 263. The United Insurance
Company v. Scott, 1 Johns. Rep. 115. Freeman v. The East India Company,
6 Barnw. <& AM. 617.

(c) Watt r. Potter. 2 Mason's Rep. 77.

{d) Hayman v. Molton, 5 Esp. N. P. Rep. 65. Mills v. Fletcher, Doug.
Rep. 219. Idle v. The Royal Exchange Insurance,Company, 8 Taunt. Rep.
755. Freeman v. The East India Company, 5 Barnw. <& Aid. 617. Cannon

^ Saltus V. Ocean Ins. Co., 12 Johns, 107; Dodge v. Union Marine Ins. Co.,

17 Mass. 471.

14 VOL. III. KENT.
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[
* 174 ] *merely acting in good faith, and for the interest of all

concerned^ is not sufficient to exempt the sale of goods

from the character of a tortious conversion, for which the

ship owner and the purchaser are responsible, if the abso-

lute necessity for the sale be not clearly made out. Nor will

the sanction of a vice-admiralty court aid the sale when the re-

quisite necessity was wanting (a). All the cases are decided and

peremptory, and upon the soundest principles, in the call for

that necessity. The master is employed only to navigate the

ship; and the sale of it is manifestly beyond his commission, and

becomes the unauthorized act of a servant, disposing of prop-

erty which he was intrusted only to carry and convey.

[ *175 ] The *master in such a case acts, virtute officii, as mas-

ter. His agency arises by operation of law, from the

necessity of the case, to prevent a total loss of the property, and

the law treats him, as one capable of selling in his own name, but

for the benefit of the owner. He can give a sufficient title in his

own name, as being by operation of law, substituted owner, pro

V. Meaburn, 1 Bingharn's Rep. 243. Robertson v. Clarke, ibid. 445. Fanny
and Elniira. Edw. Adm. Rep. 117. Read v. Bouham, 3 Bro. & Bing. 147.

Scull V. Briddle, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 150. The Schooner Tilton, 5 iMason. 476,
477. In the case ot the American Insurance Company v. Center, 4 Wendell,

45, it was held, that in this coujjtry, the master's right to sell was more ex-
tensive than in England; for here, if there existed a technical total loss, and
the master has reason to believe the owner would elect to abandon, he might
sell the ship. The English rule is more strict, and it is the duty of the mas-
ter to repair the vessel, unless there be an actual total loss, or he has no means
of repairing, and cannot procure any by the hypothecation of the ship or
cargo. In the cases of Gordon v. the Mass. F. & M. Ins. Co., 2 Pick. 249, and
of Hall V. The Franklin Insurance Company, 9 Pick. 466, the stricter doc-
trine of the English law was a.sserted and maintained. The master's au-
thority to sell the vessel was confined to tases of extreme necessity, and
where he acts with the most perfect good faifh for the interest of the owner,
and when he has no opportunity to consult the owner or insurer, and the
necessity leaves him no alternative. This strict rule is the one bestsupport-
ed by rea.son and authority. See, also, to the same point, the case of the
Brig Sarah Aim, 2 Sumner. 206, where it was held, that in a case of urgent
necessity, the master had a right to sell the vessel, as Avell on a home as on
a foreign shore, and whether the owner's residence be near or at a distance.

Also, the ca.se of the New p'ngland Insurance Company v. The Sarah Ann, 13
Peters, 387, where the power of the ma.ster to sell, in a case of extreme neces-
sity, and acting in good faith, is fully sustained.

(a) Van Omeron c. D )\viok, 2 Oampb. X. P. Rep. 42. Morris v. Robinson,
3 Barnw. & Cress. 196. The French code allows the master to sell the ship
in the single case of innavigability. but by the ancient ordinances the prohi-
bition was entire and abs>lute. The innavigability of the ship ought, how-
ever, to be first ascertained and declared by the local nuis^istrate of the
place; or, if in a foreign country, liy the French Consul. Code de Commerce,
art. 2.J7. Ord. del a Marine, tit. Dn Copituine, art. 19. 1 Valines Com. 444.

Pardessus, Droit Com. torn. iii. 26. Boulay Paly, torn. ii. 85.
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hac vice. This was the view of the subject taken in the case of

the Schooner Tilton (a), and the doctrine appears to rest on clear

and solid principles of law and policy.'"

When part of the cargo is sold by the master at an interme-

diate port, to raise money for the necessities of the voyage, the

general rule has been, to value the goods at the clear price they

would have fetched at the port of destination. But, in Richard-

son v. Nourse (6), the price which the goods actually sold for at

the port of necessity was adopted, and the court did not think

that such a criterion of value was clearly erroneous in point of

law; and with respect to these contracts of hypothecation for ne-

cessaries, made by the master in a foreign port, it is the universal

understanding and rule, that they are to be made in the absence

of the owner, and not at his place of residence, where he may ex-

ercise his own judgment. If the liens be created at different

periods of the voyage, and the value of the ship be insufficient to

discharge them all, the last loan is entitled to priority in payment,

as being the means of saving the ship. The contract does not

transfer the property of the ship, but it gives the creditor a priv-

ilege or claim upon it, which may be enforced with all the ex-

pedition and efficacy of the admiralty process (e).

It is the duty of the master engaged in a foreign trade, to put his

ship under the charge of a pilot, both on his outward and

homeward voyage, when *he is within the usual limits [ * 176 ]

of the pilot's employment (d)." The pilot, while on

(o) 5 Mason, 481.

(6) 3 lianiw. & Aid. 237.

(c) Abbott on Shipping, part 2, ch. 3, sec. 20, 22. Chase, J., Blaine v. The
Ship Charles Carter, 4 CnmcK's Rep. 328.

(rf) Law V. Hollingworth, 7 Term Rep. 160. The William, 6 Rob. Adm.
Rep. 316. But if the master, at a foreign port, attempts to get a pilot and

"* As to sale of a ship. There must be both good faith and a necessity for

the sale. The question being, not whether it was expedient to break up the
voyage and sell the ship, but whether there was a legal necessity for so doing;
The Amelia, 6 Wall. 18; The William Carey, 3 Ware, 313; The Lucinda Snow,
Abb. Adm. 305. It becomes a necessity when nothing else can be done' for

the owner or those concerned. The Amelia uhi supra.

To dispose of cargo on ground of necessity. See Pope ti Nickerson, 3 Story,

465. To justify the sale it must appear that it was neces.sary, that it was
done bona fide, that he had no chance of communicating with the owners be-

fore the neces.sity for so doing became imperative. The Bridgewater, 4 Cin. L.

Bui. 448.

The test of the right ol the master to sell a ship is, whether it was the
only prudent course for him to adopt. Hall v. Ocean Ins. Co. (Iowa), 37 Fed.
Rep. 371.

^^ It has now been held that the states have concurrent jurisdiction, over
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board, has the exchisive control of the ship. He is considered

as master pro hac vice, and if any loss or injury be sustained in

fails, and then, in the exercise of his best discretion, endeavors to navigate
himself into port, and grounds, the undervcriter is not discharged, but re-

mains liable for the injury. Phillips v. Headlam, 2 Barnw. & Adolph. 380.

If he attempts to enter a port without a pilot, and vpithout endeavours to

procure one, and a loss happens, the . underwriter would not be respon-

sible. It would be the fault of the master, and the owners would be
liable. But if the loss happens at a point beyond which the pilot's

service was necessary, it would be otherwise. M'Millen v. U. Ins.

Ck)., 1 Bice's S. C. Rep. 248. In the case of Bolton and others v. Amer-
ican Insurance Company, tried before Ch. J. JoneS, in the superior

court of New York, in November, 1835, it was held, that m every well ap-

pointed port, where pilots were to be had, a vessel arriving upon pilot ground,
was bound to take a pilot, and the ground was to be approached carefully;

and if in the night, the master was to hold out a light for a pilot, and to

wait a reasonable time for one, and to approach one if he can do it with
safety. If he attempted to enter the port without a pilot, or steered negli-

gently or rashly in approaching the ground where it was unsafe to navigate
without a pilot, and damages ensued, the underwriters would not be respon-

sible for them. The duty of the master is the more imperative on the ap-

proach to New York, which is of dangerous access, as the channel is only a
mile and a half wide between the bars, and the coast is lined with shifting

sand bars. In cases of great danger, as in the case of a storm, if the capt«in

cannot wait with safety for a pilot, he must come in without one. The sys-

tem of pilotage in New York is excellent. Branch pilots are appointed by
the governor ai^d senate, and have to perform an apprenticeship of five years
before they can become deputy pilots; and three years must elapse before

they can become branch or licensed pilots. They undergo examinations
before the wardens of the port, and give security. See Laivs of Neiv York,

February 19, 1819, ch. 18, and particularly sec. 7 and 12. April 12, 1822,

ch. 196. April 16, 1830, ch. 207. March, 30, 1831, ch. 93. In 1837, the
statute laws of New York relative to pilots were re-digested and essentially

amended, and all former statutes repealed. A board of five commissioners
was established for licensing, regulating, and governing pilots and deputy
pilots, and they were clothed with large powers. Applicants for license

were to be examined before the commissioners as to their fitness, skill, and
character, and they were to enter into recognizances with sureties for the
faithful execution of their trast. Laws of New York, 1837, ch. 184. Further
regulations were made, and the mode and rate ofcompensation for pilotage es-

tablished by the act of New York, of April 12th, 1838, ch. 197. In England,
the statutes of 6 George IV. c. 125, consolidated all the prior English laws,

with respect to the licensing and employment of pilots: and an abridged
view of its provisions is given in M'CaUock's Com. Diet. tit. Pilots. In Mass-
achusetts, the law of pilotage is as well and carefully digested {is any where
else. The governor and council appoint the pilots, except for the harbor of
Boston, and there they are commissioned by the commissioners of pilots.

Every branch pilot may nominate his deputy pilots for the approbation of
the governor, and they all give bond, with .sureties, for their faithfulness.

Revised Statutes of MasKachusetts, part. 1, tit. 12, ch. 32. The pilot regulations
in the other great commercial states, are doubtleas of the same efficient

character, and the general commercial law on the subject applies equally to

all tlie states; though Congress may establish a system of pilotage in ports

and harbours within the United States, and give the district courts jurisdic-

tion of the same, yet they have not done it. In Georgia, pilots are licen.'ied

the subject of pilotage, with Congress. Cooley v. The Board, &c,, of the
port of Philadelphia, 12 How. 299.
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the navigation of the vessel while under the charge of the pilot,

he is answerable, as strictly as if he were a common carrier, for

his defatilt, negligence, or unskilfulness; and the owner would

also be responsible to the party injured for the act of the pilot,

as being the act of his agent (a). Though some doubt had been

raised by the dictum of Ch. J. Mansfield, in Bowcher v. Nord-

strom (6), yet the weight of authority, and the better reason is,

that the master, in such a case, would not be responsible as mas-

ter, though on board, provided the crew acted in regular obedi-

ence to the pilot (c).'^

by a permanent board of commisssoners. and they are required to give bond,
with sureties, for the due execution of their duty, and to take a special oath
in rtelation to the same, and tlie commissioners are to settle all disputes be-

between pilots and masters' of vessels, and with power to revoke licenses for

incompetency, negligence, or misbehavior. Prince's Dig. 18;{7, p. 759. The
only congressional provision on the subject, is contained in the act of Con-
gress of August 7, 1789, ch. 9, sec. 4, which still remains in force, and in

which it is declared, that, "'AH pilots in the bays, inlets, rivers, harbours,

and ports of the United States, shall continue to be regulated in conformity
with the existing laws of the states respectively, wherein such pilots may be,

or with such laws as the states may respectively thereafter enact for the pur-
pose, until further legislative provision sliall be made by Congress." The
cognizance, therefore, of the cases under state laws, as to pilotage, belongs,

at present, to state courts. Marshall, Ch. J., in Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 WTieaf.

207. The Schooner Wave v. Hyer, on appeal to the circuit court of the

United States, for the southern district of New York, 2 Papa's Rep. Low
V. Commis-siouers of rilotage, R. M. Charlton's Geo. Rep. '.'AX. But in the
case of Ilobart v. Drogah, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 108, it was held, that suits

for pilotage on the high seas and on tidewaters were within the admiralty
jurisdiction, and the state courts had only fOJiCTn/vn/ jurisdiction with the
district courts in suits for pilotage. The Act of Congress of 2d March, 1837,
ch. 22, declared, that it should be lawful for the master or commander of
any vessel, coming into or going out of any port situate upon the waters
which are the boundary between two states, to employ any pilot duly li-

censed or authrized by the laws of either state bounded upon said waters.
Concurrently in point of time with this act of Congress, the sta+ute of New
Jersey was passed for establishing and regulating pilots for the ports of that
state, within Sandy Hook. Elmer's Dig. 400.

(a) Bussy v. Donald.son, 4 Dalles' Rep. 206. Huggett v. Montgomery, 5
Bos. & Pull. 446. Yates v. Brown, 8 Pick. 23. Pilot-boat Washington v.

Ship Saluda, U. S. District Court, S. C, April 1831. Williamson v. Price, 16
Martin's Louis. Rep. 399.

(6) 1 Taunf. Rep. 568.

(c) In the case of the Portsmouth, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 317. Snell v. Rich, 1 Johns.

Rep. 305. By the statutes of 6 George IV. c. 125, sec. 53, owners and mas-
ters of ships are exempted from liability, for any damage arising from the
want of a licensed pilot, unless the want arose from a refusal to take one on
board; or from wilful neglect, in not using all due means to take one on
board who may offer. He is equally exempted from responsibility for the
incapacity or defaultsof the pilot.

^'^ It is, however, the master's duty, wherever there is obvious and (;er-

tain disability, or dangerous ignorance or error, to disobey the pilot and as-

sunu' aiitliorit;.-. Netherland's Steam-Boat Co. v. Styles, P. C. 40 Eng. L. &
Eq. 19. The Duke ol Mauche.ster, 2 W. Rob. 480.
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(2.) Of the rights and duties of seamen

We come next to treat of the laws applicable to seamen; and

it will appear, for obvious reasons, that in the codes of all com-

mercial nations they are objects of great solicitude and of pater-

nal care. They are usually a heedless, ignorant, audacious, but

most useful class of men, exposed to constant hardships, perils,

and oppression. From the nature of their employment and their

"home on the deep," they are necessarily excluded, in a great de-

gree, from the benefits of civilization, and the comforts and chari-

ties of domestic life. Upon their native element they are habitu-

ally buffeted by winds and waves, and wrestling with

[* 177] tempests; and in time of war they * are exposed to the

still fiercer elements of the human passions. In port they

are the ready and the dreadful victims of temptation, fraud, and

vice (a). It becomes, therefore, a very interesting topic of in-

quiry, to see what protection the laws have thrown around such

a houseless and helpless race of beings, and what special provis

ions have been made for their security and indemnity.

The seamen employed in the merchant service, are made sub-

ject to special regulations, prescribed by acts of Congress. Ship-

ping articles are contracts in writing, or in print, declaring the

voyage and the term of time for which the seamen are shipped,

and the rate of wages, and when they are to render themselves on

board; and the articles are to be signed by every seaman or mari-

ner, on all voyages from the United States to a foreign port, and

in certain cases, to a port in another state, other than an adjoin-

ing one (6). If there be no such contract, the master is bound

to pay to every seaman who performs the voyage the highest

(o) The recklessness with which sailors dissipate their wages, and the fac-

ility with which they are cheated out of them, are proverbial; and those per-

sons who have the superintendenre of marine hospitals well know, how
severely and extensively sailors are afflicted, beyond all other classes of men,
by those odious diseases which so terribly chastise licentious desire. Such a
scourge is far woree to them than the storms and the monsters of the ocean;
than either theprsecipifem Africum decertaniem aquilonibus, the rabiem noli, the
moiuitrn natantia, or the hifami's scopulox. acrocerminia.

{h) A foreign voyage, in thelanguageof trade and commerce, means a voy-
age to some port or place within the territory of a foreign nation. The fermi-

nus of the A'^oyage settles the description. In tliis view, neither fishing or

whaling voyages are strictly foreign voyages.. Tliis is the sense in which
foreign voyages are understood in the Duties Collection Act of 1799, ch. 128,

and in the Acts of 1790, ch. 56, and of 1813. ch. 2, relative to sliipping arti-

cles, and the above Act of 1799 still constitutes the leading statute to regu-
late our commercial intercourse with foreign nations. Taber v. United States,

C. C. U. S. for Mass. October, 1839.
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wages given at the port for a similar voyage, within the three next

preceding months, besides forfeiting for every seaman a penalty

of twenty dollars.'^ The seamen are made subject to forfeitures

if they do not render themselves on board according to the con-

tract, or if they desert the service; and they are liable to summary
imprisonment for desertion, and to be detained until the ship be

ready to sail. If the mate and a majority of the crew, after the

voyage is begun, but before the vessel has left the land,

deem the vessel unsafe, or not duly provided, and *shall [
* 178 ]

require an examination of the ship, the master must

proceed to, or stop at, the nearest or most convenient port, where

an inquiry is to be made, and the master and crew must conform

to the judgment of the experienced persons, selected by the dis-

trict judge or a justice of the peace. If the complaint shall ap-

pear to have been without foundation, the expenses and reason-

able damages, to be ascertained by the judge or justice, are to be

deducted from the wages of the seamen. But if the vessel be

found or made seaworthy, and the seamen shall refuse to proceed

on the voyage; they are subjected to imprisonment until they pay

double the advance made to them on the shipping contract (a)."

Fishermen engaged in the fisheries are liable to the like penalties

for desertion; and the fishing contract must be in writing, signed

by the shipper and the fishermen, and countersigned by the

owner (6). The articles do not determine exclusively who are the

owners, and the seamen may prove, by other documents, the real

and responsible owners. The object of the articles is, to place

the crew of a fishing vessel upon a footing with seamen in the

merchant service, and to make them liable to the same restric-

(a) Act of Congress, July 20th, 1790, ch. 29, sec. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7. In the state

of Missouri there are statute provisions for the regulation of boatmen on the
navigahle waters of that state, their contracts, their duties, their protection,

and the remedies against them, as in the analogous cases of seamen on the
high seas. Revised Statute of 3Iissotiri, 1835, p. 99.

(b) Act of Congress, June 19th, 1813, ch. 2, sec. 1, 2.
^* For the penalty of twenty' dollars for not having shipping articles, one

suit should be brought for each penalty, and one count is sufficient. Wolver-
ton V. Lacey, U. S. D. C. Ohio 18 Law Rep. 672.

^* See, hereon. Stats. July 20th, 1840, ch. 48, § 12, 13. 14, Stat. 1850, ch.

27, ? 6, 9 U. S. Stat, at Large, 441; Act of 1856, ch. 127, which has changed
section 5 of the act of 1790. See 11 U. S. Stats, at Large, 62.

Desertion on the voyage works a forfeiture of all wages and property of the
deserter on board the ship, and the deserter is liable for damages caused by
hiring another seaman. Spencer v. Eustis, 21 Me. 519; Coffin w. Jenkins, 3
Story, 108.
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tions, and entitled to the same remedies (a). Provision is made

for the prompt recovery of seamen's wages, of which one-third is

due at every port at which the vessel shall unlade and deliver her

cargo, before the voyage be ended; and at the end of the voyage,

the seamen may proceed in the district court, by admiralty pro-

cess, against the ship, if the wages be not paid within ten days

after they are discharged (fe).'*^ The seamen haviijg like cause

of complaint, may all join in one suit, and they may proceed

against the vessel within the ten days, if she be about to proceed

to sea: but this remedy, in rem, does not deprive the sea-

[ * 179 ] men of their remedy at common law for the * recovery

of their wages (c). The statiites further provide for the

safety and comfort of the seamen, by requiring that every ship

belonging to a citizen of the United States, of the burthen of one

hundred and fifty tons, or upwards, navigated by ten or more

persons, and bound to a foreign port; or of the burthen of seventy

tons, or upwards, and navigated with six or more persons, and

bound from the United States to any port in the West Indies,

shall be provided with a medicine chest, properly supplied with

fresh and sound medicines; and if bound on a voyage across the

Atlantic ocean, with requisite stores of water,.and salted meat,

and wholesome ship bread, well secured under deck (d).'*

(a) Wait V. Gibbs, 4 Pick. 298.

(6\ The voy£^e is ended when the vessel' has arrived at her last port of
destination, and is safely moored at the wharf But the seamen may, by the
terms of the contract, or the usage of the port, be bound to remain by the
vessel after the voyage is ended, and assist in discharging the cargo, and their

•wages will be continued until that takes place. The Mary, lVare\^ Rep. 454.

fc) Act of Congress, July 20th, 1790, ch. 29, sec. 6. The statute of 59 Geo.
III. ch. 58, provided, also, an expeditious remedy for the recovery of sea-

men's wages, by allowmg them to apply to the summary jurisdiction of a
justice of the peace, when the wages do not exceed £20.

(d) Act of (Jongress, July 20th, 1790, sec. 8, 9, and Ibid. March 2d, 1805,
'* Sheppard v. Taylor, 5 Pet. 675. Every part of the freight is liable for

the whole of the wages. Skol field r. Potter, Davies, 392. There can be no
lien if the voyage is illegal. Brig Langdon Cheves, 4 Wheat. 103. Although
the wages are due at the end of the voyage, they are not payable until the
end of the period allowed by law for discharging the vessel and collecting the

freight. Hastings c. The Happy Return, 1 Pet. Adm. 2.53. The lien has
preference over bottomry bonds. The Madonna d'Tra, 1 Dods. 37, and all

others. Brown r. TjuII. 2 Sumn. 443.

The period of t^-n days may be extended, where the ship cannot be, with
due diligence, unloaded in that time. Thompson k. The Philadelphia. 1 Pet.

Adm. 210.
" As to whether the seamen are to pay the doctor's attendance or not, see

Holmes r. Hutchinson, Gilpin. 447: Pray r. Rtinson. 21 Me. 402. The Forest
Ware, 420; Harden v. Gordon, 2 Mason, 541; I.,am.son v. Westcott, 1 Sumn.
591.
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It is further provided by statute, for the just and benevolent

purpose of affording certain and permanent relief to sick and dis-

abled seamen, that a fund be raised out of their wages, earned on

board of any vessel of the United States, and be paid by the

master to the collector of the port, on entry from a foreign port,

at the rate of twenty cents per month for every seaman. The like

assessment is to be made and paid on the new enrolment or

license for carrying on the coasting trade, and also by persons

navigating boats and rafts on the Mississippi. The moneys so

raised are to be expended for the temporary relief and mainten-

ance of sick and disabled seamen, in hospitals or other proper in-

stitutions established for such purposes ; and the surplus moneys,

when sufl&ciently accumulated, shall be applied to the erection of

marine hospitals, for the accommodation of sick and disabled sea-

men. These hospitals, as far as it can be done with convenience,

are to receive sick foreign seamen on a charge of seventy-

five cents * per day, to be paid by the master of the [
* 180 ]

foreign vessel (a). And to relieve American seamen who

may be found destitute in foreign places, and as evidence of the

constant and paternal solicitude of the United States for the pre-

servation and protection of their seamen abroad, it is made the

duty of the American consuls and commercial agents, to provide

for those who may be found destitute within their consular dis-

tricts, and for their passages to some port in the United States,

in a reasonable manner, at the expense of the United States; and

American vessels are bound to take such seamen on board, at the

request of the consul, but not exceeding two men to every

hundred tons burthen of the ship, and transport them to the United

Slates, on such terms, not exceeding ten dollars for each person,

as may be agreed on. So, if an American vessel be sold in a

foreign port, and her company discharged, or a seaman be dis-

charged with his consent, the master must pay to the consul or

ch. 88. The Act of Congress of July 20th, 1790, sec. 9, gives to the seamen
double wages for every day that they are put on short allowance, and the
vessel has not the quantity and quality of provisions required. The British

statute of 43 Geo. III. ch. 56, has another very humane provision for the
.health and security of the passengers and crew. It provided, that no British

ship should clear out from a British port with a greater number of persons on
board, including children and tlie crew, than in the proportion of one person
for every two tons of the burthen of the ship, as appearing in the certificate

of registry, or of that part of the ship unladen. A pen.nlty of £.^0 is forfeited

for each extra person.

(a) Acts of Oonf/reHs, .July 16th, 1798, March 2d, 1799, and May 3d, 1802.
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commercial agent at the place, three months pay, over and above

the wages then due, for every such seaman, two-thirds of which

is to be paid over to every seaman so discharged, upon his en-

gagement on board of any vessel to return to the United States;

and the other third to be retained, for the purpose of creating a

fund for the maintenance and return of destitute American sea-

men in such foreign port (a)."

The act of Congress of March 3d, 3813, declared, that no sea-

man, who was not a citizen or native of the United States, should

be employed on board of any public or private vessel of the

United States. But the provision against the employment of for-

eign seamen, is probably without any efficacy, for it applies only

to those nations who shall, in like manner, have prohibited the

employment of American seamen.

Greenwich hospital, in England, is a noble asylum

[
* 181 ] for decayed ^ and disabled seamen belonging to the

royal navy; but another national establishment was wapt-

ing for seamen maimed or disabled by sickness or accidental mis-

fortunes, or worn out by age, in the merchant service. This was

provided for by the statute of 20 Geo. II. c. 38, which created a

corporation attached to Greenwich hospital, and laid the founda-

tions of a magnificent charity, with liberal, careful, and minute

provisions, some of which have been copied into our own statutes;

and it is sustained by an assessment similar to oilr own, of six-

pence sterling per month out of seamen's wages. In one respect,

the English charity is much broader than ours, for it reaches to

the poor widow, and infant children of every seaman who perishes

in the service, and who shall be found to be proper objects of

charity (6).

(a) Act of Congress, February 28th, 1803, ch. 62.

(h) The contributions from merchant ships to the trustees of Greenwich
hospital, in 1828 and 1829, exceeded £20,000 sterling a year, and yet there
was not on the establishment a single individual who had heen exclusively

employed in the merchant service. The statute of 4 and 5 Wm. IV. c. 34,
directed, therefore, that the contribution of sixpence per month by seamen
in the merchant service should cease from 1st January, 1835, and that £20,-
000 a year should be advanced from the consolidated fund to the hospital tx)

make good the deficiency. The act of Wm. IV. repealed the statute of 20
Geo. II., except so far as it related to the establishment of the corporation;
and it repealed so much of the act of 37 Geo. III. c. 73, as related to the
wages of seamen dying while employed in the West India trade, and it in-

troduced a new system. This system provides contributions for a new fund;
and every master and owner of a British merchant ship or vessel are to pay
28. per month, and everv seamen serving on board such ship or vessel Is. per
" See, also, act of 1840, ch. 48, g 5; 5 U. S. Stats, at Large, 395.
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With respect to the* behaviour of the master and seamen, and

the discipline on board of merchant ships, it is held, that the mas-

ter is personally responsible in damages for any injury or loss to

the ship or cargo, by reason of his negligence or misconduct.

Being responsible over to others for his conduct as master, the

law, as well on that account as from the necessity of the case, has

intrusted him with great authority over the mariners on board.

Such authority is requisite to the safe navigation of the ship, and

the preservation of good order and discipline. He may imprison,

and also inflict reasonable corporal punishment upon a seaman,

for disobedience to reasonable commands, or for disorderly, riot-

ous, or insolent conduct; and his authority, in that re-

spect, is analogous to *that of a master on land over his [
* 182 ]

apprentice or scholar (a).'* The books unite in the law-

month; and the institution is to provide in its hospital for seamen becoming
incapable by sickness, wounds, or other accidental misfortunes, or worn out
by age, and in certain cases for their widows and children. The masters and
owners, and their widows and children, being objectsof charity as aforesaid,

are to partake of the bounty; the contributions to the fund are estimated to

amount hereafter to £50,000 sterling a year. M'' Oulloch's Com. Diet. tit. Sea-
men.
The ancient Romans never provided any asylum tor the poor. Humanity

was no part of their national character. Its cultivation, as a public duty, is

one of the inestimable blessings of the introduction of Christianity. There
did not exist in the Roman legislation any provision for them, unless, says
Hugo, {History of the Roman' Law, sec. 154,) we may consider the law of the
twelve tables, which regulated funeral expenses, to hav6 been introduced in
their favour, as a means to prevent the ruin of families. But there was a
provision in favour ot the Roman soldiers, which shows the wise policy, if

not humanity, of the Roman discipline. Half of the donatives of the soldiers

was withdrawn and placed in security in camp for their use, to prevent its

being wasted in extravagance and debauchery. Vegetius considered it a
divine institution. There was likewise a contribution by each soldier to a
common fund in camp, to defray his funeral expenses. Vegetius, De Re Mil-
itari, 1. 2, ch. 20. Chelsea hospital in England, for the reception of sick and
superannuated soldiers, has infinitely better pretensions than the Roman pro-
vision, to be regarded as divinitas instHutum.

(a) MoUoy, b. 2, ch. 3, .sec. 12. Thorne v. White, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 168.
Rice V. The Polly and Kitty, 2 ibid. 420. The United States v. Smith, 3
Wash. Cir. Rep. 525. Michaelson v. Denison, 3 Day^s Rep. 294. Comersford
V. Baker, before Lord Stowell, June, 1825. The United States v. Dewey,
New York Circuit, June. 1828. Lord Stowell, in the case of the Agincourt, 1

Hagg. Adm. Rep. 272. The Ix)wther Castle, ibid. 384. The United States
V. Freemen, 4 Mason's Rep. 512. Turner's case, 1 Ware. 83. Butler v.

M'Lellan, District Court in Maine, ibid. 219. Bangs v. Little, ibid. 506.
Though the maritime codes of continental Europe, such as the Consolato, the
laws of Oleron, of Wisbuy, of the Hanse Towns, and of Denmark, carefully
avoid the direct mention of any legal authority of the captain to correct, by

'" By stat. 1850, c. 80, flogging in the navy and on board vessels ot com-
merce is abolished from and after the passing of that act. As to the meaning
of the words "flogging" and " vessels of commerce" as used in this act, see
U. ^.v. Cutler, 1 Curtis C. C. 501.
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fulness and necessity of the power. Without it, authority could

not be maintained, nor navigation made safe. Subordination is

essential to be strictly enforced, among a class of men whose

manners and habits partake of the attributes of the element on

which they are employed. Disobedience to lawful commands is

a more noxious ofiFence, and the most dangerous in its nature, for

it goes at once to the utter annihilation of all authority. But

care must be taken that the punishment be administered with due

moderation. The law watches the exercise of discretionary power

with a jealous eye. If the correction be excessive or unjustifiable,

the seaman is sure to receive compensation in damages on his re-

turn to port, in an action at common law (a). And it must be an

extreme case that will justify a master to confine a seaman

[*183] in a common gaol in a foreign port. He cannot do *it as

a punishment, but only by way of precaution under the

existing circumstances (6). The master may also confine a

passenger who refuses to submit to the necessary discipline of

the ship (c).

The master has also the right to discharge a seaman for just

cause, and put him ashore in a foreign country; but the causes

must be, not slight but aggravated, such as habitual disobedience,

mutinous conduct, theft, or habitual drunkenness; and he is re-

corporal chastisement, the misbehaviour of mariners; yet, as the learnedjudge
of the district court of Maine observed, in a ca.se above-mentioned, this power
in the matter seems either to have been inferred, or to have become silently

established by usage. Casaregis (Dixc. 136. n. 14,) admits that the master
may inflict slight chastisement, by analogy to the power of a father or do-

mestic master; and the ordinance of Louis XIV. (liv. 2, tit. 1, art. 22,) con-

fers a strong power of personal punishment on the captain, in aggravated
ca.ses, and acting under the advice of the mate and pilot. The Act of Can-
grvHS, 3d March, 1835, ch. 40, sec. 3, makes it an indictable offence, punish-
able by fine and imprisonment, for the master or other officer of any Ameri-
can vessel, on the high seas or other waters, within the admiralty- and mari-
time jurisdiction of the United States, from malice, hatred or revenge, and
without justifiable cause, to beat, wound, or imprison any of the crew, or
withhold from them suitable food and nourishment, or inflict upon them
any cruel and unusual punishment. In the case of the United States v.

Proctor, in the circuit court of the United States for the Southern District

of New York, in November, 1835, it was held, that, as a general rule, seamen
must obey the last order coming from any officer, as it may arise from some
sudden emergency requiring it; and that for unjustifiable disobedience mod-
erate personal punishment might be inflicted.

[n) Watson v. Christie, 2 Bos. & Pull. 224.

. {b) United States v. Kuggles, 5 Mason^s Rep. 192. The subordinate oflicers

have no authority to punish a seaman when the mast<?r is on board, unless

by bis orders. Elwell «. Martin Ware's Bep. 53. Butler «. M' Lallan, iiid.

219.

(c) Boyce c. Bayliffe, 1 Cainbp. N. P. Rep. 58. r
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sponsible in damages if he discharges him without just cause (a).

This power of discharge extends to the mate and subordinate

officers, as well as to the seamen, for the master must be supreme

in the ship, and subordination and discipline are indispensable to

the safety and welfare of the service. But it would require a

case of flagrant disobedience, or gross negligence, or palpable

want of skill, to authorize the captain to displace a mate, who is

generally" chosen with the consent of the owners, and with a view

to the better safety of the ship, and the security of their prop-

erty (b).'' The marine law requires the mapter to receive back

a seaman whom he has discharged, if he repents and offers to re-

turn to his duty and make satisfaction; and if the master refuses,

or if the seamen has been unduly discharged, he may follow the

ship, and recover his wages for the voyage, and
* the expenses of his return (c). The laws of the [

* 184 ]

United States make it highly penal, and subject the mas-

ter to fine and imprisonment, if, without justifiable cause, he ma-

liciously forces an officer or mariner on shore while abroad, or

leaves him behind in any foreign port or place, or refuses to bring

home those whom he took out, and are in a condition and wil-

ling to return (d).

It was a question which received a profound discussion, and

led to a learned research, in Harden v. Gordon (e), whether a

(a) Relf )'. The Ship Maria, 1 Peterfi' Adm. Rep. 186. Black v. The Ship
Louisiana, 2 ibid. 268. Hulle v. Heightman, 2 East's Rep. 145. Sir William
Scott, in the case of the Exeter, 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 261. The French law af-

fords peculiar protection to seamen, and among other things in this, that it

prohibits the master from discharging a seaman, in any case, in a foreign
country. This was by a royal declaration of 18th December, 1728, art. 1,

mentioned in 1 Valines Com. 734; and it is adopted in the Code de Commerce,
art. 270.

(6) Atkyns v. Burrows, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 244. Thompson v. Bush. 4
Wash. ar. Rep. 338.

(c) Laws of Oleron, art. 13. Laws of Winhuy, art. 25. Code de Commerce,
art. 270. RelftJ. The Ship Maria, 1 Petersf' Adm. Rep. 193, 194. Hutchin-
son V. Coombs, District Court of j^aine, Ware's Rep. 65. The Nimrod, ibid 9.

{d) Act of Congress, 3d March, 1825, ch. 67, sec. 10.

(e) 2 Mason's Rep. Ml.
" A discharge of a seaman in a foreign port, in order to justify a master foe

not producing him on the return of the vessel, must have been with the con-
sent of the consul, vice consul, commercial agent, or vice commercial agent,
there residing, signified in writing under his hand and seal. Act of Feb.
28th, 1803, ch. 9. Hutchinson v. Combs, Ware, 65; Thome v. White, 1 Pet.
Adm. 175: Orme v. Townsend, 4 Mason, 541. Only gross misconduct will
justify a master in dischargiilg a mate or other officer. Thompson r. Busch,
4 Wash. C. C. 338; Atkyns v. Burrows, 1 Pet. Adm. 244; The Exeter, 2 Rob.
Adm. 261.
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seaman, who became sick and disabled on the voyage, was entitled

to medical advice aud aid, such as mediciae, sustenance, and at-

tendance, at the expense of the ship. It was there shown and

decided, that the expense of curing a sick seaman in the course

of the voyage, was a charge upon the ship according to the mari-

time law of Europe (a), and the rule recommended itself as much
by its intrinsic equity and sound policy, as by the sanction of its

general authority. Such an expense was in the nature of addi-

tional wages during sickness, and it constituted a material ingre-

dient in the just remuneration of seamen for their labour and

services. The statute law of the United States (b) has not

changed the maritime law and exempted the vessel, except so far

as respects medicines and medical advice, and which must be

borne by the seamen and not by the owner, when there was a

proper medicine chest, and medical directions, on board the ship;

and it does not apply to nursing, diet, and lodging, or even med-

ical advice if the seaman be carried ashore, and which, under the

general maritime law, are to be borne by the vessel (c). The
claim for such expenses, equally with a claim for wages, may be

enforced in the courts of admiralty; and Judge Story, in the case

of Harden v. Gordon, with great force, and moving on solid

principles, vindicated the admiralty jurisdiction over the

[
* 185 ] whole * compensation, in all its varied forms, when due

to seamen for their maritime services (d).'^

The act of Congress requires, that in seamen's shipping arti-

cles, the voyage, and term of time for which the seamen may be

[a) iMwsof Oleron, art. 7. Lawn of Wishuy, art. 19. Laws of the Hanse
Towns, art. 45. Code de Commerce, art. 262, 263.

{b) Vide mipra, 179.

(c) The Nimrod, 1 Ware's Rep. 19. The Fore.st, ibid. 420.

{d) Thi.s subject received ample discussion, in Reed v. Canfield, 1 Sumner,
195, and it was .shown to be a settled principle of maritime policy, that a
seaman was entitled to be cured at the expense of the ship, of all sickness
and all injuries sustained in the service of the ship. The rule applied, not
only durinj]; the voyage, but when tJie ves.sel was in her home port, either
at the commencement or termination of the voyage, so long as the seaman
was in the service ot the ship, and as one of the crew. The acts of Congress,
supra, p. 179. for the relief of sick and disabled seamen, were deemed to be
auxiliary to the maritime law.
^ If the disease is contracted by his own vice or fault and in defiance of

the counsel and commands of superior officers, the vessel is not chargeable for

the expense of the care. Pierce v. Patton. Gilpin, 436. The burden of
proof of the sufficiency of the medictine chest is upon the owner. The Nim-
rod, Ware, 9; The Forest, Ware, 420.
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shipped, be specified (a).^^ The regulation relates to voyages

from a port in the United States, and it does not apply to a voy-

age commencing from a foreign port to the United States. The

voyage within the intendment of the statute, means one having a

defi^nite commencement and end. The terminus a gtto, -and the

terminus ad quem, must be stated precisely; and in a case of a

general adventure, the term of service must be specified. A voy-

age from New York to Curacoa, and elsewhere, means in ship-

ping articles, a voyage from New York to Curacoa, and the word

elsewhere is rejected as being void for uncertainty (b).^^

Seamen, in the merchant service, are usually hired at a certain

sum, either by the month, or for the voyage. In the fishing

trade the seamen usually serve under an engagement to receive

a portion of the profits of the adventure. The share, or profits

of the voyage, are a substitute for regular wages; and the act of

Congress (c) extends the admiralty jurisdiction to the cogni-

zance of suits for shares in whaling voyages, in the same form

and manner as in ordinary cases of wages in the merchant ser-

vice (d).

Every seaman engaged ,to serve on board a ship, is bound, from

the nature and terms of the contract, to do his duty in the ser-

vice to the utmost of his ability, and, therefore, a promise made
by the master when the ship is in distress, to pay extra wages,

as an inducement to extraordinary exertion, is illegal and void.

It would be the same if some of the crew had deserted,

or were sick, or dead, and peculiar efforts * became [ * 186 ]

requisite; for the general engagement of the seamen is

to do all they can for the good of the service, under all the emer-

gencies of the voyage. Lord Kenyon puts the illegality of such

a promise on the ground of public policy, and Lord Ellenborough

(a) Act of Congress, 20th July, 1790, ch. 29.

(b) Decision in the District Court of Maryland, by Judge Winchester, 1

RaWs L. J. 209. Magee v. The Moss, Gilpin, 219.

(c) Act of Congress. 19th June, 1813, ch. 2, sec. 1, 2.

(d) In whaling voyages from the New England States, three-tenths of the
earnings of the ship are the share of the seamen.

*' See also act of 1840, 5 U. S. Stats, at Large, 394; Wolverton v. Lacev, U.
S. D. C. Ohio. 18 Law Rep. 672.
" Under the act of July 20th, 1840, ch. 48. sec. 10, 5 U. S. Stat, at Large,

395. All shipments of seamen contrary to the acts of Congress are void.

Snow V. Wope. 18 Law Rep. 390. See, further, as to the word " elsewhere,"
Giflford V. Kollock. U. S. D. C. Mass. 19 Law Rep. 21; Elv v. Peck, 7 Conn.
39; The Varuna, 18 Law Rep. 437; Peterson v. GH»pon, 20 Law Rep. 380.
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on the want of consideration (a). It requires the performance of

some service not within the scope of the original contract, as by

becoming a voluntary hostage upon capture, to create a valid

claim, on the part of the seaman, to compensation, on a promise

by the master, beyond the stipulated wages (6). So, no wages

can be recovered when the hiring has been for an illegal voyage,

or one in violation of a statute. The law will not countenance

a contract ex turpi causa, nor permit anyone to lay claim to the

wages of iniquity (c).

A seaman is entitled to his whole wages for the. voyage, even

though he be unable to render his service by sickness, or bodily

injury, happening in the course of the voyage, and while he was

in the performance of his duty. This is not only the invariable

usage in the English admiralty, but a provision of manifest justice,

pervading all the commercial ordinances (d). He will equally be

entitled to his wages to the end of the voyage, when wrongfully

discharged by the master in the course of it (e). The

[
* 187 ] marine law very equitably distinguishes * between the

cases in which seamen's services are not rendered in

consequence of a peril of the sea, and in which they are not ren-

dered by reason of some illegal act, or misconduct, or fraud, of

the master or owner, interrupting and destroying the voyage. In

the latter case, the seamen are entitled to their wages (gr), and

the rule of the French ordinance is just and reasonable. It de-

clares, that if the seamen be hired for the voyage, they shall, in

such case, be paid the entire wages for the voyage, and if they

be hired by the month, they shall be paid for the time they served,

with the allowance of a reasonable time for their return to the

port of departure {hi). But if a loss in respect to ship or cargo,

(a) Harris v. Watson, Peake's N. P. Rep. 72. Stilk v. Myrick, 2 Ccnnpb.

N. P. Rep. 317. The .same rule applies to a promise by a passenger to any of
the crew of a wrecked vessel. Mesner v. Suffolk Bank, Mass. U. S. D. C.

183B.

(b) Yates v. Hall, 1 Term Rep. 73.

(c) The Vanguard, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 207.

{(I) Chandler v. Grieves, 2 H. Blacks. Rep. 606, note. Abbott on Shipping^
pari 4. ch. 2, sec. 1. Williams v. The Brig Hope, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 138.

{e) Robinett«. The Ship Exeter, 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 261. The Beaver, 3
ibid. 92. Keane v. The Brig Gloucester, 2 Dallas' Rep. 36. 2 Petefs' Adm.
Rep. 403. Rice v. The Polly and Kitty, ibid. 420. In this last case, the
seamen were forced to quit the ship by the cruelty and dangerous threats

of the master, and their wages were allowed.

(g) Wells »-. Osman, 2 Lord Raym. 1044. Parry »'. The Peggy, 2 Bro. Adm.
app. 533.

(A) Ord. des Loyers des Matelois, art. 3. Pothier's Lounge des Matelots, n.
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arises from the gross negligence of a mariner, the damage may-

be set off in the admiralty against a claim for wages (a). If a

seaman be wrongfully discharged on the voyage, the voyage is

then ended with respect to him, and he is entitled to sue for his

full wages for the voyage (b).

The general principle of the marine law is, that freight is the

mother of wages, and if no freight be earned, no wages are due.

This principle protects the owner, by making the right of the

mariner to his wages, commensurate with the right of the owner

to his freight; but that the rule may duly apply, the freight must

not be lost by the fraud or wrongful act of the master. The

policy of the rule applies to cases of loss of freight by a peril of

the sea; and it was truly and distinctly stated by the

Court of K. B. in the time of Charles * II. (c) that if [ * 188 ]

the ship perish by tempest, fire, enemies, &c., the mari-

ners lose their wages; "for if the mariners were to have their

wages in such cases, they would not use their endeavours, nor

hazard their lives, for the safety of the ship." If the voyage and

the freight be lost, because the ship was seized for debt, or for

having contraband or prohibited goods on board, or for any other

cause proceeding from misconduct in the master or owner, it

would be unreasonable and unjust that the innocent seamen

should be deprived of compensation for their services, and the

marine l,aw holds them still entitled to their wages (d). The
wages are, in such cases, allowed pro tanto to the time of the loss

of the voyage, and with such additional allowance as shall be

deemed reasonable under the circumstances (6).^^

203. Chs^/«7's Translation, 123. Roccus, de Nav. et Naulo, n. 43. IngersolVs

Translation, 46. Hoyt v. Wildfire. 3 Johns. Rep. 518.

{a) Abbott on Shipping, 472. The New Phoenix, 2 Ragg. Adm. Rep. 420.

(b) Sigard r. Koberts, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 71. In the ca.se of the Castilia,

1 Hogg. Adin. Rep. 59, a seaman who had left the ship in the course of the
voyage, the master failing to supply him with provisions, was held not to

have forfeited his wages. And in the Elizabeth, 2 Dodson^s Adm. Rep. 403,
it was held, that though a master be not at liberty, by the general rule, to

discharge his crew in a foreign port without their consent, yet that circum-
stances might vest in him an authority to do so, upon proper conditions, as
by providing and paying for their return passage, and their wages up to the
time of their arrival at home.

(c) Anon. 1 Sid. Rep. 179.

(d) 3falyne^s Lex Mercatoria, 105. MoUoy, de Jure Maritimo, b. 2, ch. 3,

sec. 7. Hovt V. Wildfire, 3 Johns. Rep. 518. Jacobsen^s Sea Laws, b. 2, ch.

2. The Malta. 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 158.

(6) In Woolf V. The Brig Oder, 2 Peters^ Adm. Rep. 261, where the voyage
''^ Murray f. Kellogg, 9 Johns. 227; Porter t). Andrews, Id. 350; Moore v.

Jones, 15 Mass. 424. If freight might have been earned the seaman is en-
15 vol,. III. KENT. 225
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[ * 189 ] * Seamen's wages, ia trading voyages, are duepro rata

itineris. This has been so decided in the Scottish coui'ts,

and upon principles of controlling eqnify (a).

If the seaman dies on the voyage, there is no settled English

rule on the subject of his wages. In one case, the court inti-

mated, that his representatives might be entitled to a proportion

of the wages up to his death, when the hiring was by the month,

and there was no special contract in the way (6); and a similar

was broken up by seizure for debt, wages up to the time were allowed,

and one additional month's pay. Wages are not lost if the voyage be
broken up by reason of civil process against the vessel, on a claim of owner-
ship. If the claim be unfounded, adequate damages are presumed to be
awarded for the unfounded libel, and if well founded, the wages are lost by
the default of the shipper. Van Benren r. Wilson, 9 Cowcn, 158. In Hoyt r.

Wildfire, where the .seamen were hired for a voyage from New York to

the East Indies, and back to New York, and the vessel was captured and
condemned oti the outward voyage for having contraband goods on board,

wages, according to the rate of the contract, were allowed from the com-
mencement of the voyage until the return of the seamen, with reasonable
diligence, to New York, deducting wages received while in other .»<ervice.

on the circuitous return. The court observed, that the rule in the French
law {Ord. des Layers des Matclofs, art. 3. Pothier, Loiuif/e des Matelols, No.
203,) ordained, that if the seaman were hired for the voyage, they should, in

such a case, be paid their entire wages for the voyage; and if hired by the

month, the wages due for the time they had served, and for the time neces-

sary to enable them to return to the port of departure; and that there was
no reason to question the soundness of the rule, or the propriety of following

it in that case.

(rt) Ross V. Glassford, and Morrison v. Hamilton, cited in 1 BelVs Com.
515. But the rule may be varied by agreement. Appleby v. Dods, 8 EasVs
Rep. 300.

(l)) Cutter V. Powell, 6 Term Rep. 320.

titled to his wages. Pitman v. Hooper, 3 Sumn. 50. As to fraud, negligence
or misconduct, see The Saratoga, 2 Gallis, 164; Hindman v. Shaw, 2 Pet.

Adm. 264; O.xnard v. Dean, 10 Mass. 143.

Where the crew of a shipwrecked ves.sel do their duty and contribute to

the saving of any remnant of wreck they are regarded as entitled to re-

ward, but whether in the way of wages or reward does not appear to be
definitely settled. Th6 Nipton, 13 Law. Kep. 266; Hobart r. Drogan, 10 Pet.

1:22; The Neptune, 1 Hagg. 227. Under Kev. Stat. § 4o2r), no right to

wages is to depend on the earning of freight by the vessel, but every .sea-

man or apprentice entitled to demand and receive wages of the vessel on
which he has .served had earned freight, is to be entitled to claim and re-

cover the same ot the master or owner in personam notwithstanding that
freight has not been earned. And in all cases of wreck or ]o.ss, proof that

he has not exerted himself to the utmost to save the vessel, cargo and stores

shall bar his claim. Under ? 4.526, where the service of anj' seaman term-
inates before the period contemplated in the agreement, by reason of wreck
or loss of the vessel, such .seaman shall be entitled to wages lor the time of
service prior to such termiiiation, but not for any further period.

And under ? 4.524, a seaman's right to wages and possession shall be taken
to ('"mmence either at the time at which he commences work, or at the time
specified in the agreement for his commencement of work or presence ou
board whichever first happens.
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opinion was mentioned by one of the judges of the C. B. in

another case (a). In a still later case (6), it was assumed by the

court of C. B., that the wages of a seaman, who died on the

voyage in which wages arose, were due to his representatives;

but the case was silent as to the precise time to which they were

to be computed. In this country, there have been contradictory

decisions on the point. In the circuit and district courts of the

United States, in Pennsylvania, it was decided, upon the author-

ity of the Laws of Oleron, that the representatives of the seaman

dying during the voyage, were entitled to full wages to the end

of the voyage (c). On the other hand, it was subsequently de-

cided, in the district court of the United States for South Caro-

line (d), and in the district court in Massachusetts (e), that full

wages, by the marine law, meant only full wages up to the death

of the mariner; and in this last case, a very able and

elaborate review was taken of * all the marine ordinances [ * 190 ]

and authorities applicable to the subject. The court

examined critically the provisions in the consolato del mare, and

in the laws of Oleron, of Wisbuy, and of the Hanse Towns, the

ordinances of Charles V. and Lewis XIV., the commentaries of

Cleirac, Valin, and Pothier, and all that had been said and de-

cided in England or Massachusetts, in relation to the question.

If the two decisions in Pennsylvania outweigh, in point of Ameri-

can authority, the opposite adjudications are best supported in

the appeal to those ordinances of European wisdom and policy,

in which we discern the deep foundations of maritime juris-

prudence (g).^*

As the payment of wages, in general, depends upon the earn-

ing of freight, if a ship delivers her outward cargo, and perishes

on her return voyage, the outward freight being earned, the sea-

(a) Heath, J., in Bealev. Thompson, 3 Bos. d- Pull. 425.

(6) Armstrong v. Smith, 4 Bos. & Pull. 299.

(c) Walton V. The Ship Neptune, 1 Peters' Adrn. Rep. 142. Sims v. Jackson,
ibid. 157 note. 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 414, S. C.

{d) Carey v. The Schooner Kitty, Bee's Adm. Rep. 255.
(e) Natterstrom v. The Ship Hazard, 2 HalVs L. J. 359.

[g) If the seaman be hired by the voyage^ and die during it, the standard
books of maritime law, says Mr Bell, seem to give the outward wages, if he
dies during the outward voyage, and the whole, if he dies during the home-
ward voyage. But if he be hired by the month, it rather seems, that wages
will be due only to the time of his death. BelVs Com. vol. i. 514.
" Sherwood v. Mackintosh, Ware Adm. 109; Nattershorn v. The Hazard,

2 Hall L. J. 359; Luscomb v. Prince, 12 Mass. 576.
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men's wages on the outward voyage are consequently due (a).^''

By the custom of merchants, seamen's wages are due at every de-

livering port; and their wages are not afiPected, without their

special agreement, by any stipulation between the owners and the

charterer, making the voyages out and home one entire voyage,

and the freight to depend on the accomplishment of the entire

voyage out and in (6). The owners may waive or

[
* 191 ] modify their claim to freight as they *please, but their

acts cannot deprive the seamen, without their consent,

of the rights belonging to them by the general principles of the

marine law. The doctrine of wages was discussed at the bar,

and upon the bench, in the case of the Two Catharines (c), with

distinguished force and research; and it was held, that where a

ship sailed from the United' States to Gibraltar, and there landed

her cargo, and went in ballast to Ivica, and after taking in a re-

turn cargo, was lost on the voyage back to the United States, the

seamen were entitled to wages up to the arrival and stay at Ivica.

It made no difference that the vessel was in ballast in the inter-

mediate voyage. The voluntary neglect of the owner will not

operate, in such a case, to the injury of the seamen. They are

entitled to wages, not only when the owner earns freight, but

when, unless for his own act, he might earn it. The wages are

due by an arrival at a port of destination, when no cargo is on

board, or when the owner chooses to bring the cargo back again,

and when the port of destination be not, in point of fact, the

(a) Anon. Holt, Ch. J., 1 Lord Raym. 639.

(6) Notes of Judge Winchester's decisions, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 186, note.

Ahhott on Shipping, part 4, ch. 2, sec. 4. Blanchard v. Bucknani, 3 Grcenleafs
Rep. 1. In Thompson v. Faussat, 1 Peters^ Cir. Rep. 182, where the ve.ssel

was lost on her homeward voyage, full wages were held due to the seamen
up to the arrival at the last port of delivery of the oiitward cargo; and half

wages from that time until her departure from the last port at which the re-

turn cargo was taken on board. This rule was elaborately supported by
Mr. Justice Story, in the C. C U. S. for IMassachusetts, 1838, in the case of

Pitman v. Hooper, in opposition to the decision of Judge Hopkinson. in

Bronde v. Haven, Gilpin^s Rep. 606, 613, and he considers it to be the settled

rule, that when the ship is lost in her homeward voyage, the seamen are to

be paid their wages up to the last port of diseharee. and for half the time
the ship lay there. Half the time passed in port is attributed in practice to

the concerns and business of the discharge of the outward voyage, and half
the time to employment by the seamen, in preparations or business con-
nected with the homeward voyage; and it is considered to be an equitable
and just apportionment, and the wages for that last half or period of time
are deemed lost by the lo.ss of the ship on the homeward voyage. The
American Jitrisf, for January, 1839, p. 428.

(a) 2 Mnnonh Rep. 319.
»^ See note 23 ante.
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port of delivery. Even if the ship perishes on the outward

voyage, yet, if part of the ou tward freight has been paid, the

seamen are entitled to wages in proportion to the amount of the

freight advanced, for there is an inseparable connection between

freight and wages (a).

Capture by an enemy extinguishes the contract for seamen's

wages; and Sir "William Scott, in the case of The Friends (b),

held, that the re-capture of the vessel did not revive the right, or

restore him to his connection with the ship, inasmuch as he was

not on board at the re-capture, and did not render any subse-

quent service. The doctrine of this case was overruled in Berg-

strom v. Mills (c) ; and the American decisions have fully

discussed the question, and they lay down *a different [ * 192 J

rule, and proceed on the just principle, that the owner

recovers his freight, and that is the parent of wages. They, ac-

cordingly, allow to the seamen taken prisoners by the captor,

and detained, their wages for the whole voyage, if the same be

afterwards performed, with a ratable deduction for the expenses

of salvage. The like rule applies to the case of a vessel captured,

and afterwards ransomed, and enabled to arrive at her port of

destination (d). Nothing can be more equitable than the rule

which allows to seamen, sufiFering in the service, their compensa-

tion, when the fund out of which it was to arise is ultimately re-

covered and enjoyed by the owner (e). And, upon the same

principle, if a foreign power seizes the ship, and imprisons the

seamen, and they be afterwards released, and re- assume, and

complete the voyage, and earn freight, their wages are continued

during the interruption of the voyage, in like manner as in a case

of capture and re-capture. The court of K. B. declared the law

to this effect in Beale v. Thompson (g), and they proceeded on

the sound and incontestible principle of the marine law, that the

title to wages depended on the ship earning her freight for the

voyage, connected with the further fact, that the mariners were

(rt) Anon. 2 Show. Rep. 291. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443.

(6) 4 Rob. J dm. Rep. 143.

(c) 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 36.

(d) Girard v. Ware, 1 Peters^ dr. Rep. 142.

(e) Hart v. The Ship Little John, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 115. Howland v.

The Brig Lavinia, ibid. 123. Singstrom v. The Schooner Hazard, 2 ibid.

384. Brooks v. Dorr, 2 3IaHS. Rep. 39. Wetmore v. Henshaw, 12 Johns. Rep.

324. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443.

(g) 4 East's Rep. 546.
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not guilty of any breach of duty. If a neutral ship be captiired,

and even condemned, and the sentence be afterwards reversed,

and freight for the voyage allowed in damages, the seamen a^-e

entitled to their wages (a). So, in the case of shipwreck, if any

proportion of freight be paid for the cargo saved, wages of sea-

men are to be paid in the same proportion. Whenever freight

is earned, wages are due, and must be paid, and

[ * 193 ] *every agreement that goes to separate the validity and

equity of the demand for wages, from the fact of freight

being earned, is viewed with distrust and jealousy, as being an

encroachment on the rights of seamen. The court§ of maritime

law extend to them a peculiar protecting favour and guardian-

ship, and treat them as wards of the admiralty; and though they

are not incapable of making valid contracts, they are treated in

the same manner that courts of equity are accustomed to treat

young heirs dealing with their expectancies, wards with their

guardians, and cestui que trusts with their trustees. They are

considered as placed under the influence of men who have natur-

ally acquired a mastery over them. Every deviation from tiie

terms of the common shipping paper, (which stands upon the

general doctrines of maritime law,) is rigidly inspected; and if

additional burdens or sacrifices are imposed upon the seamen

without adequate remuneration, the courts will interfere, and

moderate or annul the stipulation (6). It has, accordingly, un-

der the influence of these just and humane considerations, been

held, that an additional clause to the shipping articles, by which

the seamen engaged to pay for all medicines, and medical aid,

further than the medical chest afforded, was void, as being grossly

inequitable, and contrary to the policy of the act of Congress (c).

It has likewise been decided, that a stipulation that the wages of

the seamen, earned in the intermediate periods, should depend

(a) Willard v. Dorr, 3 Mason 161. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 448. S. P.

(6) The Minerva, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 347. The George Home, ibid. 370.

Shipping articles are only conclusive as to the amount of wages and the
voyage. On all collateral points the courts of admiralty will consider how
far the stipulations in regard to the seamen are reasonable and just. The
Prince Frederick, 2 ibid. 394. Brown v. Lull, 2 Sumner, 443, S. P. The
voyage mu.st be designated with as much particularity and precision as the
case admits of, and the articles must not be so loosely drawn, as to leave the
seamen exposed to unanticipated and experimental voyages. Vide 1 Hagg.
supra. The English statute of 6 Wm. IV. c. 19, has made new and more
strict regulations relative to shipping articles, for the greater protection of

the rights of the seamen.
(c) Harden v. Gordon, 2 Mason^a Rep. 541.
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upon the ultimate successful termination of a long and divided

voyao;e, was inoperative and void (a)."*'

• * Mariners are bound to contribute out of their wages [
* 194 ]

for embezzlements of the cargo, or injuries produced by

the misconduct of any of the crew. But the circumstances must

be such as to fix the wrong upon some of the crew; and then, if

the individual be unknown, those of the crew, upon whom the

presumption of guilt rests, stand as sureties for each other, and

they must contribute ratably to the loss. Some of the cases in

the books have established a general contribution from all the

crew for such embezzlements, even when some of them were in a

situation to repel every presumption of guilt; but neither public

policy, nor principles of justice, extend the contribution or for-

feiture of wages for such embezzlements, beyond the parties im-

mediately in delicto. This just limitation of the rule was ap-

proved of by the English court of C. B. in Thompson v. Col-

lins (b), in their construction of the clause in the usual ship-

ping articles, inserted to enforce this regulation of the marine

law. It was also adopted by the 8U})reme court of New York,

in Lewis v. Davis (c), and afterwards ably and thoroughly vindi-

cated, even against th« high authority of Valin, by the circuit

court of the United States for the district of Massachusetts, in

the case of Spurr v. Pearson (d) The doctrine of that case is so

moral and so jvist, that it may be said to rest on immovable founda-

tions. The substance of it is, that where the embezzlement has

arisen from the fault, fraud, connivance, or negligence, of any of

the crew, they are bound to contribute to the reparation

* of the loss, in proportion to their wages. If the em- [ * 195 ]

bezzlement be fixed on any individual, he is solely re-

[a) Tlie Juliana, 2 Dodson^s Adm. Rep. 504. See, also, to the same effect,

Judge Winchester's decision in the district court of Maryland, in 1 Pelers'

Adm. Rep. 187, note. Mellett v. Stephenson, in Mass. 1800, cited in Abbott 07i

Shipping, 490, Amer. edition, 1810. The decision of Lord Stowell, in the
.luliana, is made with great force and spirit. He took a wide view of the
subject, and concluded on the authority of the court of admiralty, of the
court of chancery, and of the courts of common law, that wheie a voyage
was divided by various ports of delivery, a proportional claim for wages at-

tached at each of such ports; and that all attempts to evade or invade that
title, by renunciations obtained from the mariners without any considera-
tion, by collateral bonds, or by contracts inserted in the body of the ship-

ping articles, were ineffectual and void.

[b) 4 Boh. & Pull. 347. (c) 3 Johim. Rep. 17.

(d) 1 Mason'' s Rep. 104. See, also, Edwards v. Sherman, Gilpin's Rep. 4(51.
'^* As to the effect of capture upon the contracts for mariners' wages, WU«

liams V. The Juno, 1 U. S. L. J. 154.
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sponsible; and where it was made by the crew, but the particular

offender is unknown, and from the circumstances of the case,

strong presumptions of guilt apply to the whole crew, all must

contribute. "Where no reasonable presumption is shown against

their innocence, the loss must be borne exclusively by the owner

or master. In no case are the innocent part of the crew to con-

tribute for the misdemeanours of the guiity ; and in a case of un-

certainty, the burden of the proof of innocence does not rest on

the crew, but the guilt of the parties is to be established beyond

all reasonable doubt, before the contribution can be demanded.^'

In case of shipwreck, and there be relics or materials of the ship

saved, many of the old ordinances, as well as the new commercial

code of France, allow a compensation to the seamen, out of the re-

mains which they had by their exertions, or as salvors, contributed

to preserve (a). There were no English decisions on the point,

when Lord Tenterden published the third edition of his work (b);

but some of the decisions in this country seem to consider the sav-

ings of the wreck as being bound for the arrears of the seamen's

wages, and for their expenses home; and Lord Stowell has,

hince the Pennsylvania decisions, allowed to the seamen by

whose exertions part of a vessel had been saved, the payment of

their wages, as far as the fragments of the materials would form

a fund, although there was no freight earned by the owners (c).

But in such cases where the voyage is broken up by

[
* 196 ] vis major, *and no freight earned, no wages, eo nomine,

are due; and the equitable claim which seamen may have

upon the remains of the wreck, is rather a claim for salvage, and

seems to be incorrectly denominated in the books a title to wages.

(a) The Laict of Oleron, art. 3, of Wisbui/, art. 15, the Ranseaiic Ord. art. 44.

the Ord. of Philij) II. tit. Average, art. 12, the Ord. of RoUerdam. art. 219, and
the French Ord. of the Marine, liv. 3, tit. 4, des Loyers des 3Iatelois, art. 9.

Code de Commerce, art. 259.

{b) Ahboil on Shipping, part 4. ch. 2, sec. 6.

(c) The Neptune. 1 kagif. Adm. Rep. 227. 1 Petern' Adm. Rep. 54, 195, 2
ibid. 426. Frothinjiham v. Prince, 3 3Iass. Rep. 563. Lewi.s v. The Eliza-

beth and .Jane. 1 Ware^s Rep. 49. In Adams v. The Sophia. Gilpin, 77, and
in Brackett v. The Hercules, ibid. 184, Judge Hopkinson held, that where a
portion of the vessel or her cargo was saved by the meritorious exertions of
the seaman, a new lien arose thereon for their wages, though the freight be
lost. I

^' Whether innocence of individuals may be shown as a means of exempt-
ing them, see Sullivan v. Ingraham, Bee. Adm. 182; Crammer v. The Fair
.\merican, 1 Pet. Adm. 242. The rule does not apply where occasional

laborers or strangers commit depredations without the fault, negligence, or

connivance of the crew. Mariners v. The Kensington, 1 Pet. Adm. 239.
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Wages, in sucli case, would be contrary to the great principle in

marine law, that freight is the mother of wages, and the safety

of the ship the mother of freight (a). If, however, the seamen

abandon the wreck of a ship as being a hopeless case, and with-

out the intention of returning to possess and save it, the contract

between them and the owners is dissolved, and they lose their lien

or privilege for any equitable compensation, whether as wages or

salvage. Their claim is extinguished, and though other persons

may possess the property which had become derelict, it belongs

to the original owner, burdened with their claim for salvage (6).^^

By the act of Congress (c), one-third of the seamen's wages is

due at every port where the ship unlades and delivers her cargo,

unless there be an express stipulation to the contrary; and when

the voyage is ended, and the cargo or ballast fully discharged,

the wages are due, and if not paid within ten days thereafter,

admiralty process may be instituted (d). But there is no fixed

(a) Dunnett v. Tomhagen, 3 Johns. Rep. 154. The Saratoga, 2 GaUhon,
164.

{b) Lewis v. The Elizabeth and Jane, district court of Maine, Ware's Rep.
41.

(c) Act of Congress, 20th July, 1790, ch. 29, sec. 6. The English statute
law relative to seamen in the merchant's service, has been revised and im-
proved by the statute of 6 Wm. IV. ch. 19, which has greatly bettered the
condition, and secured the protection of the rights of seamen. The provis-

ions of the statute are commented upon with learning, candour, and strong
approbation in the Law Magazine, No. 30, art. 3, an article well worthy of
the student's perusal.

[d] The law of England, in ordinary cases, requires the mariner to stay
by the ship till the discharge of the cargo, when the other party has done
nothing to supersede the existing contract. A spontaneous deviation of im-
portance, will entitle the seamen to their discharge; but by the Danish and
Dutch Marine Codes, though the master enlarges or alters the voyage, he
may compel the seamen to remain in the service, on a reasonable addition to
their wages. This is not the English law. Jacobson's Sea Laics. 142. Insti-

tutes of the Laws of Holland, by Vander Linden, 029. The Cambridge, 2 Hagg.
Adm. Rep. 245, 246. The usage in the United States is to discharge the crew
before unlading the vessel, and to employ other persons to perform that ser-

vice. It has now become one of the implied terms of the contract. The
voyage is ended when the vessel is safely moored at the wharf, and then the
ten days for the payment of the wages begin to run. But if by the terms
of the contract or usage of the court, the seamen are bound to remain and
assist in discharging the cargo, then the ten days begin to run from the dis-

^* Under Rev. Stats. •^ 4526. In cases where the service of any seaman
terminates before the period contemplated in the agreement, by reason of the
wreck or loss of the vessel, such seaman shall be entitled to wages for the
time of service prior to such termination, but not for any further period.

And under | 4525. In all ca.ses of wreck or loss of vessel, proof that any
seaman or apprentice has not exerted himself to the utmost to save the vessel,

cargo and stores shall bar his claim.

See, as to the operation of the statute, Gallagher v. Murray, 10 Ben. 290;
Tarleton v. Mallory, Id. AQ.
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period of time by the marine law, within which mariners must

proceed lo enforce their lien for wages, though the lien may be

lost to the seamen and other privileged creditors, by unreasonable

delay, and sufiFering the vessel to pass into the hands of a bo7ia

fide purchaser ignorant of the claim (a). It does not, like other

liens, depend upon possession. Seamen's wages are hardly earned,

and liable to many contingencies, by which they may be entirely

lost, without any fault on their part. Few claims are more highly

favoured and protected by law, and when due, the vessel, owners,

and master, are all liable for the payment of them. The seamen

need not libel the vessel at the intermediate port where they are

discharged. They may disregard bottomry bonds, and

[
* 197 ] pursue their lien for *wage8 afterwards, even against a

subsequent bona fide purchaser. It follows the ship and

its proceeds, into whose hands soever they may come by title or

purchase. Their demand for wages takes precedence of bottomry

bonds, and is preferred to all other demands, for the same reason

that the last bottomry bond is preferred to those of a prior date.

Their claim is a sacred lien, and as long as a single plank of the ship

remains, the sailor is entitled, as against all other persons, to the

proceeds, as a security for his wages, for by their labour the com-

mon pledge for all the debts is preserved (b). The seamen's lien

exists to the extent of the whole compensation due them. There

is no difference between the case of a vessel seized abroad and

restored in specie or in value: the lien re-attaches to the thing, and

to whatever is substituted for it. This is not only a principle of

the admiralty, but it is found incorporated into the doctrines of

the courts of common law (c). In the French law, the seamen's

lien upon the vessel is extinguished after a sale, and a voyage, in

the name, and at the risk of the purchaser; and the preference of

the seamen's claim is confined to the wages of the seamen em-

ployed in the last voyage (d).^

charge of the carjio. When, in either case, the seamen are discharged, the
wages are due. The Mary, D. C. U. S. Maine District, August, 1838.

(a) Ware's Bep. 186, 212.

(b) Consttlat de la Mer. ch. 1.38. 2 Valin's Com. 12. Madonna D'Idra. 1

Dodson's Rep. 37. Sydney Co"e, 2 ibid. 11. The Ship Mary, 1 Payne's Rep.

180. Sheppard v. Taylor, 5 Peters' V. S. Rep»Qlb. Bro^vn t'. Lull, 2 Sumner,
443, 4.52.

(c) Sheppard v. Taylor, .5 Peters' U. S. Rep. 675.

(d) Ord. de la 3far. tit. De la Saisie des Navires, art. 16. De V EngagemeTtt

,

art. 19. Code de Commerce, art. 191, 193, The comraereial code of Napoleon
^ Under Rev. Stat. I 4529. Wages of seamen of vessels making voyages
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*Desertioa from the ship without just cause, and animo [
* 198 ]

non revertendi, or the justifiable discharge of a seaman

by the master, for bad conduct, will work a forfeiture of the

wages previously earned; and this is a rule of justice, and of

policy, which generally pervades the ordinances of the maritime

settles the order and rights of privileged debts, much more fully and pre-

cisely than the marine ordinance of Louis XIV. ; and this priority in favor

of seamen's wages pervades both the maritime ordinances. The venerable

code of the Consolato del 31are, ch. 138, expressed itself on tliis subject with
the energy of Lord Stowell, when it declared, that mariners must be paid be-

fore all mankind, and that if only a single nail of the ship icas left, they were
entitled to it. Consulal de la 31er, par Bozicher, tom. ii. 205. See, also, Cleirac

upon the Judgments of Oleron, art. 8, n. 31, and Boulai/ Pnty, Corns de Droit

Com. tom. i. 115. The preference given to seamen for their wages, over all

other claims, upon the ship and freight, is the universal law of maritime
Europe. The wages of seaman are a lien on the vessel and freight, and even

on the cargo to the amount of the freight due upon it. The master has his lien

on the cargo for his freight. The cargo is hypothecated for the freight, and
the freight is hypothecated for the seamen's wages. The lien on the freight

is not taken away by the statute of the United States, allowing to seamen
process against the vessel. See, Poland v. The Brig Spartan, in the district

court of Maine, 1 Ware, 134, and the Paragon, ibid. 330, 331, where the ques-

tion as to the extent of the lien of seamen for their wages, is learnedly dis-

cussed.

from a port on the Atlantic to a port on the Pacific, or vice versa, to be paid
within two days after the termination of the agreement, or at the time of the
seaman's discharge, whichever first happens; vessels making foreign voyages
within three days after the cargo has been delivered, or within five days after

the seaman's discharge, whichever first happens; and in all cases the seaman
to be entitled, at the time of his discharge, to be paid on account, a sum
equal to one-fourth part of the balance due to him. Penalty for neglect or

refusal.

Unreasonable delay by the master or owner to unload may be equivalent
to a discharge of the seaman. The Eagle, 01c. 232. The discharge may be
inferred from circumstances, The David Faust, 1 Ben. 187.

Lien. The lien extends to extra wages. The Wexford, 7 Fed. Rep. 674.

A vessel under charter may be liable for the wages of seamen hired by the
charterers, although the owner is not personally liable. The Samuel Ober,
15 Fed. 621; Hart v. The Enterprise, 3 Week. N. of C. 172; The Artisan, 9

Ben. 106. There is no lien where the seaman is hirer upon the exclusive

credit of the master. Scott v. Failes. 5 Ben. 82.

It extends over the vessel, freight and proceeds. Foster v. The Pilot, 1

Am. L. Reg. 403. And attaches, notwithstanding the charterer is also owner
and consignee of the freight. The Clayton, 5 Biss. 162. In whaling services

it is secured by a lien upon the oil. The Antelope, 1 Law, 130. As to its

priority, see the Tailor Prince, 1 Ben. 234; United States v. Wilder, SSumn.
308.

Under Rev. Stats. ? 4535. No season shall, by any agreement other than
is provided in this title, (Rev. Stat. tit. 53,) forfeit his lien upon the ship or

be deprived of any remedy for the recovery of his wages to which he would
otherwise have been entitled.

The lien is not discharged by a sale on execution against the vessel. Tay-
lor V. The Roval Saxon, 1 Wall. Jr. 311; McGinnis v. The Grand Turk, -1

West. L. Month. 80; The Gazelle, 1 Sprague, 378; Harris v. The Henrietta.
Newb. Adm. 284. But where the rights of a bona fide purchaser have inter-

vened for several years, it has been lost. The Artisan, 8 Ben . 358.
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nations. By the English statute law (a), and by the act of Con

grass (6), desertion is accompanied with a forfeiture of all the wages

that are due, and an absence of forty-eight hours without leave,

is made conclusive evidence of desertion; and whatever unjusti-

fiable conduct will warrant the act of the master in discharging

a seaman during the voyage, will equally deprive the seaman of

his wages.^" But the forfeiture is saved if the seaman repents,

makes compensation, or offer of amends, and is restored to his

duty (c)." Public policy and private justice here move together,

and the maritime oixlinances unite in this conclusion. The mas-

ter has power to remit a forfeiture, and the penalty of forfeiture

is not applied to slight faults, either of neglect or disobedience.

There must be, either an habitual neglect, or disobedience, or

.drunkenness (d), or else a single act of gross dishonesty, or some

other act of a heinous and aggravated nature, to justify the dis-

charging a seaman in a foreign port, or the forfeiture of wages;

nor will the admiralty courts, except in cases of great atrocily,

visit the offences of seamen with the cumulated load of forfeiture

of wages and compensation in damages. They stop at the for-

feiture of the wages antecedently earned, and in the application of

the forfeiture, the advance wages are made a charge on

[ * 199 ] the * forfeited wages, but the hospital money is appor-

(a) 11 and 12 William III. c, 7, aud 2 George II. c. 36. See, also, The
Jupiter, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 221.

{b) Act of Congress, 20th July, 1790, ch, 29, sec. 2, 5. In Cloutman v. Tu-
nison, 1 Sumner, 373, Judge Story held, that by the maritime law, the voy-
age is ended when the ship has arrived at her port of destination, and is safely

moored, though her cargo be not delivered, and desertion afterwards does
not forfeit the wages at large, but a partial forfeiture may be decreed by way
of compensation for breach of duty. So, in another case, Judge Hopkinson
held, that if a seaman leaves the vessel after she is moored at the wliarf, at

the last port of delivery, and before the discharge of the cargo, he forfeits a
ratable deduction from his wages. To subject the seaman to the forfeiture

of his wages, under the act of Congress of 1790, the entry in the log-book, on
the day of the absence, is indispensable. Knagg v. Goldsmith, Gilpin, 207.

Ibid. 219. Cloutman?'. Tunisou, 1 ;SM>»H<'r, 373. The Rovena, Ware's Bep. 309.

(c) The master is bound in such a case to receive back the seaman, as a
case fit for condonation, unless his previous misconduct would justify a dis-

charge. Cloutman v. Tunison, 1 Sumner, 373.

(d) Lady Campbell, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 5. The Malta, ibid. 168.
^^ Under Rev. Stat. 4596. Desertion of a seaman lawfully engaged, de-

clared punishable by imprisonment for not more than three months, and by
forfeiture of all or any part of the clothes and effects he leaves on board, and
of all or any part of the wages or emoluments he has then earned.

Independently of statute he forfeits his wages. Burton v. Salter, 11 L.
Rept. N. S. 148; The John Martin, 2 Abb. U. S. 172.

'

•^' Snell V. The Independence, Gilp. 140. But a return with a refusal to

work does not mend the forfeiture. Cadmuss v. Matthews, 2 Paine, 229.
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tio lied ratably on the wages for the whole voyage. In these regn-

atioas the moderation of the courts, and the solipitude which

the peculiar condition and character of seamen excite, are equally

manifest (a). So, if the seaman quits the ship involuntarily, or

is driven ashore from necessity, from want of provisions, or by

reason of cruel usage and for personal safety, the wages are not

forfeited, and he will be entitled to receive them in full to the

prosperous termination of the voyage (6). On the other hand, it

is the duty of the seamen to abide by the vessel as long as rea-

sonable hope remains, and if they desert the ship under circum-

stances of danger or distress from perils of the sea, when their

presence and exertions might have prevented damage, or restored

the ship to safety, they forfeit their wages, and are answerable in

damages (c). And even when a seaman might well have been

discharged in the course of the voyage, for gross misbehaviour,

if the master refuses to discharge him, and leaves him in im-

prisonment abroad, he will, in that case, be entitled to his wages

until his return to the United States, after deducting from the

claim his time of imprisonment (d).^^

{a) Whitton r. The Bri<j; Commerce, 1 Peters^ Adm. Rep. 160. Thome v.

White, ibid. 175. Rolf ?-. The Maria, ibid. 186. The Ship Mentor, 4 3Inson'x

Rep. 84, 102. The Malta. 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 159. The Su.san, ibid. 229,

note. Hutchinson ?'. Combs, district court of Maine, 1 Ware, 65.

(6) Jugemens d'Oleron, art. 13. Limland v. Stephens, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep.

269. The Favourite, 2 Rob. 232. Beirs Com. ch. 4, sec. 1, 4. Sherwood r.

M'Intosh, 1 Ware, 109. Rice o. The Polly and Kitty, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep.

420. Magee v. the Moss, Gilpin's Rep. 219. Refusal to proceed on a voj'age

not designated by the articles, is not such a desertion as works a forfeiture.

1 Hagg. 182, 248, 347.

(c) Sims V. Mariners, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 395.

(d) Buck V. Lane, 12 Serg. <& Rawte, 266. If a seaman leaves the ship with-
out just cause, the master may enter the desertion in the log-book, under
the act of Congress of 1790, which will work a forfeiture of wages antece-
dently due; or he may have the seaman imprisoned until the vessel is ready
to sail, and then the contract continues, and the wages go on. The imprison-
ment is the punishment. Brower v. The Maiden, Gilpin's Rep. 294.

In the examination of the maritime law concerning seamen. I have been
led to consult, very frequently, the admiralty decisions in the district court

^'' In order to constitute a forfeiture for desertion there must be an inten-
tion to desert. The Catawanteak, 2 Ben. 189.

If a seaman go ashore by permission, without knowledge that the ship
is about to sail, gets drunk and does not return, without any intention to

desert, a qualified forfeiture will be imposed. The Ericson, 3 Sawy. 559.
To constitute forfeiture for disobedience or misconduct, the act must be gross,

involving serious danger, mischief or malignant, or habitual, and work such
a diminution of duty as goes to the essence of the contract. The Almatia, 1

Am. L. T. U. S. Cts. 133; Gladding v. Constant, 1 Sprague, 73.

See, further, Marsland v. The Rosemite, 18 Fed. Rep. 331; The Wm. Cum-
mings, 7 Phila. 698; The Paul Revere, 10 Fed. 156; Macomberv. Thompson,
1 Sumn. 384.
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LECTURE XLVIL

OF THE CONTRACT OF AFFREIGHTMENT.

( 1. ) Of the charter-party.

A charter-party is a contract of aifreightment in \mting, oy

"which the owner of a ship lets the whole, or a part of her, to a

merchant, for the conveyance of goods, on a particular voyage, in

consideration of the payment of freight.

All contracts under seal were anciently called charters, and

they used to be divided into two parts, and each party interested

took one, and this was the meaning of the charta-partita. It was

a deed or writing divided, consisting of two parts, like an inden-

ture at common law (a). Lord Mansfield observed, that the char-

ter-party was an old informal instrument, and by the introduc-

tion of different clauses at different times, it was inaccurate, and

sometimes contradictory. But this defect has been supplied, by

giving it, as mercantile contracts usually receive, a liberal construc-

tion, in furtherance of the real intention and the usage of trade.

of Pennsylvania, and I feel unwilling to take my leave of this branch of the
subject, without expressing ray grateful sense of the obligation which the
profession, and the country at large, are under, to the venerable author of
those decisions. They discover a familiar acquaintance with the maritime
ordinances of continental Europe, those abundant fountains of all modern
nautical Jurisprudence. They have investigated the sound principles which
those ordinances contain, in a spirit of free and liberal inquiry; and they have
uniformly discussed the rights and claims of mariners under the influence

of a keen sense of justice, a strong feeling of humanity, and an elevated tone
of moral sentiment.

(a) Butler, n. 1.38, to lib. 3, Co. Liii. Poihierh Charter-PaHy, by C. Gush-

ing, n. 1. Valines Com. tom. i. 617. The translation of Pothier's Treatise on
Maritime Contracts, by Mr. C. Cushing, and published at Boston, in 1821,

is neat and accurate, and the notes which are added to the volume, are highly
creditable to the industry and learning of the author. But the work was lim-

ited to the treatises on Charter-Parly Average and Hiring of Seamen. It would
contribute greatly to the circulation and cultivation of maritime law in this

country, if some other treatises of Pothier, and also, the Commentaries of
Valin, could appear in an English dress.

Since the last edition of this work, Mr. L. S. Cushing has published at Bos-

ton, a Translation of Pothier's Treatise on the Contract of Sale, and if duly en-

couraged, as we hope and trust he will be, he promises a translation of the

other excellent treatises of Pothier on the various commercial contracts
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* This mercantile lease of a ship describes the par- [ * 202 ]

ties, the ship, and the voyage, and contains, on the part

of the owner, a stipulation as to seaworthiness, and as to the

promptitude with which the vessel shall receive the cargo, and

perform the voyage; and the exception of such perils of the sea

for which the master and ship-owners do not mean to be respon-

sible. On the part of the freighter, it contains a stipulation to

load and unload within a given time, with an allowance of so

many lay, or running days, for loading and unloading the cargo,

and the rate and times of payment of the freight, and rate of

demurrage beyond the allotted days (a).'

When the goods of several merchants, unconnected with each

other, are laden on board, without any particular contract of

affreightment with any individual for the entire ship, the vessel

is called a general s/i/p, because open to all merchants; but when

one or more merchants contract for the ship exclusively, it is

said to be a chartered ship. The ship may be let in whole,^ or in

part, and either for such a quantity of goods by weight, or for so

much space in the ship, which is letting the ship by the ton.

She may also be hired for a gross sum as freight for the voyage,

or for a particular sum by the month, or any other determinate

period, or for a certain sum for every ton, cask, or bale of goods

put on board; and when the ship is let by the month, the time

does not begin to run until the ship breaks ground, unless it be

otherwise agreed (6). The merchant who hires a ship, may

either lade it with his own goods, or wholly underlet it, upon his

own terms; and if no certain freight be stipulated, the owner

will be entitled to recover, upon a quantum meruit, as much

freight as is usual under the like circumstances, at the time and

place of the shipment (c).

* It is the duty of the owner of the ship, not only to [* 203 ]

(a) Abbott on Shipping, part. 3, ch. 1, sec. 6.

lb) Pothier, Chnrte-Pnrtie, No. 4. Abbott on Shipping, ^art. 3, ch. 1, sec. 3.

(c) Poihier, Charte-Partie, No. 8. Abbott on Shipping, part. 3, ch. 1, sec.

4. Hunter v. Fry, 2 Barnw. <& AM. 421.
1 It must express the bargain between the parties, and therefore varies

according to the real circumstances of each case. Taggard v. Lorlng, 16
Mass. 336; Muggridgev. Eveleth, 9 Met. 233.

"^ And if he does not till the whole ship he pays therefor, nevertheless.

Hecksher, 24 Wend. 304. It would seem to be the duty of the master if the
whole ship is not tilled to take other goods to make up the deficiency and
credit the charterer with the amount earned. See case, nbi mpra. Shan-
non V. Comstock, 21 Wend. 4o7; Avery v. Bowden, 38 Eng. L. & Eq. 130;

Wilson V. Hicks, 40 Eng. L. & Eq. 511.
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see that she is duly equipped, and in a suitable condition to

perform the voyage, but he is bound to keep her in that con-

dition throughout the voyage, unless he be prevented by perils

of the sea (a).^ If, in consequence of a failure in the due equip-

ment of the vessel, the charterer does not use her, he is not bound

to pay any freight; but if he actually employs her, he must pay

the freight, though he has his remedy on the charter party fcr

damages sustained, by reason of the deficiency of the vessel in her

equipment (6). The freighter is bound on his part not to detain

the ship beyond the stipulated or usual time, to load, or to de-

liver the cargo, or to sail. The extra days beyond the lay days,

(being the days allowed to load and unload the cargo, ) are called

days of demurrage; and that term is likewise applied to the pay-

ment for such delay, and it may become due either by the ship's

detention, for the purpose of loading or unloading the cargo,

either before, or during, or after the voyage, or in waiting for>

convoy (c). If the claim for demurrage rests on express con-

tract, it is strictly enforced, as where the running days for de-

•livering the cargo under tho bill of lading had expired, even

though the consignee was prevented from clearing the vessel of

the goods by the default of others (d).

The old and new French codes of commerce require the char-

ter-party to be in writing, though Valin holds that the contract,

if by parol, \yould be equally valid and binding (e).

[
* 204 ] *In the English law, the hiring of ships without writing

isundoubtedly valid; but it would be a very loose and

dangerous practice, at least in respect to foreign voyages. In

(a) Putnam v. Wood, 3 Mass. Rep. 481
(b) Havelock v. Geddes, 10 EaM's Rep. 555.

(c) Laws on Charter-Parties, 130.

(rf) Leer v. Yates, 3 Taunton, 387. Harman v. Gandolph, 1 RolVsN. P. 35.

The argument is fairly stated, and this rigorous rule ably vindicated, by Mr.
Holt, in a note to the case last referred to, and that note was afterwards
transferred to his Treatise on Shipping, vol. ii. 17, note.

(e) Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. des Charte-Parties, art. 1, and Valin's Com.
ibid. Code de Commerce, art. 273. The contract for demurrage beyond the
lay days is frequently an express covenant in a charter-party, binding the

cargo for the pertormance of the covenant to pay demurrage, as well as of the
covenant to pay freight; and the lieu is the same in both cases, unless subse-

quently waived by some explicit act on the part of the owner. See the case

of the Volunteer, 1 S^imner^s Rep. 551.
' He \^arrants her seaworthy, and undertakes repairs unless the contrary

is expressed, and he is not excused through a defect unknown to him.
Work V. Leathers, 97 U. S. 379; Wilson v. Griswold, 9 Blatchf. 267;McCann
r. Courry, 11 Fed. Rep. 747; The Vesta, 6 Fed. Rep. 532; Ye Seng Co. v.

Ctorbitt, 9 Fed. Rep. 423.
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the river and coasting trade, there is less formality and less ne-

cessity for it; and the contract is, no doubt, frequently without

the evidence of deed or writing (a).

If either party be not ready by the time appointed for loading

the ship, the other party, if he be the charterer, may seek another

ship, or if he be the owner, another cargo. This right arises

from the necessity of precision and punctuality in all maritime

transactions. By a very short delay, the proper season may be

lost, or the object of the voyage defeated. And if the ship be

loaded only in part, and she be hired exclusively for the voyage,

and to take in a cargo at certain specified rates, the freighter is

entitled to the full enjoyment of the ship; for he is answerable to

the owner for freight, not only for the cargo actually put on

board, but for what the vessel could have taken, had a full cargo

been furnished (6). The master has no right to complete the

lading with the goods of other persons, without the consent of

the charterer; and if he grants that permission, the master must

account to him for the freight. He has no right to complain, if

the charterer refuses to grant the permission, or complete the

lading, provided he has cargo enough to secure his freight. This

was the regulation of the French ordinance, and it has been

adopted into the new code (c).

By the contract the owner is bound to see that the ship be

seaworthy, which means that she must be tight, staunch, and

strong, well furnished, manned, victualled, and in all

*respects, equipped in the usual manner, for the mer- [
* 205 ]

chant service in such a trade. The ship must be fit and

competent for the sort of cargo and the particular service for

which she is engaged. If there should be a latent defect in the

vessel, unknown to the owner, and undiscoverable upon examina-

tion, yet the better opinion is, that the owner must answer for

the damage occasioned by the defect. It is an implied warranty

in the contract, that the ship be sufiicient for the voyage, and the

owner, like a common carrier, is an insurer against every thing

but the excepted perils (d).* To this head of seaworthiness, may

(a) SToIloy, de Jure Mar. b. 2, ch. 4, sec. 3. Smith v. Shepherd, cited in

Ahboit on Shippinc/, part 3, ch. 4, sec. 1. Boulay Paty, torn. ii. 268, 269.

(&) Duffie V. Hayes, 15 Johns. Rep. 327.

(c) Ord. du Fret, art. 2. Poihier, CJiarte-Parte, n. 20, 21, 22, 24, 25. Code
de Commerce, n. 287.

((f) I.yon V. Mells, 5 East's Rep. 428. Putnam v. Wood, 3 Mass. Rep. 481.
* See note 3 ante, and see, further, The Lizzie "W. Virden, 19 Biatchf. 345;

16 VOL. III. KENT. 241
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be referred the owner's obligation to see that the ship is furnished

with all the requisite papers according to the laws of the country

to which she belongs, and according to treatise, and the law of

nations. Such documents are necessary to secure the vessel from

disturbance at home, on the high seas, and in foreign ports (a).

If the charter-party contains any stipulation on the part of the

owner to keep the ship in good order during the voyage, the en-

tire expense of the repairs requisite in the course of the voyage,

are then to be borne by the owner, and are not, in

[
* 206 ] that case, the *subject of general average or contribu-

tions (6).^ But the owner does not insure the cargo

against the perils of the sea. He is answerable for his own fault,

or negligence, or those of his agents, and for defects in the ship,

or her equipment, and generally, as a common carrier, he is an-

swerable for all losses other than what arise from the excepted

cases of the act of God, and public enemies (c). The responsi-

bility of the owner begins where that of the wharfinger ends, and

when the goods are delivered to some accredited person on board

the ship (d). The cargo must be taken on board with care and

skill; and be properly stowed, and the contract by the bill of lad-

ing imports that the goods are to be safely stowed under deck,

Silva V. Low, 1 Johns. Cos. 134. Whitall v. The Brig William Henry, 4
Miller's Louis. Rep. 223. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. 3. Du Fret. art. 12.

Fothier, Charte-Partie, No. 27. Valines Com. h. t. says, (and in this he agrees
with the English law, ) that the owner is answerable, on his contract for

latent defects, even though the ship had been previously visited by expe-
rienced shipwrights, and the defect had escaped detection ; though Pothier
(Chartie-Partie, n. 30,) dissents from this opinion ot Valin, so far as it relates

to latent defects unknown to the owner.
(a) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 3, sec. 4. Baring v. The Royal Exchange

Assurance Company, 5 East's Rep. 99. The same v. Christie, ibid. 398. Ba-
ring V. Claggett, 3 Bos. & Pull. 201. Lothian v. Henderson, ibid. 499. Ordde
la Mar. liv. 3, tit. 1. Charte-Parties, art. IG. Valin's Com. h. t. The ship
must be provided with a bill of health, when It is requisite at the port of
destination. Levy v. Costerton. 4 Campb. 389. S. C. 1 Starkie, 212.

(6) Jackson v. Charnock, 8 Term Rep. 509.

(c) See vol. ii. 597.

{d) Cobban v. Downe, 5 Esp. K P. Rep. 41.

Hubert 1). Recknagel, 13 Fed. Rep. 912. The owners are not, in the absence
of negligence, responsible for losses occasioned by the violence of the ele-

ments although not excepted by the charter partv. The Casco, 4 L. Reptr.
471.

* As to owner's liability for necessary repairs and supplies. Berwind v.

The India, 15 Repr. 424.

If the owners control her navigation, they are liable for injury done to the
cargo of the shipper by dangerous goo<ls of another shipper carried as part of
the cargo. T. A. Gaddard, 12 Fed. Rep. 147.
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and if they are stowed on deck without the consent of the shipper,

or without the sanction of custom, they are at the risk of the mas-

ter, and he and the owners of the vessel would not be protected

from liability for their loss by the exception in the bill of lading

of the dangers of the seas (a). If the ship had been advertised

by the agent of the owner for freight as a general ship, and the

notice had stated that she was to sail with convoy, this would

amount to an engagement to that effect; and if she sails without

convoy, and be lost, the owner becomes answerable to the shipper

in damages, for the breach of that representation (6).

(2.) Of the bill of lading.

In execution of the contract of charter-party, the master of the

ship signs a bill of lading, which is an acknowledgment of the

receipt of the goods on board, and of the conveyance of them which

he assumes. The bill of lading contains the quantity

and marks of the merchandise, the names of the *shipper [
* 207 ]

and consignee, the places of departure and discharge,

the name of the master, and of the ship, with the price of the

freight. The charter-party is the contract for the hire of the

'ship, and the bill of lading for the conveyance of the cargo; and

though it be signed by the master, he does it as agent for the

owners, and it is a contract binding upon thera (c). By the bill

of lading, the master engages as a common carrier to carry and

deliver the goods to the consignee, or his order; and, by the com-

mon law, owners were responsible for damages to goods on board,

to the full extent of the loss. But, in England, by the statute

of 53 Geo. III. c. .159, owners, and part owners of ships, are not

liable beyond the value of the ship and freight, even though the

loss was occasioned by the misconduct of the master, and a part

owner. The statute assimilated the common law of England to

the maritime law of France, and other commercial countries; and

the great principle was, to limit the responsibility of part owners

to the amount of their respective capitals embarked in the ship.

The*value of the ship was to be calculated at the time of the loss,

{a) The Rebecca, U. S. District Court for Maine, 1831. Ware's Rep. 188.

Barber v. Brace, 3 Conn. Rep. 9. Dorsey v. Smith, 4 Miller's Louis. Rep. 211.

Shackleford v. Wilcox, 9 Lmiis. Rep. 33.

(ft) Runguist V. Ditchell, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 64. Magalhaem v. Busher, 4
Campb. 54.

{c)Beawes' Lex Mercatoria, 133, 142. Ferguson v. Cappeau, 6 Harr. <& Johns.

394.
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and the freight, in the statute, means all the freight, whether pai<J

in advance or not (a).

There are commonly three bills of lading; one for the freighter,

another for the consignee, factor, or agent abroad, and a third is

usually kept by the master for his own use. It is the document

and title of the goods sent; and, as such, if it be to order, or as-

signs, is transferable in the market. The endorsement and de-

livery of it, transfers the property in the goods from the time of

the delivery (b). The bona fide holder of the bill of lading, en-

dorsed by the consignee is entitled to the goods, if he purchased

the bill for a valuable consideration.

[ * 208 ] *Where there are several bills of lading, each is a con-

tract in itself as to the holder of it, but the whole make

only one contract as to the master and owners. If the several

parts of the bill of lading be endorsed to different persons, a

competition may arise for the goods; and the rule generally is,

that if the equities be equal, the property passes by the bill first

endorsed (c).

(3. ) Of the carriage of the goods.

When the ship is hired, and the cargo laden on board, the du-

ties of the owner, and of his agent, the master, arise in respect to

the commencement, progress, and termination of the voyage.

Those duties are extremely important to the interests of commerce,

and they have been well and accurately defined in the marine

law (d).

[a) Wilson v. Dickson, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 2.

(6) See vol. ii. 548—550. This is also the law in France. Code de Com-
merce, art. 281. A nhipping note of goods at sea does not amount to a bill of
lading, aiid it is not endorsable so as to effect a change of property, and ar-

rest the right of stoppage in transitu by the consignor. Akerman v. Humph-
rey, 1 Carr. & Payne, 53.

(c) Caldwell v. Ball, 1 Term. Rep. 205. 1 BeJVs Com. 545. When goods
are sent by a ship hired by a charter-party, the bills of lading are delivered
by the master to the person by whom the ship is chartered. But if they are
sent by a general ship employed as a general carrier, each individual who
sends goods on board, receives a bill of lading for the same.

(d) The duties of the captain are prescribed minutely in the French statute
codes. Every ship must be inspt^cted by the captain, under the forms«pre-
scribed, before she sails, and if he has no such official report of the ves.sel, he
becomes responsible for every accident. He must keep a regular journal of
events on the voyage; and the ordinances prescribe very sage regulations in
case of the death of any seaman on board, touching his effects. He must be
exact in providing the requisite ship's papers before he sails; such as the bill

of sale, register, role d^equipage, bill of lading, and charter-party, process
verbal, clearance at the customs, and a license to sail. He must be on board
when the vessel breaks ground. He is answerable for damages even by cos
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* When the voyage is ready, the master is bound to sail [ * 209 ]

as soon as the wind and tide permit; but he ought not

to set out in very tempestuous weather (a). If, by the charter-

party, the ship was to sail by a given day, the master must do it,

unless prevented by necessity; and if there be an undertaking to

sail with convoy, he is bound to go to the place of rendezvous,

and place himself under the protection and control of the convoy,

and continue, as far as possible, under that protection during its

course (6). He is bound, likewise, to obtain the requisite sail-

ing instructions for the convoy (c); but these covenants to sail

with the first fair wind, and with convoy, are not conditions pre-

cedent to the recovery of freight, and a breach of them only goes

to the question of damages (d).^

The master is bound, likewise, to proceed to the port of de-

livery without delay, and without any unnecessary deviation from

the direct and usual course. If he covenants to go to a loading

port by a given time, he must do it, or abide the forfeiture (e);

and if he be forced by perils out of his regular course, he , must

regain it with as little delay as possible. Nothing but some just

and necessary cause, as to avoid a storm, or pirates, or enemies,

or to procure requisite supplies or repairs, or to relieve

a ship in distress, will justify a deviation * from the reg- [
* 210 ]

fortuit, when the goods were on deck, unless he had the consent of the owner
in writing, or it was a coasting voyage; and if he sails in conformity to the

regulations of the ordinances, he becomes responsible for all damages,
and cannot invoke the exception of force majeure, when those regulations

have not been observed. {Ord. de la Mar. art. 10, tit. Testament, art 4. Ord.

1720, 1739, 1779. Code de Com. art. 224, 225, 226, 228, 229. Code Civil, art.

59, 86. 1 Emerigon, 374. Boulay Paty. torn. ii. 1—35.) The foreign marine
ordinances usually make special provision for the proper storage of the cargo.

We have seen, in the preceding part of these lectures, that the master was
responsible, as a common carrier, for the carriage and safe delivery of the

goods; and in the case of Sprott v. Brown, in the Scottish courts, {Bell's Com.

vol. i. 557, note,) a large mirror was shipped from London to Edinburgh, in

a case marked glass, and the master had assumed to carry it safe, and it was
found broken, on delivery, without any known cause, and the master was
held responsible.

{a) Roccus, note 56. Ord. of Rotterdam, art. 128.

[b) Morley v. Bordieu, Str. Rep. 1265. Lilly v. Ewer, Doug. Rep. 72. Jef-

feries v. Legendra, Carth. Rep. 216.

(f) Webb V. Thomson, 1 Bos. & Full. 5. Anderson i-. Pitcher, 2 ibid. 164.

Victorin v. Cleeve, Str. Rep. 1250.

(d) Constable v. Cloberie, Palmer's Rep. 397. Davidson v. Gwynne, 12

East's Rep. 381.

(e) Shubrick v. Salmond, 3 Burr. Rep. 1637.
^ If the master uses due diligence in bringing the vessel to her port to re-

ceive her cargo, the charterers will, where no definite time was fixed by the

contract, be bound by their contract. Lovell v. Davis, 101 U. S. 541.
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ular course of the voyage (a).' If he deviates unnecessarily

from the usual course, and the cargo be injured by tempests

during the deviation, the deviation is a sufficiently proximate

cause of the loss to entitle the freighter to recover; though if it

could be shown that the same loss not only might hntmtist have hap-

pened if there had not been any deviation, the conclusion might

be otherwise (6). Nor has the captain any authority to sub-

stitute another voyage in the place of the one agreed upon be-

tween his owners and the freighters of the ship. Such a power

is altogether beyond the scope of his authority as master (c). In

cases of necessity, as where the ship is wrecked, or otherwise dis-

abled, in the course of the voyage, and cannot be repaired, or

cannot under the circumstances without too great delay and ex-

pense, the master may procure another competent vessel to carry on

the cargo and save his freight. If other means to forward the cargo

can be procured, the master must procure them, or lose his freight;

and if he offers to do it, and th^ freighter will not consent, he will

then be entitled to his full freight (d).^ The Rhodian law (e) ex-

empted the master from his contract to carry the goods, if the ship

became unnavigable by the perils of the sea. Faber and Vinnius

were of opinion, that by the Roman law the master was not bound, in

such a case, to seek another ship, because the contract

[
* 211 ] related only to the * ship that was disabled (g). The

laws of Oleron, and the ordinances of Wisbuy, gave the

potver to the master to hire another vessel, if he chose to do so,

and earn freight; but the marine ordinance of Louis XIV. declared

(a) Roccus on Ins. note 52. Patrick v. Ludlow, 3 Johns. Cos. 10. Post v.

Phoenix Ins. Company, 10 Johns. Rep. 79. Eeade v. Com. Ins. Company, 3
Md. 352. Suydam v. Marine Ins. Company, 2 ibid. 138. Marshall, Ch. J.,

Mason v. The Ship Blaireau, 2 CrancK's Rep. 257, note.

(6) Davis V. Garrett, 6 Bingham, 716.

(c) Burgon v. Sharpe, 2 Campb. N. P. Rep. 529.

(d) Molloy, b. 2, c. 4, sec. 5. Griswold v. New York Insurance Company,
3 Johns. Rep. 321. Bradhurst v. Columbian Insurance Company, 9 Und. 17.

Schieffelin v. New York Insurance Company, ibid. 21.

(e) Dig. 14, 2, 10, 1.

{g) Vinnius., noise ad Com. Peckii, ad Rem Nauticam, 294, 295, and Anthony
Faber, Com. ad Pand., whom Vinnius cites and follows.

^ The charterer is liable for an injury to the vessel through an unexpected
deviation from the voyage as described in the charter. Latson v. Sturm, 2
Ben. 327; Atkins v. Fibre Disintegrating Co., Id. 381; The Maria Luigia, 18
Fed. 556.

® In case the ship cannot be repaired, it is the master's duty to send the
goods on by another ship if one can be procured. Jordan v. Warren Ins. Co.,

1 Story, 342.
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it to be the duty of the master to hire another ship in such a

a case, if it be in his power (a). The French jurists differ in

opinion in respect to the obligation of the master to hire another

vessel to carry on the cargo, when his own becomes irreparable.

Valin and Pothier contend, that the master is no further bound

to procure another vessel, then by losing his freight for the en-

tire voyage if he omits to do it; for, by the contract of afPreight-

ment, he only engaged to furnish his own vessel, and when, by

the perils of the sea, or by some superior force, for which he is

not responsible, he becomes unable to furnish it, all that he is

bound to do, by the principles of the contract, is to discharge

the freighter from the freight for the residue of the voyage. But

Emerigon insists, that they are mistaken in their construction of

the ordinance, and that the master is guilty of a breach of duty,

if he refuses to procure another vessel, and take on the cargo, if

it be in his power, and that this duty results from the nature of

his trust (6).

The new French code has followed the words of the ordinance,

and declared, that if the vessel becomes disabled, and the master

can have her repaired, the freighter is bound to wait, or pay

the whole freight; and that if the vessel cannot be repaired,

the master is bound to hire another, and if he cannot hire

another, the freight is due only in proportion to the

voyage performed. Boulay Paty, in his commentaries *on [ * 212 ]

the new code, adopts the construction of Emerigon, and

holds his reasoning to be conclusive (c). Pardessus is also of

the opinion that if the vessel in the course of the voyage becomes

unnavigable, the master is bound, if it be in his power, to procure

another (d).

The English rule undoubtedly is, that if the ship be disabled

from completing the voyage, the ship-owner may still entitle him-

self to the whole freight, by forwarding the goods by some other

means to the place of destination; and he has no right to any

freight, if they be not so forwarded, unless it be dispensed with,

(rt) Jugemens d'Oleron, art. 4. Laws of Wishuy, art. 16. Orel, de la Mar.
tit. DiiFret. art. 11.

(h) Valin, tit. Da Fret. art. 11. torn. li. 618. Pothier, Charte-Partie, n. 68.

Emerigon, torn. i. 428, 429. ^

(e) Code de Commerce, art. 296. Boulay Paty, Cours de Droit Com. torn, ii,

400—405.
(,d) Cours de Droit Com. torn. ill. n. 644.
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or there be some new contract upon the subject (a).® In this

country we have followed the doctrine of Emerigon, and the spirit

of the English cases, and hold it to be the duty of the master,

from his character of agent of the owner of the cargo, which is

cast upon him from the necessity of the case, to act in the port

of necessity for the best interest of all concerned; and he has

powers and discretion adequate to the trust, and requisite for the

safe delivery of the cargo at the port of destination. If there be

another vessel, in the same or in a contiguous port, which can be

had, the duty is clear and imperative upon the master to hire it;

but btill the master is to exercise a sound discretion adapted to

the case. He may tranship the cargo, if he has the means, or let

it remain. He may bind it for repairs to the ship. He may sell

part, or hypothecate the whole. If he hires another vessel for

the completion of the voyage, he may charge the cargo with the

increased freight, arising from the hire of the new ship; and this

power is expressly given him by the old and the new ordinances

of France, and it is established by decisions in New York (6).

The master may refuse to hire another vessel, and insist on re-

pairing his own, and whether the freighter be bound to wait for

the time to repair, or becomes entitled to his goods without

any charge of freight, will depend upon circumstances.

[ * 213 ] * What would be a reasonable time for the merchant to

wait for the repairs, cannot be defined, and must be

governed by the facts applicable to the place and the time, and to

the nature and condition of the cargo. A cargo, of a perishable

nature, may be so deteriorated, as not to endure the delay for re-

pairs, or to be too unfit and worthless to be carried on (c). The
master is not bound to go to a distance to procure another vessel,

and encounter serious impediments in the way of putting the

cargo on board another vessel. His duty is only imperative when
another vessel can be had in the same or in a contiguous port, or

(a) Lord Ellenborough, 10 East's Rep. 393.

(6) Mumford v. The Commercial Insurance Company, 5 Johns. Rep. 262.
Searle v. Scovell, 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 218.

(c) Herbert v. Hallet, 3 Johns. Cas. 93. Clark v. Mass. F. & M. Ins. Co.,

2 Pick. 104. Hunt v. Roval Exchange Assurance Companv, 5 Maule & Selw.
47.

' As to right to freight and additional freight in case of transhipment, see
Rosetto V. Gurney, 7 Eng. L. &Eq. 461; Mumford o. Commercial Ins. Co., 5
Johns. 262; Shultz v. Ohio Ins. Co., 1 B. Mon. 339; Hugg v. Augusta Ins.,

&c., Co., 7 How. 595; Searle v. Scovel, 4 John. Ch. 218.
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at one within a reasonable distance, and there be no great diffi-

culties in the way of a safe reshipment of the cargo (a)."*

In the course of the voyage, the master is bound to take all

possible care of the cargo, and he is responsible for every injury

which might have been prevented by human foresight and pru-

dence, and competent naval skill. He is chargeable with the most

exact diligence (6). If the ship be captured during the voyage,

the master is bound to render his exertions to rescue the property

from condemnation, by interposing his neutral claims, and exhib-

iting all the documents in his power for the protection of the

cargo (c). We have already seen, in what cases and to what ex-

tent the master may hypothecate or sell the cargo at a port of

necessity; and if the ship, relieved at the expense of the goods

pledged or sold, should afterwards perish, with the residue of

the cargo on board, before arrival at the port of destination,

the better opinion is, that the owner is not entitled to payment

for the goods sold. The merchant is not placed in a

worse situation by the sale of the goods * than if they [
* 214 ]

had remained on board the ship. But the foreign au-

thorities are very much at variance on the point, and it remains

yet to be settled in the English and American law (d).

(4.) Of the delivery of the goods at the port of destination.

On the arrival of the ship at the place of destination, the

(n) Saltus ('. Ocean Ins. Co., 12 Johns Rep. 107. Tredwill v. Union Ins. Co.,

6 Coii'c/i'.s Rep. 270. See Infra, p. 321.

(h) Roccus. n. 40, 55. Dale f. Hall, 1 Wils. Rep. 281. Vinnius, notan ad
Peckinm, 259. 1 Emerigon, 373. Proprietors of the Trent Navigation v.

Wood, 3 Esp. N. P. Rep. 127.

(c) Cheviott v. Brooks, 1 Johns. Rep. 364.

{(i) Emerigon has collected all the authorities, pro and eon, on this very
debatable question. See, HalVs Emerigon on Maritime Loans, 92. Non nos-

trum tanias componere iitef. In favor of the right of the merchant to be paid,

see the Laws of Wisbuy, art. 68. Valines Com. tit. Dii Fret. art. 14, vol. i. 655.

Cushing^s Pothier on Maritime Contracts, 19. Charte-Partic, n. 34, and Cleirac,

Jugemens d^Oleron, art. 22, n. 2. In opposition to such a claim, Emerigon
reasons from the provisions and omissions in the Consolato del Mare, and the
Ordinances of Oleron and Antweip. that the merchant is not entitled to pay.
Pothier also admits, that experienced persons, whom he consulted on the sub-
ject, were against his opinion. Abbott, in his Treatise on Shipping, part .3, ch.

3, sec. 10, is also against the claim of the shipper to be paid for the goods sold.
^" It is the master's duty to tran.ship if upon the whole it should seem

reasonable taking into view the nature of the voyage, and the time, expense
and risk of the transportation tt) the port of destination. Saltus v. Ocean Ins.

Co., 12 Johns. 107; Hiigg v. Augusta Ins., &c., Co., 7 How. 595: Bryant v. Com-
monwealth Ins. Co., 6 Pick. 131; Treadwell r. Union Ins. Co.. 6 Cowen. 270.
See, further, McGaw r. Ocean Ins. Co., 23 Pick. 405; Bork v. Morton, 2 Mc-
Lean, 422; Jordan v. Warren Ins. Co., 1 Story, 342.
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cargo is to be delivered to the consignee, or to the order of the

shipper, on production of the bill of lading and payment of the

freight. The English practice is, to send the goods to the wharf,

with directions to the wharfinger not to part with them, until the

freight and other charges are paid, provided the master be doubt-

ful of the payment; for, by parting with the possession, the mas-

ter loses his lien upon them for the freight (a). The cargo is

bound to the ship as well as the ship to the cargo; but the master

cannot detain the goods on board the ship until the freight; be

paid, for the merchant ought to have an opportunity to examine

the condition of them previous to payment (6). The foreign or-

dinances of Wisbuy, and of Louis XIV., allow the master to de-

tain the goods, while in the lighter or barge, on the

[ *215 ] passage to the quay, for they are still *in his posses-

sion (c). The manner of delivery, and the period at

which the responsibility of the owners and master ceases, will

much depend upon usage (d). The general rule is, that delivery

at the wharf (when there are no special directions to the con-

trary,) discharges the master (e). But the very reasonable qual-

ification of the rule is, that there must be a delivery at the wharf

to some person authorized to receive the goods, or due previous

notice must have been given to the consignee of the time and

place of delivery; and the master cannot discharge himself, by

leaving them naked and exposed at the wharf. His responsi-

bility will continue until there is actual delivery, or some act

which is equivalent, or a substitute for it, unless the owner of the

goods or his agent, had previously assumed the charge of the

goods (g) ; or at least until the consignee has had notice of the

place and time of delivery, and the goods have been duly sep-

arated and designated for his use (/i)."

(a) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 3, sec. 11. Soldergreen v. Flight, cited

in 6 Easfs Rep. 622. " (6) Abbott, ub. sup.

(c) Laws of Wisbuy, aH. 57. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. Dit Fret. art. 23.

(rf) Warden v. Mourillyan, 2 Exp. N. P. Etp. 693.

(e) Hyde t?. Trent and Mersey Navigation Company, 5 Term Rep. 389.

Chickering v. Fowler, 4 Pick. 371. Cope v. Cordova, 1 Rawle, 90. Fox v.

Blossom, Neio York Common Pleas, October, 1828.

{g) Strong v. Natally, 4 Bos. & Pull. 16. Ostrander v. Brown, 15 Johnson, 39.

(h) Chickering v. Fowler, Cope t\ Cordova, and Fox v. Blossom, supi-a. 1

Valines Com. 636. See, vol. ii. 604. 605, S. P.
" There must be due and reasonable notice given to the consignee, and he

must have a fair opportunity of taking care of, and carrying the goods away.
Graves r. Hartford Steamboat Co., 38 Conn. 143; Morgan v. Dibble, 29
Texas, 107; Ostrander v. Brown, 15 Johns. 39.
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It is often difi&cult for the master of a vessel to know to whom
he can safely deliver the goods, in case of conflicting claims be-

tween consignor and consignee, or consignor and the assignee of the

consignee. Prudence would dictate that he deliver the goods

to the party upon whose indemnity he can most safely rely. But

'

he ought not to be put to the peril and necessity of indemnity;

and it is desirable th^t he should know to whom, of right, he can

deliver the goods. Tf the consignee has failed, he ought

to deliver to the claimant, on *behalf of the consignee; [ *216 ]

and if the consignee has assigned the bill of lading, and

the rights of the consignor be still interposed and contested, it is

safest for the master to deposit the goods with some bailee, until

the rights of the claimants are settled, as they can always be,

upon a bill of. interpleader in chancery, to be filed by the mas-

ter (a). Having made a consignment, the consignor or seller has

not an unlimited power to vary it at pleasure. He may do it only

for the purpose of protecting himself against the insolvency of

the buyer or consignee (&).^^

(5. ) Of the responsibility of the ship-owner.

The causes which will excuse the owners and mastor for the

non- delivery of the cargo, must be events falling within the

meaning of one of the expressions, act of God, and public ene-

mies; or they must arise from some event expressly provided for

in the charter-party. It is well settled in the English and in our

American law, that carriers by water, (and whether the carriage

relates to foreign or inland navigation,) are liable as common
carriers, in all the strictness and extent of the common law rule,

unless the loss happens by means of one of the excepted perils (c).

Perils of the sea denote natural accidents peculiar to that ele-

ment, which do not happen by the intervention of man, nor are

to be prevented by human prudence. A casus fortuitus was de-

fined in the civil law to be, quod damno fatali contingit, cuivis

[a) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch; 9, sec. 25.

(6) The Constantia, 6 Bob. Adm. Bep. 321. 1 Emerigon des Ass. 317.

(c) See vol. ii. 598—600.
'^ If he deliver to the wrong party even though innocently or by imposi-

tion he is liable to the true owner. Southern Express Co. v. Dickson, 94,

U. S. Supr. 549; The Thames, 14 Wall. 98; Collins v. Burns, 63 N. Y. 1.

Where there is a misdescription of the consignee in the bill of lading, see

Odell r. Boston & Me. R. Co., 109 Mass. 50. As to delivery to the indorsee
of a bill of lading. Alderman v. Eastern R., 115 Mass. 238. As to delivery
on a forged order. American Merchants' Express Co. v. Milk, 73 111. 224.
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diligentissimo possit contingere. It is a loss happening in spite

of all human effort and sagacity. The only exception to this

definition is, the case of a vessel captured and plundered by

pirates, and that has been adjudged to be a peril of the

[ *217 ] * sea (a)." A loss by lightning is within the exception

of the act of God; but a loss by fire, proceeding from

any other cause, is chargeable upon the ship-owner (6). The
moment the goods are transferred from the ship or the lighter to

the warehouse, this extraordinary responsibility ends, and the

warehouseman is not so responsible (c).

It is often a difficult point to determine, whether the disaster

happened by a peril of the sea, or unavoidable accident, or by the

fault, negligence, or want of skill of the master. If a rock or a

sand bar be generally known, and the ship be not forced upon it

by adverse winds or tempests, the loss is to be imputed to the

fault of the master. But if the ship be forced upon such rock or

shallow by winds or tempests, or if the bar was occasioned by a

recent and sudden collection of sand, in a place where ships could

before sail with safety, the loss is to be attributed to a peril of the

sea, which is the same as the vis major, or casus fortuitus of the

civil law (d). What is an excusable peril, depends a good deal

upon usage, and the sense and practice of merchants; and it is a

question of fact, to be settled by the circumstances peculiar to

the case." The English statute law has exempted ship-owners

in some of these hard cases; but, with the exception of a statute

in Massachusetts, passed in 1818, and re-enacted in the revised

statutes of 1835, limiting the responsibility of owners for the acts

(a) Pickering v. Barkley, Styles, 132. Barton v. Wollitord, Comh. 56.

(6) Forward v. Pittard, 1 Term Rep. 27. Hyde v. Trent and Mersey Navi-
gation Company, 5 ibid. 389. In Hunt v. Morris, 6 Martin's Louis. Rep. 676,
it was held that the owners of a steamboat destroyed by fire were not liable

to the freighters, if proper diligence was used. But the owner is liable to
the freighter for damages arising from fire to the ship, occasioned by gross
and culpable negligence in the mode of fitting np the ship or otherwise.
Hunter v. The Owners ot the Morning Star. Newfomidtnnd Rep. 270.

(c) Garside v. Trent and Mersey Navigation Company, 4 Term Rep. 581.
• (rf) Smith V. Shepherd, cited in Abbott on Shipping, part 3. ch. 4, .sec 1.

" De Rothschild v. Royal Mail Steam Packet Co., 7 Ex. 734. The excej)-

tion of thieves in a bill of lading applies only to external thieves. Taylor
V. Liverpool Steam Co., L. R. 9 Q. B. 546. The collision of ships where no
blame is attached to the injured ship. Hays v. Kennedy, 41 Pa. St. 378;
Plaisted v. Boston & Kennebec Steam Navigation Co., 27 Me. 132; White-
sides V. Thurlkill, 12 Sm. & Mar. 599.
" Upon the question what are perils of the sea such as will free the carrier

firom responsibility, see Story on Bailments, §? 511—^513.
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of the master and mariners, to the value of the ship and freight,

and of a similar statute in Maine (a), I do not know of any such

statute exemptions in this country. The owner is bound for the

whole amount of the injury done by the master or crew, unless

where ordinances or statutes have established a different

rule (6). By the general maritime law of Europe, the *re- [* 218 ]

sponsibility of owners of vessels for the wrongful acts

of masters, is limited to the value of the vessel and freight, and

by abandoning them to the creditor they may discharge them-

selves (c). And it appears very clearly, that by the general mar-

itime law, a lien exists in favour of the merchant, who ships mer-

chandise in a vessel on freight, against the vessel for the non-

performance of the contract of affreightment, under the bill of

lading, entered into by the master in his quality of master, and

that it may be enforced by prpcess in rem. The ship itself, in

specie, is considered as a security to the merchant who lades

goods on board of her, and it makes no difference whether the

vessel be in the employment of the owner directly, or be let by a

charter-party to a hirer, who was to have the whole control of

her. By custom, says Cleirac, the ship is bound to the merchan-

dise mid the merchandise to the ship (d).^*

By the civil law, the owners were responsible in solido for all

the obligations of the master, in his character of master, to their

full extent, whether arising ex contractu or ex delicto. But by
the maritime law, the owner is not responsible for the wrongful

(a) Laws of Maine, vol. i. ch. 14, sec. 8.

[h] See vol. ii. 60(>, and supra, p. 207, where the exemptions from respon-
sibility under the English statutes are stated.

(c) Consulat de la Mer, torn. ii. 41. Emerigon, Contrats a la Grosse, ch. 4,
sec. 11, who refers to the principal foreign authorities on the point. Boulay
Paty, Cours de Droit Com. toui. i. 263—298. The latter discusses the subject
with his usual comprehensive erudition.

(d) Us etCoutumes de la Mer, 72. Ibid. 503. Navigation des Rivieres, art. 18,

19. Consulat de la Mer, torn. ii. p. 80. 90, 104, 4.55, ch. 58, 63, 72, 259, 289.
Ord. de la Marine, 1, 14, 16. 1 Fa/m'.s Cwa. 362. Lord Te^iterden, \rxh\s Treatise

ora Shipping, 170, admits this to be the rule of the maritime law, but denies
that the court of admiralty, in England, has jurisdiction to enforce the lien

upon the ship in belutlfof the shipper. That principle of maritime law, there-

fore, lays dormant, from the want of a court of law or equity to enforce it in

rem. But in the case of the Rebecca, in the admiralty court of the district

of Maine, Judge Ware thought himself bound, and on solid grounds, to

adopt the principle of the marine law, and he gave a remedy in rem against
the vessel, in favour of the shipper, tor the wrongful acts of the master.
Ware's Ecp. 188. The Phebe, ibid. 263. S. P.

1^ The lien is within the maritime jurisdiction of the courts here. Clark
t?. Barnwell 12 How. 272; Rich v. Lambert, Id. 347; The Robert Morris v.

Williamson, 6 Ala. 50.
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acts of the master beyond his interest in the vessel and freight,

and by abandoning them he is discharged, while the ship contin-

ues liable in specie, and the shipper has so far a privilege against

it over the general creditors (a)."

(6. ) Of the duties of the shipper.

We have seen what are the general duties of the master.

Those on the part of the charterer are, to use the ship in a law-

ful manner, and for the purpose for which it was let. Usually,

the command of the ship is reserved to the owner, and to the

master by him appointed, and the merchant has not the power

to detain the ship beyond the stipulated time, or employ her in

any other than the stipulated service, and if he does he must
answer in damages (6). If the freighter puts on board prohibit-

ed or contraband goods, by means whereof the ship is subjected

to detention and forfeiture, he must answer to the ship-owner for

the consequences of the act (c). And if the merchant declines

to lade the ship according to contract, or to furnish a return

cargo, as he had engaged to do, he must render in damages due
compensation for the loss; and the English law leaves

[ *219 ] such questions at large to a jury, without *defining be-

(a) This, says Emerigon, {Contracts a la Grosse, ch. 4, sec. 11,) was the
nautical law of the middle ages, and of the north of Europe, as well as of the
ordinance of the marine, and he refers for the support of his assertions to
all the leading text authorities; and it is, no doubt, the settled law of the
maritime nations of continental Europe. But this limitation of the owner's
responsibility, so far as regards the faults of the master, has never been
adopted in England or in this country, except by special statute authority,
as we have already mentioned, and the common law, like the civil law,
holds the owner responsible, without any such limitation. Abbott on Ship-
ping, part 3, ch. 5. Mr. Justice "Ware, in the case of the Rebecca, above
cited, has examined this subject with deep and accurate research, and arrives
at the same conclusion with the judges in the Louisiana cases. Porter, J.,

in Maipica v. M'Kown, 1 Miller''s Louis. Rep. 259. Martin, J., in Arayo v.

Carvell. ibid. 539. The note of the case of the Rebecca, in the preceding
edition of this volume, was taken from the Jurist. The opinion of the
learned judge is now more fully and correctly given in his own volume of
reports, and it is, as far as the subject extends, a masterly examination of
the maritime jurisprudence of Europe.

(6) Lewin v. East India Company, Peake's Rep. 241.
(c) Smith V. Elder, 3 Johns. Rep. 105.
" Under Rev. Stats. ? 4, 282; The owner of a vessel is exempt from lia-

bility in ca.se of loss by fire unless caused by design or neglect. Under Rev.
Stats. M, 283, The liability of the owner of a vessel, for embezzlement, loss

or destruction, for loss or damage by collision, or by any act, matter, or thing
done without his privity or consent, is not to exceed the amount or value of
the interest of the owner in such vessel and freight then pending. The
statute does not apply to inland navigation, § 4, 289.
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forehand the rate of compensation, in imitation of some of the

ordinances in the maritime codes.

(7. ) Of the payment of freight.

Freight, in the common acceptation of the term, means the

price for the actual transportation of goods by sea from one place

to another ; but, in its more extensive sense, it is applied to all re-

wards or compensation paid for the use of ships (a). The per-

sonal obligation to pay freight, rests either on the charty- party,

or on the bill of lading, by which the payment of freight is made

a condition of delivery; and the general rule is, that the delivery

of the goods at the place of destination, according to the charter-

party, is necessary to entitle the owner of the vessel to freight.

The conveyance and delivery of the cargo is a condition preced-

ent, and must be fulfilled. A partial performance is not suffi-

cient, nor can a partial payment, or ratable freight, be claimed,

except in special cases, and those cases are exceptions to the gen-

eral rule, and called for by the principles of equity (&)."

The amount of freight is usually lixed by agreement between

the parties, and if there be no agreement, the amount is ascer-

tained by the usage of the trade, and the reason of the case. If

the hiring be of the whole ship, or for an entire part of her for

the voyage, the merchant must pay the freight, though he does

not fully lade the ship. But if he agrees to pay in proportion to

the amount of the goods put on board, and does not agree to pro-

vide a full cargo, the owner can demand payment only for the

cargo actually shipped. If the merchant agrees to furnish a re-

tui'n cargo, and he furnishes none, and lets the ship return in

ballast, he must make compensation to the amount of the freight;

(a) 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 206.

(6) If the cargo be tendered to the consignee at the port of discharge, and
the government of the place refuse permission to land it, yet the freight is

earned. Morgan v. Insurance Company of North America, 4 Dallas' Rep.
455. Mr. Justice Story, in the case of the Ship Hooker, U. S. C. C. Mass.
May, 1839, Uiid down the general rule, that freight for the entire voyage
could only be earned by a due performance of the voyage, and that the only
acknowledged exception, is where there is no default or inability of the
carrier ship to perform the voyage, and the ship-owner is ready to forward
them, but there is a default on the part of the owner of the cargo, or he
waives a further prosecution of t.he voyage.
" The contract of affreightment is entire. The Nathaniel Hooper, 3 Sumn.

542; Vlierbnom v. Chapman, 13 M. & W. 238; Halwerson v. Cole, 1 Speers,

321; Hurtin v. Union Ins. Co., 1 Wash. C. C. 530.
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and this is sometimes termed dead freight, in contradistinction

to freight due for the actual carriage of goods (a).

[ * 220 ] * It is supposed to be the doctrine of the case of

Bell V. Puller (b), that the master would be entitled to

freight for bringing back the outward cargo, if it could not be

disposed of, though the charter-party was silent as to a return

cargo. It would stand upon the eqtiity of the claim to dead

freight (c). The French law, in such a case, allows freight for

bringing back the cargo, because it could not be sold, or was not

permitted to be landed (d).

If there be no express agreement in the case, the master is not

bound to part with the goods until the freight be paid, for, by the

common law, there is a lien on the goods shipped for the freight

due thereon, whether it arise under a common bill of lading, or

under a charter-party, though the lien may be waived or displaced

by any special agreement inconsistent with the lien (e).^^ But if

the master refuses to deliver the goods for other cause than the

non-payment of freight, he cannot avail himself of the want of

a tender. When the regulations of the revenue require the goods

to be landed and deposited in a public warehouse, the master may
enter them in his own name, and preserve the lien. The shipper

of goods on freight has a lien on the vessel for the loss of the

goods, by reason of the non -performance of the contract entered

into by the master in the bill of lading. The ship is bound to the

merchandise and the merchandise to the ship, according to the

language of Cleirac (g). By a common clause in charter-parties,

(a) Roccus, note 72, 73, 74, 75. Edwin v. East India Company, 2 Vem.
Bep. 210. Atkinson r. Ritchie, 10 EasVs Rep. 530. Peters, J., in Giles v.

The Brig Cynthia, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 207.

(Jb) 2 Taunt. Rep. 286. (c) Latos on Charter-Parties, 152.

{d) Boulay Paty, torn. ii. 391. In the case of the Schooner Volunteer and
cargo, 1 Sumner, 577, Mr. Justice Story, after a skilful criticism of the Eng-
lish cases, was of opinion that the owner would be entitled to hold the cargo
by way of lien for the freight in such a case. But the owner cannot right-

fully refuse to land the cargo before the freight is paid or secured, for the
shipper has a right, after the goods are delivered, to examine them, and to

see whether they are damaged, and the damages, it any, ascertained, and then,

after the discharge, the owner has the right to detain the cargo in custody,

until payment or security of the freight. Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 3,

sec. 11, p. 247, 248. 1 Valin, lib. 3, tit. 3, art. 21, p. 665. Pardessus Droit

Com. part 3. tit. 4, ch. 2, art. 719. Case of cerPtin logs of mahogany, 2 Sum-
ner, 601, 602.

(e) The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sumner, 551

.

(g) Us et Coutumes de la Mer, p. 72.
^° Van Bokkelin v. Ingersoll, 5 Wend. 315; Certain logs of mahogany, 2

Sumn. 589; Perkins v. Hill, 2 Woodb. 8 M. 158.
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the owner binds the ship, and the charterer binds the cargo, to

the performance of all the covenants in the charter-party, though

the right of lien for freight does not absolutely depend on any

covenant to pay freight. If there be such a covenant it creates

a lien or pledge on the cargo, to be enforced by a suit in rem, or

by detaining the cargo until the freight be paid (a)." The Eng-

lish courts of common law will not allow such a lien to be enforced

by the admiralty in rem, but the justice and necessity of such a

jurisdiction is admitted and not invoked in vain in this country,

and the lien may be enforced by process in rem against a vessel

or the proceeds of the cargo in the district courts (6-). The ship-

owner's lien for freight is gone when the charterer is constituted

owner, and takes exclusive possession for the voyage,

* or when the payment of the freight is, by agreement, [
* 221 ]

postponed beyond the time, or at variance with the time

and place, for the delivery of the. goods. But without a plain

intent to the contrary, the ship-owner will not be presumed to

have relinquished his lien on the cargo for the freight, notwith-

standing he has chartered the vessel to another (c).^ The gen-

eral right of the master and owner to retain the goods for the

freight is equally perfect, whether the merchant takes the whole

vessel by a charter-party, or sends his goods in a general ship.

The lien applies whether the hire of the vessel be stipulated in

a charter-party, or the freight be stipulated in the bill of lading.

The owner is equally the carrier in both cases. But if, instead

of letting the use of the ship to freight, the vessel itself be let to

hire, and the charterer has the possession and right of control, he

{a) The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1 Sumner, 572, 573.

(6) Cfeirac, Us et Coutumesde la 3Ier, 72. Boulny Paty, vol. ii. 297. Crane
V. The Rebecca, Ware's Eep. 188. The Schooner Volunteer and cargo, 1

Sumner, 551.

(c) Chandler v. Belden, 18 Johns. Rep. 157; Clarkson v. Edes, 4 Cowen's
Eep. 470. Ruggles v. Bucknor, 1 Paine'a Bep. 358. Christie v. Lewis, 2Brod.
& Bing. 410. Pickman v. Wood, 6 Pick. Bep. 248. Driukwater v. The Brig
Spartan, Ware's Rep. 149. Fernandee r. Silva, 1 Miller's Louis. Bep. 274.

^^ There must be a tender of the goods before freight can be demanded.
Bradstreet v. Baldwin, 11 Mass. 229; Palmer t). Lorillard, 16 Johns. 348;
Brittan v. Barnaby, 21 How. 527.
^°As to waiver of a lien see Chase v. "Westmore, 5 M. «& S. 180; The

Schooner Volunteer, 1 Sumner, 551; Certain Logs of Mahogany. 2 Sumner,
589. If there are stipulations in the charter party inconsistent with the
exercise of lien, or if there is a fair inference that the responsibility was
meant to be personal to the charterer, the lien will be lost. Raymond v.

Tyson, 17 How. 53. The Kimball. 3 Wall. 37; Sears v. Bags of Linseed, 1

Cliff. 68; Cargo of Brimstone, 8 Ben. 45; Sticks of Timber, 10 Ben. 86.

17 VOL. III. KENT. 257
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is then considered as owner for the voyage, and the general

owner, who has parted with the possession, has no lien on the

cargo for the hire of the ship (a). When the goods are to be

delivered to the consignee on payment of freight, the consignee

makes himself responsible by receiving the goods under the usual

condition expressed in the bill of lading (b). And if the goods,

by the bill of lading, were to be delivered to B., or his assigns,

he or they paying freight, and the assignee receives the goods, he

is responsible to the master for the freight, under the implied

undertaking to pay it (c). So, if the master delivers the goods

without payment of the freight, he may sue the consignee

[
* 222 ] to *whom the goods were to be delivered, on payment of

freight, upon an implied promise to pay the freight, in

consideration of his letting the goods out of his hands before pay-

ment (d). It was once held, that if the master parted with the

goods to the consignee without securing his freight, he was de-

prived of all recourse to the consignor; but it is now decided

otherwise. If the master cannot recover the freight from the

consignee to whom he has delivered the goods without receiving

the freight, he still has his remedy over on the charter-party

against the shipper, and the condition precedent to the delivery

inserted in the bill of lading was intended only for the master's

benefit (e). The buyer of the goods from the consignee is not

answerable for the freight, for that would prove to be a most in-

convenient check to the transactions of business; and the buyer

takes independent of the charge of freight, unless that charge

forms part of the terms of sale. Nor would he be liable even if

he should enter the goods at the custom house in his own name,

while the freight was unpaid (g').^'

(a) Drinkwater v. The Brig Spartan, Ware^s Sep. 149. Christi v. Lewis,
2 Brod. &Ring. 410. Story, J., in Kleine v. Catara, 2 Gall. Bep. 68.

(h) Roberts v. Holt, 2 Show. Rep. 432.
(c) Cock V. Tavlor. 2 Campb. N. P. Rep. 587. afterwards affirmed in K. B.,

ir? East. .399. Doiigall v. Kemble, 3 Bing. Rep. 383 S. P.

(d) Mansfield, Ch. J., in Bronncker f. Scott, 4 Taunt. Rep. 1.

(e) Tapley v. Martens, 8 Term Rep. 451. Christy v. Rowe. 1 Tasini. Rep.
300. Shepherd v: De Bernales, 13 East, 565. Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch.

4, sec. 4. Barkers. Havens, 17 Johnson, 234. But in this last case the goods
Avere owned by the consigilor, and shipped on his account, and had that not
been the case, the action would not have been sustained. If there be no
charter-party, the shipper was held, by Lord Tenterden, not to be liable in

snch a case. Drew r. Bird, 1 Moody & Mason, lo6.
{q) Artazar. Small piece, 1 Esp. N. P. Rep. 23.
'•"In Story on Bailments, sec. 589, it is said "It is usual for bills of lad-

ing to state tliat the giods are to be delivered to the consignee or to his
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If part of the cargo be sold on the voyage from necessity, the

owner, as we have seen, pays the value at the port of delivery,

deducting his freight, equally as if the goods had arrived. But

if the ship be prohibited an entry by the government of the

country, and such prohibition takes place after the commence-

ment of the voyage, and the cargo be brought back, the freight

for the outward voyage has been held to have been earned; and

the case was distinguished (though, I think, the distinction is not

very obvious) from that of a blockade of the port of destination, and

decided on the authority of the French ordinance of the

marine (a). Nothing can be more just, observes *Valin, [
* 223 ]

than that the outward freight should be allowed, in such

a case, since the interruption proceeds from an extraordinary

causfe, independent of the ordinary maritime perils (6). The

case of a blockade of, or interdiction of commerce with, the port

of discharge, after the commencement of the voyage, is held to be

different; for, in that case, the voyage is deemed to be broken

up, and the charter-party dissolved; and if the cargo, by reason

of that obstacle, be brought back, no freight is due (c). The

same principle applies if the voyage be broken up and lost, by

capture upon the passage, so as to cause a complete defeasance

of the undertaking, notwithstanding there was a subsequent re-

capture, as in the case of the Hiram (d). On the other hand, an

embargo detaining the vessel at the port of departure, or in the

course of the voyage, does not, of itself, work a dissolution of

the contract. It is only a temporary restraint, which suspends,

for a time, its performance, and leaves the rights of the parties

in relation to each other, untouched (e). If the ship be laden,

and be captured before she breaks ground, and afterwards recap-

tured, but the voyage broken up, the ship-owners are not entitled

to any freight, though, by the usage of the trade, the ship was

{a) -Morgan v. Insurance Company of North America, 4 Dallas' Rep. 455.

(6) Ord. tit. Du Fret. art. 15. Valin, ibid. Code de Commerce, art. 299.

(e) Scott V. Libby, 2 Johns. Bep. 336. Liddard v. Lopes, 10 East's Bep.
526.

{d) 3 Rob. Adm. Bep. 180.

(e) Hadley v. Clarke, 8 Term. Bep. 259. M'Brlde v. Marine Insurance
Company, 5 Johns. Bep. 308. Baylies v. Fettyplace, 7 Mass. Bep. 325.

assigns, he or they paying freight; in which case the consignee and his as-

signs, by accepting the goods, become, by implication, bound to pay the
freight." See, also, Abbott on Shipp., p. 3, ch. 7, § 4, 5th ed.; Dougal v.

Kemble, 3 Bing. 383.
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laden at their expense. It is requisite that the ship break ground,

to give an inception to freight (a). It is the same thing with a

blockade, or hostile investment of the port of departure. Such

an obstacle does not discharge the contract of affreight-

[ * 224] ment because it is merely a temporary suspension of *its

performance; and the ship owner may detain the goods

until he can prosecute the voyage with safety, or until the freighter

tenders him the full freight. This was the decision in the case

of Palmer v. Lorillard (6), in which the doctrine was extensively

examined; and it was shown, by a reference to the foreign ordi-

nances, and the soundest classical writers on maritime law (c),

that the master, in the case of such an invincible obstacle of a

temporary nature to the prosecution of the voyage, is entitled

to wait for the removal of it^ so that he may earn his freight,

unless the cargo consists of perishable articles which cannot en-

dure the delay. He stands upon a principle of equity which per-

vades the maritime law of Europe, if he refuses to surrender the

cargo to the shipper without some equitable allowance in the

shape of freight, for bis intermediate service.
^^

When the goods become greatly deteriorated on the voyage, it

has been a very litigated question, whether the consignee was

bound to take the goods, and pay the freight, or whether he might

not abandon the goods to the master in discharge of the freight.

Valin and Pothicr entertained opposite opinions upon this ques-

tion (d). The former insists, that the regulation of the ordinance

holding the merchant liable for freight on deteriorated goods,

without the right to abandon them in discharge of the freight, is

too rigorous to be compatible with equity. He says the cargo is

the only proper fund and pledge for the freight, and that Casare-

(o) Curling v. Long, 1 Bos. & Pull. 634.

(5) 16 Johns. Rep. 348.

(c) Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. 3. Fret. art. 15; and tit. Ckarte-Parfie, art.

8. Valin, h. t. Poihier, Ckarie-Parlie, No. 69, 100, 101. Latos of Oleron,

art. 4. Consulat, par Boucher, ch. 80, 82, 84. Boccus de Nav. n. 54. Jacob-
sen's Sea Laws, by Frick, 295.

(d) Valines Com. torn. i. 670. Poihier. Charte-Parlie, Ifio. 59.
^ As to declaration of war. See Palmer v. Lorillard. 16 Johns. 356. As

to acts of non-intercourse. See Palmer j;. Lorillard, ubi supra; Richardson
r. Maine Ins Co., 6 Ma.ss. Ill: Patron v. Silva, 1 La. 277; Barker r. Hodg-
son, 3 M. & S. 267. As to a blockade. Scott r. Libby, 2 Johns. 336; The
Tntela. 6 Rob. 177; Ogden v. Barker, 18 Johns. 87; Stoughton v. Rappalo, 3
S. & R. .">59. As to condemnation. Spafford v. Dodge. 14 Mass. 66. As to

sliips breaking ground and taking goods on board. Bailey ?'. Damon, 3 Grav,
92; Burgess v. Gun. 3 Harris & .f. 22."); Tindal v. Taylor, 28 Eng. L. <fe Eq.

210; Keyser r. Harbeck, 3 Duer. 373; Bartlett v. Carnley, 19 Law Kept. 579.
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gis (a), was of the same opinion. Pothier, on the other hand,

was against the right of the owner to abandon the de-

teriorated goods in discharge of the *freight; and this is [ * 225 ]

the better opinion, and the one adopted in the case of

Griswold v. The New York Insurance Company (6). It is in ac-

cordance with the ordinances of the marine, and of Rotterdam,

and with the new commercial code of France; and the latter puts

an end to all further doubt and discussion on the subject in

France (c). The ship-owner performs his engagement when he

carries and delivers the goods. The right to his freight then be-

comes absolute, and the carrier is no more an insurer of the sound-

ness of the cargo, as against the perils of the sea, or its own in-

trinsic decay, than he is of the price in the market to which it is

carried. If he has conducted himself with fidelity and vigilance

in the course of the voyage, he has no concern with the diminu-

tion of the value of the cargo. It may impair the remedy which

his lien afforded, but it does not affect his personal demand
against the shipper. '^^

If casks contain wine, rum, or other liquids, or sugar, and the

contents be washed out, and wasted, and lost, by the perils of the

sea, so that the casks arrive empty, no freight is due for them;

but the ship-owner would still be entitled to his freight, if the

casks were well stowed, and their contents were essentially gone

by leakage, or inherent waste, or imperfection of the casks (d).

Should the cargo consist of live stock, as is frequently the case

in voyages from this country to the West Indies, and some of the

horses or cattle, for instance, should die in the course of the voy-

age, without any fault or negligence of the master or crew, and

there be no express agreement respecting the payment of freight,

the general rule is, that the freight is to be paid for all

that were were put on board. But if the agreement

* was to pay for the transportation of them, then [ * 226 ]

no freight is due for those that die on the voyage,

(a) Disc. 22, n. 46, and Disc. 23, n. 86, 87.

[bS 3 Johns. Rep. 321. Mr. Bell says it is likewise the law in Scotland. 1

BclVs Com. 570.

(c) Ord. tit. Du Fret. art. 25. Ord. of Rotterdam, art. 155. Code de Com.
art. 305, 310. Boulay Paty, torn. ii. 488.

(d) Molloy, b. 2, c. 4, sec. 14. Frith v. Barker, 2 Johns. Rep. 327.
^ McGaw V. Ocean Ins. Co., 23 Pick. 205; Whitney v. N. Y. Firemen Ins.

Ck). 18 Johns. 208.
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as the contract is not, in that case, performed (a). The foreign

marine law allows freight paid in advance to be recovered back,

if the goods be not carried, nor the voyage performed, by reason

of any event not imputable to the shipper (&). The reason is,

that the consideration for the payment, which was the carriage of

the goods, has failed. But the marine ordinances admit, that the

parties may stipulate that the freight so previously advanced shall,

at all events, be retained. In Watson v. Duykinck (c), the rule

of the marine law was recognized, though it was not applied to

that case, because the contract there appeared to be, that the

freight was paid for receiving the passenger and his goods on

board; and, in such a case, the payment is to be retained, though

the vessel and cargo be lost on the voyage. The general principle

of the marine law was admitted, in the fullest latitude, in Griggs

V. Austin (d) ; and whether the freight previously advanced is to

be retained or returned, becomes a question of intention in the

construction of the contract. The French ordinances require a

special agreement to enable the ship-owner to retain the freight

paid in advance; and Valin says (e), that many authors on mari-

time jurisprudence, as Kuricke, Loccenius, and Straccha, will

not allow even such a special agreement to be valid (/).

[
* 227 ] * The English law is not so scrupulous, and does not

require any such express stipulation, and allows the in-

tention of the parties to retain the previously advanced freight to

be more easily inferred. . In De Silvale v. Kendall (g), the Court

of K. B adopted a directly opposite principle, and observed, that

if the charter-party was silent, the law would require a perform-

ance of the voyage before freight was due; but the parties might

stipulate, that part of the freight be paid in anticipation, and be

made free from subsequent contingency of loss, by reason of loss

of the subsequent voyage. If freight be paid in advance, and

(a) Dig. 14, 2, 10. Molloi/, h. 2, c. 4, sec. 8.

{b) Old. de la Mar. tit. Du Fret, art 18. Boecit.% de Nav. et Naulo, n. 80.

Cleirnc. Irs Us et Coutumes de la 3Ier, 42. Code de Commerce, art. 302.

(c) 3 Johns. Rep. 335.

(d) 3 Pick. Rep. 20.

(e) Com. torn. i. 661.

(/) Straccha. in hi.s Tractatus de Mercatura, tit. De Nav. part 3, n. 24, as

reterred to by Valin, does not support the reference. He only .says, it was a
question, whether the advanced freight was to be returned when the goods
were not carried, and that a ratable freight, in such case, was equitable.

({/) 4 Maule & Selw. 37 In Saunders r. Drew. 3 Barnw. & Adnlph. 445, the
doctrine of the case of De Silvale r. Kendall, was admitted, that freight paid
in advance, could not be recovered back without an agreement to that effect.
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there be no express stipiilation that it shall be returned in the

event of freight not being earned, the inference is, that the parties

did not intend that the payment of the part in advance should be

subject to the risk of the remainder of the voyage; and without

some provision of that kind, a new implied contract to that effect

could not be raised.^*

The question, as to the right to a ratable freight, arises in two

cases; (1.) when the ship has performed the whole voyage, and

has brought only a part of her cargo to the place of destination;

(2.) when she has not performed her whole voyage, and the goods

have been delivered to the merchant, at a place short of the port

of delivery. In the case of a general ship, or one chartered for

freight, to be paid according to the quantity of goods, freight is

due for what the ship delivers (a). The contract, in such a case,

is divisible in its own nature. But if the ship be chartered at a

specific sum for the voyage, and she loses part of her cargo by a

peril of the sea, and conveys the residue, it has been a question,

whether the freight could be apportioned. The weight of author-

ity, in the English books, is against the apportionment of freight

in such a case (6), and the question has been repeatedly

discussed * and determined of late years. It nas been [
* 228 ]

held that the contract of affreightment was an entire

contract; and unless fully performed by delivery of the whole

cargo, no freight was due under the charter-party, in the case

where the ship was chartered for a specific sum for the voyage.

The delivery of the whole cargo is, in such a case, a condition pre-

cedent to the recovery of freight. The stipulated voyage must

be actually performed. A partial performance is not sufficient,

nor can a partial payment be claimed, except in special cases (c).

(a) Ritchie v. Atkinson, 10 Easfs Rep. 295.

(b) Bright v. Cowper. 1 Brownlow, 21, and this ease is cited with approba-
tion by Grose, J., in 7 Term Rep. 335. 3falynes, in his Le.v Mercatoria, 100,

is of opinion, that there is no freight due. though he speaks in a loose and
questionable manner. But Abbott, in his Treatise on Shipping, part 3, ch. 7,

sec. 9, thinks it hard that the owners should lose the whole benefit of the voy-
age, where the object of it has been in part performed, and no blame is im-
putable to them. Holt, in his System of Skipping, Int. 89, says, that a partial
freight is due, when the ship has brought part of the goods in safety to the
place of destination, for a proportionate benefit has been reeeived.

(c) Post & Russel V. Robertson, 1 Johns. Rep, 24. The Ship Hooper, U. S.

C. C. Mass. May, 1839. See, also, Clarke v. Gurnell, 1 Bitlst. 167. Cook t:

Jennings, 7 Tirm Rep. 381. Osgood v. Gronlng, 2 Camph. N. P. Rep, 466,
in which the necessity of a precise performance of the covenant to transport

'^* Philps V. Williamson, 5 Sandf. 578; Pitman v. Hooper, 3 Sumu. 50;
Gillaii I'. Simpkin, 4 Camp. 241.
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The apportionment of freight usually happens, when the ship

is forced into a port short of her destination, and cannot finish

the voyage. In that case, if the owner of the goods will not

allow the master a reasonable time to repair, or to proceed in

another ship, the master will be entitled to the whole freight, be-

cause the freighter is the cause of the contract not being per-

formed. But if he consents, and the master refuses to go on, he

is not entitled to freight, because he has not performed his con-

tract To entitle himself to freight, the master must proceed,

or offer to proceed, in another vessel, or repair his own, and take

on the cargo; and if he proceeds, be reassumes his usual

[
* 229 ] risk of losing the freight, by * the loss of the cargo in

the subsequent part of the voyage, or of earning freight

by its safe arrival and delivery at the port of destination. If,

however, the merchant accepts the goods at the intermediate

port, the general rale of the marine law, is, that freight is to be

paid according to the proportion of the voyage performed, and

the law will imply such a contract. This doctrine pervades the

marine ordinances and wrilers on marine law (a); and it is

now equally well settled in the English and American law, that

freight, pro rata itineris, is due, when the ship, by inevitpble

necessity, is forced into a port short of her destination, and is un-

able to prosecute the voyage, and the goods are there voluntarily

accepted by the owner. Such acceptance constitutes the basis of

the rule for a pro rata freight, and it must be a voluntary accept-

ance, and not one forced upon the owner, by any illegal or vio-

lent proceeding. The numereus cases upon which this doctrine

is sustained, are all founded upon that of Luke v. Lyde, and that

case rested upon the decision in the House of Lords, in 1733, in

Lutvoidge & How v. Grey (6). If the outward and homeward

and deliver the cargo is required, before an action for the freight can be
maintained.

(a) Laws of Oleron, art. 4. Ord. of Wisbuy, art. 16. Roccus, n. 81.

Siraccha de Navibus, part. 3, n. 24. Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. 3. Bu Fret.

"vrt. 21 22.

(b) Luke V. Lyde, 2 Burr. 883. Cook v. Jennings, 7 Term Rep. 381.

Hunters. Prinsep, 10 EasfsRep. 378. Liddard v. Lopes, ibid. 520. Abbott

on Shipping, part. 3, ch. 7, sec. 13. Robinson v. Marine Insurance Company,
2 Johns. Rep. 323. Hnrton v. Union Ins. Company, cited in Condy's 3Tar-

.>>hall on Ins. 281 , 601 . Case & Richard v. Baltimore Insurance Company. 7
(yancK's Rep. 358. Armroyd t;. Union Insurance Company, 3 Binney, 437.

Welsh r. Hicks. 6 Cowen'sRep. 504. Vance v. Clark, 1 Miller^s Louis. Rep.

324. Tio t. Vance. 11 Louis. Rep. 199. The Ship Hooper, U. S. C. C. 3Ias8.

May, 1839.
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voyages be distinct, freight is recoverable for the one, though the

other be not performed. But if, by the terras of the contract,

they be one voyage, and the ship performs the outwai'd , and

fails to perform the homeward voyage, no freight is recover-

able (a).''

*The rule by which the amount of the ratable freight [ * 230
]

is to be ascertained, is, to ascertain how much of the voy-

age had been performed when the disaster happened, which com-

pelled the vessel to seek a port,according to the mode of adjustment

pursued in Luke v. Lyde; or else to calculate how much of the

voyage had been performed, when the goods arrived at the port

of necessity, according in the better course pursued in the cases

in this country (6).^

(8. ) Of loss from collision of ships.

This has been a difficult subject for discussion and decision,

and various opinions have been entertained by the writers on

maritime law. The evidence as to the true cause of the collision

is of difficult access. The accident usually happens in the dark-

ness of night, or in a storm, and is necessarily accompanied with

confusion and agitation. When the fact is clear, that a fault was

committed by one party, or that he was in want of due skill or

care, and the disaster was the consequence thereof, the party in

fault must pay all the damages. There are settled nautical rules,

by which, in most cases, the want of skill, or care, or duty, may
be ascertained. Thus, the vessel that has the wind free, or is

sailing before or with the wind, must get out of the way of the

vessel that is close-hauled, or sailing by or against it. The ves-

sel on the starboard tack has a right to keep her wind, and the

vessel on the larboard tack is bound to bear up or heave about to

(a) Laws on Charier-Parties, 149, 150. Mackrell v. Simond, 2 Chitfy^s Bep.

666.

(6) Marine Insurance Company v. Lenox, cited and approved of in Robin-
sons V. Marine Insurance Company, 2 Johns. Rep. 323. Coffin v. Storer, 6
Mass. Rep. 252.

'^ It seems to be now well settled that the master cannot, by holding the
goods which he cannot carry or forward, compel the owner ofthem to incur

liability to pay freight or lose his goods. Marine Ins. Co. v. U. S. Ins. Co.

,

9 Johns. 186; Portland Bank «. Stubbs, 6 Mass. 422; Caze v. Baltimore Ins.

Co., 7 Cranch, 358; Parsons v. Hardy, 14 Wend. 215; Hunt v. Haskell, 24
Me. 339; Bowman r. Teall. 23 Wend. 306.

"^^ In Coffin V. Storer, 5 Mass. 252, the rule as laid down in Luke v. Lyde,
was said to be manifestly unjust.
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avoid danger, or be answerable for the consequences (a). The

vessel to windward is to keep away when both vessels are going

the same course in a narrow channel, and there is danger of run-

ning afoul of each other (b). But in the ease of a

[ * 231 ] steam vessel, * which has greater power, and is more un-

der command, she is bound to give way to a vessel with

sails (c). So, a neglect of due means to check a vessel entering

a river or harbour where others lie at anchor, is a fault which

creates responsibility for damages which may ensue (d). Where
the collision arose by vis major, or physical causes exclusively,

and without any negligence or fault in any one, open or concealed,

the proprietors of the ship or cargo injured must bear their own
loss, and it is not "the subject of apportionment, or contribution,

or of general average in any form. This was the doctrine of tho

Roman law (e). The greatest difficulty on the subject, has arisen

in the cases in which the collision proceeded evidently from error,

neglect, or want of sufficient precaution, but the neglect, or fault,

was either inscrutable, or equally imputable to both parties. In

this case, of blame existing which is undiscoverable, the marine

law, by a rusticum judicium, apportions the loss, as having arisen

equally by the fault of both parties (g).^^ The rule is universally

(a) The Woodrop Sims, 2 Dod. Adm. Ecp. 83. The Thames, 5 Boh. Adm.
Rep. 345. Jameson ii. Drinkald, 12 Moore, 148.

(6) Marsh v. Blythe, 1 M'Cord, 360.

(c) The Shannon, 2 Hagg. Adm, Rep. 173. In the case of Lowry v. The
Steamboat Portland, in the U. S. D. C. for Mass. January, 1839, it was cer-

tified by experienced navigators, and adjudged by the court, as the rule on
the subject, that when two vessels approach other, both having a free or
fair wind, each vessel passes to the right; and that a steamer was considered
as always sailing with a fair wind, and is bound to do whatever a sailing

vessel going free, or with a fair wind, would be required to do under similar
circumstances.

(rf) The Neptune, 2d, 1 Dod. Adm. Rep. 467.

(e) Dig. 9, 2. Consulat de la 3fer, par Boucher, 200—203. Ahboft on Ship-
ping, part 3. ch. 8, sec. 12. Marshail on Insurance, 493. Pardessu.<<, Droit.

Coin. tom. iii. No. 652. Jameson i\ Drinkald, 12 Moore, 148. The Ligo, 2
Hagg. Adm. Rep. 356. The Woodrop Sims, 2 Dod. Rep. 85. BelVs Com. vol.

i. 579, 580, 5th edit. In many of the marine codes of continental Europe,
the loss in this case is borne equally b}' the owners of the two vessels, though
this is contrary to the English rule. Abbott on Skipping, part 3, ch. 8, sec.

12, BelVs Com. vol. i. .581, Story, J., in 2 Phillip.^. 183, 2d edit.

(g) Cleirac, Us et Coutumes de la Mer, 68. The Woodrop Sims. 2 Dod. Adm.
Rep. 85. If there be fault or want of care on both sides, neither party can
sue the other. Vanderplank v. Miller, 1 Moody & Malkin, 169. Vennall v.

Garner, 1 Cromp. & Meeson, 21.
'" Sturgis r. Clough, 21 How. 451 ; Sturgis v. Murphy, U. S. C. C. Now

York. 18.57; Sch. Catherine v. Dickinson, 17 How. 170; Rogers v. Steamer
St. Charles. 19 How. 108.

The vessel must prove that she was not guilty of negligence. Cushing v.
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declared by all the foreign ordinances and jurists; and its equity

and expediency apply equally where both parties are to blame,

and where the fault cannot be detected. The general rule of the

maritime law is, to make the ships contribute equally, without

reo-ard to their relative value, and Valin considers this to be the

shorter, plainer, and better rule (a). There has been much dif-

ference in the codes and authorities in maritime law,

whether the cargo, as well as the *ship, was to contribute [* 232 J

to the loss. Valin contends, that the contribution is only

between the ships, and that the cargoes are totally excluded from

the benefit, as well as from the burden of contribution in the case

of such a disaster. But in Le Neve v. Edinburgh and London

Shipping Compaay, the cargo of the ship that was sunk and lost

by the collision, received the benefit of the contribution (6).

(9.) Of general average..

The doctrine of general average grows out of the incidents of

(a) Com. torn. ii. 166. The marine ordinance of the city of Rotterdam, in

1721, declares that the damage resulting from collision of ships shall he
borne equally, unless, indeed, the collision happened by design, or any re-

markable fault, and then the guilty party must bear the whole loss. Ord.

of Rotterdam, sec. 255, 256. The Ordinance of Hamburg, of 1731, tit. 8, is to

the same effect, though even still narrower in the exception. The loss, under
that ordinance, is assessed as a common average upon both vessels, freights,

and cargoes, and to be borne one-half by each vessel. The sentence of a
foreign marine court, in a case of collision within its jurisdiction, and in a
proceeding in rem, is conclusive as to the fact and laultlessness of the col-

lision, and of the apportionment; (2 Phillips on Ins. 2d edit. 182,) and where
there is no proof of negligence on the part of the master or crew of the

damaged ship, the insurer is liable for damages occasioned by collision.

Stevens & Beneeke on Average, by Phillips, 368. Peters v. Warren Ins. Co.,

vide infra, p. 302.

(h) This case was decided in the House of Lords in 1824. See BelVs Com.
vol. i. 580—583, who has collected and digested the foreign authorities on
the subject. By the English statute of 53 Geo. III. c. 159, ship-owners
were protected from loss by damage done to other vessels without their

fault, beyond their property in the ship, freight, apparel, and furniture. In
the case of the Dundee, it was held, ih-At fishing stores of a Greenland ship

were liable to contribute in compensation for damage done to another ship

by collision as appurtenances to a ship of that character. The Dundee, 1 Hagg.
Adm. Bep. 109.

The John Fraser, 21 How. 184; Clapp v. Young. U. S. D. C. Mass. 6 Law
Rep. Ill; Waring v. Clarke, 5 How. 441. And that she used all care, and
that the other did not. Carsley v. White, 21 Pick. 254; Fashion v. Wards,
6 McLean C. C. 1.52.

If a vessel come into collision with one at anchor, the fault is presumed
to be that of the ship in motion. Steamboat New York, 18 How. 223; Cul-
bertson v. Shaw, Id. 584; except where the vessel is anchored in a wrong
place. Strout v. Foster, 1 How. 89. But the one in motion must avoid her if

possible. Kuowlton v, Sandford, 32 Me. 138.
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a mercantile voyage, and the duties which it creates apply equally

to the owner of the ship, and of the cargo. General, gross, or

extraordinary average, means a contribution made by all parties

concerned, towards a loss sustained by some of the parties in in-

terest, for the benefit of all; and it is called general, or gross

average, because it falls upon the gross amount of ship, cargo,

and freight (a).^*

By the Rhodian law, as cited in the Pandects (6), if goods

were thrown overboard, in a case of extreme peril, to lighten and

save the ship, the loss, being incurred for the common benefit,

was to be made good by the contribution of all. The goods

must not be swept away by the violence of the waves,

[
* 233 ] *for then the Joss falls entirely upon the merchant or

his insurer, but they must be intentionally sacrificed by

the mind and agency of man for the safety of the ship, and the

residue of the cargo. The jettison must be made for sufficient

cause, and not from groundless timidity. It must be made in a

case of extremity, when the ship is in danger of perishing by the

fury of a storm, or is labouring upon rocks or shallows, or is

closely pursued by pirates or enemies; and then, if the ship, and

the residue of the cargo, be saved by means of the sacrifice,

nothing can be more reasonable than that the property saved

should bear its proportion of the loss. The doctrine of general

average is one of those rules of the marine law which is built

upon the plainest principles of justice; and it has, accordingly,

recommended itself to the notice and adoption of all the commer-

cial nations of the world. The title in the Pandects, De lege

Rhodia de Jactu, has been the basis of the ordinances of modern

Europe, on the subject of general average; and the doctrine of

(a) Particular average is the same as a partial loss, and is to be borne by
the parties immediately interested. Primage and average, which are men-
tioned in bills of lading, mean a small compensation or duty paid to the
master, over and above the freight, for his care and trouble as to the goods.
It belongs to him of right, and it is not understood to be covered by the
policy of insurance. For these charges, as well as for freight, the master has
a lien on the cargo. Park on Ins. ch. 6. 134. Best v. Saunders, 1 Danson <&

Lloyd, 183.

[b) Dig. 14, 2, 1. This Rhodian law is discussed in the Pandects, by
Paulus, Papinian, and other eminent lawyers. It forms the subject of the
distinguished commentaries of Peckius and Vinniux, in the treatise Ad Rein
Nauticam, and of a treatise of Bynkershoeck; and it has received most amy)le
illustrations in the dis.sertations upon it by numerous other civilians, among
whom may be selected Emerigon and Abbott.
^ For a history of the law of average see Columbia Ins. Co. i". Ashby, 13

Pet. 343.
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jettison was transplanted into the Eoman law from the institutes

of the ancient Rhodians. A jettison is only permitted in cases

of extreme necessity, and the foreign ordinances (a) require,

that the officers of the ship, and the supercargo, if on board,

should, if practical, be previously consulted; and if the master,

in a case of false alarm, makes a jettison, there is no contribu-

tion. The master is responsible for the due exercise of his own

judgment in the case of a jettison. He has the authority, and if

he shows a necessity of the sacrifice, he will be excused, whether

he follows the advice of the crew or not. The crew of a vessel

are not authorized to make a jettison of any part of the cargo,

even in a case of distress, without the order of the master. This

is the general rule, without reference to extreme cases (6). A
regular jettison, says Emerigon, is that which takes place with

order, and without confusion, and is founded on previous delib-

eration. Consultation is not indispensable previous to the sacri-

fice. A case of imminent danger will not permit it. But it

must appear that the act occasioning the loss was the eifect of

judgment and will; and there may be a choice of perils when

there is no possibility of safety. There must be a certain

loss voluntarily incurred for the common benefit, and

it *is not necessary that the vessel should be exposed [ * 234 ]

to greater danger than she otherwise would have been.

To avoid an absolute shipwreck, it may sometimes be necessary

to run the vessel ashore in a place which appears to be the least

dangerous, and that will form a case of general average (c).

The irregular jettison is valid, for it takes place in the instant of

a danger which is imminent and appalling, and when all formal-

ity and deliberation would be out of season, or impossible. All

acts are precipitate, and commanded by that sense of self-preser-

vation when life is in jeopardy, which is irresistible, and sways

every consideration. Such a jettison is a species of shipwreck,

and it is called semi-naufragium (d). The captain must first be-

gin the jettison with things the least necessary, the most weighty,

[a) Laws of Oleron, art. 8, of Wisbity, art. 20, 21, 38. Consulat de la Mer,
torn. ii. ch. 99, Code de Commerce, art. 410.

ih) The Nimrod, 1 Ware's Rep. 14, 15.

(c) Sims V. Gurney and Smith, 4 Binney, 513. 1 Emerigon, 408. Tarpa
says, that during the sixty years he was a magistrate in the Consulat of the
Sea, at Genoa, he met with only four or five cases of a regular jettison, and
they were suspicious by reason of their very formalities.

{d) Consulat de la Mer, ch. 284. Targa, ch. 58. Casaregis Disc. 45. n. 38.
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and of least value, and nothing but the greatest extremity would

excuse *^he master who should commence the jettison with money,

and other precious parts of the cargo (a).^

Before contribution takes place, it mast appear that the goods

sacrificed were the price of safety to the rest; and if

[*235] *the ship be lost, notwithstanding the jettison, there

will be no ground for contribution (6). All damage

arising immediately from jettison, or other act of necessity, is to

be a matter of general average, and, therefore, if, in cutting away

a mast, the cargo, by that means, be injured, or, if, in throwing

over any part of the cargo, other parts of the cargo be injured,

the damage goes into general average, because it is to be con-

sidered as part of the price of safety to the residue of the prop-

erty (c). So, if a ship be injured by a peril of the sea, and be

obliged to go into port to refit, the wages and provisions of

the crew, during the detention, constitute the subject of general

average, according to the decisions in New York and Massachu-

setts (d). Those decisions are supported by the rule as laid down

in Beawes (e), and they are in coincidence with the law and prac-

{n) Code de Commerce, art. 411. Emerigon, torn. i. 609, has beautifully

illustrated, from Juvenal, the growth and progress of an irregular jettison,

and that imminent danger and absorbing terror which justify it. At first

the skill of pilot foils:

Nullam prudentia cani

Eedoris conferret opem.

Catullus becomes restless with terror as the danger presses, and at last he
cries

—

Fundite quse mea sunt—
Prsecipiiare voltns pulcherrima.—Juvenal, sat. 12.

(6) Poihier, tit. Avaries, n. 113. No contribution, if at the time of sacri-

ficing the cargo, there was no possibility of saving it. Crockett v. Dodge, 3

Fairfield, 190. No loss or expense is considered and applied as general aver-

age, unless it was intended to save the remaining property, and unless it ac-

complished the object. Williams v. SuflTolk Ins. Company, U. S. C. C. Mass.

May, 1839. Laic Reporter, for July, 1839.

(c) Maggrath v. Church, 1 Caines' Rep. 196.

\d) Walden v. Le Roy, 2 Caines' Rep. 263. Padelford v. Boardman, 4 Mass.

Rep. 548. In Pennsylvania, it is decided that the wages and provisions of

the crew during an embargo, go into a general average, and, as the Ch. J.,

observed, the criterion of general average is, when the exjjenses were "neces-
sarily and unavoidably incurred for the general safety of the ship and cargo."

Ins. Company of N. America v. Jones & Clark, 2 Binney, 547. The case of a
vessel forced into port by sea perils and damage to refit, would doubtless be
con.sidered as equally within the principle. See infra, p. 302.

(e) Lex Mercatoria. vol. i. 161.
^ There are three essentials in general average. 1st. It must be a voluntary

sacrifice: 2nd. It must be necessarv, and. 3rd. Successful. See Nimick v

Holmes, 25 Pa. St. 366; Barnard j-. Adams, 10 How, 270.
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tice of Holland and France (a). Lord Tenterden, in his treatise

on shipping (b), observed, that the English law books furnished

no decision on this point, and he thought it susceptible of a rea-

sonable doubt, though his opinion was evidently against the jus-

tice and policy of the charge for contribution. Since he wrote,

the question has been decided in the K. B. according to his opin-

ion, and in a case in which he sustained and enforced a contrary

opinion in his character of counsel (c). The result of the decis-

ions in Plummer v. Wildman and Potcer v. Whitmore (d), is, that

where the general safety requires a ship to go into port to refit,

by reason of some peril, the wages and provisions of the

crew during the *detention are not the subject of gen- [
* 236 ]

eral average; but the other necessary expenses of going

into port, and of preparing for the refitting the ship, by unload-

ing, warehousing, and reloading the cargo, are general aver-

age (e). The costs of the repairs, so far as they accrue to the

ship alone as a benefit, and would have been necessary in that port,

on account of the ship alone, are not average. Yet, if the ex-

pense of the repairs would not have been incurred but for the

benefit of the cargo, and might have been deferred with safety to

the ship, to a less costly port, such extra expense is general aver-

age.-"

{a) Bicard, negoce d^Amsterdam, 280. Emerigon, Traite des Ass. torn. i. 624.

(b) Abhnlt on Shipping, part 3, ch. 8, sec. 8.

(c) Power V. Whitmore,' 4 3faule & Selw. 141.

id) 3 Maitle & Selw. 482. 4 ibid. 141, S. P. In De Vaux v. Salvador. 4

AdoL & Ellis, 420, Lord Denman, in that case, relied upon the nisi psinscase
of Fletcher v. Pole, before Lord Mansfield, in 1769, and cited by Park on Ins.

vol. i. 70; and also in Robertson v. Ewer, 1 Term, 131. He seemed to admit
that the expenses of wages and provisions, in such cases, might go into contri-

bution as between owners and freighters, though not as against underwriters.

(e) Beawes, L. M. 161. Abbott on Shipping, 280, 1st edit. Bedford Com.
Ins. Company v. Parker, 2 Pick. 8, and Thornton v. U. S. Ins. Company, 3

Fairfield, 150, support the position, that the necessarj'^ expenses of unloading,
and reloading the cargo, when the vessel is forced into a port to refit, are to

be brought into general average, for all persons concerned are interested in

the measures requisite to complete the voyage. The case of Walden v. Le
Koy, 2 Caines' Rep. 263, assumes, that those expenses, in such a case, go into
general average; and there seems to be no doubt from the cases, that where
the wages and provisions of the crew are to be borne by general contribution,
those other expenses are equally a part of it.

^° It a ship be stranded near her port of destination, and the cargo is trans-

ported on lighters, it is a matter of general average. Heyliger r. N. Y.
Firemen Ins. Co., 11 Johns. 85. As to a ransom paid to a pirate. Spafford

V. Dodge, 14 Mass. 66. Cutting away bulwarks is a general average loss.

Nelson v. Belmont, 5 Duer. 310. Masts and rigging. Walker v. Ins. Co., 11

S. &. R. (Pa.) 61; Scudder v. Bradford, 14 Pick. 13: Lee r. Grinnell, 5 Duer,
400. Throwing a boat overboard. Hall v. Ocean Ins. Co., 21 Pick. 472;
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It has likewise been held, that the wages and provisions of tho

crew, during a capture and detention for adjudication, are a proper

subject for general average (a); while, in the case of a vessel de-

tained by an embargo, they are not so subject, and are charge-

able exclusively upon the freight (&). The French ordinance of

the marine, Pothier, and Eicard, all agree, that wages and pro-

visions are not a subject for contribution in the case of an em-

bargo; and yet it has been held, on the other hand, by

[ *237] the court of errors in Pennsylvania, in 1807, that *they

were, in such a case, the subject of general average (c).

In respect to the wages and provisions of the crew, while the ves

sel was detained at an intermediate port, by fear of enemies, and

waiting for convoy, they were allowed to form the subject of general

average, by the courts in Holland, amidst conflicting opinions, and

after very protracted and exhausting litigation (d). We cannot

but lament the uncertainty and confusion which the contradictory

rules on this subject have created. There is no principle of mari-

time law that has been followed by more variations in practice

than this perplexed doctrine of general average; and the rules of

contribution in different countries, and before different tribunals,

(o) Eicard, negoce d^Amsterdam, 279. BouJay Pnty, torn. iv. 444. Leaven-
worth V. Delafield, 1 Caines^ Bep. 574. Kingston v. Girard, 4 Dallas' Bcp.
274.

(6) Robertson v. Ewer, 1 Term Bep. 127. Penny v. New York Insurance
Company, 3 Caines' Bep. 155. M'Bride v. Marine Insurance Company, 7
Johns. Bep. 431. Harrod v. Lewis, 3 31artin\s Louis. Bep. 311.

(c) Insurance Company of North America r. Jones, 2 Binney's Bep. 547.

(d) Bynk. Qusest. J. Priv. lib. 4, ch. 25. Bynkershoeck, in one of the ad-
judged cases which he cites, complains that the existing usages had extended
contribution to every kind of danger, and frequently comprehended wages
and provisions of the crew as proper objects of it, and that the practice might
be abused to the destruction of the merchant. His history of the vexatious
litigation in these cases is quite curious. In one of them, the maritime court
at Amsterdam, in November, 1697, and again, in November, 1698, adjudged.
that the wages and provisions Avere a proper subject for contribution. The
decisions were affirmed, on appeal, in July, 1700, and reversed on a further
appeal, in July, 1710. On a still further appeal to the supreme senate, of
which Bynkershoeck was a member, after great discussion, and much divis-

ion in opinion, the original decisions of the Amsterdam maritime judges were
restored, in March. 1713. Magens, in his Essay on Insurance, vol. i. 66—69.

shows the uncertainty and difficulty abroad, as well as in England, of set-

tling the proper items for a general average, and particularly as to the wages
and provisions ot the crew.

Lennox v. U. S. Ins. Co., 3 Johns. Cas. 178. The repairs of the ship occa-
sioned by injury voluntarily inflicted to save its property are the subject of
general average. Reynolds v. Ocean Ins. Co., 22 Pick. 191; Lee r. Grinnell.
5 Duer. 400. See, further. Sparks v. Kitt-edge, U. S. D. C. Mass. 9 Law
Reptr. 318. See, also, note 31, infra.
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are so discordant, and many of the distinctions are so subtle, and

so artificial, that it becomes extremely difiicult to reduce them to

the shape of a connected and orderly system. The French jurists

complain, that their ancient nautical legislation left the question

of contribution very much at large, and subject to arbitrary dis-

cretion, and they commend very highly the regulations

*of the ordinance and of the code as just and equitable, [
* 238 ]

and marked with certainty and precision (a).^^

If part of the cargo be voluntarily delivered up to a pirate, or

an enemy, by way of ransom or contribution, and to induce them

to spare the vessel and residue of the goods, the property saved

must contribute to the loss, as being the price of safety to the

rest. The expense, also, of unlading the goods, to repair dam-

ages to the ship, or to lighten her when grounded, must be sus-

tained by general contribution; for all the parties concerned are

interested in the measures requisite for the prosecution of the

voyage. If the masts, cables, and other equipments of the vessel

be cut away, to save her in a case of extremity, their value must

be made good by contribution (6). It was attempted, in the case

of Covington v. Roberts (c), to extend the application of the gen-

eral rule to the case of the loss of a mast, in carrying an unusual

press of sale to escape from an enemy, and to make that the sub-

ject of general average; but the court considered that to be no

more than a common searisk. All casual and inevitable damage

and loss, as distinguished from that which is purposley incurred,

is the subject of particular and not of general average (d).^^

(a) Ord. de la Mar. tit. Avaries, art. 7. Code, art. 400, 401. Boulay Paty,

torn. iv. 466.

ib) Ord. de la Mar. tit. Avaries, art. 6. Valines Com. torn. ii. 165. 1

Emei'igon, 620, 621. Heniien v. Monro, 16 Martin's. Louis. Rep. 449.

Jfi) 5 Bos. <& Pull. 378. Shiif v. Louisiana State Ins. Company, 18 Martin,

629, to S. P. Where a vessel was stranded near her port of destination, and
for the purpose of relieving her, the cargo was put into lighters and forwarded
to the port, and during the passage in the lighters, part of the cargo was in-

jured; such a loss to the cargo was held to be a proper subject of general

average. Lewis v. Williams, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 430.

{d) Emerigon, torn. i. 622, states an interesting case to illustrate the general

doctrine. A French vessel, being pursued by two cruisers of the enemy, the
^> The rule upon the subject may be thus stated. The wages and provis-

ions of the crew and other expenses during the detention of theVessel, will

create a claim for contribution, provided the injury which caused the vessel

to seek a port of refuge was per se a subject for general average. De Vaux
V. Salvador, 4 A. & E. 420; Hallett i\ Wigram, 9 C. B. 580; Dunham v. Com.
Ins. Co., 11 Johns. 315; Brooks v. Oiiental, 7 Pick. 259; Padeliordv. Board-
man, 4 Mass. 548; Greely v. Tremont Ins, Co., 9 Cush. 415.

*^ See note 30, ante.

18 VOL. III. KENT. 273
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[ * 239] * If the ship be voluntarily stranded, to escape danger

from tempests, or the chase of an enemy, the damages

resulting from that act are to be borne as general average, if the

ship be afterwards recovered, and perform her voyage (a). But

if the ship be wholly lost or destroyed, by the act of running her

ashore, it has been a question much discussed, and different

opinions entertained, whether the cargo saved was bound to con-

tribute to bear the loss of the ship. In Bradhurst v. The Colum-

bian Insurance Company (6), the ship, in a case of extremity,

was voluntarily run ashore, and lost, but the cargo was saved;

and it was held, that no contribution was to be levied on the

cargo for the loss of the ship. The marine ordinances, and

writers on maritime law were consulted, and the conclusion drawn

from them was, that the cargo never contributed for the ship, if

she was lost by means of the act of running her ashore. But in two

subsequent cases, where the ship was lost under like circum-

stances, it was decided, on a like review of the European law,

that the loss was to be repaired by general average (c). The

master, as soon as it was dark, hoisted a boat into the sea, furnished with a
mast and sail, and a lantern at the mast head, and then changed his course,

and sailed during the night without any light on board his ship. In the morn-
ing no enemy was in sight; and the value of the boat thus voluntarily aban-
doned for the common safety, was made good by general contribution.

(a) In a case of voluntary stranding, if it be done to save the cargo, the
damage to the ship and cargo is the subject of general average; but if it was
resorted to for to save the lives or liberty of the crew, it is particular aver-

age. This distinction, Mr. Benecke says, is conformable to the practice of

all countries. Beneche on the Principles of IndemnHy, 220, 221. The prin-

ciple is, that if a vessel be run ashore voluntarily to save life, and is lost,

and would unavoidably have been lost without the act, it is not a case for con-
tribution or general average, for nothing was saved, and no property sacri-

ficed to save property. Benecke, p. 219. Sievens and Benecke, by Phillips on
Average, 84. Leech v. Robinson, 4 Wharton, 360. But when a vessel is

stranded, and part ofthe cargo taken on shore and conveyed to the place of
destination, by land, and the ve-ssel is afterwards recovered, and other parts

of the cargo reshipped and carried to the port of destination, the owners of

the cargo landed and conveyed by land, are bound to contribute to the extra

charges and expen.ses incurred by the master, aft^r the landing of such cargo,

as general average The rule of equity, reciprocity, and equality, requires

it. Bevan v. Bank of United States, 4 Wharton^s Rep. 301. See, also, Benecke,

p. 306, 307, to the same point.

(6) 9 Johns. Rep. 9. Eppes v. Tucker, 4 Call. 346. Scudder v. Bradford, 14
Hck. 13 S. "P.

(c) Case V. Reilly, 3 Wash. Cir. Rep. 298. Gray u. Wal^, 2 Serg. & Rawle,

229. In Scudder v. Bradford, 14 Pick. 13, where the masts were cut away,
but the vessel afterwards, notwithstanding that sacrifice, went ashore and ,

was lost, it was held that the cargo saved was not liable to a general aver-

age, for the sacrifice was unavailing.
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question, therefore, in which the foreign and domestic authori-

ties so materially vary, remains yet to be definitively settled (a).^

A temporary safety is all that is requisite to entitle

the * owners of the property sacrificed to contribution; [ *240]

and if the ship survives the disaster, and be afterwards

lost by another, still the goods saved in the second disaster; must

be contributory to the original loss, for without that loss they

would have been totally destroyed (b). Goods shipped on deck

contribute if saved, but if lost by jettison, they are not entitled to

the benefit of general average; for they, by their situation, in-

crease the difficulty of the navigation, and are peculiarly exposed

to peril {cy*

It becomes an important inquiry on this subject, what goods

are to contribute, and in what proportions, to a loss voluntarily

incurred for the common safety. The general doctrine is, that

(a) This question was finally settled in the Supreme Court of the United
States, in the case of the Columbian Ins. Company v. Ashby, 13 Peters^ Rep.

331. The court reviewed the principal authorities, foreign and domestic, and
decided, that in the case of a volimtary stranding of the ship for the common
safety, and to save the crew and cargo trom impending peril, followed by a
total loss of the ship, but with a saving of the cargo, a clear case of general
average existed, in which the insurers of the cargo were held liable to

contribute upon that principle to the loss of the ship and freight.

(6) Vinnius, in Peckium ad de legem Biwdiam, 246, 250. Boulay Paty, torn.

Iv. 443
(c) Consulat de la Mer, ch. 183. Ord. de la Mar, 3, 8, 13. Emerigon, eh.

12, sec. 42. Smith v. Wright, 1 Games' Rep. 43. Lenox v. U. I. Company,
3 Johns. Gas. 178. Boulay Paty, tom. iv. 566. Code de Commerce, art. 421.

Dodge V. Bartol, 5 Greenleaf, 286. The Brig Thaddeus, 4 Martin' s Louis. Rep.
582. Abbott on Shipping, 344. Wolcott v. Eagle Ins. Co., 4 Pick. 429. But
if they be laden on deck, according to the custom of a particular trade, they
are entitled to contribution from the ship-owner for a loss by jettison. Gould
V. Oliver, 4 Bingham, N. C. 134, contra. Dodge v. Bartol, ub. sup.

^^ It would now seem to be well settled that where a vessel is voluntarily
run ashore to prevent a total loss of the vessel and cargo, but is afterwards
recovered so that she can perform her voyage, it is a subject for general aver-

age contribution Brown v. U.S., 15 Ct. of Claims, 392. The voluntary
stranding of a vessel in peril of loss, with a view to save the cargo, although
she be totally lost, is a subject for general average, and the ship and freight
are both the subject of average contribution. Mutual Safety Ins. Co. v.

Cargo of the George, 01c. 89. See. further, Rathborn v. Fowler, 6 Blatchf.

294; Bales of Cotton, 8 /(/. 221
i
O'Connor v. The Ocean Star, 1 Holmes, 248.

To constitute a voluntary stranding it is enough if the will of man contri-

buted in some way to the stranding. The Star of Hope, 9 Wall. 203.
'^ See. further, the Paragon, 1 Ware, 322, where it is agreed by the bill of

lading that part shall be carried on deck, the vessel must contribute. The
Watchful Brown, Adm. 469. See the Milwaukee Bell, 2 Biss. 197, where it

was held that the fact of the consent of the shipper under the bill of lading
excepting ' dangers of navigation" does not make a case of general average.
In order to prevail, a custom to contribute for jettison, deck cargo must be
clearly established and proved to be general. Wood v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 1
Fed. Rep. 235.
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all the merchandise, of whatever kind or weight, or to whomso-

ever belonging, contributes. Goods of the government are liable

to contribute, equally with those of other shippers. The contri-

bution is made, not on account of encumbrance to the ship, but

of safety obtained, and, therefore, bullion and jewels put on board

as merchandise, contribute according to their full value. By the

Rhodian law (a), it was deemed just that all should contribute to

whom the jettison had been an advantage, and the amount was to

be apportioned according to the value of the goods. It extended

to the effects and clothes of every person, and even to the ring on

the finger, but not to the provisions on board, nor to the persons

of freemen, whose lives were of too much dignity and worth to be

susceptible of valuation. The modern marine codes do not gen-

erally go to the extent of the Rhodian law, and they vary greatly

on the subject. By the English law, the wearing apparel, jewels,

and other things belonging to the persons of passengers or

crew, and taken on board for private use, and not as

[
* 241 ]

* merchandise for transportation, and the provisions and

stores for the crew, do not contribute in a case of gen-

eral average (6). The common rule, according to Magens (c),

is, that what articles pay freight must contribute, and what goods

pay no freight pay no average; and that articles contribiite

according to their value, and not according to weight. By
the French ordinance of the marine, as well as by the new com-

mercial code, provisions and the clothes of the ship's company do

not contribute; but usage goes further, and does not subject to

the charge of general average either clothes, jewels, rings, or

baggage of the passengers, for they are considered as acces-

sory to the person. Emerigon, who has, according to his usual

manner, collected and exhausted all the learning appertaining to

the subject, inclines to think with Pothier, that by strict law

and by equity, the clothes and jewels of passengers ought to con-

tribute. But Boulay Paty, in his commentaries on the new code

and in which he draws most liberally on the resources of Emeri-

gon, thinks they ought to be exempted, and that the existing

French usage is proper (d).

(a) Dig. 14, 2, 2.

(ft) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 8. sec. 14.

(c) Magens on Insurance, vol. i. 62, 63.

(d) Ord. de In Mar. tit. Du Fret. art. 11. Code de Commerce, art. 41.9.

Pothier, tit. Des Avaries. n. 125. 1 Emerigon, 645. Boulay Paty, torn. iv.
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Instruments of defence and provisions do not contribute, be-

cause they are necessary to all; and yet if they are sacrificed for

the common safety, they are to be paid for by contribution ; nor

do the wages of seamen contribute to the general average, except

in the single instance of the ransom of the ship. They are ex-

empted lest the apprehension of personal loss should restrain

them from making the requisite sacrifice, and the hard-

ships and perils they endure well entitle * them to an [
* 242 ]

exemption from further distress (a).^^ If part of the

cargo be sold for the necessities of the ship, it is in the nature of

a compiilsive loan for the benefit of all concerned, and bears a re-

semblance to the case of jettison; and if the ship be afterwards

lost, the goods saved must contribute towards the loss of the goods

sold, equally as if they had been thrown overboard to lighten the

vessel. In such a case, a portion of the cargo, according to Lord

Stowell, is abraded for the general benefit (6).^"

Without entering minutely into the doctrine of adjusting and

settling a general average (c), it will be sufficient to observe, that,

as a general rule, the goods sacrificed, as \vell as the goods saved,

if the vessel arrives at the port of destination, are to be valued at

the clear net price they would have yielded, after deducting

freight, at the port of discharge; and this rule is founded on a

plain principle of equity (d). The person whose loss has pro-

561, 562. In Brown v. Stapyleton, 4 Bingham, 119, 12 B. Moore, 334, S. C,
the general rule was declared to be, that provisions for the crew on board a
ship are not mcrceji put on board for the purposes of commerce, and do not
contribute to a general average, even when the cargo of the ship consists only
of passengers.

(«) 1 Emerigon, 642.

(6) HalVs Emerigon on Maritime Loans, 94. The Gratitudine, 3 Bob. Adm.
Bep. 264.

(c) Mr. Benecke has discussed at large, and very ably, the complicated
and difficult subject of general average, and the adjustment of it; and to him
I must refer for a more minute detail of the learning and principles applicable
to the case. Principles of Indemnity, ch. 5, 7.

(rf) Tudor V. Macomber, 14 Pick. 34. The Consolato del Mare, and the usage
of divers countries, made a distinction as to the rule of valuation, and they
took the value at the place of departure, if the jettison took place before the
middle of the voyage, and the value at the place of discharge, if afterwards.

But the ordinance of the marine did not make any such distinction. 1 Em-
erigon, 654. If the vessel returns to the port of departure, or to some neigh-

35 The Saratoga, 2 Gall, 164; Utpadel v. Fears, 1 Sprague, 559. The shares
of the fish caught by the crew of a fishing vessel must contribute. Utpadel v.

Fears, Id.
^^ In case of reshipment where the goods are damaged while in the hands

of the connecting lines, making a general average necessary, the connecting
carrier can hold the goods until average contribution is paid. The Morning
Mail, 17 Fed. Eept. 545.
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cured the safe arrival of the ship and cargo, should be placed on

equal ground with those persons whose goods had safely arrived,

and that can only be by considering his goods to have also arrived.

•The owners of the ship contribute according to her value at the

end of the voyage, and according to the net amount of the freight

and earnings. The value of the lost vessel is estimated

[
* 243 ] according *to her value at the port of departure, making

a reasonable allowance for wear or tear on the voyage

up to the time of the disaster; and the practice in this country,

at least it is the practice in Boston (a), to ascertain the contribu-

tory value of the freight by deducting one-third of the gross

amount. As to losses of the equipment of the ship, such as

masts, cables, and sails, it is usual to deduct one- third from the

price of the new articles; for, being new, they will be of greater

value than the articles lost (6). The subject of the adjustment

of a general average has been very much discussed in some of

the modern cases. In Leavenworth v. Delafield (c), which was

the case of a vessel captured and carried in for adjudication, and

where the wages and provisions of the crew went into general

average, a rule of adjustment somewhat peculiar to the case was
adopted; for no disaster had happened to injure the vessel or

cargo. In Bell v. Smith (d), the vessel had been so deteriorated

by the perils of the sea, as to render a sale of her abroad neces-

sary; and the general average was calculated on the price she

sold for, and not on four-tifths of her original value, .as in the

preceding case of capture. In adjusting the difficult subject of

contribution to a general average, one rule has been to take the

value of the ship and cargo at the port of necessity, or place

where the expense was incurred; and if there be no price of ship

and cargo at such a place to be well and satisfactorily ascertained,

the parties concerned may be forced to recur to the value at the

port and time of departure on the voyage (e). The doctrine of

bouring port, the price of replacing the goods sacrificed, or the cost price, in-
cluding charges, is the rule for settling the general average. Tudor v. Ma-
comber, 14 Pick. 34.

(a) 3 Mason's Rep. 439.

(6) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 8, sec. 14, 15. Strong v. Fire Ins. Com-
pany, 11 Johns. Rep. 323. Simonds v. White, 2 Barnw. & Cress. 805. Gray
V. Wain, 2 Serg. & Rawle, 229, 257, 258.

(e) 1 Caines' Rep. 574.

Id) 2 Johns. Rep. 98.

(e) As a general i'ule, the valuation of the cargo in the bill of lading is

conclusive between the owner of the ship and the owner of the cargo, in the
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adjustment underwent a very full discussion in Strong

V. The Neiv Ywk Firemen's *Insurance Company (a), and [ * 244 ]

it was there declared to be the duty of the master, in

cases proper for a general average, to cause an adjustment to be

made upon his arrival at the port of destination, and that he had

a lien upon the cargo to enforce the payment of the contribution.

This was shown to be the maritime law of Europe. When the

general average was thus fairly settled in the foreign port, ac-

cording to the usage and law of the port, it was binding and con-

clusive as to the items, as well as the apportionment thereof, upon

the various interests, though settled differently from what it

would have been in the home port. The very same principle was

largely examined and recognized in Simonds v. White (b). If,

however, it was not a proper case for a general average, and was

a partial loss only, then these cases do not apply, and a foreign

adjustment, founded in mistake, and assuming a case for general

average, when none existed, is not binding (c). With respect to

the payment of the average, each individual is undoubtedly en-

titled to sue for the amount of his share when adjusted; but the

English practice usually is, in the case of a general ship, where

there are many consignees, for the master, before he delivers the

goods, to take a bond from the different merchants for payment of

their portions of the average when the same shall be adjusted (d).^^

adjustment of a general average in the home port. Tudor v. Macomber, 14
Pick. 34.

(a) 11 Johns. Rep. 323. Lewis v. Williams, 1 HaWs N. Y. Sep. 430.

Depau V. Ocean Ins. Company, 5 Cowen, 63 S. P.

(b) 2 Barmv. <& Cress. 805. Dalglish v. Davidson, 5 Dowl. <& Byl. 6. Lo-
ring V. Neptune Ins. Company, 20 Pick. 411. Thornton v. United States Ins.

Company, 3 Fairfield, 153.

(c) Lenox v. United Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Cas. 178. Power v. Whit-
more, 4 3Iaulc <& Selw. 141.

(d) Abbott on Shipping, part 3, ch. 8, sec. 17. The captain may make the
giving of the average bond a condition of the delivery, and it is held to be a

^~ As to the value of the ship, in the absence of better evidence, the value
as given in her policy of insurance at her port may be taken, making a rea-

sonable deduction for deterioration. The Star of Hope, 9 Wall. 203.

As to goods, the present value on board under o'dinary circumstances is

the test. Rogers v. Mechanics' Ins. Co., 2 Story, 173.

The usage in New York in adjusting general average is, to take one-half
the gross freight agreed to be paid for the voyage, as the contributing value
of the freight. Rathbone v. Fowler, 6 Blatchf 294.

The place where average is to be stated is always dependent more or less

on accidental circumstances, affecting the actual and practical closing of the
adventure. Barnard v. Adams, 10 How. 270.

The owner of jettisoned cargo has a lien on the vessel for his share of the
general average, which may be enforced in rem. Dupont de Nemours v.

Vance, 19 How. 162.
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[*245J *(9.) Of salvage.

Salvage is the compensation allowed to persons by

whose assistance a ship or its cargo has been saved in whole or

in part from impending danger, or recovered from actual loss, in

cases of shipwreck, derelict, or recapture; and it often forms a

material ingredient in the discussions and adjustment which take

place when a voyage has been disastrous (a).^** The equitable

doctrine of salvage came from the Roman law (6); and it was

adopted by the admiralty jurisdictions in the different countries

of Europe; and whether it be a civil or war salvage, it is equally

founded on the principle of rewarding individual, spontaneous,

and meritorious services, rendered in the protection of the lives

and property of others on the sea, or wrecked on the coast of the

sea (c). It is chargeable upon the owners, who receive benefit,

and who would have sustained the loss if it had not been pre-

vented by the exertions of the salvors. The allowance of sal-

vage depends frequently on positive statute regulations fixing

the rate, and the foreign ordinances contain precise enactments

on this head, though salvage is said to be a question of the jus

gentium, and not the creature of local institutions, like a mari-

ner's contract (d). The regulation of salvage, by the statute

law of the United States, is confined to cases of recapture. In

the case of shipwrecks, or derelicts at sea, and rescue, and

r.iasonable condition in support of a right founded on commercial usage,
Cole c. Bartlett, 4 Miller'' h Louis. Rep. 130. Tlie absolute owner of goods is

liable to pay a general average; but if a mere consignee, who is not owner
receives them, and the bill of lading saying " he paying freight and demur-
rage." and is silent as to general average, the consignee is not bound to pay
it, though he would have been if it had been mentioned. He is liable to pay
freight by reason of the condition on which he receives the goods, and which
he agrees to by receiving the goods. Scaife v. Tobias. 3 Barnw. & Adolph. 523.

(a) Salvage, in policies of insurance, says Mr. Phillips, has a meaning
somewhat different, and it applies to that part of the cargo which survives
the peril, and is saved, and is to be charged or credited as the case may be,

on the adjustment of total los.ses.

(//) Dig. 3, 5.

ie) The Calypso, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 217, 218. Ware, J., in the Bee, Ware's
Rep. 3.36. The Schooner Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207. In the ca.se of a ship
stranded on a .sand-bank, in the St. Lawrence, infra corpiin comitatus, the suit
for salvage was held to be of common law, and not of admiralty jurisdiction.
Stuart's Lower Canada Rep. 21.

(d) 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 278.
'* In Sonderburg v. The Ocean Tow-Boat Co., 3 Woods, 146, .salvage is de-

fined as "a reward for meritorious services in saving property in peril on
navigable waters, which might otherwise be destroved."

In The H. B. Foster, Abb. Adm. 222. 6 N. Y. Leg. Obs. 223, salvage ser-

vice is defined as "service rendered in the.rescue or relief of property at sea
from imminent peril of loss or deterioration."
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most other cases, the law has not fixed any certain rate of salvage,

and it is left to the discretion of ihe court of admiralty,

tinder all the circumstances. The amount to be allowed varies

according to the labour and peril incurred by the salvors, the

merit of their conduct, the value of the ship and cargo, and

the degree of danger from which they were rescued (a). The

courts are liberal in the allowance of salvage in meritorious

cases, as a reward for the service, and as an incentive to eflPort;

and the allowance fluctuates between one-half, one-third, and one-

fourth of the gross or net proceeds of the property saved, but

one-third has been the most usual rate (6). In a case of derelict,

Sir William Scott observed, that in no instance, except where the

crown alone was concerned, and where no claim had

been given for a private owner, had more * than one- [ * 246 ]

half of the net proceeds of the property been decreed by

way of salvage; and in that case he directefd the salvage to be appor-

tioned among the crews of the two vessels which were the salvors,

according to the numbers of the crews (c). The same observations

were made by the court in Mason v. The Ship Blaireau, (d) and

no instance was found in which salvors were allowed beyond a

moiety of the value. The court, in that case, reduced the allow-

ance made in the court below to the salvors, from three-fifths of

{a) The Aquila, 1 Bob. Adm. Rep. 32, The Two Friends, ibid. 235. The
Sarah, cited in a note to ibid. 263. The William Bedford, 3 Rob. 355.

Marshal^ Ch. .J., 2 Crunch's Rep. 267. Bond v. The Brig Cora, 2 W^a.s/t. Cir.

Rep. 80. The Schooner Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207. The Elizabeth & Jane, 1

Ware's Rep. 35.

(b) If the owner has voluntarily and fairly entered into a contract for a
fixed or reasonable compensation, the service rendered in a maritime case of
distress is still a salvage service; but the contract is not held binding upon
the owner, unless it appears that no advantage was taken, and that the rate

of compensation was reasonable. The Schooner Emulous, 1 Sumner, 207.

(c) L'Esperance, 1 Dod. Rep. 46. But in a case of extraordinary salvage
merit, in bringing in a derelict, the court have not only allowed a moiety
for salvage, but they have charged the costs upon the other moiety. The
Frances Mary, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 89. The Reliance, ibid. 90, note. In the
Charlotta, ibid. 361, the court gave the original salvors the salvage oftwo-
fifths of the whole value. It was a case of derelict, and of great merit. In
cases of derelict, the rule limiting the salvage to a moiety seems to be the
fixed rule in the English admiralty and in our own. The Fortuna, 4 Rob.
Adm. Rep. 193. and L'Esperance, 1 Dod. Rep. 46. The Blendonhall, ibid. 414,
421. The Elliotta, 2 ibid. 75. Rowe v. The Brig , 1 3fason's Rep. 372.

The Henry Ewbank, Am. Jurist. No. 23. 67. 1 Sumner, 401, S. C. Prop-
erty is derelici. in the maritime sense of the word, when it is abandoned
without hope of recovery, or without au intention of returning. Ware's Rep.
43.

(d) 2 Oranch'sRep. 268.
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the net proceeds of the ship and cargo, to two-fifths thereof.^

In general, neither the master, nor a passenger, seaman, ur pilot,

is entitled to compensation in the way of salvage, for the ordinary

assistance he may have afforded a vessel in distress, as it is

no more than a duty; for a salvor is a person who, without any

particular relation to the ship in distress, proffers useful service,

and renders it without any pre-existing contract making the ser-

vice a duty (a). But a passenger, or an officer acting as such,

for extraordinary exertions beyond the line of his duty, has been

deemed entitled to a liberal compensation as salvage (b). So,

also, in a case of extraordinary peril, it is admitted, that great

exertions and personal hazard may exalt a pilotage service into

(a) The Neptune, 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 236. Hobart v. Drogan, 10 Peters,

108, 122.

(6) Newman v. Walters, 3 Bos. & Pull. 612. Bond v. The Brig Cora, 2
TfasA. dr. Rep. 80. Case v. Le Tigre, 3 ibid. 567. The Branston, 2 Hagg.
Adm. Rep. 3, note. The general rule is, that a salvage remuneration is

given only to the persons actually occupied in the salvage service. The Vine,
ibid. 1. But where the service has been performed at some risk to the prop-
erty of the ow«ers, a portion of the remuneration has been allotted to them.
In cases ofcivil salvage, the courts ofadmiralty do not recognize the rule of
proportion, but award an equitable remuneration. Though the master and
crew are in strict language the only salvors, yet the oumers of the salvor or sav-
ing ship are also allowed salvage, and one- third has been established as the
suitable proportion under ordinary circumstances. The Blaireau, 2 Oranch^s
Rep. 240. The Brig Harmony, 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 34, note. The Cora, 2
ibid. 361. 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 80. The Ship Henry Ewbank, 1 Sumner, 400.

The Salacia, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 262. Underwriters may be entitled as

owners to salvage, after an accepted abandonment. The Ship Henry Ewbank,
supra. The act of New York of Feb. 19th, 1819, ch. 18, sec. 19, (and which
act was not repealed by the New York revised statutes of 1830,) authorizes
the board of wardens of the port of New York to allow to branch and deputy
pilots a reasonable reward for extra services for the preservation of vessels

in distress. Vide, supra, p. 176, note.
'^ As to awarding salvage the general principal is, that salvage is awarded

in such measure, proportioned to the value of the property salved, as to se-

cure the object intended, namely, that seamen and others may have the
strongest inducements to lace danger and incur personal risk to save that
which is in peril of being lost, whether vessel or lives or cargo. Sonderburg
r. Ocean Tow-boat Co.. 3 Woods, 146; see, further, Murphy v. The Suliot«, 4
Wood.s, 19; Howard v. The Manhattan, No. 12, 20 Fed. Rep. 391.
Two elements are involved, 1st, remuneration by way of compensation,

and, 2nd, a bounty. The Sandringham, 10 Fed. 556.
The amount rests in the opinion and sound discretion of the court, ac-

cording to the value of the property saved, the degree of hazard in which it

was placed, the enterprise, intrepidity and danger of the service. Tyson v.

Prior, 1 Gall, 133; McGiniiis v. The Pontiac,5 McLean, 359; Montgomery v.

The T. P. Leathers, Newb. Adm. 421. See, further. The Neto, 15 Fed.
Kep. 819.

The amount must be liberal. Brooks v. The Wm. Penn. 2 Hughes, 144;
TheArendal, 14 Fed. Rep. 580; Baker Salvage Co. v. The Mary E. Dana. 5
Huehes, S. C. 17 Fed. Rep. 353; The Connemara, 108 U. S. 352; The Egypt,
17 Fed. Rep. 359; The Kate Collins, 21 Id. 409.
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something of a salvage service (a). And if the ship has been

abandoned, so as to discharge a seaman from his contract, yet if

he subsequently contributes to the preservation of the

vessel, he will be entitled to salvage (6). As the *duty [ *247]

of the seaman ceases by capture, any exertion subse-

quently and successfully made to recover and rescue the captured

ship, will entitle them to recompense (c). The case will then be

withdrawn from the operation of the general, if not universal

principle, that so long as the person, be he a seaman, pilot, or

other person, is acting within the line of his duty in the given

case, he has no valid claim for a salvage remuneration.*"

The subject of salvage was largely discussed in our courts in a

case of recapture (d). The district court of New York allowed

as salvage one-half of the value of the ship. The circuit court

reversed the decree, and denied all salvage. The Supreme Court

of the United States corrected both decrees, and allowed one-

sixth part of the net value, after deducting the charges. The

court, in that case, admitted the rule to be, that a neutral vessel,

captured by a belligerent, was entitled to be discharged without

paying salvage, on the ground that no beneficial service was

thereby rendered, as the neutral, acting properly, would, of

coiirse, be discharged by the courts of the sovereign of the captor;

and they admit^^ed, likewise, the exception to the rule, when
belligerent captors and courts were notorious for their unprinci-

pled rapacity. This rule, and the exception, have been frequently

(a) Sir William Scott, in the Joseph Harvey, 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 257, Phil

.

edit.

(6) Mason v. The Ship Blaireau, 2 OawcA's Rep. 240. Hobart v. Drogan,
10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 108. In this last case it wa.s decided that seamen and
pilots may, in extraordinary cases beyond the appropriate line of duty, per-

form salvage service, and be entitled to compensation as salvors. But
pilots or engineers of steamboats do not come within the exception, though
the rules of the marine law relative to disasters at sea, apply generally to

navigation by steamboats. Me.sner v. Suffolk, U. S. D. C. Mass. 1838.

(c) The Two Friends, 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 271. The Beaver, 3 ibid. 292.

(d) Talbot tJ. Seaman, 1 Crunch'' s Rep. 1.

^ A pilot may become a salvor for services rendered outside his official

duties as pilot. The Grid, 21 Fed. 423; Bean v. The Grace Brown, 2 Hughes.
112. A seaman can be a salvor after his contract with the ship is broken.

The Antelope, 1 Low. 130. The Olive Branch, Id. 286; Miller v. Kelley, Abb.
Adm. 564. A passenger who by extraordinary services and the use of extra-

ordinary means not furnished by the equipment of the ship, by which she is

saved from imminient danger, may have salvage. The Connemara, 108 U.
S. 352. The rule must be admitted with the greatest caution. Brady v.

American Steamship Co., 10 Phila. 283.
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declared in the English admiralty (a). The rule of British

jurisprudence in respect to recaptured property, and salvage

thereon, is to give the benefit of the rule applicable to recaptured

property of British subjects to allies, until it appears that they

act upon a less liberal principle, and then the allies are treated

according to their own measure of justice (b). The

[*248] same rule has been *adopted by statute in this coun-

try (c), and is founded on the immovable basis of re-

ciprocal justice.

Though the contract of seamen be not dissolved by shipwreck,

and it be their duty to remain and labour to preserve the wreck

and fragments of the ship and cargo, yet they may be entitled to

recompense, by way of salvage, for their peculiar services. The

wages recovered in the case of shipwreck, are in the nature of

salvage, and form a lien on the property saved. The character

of seamen creates no incapacity to assume that of salvors; and

were it otherwise, it would be mischievous to the interests of

commerce, inconsistent with natural equity, and would be tempt-

ing the unfortunate mariner to obtain by jflunder and embezzle-

ment in a common calamity, what he ought to possess upon prin-

ciples of justice. The allowance of salvage in such cases is and

ought to be liberal; not less, in any case, than the wages would

have amounted to; and even an additional recompense should be

made in cases of extraordinary danger and distinguished gallan-

try, where the service was much enhanced, by the preservation of

life, and the great value of the property at stake (d).

(10.) Of the dissolution of the contract of affreightment.

The contract of affreightment may be dissolved without execu-

tion, not only by the act of the parties, but in many cases by the

act of the law.

If the voyage becomes unlawful, or impossible to be per-

formed, or if it be broken up, either before or after it has actu-

ally commenced, by war or interdiction of commerce with the

place of destination, the contract is dissolved (e). There is

(a) The War Onskan, 2 Rob. Adm. Rep. 299. The Carlotta, 5 ibid. 54
(6) The Santa Cruz, 1 Rob. Adm. Rep. 42.

(c) Act of Congress, March 3d, 1800, ch. 14. sec. 3.

(d) The Two Catherines, 2 MasonKf Rep. 319. The court of admiralty has
no power of remunerating the mere preservation of life; but if it be con-

nected with the preservation of property, it forms a high ingredient of merit
in the allowance of salvage. 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 83.

(e) Liddard v. Lopes, 10 East^s Rep. 526.
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* DO diflPerence in principle between a complete inter- [ * 249 ]

diction of commerce which prevents the entry of the ves-

sel, or a partial one in relation to the merchandise on board,

which prevents it being landed. The contract of affreightment

in respect to the goods is dissolved, for the shipper cannot de-

mand the delivery of the goods if the landing of them would ex-

pose the vessel to seizure (a). And if the voyage be broken up
by capture on the passage, so as to cause a complete defeasance

of the undertaking, the contract is dissolved, notwithstanding a

subsequent recapture (6). So, if there be a blockade of the port

of destination, by means of which a delivery of the cargo be-

comes impossible, and the vessel returns to the port of depart-

ure, the voyage is defeated and the contract dissolved (c).*'

But a temporary impediment of the voyage does not work a

dissolution of the charter-party, and an embargo has been held

to be such a temporary restraint, even though it be indefinite as

to time (d). The same construction is given to the legal opera-

tion Qf the hostile blockade, or investment of the port of depart-

ure, upon the contract. It merely suspends the performance of

it, and the voyage must be broken up, or the completion of it be-

come unlawful, before the contract will be dissolved (e). If the

cargo be not of a perishable nature, and can endure the delay,

then the general principle applies, that nothing but occurrences

which prevent absolutely the execution of the contract will dis-

charge it. The parties must wait until those which merely retard

its execution are removed. The commercial code of

France (g) declares, that, if before the * vessel sails on [ * 250 ]

(a) Patron v. Silva, 1 Miller's Louis. Rep. 277.

(b) The Hiram, 3 Bob. Adm. Rep. 189. Capture does not of itself ipso /aeto
dissolve tlie contract of affreightment. It suspends it during the prize pro-
ceedings, and it reattaches upon a recapture, which confers a title to salvage
only, and restores and does not extinguish the rights of neutrals. This is

the general rule, and it is well sustained by Mr. Justice Story, in the case
of the Ship Hooper, in the U. S. C. C. Mass. May Term, 1839, on the
ordinary principles of commercial law, in opposition to some of the ad-
miralty decisions of Lord Stowell, which proceed upon rather peculiar and
enlarged discretion in the administration of international law and policy in

prize cases.

(c) Scott V. Libby, 2 Johns. Rep. 336. The Tuleta, 6 Rob. Adm. Rep. 177.

(d) Hadley r. Clarke, 8 Term Rep. 259. M'Bride v. Marine Ins. Company,
b Johns. Rep. 308; Baylies v. Fettyplace, 7 Mass. Rep. 325.

(e) Palmer v. Lorillard, 16 Johns. Rep. 348.

Ig) Code de Commerce, art. 276, 277.
*' See, further, hereon, Palmer v. Lorillard, 16 Johns. 348; Richardson*.

Maine Ins. Co., 6 Mass. 112.
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her voyage, an interdiction of commerce with the country to which

she is bound takes place, the charter-party is dissolved, though

it would be otherwise if a superior force hinders^ for a time, the

departure of the ship, or if she were detained by superior force

during the voyage.

In parting with the subject of this, and of the two preceding

lectures, I readily acknowledge the free use that has been made

of Lord Tenterden's excellent treatise on maritime law. It has

been the basis of the compilation, and it was impossible to have

found any other model so perfect, or to have made any material

improvement upon it. It is equally distinguished for practical

good sense, and for extensive and accurate learning, remarkably

compressed, and appropriately applied Another work from which

I have derived much assistance, is Mr. Holt's view of the English

navigation laws, and of maritime contracts. He has followed in

the track of Lord Tenterden, and with great credit to himself.

His work is wholly free from the encumbrance of foreign learn-

ing on the same subject. This omission gives the appearance of

a dry practical character to the work, but the reading of it be-

comes quite interesting by reason of the clearness of its analysis,

the precision of its principles, the perspicuity of the style, and

the manly good sense of the author. The introductoi-y part is

particularly excellent, for it contains a very condensed, yet com-

prehensive, and perfectly accurate view of all the principles in

the work, entirely disembarrassed from adjudged cases.

No one can observe, at first, without surprise, how extensively

and closely subsequent writers follow in the footsteps of those

who preceded them ; but when we come to study the same topics,

handled so often by master spirits, we perceive that this must

necessarily be the case, in ethics and in law, where discoveries

are not to be made, as in the physical sciences. The entire

region of ethical and municipal jurisprudence has been

[ * 251 ] amply explored, and with more than a * Denham or a

Parry's success (a). Pansetius was the original author

of the substance of Cicero's Offices, as Cicero himself acknow-

(a) In the immense collection which was published at Amsterdam in

1669, orthe various works of Straccha, Santerna, and others, on nautical and
maritime subjects, we have laborious essays, replete with obsolete learning,

on different branches of commercial law, of no less than twenty Italian

civilians, whose works are now totally forgotten, and even their very names
have become obscured by the oblivion of time. Subsequent civilians may
have erected stately tomes from the matterwhich their ruins have fnmished.
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ledges; and that consummate work, in its turn, became the founda-

tion of all that Grotius, Puffendorf, Cumberland, and a thousand

other writers, have laid down as the deductions of right reason,

concerning the moral duties of mankind. No person would think

of compiling a code of ethics without at least visiting the shades

of Tusculum, and still less would he think of erecting a temple

of jurisprudence, without adorning it with materials drawn from

the splendid monuments of Justinian, or the castellated remains

of feudal grandeur. The literature of the present day, "rich

with the spoils of time," instructs by the aid of the accumulated

wisdom of ages.
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LECTURE XLVIII.

OF THE LAW OF MARINE INSURANCE.

Mabins insurance is a contract whereby one party, for a stipu-

lated premium, undertakes to indemnify the other against certain

perils, or searisks, to which his ship, freight, and cargo, or some

of them, may be exposed, during a cei'tain voyage, or a fixed

period of time.'

In the consideration of a title in the law of such extensive con-

cern, and upon which so many learned volumes have Deen ex-

hausted, it has been found difficult to bring the subject within

manageable limits, and suitably restricted for the object of these

lectures. It has been my endeavour to state the leading princi-

ples of the contract, and to dwell upon such parts only as are best

adapted for elementary instruction.

The subject will be considered under the following arrangement:

(I.) Of the formation and subject matter of the contract. (II.) Of

the voyage in relation to the policy. (III.) Of the rights and

duties of the insured in case of loss.

I. Of the formation and subject matter of the contract.

(1. ) Of the parties.

All persons, whether aliens or natives, may be insured, with

the exception of alien enemies, for it is a contract authorized by

the general law and usage of nations (a). It was

[ * 254 ] * for a long time an unsettled question in the English

law, whether the insurance of enemy's property was law-

ful. In the year 1741, a bill was brought into Parliament to pro-

hibit insurances on the property of the subjects of France, then

at war with Great Britain ; and the propriety of such a restriction

was much discussed, and the bill was dropped. But in 1748, such

a bill passed into a law (6). It prohibited, under a penalty, the

(a) Pothier terms it a contract du Droit des Gena.
[b] Stat. 21, Geo. II. ch. 4.

' It is a contract to indemnify the insured against loss or injury to the
property mentioned in the policy, from the risks specified therein.
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assurance on ships or merchandises belonging to France; and the

contracts for such policies were declared void. The statute of 33

Geo. III. c. 27, was to the same effect, though much more severe

in its penalties. Those statutes were temporary, and applied only

to the then existing war; and they left the question still unde-

cided as to the legality of such insurances independent of statute.

Lord Hardwicke, in the year 1749, declared (a), that there had

been no determination that such insurances were unlawful, and

that it might be going too far to say, that all trading with ene-

mies was unlawful, and that there had been several insurances of

that sort during the war of 1741. " But in Brandon v. Nesbit (b),

the court of K. B. gave a fatal wound to the opinion, that the in-

surance of enemy's property was lawful, though that opinion had

received considerable currency under the sanction of the great

name and influence of Lord Mansfield. It was certainly without

any just foundation, either in the English law, or in the established

policy and principles of the law of nations. That case was a suit

on a policy of insurance, brought in the name of an English agent,

for his principal, who was an alien enemy; and it was adjudged,

that no action could be maintained either by, or in favour of an

alien enemy. The case of Bristoio v. Towers (c)

* was still more directly on the point, and the legality [
* 255 ]

and expediency of insurances of enemy's property were

discussed very much at large, and with great ability and learning.

The decision of the court was put upon the strict ground, that

the insurance of enemy's property was illegal, and no action could

be sustained on such a policy. ' A distinction was afterwards

taken in Bell v. Gilson (d), where it was held, that the insurance

of goods purchased in an enemy's country during war, by a British

agent, and shipped for British subjects, was a lawful insurance.

But every distinction of that kind was subsequently abandoned(e)

;

and in the case of insurances on French property previous to war,

they were held not to cover a loss by British capture after the war

was renewed, even though the action was not brought until after

the restoration of peace. It was declared, that an insurance of

(a) Henkle v. The Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Vesey's Eep.
317.

(b) 6 Term Rep. 23.

(e) 6 Tenn Rep. 35.

{d) 1 Bos. & Pull. 345.

(c) Furtado v. Rodgers, 3 Bos. & Pull. 191. Gamba v. Le Mesurier, 4 Basils

Eep. 407. Brandon v. Curling, ibid. 410.
19 VOL. III. KENT. 289
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enemy's property, as well as all commercial intercourse with the

enemy, was, at common law, unlawful, and that an insarance,

though effected before the war, made no difference, as a foreigner

migl^t otherwise insure previous to the war, against all the evils

incident to the war. Insurances of enemy's property had been

indulged, but never were legal. The judicial language at last

was (a), that such insurances were not only illegal and void, but

repugnant to every principle of public policy. The former opinion

in favour of the expediency of such insurances, had never yet

produced one single judicial determination in favour of their

legality.

All the continental ordinances and jurists concur in the illegality

of such insurances (b). Bynkershoeck, in a chapter

[
* 256] *devoted to the consideration of this question, concludes

that the reason of war absolutely requires the prohibi-

tion of insurance of enemy's property; because, by assuming such

risks, we promote the maritime commerce of the enemy. Valin

considered that insuring enemy's property, and trading with the

enemy, was substantially the same thing; and he truly observed,

that when the English, in the war of 1756, insured French ships

and cargoes, which were captured and condemned as prize of war,

and paid for by English underwriters, the nation only took with

one hand what it restored with the other (c).

The doctrine of the European law, on this subject, was exten-

sively discussed and explicitly recognized in New York, in the

case of Griswold v. IVaddmgton (d); and as that doctrine is

founded on the same principle of general policy which interdicts

all commerce and trading with the enemy, in time of war, it may
be considered as the established law of this coimtry. •

With respect to persons who may be insurers, the rule of the

common law prevails with us, and any individuals, or companies,

or partnerships, may lawfully become insurers; and we have no

(a) Ix)rd Ellenborough, Kellner v. Le Mesurier, 4 EasVs Rep. 396. Lord
Erskine, Ex parte Lee, 13 Vesey^s Rep. 64.

(6) The ordinances of Barcelona, as early as 1484, declared such insurances

void. ConsuJat de la Mer, par Boucher, torn. ii. 717. See. also, Le Guidon,

ch. 2, sec. 5, in Cleirnc, Uaet Coutumes de la Mer, 197. edit. 16*71. Ord. of Slock-

hobn, of 1756, 2 Marfcns, 257. Ord. of the States General of the Netherlands, in

1622, 1657. 1665, and 1689, cited in Bynk. Q. J. Pub. lib. 1, ch. 21. Emeri-

gon, des Ass. torn. i. 128.

(c) Valines Com. torn. ii. 32. See vol. i. lee 4, how far a foreign domicile

ct)mmunicates to a citizen the disabilities of an alien enemy.
(d) 16 Johm. Rep. 438.
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incorporated companies, like those of the Royal Exchange Assur-

ance, and the London AHsuraace companies, with the monopoly

or exclusive right of making insurance as a cotnpany or partner-

ship on a joint capital. Each part owner may insure for himself,

and may act his pleasure as to the insurance of his individual

proportion of interest. During the colonial government of this

country, as well as for the first fifteen or twenty years after the

peace of 1783, the business of insurance was almost en-

tirely carried on by * private individuals, each taking [ * 257 ]

singly for himself, and not in soliclo, a risk to the amount

of his subscription (a). But incorporated companies began to

multiply and supplant private underwriters, and the business of

insurance in the United States is now carried on almost exclu-

sively by incorporated companies. Individuals, and unincor-

porated partnership companies, are still at liberty to carry on the

business o.f insurance to any extent they please, and the success

of any such competition with the incorporated companies would

depend upon the ability to command confidence, and the judg-

ment and skill with which the business was conducted (b).

(2.) Of the terms and subject of the policy.

If the ship be specified in the policy, it becomes part of the

(a) As early as 1725, Francis Rawle, of Philadelphia, proposed the estab-

lishment, under legislative sanction, of a marine insurance office. This he
did in a small volume, printed by Dr. Franklin, and the first book he ever
printed. See App. to Mr. Wharton's Memoir of the late William Rawle,
Esq.

(h) Marine insurance was formerly a lawful business in New York, equally
open to all the world; but in 1829, the legislature, by statutes, {Laics of New
York, sess. 52, ch. 3o6. )

prohibited marine insurance, or lending on respon-
dentia or bottomry, effected within the state, to all persons and companies
residing in any foreign country, acting by any agent here. Persons and as-

sociations in other states effecting such insurances in New York, were taxed
ten per cent, on their premiums. The same check and prohibition applies
to insurances in New York against fire. N. Y. Eeiised Statutes, vol. i. 714.

The statute law of Pennsylvania also prohibits all kinds of insurance by
foreign corporations or companies within the state. Ptirdoii's Dig. 545. The
law in Massachusetts is more liberal, and it allows incorporated insurance
companies in other states and in foreign countries to insure by their agents,
upon compliance with certain conditions intended to guard against abuse.
Act of 1816, and Eensed Statutes of 1835. Every incorporated insurance com-
pany in Massachusetts may insure vessels, freight, money, goods, and effects,

and against captivity of persons, and on the life of anj^ person at sea, and on
money lent upon bottomry and respondentia, and again.st fire: on dwelling
houses and other buildings, and on merchandise or other property within the
United States. Statutes, 1817, 1819. Revised Statutes. 1835, part 1, tit. 13,
ch. 37, sec. 2.
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contract, and no other ship can be substituted without necessity;

but the cargo may be shifted from one ship to another, if it be

done from necessity, and the insurer of it will still be liable (a).

An insurance on the body of a ship sweeps in, by the compre-

hensiveness of the expression, whatever is appurtenant to the

ship. This is the doctrine taught in all the continental writers

on insurance, as well as in the English law (6). An insurance

on a ship means prima facie the legal interest in the vessel, and

not the mere equitable interest, and if the policy be in-

[ * 258 ] tended to cover the equitable interest Only, that *inter-

est ought to be disclosed to the insurer (c). An insur-

ance will be valid without naming the ship, as upon goods on

board any ship or ships; and it becomes sometimes a nice ques-

tion as to the application of the loss, when there are two or more

policies of that loose description on different parcels of goods (d).

So, it will be valid if made on account of A., or of whom it may
concern (e). In England, the statute of 25 Geo. III. c. 44, pro-

hibits insurances in blank, as to the name of the insured; and the

name of the party in interest, or some agent in his behalf, must

be inserted, and the policy cannot be applied to any property

which does not belong to the party named, or in which he is not

interested; but the suit on the policy may be brought in the name
of the principal or agent (/). The interest of the real owner

may be averred and shown; but if one partner insures in his own
name only, the policy will cover his undivided interest in the

partnership, and no more (g). If the policy has the words, and

tvhomsoever it may concern, then it will cover the whole partner-

ship interest (/i); and Valin and Boulay Paty think it covers the

whole if the policy be generally on his goods (t). On such a

(a) The owner may change the master of the vessel insured in his dis-

cretion, without prejudice to the insurance, provided it be done in good
faith, and a subsitute of competent skill be provided. Piatt, J., Walden v.

Firemen's Ins. Company, 12 Johnson, 138.

{b) Einerigon, torn. i. 423. Boulay Paty, tom. iii. 379. Plantamour v.

Staples. 1 Term Rep. 611, note.

[c) Ohl V. Eagle Ins. Company, 4 Mason's Rep. 390.

[d) Emerigon, tom. i. 173. Kewley v. Ryan, 2 H. Blacks. 343. Henchman
V. Offley, ibid. 345, note.

[e) Boulay Paty. tom. iii. 528, 531, tom. iv. 28.

{/) Cox V. Parry, 1 Term Rep. 464.

[g] Valines Com. tom. ii. 34. 1 Emerigon, 293, 294. Graves & Bamewell
V. Boston Marine Ins. Company, 2 Crancli's Rep. 419. Dumas v. Jones, 4

Mass. Rep. 647. Turner t). Burrows, 5 WendelVs Rep. 541.

(/t) Lawrence v. Sebor, 2 Caine\i Rep. 203.

(i) Valin, tom. ii. 34. Boulay Paly, tom. iii. 386.
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policy an action may be maintained by any one of the owners

whose interest was intended to be insured by it. It will cover

a person who has but a special interest, as by lien or other-

wise (a). Those general words, whom it may concern, will only

apply to the person having an interest in the subject insuredj

and who was in the contemplation of the contract (&). But a

policy may be applied to cover the interest intended to be insured,

though the owner of it was not known to the parties, provided

the terms of the policy will permit it (c).^

The form of the policy in England and the United States, con-

tains the words lost or not lost; and if the subject insured be

lost, or has arrived in safety when the contract is made, it is still

valid, if made in ignorance of the event, and the insurer

must pay the loss or not pay it as the *case may be. [ *259]

This is laid down by the foreign jurists as a general

principle of insurance, without reference to those words, which

are said to be peculiar to the English policies, and that without

them the policy would be void if the subject was lost when the

insurance was made (d). There is no English adjudication to

that effect, and the point may well be doubted, inasmuch as all

the continental authorities hold such insurances to be valid, if

made in ignorance of the existing loss (e).'

A policy on a voyage from abroad may be good, though it

(a) The Pacific Ins. Comoany v. Catlett, 1 Wendell's Rep. 561. S. C. 4 ibid.

75.

(6) Newson v. Douglass, 7 Johnson & Karris' Rep. AVI. Bauduy v. Union
Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 391. De BoUe v. Pennsylvania Ins. Com-
pany, 4 Wliarton, 68.

(c) Buck V. Chest. Ins. Company, 1 Peters' S. C. Rep. 151,

{d) 5 Burr. Rep. 2803, 2804. Park on Insurance, 31.

(e) Rota Genuse Decisio, 42, n. 8. Roceus, de Ass. n. 51. ,Emerigon, tom.
ii. 121. Ruggles v. Gen. Int. Ins. Company, 4 3fason's Rep. 74. Kohne v.

Ins. Company of North America, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 93. In Hammond v.

Allen, 2 Sumner, 397, Mr. Justice Story thinks that the policy would he
binding, though the ship was lost at the time, and though the policy had
not the words lost or not lost, if the parties acted in mutual ignorance of that
event.

•' It will only be applied to the interests of the party or parties for whom
the person effecting or ordering it intended, if such person has authorized or
adopted it. Shawmut Co. v. Hampden Ins. Co., 12 Gray (Mass.), 540; San-
ders V. Hillsborough Ins. Co., 44 N. H. 238; Lambeth v. Western Fire &
Mar. Ins. Co., 4 Rob. La. 235. As to the meaning and interpretation of
these words, see Crosby v. New York Ins. Co., 5 Bosw. (N. Y.) 369; Haynes
V. Rowe, 40 Me. 181; Newson v. Douglas, 7 Harr. & J. (Md.) 417.

' This clause is inserted to cover losses for an anterior period, and such risk
will be undertaken by the underwriters provided there is no concealment or
misrepresentation. Commercial Ins. Co. v. Hallock, 3 Dutch. (N. J.) 645,
See, further, Paddock i;. Franklin Ins. Co., 11 Pick. (Mass.) 227.
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omits to name the ship, or master, or port of discharge, or con-

signee, or to specify and designate the nature or species of the

cargo, for all these may be unknown to the insured when he ap-

plies for the insurance (a). The policy, in such a case, will be

good to the amount insured, if effects be laden in any ship, to

any port, and to any consignee. The text writers, however, re-

quire cargo of the same form and species, and the policy will not

cover the same thing under a new modification, if the essential

character of the article has changed; as a policy on a cargo of

wheat will not cover a cargo of flour (6). A policy on cargo or^

goods generally will not cover goods stowed on deck, nor live

stock, unless there be some local mercantile usage to give ex-

tension to the terms (c).* And a policy may be on bills of ex-

change if they truly exist (d). If bottomry or respondentia in-

terest be insured by the lender, it has been required to be in-

sured eo nomine, and not under the general description of

goods (e)/ But this rule was originally adopted on the ground

. of mercantile usage; and where the usage was shown to

[
* 260 ] be different, such an interest was allowed *to be covered

by a policy on goods (g). If any of the terms used in

a policy have by the known usage of trade, and the practice as

between the insurers and the insured, acquired an appropriate

sense, they are to be construed according to that sense. All mer-

cantile contracts, if dubious or made with reference to usage, may
be explained by parol evidence of the usage (h).^ But the rule

(a) Le Guidon, ch. 12, art. 2. Ord. de la Mar. tit. des Assurances, art. 4.

Code de Commerce, art. 337. Boulay Paty, Course de Droit Com. torn. iii. 411,
412.

(6) Boulay Pfity, torn. iii. 388, .389. See, infra, p. 310.

(c) Lenox v. United Ins. Company, 'i Johns. Cas. 178. Allegre v. Maryland
Ins. Company, 2 Gill & Johnson, 186. Wolcott v. Eagle Ins. Company, 4
Pick. 429. Smith v. Miss. Mar. and Fire Ins. Company, 11 Louisiana. Ecp.
142.

(d) Palmer v. Pratt, 2 Bing. 185.

(e) Glover v. Black, 3 Burr. 1394. Robertson v. Union Ins. Company, 2
Johns. Cas. 250. Kenny v. Clarkson, 1 Johns. Hep. 385.

iff) Gregorys. Christie, 1 Condy's Marshall on Insurance, 118.

(h) Coit V. Com. Ins. Company, 7 Johns. Rep. 385. Allegre v. Maryland
Ins. Company, 6 Harr. & Johns. 408. Robertson r. Clark, 1 Bing. 445. Ren-
ner v. Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat. 591. Columbia Insurance Company v.

Catlett, 12 ibid. 383.

*See, further, Taunton Copper Co. v. Merchants' Ins. Co., 22 Pick. (Mass.)
108; Smith v. Wright, 1 Caines (N. Y.), 43.

"See, further, Jennings v. Pennsylvania Ins. Co., 4 Binn. (Pa.) 251; Wil-
liams v.. Smith. 2 Caines (N. Y.), 19.

^See, hereon, Stoever c. Whatman, 6 Binn, Pa. 416; Higginson v. Dall. 13
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is checked by this limitation, that the usage to be admissible must

be consistent with the principles of law, and not go to defeat the

essential provisions of the contract (a). If part of the policy

should be written and part printed, and there should arise a

reasonable doubt upon the meaning of the contract, the greater

effect is to be attributed to the written words, for they are the

immediate language selected by the parties, and the printed

words contain the formula adapted to that and all other cases

upon similar subjects {b)J

The ancient laws of insurance required the insured to bear the

risk himself, of one-tenth of his interest in the voyage. This was

to stimulate him, by a sense of his own interest, to watch more

vigilantly for the preservation of the cargo. The Dutch ordi-

nances of Antwerp, Middleburg, and Amsterdam, and the Le

Guidon, had such provisions (c). But these provisions have

been omitted in all the modern codes, as being odiojis and use-

(rt) Palmer t!. Blackburne. 3 Bing. 61. Bryant v. Com. Ins. Company, 6
Pick. 131. Rankin i\ American Ins. Company, 1 HalVa N. Y. Rep. 619. No
particular usage or custom can be admitted to alter or impair a clear and
e.xpress written contract of the parties. The evidence of usage can only be
admitted, when the intention of the parties is indeterminate, and the lan-

guage of the contract may admit of various senses. Schooner Reeside, 2
Sumner'' s Rep. 567. Mr. Justice Story, in that case and in Donnell v. Columb.
Ins. Company, 2 Sumner, 377, thought that usages among merchants ought
to be very sparingly adopted as rules of law, as they are often founded in

mere mistake, and in a want of comprehensive views of the full bearing of

principles. In Wallace v. Bradshaw, 6 Dana's Ken. Rep. 385, it was held

that a commission merchant, receiving goods on general consignment from
a distant owner, and making advances therefor, might, for his own interest

and safety, be authorized, by the usage of the place, in certain circum-
stances, at his discretion, and fo-r the benefit of himself and the consignor,

to ship the goods to a more advantageous market^ or one deemed so, especially if

a sale at the place would not indenuiify him for his advances; and that if such
was the known custom of the place {Neio Orleans.) it would be reasonable
to sustain the authority.

(6) Lord Ellenborough, 4 East, 136. Coster v. Phcenix Ins. Company, C.

a Penn. April, 1807.

(c) 2 3Iagens, 26, 68. Le Guidon, eh. 2, art. IL

Mass. 96; Macomber v. Parker, 13 Pick. (Mass.) 175; Orient Ins. Co. v.

Wright. 1 Wall. 456.

The usage must be lawful. Homer v. Dorr, 10 Mass. 26; Eyre v. Marine
Ins. Co., 5 W. & S. (Pa.) 116. Definite and known to the parties or from
its nature such that they must be presumed to have notice. Leach v. Per-
kins, 17 Me. 462. Hermann v. Western F. & Mar. Ins. Co., 15 La. 517;
Reasonable, Leach v. Perkins, 17 Me. 462; Seecouib v. Provincial Ins. Co.,

10 Allen, Mass. 305. It must have existed long enough to become generally
known. Renner v. Bank of Columbia, 9 Wheat. 581.

^Benedict?). Ocean Ins. Co.. 31 N. Y. 389; Mobile Mar. Ins. Co. v. Mc-
Millan, 27 Ala. N. S. 77; Wall v. Howard Ins. Co., 14 Barb. (N. Y.) 383;
Moore v. Perpetual Ins. Co., 16 Mo. 98.
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less, and the merchant can have his interest insured to the entire

extent of it.

Policies are generally effected through the agency of brokers;

and the insurence broker keeps running accounts with both

parties, and becomes the mutual agent of both the underwriter

and the insured. His receipt of the premium places him in the

relation of debtor to the one party, and creditor to rhe other.

The general rule is, that the broker is the debtor of the under-

writer for the premiums, and the underwriter the debtor of the

assured for the loss. The receipt of the premium in the policy,

is conclusive evidence of payment, and binds the insurer, unless

there be fraud on the part of the insured (a). If the agent

effects an insurance for his principal without his knowledge or

authority, and the principal afterwards adopts the act,

[
* 261 ] the insurer is bound, and cannot *object to the want of

authority (&).* But if A. insures the property of B.

without authority, (and the master of a vessel, merely as master

or a part owner, as such, has no such authority,) and without

any adoption of the act by B., the contract is not binding (c). A
merchant who has effects of his foreign correspondent in hand,

or who is in the habit of insuring for him, is bound to comply

with an order to insure, and the order may be implied in some

cases from the previous course of dealing between the parties.

If the agent neglects or imperfectly executes the order, he is an-

swerable, as if he himself was the insurer, and is entitled to the

premium (d).^

If the subject matter of the policy be assigned, the policy may
also be assigned, so as to give a right of action to the assignee.

But if there be no statute provision (as there is in Pennsyl-

vania) (e), the assignee must sue in the name of the assignor,

(o) Dalzell v. Mair, 1 Campb. Rep. 532. Foy v. Bell, 3 Taunt. Rep. 493.

(6) Bridge v. Niagara Ins. Co. of New York, 1 HalV.^ N. Y. Rep. 247.

(c) Bell V. Humphreys, 2 Starkie, 345. French v. Backhouse, 5 Burr. 2727.
Foster v. United States Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 85.

(d) Buller, J., in Wallace v. Tellfair, 2 Term Rep. 188, note, and in Smith
r. Lascelles, 2 Term. Rep. 188. De Taslett v. Crousillat, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep.

132. Morris v. Summerl, ibid. 203. A commission merchant is not bound
to insure for the benefit of his principal, goods consigned to him for sale,

without some express or implied directions to that effect; though he has such
an interest in the goods, that he may insure them to their full value in his

own name. Brisban v. Boyd, 4 Paige, 17. (e) 1 Binney^s Rep. 429.
" Watkins v. Durand, 10 Ala. 251; Mickles v. Rochester Citv Bank, 11

Paige Ch. (N. Y.) 118; Finney v. Fairhaven Ins. Co., 5 Mete. (Mass.) 192.
» Ela V. French, 11 N. H. 356, French v. Keed, 6 Binn. (Pa.) 308.
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who will not be permitted to defeat or prejudice the right of

action of the assignee. The declaration, in such a suit, may con-

tain the averment that the plaintiff sues as mere trustee, and that

the whole interest is in others (ct).^"

*
( 3. ) Of insurable interests. [ * 26!^ ]

The assured must have a lawful interest subsisting at

the time of the loss in the subject insured to entitle him to re-

cover upon his policy. That interest may be absolute or contin-

gent, legal or equitable. It may exist in him not only as abso-

lute owner, but also in the character of mortgagor or mortgagee,

borrower or lender, consignee, factor, or agent, and may arise

from profits, freight, or commissions, or other lawful business.

The subject will be better illustrated by considering it with its

qualifications under the following heads, viz: 1. Illicit trade. 2.

Contraband of war. 3. Seamen's wages. 4. Freight, profits,

and commissions. 5. Open and valued policies. 6. Wager poli-

cies. I shall treat of each of them in their order.

1. Of illicit trade.

The proper subject of insurance, is lawful property engaged in

a lawful trade. We have seen* that the property of enemies, and

a trade carried on with enemies, do not come within this defini-

tion. So, an insurance on a voyage undertaken in violation of a

blockade, or of an embargo, or of the provisions of a treaty, is

illegal, whether the policy be on the ship, freight, or goods, em-

(rt) 2 Condyh Marshall on Insurance, 800, 803, 805. 1 Phillips on Insurance,

11 . Carter v. Union Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Ch. Rep. 463. Wakefield v. Mar-
tin, 3 3fass. Rep. b'yS. Bell ??. Smith, 5 Barnw. <& Cress. Rep. 188. Ashhurst,
J., in Delancey v. Stoddart, 1 Term Rep. 26. Craig v. The United States Ins.

Company, 1 Peters^ Cir. Rep. 410. A clause in a policy that it shall be void if

assigned without the consent, in writing, of the insurer, is taken strictly and
means an effectual transfer or pledge of the particular policy. In Massa-
chusetts, it has been decided, that if there be an absolute transfer of the sub-
ject insured, the contract of insurance is avoided, for the assured cannot sue,

as he has not suffered any loss, and the assignee cannot sue, for he is no
party to the contract. But if the assignment be in the nature of a mort-
gage, or in trust, the insured may nevertheless sue and recover to the extent
of his residuary interest. Carroll v. The Boston Marine Ins. Company, 8
31ass. Rep. 515. Lazarus v. Commonwealth Ins. Company, 5 Pick. 76.

'" A clause against assignment without consent does not affect a valid as-

signment after the loss has occurred and the risk ended. West Branch Ins
Co. V. Helfenstein, 40 Pa. St. 289; Phillips v. Merrimack Ins. Co., 10 Cush.
Mass. 350; Goit v. National Protection Ins. Co., 25 Barb. (N. Y.) 189; Court-
ney V. New York Ins. Co., 28 Barb. (N. Y. ) 116. But it is subject to equities.

Pupke V. Eesolute F. Ins. Co., 17 Wise. 378.
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barked in tlie illegal traffic (a). Any illegality in the commence-

ment of an entire voy.ige, vill render the whole illegal, and de-

stroy the policy intended for its protection (ft)."

It is a clear, settled, and universal principle, that an insurance

on property, intended to be imported or exported, contrary to

the law of the place where the policy is made, or sought to be

enforced, is void. No court, consistently with its duty, can lend

its aid to carry into execution a contract which involves a viola-

tion of the laws the court is bound to administer (c).'"

[*263] *It has been a question of great discussion, whether

a trade prohibited by one country, might be made the

subject of lawful insurance, to be protected and enforced in the

courts of another in which the prohibition does not exist. This

question involves principles in politics and morals of momentou.s

importance, and yet the jurists of England and France have dif-

fered widely in opinion upon it. Valin and Emerigon consider

the insurance of goods, employed in a foreign smuggling or con-

traband trade, to be valid, provided the insurer was duly in-

formed, when he entered into the contract, of the nature of the

trade. The French Admiralty of Marseilles, in 1758, sustained

and enforced a contract of insurance in favour of a French mer-

chant who attempted to export silks from Spain, contrary to tbe

law of that country, and whose vessel was, in consequence thereof,

seized, and the cargo confiscated. Emerigon justified the decis-

ion in France, under the broad terms of the policy, which assumes

the aversio periculi, and by the usage of the commercial nations,

who permit their subjects to carry on, at their own risk, a smug-

(rt) The Hurtige Hane. 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 324. Delmada f. Motteux, K. B.,

25 George III. Park on Insurance, 311. Sir W. Scott, in the Eeuroni, 2 Rul.
Adm. Rep. 6. Hughes on the Laxc of Insurance, 70.

(ft) "Wilson V. Marryatt, 8 Term Rep. 31. Bird v. Appleton, ibid. 5G2.

(c) Johnson v. Sutton, Doug. Rep. 2.54. Parkin v. Dick, 11 Easfs Rep.
502. The United States v. The Paul Sherman, 1 Peters' Rep. 98. 1 Phillips

on Insurance, 35. 1 Emerigon, 210, oh. 8. sec. 5. And see his opinion in a
note to 2 Valin, 130, in which he refers to Straccha de Assecur. Glossa, 5, n.

2, 3, where we have the establishment of the above doctrine, that the in-

surance of prohibited goods is null and void, founded on the sound princi-

ple, that in mercibus illicitis non sit cmnmercixim. The same principle is in

Roccus de Assecur. n. 21, and he copied it almost verbatim, from Sanlerna de
Assecur. et Spans. Merc, part 4. n. 17.

" In Phillips on Insurance, sec. 231. it is stated that "where a part of n

round voyage is illegal, and another distinct part legal, a valid insurance

may be made on ship or cargo for the legal part, provided the ownership does
not render the insurance illegal." 5th ed.

'* The policy will be defeated both as regards the ship and cargo, if the

trade is illegal. Gray v. Sims, 3 Wash. C. C. 27G.
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gliag trade, contrary to the revenue laws of other countries (a).

Valin concurs in opinion with Emerigon (6); but their conclu-

sions were met and opposed by the manly sense, and stern moral

principles of Pothier, who denied that it was permitted to French-

men to carry on, in a foreign country, a contraband trade pro-

hibited by the laws of the foreign country (c). They who en-

gage in foreign commerce are bound by the law of nature and

nations, to act in obedience to the laws of the country in which

they transact business. Every sovereign possesses a

rightful and supreme jurisdiction within his *own terri- [ *264 ]

tory. He has a right to regulate the commerce of his

subjects in his discretion; and so far as foreigners interfere with

that commerce within his dominion, they are equally bound with

natives to obey the laws which regulate it. If Frenchmen, trad-

ing in Spain, were not bound by the Spanish laws, the subjects

of Spain are bound by them, and it is immoral for foreigners to

seduce Spaniards into an illicit trade. In every view, according

to Pothier, the commerce was illicit, and contrary to good faith,

and the insurance of it was equally inadmissible, and created no

valid obligation.

Emerigon, who was enlightened, as he admits, in the whole

course of his work, by the luminous mind of Pothier, as the latter

was by Valin, bows to the irresistible energy of the principles of

Pothier, and concedes, that the insurance of a foreign smuggling,

or contraband trade, is rather tolerated than justified, and al

lowed only because other nations have indulged in the same

vicious practice (d).

* In England, the law of insurance is the the same as [ * 265 ]

it is in France. A policy, unlawful by the law of the

land where it is made, is void everywhere; but an insurance upon

a smuggling voyage, prohibited only by the law of the foreign

(rt) 1 Emerigon, 210—215. 2 Valin, 128, note.

(b) Com. de Assiir. torn. ii. 127.

(c) Traits des Ass. n. 58.

(d) It is admitted that such insurance is not binding, if thS underwriter
was not informed of tlie prohibited trade. He must know that he was in-

suring a contraband or smuggling trade. Roccus de Ass. n. 21, says, that
such an insurance is not binding ignorante assecuratore; and Santerna, de As-
securat, part 4, n. 17, whom Koccus cites, uses the same words. Roccus
copied from him; and yet those qualifying expressions, and which are so ma-
terial to the question, do not appear in Mr. Ingersoll's translation of Roccus.
I mention this without the least intended disparagement of that very useful
translation, the general accuracy of which is undoubted.
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country where the ship has traded, or intends to trade, is good

and valid, on the principle, which has been adopted from a mo-

tive of policy or comity, that one country does not take notice bf

the revenue laws of another, nor hold itself bound to repudiate

commercial transactions which violate them. If the underwriter,

therefore, with full knowledge that he was covering a foreign

smuggling trade, makes the insurance, it is held to be a fair contract

between the parties, and he is bound by it (a). The decisions of

Lord Manstield on this subject, must be considered as laying

down an exceedingly lax morality, particularly in the case of

Planche v. Fletcher, where an insurance upon a voyage in which

it was intended to defraud the revenue of a foreign state, was held

not to be illegal, though fictitious papers were fabricated for the

purpose of facilitating the fraud. Lord Hardwicke had ad-

vanced similar doctrine in Boucher v. Laicson (&), when he de-

clared, that the unlawfulness, by the Portuguese laws, for export-

ing gold from Portugal, made no difference in the action at Lon-

don, for in England it was a lawful trade. The statute of 19

Geo. II. c. 37, was made even with a view to favour the smug-

gling of bullion from the Spanish and Portuguese colonies. Lord

Kenyon, in the case of Waymell v. Reed (c), seemed to have felt

the pressure of the unsound and immoral principle involved in

the doctrine of the English courts, for he purposely waived the

inquiry whether or not it be immoral for a native of one country

to enter into a contract with the subject of another, to

[ * 266 ] assist the latter in defrauding the revenue * laws of his

country. The English writers on insurance have not

concurred entirely in opinion on the question; for while Miller,

in his essay on The Elements of Insurance, approves of the Eng-

lish rule, and Mr. Justice Park admits it without any complaint,

there are other writers, equally intelligent, who most pointedly

condemn the doctrine (d).

In this country, we have followed the English rule, as declared

by Lord Mansfield, to the full extent; and the underwriter is

liable for losses in consequence of violations of the trade laws of

fa) Planche v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 238. Lever v. Fletcher, Hil. Vac.

1780, cited Park on Insurance, 313, 6th edition.

(6) Ckises temp. Hard. 183.

(c) 5 Term. Rep. 599.

[d) Miller on Insurance, 23. Park on Insurance, 313. Condy's Marshall on
Insurance, vol. i. 60. Chitty on Commercial Law, vol. i. 82, 84.
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foreign states, provided he was apprised of the intention on Ibo

part of the insured, to violate such laws, either by the terms of

the policy, or the standing regulations of the place to which the

vessel is insured, or the known usages of the trade. But it is well

understood and settled, that the underwriter is not liable for any

loss arising from foreign illicit trade, unless he underwrote with

full knowledge that such a trade was the object of the voyage.

An insurance to a port does not include the risk of going into the

port in violation of law, unless the peril of illicit entry at the port

be also within the provision or contemplation of the policy. All

the authorities, foreign and domestic, recognize this doctrine. If

the trade be known by the underwriter to be illicit, and he makes

no exception of the risk of illicit trade, it will be presumed he

intended to assume it. The implication would be very fair and

just, and Tvould supply the place of more direct proof (a). It is

certainly matter of surprise and regret, that in such countries as

France, England, and the United States, distinguished for a cor-

rect and enlightened administration of justice, smuggling voy-

ages, made on purpose to elude the laws, and seduce the

subjects of foreign states, should be countenanced, * and [ * 267 ]

even encouraged, by the courts of justice. The princi-

ple does no credit to the commercial jurisprudence of the age (b).

( 2. ) Of contraband of war.

The insurance by a neutral, of goods usually denominated con-

traband of war, is a valid contract, for it is not deemed unlawful

for a neutral to be engaged in a contraband trade. It is a com-

mercial adventure which no neutral nation is bound to prohibit,

and which only exposes the persons engaged in it to the penalty

of confiscation. But, on the other hand, all articles contraband

(a) VaUn, torn. ii. 127. Planche v. Fletcher, Doug. Eep. 251. Eoccus, de

Ass. not. 21. Gai-diner v. Smith, 1 Johns. Cas. 141. Richardson v. Maine
Tns. Company, 6 Mass. Rep. 102. Parker v. Jones, 13 ibid. 173. Andrews
V. Essex Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 3 Mason's Rep. 18, 20. Archibald
V. M. Ins. Company, 3 Pick. Rep. 70. It has been usual in American poli-

cies for the assured to warrant " free from damage or loss in consequence of
seizure or detention of the property for, or on account of, any illicit or pro-
hibited trade." But notwithstanding the warranty, the insurer is liable for

loss by seizure and confiscation for an illicit traflBc barratrously carried on by
the master and crew at a foreign port, without the knowledge or privity of
the owner. Suckley v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 222. Dunham & Co. v.

American Ins. Company, 2 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 422.

(6) In the case of La Jeune Eugenie, 2 Mason's Rep. 459, 460, a case that
pleads the cause of humanity with admirable eloquence, the rule supporting
smuggling voyages is admitted, but pretty plainly condemned.
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of war are subject to seizure m iransitu, by the belligerent cruis-

ers, and so far it is a case of imperfect right (a). Mr. Phillips,

in his Treatise of the Law of Insurance, intimates, that the

trading in articles contraband of war is illegal by the law of na-

tions, which for^ns part of the municipal law of every state; and

that the property cannot, therefore, be the lawful subject of in-

surance, even in a neutral state (6). But though it may be dif-

ficult to answer this reasoning, it is certain, that the established

doctrine is not so rigorous. Vattel (c) admits, that it is not an

act in itself unlawful or hostile, for a neutral to carry on a con-

traband trade; and if the neutral right to carry, and the bellig-

erent right to seize and confiscate, clash with, and reciprocally

injure each other, it is a collision of rights which happens every

day in war, and flows from the effect of an inevitable

[ * 268 ] * necessity. The Chief Justice of Massachusetts, in

Richardson v. Maine Insurance Company (d), examined

this subject with very accurate discrimination, and he consid-

ered, that illicit voyages might be ranked in several classes: (1.)

When the sovereign of the country to which the ship belonged,

interdicted trade with a foreign country or port; and in that case,

the voyage, for the purpose of trade, would be illicit, and all in-

surances thereon void. (2. ) Where the trade in question is pro-

hibited by the trade laws of a foreign state; and in that case, the

voyage, in such a trade, may be the subject of insurance in any

state in which the trade is not prohibited, for the municipal laws

of one jurisdiction have no force in another. (3.) When neu-

trals transport to belligerents goods contraband of war. The

law of nations does not go to the extent of rendering the neutral

shipper of goods contraband of war an offender against his own
soverign. While the neutral is engaged in such a trade, he is

withdrawn from the protection of his sovereign, and his goods are

liable to seizure and condemnation by the powers at war. To
this penalty the neutral must submit, for the capture was lawful.

The neutral may lawfully transport contraband goods, subject to

(a) See vol. i. 142, and the authorities there cited; and in addition there-

to, see, Setf)n & Co. v. Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 1. Barker v. Blakes, 9 EmVs Rep.
283. Pond v. Smith, 4 Conn. Rep. 297. Juhel v. Rhinelander, 2 Johns. Cos.

120. and affirmed on error, ibid. 487.

(6) Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 101, 429, 2d edit.

(c) B. 3, c. 7, sec. 111.

(d) 6 Mass. Rep. 102.
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the qualification of being rightfully liable to seizure by a bellig-

erent power; but he is never punished by hia own sovereign for

his contraband shipments. In like manner, the neutral may law-

fully carry enemy's property, and the belligerent may lawfully

interrupt him and sfeize it. An insurance, then, by neutrals, in a

neutral country, is valid, whether it relates to an interloping

trade in a foreign port, illicit lege loci, or to a trade in transport-

ing contraband goods, which is illicit /iwe belli. But to render

the insurance in either case valid, the nature of the trade, and of

the goods, should be disclosed to him, or there should

be just ground, * from the circumstances of the trade, [
* 269 ]

or otherwise, to presume that he was duly informed of

the facts (a)."

(3.) Of seamen''s icages.

The commercial ordinances have generally prohibited the in-,

surance of seamen's wages, and the expediency of the prohibition

arises from the consideration, that if the title to wages did not

depend upon the earning of freight by the performance of the

voyage, seamen would want one great stimulus to exertion in

times of difficulty and disaster. Though there be no statute or-

dinance on the subject in the English law, yet it is every where

assumed, as a settled principle in the marine law of England,

that seamen's wages are not insurable (b). But the goods that

seamen purchase abroad with their wages, do not fall within the

reason, nor do wages already earned and due; and yet if a sea-

man, at an intermediate port, by a refusal to proceed, coerces the

master to have his wages already earned insured, such a policy

has been held void in the French courts (c).^*

(4.) Of freight, profits, and commissions.

In France and Spain, freight not earned, cannot be insured,

(a) Parsons, Ch. J., 6 3Tass. Rep. 114, 115. In New York, the underwriter
is presumed to assume the risk of contraband of war, without a previous dis-

closure of the nature of the cargo; and on the ground of that presumption
the contraband cargo need not be disclosed. Seton v. Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 1.

Juhel V. Rhinelander, 2 ibid. 120, 487.

(6) 1 Magens on Insurance, 18. Lord Manstield, in 3 Burr. Rep. 1912.
"Webster v. De Tastet, 7 Term. Rep. 157. Lord Stowell, in 1 Hagg. Adm. Rep.
239. (e) Emerigon, torn. i. 286.

^'Depeyster v. Gardner, 1 Caines, N. Y. 492; Skidmore v. Desdoity, 2
Johns. N. Y. 77. See the Santissima Trinidad, 7 Wheat. 283.
" A captain however may insure his wages, commissions or privilege. Fo-

ster V. Hoyt, 2 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 327, and see Pedrick v. Fisher, Sprague
Dec. Dist. Ct. 5G5.
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and for the same reason, that seamen's wages are not insurable.

Several of the commercial tribunals wished however, to adopt

the practice of the English, and give a greater extension to the

liberty of insurance. To this it was answered, that risk

[
* 270 ] was of the essence of the contract, and that there * could

be no real loss of that which is a nonentity, and had no

certain existence, as future contingent freight and profits (a). By
leaving the freight to be earned uncovered, the master has stronger

inducements to be vigilant in the preservation of the ship and

cargo. This is the reason assigned by Cleirac; but Emerigon says,

the true ground of the prohibition is, the uncertainty of the exis-

tence of any future freight (6). In England and the United States,

future, or expected and contingent, and even dead freight is held

to be an insurable interest. It is sufficient that the insured has

an interest in the subject matter from which the freight is to

arise. It is necessary, however, that the ship should have actually

begun to earn freight, in order to entitle the insurer to recover,

for, until then, the risk on the freight does not commence. An
inchoate right to freight is an insurable interest. The risk gene-

rally begins from the time the goods, or part of them, are put on

board; and if the ship has been let to freight under a charter-party

of affreightment, the right to freight commences, and is at risk, so

soon as the ship breaks ground; and if the charterer omits to put

on board the expected cargo, and the ship performs the voyage

in ballast, the right to freight is perfect. But when the freight

arises from the transportation of the goods, it commences when
the goods are put on board, and the policy attaches to the extent

of the goods on board, or ready to be shipped (c).

(a) Boulay Paty, torn. iii. 482, 483,

(6) Ord. de la Mar. Du Fret. art. 15. Code de Commerce, art 347, Cleirac,

sur le Guidon, ch. 15, art. 1. 1 Emerigon, 224. Ord. of Bilboa, ch. 22. But
freight already earned and dne may be insured, for it has then ceased to be
tincertain. Pardeasus, Cours de Droit Com. torn. iii. n. 764, 765.

(c) Tonge v. "Watts, Str. Rep. 1251. Thompson v. Taylor. 6 Term Pep. 478.

Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 East^s Rep. 323. Davidson v. Willasey, 1 Maule &
Selw. 313. Riley v. Hartford Ins. Company, 2 Conn. Rep. 368. Livingston
V. Columbian Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Rep. 49. Davyu. Hallett, 3 Caines' Rep.
16. Mr. Benecke, in his Treatise on the Principles of Indemnity, 57, says, that

the practice of insuring ship and freight separately, is attended with many
difficulties, and that the best, if not the only way to obviate them, and to

put the owner, under all circumstances, in the same situation in which he
would have been in case of a safe arrival, would be, to insure the ship and
freight jointly, as one indivisible risk, in the same policy. In Adams v. Pennsyl-
vania Ins. Company, 1 Rawle, 97, in the case of a valued policy on freight,

there was specie on board belonging to the owner of the ship, and the ship
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*Profit8 are, equally with freight, a proper subject of [*271 ]

insurance. The right to insure expected or contingent

profits, is settled in England, and has received repeated and

elaborate confirmation (a). They are likewise, in this country,

held to be an insurable interest (6).'^ The consignee of goods

consigned to him for sale, has an insurable interest therein to

their full value, and he may insure them in his own name (c)."

Insurances on freights, profits, and commissions, are required, by

the course and interests of trade, and have been found to be

greatly conducive to its prosperity. But the doctrine that per-

vades the cases is, that the insured must have a real interest in

the subject matter from which the profits are expected. There

must be a substantial basis for the hope or expectation of profits,

in order to prevent the policy from being considered a wager.

Commissions are a species of profit expected to arise from the

sale of property consigned to an agent or supercargo, and they

are an insurable interest in England, and other countries, where

insurance on profits are legal (d).

In France, assurances on profits are unlawful, and contrary

to the code, as they were also to the ordinances of the

marine, *and for the same reason that insurances on [ * 272 ]

freight are not allowed. The subject insured must have

was lost before any cargo was purchased, or contracted for, or procured ; and
it was held, that there was no claim upon the insurer, for there was only a
reasonable expectnfion of profit upon a cargo expected to heprocured smA shipped.
The contingency of expected freight was too remote.

(rt) Grant ?). Parkinson, cited in Park on Insurance, 354, 6th edition. Le
Cras v. Hughes, i'6?rf. 358. Craufurd d. Hunter, 8 Term Sep. 13. Barclay i'.

Cousins, 2 East's Rep. 544. Henrickson r. Margetson, ihid. 549, note. Pro-
fits must be insured qua profits. 3.Neville & 31<inmng, 819.

(J) Loomis V. Shaw, 2 Johns. Cos. 36. Tom v. Smith, 3 Oiines' Rep. 245.
Abbott r. Sebor, 3 Johns. Cos. 39. Fosdick v. Norwich Marine Ins. Com-
pany, 3 Day's Rep. 108.

(f) De Forest v. Fulton Ins. Company, 1 Hall's Rep. 84. Brisban v. Boyd,
4 Paige, 17. [d) Benecke on Indemnity, 35.

'* A person having agreed to purchase an article upon a certain contingency
has an insurable interest in the profits thereof French v. Hope Ins. Co., 16
Pick. (Mass.) 397.

It is not necessary that there would have actually been a profit. Fosdick
V. Norwich Mar. Ins. Co., 3 Day (Conn.), 108.

^® Putnam v. Mercantile Mar. Ins. Co., 5 Mete. Mass. 386. See, hereon,
Phillips on Insurance, sec. 311, where he .states, that it is not every person
who may make something by .selling or keeping property, or contracting in
regard to it that has an insurable interest. * * * And it is held, in
general, that a con.signee, supercargo or other person, having a contract which
may afford him a profit or emolument, has an insurable interest in respect
to the subject of such contract, so soon as he has done.something, or begun to
incur expense and take steps towards the execution of it.

20 VOL. III. KENT. ,305
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a physical existence, and be a substance capable of being exposed

to the hazards of the sea. And yet there seems to be no more

objection to the insurance of a thing having only a potential

existence, than to the sale of it; and it is admitted, that the sale

of the proceeds of a future vintage, or of the next cast of the net

by a tisherman, is a good and valid sale. The hope or expecta-

tion of profit,. in these cases, is, says Potheir (a), a moral entity

susceptible of value, and of being sold. But in Italy, Portugal,

and the Hanse Towns, they are held lawful; and Santerna, and

after him, Straccha, and then Roccus, all show, that the profits of

goods may lawfully be estimated in an insurance on goods (b).

The English cases have required the insured to show, in an in-

surance on profits, that some profit would have been produced

upon the adventure, if the peril to the property from which the

profits were to arise had not intervened (c). I should apprehend

that was the proper course, though the cases in this country have

not explicity declared, that the party must show affirmatively that

the goods, if they had arrived safe, would have come to a profit-

able market, or that the state of the foreign market was such as

to have afiforded, as in Grant v. Parkinson, a very strong expecta-

tion of profits. Such an expectation seems to have been assumed

in the American cases.
'^

(5. ) Of open and valued policies.

An open policy is one in which the amount of interest is not

fixed by the policy, but is left to be ascertained by the insured, in

case a loss should happen. A valued policy is where a

[*273 ] value has been set on the ship dr goods insured, * and
inserted in the policy in the nature of liquidated dam-

If a policy on profits be an open one, there must be proof given

of the amount of the profits that would probably have been made,

if the loss had not happened ; there would not otherwise be any

guide to the jury, in the computation of the loss. In Mumford

(a) Traite du Con. de Vente, n. 5, 6.

(b) Roccus, n. 31, 96. Santerna. de Ass. and Spons. Merc. Tract, part 3, n.

40, 41. Straccha, de Ass. Gloss. 6, n. 1. Ord. of Hamburg, 2 Magens, 213.
Benecke, 35.

(c) Hodgson V. Glover, 6 Easf^s Rep. 316.
" See note 1.5, ante, and Patap.sco Ins. Co. r. Coulter, 3 Pet. 222; Abbott

V. Sebor, 3 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 39; Alsopti. Commonwealth Ins. Co., 1 Sumn.
C. C. 451.
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V. Hallett (a), it was supposed that every policy on profits must,

of necessity, be a valued one, because without the valuation it

would be extremely difficult to ascertain the amount to be recov-

ered. A loss on the profits must be regulated by the loss of the

property from which the profits were to arise (6). "Where the

ship and cargo were lost on the voyage, the whole amount of the

valued profits was held recoverable, without showing that there

would have been any ultimate profit if the loss had not hap-

pened (c).'*

The value in the policy is, or ought to be, the real value of the

ship, or the prime cost of the goods, including the incidental ex-

penses of them previous to the shipment, and the premium of

insurance (d). It means the amount of the insurable interest;

and if the insured has some interest at risk, and there be no

fraud, the valuation of the policy is conclusive between the par-

ties; for thay have, by agreement, settled the value, and not left

it open to future inqairy and dispute as between themselves (e).

If the valuation should, however, be grossly enormous, as in the

case prtt by Lord Mansfield, where cargo was valued at 2,000Z.,

and the insured had only the value of a cable on board, there is

no doubt it would raise a strong presumption of fraud; and either

the valuation or the policy would be set aside. A valuation,

fraudulent in fact, as respects the insurer, or so excessive as to

raise a necessary presumption of fraud, entirely vacates the pol-

icy, and discharges the insurer; and the English, American, and

French law of insurance contain the same general doctrine on

the subject (/}.'*

(a) 1 Johns. Rep. 433.

(6) Abbott r. Sebor, 3 Johns. Cos. 39.

(c) Patapsco Ins. Company v. Coulter, 3 Peters' U. S. Rep. 222.

(d) Poihicr, dcs Ass. n. 43.

le) Shaw v. Felton, 2 East's Bep. 109.

(f) Lord Mansheld, in Lewis v. Rucker, 2 Burr. Rep. 1171. Shaw v. Fel-

ton, 2 East's Rep. 109. Feise v Aguilar, 3 Taunt Rep. 506. Haigh v. De la

Cour, 3 Campb. Rep. 319. Forbes v. Aspinall, ^3 East's Rep. 323. Anbert v.

Jacobs, Wightwick's Rep. 118. Wolcott v. Eagle Ins. Company, 4 Pick Rep.
429. Marine Ins. Company v. Hodgson, 6 Cranch's Rep. 206. Candy's Mar-
shall, 290, 291. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 305—313, 1st edit, Valin's Com.
torn. ii. 147. Poihier, des Ass. n. 151, 159. Boufay Paty, torn, iii, 397, 398.

M. Delvincourt, in his Institutes de Droit Com. torn. ii. 345, 346, contends, that
though the valuation be made without fraud, if there be palpable evidence

^* See, also, Loomis t>. Shaw, 2 Johns. Cas. N. Y. 36; Fosdickv. Norwich
Mar. Ins. Co., 3 Day Conn. 108.

*^ See, further, Clark v. Ocean Ins. Co., 16 Pick. Mass. 289; Haven v.

Gray, 12 Mass. 75; Hughes v. Union Ins. Co., 8 Wheat. 294; Cushman v.

North Western Ins. Co., 34 Me. 487.

^
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[ * 274 ] *There are cases which suggest that the valuation is

applicable only to cases of total loss, and does not apply

to average losses (a). But the better opinion is, that in settling

all losses, total or partial, the valuation of the property in the

policy, is to be considered as correct in the adjustment of the loss

and the true measure of indemnity, and the adjustment is to be

the same as if the goods had actually cost, or the ship and freight

were actually worth, the sum at which they were valued (b). Mr.

Benecke concludes, from a consideration of the cases, that the

opinion, that in a case of a partial loss the valuation

[ * 275 ] ought to be disregarded, *is as destitute of authority, as

it is void of justice and sound reason (c).^

A valuation does not preclude the inquiry, whether the whole

interest valued has been at risk. If the valuation of freight of a

whole cargo be made, the underwriter will not be liable beyond

the extent of the freight of the goods put on board (d). This

doctrine applies equally to an insurance upon cargo; and the in-

sured, on a valued policy on cargo, will not recover beyond the

interest he had at risk. There must be a total loss of tb* whole

subject matter of insurance to which the valuation applied,

whether the insurance was on goods or upon freight. The valua-

of mistake in the valuation, the policy may be opened; and Valin, Pothier,

and Emerigon, are of that opinion. But Boulay Paty thinks that the excess

in the valuation, by mistake, is not sufficient to open the policy; and there

must be proof of actual fraud going to the destruction of the contract.. Coura
de Droit Com. tom. ill. 401. The Ordinance of the Marine, h. t. art. 8, and
the Code de Commerce, art. 3;}6, make fraud the basis of opening the valua-

tion. Le Guidon, ch. 2, art. 13, and Valin Com., tom. ii. 52, consider an
over valuation of a moiety, or one-third, or even of one-fourth, to be evi-

dence of fraud; but other text writers justily conclude that every case will

depend upon its own circumstances, without being governed by any such
rule. Mr. Benecke has referred to the various and discordant provisions

of the principal commercial nations of Europe, concerning valuations, and
they are generally held to be conclusive, unless shown to be fraudulent.

Benecke on Indemniti/, 151, 152.

(a) Lord Mansfield in Le Cras ?;. Hughes, cited in 2 EasVs Rep. 113.

Sewall, J., 7 Mush. Rep. 370. Allegre v. Insurance Company, 6 Harr. &
Johns. 408.

{h) The New York Board of Underwriters, May 20, 1837, resolved, that in

cases of a technical total loss of a vcshcI, the only basis of ascertaining her
value, shall be her valuation in the policy, and if not so valued, her actual
value ht the time of the inception of the risk at the port of which she be-
longed.

(c) Goldsmith v. Gillies, 4 Taunt. Rep. 803. Tunno v. Edward, 12 Easi'i

Rep. 488. Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 E(i.<<i^H Rep. 323. Phillips on Insurance, vol.

ii. 206—217, 1st edit. Benecke on Indemnity. 152, 153, 157.

(d) Forbes v. Aspinall, 13 EasVs Rep. 323.'

^ iJee, hereon, Phillips on Insurance, section 1203, 5th ed. and cases cited.
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tion fixes the prices of the whole subject at risk, but it does not

admit, that the property on which the valuation was made was

on board the vessel (a). If, therefore, certain articles be com-

prised in a valuation, and part are safely landed before the ship

is lost, the valuation must be opened, and the claim of the in-

sured reduced in the proportion which the articles actually lost

bore to the valuation of the whole at the commencement of the

risk (5)."

( 6. ) Of wager policies.

A mere hope or expectation, without some interest in the sub-

ject matter, is a wager policy, and all such marine policies are, by

statute, in England, declared void (c). But the English courts

have refined greatly, in considering what is an interest sufl&cient to

sustain a policy, and to place it out of the reach of the prohibition.

If a person be directly liable to loss in the happening

of any particular event, as if he be an insurer, or *be [ * 276 ]

answerable as owner for the negligence of the master,

he has an insurable interest (d). A creditor, to whom property

is assigned as collateral security, has an insurable interest to the

amount of his debt (e). In the case of Lucena v. Craufurd (g),

the distinction between a reasonable expectation of gain in the

shape of freight, commissions, or profits, founded on some inter-

est in the subject matter which was to produce them, and a mere

shadowy hope or expectation, was fully, and very ably investi-

gated, in the court of common pleas, and in the house of lords,

and great talents were displayed and exhausted upon that litigated

point. The decision was, that commissions to become due to

public agents, and all reasonable expectations of profits, were in-

surable interests. The interest need not be a property in the

(a) Parker, Ch. J., Haven v. Gray, 12 3fass. Rep. 71. Wolcott v. Eagle
Ins. Company, 4 Piclc. Rep. 429. Brooke v. Louis. Ins. Company, 4 Martin,

N. S. 640, 681. If much less property was shipped than was expected to be
on board, the assured, though it be a valued policy, can recover only in case
of loss, a proportion pro rata. Alsop v. The Comm. Ins. Company, 1 Sumner,
,451.

{i) Benecke on Indemnity, 146.

(c) 19 Geo. II. c. 37.

Id) Walker v. Maitland, 5 Bnrnw. & Aid. 171.

(e) Wells V. Philadelphia Ins. Company. 9 Serg. & Rawle, 103.

(g) 3 Bos. & Pull. 75. 5 ihid. 269.
'1 In Clark v. United Mar, & Fire Ins. Co., 7 Mass. 365, Sewall, J., said

"In valued policies the value is said to be settled without further proof only
in the event of total loss, and not in the adjustment of a partial loss,

whether general or particular."
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subject insured. It is sufl&cient if a loss of the subject would

bring upon the insured a pecuniary loss, or intercept a profit.

Interest does not necessarily imply a right to, or property in, the

subject insured. It may consist in having some relation to, or

concern in, the subject of the insurance, and which relation or

concern may be so affected by the peril as to produce damage.

Where a person is so circumstanced, he is interested in the safety

of the thing, for he receives a benefit from its existence, and a

prejudice from its destruction, and that interest is, in the view of

the English law, a lawful subject of insurance (a).

It was admitted by the judges of the court of K. B., in Crau-

furd V. Hunter (6), that, at common law, prior to the statute of

Geo. II., wager policies were not illegal; and the courts have been

very much embarrassed in their endeavours to draw the line of

distinction between wagers that were and were not ad-

[*277] missible in courts of justice. The law has been *thought

to descend from its dignity when it lends its aid to recover

the fruits of an idle and frivolous wager. In Good v. Elliot (c), Mr.

J. Bullermade a vigorous but unsuccessful stand, against suits upon

wagers in any case; and nothing could have been more imperti-

nent than the wager in that case, which was, whether one third

person had purchased a wagon of another. Many of the cases

stated by Mr. J. Buller, were of a nature to draw into discussion,

and unnecessarily affect the character or feelings of third per-

sons; and to sustain suits upon such wanton wagers, would be a

disgrace to any administration of justice. The case of Jones v.

Randall (d), went quite far enough, when it sustained an action

upon a wager whether a decree in Chancery would be reversed on

appeal to the House of Lords. If wagers are to be allowed in

any case, as valid ground for a suit, the betting on the return of a

ship, in the shape of a policy without interest, is as harmless as

any that could be devised. In Egerton v. Furzeman (e), it was

ruled in the English courts, that a wager on a battle between two

dogs was illegal, and not the ground of action.

(a) Lawrence, J., in 5 Boa. & Pull. .302, 303. 304. Hughes on Insurance,

30. An equitable, as ^vell as a legal interest, and an interest held under an
executory contract, are valid subjects of insurance. Columbian Insurance
Company v. Lawrence, 2 Peters'' Sup. C. Bep. 25.

(b) 8 Term. Bep. 13.

(c) 3 Term. Bep. 693.

id) Cmop. Bep. 37.

(e) 1 Carr. & Payne, 613.
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In New York, the courts had formerly assumed it to be a clear

and settled principle of the common law, that a policy in which

the insured had no interest, and which was, in fact, nothing

more than a wager or bet between the parties to the contract,

whether such a voyage would be performed, or such a ship arrive

safe, was a valid contract (a). It was only required that the

wager should concern an innocent transaction, and not

be contrary to good morals or sound policy (5). *But [ *278]

now, by statute (c), all wagers bets or stakes made to

depend upon any lot, chance, casualty, or unknown, or contingent

event whatever, are declared to be unlawful, with the exception

of contracts on bottomry or respondentia, and all insurances

made in good faith for the security or indemnity of the party in-

sured. The statute has effectually destroyed wager policies; for

they are not within the exception. In Massachusetts, the su-

preme court expressed a strong opinion against the validity of a

wager policy, and the doctrine there is, that all gaming is un-

lawful according to the general policy and laws of the common-

wealth. In Pennsylvania, every species of gambling policy is

reprobated, and they follow the principles, while they do not ac-

knowledge the authority, of the English statute in the reign of

George II (d). Wager policies, without any real interest to sup-

port them, are condemned also by positive ordinances in France,

and in most of the commei'cial nations of Europe (e).^

(a) Juhel V. Church, 2 Johns. Cas. 333. Abbot v. Sebor, 3 ibid. 39. Clen-
dening r. Church, 3 Caines' Rep. 141. Buchanan v. Ocean Ins. Company, 6
Cowen's Rep. 318.

(6) Bunn v. Riker, 4 Johns. Rep. 426. Mount & Wardell v. Waites, 7 ibid.

434. Campbell v. Richardson, 10 ibid. 406.

(c) Neto York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 662, sec. 8, 9, 10.

(d) Amory v. Gilman, 2 Mass. Rep. 1. Babcock v. Thompson, 3 Pick. Rep.
446. Pritchett v. Ins. Co. of North America, 3 Yeates Rep. 464. Craig v.

Murgatroyd, 4 ibid. 168. Adams v. Pennsylvania Ins. Company, 1 Rawle,
107. In Vermont, it is held, that no suit will lie to recover property won
of another by a bet or wager. Collamer v. Day, 2 Vermont Rep. 144.

Wager contracts or bets on elections are void. Lloyd v. Leisenring. 7 Watta,

294.

(e) Ord. de la Mar. liv. 3, tit. 6. Des. Ass. art. 22. 1 Emerigon, 264. In
Scotland, the rule of the civil law relative to Sponsiones ludicise was early
adopted as common law, and no wager or gaming contract will support an
action. 1 BelVs Com. 300. Code de Commerce, art. 357. Ord. of Genoa, of
Middleburg, of Rotterdam, of Amsterdam, oi Hamburg, and Stockholm, collected

in 2 Magens, 65, 68, 88, 132, 229, 257. Roccus. de Assecur. n. 88. The latter

refers to a decision of the Rota of Genoa, in which the principle is declared,
^^ See, further. Stetson v. Mass. Mut. Fire Ins. Co.. 4 Mass. 330; Lord v.

Day, 12 Mass. 115; Hoit v. Hodge, 6 N. H. 104: Pritchet v. Ins. Co. of North
America, 3 Yeates (Pa.), 461; Mount t;. Waite, 7 Johns. (N. Y.) 434.
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(4.) Of reassurance and double insurance.

After an insurance has been made, the insurer may have the

entire sum he hath insured, reassured to him by some

[ * 279 ] *other insurer. ^^ The object of this is indemnity against

his own act; and if he gives a less premium for the re-

assurance, all his gain is the difference between what he receives

as a premium for the original insurance, and what he gives for

the indemnity against his own policy. If he gives as much for

reassurance, he gains nothing by the transaction ; and if he gives

a higher premium, as insurers will sometimes do to cover a dan-

gerous risk, he becomes a loser by his original insurance. These

reassurances are prohibited in England, except in special cases,

by the statute of 19 Geo. II. ch. 37; but they are allowed with

us (a).''* The contract of reassurance is totally distinct from,

and unconnected with, the primitive insurance; and the reassured

is obliged to prove the loading and value of the goods, and the

existence and extent of the loss, in the same manner as if he were

the original insured (6). He need not abandon to the reinsurer,

as soon as the first insured has abandoned to him, for he has no

connection with the first insurance. If he proves the original

claim against him to be valid, when he resorts over to the rein-

surer, he makes out a case for indemnity (c).

These reassurances are allowed by the French ordinances (d),

and the first insurer can reassure to the same amount; but the

better opinion is, that he cannot insure the premium due him for

the first insurance. Valin, Pothier, M. Estrangin the commen-

tator upon Pothier, and Boulay Paty, are all opposed to Emerigon

on this point, and they certainly bear down his opinion (e).

•t non adest risicum, assecuratio non valet; nam non adest materia in qua forma
posset fundari. Decisiones RotsR Genuse, 55, n. 9.

(a) Hastier. De Peyster, 3 Cnines' Bep. 190. Merry i'. Prince, 2 3/ass. Rep. 176.

(6) Pothier, h. t. n. 153. Emerigon, torn. i. 247, 250.

(c) Hastie v. De Peyster, ul). sup. When the loss has happened, and been
duly ascertained, the re^ssurer must pay to the first insurer the amount of

the loss within the policy, notwithstanding the first insurer has become in-

solvent, and can pay only in part. He must pay the entire sum reassurred,

and has no concern with any arrangement between the first insurer and his

creditors. 1 Marshall on Insurance, 143. Emerigon. torn. i. p. 248.

(rf) Ord. dela Mar. des Assurances, art. 20. Code de Commerce, art. 342.

(e) Valin, h. t. Pothier, h. t. n. 35. 1 Emerigon, 249. 3 Boulay Paty, 432.
^ Reinsurance is a contract whereby one party, called the " reinsurer," in

consideration of a premium paid to him, agrees to indemnify the other against

the risk assumed by the latter, by a policy in favor of a third party. See
Phillips on Insurance, sec. 374, 5th ed.
" N. Y. Bowery Ins. Co. v. N. Y. Fire Ins. Co., 17 Wend. N. Y. 359.
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The insured may likewise cause to be insured the

solvency *of the first insurer; but this will not often be [
* 280 J

the case, for it lessens greatly the profits of the voyage,

by multiplying the charges upon it; and Marshall says it has

never happened in England, for a double insurance answers bet-

ter the end proposed (a). The second insurer does not become

strictly a surety for the first insurer. It is a totally distinct contract,

without any participation in the other, and he is not bound to

render any service to the first one. It is a conditional obligation

of a special kind (6). Valin and Pothier contend, that the second

insurer of the solvency of the first one, becomes a surety for the

first, and is entitled to oppose to the claim the exception of dis-

cussion, which is to require, that the first insurer should, at his

expense, be first prosecuted to judgment and execution; but

Emerigon and Boulay Paty are not of that opinion, though they

admit, that the first insurer must be put legally in default after

a legal demand (c).

A double insurance is where the insured makes two insurances

on the same risk, and the same interest. But the law will not

allow him to receive a double satisfaction in case of loss, though

he may sue on both policies. The underwriters on the different

policies are bound to contribute ratably towards the loss (d).

They pay according to the rate of their subscriptions, without

regard to the order of time in which the policies were

made; and if the insured recovers *his whole loss from [ *281]

one set of underwriters, they will be entitled to their

action against the other insurers, on the same interest and risk,

for a ratable proportion of the loss (e).^* The doctrine of con-

tribution applies very equitably to such a case. It was so de-

clared by the circuit court of the United States at Philadelphia,

(a) Condy^s Marshall, p. 145.

(b) Santerna, de Asf^.. part 8, n. 55, 56, 57, 58. Straccha de Ass. introdnc.
n. 48, 49, who cites and adopts the opinion of Santerna; and both of them
refer back to the civil law, and to the doctors who had commented upon it;

and they, in their turn, are quoted and followed by Emerigon, torn. i. 253.

(c) Pothier, Traite des Ass. No. 33. Valin, torn. ii. 66. Le Guidon, ch. 2,

art. 20. 1 Emerigon, 259. Boulay Paly, torn. iii. 440, 442.

(rf) Rogers v. Davis, and Davis v. Gilbert, decided at N. P. by Lord Mans-
field, Park on Insurance, 374, 375, 6th edition. Lucan v. Jeflferson Ins. Com-
pany, 6 Conn's Rep. 635.

(e) Newby t'. Keed, 1 Blacks. Rep. 416. Millaudon v. Western Marine and
Fire Ins. Company, Louis. Rep. by Curry, vol. ix. p. 27.

^^See, hereon, Peoria Ins. Co. v. Lewis, 18 111. 553; Craig v. Murgatroyd, 4
Yeates Pa. 161.
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in Thurston v. Koch (a); and though in most countries of

Europe, the first policy in the order of time is to be exhausted

before the second operates, yet the rule requiring the insurers in

each policy to bear a ratable share of the loss, was declared, in

that case, to be founded in equity, and in sound principles of

commercial policy. The French rule is, that if thiere exist several

contracts of insurance on the same interest and risk, and the first

policy covers the "whole value of the subject, it bears the whole

loss, and the subsequent insurers are discharged on returning all

but half per cent, premium. But if it does not cover the entire

value, the subsequent policies, in case of loss, are bound only to

make up the part uncovered (6). The ancient rule in England

was according to the French ordinances (c), and it has been

deemed more simple and convenient. Merchants frequently pre-

fer it, and it is perfectly consonant to a strict construction of the

contract with the first underwriter.

Policies have sometimes a clause introduced into them to pre-

vent the rule of contribution, and to make the insurers respon-

sible according to the order of date of their respective policies.

Where two policies were dated upon the same day, it was held,

that prior in date was intended to be equivalent to prior in time,

and that the policy first in time, in point of fact, was to bear the

loss (d).

[ * 282 ] *As a general rule of construction, and independent

of usage, the first policy, under such a clause as that to

which I have referred, would have to bear the whole loss,

(a) 4 Dallas' Rep. 348. App. p. 32.

(6) Code de Commerce, art. 359.

(c) Malyne's Lex Mercatoria, 112. The African Company v. Bull, 1 Show.
Bep. V.12. Gilbert's Rep. 232.

(d) Brown v. Hartford Ins. Company, 3 Day's Rep. 58. The same point

was afterwards so ruled in Potter v. Marine Ins. Company, 2 Mason's Rep.

475. The clause against contribution runs thus: "It is further agreed that
if the assured shall have made any other assurance upon the premises,

prior in date to this policy, the assurers shall be answerable only for so

much as the amount of such prior insurance may be deficient." The Ameri-
can clause, as it has been denominated, is stated in the case of the Ameri-
can Ins. Co. V. Griswold, 14 Wendell, 399, to be, that "in case of any subse-

quent insurance, the insurer shall, nevertheless, be answerable for the full

extent of the sum subscribed by him, without right to claim contribution
from sub-sequent assurers." The one form is adapted to the first policy,

and the other form to the last policy. This clause was held, in the above
case, to bar the claim for contribution from subsequent assurers upon the
same cargo, although there was aliment for all the policies at the time of

subscription.
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whether partial or total, to the extent of the policy (a). But

the usage of the companies in New York is understood to be,

that partial losses are to be apportioned between the policies

without regard to dates, provided the cargo on board was large

enough to have attached both policies to it. This is the French

rule. In France, if there be goods on board to the amount of

both policies, and a partial loss ensues, the insurers contribute

ratably in proportion to their subscriptions (&).^*

(5.) Of representation and warranty.

1. Of representation.'^^

All the writers who have treated of the contract of insurance,

agree, that it is eminently a contract of good faith, which is

peculiarly enjoined upon the insured, as he possesses an entire

knowledge of all those circumstances which combine to form the

contract, and is bound to communicate the facts and objects

which are to determine the will of the insurer. It is, accordingly,

an established principle, that a misrepresentation to the under-

writer, or concealment of a fact material to the risk, will avoid

the policy. It will avoid it though the loss arose fi-om a cause

unconnected with the misrepresentation, or even though the

misrepresentation or concealment happened through mistake,

neglect, or accident, without any fraudulent inten-

tion (c).^® Lord Mansfield laid down, *with great [*283]
strength and clearness, the general principles which

governed this branch of the subject, and they have been implic-

itly adopted in all succeeding cases. The special facts upon

which the contingent chance was to be computed, usually lie in

(a) Columbian Ins. Company v. Lynch, 11 Johns. Rep. 233. Rogers v.

Davis, Park on Insurance, 374.

(b) Ord. de la Mar. des Ass. art. 25. 2 Valin, 73, 74. Code de Commerce, n.

360. Pothier, h. t. n. 77.

(c) Carter v. Boehm, 3 Burr. Rep. 1905. Pawson v. Watson, Cowp. Rep.
785. Fitzherbert v. Mather, 1 Term Rep. 12. RatclifFe v. Shoolbred, Park
on- Insurance. 249, 6th edition. MacDowell v. Fraser, Doug. Rep. 260. Shirley
V. Wilkinson, ihid. 293, n. Bridges v. Hunter, 1 Maule <& Selw. 15.

'^See, hereon, Phillips on Insurance, H 359, 373.
^' A representation in insurance is the communication of a fact, or the

making of a statement, by one of the parties to a contract of insurance to
the other, in reference to the proposal for their entering into the contract,

tending to influence his estimate of the character and degree of the risk to

be insured against, see Phillips on Insurance, 5th ed. ? 524.

''^See, further, Dennison v. Thomaston Mutual Ins. Co., 20 Me. 125;
Sawyer r. Coasters Ins. Co., 6 Gray (Mass.), 221; Neptune Ins. Co. v. Robin-
son, 11 Gill. & J. (Md.) 256.
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the knowlege of the insured only, and the underwriter trusts to

his representation, and proceeds upon the confidence that he does

not withhold any facts material to the estimate of the risk. The
suppression of any such facts, whether by design, or mistake, or

negligence, equally renders the policy void, for the risk run be-

comes different from the one assumed in the policy. The law

requires uberrima fides in the formation of the contract, and yet

either party may be innocently silent, as to grounds open to both,

for the exercise of their judgment. The underwriter need not

be told general topics of speculation and intelligence. He is

bound to know every cause which may occasion natural or poli-

tical perils. Men argue differently from natural phenomena and

political appearances, and when the means of information and

judging are open to both parties, each acts from his own skill

and judgment. The question in those cases always is, whether

there was, under all the circumstances, a fair representation or a

concealment; if the misrepresentation or concealment was de-

signed, whether it was fraudulent, and, if not designed, whether

it varied materially the object of the policy, and changed the

risk understood to be run. If the misrepresentation was by

fraudulent design, it avoids the policy, without staying to inquire

into its materiality ; and, if by mistake or oversight, it does not

affect the policy, unless it was material, and not true in sub-

stance {a)."^

[ * 284 ] * If the information be stated as mere opinion, or ex-

pectation, and, perhaps, as mere belief, it does not

amount to a representation, or aflfect the policy, provided it was

(a) Marshall, in his Laio of Insurance, 479, questions, very strongly, the
propriety of the decision in Carter v. Boehm, from which I liave chiefly

drawn the ab6ve principles. But whatever may be the opinion as to the ap-
plication in that case of the doctrines stated, there is no question as to their

solidity independent of the case, and they were confirmed by Lord Ellen-
borough, in 4 EasVs Rep. 596, and recently by the Supreme Court of the
United States, in M'Lauahan v. The Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters' Rep.
170. See, also, Flinn v. Tobin, 1 Moody <£• Malkin. 367, S. P.
^ An immaterial misstatement unless in reply to a .specific inquiry, and

the concealment of an immaterial fact, will not impair the contract, unle.s.s

fraudulent and the other party is influenced thereby. Boardnian r. New
Hampshire Ins. Co., 20 N. H. 5.51; Lexington Ins. Co. v. Paver, 16 Ohio, 324;

Farmers' Ins. Co. v. Snyder, 16 Wend. (N. Y. ) 481; Bogs v. American Ins.

Co., 30 Mo. 63; and although fraudulent it must influence the other party.

Baker v. Carey. 19 Pick. 496; Salem India Rubber Co. v. Adams, 23 Pick.

256. See, farther, Valton v. National Ins. Co., 20 N. Y. 32.
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given in good faith; for the underwriter, in such a case, takes

the risk upon himself (a).^"

A representation to the first underwriter, in favour of the risk,

extends to all subsequent underwriters, and on the ground that

they subscribed upon their confidence in his judgment and

knowledge of the risk, and are, therefore, entitled to avail them-

selves of all the conditions upon which he subscribed (b). This

rule has not been favourably received by later judges, and it is

strictly confined to representations made to the first underwriter,

and not to intermediate ones (c). Nor does it extend to a sub-

sequent underwriter on a different policy, though on the same

vessel, and against the same risks (d).*'

The knowledge or information material for the insurer to know,

and necessary to be communicated to him, when the contract is

made, is a question, not of science, or one which rests upon the

opinion of mercantile men, but a qiiestion of fact for a jury, and

they are to judge of the materially of the information

under a consideration of all the circumstances * that [
* 285 ]

belong to the case (e). This point was fully considered,

and with a review of the English and American authorities, in the

case of the New York Firemen's Insurance Company v.Wal-

den (gr); and that doctrine has since received the unqualified

sanction of the Supreme Court of the United States (h). The

books abound with cases relative to the very litigated question

as to what are, and what are not, necessary disclosures, and it is

not consistent with my purpose to do more than bring into no-

(a) Lord Mansfield, Cowp. Rep. 788. Barber v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 305.

Hubbard v. Glover, 3 Campb. Rep. 312. Bowden v. Vaughan, 10 EasVs Rep.
415. Rice v. New England Marine Ins. Co., 4 Pick. Rep. 439. Allegre v.

Maryland Ins. Co., 2 GUI. & Johnson. 136.
^

(6) Barber v. Fletcher, supra. Stackpole v. Simon, Park on Insurance,

582, 6th edit.

(c) Brine v. Featherstone, 4 Taunt. Rep. 869. Lord Ellenborongh, Forres-
ter V. Pigou, 1 Maide <& Seho. 9. Bell v. Carstairs, 3 Campb. Rip. 543.

id) EltingtJ. Scott, 2 Johns. Rep. 157.

(e) Darell v. Bederlev. 1 HolVs N. P. Rep. 283.

{g) 12 Johns. Rep. 513.

(A) M'Lanahan v. Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters'' Rep. 170.
^ See, further, Bryant <). Ocean Ins. Co., 22 Pick. (Mass.) 200; Whitney

V. Haven, 13 Mass. 172; Astor v. Union Ins. Co., 7 Cow. (N. Y.) 202.
'^ In South Carolina the rule has been held not to apply to a subsequent

subscriber. See Himely ?•. South Carolina Ins. Co., 1 Const. So. C. 154.

That it affects only the contract made in reference to it. Williams v. N.
E. Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 30 Me. 219.
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tice the leading principles which govern this very practical

branch of the law of insurance/^

It is the duty of the insured to communicate every species of

intelligence which he possesses, which may affect the mind of

the insurer either as to the point whether he will insure at all,

or as to the rate of premium. The decisions, in some of the old

cases, contain strict doctrines on the subject of concealment,

which have never been shaken (a); and the modern cases are

equally sound and exact in their requisitions (b). But the in-

sured is not bound to communicate loose rumours, nor any facts

which the underwriter may be presumed to know equally with him-

self. General news stated in the newspapers and open to all need

not be stated, unless there be something known to the assured, and

applying peculiarly to his case, or unless he has particular in-

formation not in possession of the public, and then the withhold-

ing of it is material (c). The underwriters are presumed to

have the ordinary marine intelligence appearing in the gazettes,

or when they are fairly put upon inquiry (d).

The insured is not bound to disclose all by-gone calamities, or

produce bis portfolio of letters; and he need only disclose the

material facts known to him at the date of the last intelli-

gence (e). The underwriter is bound to know the

[ * 286 ] nature * and general course of the trade and of the

voyage, and he assumes that kind of knowledge at his

peril (g). The general rule is, that all facts material to the

(a) Dacosta v. Scandrett, 2 P. Wm. 170. ' Seaman v. Fonereaw, Str. 1183.

(b) Lynch v. Hamilton, '^ Taunt. Rep. 37. Beckwaite i\ Walgrove, cited

ibid. Richards v. Mnrdock, 1 Lloyd & Welshj/, 132. 10 Barnw. <& Cress. .527,

S. C. In this last ca.se, orders to an agent to wait thirty days after the re-

ceipt of the order, before he insures, to give every chance for the arrival of
the vessel, were deem ed material, and the fact of the delay ought to have
been disclosed to the insurer. In the subsequent case of Richards v. Camp-
bell, in 1832, the agent was held responsible for his great ignorance in not
knowing the neces.sity of the disclosure, and in not making it.

(c) Lynch v. Dunsford, 14 East's Rep. 494. Moses i'. Delaware Ins. Com-
pany, Wharton's Dig. 310, pi. 18.

{d) Greene v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 402. Alsop v. Com-
mercial Ins. Companv, reported in 2 Phillips on Insurance. 85, 1st edit.

(e) Freeland v. Glover, 6 Esp. N. P. Rep. 14. 7 EasVs Rep. 4.57. S. C.

Kemble v. Browne, 1 Caines' Rep. 75. Vallance v. Dewar, 1 Campb. N. P.

Jtep. 503.

(g) Planche v. Fletcher, Doug. Rep. 251. Calbraith v. Grade, 1 Candy's
'* See, hereon, Percival v. Maine Ins. Co., 23 Mo. 242. Tyler v. ^tna Ins.

Co., 12 Wend. 507; Clark v. Union Ins. Co., 40 N. H. 333; Cumberland Val-
ley Co. V. Mitchell, 48 Pa. St. 374; Richmondville Seminary v. Hamilton
Ins. Co., 14 Gray (Mass.), 459; Girard Ins. Co. v. Stephenson 37 Pa. St. 293;
Shepherd v. Union Ins. Co., 38 N. H. 283; Crosby v. Finch, 12 Conn. 410.
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risk, and known to the one party and not to the other, must be

disclosed when the policy is to be effected; and they must be

fully and fairly disclosed (a); But if the subject on which dis-

closures would otherwise be requisite, be covered by a waranty,

either exi)ress or implied, in that case it need not become a mat-

ter of representation (b). It is likewise sufficient in the case of

representation, that it be equitably and substantially complied

with (c); and in furtherance of that perfect good faith which is

so strongly called for in the formation of this contract, it is ad-

judged, that if the party, after having given instructions for ef-

fecting a policy, receives intelligence material to the risk, he

must forthwith, or with due and reasonable diligence, commu-

nicate it, or countermand his instructions (d). If, however, the

insured acts with good faith, the validity of the policy will not be

affected by the fraudulent misconduct of the master, in withhold-

ing from his owner information of the loss, until after the policy

was underwritten (e).

*The French ordinance of the marine had no positive [ * 287 ]

provisions on this subject, and yet the same principles

which prevailed in the English law were recognized as sound

MarsJtall, 388, a. note. Delonguemere v. N. Y. Firemen's Ins. Company, 10
Johns. Sep. 120. Kingston v. Knibbs, 1 Camph. N. P. Rep. 508 note. Val-
lance v. Dewar, ibid. 503. Stewart v. Bell, 5 Barnw. <&. Aid. 238. deton v.

Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 1.

{a) Ely r. Hallet, 2 Gaines' Hep. 57. Kohne v. Ins. Company N. America,
6 Binnefs Rep. 219. Hoyt r. Gilman, 8 Mass. Rep. 336.

(ft) Shoolbred v. Nutt, Park on Ins. 300, 6th edit. Haywood v. Rodgers, 4
East's Rep. 590. Walden tf. N. Y. Firemen's liis. Company, 12 Johns. Rep.
128. De Wolf V. N. Y. Firemen's Ins. Company, 20 ibid. 214. S. C. 2 Cowens'
Rep. 56.

(c) Pawson v. Watson, Cowp. Rep. 785. De Hahn v. Hartley, 1 Term. Rep.

343. Suckley v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 222.

(rf) Emerigon, tom. ii. 148. Valines Com. torn. ii. 95. Grieve v. Young,
Miller on Insurance, 65. Watson v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 224. 2 Johns.

Rep. 526, S. C. M'Lanahan v. Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters's Rep. 170.

(e) Gen. Int. Ins. Company v. Ruggles, 12 Wheat. Rep. 408. S. C. 4-

Mason''s Rep. 74. The decision in Gladstone v. King, 1 Muule & Selw. 35,

was, that if the master conceals a loss or other material facts from the owner,
in the letter to him, and the owner upon the receipt of the letter, and in ig-

norance of the fact, effects an insurance, the policy is void so far as respects

the previous loss; for that the captain was bound, as agent of the owner, to

communicate to him the loss, and what was known to the agent, was
impliedly known to the principal. The decision in Ruggles v. Gen. Int. Ins.

Company, overruled the English doctrine, and held that the omission of the
master to communicate the loss, though fraudulently done, did not affect

the policy, for the knowledge of the agent was the knowledge of the prin-

cipal only .so far as the agency extended, and he was not the agent of the owner
as to insuring.
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principles applicable to the government of the contract (a). In

the new code (6), it is provided, that any concealment or misrep-

resentation on the part of the insured, which would diminish the

opinion of the risk, or change the subject matter of it, annuls the

insurance. It is held to be void even when the concealment or

misrepresentation would have had no iafluencepn the loss. Nor
is it deemed necessary, under the French law, to prove fraud in

fact; and the concealment or misrepresentation is equally fatal,

whether it proceeds from design, forgetfulness, or negligence (c).

The severe dispositions of the code are much commended by the

French lawyers, as an improvement upon their ancient jurispru-

dence, and a great protection to the insurer against impositions

of which he was often the victim.

( 2. ) Of warranty.

There is, in every policy, an implied warranty ^ that the ship

is seaworthy when the policy attaches. This means, as we have

already seen, that the vessel is competent to resist the ordinary

attacks of wind and weather, and is competently equipped and

manned for the voyage, with a sufficient crew, and with sufficient

means to sustain them, and with a captain of general good char-

acter and nautical skill (d). It is also an implied condition that

(a) Emerigon, torn. i. 69.

(h) Code de Commerce, art. 348.

(c) Pardessia, torn. iii. 330. Boulay Paty, torn. iii. 510. The latter writer
cites several decisions from the Journal de Jurisprudence Commerciale ef Mari-
time de Marseilles, made within the ten preceding years, by whicli contracts

of insurance were declared void on this very ground oi" misrepresentation
and concealment; and they do great credit to the exemplary justice of the
French tribunals. Ihid. blA—527.

{d) Law V. Hollingworth, 7 Term Rep. 160. Wilkie v. Geddes, 3 Dow^s
Bep. 57. Silva I'. Low, 1 Johns. Cas. 184. Brown v. Girard, 4 Yeates^ Rep.
115. Walden v. Firemen's Ins. Company. 12 Johnson, 128. In the nisi prius
case of Clifford r. Hunter, 3 Carr. <& Payne, 16, Lord Tenterden ruled, that

a ship was not seaworthy for a voyage from India to England, with no other
person on board except the master, capable by his skill in navigation, of
taking the command of the ship, in the case of the death or sickness of the
master, and that the mate must have that nautical skill. This is a new
doctrine, and it may be questioned. Lord Tenterden admitted it to be a
question, not of law but of fact, for a jury. The warranty would .seem to

imply no more than that the assured must have a .sound and well equipped
vessel in reference to the voyage, and have on board a competent person as

'^ An implied warranty, condition or .stipulation, is an agreement not ex-
pressed in the policy, but pre.sumed from the fact of making the insurance.

It is distinguished from a representation by the circumstance; that the
latter is usually expressed, either in writing or verbally, or is the result of
the phraseology used, and does not arise on the mere lact of effecting the
policy. Phillips on Insurance, § 686, 5th ed.
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the goods, tackle of the ship, &c., shall be properly stowed (a),

and tliafe there should be a pilot on board of competent skill (b).

This warranty of seaworthiness relates to the commence-

ment *of the risk, and the warranty is not broken if she [
* 288 ]

becomes unseaworthy afterwards (c). But it is the

duty of the assured to keep the vessel seaworthy during the voy-

age, if it be in his power to do so, and if from the neglect or

want of faith of the owner or his agents, the vessel becomes un-

seaworthy by damage or loss in her hull or equipments during

the voyage, the owner must repair the damage or supply the loss,

at the port of refuge, refreshment, or trade. The underwriter

will be discharged from liability for any loss, the consequence of

such want of faith or diligence. Unseaworthiness arising after

the commencement of the voyage, and produced by a peril in-

sured against, does not, of itself, discharge the insurer. It im-

poses upon the assured the duty of using reasonable diligence to

repair it, and a negligence in that respect may discharge the in-

surer from any loss arising from the want of such due dili-

gence (d). If a vessel be insured in the latter part of a long

seavoyage, the standard of seaworthiness is more liberal and more

relaxed, and it will be sufficient if the vessel be competent to be

safely navigated home (e). There are numerous cases in Eng-

land, and in this countiy, on the question of seaworthiness, and

they have generally been questions depending upon matters of

fact, and lead to inquiries too minute for general elementary in-

master, and a competent person as mate, and a competent crew as seamen.
In the American coasting and West India trade, Lord Tenterden's rule would
be oppressive, and is contradicted by usage, and is not the law in respect to

any such trade. Treadwell v. Union Ins. Company, 6 Cowen, 270. In the
case of Gillespie r. Foi"syth, tried before Mr. Justice Bowen and a special

jury in the K. B. at Quebec, October, 1839, the doctrine of Lord Tenterden
was discarded, in reference, at least, to voyages between the West Indies
and Quebec, and it was shown to be contrary to usage. Laiv Reporter^ for

January, 1840.

(a) Roccus, note 22. Brooks v. Oriental Ins. Company, 7 Pick. 259.

(b) Vide, supra, p. 175.

(c) Peters v. Phoenix Ins. Company, 3 Serg. & Ratcle, 25. Holdsworth v.

Weir, 1 Mnnning & Ri/Iand, 673. American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 20
Wendell. 287. The want of seaworthiness in a vessel when the voyage com-
mences, is a good defence, though she arrived in safety at the port of desti-

nation. Prescott V. U. Ins. Company, 1 miarton. 399.

(d) Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 227. Hollingworth v.

Brodrick, 7 Adolph. & Lllis^ 40. American Ins. Company v. Ogden, 20 Wen-
dell, 287, 294.

(e) Hucks V. Thornton, 1 HoWs K Y. Rep. 30. Paddock v. Franklin Ins.

Company, 11 Pick. 227.

21 VOL. III. KENT. 321
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struction (a). A breach of the implied warranty of seaworthi-

ness, in the course of the voyage, has no retrospective operation,

and does not destroy a just claim to damages for losses occurring

prior to the breach of this implied condition (6). The standard

of seaworthiness has been gradually raised within the last thirty

years, from a more perfect knowledge of ship building, a more

enlarged experience of maritime risks and an increased skill in

navigation.'**

In many ports certain equipments would now be deemed essen-

tial, which, at an earlier period, were not customary on the same

voyages. Seaworthiness is to be measured by the standard in

the ports of the coiintry to which the vessel belongs, rather

than by that in the ports or country where the insurance was

made (c).

Every warranty is part of the contract, and is either express or

implied. If it be an express warranty, it must appear on the face

of the policy. It differs from a representation in this respect,

that it is the nature of a condition precedent, and requires a strict

and literal performance. Whether the thing warranted be mate-

rial or not, and whether the loss happened by reason of a breach

of the warranty, or did not, is immaterial (d)\ A breach of it

avoids the contract ab initio. Every condition precedent requires

a strict performance to entitle a party to his right of

[ * 289 ] action. But seaworthiness *in port may be one thing,

and seaworthiness for a whole voyage quite another, and

a ship may be seaworthy in harbour when under repair, though

she would not be so in that condition at sea (e). It relates to

the purposes in contemplation, whether in poi't or for the voyage,

and seaworthiness is of course subject to be modified by circum-

(n) The cases are well collected in Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 308—329,
2d edit.

(b) Annen v. Woodman, 3 Taunt. Eep. 299. Sewall, J., in Taylor r.

Lowell, 3 Mass. Rep. 347. Paddock r. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 I'iel:. 2"?7.

(c) TidniarS v. Washington Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 4 3fason, 439.

{(I) De Ilahn v. Hartley, 1 Term Eep. 343. Goicoechea v. Louisiana State
Ins. Company, 6 Martin, N. S. 51.

(e) Annen r. Woodman, 3 Taunt. Rep. 299. Bond v. Nntt, Cotcp. Rep. 601.

Pawson V. Watson, ibid. 785. De Hahn r. Hartle\% 1 Term Rep. 343. Wors-
ley V. Wood, 6 ibid. 710. Forbes v. Wilson, 1 Park on In.mrance, 344. Fow-
ler V. jEtna Fire Ins. Company, 6 Cowen's Rep. 673.
^ As to .seaworthiness and warranty thereof, see The Orient, 16 Fed.

Eept. 916; Hagirie v. National Lloyds, 11 Biss. .395; Pope r. Swiss Lloyd
Ins. Co.. 4 Fed. Kep. 1.53; Adderly r. American Mut. Ins. Co.. Tanev, 126;
The Titania. 19 Fed. Kept. lOJ; Kou.se v. Ins. Co., 3 Wall. Jr. 367; Lunt v.

Boston Marine Ins. Co., 19 Blatchf. 151.
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stances. A vessel may be seaworthy while lying in port for the

purposes to which she is to be there applied, when she would not

be for the voyage, and she may be seaworthy for one voyage and

not for another. It is sufficient if she be seaworthy for the voy-

age when she sails (a). The general rule is that the vesse] must

be seaworthy at the commencement of the risk, whatever that

risk may be, in order to make the policy attach and charge the

insurer (b).^^ It was held, in the case of Weir v. Aberdeen (c),

that though a ship be unseaworthy at the commencement of the

risk, yet if the defect be cured before a loss, a subsequent loss is

recoverable under the policy. The argument of Lord Tenterden

in favour of this doctrine is very weighty, but a' doubt seems to

have been thrown over its solidity by the Supreme Court of the

United States (d).

There has been much discussion respecting the doctrine of sea-

worthiness, in its application to the successive stages of the voy-

age subsequent to its commencement. The owner is bound to

keep the vessel in a competent state of repair and equipment

during the voyage, as far as it may be in his power. If this be

not the case, and a loss afterwards happens, which could not by

any means be either increased or affected by a prior breach of the

implied warranty of seaworthiness when the policy attached, as,

for instance, if the master should omit to take a pilot at an in-

termediate port, when he ought and might have done it, and the

vessel be two years afterwards lost by capture, or if he sailed

without sufficient anchors, and the vessel be afterwards struck

•with lightning, would the insurer be discharged? The better

opinion would s6em to be that he would not be discharged (e).^"

A clause is frequently inserted in policies that if a vessel upon a

regular survey be declared unseaworthy, by reason of her being

(a) Tavlor v. Lowell, 3 3fass. Rep. 331. Merchants' Ins. Company v. Clapp,

11 Pick. 56.

(b) Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 227.

(c) 2 Barnw. & AM. 3-^0.

(d) M'Lanahan v. The Universal Ins. Company, 1 Peters^ Pep. 170.

(c) Shaw, Ch. J., Paddock v. Franklin Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 227. Weir
V. Aberdeen. 2 Barmo. & Aid. 320. M'Millan r. Union Ins. Company of

Charleston, S. C. 1838. American Ins. Company r. Ogden, 15 Wendell, 5',\2.

»^ Deblois v. Ocean Ins. Co., 16 Pick. (Mass.) 303; United States v. Hunt,
2 Stor. C. C. 121. The seaworthiness must be proved by the insured. Tid-
marsh v. Washington Fire and Jlar. Ins. Co., 4 Mas. C. C. 439; Craig v.

United States Ins. Co., 1 Pet. C. C. 410.
'^ Capen v. Washington Ins. Co., 12 Cush. (Mass.) 517; Starbuck v. New

England Mar. Ins. Co., 19 Pick. (Mass.) 198.
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unsound or rotten, the insurers shall be discharged. This clause

is intended to save the underwriters from the vexatious and diffi-

cult investigation of the latent defects of a ship to which the dis-

aster was to be attributed. It is sufficient if the survey be made
within a reasonable time after the'termination of the voyage, and

if the survey states that the vessel was condemned solely on ac-

count of rottenness existing at the time of the survey, it is a con

elusive bar to the assured (a).^'

The most usual express warranties are, that the ship was safe

at such a time, or would sail by such a day, or would sail with

convoy, or a warranty against illicit and contraband trade, or that

the property insured is neutral. During the long maritime wars

that grew out of the French revolution, and while we continued

in our neutral position, the warranty of neutrality attracted great

attention, and became a very fruitful topic of discussion in the

courts of justice. It was understood and settled, that it was not

sufficient, under this warranty, that the ship and cargo be in fact,

neutral. They must be neutral to the purpose of being pro

tected, and, therefore, the ship must have the requisite insignia

of neutrality by being duly documented as a neutral vessel, and

by being unaccompanied with documents that go to falsify the

warranty. She must also have been conducted, throughout the

voyage, according to the duties which particular treatises, and

the general rules of neutrality, enjoin, so as to be entitled to

protection, by the law of nations, in the courts of the belliger-

ent powers. To construe the engagement to be less

[ * 290 ] *than that, would be to render it, in a great degree, idle

and nugatory. On such a wan-anty the insurer lays out of

view the risk of loss, by reason of the want of due proof of neutrality,

and of a strictly neutral conduct. The insured having in his own
hands the means to maintain his averment, he is bound to do it

whenever and wherever the neutrality of the property, or its privi-

leges as such, are called in question (b). The warranty imposes

(a) Steinmetz v. iJnited States Ins. Company, 'i Serg. d- Rawie, 296. Bran-
degee v. National Ins. Company, 20 Johns. Rep. 328. Griswold v. National
Ins. Company, 3 Coweri's Rep. 96. Rogers v. Niagara Ins. Company, 2 HaWs
N. Y. Rep. 86.

(h) Blagge v. New York Ins. Company, 1 Cnine^a Rep. 549. Baring v. Royal
'^ The import of the whole survey is to be taken together. Innes r. .Mli-

ance Mut. Ins. Co., 1 Sandf. (N. Y.) 310. If the ship is not irreparable on
account of rottenne.ss merely, they are liable. See alwve case, and Armrovd
V. Union Ins. Co.. 2 Binn. (Pa.) 394: Door v. Pacific Ins. Co., 7 Wheat. 581;
Jannev v. Columbian Ins. Co., 10 Wheat. 411.
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upon the insured the exact observance of all those duties which

belong to a neutral vessel; and by the violation, or by the omis-

sion, of any clear and certain neutral duty, the vessel forfeits her

neutrality, and the warranty is broken. The neutral is bound to

submit to visitation and search, and resistance thereto would be a

breach of the warranty (a).^*

Many interesting questions arise in the course of a maritime

war, upon the warranty of neutrality, but which attract no atten-

tion while they remain dormant in a season of general peace. One

of those questions held a prominent place some years ago in the

jurisprudence of this country, and led to very vexed discussions,

and contradictory results. The controversy to which I allude was

concerning the legal eflfect, in a suit upon the policy, of a sentence

of condemnation in the admiralty courts of the belligerent pow-

ers, of property warranted neutral, but captured, libelled, and con-

demned as enemy's property (6). The general result of those

discussions has been already stated, and they will probably not

be revived until some maritime war shall hereafter arise, to stimu-

late cupidity, and disturb the commerce of the ocean.

*(6.) Of the perils within the policy. [ * 291 ]

The general rule is, that the insurer charges himself

with all the maritime perils that the thing insured can meet with

on the voyage: prcestare tenetur quodcunque damnum obven-

tens in mari. It was an ancient opinion stated by Santerna,

that the insurer was not responsible for very unusual and extra-

ordinary perils not specially stated. But such a principle is now
utterly exploded, and the poliisy sweeps within its inclosure every

peril incident to the voyage, however strange or unexpected, un-

less there be a special exception (c). The perils enumerated in

Exchange Ins. Company, 5 EasVs Rep, 99. Carrere v. Union Ins. Company,
Condy^s Marslinll, 406, a, note. Calbraith v. Gracie, ibid. Phoenix Ins. Co.

V. Pratt, 2 Binn. Rep. 308. Wilcocks v. Union Ins. Company, ibid. 574.

Coolidge r. N. Y. Fireraen''s Ins. Company, 14 Johns. Rep. 308. The register

is the only requisite document in time of peace in evidence of the national
character of the vessel. Catlett t'. Pacific Ins. Company, 1 Payne, 594.

(rt) See, vol. i. 153. (6) See," vol. ii. 120, 121.

(c) Santerna de Ass. part 3, n. 72. Ord. de la Mar. tit. Ass. art. 20. Code,

art. 350. Botilay Paty, torn. iv. 9.

"

^* A warranty of neutrality extends not only back to the fact that the prop-
erty is neutral, but that the c6nduct ot the voyage shall be such as to protect
and preserve its neutral character. Livingston v. Maryland Ins. Co., 7
Cranch, 506; Maryland Ins. Co. t). Woods, 6 Id. 29. And is forfeited by a
blockade. Croudsou v. Leonard, 4 Cranch, 434; Fitzsimmous v. Newport
Ins. Co., Id. 185.
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the common policy are sufficiently comprehensive to embrace

every species of risk to which ships and goods are exposed from

the perils of the sea, and all other causes incident to maritime ad-

venture. The enumerated list may be enlarged or abridged at

the pleasure of the parties.

A person may protect himself by insurance against all losses

except such as may be repugnant to public policy or positive pro-

hibition, or occasioned by his own misconduct or fraud. Acrainst

the latter it is not to be presumed any insurance could be effected,

nor would the courts tolerate such a vicious principle; for this

would, as Pothier says, be a contract which would invite ad de-

linquendum (a).

1. Of the acts of the government of parties.

An insurance against loss by reason of the acts of one's own
government, as an arrest, or embargo, is valid. There is no dis-

tinction on this point between a foreign and domestic embargo:

and if the embargo intervenes after the commencement of

[ * 292 ] the risk, it suspends, but does not dissolve, the contract *of

insurance, and the insured may abandon and claim a total

loss (b).^"^ The same principle is incorporated into the new
French commercial code, and it pervades universally the law of

insurance (c). A distinction has, however, been taken between

that case and a claim arising between subjects of different states,

and it has been held, that a foreigner could not claim against a

British underwriter, founded on the act of his own state, any more
than if the claim was created by his own act, and on the principle

that he was to be deemed a party to the public authoritative acts

of his own government (d). But Lord Ellenborough afterwards

threw a doubt over the doctrine, and explained away the force of

it, by raising refined distinctions. He said, the exclusion of risk

occasioned by the act of the assured's own government, was onlv

[n) Goix V. Knox, 1 Johns. Cos. 337. Simeon v. Bazett, 2Maule&Selw. 94.
Pothier, Traite de Ass. No. 65.

(b) Paige v. Thompson, cited in Park on Insiirnncc, 109, n. 6th edit. Odlin
r. Penn.sylvania In.s. Company, 2 Wash. Civ. Rep. 312. Delano v. Bedford
Ins. Company, 10 Mass. Rep. 347. M'Bride v. Marine Ins. Company, 5 Johm.
Rep. 299. •

(c) Code de Commerce, art. 369. 1 Emerigon, 541. Pothier, h. t. No. 59.

(rf) Conway v. Gray, 10 EasVs Rep. 536. Mennett f. Bonham, 15 EasVs
Rep. All Flindt v. Scott, ibid. 525.

'^ Walden v. Phoenix Ins. Co., Id. 310.
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an implied exclusion from the reason and fitness of the thing, and

might be rebutted by circumstances (a). The distinctions were

afterwards pointedly disclaimed, and the whole doctrine exploded

on a writ of error in the Exchequer Chamber (6); and it was

t^ere established, that it was no objection to the right of recovery

by the insured, that the loss happened by the act of the govern-

ment of his country, though he and the insurer were subjects of

different states. The latter rule has, likewise, after a clear and

accurate review of the cases, been adopted as just and solid by

the supreme court of New York; and it was declared, that a sub-

ject was not to be deemed a party to the legislative, and much

less to the judicial acts of his own country, so as thereby

to deprive him of remedy on *a policy by a foreign in- [
* 293 ]

surance office, by reason of any acts or judgments of his

own country. The contrary doctrine was founded on a fanciful

and unreasonable theory (c).

2. Of interdiction of commerce.

An interdiction of commerce with the port of destination, or a

denial of entry by the power at the port, or by a blockade, has

been held not to be a loss within the policy, by decisions in Eng-

land and in this country. The loss must be occasioned by a peril,

acting upon the subject insured immediately, and not circuitously,

and a just fear of capture is not sufficient (d). But there are

other cases, which have declared that an interdiction of commerce

with the port of destination by means of a blockade, or the pos-

session of the port by an enemy, was a peril within the policy. It

is considered a loss by restraint of princes which could not be re-

sisted, and operates as effectually as if the vessel was actually

seized. It would be unreasonable to require the insured to rush

into danger with the moral certainty of loss (e). There is no

{a) Simeon v. Bazett, 2 Maule & Sehv. 94.

(ft) Eiizett V. Meyer, 5 Taimt. Rep. 824.

(c) Francis v. Ocean Ins. Company, 6 Cowen's Rep. 404. S. C. 2 WendelVs
Rep. 64.

(d) Hadkinson v. Robinson, 3 Bos. & Pull. 388. Lubback v. Rowcroft, 5
Esp. JSf. P. Rep. 50. Parkin v. Tunno, 11 Easfs Rep. 22. Richardson v.

Maine Ins. Company, 6 3f(iss. Rep. 102. King v. Delaware Ins. Company,
2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 300. Smith r. Universal Ins. Company, 6 Wheaton's Rep.
176. Story, J., in Andrews v. Essex Ins. Company, 3 Mason, 6.

(e) 1 Emeriqon, 507—512. Symonds v. Union Ins. Company, 4 Dallas^ Rep.
417. Schmidt v. Union Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Rep. 249. Craig v. Union Ins.

Company, 6 ibid. 226. Barker v. Blakes, 9 Easfs Rep. 283. Olivera v. Union
Ins. Company, 3 Wheaton's Rep. 183. Saltus v. Union Ins. Company, 15 Johns.
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doubt about the general principle, that if tbe voyage be relin-

quished merely through fear of capture, the loss is not covered

by the policy. The apprehension of capture, or of any other peril

in transitu is no gi'ound of abandonment. But a just fear of one

of the perils insured against, has been deemed equivalent to the

presence of vis major, when that applied directly and effectually,

as in the case of a blockading squadron, so as to break up the voy-

age. The danger was imminent, and might be said to be present

and palpable, as well as apparently remediless and morally cer-

tain. If therefore the danger be so great as to anjount

[
* 294 ] to almost a certainty *of capture, it becomes a restraint

in contemplation of the policy, and this is the doctrine

which is best supported by authority.*"

A warranty against illicit trade was introduced into some of

our American policies in 1788. It was intended to apply only to

seizures for breaches of the laws of trade, and the commercial

regulations of ports. It does not extend to seizures for offences

against the law of nations, nor to acts of lawless violence, though

committed under a pretext of some municipal regulation; nor to

arbitrary seizures under the pretence of illicit trade, when in

truth no such thing existed. It only applies to protect the in-

surers against illicit trade actually carried on or attempted (a)."

3. Of risks excluded by the usual memorandum.

To prevent disputes respecting partial losses, arising from the

perishable quality of the goods insured, or from trivial subjects

of difference, it has been a general practice to introduce into

policies a stipulation, by way of memorandum, that upon certain

enumerated articles, the insurer should not be liable for any par-

tial loss whatever, and upon others for none, under a given rate

Rep. 523. Thompson v. Read, 12 Scrg. & Eauie, 440. Simonds r. Union Ins.

Company, 1 Wash. Cir. Hep. 382. Vigers v. Ocean Ins. Company, 12 Louis-

iana Rep. 362. If the loss be occasioned by the illegal act of a foreign gov-
ernment, it is a loss within the perils of the policy, even thongh the master
refused to submit to the illegal order, provided his actual conduct was bona
fide in furtherance of the voyage. Williams v. Suffolk Ins. Company, C. C.

U. S. Mas.H., Augu.st, 1838.

(rt) Faudel r\ Phoenix Ins. Company, 4 Serg. & Rawle, 29. Cuculu v.

Orleans Ins. Company, 18 Martinis Louis. Rep. 11.
*^ See Phillips on Insurance. Sec 1108 et seq. 5th ed.
*' See Phillips on Insurance. Sec. 1154, 5th ed. and cases there cited.

A mere liability to forfeiture does not avoid the insurance, or prevent the
recovery for a lo.ss by an independent peril. Clark v. Protection Ins. Co., 1

Story, 109.
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per cent This clause was first introduced into the English poli-

cies about the year 1749. Before that time the insurerwas liable

for every injury, however small, that happened to the thing in-

sured. In France, if there be no such express stipulation, the

ordinance of the marine, and the new code, provide that

the insurer * shall not be liable, if the partial loss does [
* 295 ]

not exceed one per cent, of the value of the article

damaged (a).

The memorandum clause alluded to, usually declares that the

enumerated articles, and any other articles that are perishable in

their own nature, shall be free from average under a given rate,

unless general, or the ship be stranded. In consequence of this

exception, all small partial losses, however inconsiderable, are to

be borne by a general average, provided they were incurred in a

case proper for such an average; and in Cantillon v. London As-

surance Company (6), it was held, that the exception amounted

to a condition, and that if the ship was stranded, the insured was

let in to prove his whole partial loss. But in Wilsoji \. Smith (c),

that decision was overruled, and it was held that those words did

not make a condition, but only an exception; and that in the case

of stranding, and in all cases proper for a general average, and

in those cases only, the memorandum did not apply. Afterwards,

in Mason v. Skurray (d). Lord Mansfield held the same doctrine;

and in Cocking v. Eraser (e), the principle was carried still fur-

ther, and received its due expansion, and was clearly and precisely

defined. It was settled by a strong determination of- the court of

K. B., that thoagh a total loss may exist, in certain cases, when
the voyage is defeated, yet in case of perishable articles within

the memorandum, the insurer is secure against all damage to them,

whether great or small, whether it defeats the voyage, or only

diminishes the price of the goods, unless the article be completely

and actually destroyed, so as no longer physically to exist. Con-

sidering the difficulty of ascertaining how much of the

loss arose by the perils of the sea, and how much by *the [ * 296 ]

perishable nature of the commodity, and the impositions

(a) 3 Burr. Rep. 1551. Ord. de la Mar. tit. Asswances, art. 47. Code de Com-
merce, art. 408.

(6) Cited 3 Burr. Rep. 1553.

(c) 3 Burr. Rep. 1550.

(d) Park on Insurance, 160.

(e) Park on Insuratice, 151. In some of our American policies the excep-
tion in these words, or the sJii]) be stranded, is omitted.
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to which insurers would be liable in consequence of that difficulty,

the rule of construction, as settled in that case, is very salutary,

by reason of its simplicity and certainty.

But this decision was shaken, and the original doctrine of Lord

Ch. J. Ryder, in Cantillon v. London Assurance Company, re

vived, by the decision of the K. B. in Burnet v. Kensington (a),

which declared, that if the ship be stranded, it destroyed the ex-

ception, and let in the general words of the policy. It was also

shaken by the observations of Lord Alvanley, in Dyson v. Row-

croft (b), and of Lord Ellenborough, in CoZogra^i v. London Assur-

ance Company (c). In our American courts, the doctrine of the

case of Cocking v. Fraser is the received law It was explicitly

and pointedly recognized as a sound decision by the supreme

court of New York, in Maggrath v. Church {d), and it has re-

ceived a similar sanction in subsequent cases, in that and in other

courts (e); and the weight of authority is in favour of the doc-

trine, that in order to charge the insurer, the memorandum arti-

cles must be specifically and physically destroyed, and must not

exist in specie. It has been frequently a vexed point in the dis-

cussions, whether the insurer was holden, if the memorandum
articles physically existed, though they were absolutely of no

vahie. The dicta of some of the judges, in the cases referred to,

are in favour of the doctrine, that an extinguishment of the

memorandum articles in value, was equivalent to an extinguish-

ment in specie; and there is much plausible reasoning in

[ *297] favour of that explanation of the rule. * Lord Ellen-

borough, in Cologan v. London Assurance Company, ex-

pressed himself strongly on the point, and declared that it could

not be less a total loss because the commodity subsisted in specie,

if it subsisted only in the form of a nuisance. There was a total

loss of the thing, if, by any of the perils insured against, it was
rendered of no use whatever, although it might not be entirely

annihilated (gr)."

(a) 7 Term Rep. 210. (b) 3 Bos. & Pull. 474.

(c) 5 3TauIe d- Seho. 447. (d) 1 Caines' Rep. 196.

(e) Xeilson v. Columbian Ins. Company, 3 Cnines^ Rep. 108. Saltus v. Ocean
Ins. Company, 14 Johns. Rep. 138. Marcardier t". Chesapeake Ins. Company.
8 Crunches Rep. 39. Morean v. United States Ins. Company, 1 Wheat. Rep.
219.

(g) 5 Maule & Selw. 447. Parry v. Aberdein. 9 Barnw. & Cresa. 411. Mr.
" See Reimer f. Ringro.se. 6Exch. 263; and Murray v. Hatch, 6 Mas.s. 4fi.5;

Skinner D. Western F. & M. Ins. Co., 19 La. 273; Phillipson Insurance, 1 1770,
5th ed.
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If there be a total loss of the voyage by reason of shipwreck,

or any other casualty, and there be no other means to forward the

cargo, there is no distinction between the memorandum articles

and the rest of the cargo. The total loss applies equally to the

whole (a).*^ When part of the articles in the memorandum are

totally destroyed by the perils insured against, and the residue

remain partially damaged, it has been a very unsettled question,

whether the insured was entitled to recover for the part so totally

lost. The case of Davy v. Milford (b), is a strong de-

termination in favour of the * recovery. It was said, [* 298 ]

that there was no case, nor no reason to maintain, that

where the least particle of the thing insured subsisted in specie,

though the greater part was actually destroyed, the insured should

be precluded from recovering the value of that which was totally

lost. The language of some of the judges, afterwards in Cologan

V. London Assurance Company (c), was to the same effect. But,

in opposition to that doctri-oe, we have the case of Hedburg v,

Pearson (d), in which the hogsheads of sugar covered by the

memorandum were saved, but the greater part of the loaves in

each hogshead were washed out and destroyed by a peril of the

sea, and yet it was held to be only an average loss, and the in-

surer wholly discharged. So, in Guerlain v. Col. Insurance Com-

pany (e), part of the memorandum articles (and which were dis-

tinct kinds of provisions, and specifically enumerated in the

policy) were lost by shipwreck, and the insured was not allowed

to recover, on the ground that the insurance was upon so much

Benecke says, that the prevalent opinion now is, that if the memorandnm
articles are, by sea damage, rendered of no value, there is a total loss, though
they exist in specie. And yet he puts, and leaves unanswered the question,
whether, if a cargo offish, valued at 100 pounds, be entirely rotten, and can
be sold for one shilling, for manure, is that deemed of any value ? Benecke
on Indemnity, 379. He might have answered in the negative, for the cargo
was of no value as fish, or in contemplation of the contract.

{a) Manning v. Newnham. Condy^x Marshall, 586. Cologan v. London As-
surance Company, 5 Manle & Selw. 447. Morean v. United States Ins. Com-
pany, 1 Wheat. Rep. 219. Maggrath v. Church, 1 Caines^ Rep. 214, and, see,

Phillips on Insurance, vol. ii. 467—510, 2d edition, where all the cases are col-

lected and stated. The French code, art. 409, exempts the insurer, under
the clause! free from average, for all partial lo.sses, except in cases which authorize

an abandonment; and, in such cases, the insured has the option between the
abandonment and the claim for average loss.

(6) 15 Easfs Rep. 559.

(c) 5 Maule & Selw. 447.

{d) 7 Taunt. Rep. 154.

(f ) 7 Johns. Rep. 527.
*'^ See Phillips on Insurance, | 1766, 5th ed.
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cargo as an integral subject, and the insurer was not liable for

any particular item, though it was totally lost. The court refer-

red to several decisions in the French tribunals, as reported by
Etnerigon (a), and to the doctrine of that writer, by which it ap-

pears, that in France, under the clause free of average, the in-

surer is not holden, though part of the subject insured be totally

destroyed. The principle is, that the parties have a right to

make their own contracts, and if the contract be lawful, it becomes

a law to the court, and it would introduce uncertainty and con-

fusion to undertake to modify the contract (as they do in Italy,

under this very clause (b) ) upon assumed principles of equity.

The cases of Biays v. The Chesapeake Insurance Com-

[ * 299 ] pany, Morean v. The * United States Instance Com-
pany, and of Humphreys v. The Union Insurance Com-

pany (c), have established the same rule, that the underwriter

pays nothing if the loss of the memorandum articles be partial,

and not total; and it is partial only when part of the cargo arrives

in safety, however deteriorated in value, though another part of

the cargo had been wholly destroyed by disasters on the voyage.

This may now be considered as the settled law of this country on

the subject (d)."

The French law requires, that goods, subject by their nature

to particular detriment or diminution, be specified in the policy;

otherwise, the insurer is not liable for the losses which may hap-

pen to those articles, unless the insured was ignorant of the

nature of the cargo at the time the contract was made (e). This

is a valuable rule, calculated to guard against dispute and imposi-

tion.

(a) 1 Emerigon, 662—670.
(b) Targa, ch. .')2, not. 18. Casaregis Disc. 47, n. 10.

(c) 7 Crnnch, 415. 1 Wheat. Rep. 219, 227, note. 3 3fason, 429.
(d) Wadsworth v. Pacific Ins. Company, 4 Wendell, 33. In that ca.se it

was decided, that the underwriter was not answerable for a partial loss on
memorandum articles, except for general average, unless there be a total loss

of the whole of the particular species, whether the particular article be
shipped in bulk, or in separate boxes or packages. So, in Brooke v. Louis-
iana Ins. Company, 17 Martin, 530, where the insurance was of a cargo of
mules as memorandum articles, it was held, that there must be a physical
total loss of the whole number insured, to authorize a recovery. See, 16
Martin, 640, 681, discussions on the same case.

(e) Ord. de la 3far. tit. Des Ass. art. 31. Code de Commerce, art. 355.
** See, further, Newlin v, Ins. Co., 20 Pa. St. 312; Wallersteini'. Columbian

Ins. Co., Sup. Ct. N. Y. 1865; Wain v. Thompson, 6 S. &R. (Pa.) 115.
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4. Of the usual perils covered by the policy.

It will not be necessary, nor will this course of instruction

permit me to do more, than take notice of a few of the prominent

perils which accompany the voyage, and surround it with danger.

The general and sweeping clause in the policy which follows the

list of enumerated perils, "and of all other perils, losses, and

misfortunes to the hurt, detriment, or damage of the goods, ship,

&c." cover other cases of marine damage of the like kind with

those specially enumerated, and occasioned by similar causes (a).

The ignorance or inattention of the master or mariners, is not

one of the perils of the sea (6). Those words apply to

all * those natural perils and operations of the elements [ * 300 ]

which occur without the intervention of haman agency,

and which the prudence of man could not foresee, nor his strength

resist. Quod fato contingit, et cuivis patrifamilias, quamvis dili-

gentissimo possit contingere. The imprudence, or want of skill

in the master, may have been unforeseen, but it is not a fortuitous

event (c).*^ The insurer undertakes only to indemnify against

(rt) Cullen V. Butler, 5 Mauk & Selw. 461 .

[b) Fothier, h. t. No. 64. Gregson ri Gilbert, Park on Insurance, 83. Lodo-
wick V. Ohio Iiis. Company, 5 Hnmmond, 435.

(c) In Straccha. Gloxsn. 22, casus fortuilus is defined to heaccidcns, quodper
cusiodiam, curam et diUgenfiam mentis humanns evitari mm potest. Sanierna, dc

Ass. part 3, n. 6"), adds, uhidUigentissimus pneeavisset, etprovidissetnon dicitnr

proprie casus fortuitu,'^. In Andrews i\ Essex Marine Ins. Company, 3 Mason^s
Hep. 26, and in the case of Cammann v. N. Y. National Ins. Company, tried

in the superier court in New York, in Decembei', 1834, it Avas held to be an
unsettled question, whether a loss proceeding from the negligence of the cap-
tain would affect the policy as fully as fraud, and the proper rule was sug-
gested by Oakley, J., to be, that the neglect of the captain to use those pre-

cautions against damage, which a prudent man would have used under tike

circumstances, would be a case of gross negligence within the meaning of the
law. In the case of Bolton v. American Ins. Company, tried in the superior
court of New York, before Ch. J. Jones. (November, 1835,) it was held that
the underwriters were liable for a loss arising, not from negligence merely,
but from gross negligence by the master. But it is very difficult to draw the
line of distinction between the cases where gross negligence ends and or-

dinary negligence begins, or to distinguish between pure accident, and
accident from negligence. The courts seem to be approximating in effect to

the French meaning of barratry, for they hold, that in a case not amounting
to barratry within the meaning of the English law, if the proximate cause
of the loss be a peril enumerated, the insurer is liable, though the remote
cause of that loss was the negligence of the master or crew. Shore r. Bentall,

7 Bnrnw. <& Cress. 798, note. Busk r. Koyal Exchange Ass. Company, 2
Barnw. & Aid. 73. Bishop r. Pentland, 7 Barnw. & Cress. 219. Patapsco Ins.

*^ In his treatise on Insurance Mr. Phillips lays it down as the better and
now established doctrine that the underwriters are liable for a loss by a risk
expressly insured against even though caused by the.negligence of the master
or mariners, provided the ship was provided with competent hands and
there was no maid fides. See section 1040, 5th edit, and cases there cited.
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extraordinary perils of the sea, and not against those ordinary

ones to which every ship must inevitably be exposed; but it is

often difficult to discriminate between damage occasioned by the

ordinary service of the voyage, and which falls upon the owner,

and by a peril of the sea for which the insurer is responsible.

Damages resulting from the ordinary employment of the ship, or

the inherent infirmity of the article, as the loss of an anchor by
the friction of the rocks, or the wear and tear of the equipment

of the ship, or her destruction by worms, or the diminution of

liquids by the ordinary leakage to which they are naturally sub-

ject, or hemp taking fire in ^ state of effervescence, may be men-
tioned as instances of losses which are not within the policy, be-

cause they are not losses attributable to a cas fortuit (a). It has

even been a vexed question, whether damage done to a ship by
rats, was among the casualties comprehended under perils of the

sea, and the authorities are much divided on the question. The
better opinion would, however, seem to be, that the in-

[
* 301 ] surer * is not liable for this sort of damage, because it

arises from the negligence of the common carrier, and

it may be prevented by due care, and is within the control of

human prudence and sagacity (6)."

Company v. Coulter, 3 Peters' S. C. Sep. 222. See, also, infra, p. 306, note 3>

and 2 Sumner^s Eep. 200.

(fl) Valin, torn. ii. 81. Pothier, des Ass. No. 66. 1 Emerigon, 390. Rhol
V. Parr, 1 Esp. N. P. Eep. 444. Martin v. Salem Marine Ins. Company, 2
3fass. Eep. 420. Boyd v. Dubois, 3 Cam])h. N. P. Eep. 133. Mr. Phillips, in
his Treatise on Insurance, vol. i. 639, very properly adds, that if the injury
to the ship, by worms, arose from the loss, by a sea peril, of the protection
of the copper sheathing, the insurer may reasonably be charged. But if the
loss of the sheathing might have been repaired, before the ve.ssel became ex-
posed to the action of the worms, it was an act of negligence in the master,
which would exonerate the underwriter. Hazard v. N. E. Marine Ins. Com-
pany, 1 Sumner, 218. The insurer is liable for all accidents arising fiom any
extraordinary circumstances or cause, and not from the inherent weakness or
ordinary wear and tear of the vessel. Potter v. Suffolk Ins. Company, 2
Sumner, 197. Fletcher v. Inglis, 2 Barnw. & Aid. 315.

(h) Dale v. Hall, 1 Wils. Eep. 281. Hunter v. Potts, 4 Camjib. K P. Eep.
203. Aymar v. Astor, 6 Cowen^s Eep. 266. Eoccus de Ass. n. 49. Cleirac,

surle Guidon, ch. .5, art. 8, and Emtriffon, torn. i. 377, 378, who cites the Dig.
19, 2, 13, 6, and Ca.saregis, Straccha. Santema, Kuricke, and Targa, may all

be considered as maintaining the principle, that the owner, and not the in-

surer, is holden for an injury by rats; and the only case that I have met with
directly to the contrary, is Garrigues v. Coxe, 1 Binn. Eep. 592. The opinion
o{ Santema, D^ Ass. part 4, n. 31, 32, is not consistent with his own princi-

ples; for, while he admits that an injury by rats cannot properly come under
the name of casus forfuifus; mrigis est improvisus poveniens ex alfcrius culpa,

*^ Mr. Phillips inclines to the opinion that the insurers may be liable, not-
withstanding vigilance, when the damage happens on the voyage. See sect.

1100 of his treatise, 5th ed.
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When a missing vessel shall be presumed to have perished by

a peril of the sea, depends upon circumstances, and there is no

precise time fixed by the English law (a). In the French law,

a vessel not heard from is presumed to be lost after the expira-

tion of one year in ordinary voyages, and of two years in long

ones (6). The ordinances of foreign states have been very abitrary

on this point. Thus, by the ordinance of Hamburg, a ship was

presumed to be lost, if bound to any place in Europe, and not

heard from in three months, and by the Recopilacion des Loyes de

Indias, in Spain, if a vessel which goes to the Indies is not heard

from within a year and a half (c). In the case of missing ves-

sels, the loss is presumed to have happened immediately after the

date of the last news; so that if an insurance be for three months,

and the vessel not being heard from, a further insurance

is made for a year, and the vessel * is never heard from, [
* 302 ]

in that case the first insurer pays the loss (d).

What degree of peril changes it from an ordinary to an extra-

ordinary character, so as to bring it within the stipulation of in-

demnity, is frequently a perplexing question, to be determined

by the circumstances of the particular case. And to prevent un-

certainty and dispute, it is a settled rule, that the peril, whatever

it may be, upon which the policy attaches, must be the proximate

and not the remote cause of the loss. Causa proxima non remota

spectatur (e). If a ship be driven ashore by the wind, and in

quam fortuiius, he still concludes it to be a peril generally and absolutely as-

sumed, when not controlled by usage.

(fl) Green v. Brown, Sir. Sep. 1199. Brown i>. Neilson, 1 Games' Rep. 525.
Gordon v. Bowne, 2 Johns. Rep. 150. Houstman v. Thornton, 1 HolVs N. P.
Rep. 242.

(h) Code de Commerce, art. 375.

(c) 1 Magens, SO; 90. Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, b. 2, tit. 17,
eh. 1.

{d) Boulay Paty, torn. iv. 246.

(e) Walker v. Maitland, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 171. It is xipon the principle
mentioned in the text, that the insurer on goods is not liable when they are
sold by the captain of a ship, to defray the expense of repairs, rendered nec-
essary by a tempest. Powell t). Gudgeon, 5 MauJe & Selw. 431. Sarguy v.

Hobson, 4 Bingham, 131. Damages to another vessel by collision, in which
the vessel insured, according to the admiralty rule, in a case of mutual er-
ror, was bound to bear half the damage, were held by the K. B. not chai'ge-
able upon the insurer, for the proximate injury is what the insurer has to
sustain, and not what the ship has to pay for damages to another, by an ac-
cident remote and incidental. De Vaux v. Salvador, 4 Adolph. & Ellis, 420.
This decision was examined and questioned by Mr. Justice Story, in the case
of Peters v. Warren Ins. Co. , in the C. C. U, S. for Massachusetts, in October,
1839, 2 Phillips on Insurance, 2d edit. 181—190. In that case the Sliip Para-
gon came in collision in the river Elbe with the galliot Franc Anna, and
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that situation be captured by an enemy, the loss is to be imputed

to the capture, and not to the stranding (a). When a partial

lo6s is followed by a total loss, the former may be considered as

merged in the latter. The courts are not to be seeking about for

odds and ends of previous partial losses, when there is' an over-

whelming cause of loss which swallows up the whole subject

matter (6). So, on the other hand, if the first loss be distinct

and total, and be followed by abandonment, the rights of the

parties are fixed, and the courts are not to cast their eyes for-

ward to see what further perils awaited the property (c).

By the rule and practice in the United States, the wages and

provisions of the crew during the necessary detention of the ves-

sel for repairs requisite in the course of the voyage, by reason of

perils insured against, are considered as included in the

[ * 303 ] perils of the sea, and made chargeable upon *the in

surer (d);" and we have already seen (e) how far wages

sunk her; no fault on either side. The marine court at Hamburg apportioned
one-half of the loss upon the Paragon, which the master was compelled to

pay. and for which the underwriters were held liable, on the ground that
the damages apportioned on the Paragon, were a direct and proximate effect

of the collision. The great point in discussion was not the principle, tliat

causa proxima non remoia npectatur, but its application. Lord Bacon {Maxims
of the Laic, regula 1,) gives this sound leason for the maxim, that, "it were
infinite tor the law to consider the causes of causes, and their impulsicms
one of another; therefore, it contenteth itself with the immediate cause."
The French code:; and jurists, in a case of mere accident hy collision, with-
out the fault of either party, and where the damages are apportioned, de-
clare that the insurer bear the part of the damages which belong to the ves-

sel insured by them. Emerigon, Valin, Pothier, Boulay Paty, and Estrangin,

the commentator on Pothier, all concur in this rule, and it appears to me
that the decision of Mr. Justice Story was well sustained by just reasoning
and sound authority.

(a) Green v. Elmslie, Peake's K P. Rep. 212. In De Hahn v. Cobbett, 2
Binffham, 205, a ship was stranded, and in that condition captured, and the
proxima causa was held, in that case, to be the shipwreck and not the capture,
as the former was a total loss. (6) Livie v. Janson, 12 Easfs Rep. G48.

(c) Schieffelin v. N. Y. Ins. Company, 9 Johns. Rep. 27.

(rf) "Walden v. Le Roy, 2 Cainea' Rep. 263. Barker v. Phenix Ins. Com-
pany, 8 Johns. Rep. 307. Padelford v. Boardman, 4 3fass. Rep. 548. Clarl;

V. U. S. Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 7 Jfass. Rep. 305. In Guzzam v. Cin-
cinnati Ins. Company, G Ohio Rep. 73, it was held, that in a policy on time,
the insurer was not liable for the wages of the crew, while the vessel is

stranded within the time. The wages were con.sidered to be the ordinary
expense. Webb r. Protec. Ins. Company. Ibid. 456, S. P. But in the case
of Potter r. The Ocean Ins. Company, C. C. U. S. Mass. October, 1837. Judge
Story held, that it made no difference in the application of the principle,

that the wages and provisions of the crew, while the vessel went into port
to repair, constituted a general average, when the insurance was on time.

(e) Supra, p. 236.
*' See, further, Saltus v. Commercial Ins. Co., 10 Johns. N. Y. 487; Sage?'.

Middletown Ins. Co., 1 Conn. 239; Bixby v. Franklin Ins. Co., 8 Pick. Mass. 86.
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and provisions constitute an item of general average in the cases

of capture, embargo, or detention. But I cannot undertake to

specify more particularly the various kinds of losses which are

deemed to be covered by the general stipulation to indemnify

against perils of the sea. Many subtle distinctions have been

raised and discussed in the books on this point, and several of

them have been stated or referred to by Mr. Phillips (a).

The enumerated perils of the sea, pirates, rovers, thieves, in-

clude the wrongful and violent acts of individuals, whether in the

open character of felons, or in the character of a mob, or as a

mutinous crew, or as plunderers of shipwrecked goods on shore (b).

The theft that is insured against by name, means that which is

accompanied by violence, (latrocinium,) and not simply theft:

furtum non est casus fortuitus (c).** But the stipulation of in-

(a) Phillips^ Treatise on Insurance, vol. i. 635—647.

(6) Nesbit v. Lushington, 4 Term Sep. 783. Brown v. Smith, 1 Dow's Bep.
349. Bondrett v. Hentigg, 1 HoWs N. P. Bep. 149. Pirates, rovers, tlvievea,

are perils expressly mentioned in the policy; but in the early history of in-

surance, it was quite a vexed question, whether thej' were included among
the general perils of the sea; and Sauterna, and after him Straccha, have no-

ticed the discussions, and compiled learning, on the point. It was conceded,
that piracy was a casus fortuitus of the sea, but not theft. Santcrna, De Ass.

and Spans, part 3, n. 61—65. Straccha, Glossa. 22, passim.

(c) Boulay Paty, torn. iv. 35. Boccus. not. 42. Emerigon, torn. i. ch. 12.

sec. 29. These cases refer to simple thett committed on board the vessel, and
which the law presumes might have been prevented by due vigilance in the
master. It is now held, that the clause in the modern policies against loss

by thiei^es, applies to the acts of thieves who stole from the ship while she
lay at the wharf, but who had no connection with the ship, though the mas-
ter and ship-owners might also be liable as common carriers. It seems to be
intimated, that the clause might even apply to simple theft by persons be-
longing to the ship. The Atlantic Ins. Co. v. Storrow. 5 Paige, 293. This
decision overrules all the old authorities and text books, for they all apply
the term furtum or simple theft, as well as latrocinium or robbery, to assailaiits

from without the ship, and exclude from the policy simple theft, as not be-
ing properly a casualty. All the English text writers follow the same rule,

as Malynes. {Lex Mer. c. 25,) 3IoUoy, [de Jur. JJ^ar. b. 2, c. 7, sec. 7,) Beawes,
{Le.v Mer. 313,) Weskett (on Ins. tit. Theft,) Park, (p. 30, 31.) iMitiar, (p. 145,

146,) and Marshall, (by Condy, vol. i. 243.) Park, in his isth edition, says,

that the English law is silent on the subject. The decision by Chancellor
Walworth may be reasonable, and it is according to the popular acceptation
of the word thieves, but it is against all the text authorities, foreign and do-
mestic. It is also in contravention of the principle that thefts are not caus-
nalties, and it may be a matter of questionable policy whether the owners
and masters of ships ought to be indemnified against thefts of goods under
their own care, and occasioned by their own lack of vigilance. This decision
was followed in Byron v. The American Ins. Co. in the superior court of
New York, in April. 1840, where it was held, that an insurance against

*** See, further, American Ins. Co. v. Bryan, 26 Wend. (N. Y.) 563; Mar-
shall V. Nashville Ins. Co., 1 Humph. (Tenn.) 118; Dole v. Merchant's Ins.

Co., 51 Me. 465; Monongahela Ins. Co. v. Chester, 43 Pa. St. 491.

22 VOL. III. KENT. 337
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demnity against takings at sea, arrests, restraints and detainments:

of all kings, princes, and people, refers only to the acts of govern-

ment for government purposes, whether right or wrong. An ar-

rest in the domestic port, after the voyage commenced, justifies

an abandonment; but if made before the risk commenced^

[ * 804] the contract *i8 discharged (a). An arrest by the admi-

ralty process, at the instance of an individual, on a pri-

vate claim, is not a case within the policy, and it is to be pre-

sumed the court of admiralty would indemnify the owner or in-

sured in the award of costs and charges against the unjust prose-

cutor (b). It is a very ancient rule, that the insurer does not

run the risk of obstructions occasioned by the debts or miscon-

duct of the assured (c). Under the insurance against fire, it ia

held, that if the ship be burnt under justifiable circumstances, to

prevent capture, or from an apprehension of a contagious disease,

the insurer is liable (d). If sails and rigging, put on shore while

the vessel is repairing at a foreign port, be burnt, they are cov-

ered by the policy (e). It has likewise been held, after a very

learned discussion, that the insurer is answerable for a loss by

fire occasioned by the negligence of the master and mariners (/)."

This decision is subsequent to that of Grim\. Phoenix Insurance

Company (g), in which it was held, after a discussion equally

searching and elaborate, that a loss by fire arising from careless-

ness, was not covered by the insurance. The French law coin-

cides with the English decision (h). Every species of capturCy

thieves, and barratry of the master and crew, covered a loss by simple theft

on the vovage, unaccompanied with force.

(a) Bo'uhiy Pafy, torn. iv. 238.

(6) Nesbit v. Lnshington, supra. Ord. of Hamburg, 2 Magens. 318.

(c) Le Guidon, ch. 2, sec. 7.

{d) Pothier, h. t. n. 53. largn, ch. 56. Emerigon, torn. 1. 434. 2 Valin,

75. Gordon v. Rimmington, 1 Cainpb. N. P. Rep. 123. '

(e) Pelly v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Burr. Pep. 341.

(/) Busk V. Royal Exchange A.ssurance Company, 2 Barnw. d- Aid. 73.

See, also, Walker v. Maitland, 5 ibid. 171. and Bishop v. Pentland. 7 Barnw.
& CresH. 219, S. P. See, also, infra, p. 306. It may here be added, that loss^

of goods by spontaneous ignition, is not covered by the policy. Boyd v.

Dubois, 3 Campb. 133.

(g) 13 Johns. Rep. 451.

(h) Boulay Paty, torn. iv. 23. The rule appears to be settled by the weight
of authority in the United States, that in a marine jwlicy in which fire is ex-

pressly insured against, the insurer is answerable for a loss by fire, occa-
sioned b^' the negligence of the master or crew. Patapsco Ins. Co. v. Coulter,

3 Peters' U. S. Rep. 222. Columbia Ins. Co. v. Lawrence, 10 ibid. 517. Waters
V. Merchants' Ins. Company, 11 ibid. 213.

*' St. Louis Ins. Co. v. Glasgow. 8 Mo. 713; General Mutual Ins. Co. v..

Sherwood, 14 How. 352; Columbian Ins. Co. v. Lawrence, 10 Pet. 507.
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whether lawful or unlawful, and whether by friends or enemies,

is also a loss within the policy. Barratry is a peril specially

insured against, and Lord Mansfield thought it very

strange, that the underwriter should undertake *to in- [ * 305 ]

demnify against the misconduct of the master, who is

the agent of the insured, and subject to his control (a). It means

fraudulent conduct on the part of the master, in his character of

master, or of the mariners, to the injury of the owner, and with-

out his consent, and it includes every branch of trust committed

with dishonest views. ^" BaiTatry is used by the French writers

in its larger sense, as comprehending negligence, as well as wil-

ful misconduct (6); therefore, no illustration can be safely drawn

from the French authorities, when the term i8 used as in the Eng-

lish and American law, in a more limited sense, and applicable

only to the wilful misconduct of the master or mariners. To trade

with an enemy without leave of the owner, though it be intended

for his benefit, or for a neutral to resist search, though his mo-

tive be to serve the owner, or for a letter of marque to cruise,

and take a prize, though done for the benefit of the owner, if the

ship be lost by reason of the acts, are all of them acts of barratry.

So, sailing out of port in violation of an embargo, or without pay-

ing the port duties, or to go out of the regular course upon a

smuggling expedition, or to be engaged in smuggling against the

consent of the owner, are all of them acts of barratry, equally

with more palpable and direct acts of violence and fraud, for

they are wilful breaches of duty by the master, in his character of

master, to the injury of the owner (c). It makes no difference

(rt) We are told by Eoccus, De Ass. n. 89, that barratry is expressly ex-

cepted in the policies at Naples. So, by the ordinance of Philip II. for Ant-
werp, and by the usage at Rotterdam and Cadiz, barratry in the captain or
mariners was not insurable. On the other hand, at Hamburg, and Genoa,
and Bilboa, it might be insured against. Emerigon, DesAss. tom. i. 366, 367.

Ord. de Bilboa, ch. 22, n. 19. In the Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by
Asfio. & 3lanuel, b. 2, tit. 17, ch. 1, it is laid down that the insurer is not
liable for damages arising from the fault of the captain or pilot. In some of

our American policies, the risk from barratry is qualified: it is "Barratry of

the master, (unless the assured be owner of the vessel.) and mariners.''

(b) Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. tom. iii. n. 772.

(c) Stamma v. Brown, Str. Rep. 1173. Knight v. Cambridge, as cited by
Lord Mansfield, in Coiop. Rep. 153, and by Lord Ellenborough, In 8 East's

Rep. 135, 136. Vallejo v. Wheeler, Cowp. Rep. 143. Robertson v. Ewer, 1
^ Barratry may be defined as an unlawful, fraudulent, or dishonest act of

the master, mariners or other carriers, or of gross misconduct, or very gross
and culpable negligence, contrary in either case, to their duty to the owner
and that might be prejudicial to him, or to others interested in the voyage
or adventure. See Phillips on Insurance, | 1062.
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[ * 306 ] in the reason of the thing, *whether the injury the owner

suffers be owing to an act of the master, induced by mo-

tives of advantage to himself, or of malice to the owner or a dis-

gard to those laws which it was the master's duty to obey, and

which the owner relied upon him to observe. It is, in either case,

equally barratry. If the ship be barratrously taken out of her

course, that act takes the whole property from the possession of

the insured, and produces a total loss (a). But it is requisite that

the loss resulting from the barratry must actually happen during

the continuance of the voyage; and if the ship be not seized for

a smuggling act until she has been moored twenty hours in

safety at the port of destination, the insurer is discharged (6).*'

We have seen that it is a vexed question, rendered the more

perplexing by well balanced decisions, and in direct opposition

to each other, whether a loss by fire proceeding from negligence,

be covered by a policy insuring against fire. It has been made

a question, also, whether a loss by any other peril in the policy,

operating immediately and proximately upon the property, be

chargeable upon the insurer, when the remote cause of that loss

was the negligence or misconduct of the master and mariners,

not amounting to barratry. Among a number of cases that

bear upon the question, the case of Cleveland v. Union Insurance

Company (c), may be selected as a strong decision in favour of

the insured; and the more recent case of Walker v. Mait-

[*307] land (d), as one equally strong against *him, on that

Term Rep. 127. Havelock v. Hancill, .3 Term Rep. 977. Moss v. Byrom, 6
Term Rep. 379. Phyn v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 7 Term Rep.

505. Earll v. Rowcroft, 8 Ensfn Rep. 126. Hood v. Nesbit, 2 Dallas' Rep.
137. Kendrick v. Delafield, 2 Caines' Rep. 67. Brown v. Union Ins. Com-
pany, 5 Day^H Rep. 1 Cook v. Commercial Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Rep. 40.

Grim V. Phoenix Ins. Company, 13 Johns. Rep. 451. Wilcocks v. Union Ins.

Company, 2 Binn. Rep. 574. Millaudon v. New Orleans Ins. Company, 11
Martin's Louis. Rep. 602. The insurer is answerable for a loss from barratry
of the master, in attempting to smuggle, though the policy contains a war-
ranty by the assured against illicit or prohibited trade. Suckley v. Delafield,

2 Gaines' Rep. 222. Amer. Ins. Co. v. Dunham, 15 Wendell, 1.

{a) Dixon v. Reid, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 597.

(6) Lockyer v. Offley, 1 Term Rep. 252.

(c) 8 Mass. Rep. 308.

[d) 5 Barnw. & Aid. 171.
** A mere mistake without dishonesty or violation of duty, or through ig-

norance but without fraud is no barratry. Bottoraly v. Bovill, 5 Barn. &
C. 210; Phyn v. Royal Exchange Ass. Co., 7 Term. 505; Dederer v. Delaware
Ins. Co., 2 Wash. C. C. 61.
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point. The doctrine in the last decision seems to be gaining

ground as the prevalent and better opinion (a)/^

II. Of the voyage in relation to the policy.

(1.) When the policy attaches and terminates.

The commencement and end of the risk, depend upon the

words of the policy. The insurer may take, and modify what

risk he pleases. The policy may be on a voyage out, or on a

voyage in, or on the whole complex voyage out and in ; or it may
be for part of the route, or for a limited time, or from port to

port, in an intermediate stage of the voyage (6). If insur-

ance on a ship be from such a place, the risk does not commence

until the vessel breaks ground. If at and from, it then includes

all the time the ship is in port aftet the policy is subscribed, if

the ship be at home; and if abroad, it commences, according to

a decision in Pennsylvania, only from the time she has been

safely moored twenty-four hours after her arrival {c).^ But if a

(a) The authority of the case of Cleveland v. Union Ins. Company is much
weakened by the circumstances attending it, as stated by Mr. Justice Story,

in Williams v. The Suflfolk Ins. Company, C. C. U. 8. Mass., August, 1838.

It has received, however, a confirmation by the decision of the supreme court

of Ohio, after a full and learned discussion, in Fulton v. The Lancaster O.

Ins. Company, 7 Ohio Rep. part 2, p. 1, 25. It was there decided, that a
river insurance policy, without any clause against barratry, did not cover a
loss by a peril within the policy, the remote cause of which was the negli-

gence of the master or crew. The court went upon the authority of former
decisions in Ohio and earlier English cases, and upon the principal that it

was just and politic to hold the insurer discharged, when the more remote
cause of the loss was negligence of the master or mariners, notwithstanding
the immediate cause of the loss was a peril insured against. But I appre-
hend that the rule, that causa proxima non remota spedatur, has now become a
controlling and a settled rule, not only in the English but in the general
American insurance law. The supreme court of Massachusetts, afterwards,

in Delano v. The Bedford Ins. Company, 10 3fass. Rep. 354, recognized the
general rule, that the immediate and direct, not the remote or contingent,

cause of the loss was to be regarded in maintaining the right o'j the assui-ed

to recover; and in the Supreme Court of the United States, the doctrine has
been repeatedly declared, in conformity with the English rule as laid down
in the later cases. Patapsco Ins. Company v. Coulter, 3 Peters'' Rep. 222.

Columb. Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 10 ihid. 517. Waters v. M. L. Ins. Com-
pany, 11 ibid. 213. Vide supra, p. 300. n. Independent of all authority the
Ohio rule would appear to be the most just, and the other the most practic-

able, convenient, and certain.

(6) A policy on time insures no specific voyage, but covers any voyage
within the prescribed time, and the loss and damage the ship may sustain,

by the perils insured against, within the limited period. Bradlie v. The
Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 378.

(c) Garrigues v. Coxe,l Binn. Rep. 592. In Pittagrew t'.Pringle, 3 Barnw. <&

Adolph, 514, the general principle was admitted to be, that if a ship g«i7s

*^See note 45 ante, and Phillips on Insurance, sees. 1048, 1049, 1050
^ See, hereon, Patrick v. Ludlow, 3 Johns. Cas. (N. Y.) 10.
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ship be expected to arrive at a foreign port, and be insured at and

from that place, or from her arrival there, other cases

[
* 308] say, the risk attaches from her * first ai-rival (a). The

risk is usually made to continue until the vessel has been

Tier moorings and removes, though only to a short distance, being perfectly

ready to proceed on her voyage, it is a sailing on the voyage though she be
detained by some subsequent occurrence. It is otherwise if she be not in a
condition for the voyage, when she quits her moorings and hoists sail. In
Treadwell v. Union Ins. Company, 6 Cowen''s Rep. 270, the court said, that a
policy at and from North Carolina to New York, did not attach, at least as to

seaworthiness, until the vessel had passed the houndarij line of the state,

though the voyage had commenced when the vessel sailed with the cargo

from Perquimions' river, at or near the town of Hertford, in that state. That
was giving too narrow a construction to the words a< andfrom; for though it

has been justly held, that the warrant}' of seaworthiness has not the same
extended application in as out of port, while the vessel is dismantled, and un-
dergoing necessary repairs, (Smith v. Surridge, 4 E.sp. N. P. Rep. 25, ) yet, to

every reasonable extent, such a policy covers the risk of the vessel while
within port, or within the line of the state.

But a policy on a vessel at and from her port of lading, means one indi-

cated port or place only, and going to another within seven miles, after she
had begun to take in her cargo, is a deviation. Brown v. Tayleur, 4 Adolph.

& Ellis, 241.

(a) Motteaux v. London Assurance Company, 1 Atk. Rep. 548. Omdy's
Marshall, 261. 2 Caine's Cases in Error, 172. In Parmeter v. Cousins, 2
Camph. N. P. Rep., 235, the ship was insured at and from St. Michael to

England, and the ship arriving there in distress, was >>lown out to sea and
destroyed, after lying at anchor above twenty-four hours, and Lord Ellen-

borough ruled, that the insurer was not liable because the vessel had not
once heen at the place in good safety, and the policy on the homeward voyage
had not attached. It is surprising,' that the construction of the policy a< awrf

from should still remain to be settled. The words ought long since to have
been defined and fixed with mathematical precision. Lord Hardwicke says,

the policy attaches from the first arrival. Ch. J. Tilgham says, it attaches

as soon as the ves.sel has heen safely moored twenty-four hours. I^rd Ellen-

borough requires the vessel to be at the place in good safety, whether the loss

takes place within, or not until above twenty-four hours after she has ar-

rived and anchored. Mr. Justice Porter, in Zacharie f. Orleans Ins. Com-
pany, 5 Martin N. S. 637, required the same anchorage for twenty-four
hours in good safety. In Williamson v. Innes, 8 Bingham, 79, note, it was
held, that on a homeward policy on freight at and from A. it attaches when
the ship was in a condition to begin to take in her cargo. There ai'e ex-

cepted cases in which the risk in a policy at and from will not attach until

the time of sailing, as where the ship is not finished or is undergoing
repairs, or where there is a particular usage to that efifect. The general rule

is that in policies at and froin a given place, the risk attaches while the ves-

sel is at the place. Palmer t>. Marshall, 8 Ring. 79, and in Taylor v. Lowell,

3 3lass. Rep. 331. and which was confirmed in Merchants' Ins. Co. v. Clapp, 11

Pick. 56, it was held, that in an insurance on cargo and freight at and from
a foreign port, the policy attaches though the vessel, while in port with the
cargo on board, may need repairs to enable her to undertake the voyage.

There is much nicety and difficulty in settling precisely when the policy at-

taches so as to charge the insurer, or when the voyage insured is, under the

circumstances, to be considered as discontinued or abandoned. The case of

Tasker v. Cunningham, 1 Bligh. 87. which floated through several courts in

Scotland, and was finally disposed of in the British House of Lords, is a
sample of much subtlety in discrimination.
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anchored twenty-four hours in safety, and no longer; and the

rule has been applied, though the loss proceeded from a cause,

or death wound, existing before the ship's arrival (a*. But the

risk continues during quarantine, though after the twenty-four

hours (6).

If the policy be to a country generally, as to Jamaica, the risk

ends at the first port made for the purpose of unloading, after the

vessel has been moored there in safety for twenty four hours (c).

But in France, where insurances are generally to the French

West India Islands, the ship continues unfil the cargo

is discharged at the last place of *destination (d). If [*309]
the policy contains a liberty to touch, stay and trade, or

to touch and stay, or if there be a known usage of trade, the risk

will be prolonged according to that usage, or the terms of the

policy, and intermediate voyages may be covered by the insu-

rance (e).

The risk upon the cargo is subject to much modification by the

agreement of the parties, but it usually commences from the

loading thereof aboard the ship. By the French law, the policy

covers the goods while on the passage in lighters from the wharf

to the ship, in the harbour where she is anchored, though not if

the goods are to ascend or descend a river to the ship (g). The
risk continues while the cargo is actually on board the ship, and

no longer; though if the cargo be temporarily landed from neces-

sity, during the voyage, they are still protected by the policy {h).

If the policy, as is usual, covers the risk upon the goods until

safely landed, then the risk continues during their passage to the

shore, and until all the goods are landed (i). Policies of insur-

(a) Lockyer v. Offley, 1 Term Rep. 252. Meretoiiy v. Dunlope, cited in

ibid. 260. Howell v. The Protection Ins. Company,? OJdo Rep. 284. In Peters

V. Phrenix Ins. Co., 3 Serg. & Rawie, 25, the court overruled this case of Mere-
tony V. Dunlope, and held, that where a vessel received her death wound
during the voyage, or suffered damage above fifty per cent., she might be
abandoned, though she had been moored twenty-four hours in safety in the
port of destination, and that it w-as of no moment at what time the loss was
Ascertained, if it occurred during the voyage.

lb) Waplesv. Earaes, Sfr. Rep. 1243.

(c) Leigh V. Mather, 1 Esp. N. P. Rep. 412.

(d) 2 Emerigon, 72.

{e) Salvador v. Hopkins, 3 Burr. Rep. 1707. Gregory r. Christie, cited in

Condy^s Marshall. 273. Farquharson v. Hunter, Park on Insurance, 67

(g) BouJay Paty, tom. iii. 419 Code de Commerce, art. 328.

(h) Boulay Paly. tom. iii. 427.

(0 Tiernay r. Etherington. cited in 1 Burr. Rep. 348. Gardiner v. Smith,
1 Johns. Cas. 141.
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ance are construed according to Uie usages of trade; and there-

fore if it be the ordinary course of the trade for the owner to

employ a common public lighter to remove the goods from the

ship to the shore, the policy covers them; though if he was to

employ his own lighter, or to take the goods under his own charge,

the insurer would be discharged (a)/*

[ * 310 ] *There are usually distinct policies on the outward

and on the homeward voyage, and if the ship perishes in

the harbour abroad, after having discharged part of her outward,

and received part of her homeward cargo, there may arise ques-

tions as between the different policies on the cargo. It is stated in

the French law, that the policy on the outward cargo does not end

but by the total, or almost total, discharge of the outward cargo;

and I should presume the risk on the homeward cargo attaches a&

fast as it is received on board, and that the case may happen in

which there was aliment sufficient to sustain both policies con-

currently in point of time. If the policy be on the voyage out

and home, on cargo to such a value, or on a trading voyage, the

policy will attach on every successive cargo, taken on board in the

course of the voyage, and the amount of property on board to the

sum mentioned, remains covered, if on board, without regard to the

fact that part of the original cargo was landed at an intermediate

port, and the cargo on board at the time of the loss was the pro-

ceeds of the outward cargo. The policy attaches on goods taken

in exchange, or substituted, in the course of a trading voyage, a&

often as the goods may be changed (b). But if the policy be on

goods outward, and upon their proceeds home, and the same

goods are brought back in the same vessel, without having been

changed or landed at the port of destination, they are not covered

by the policy on the homeward voyage. The policy had reference

to a change of cargo at the port of destination, and

[
* 311] meant a substituted *cargo for the one carried out, and

not the cargo itself. The homewai'd cargo, procured by

(a) Rucker ?). London Assurance Company, cited 2 Bos. d- Pull, 432, in notis.

Hurry i\ Royal Exclange Assurance Company, ibid. 430. Matthie ?'. Potts, .*?

ibid. 23. Strong v. Natal ly, 4 ibid. 16. Coggeshall v. American Ins. Com-
pany, 3 Wendell, 283. See supra, p. 260, as to usage.

(b) Mansfield, Ch. J., in Grant v. Paxton, 1 Taunlon, 474. Columbia Ins.

Company i: Catiett, 12 W}i£at. 383. Cogge.shall v. American Ins. Company,
3 Wendell, 283.

** See, further, Wadsworth r. Pacific Ins. Co., 4 Wend. (N. Y.) 33; Par-
sons V. Ma.ss. Fire and Marine Ins. Co., 6 Mass. 197.
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money or credit advanced on the outward cargo, may, and has

been deemed, by a reasonable construction, as the proceeds of

the outward cargo (a); but it would be too extravagant a de

parture from the terms of a written contract, to make the issues

and profits of a cargo stand in this case for the original cargo (6).

In insurances on freight, the risk usually begins from the time

the goods are sent on board, and not before (c). But if the ship,

sailing under a contract, be lost on her way to the port of lading,

or at the port of lading to which she had arrived in ballast, be-

fore any goods are put on board, or when part of the cargo is ^n

board, and preparations making to receive passengers, the insurer

on freight and passage money is liable; because an inchoate

right to freight, which is an insurable interest, had commenced,-

and there was an inception of the risk, which attaches on the

whole freight for the voyage (d).

If the policy be an open one, the recovery is limited to the

actual amount of freight which would have been earned; and it

is necessary to prove that goods were on board from which freight

was to arise, or that there was some contract, under which the

ship owner would have been entitled to freight, if the peril had

not occurred. In a valued policy, if the insured has done some-

thing towards earning the freight, and there was nothing

to prevent earning it but the occurrence *of the peril, [ *312 ]

his interest in the whole freight has commenced and

been put at risk, and the weight of authority is, that he is enti-

tled to recover the amount of the valuation, though only part of

the cargo be on board (e). In the case of De Longuemere v. Fire

Insurance Company (g), the court did not question the decision

in Forbes v. Aspinall (h), where a valued policy on freight was

opened, and a recovery allowed only as to the portion of the cargo

(a) Haven v. Gray, 12 3Iass. Rep. 71. Whitney u. The American Ins. Com-
pany, 3 Cowen, 210.

(6) Dow V. Hope Ins. Company, 1 Hall's N. Y. Rep. 166.

(c) Tonge v. Watts, Sir. Rep. 1251.

{d) Thompson «. Taylor, 6 Term. Rep. 478. Mackenzie v. Shedden, 2
Campb. N. P. Rep. 431. Horncastle v. Stuart, 7 EasVs Rep. 400. Truscott

V. Christie, 2 Brod. & Bing. 320. Riley v. Hartford Ins. Company, 2 Conn.

Rep. 373. • Hart v. Delaware Ins. Company, Condy' .^ Marshall, 281, note.

[e] Montgomery v. Eggington, 3 Term Rep. 362. Davidson v. Willasey, 1

Maule & Selw. 313. Livingston r. Columbian Ins. Company, 3 .Tohnti. Rep.
49. De Longuemere v. Phoenix Ins. Company, 10 Johns. Rep. 1 27. Same v.

Fire Ins. Company Hid. 201.

{g) 10 Johns. Reo. 201.

(A) 13 EasVs Rep. 323.
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on board when the peril occurred; and they rather concurred

in it, on the ground that the residue of the cargo, which was to

be the aliment for the freight, was not in that case ready to be

shipped, and the vessel was, in fact, a mere seeking ship, and for

aught that appeared, the residue of the cargo might never have

been obtained.**

(2.) Of demotion.

The policy relates only to the voyage described in it, and to

the route proper for the voyage insured; and if the vessel de-

parts voluntarily, and without necessity, from the usual course of

the voyage, the insurer is discharged, for it is a variation of the

risk, and the substitution of a new voyage. The meaning of

the contract of insurance for the voyage is, that the voyage shall

be performed with all safe, convenient, and practicable expedi-

tion, and in the regular and customary track. In the case of an

unjustifiable deviation, the insurer is discharged; not indeed

from loss occurring previous to the deviation, but from all sub-

sequent losses. These are elementary principles in the law of

insurance, and pervade the institutions of every country on the

subject (a).

[*313] *The shortness of the time, or of the distance of a

deviation, makes no difference as to its effect on the

contract; if voluntary and without necessity, it is the substitution

of another risk, and determines the contract ih).^ So strictly has

this doctrine been maintained, that where a vessel having liberty

in sailing down the Frith of Forth to touch atLeith, she touched

at another port in its stead equally in her way, it was held to be

a fatal deviation, though neither risk nor premium would have

been increased, if it had been permitted (c).

The great cause of litigation in the courts, on this subject of

deviation, is as to the facts and circumstances which will be suf-

ficient to justify it, on the ground of usage or necessity, or of

(rt) R0CCU8 de Ass. n. 20, 52. Emerif/on, torn. ii. 28, 59, 60. 9 Mass. Sep.
447. Condy's Marshall, 184, 185. 1 Pkillips on Insurance, 181, 1st edit.

(6) Fox V. Black, and Townson v. Guyon, cited in Beawes, vol. i. 306. 9
Mass. Rep. 449. Martin v. Delaware Ins. Company, 2 Wash. dr. Rep. 254.

(c) Elliott V. Wilson, 7 Bro. P. C. 459.

*^See, hereon, Phillips on Insurance, sect. 333, 5th ed., and cases there
cited.

**See, further, Crosby v. Fitch. 12 Conn. 410; In Firemans' Ins. Co. v.

Powell, 3 B. Monr. Ky.Sll, a vessel is not confined to the most frequented
route in river navigation.
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the true construction of the policy; and these are mostly ques-

tions of law for the determination of the court.

Stopping, or going out of the way to relieve a vessel in distress,

or to save lives, or goods, may perhaps, under certain circum-

stances, noL be considered as a deviation which discharges the

insurer. Mr. Justice Lawrence intimates, in one case (a), that

it might be justifiable; but Judge Peters observed, that such

deviations were justified to the heart on principles of humanity, but

not to the law. If, however, the object of the deviation was to

save life, Judge Washington afterwards observed, that he ^vould

not be the first judge to exclude such a case from the exceptions

to the general rule, though he could not extend the exception to

the case of saving property (6). The chief justice ob-

served, in the. case of Mason *v. Ship Blaireau (c), that [*314]
the Supreme Court of the United States had great doubts

whether stopping to relieve a vessel in distress, was an unjusti-

fiable deviation in regard to the policy.*^

The courts are exceedingly strict in requiring a prompt and

steady adherence to the performance of the precise voyage

insured; and considering the particular state of facts upon which

calculations of the value of risks are made, and the uncertainty

and danger of abuse that relaxations of the doctrine would in-

troduce, the severity of the rule is founded in sound policy (d).^

(rt) 6 EaM's Rep. 54
[h] 1 Peters' Adm. Rep. 40, 64. 2 ibid, 378. Bond v. The Brig Cora, 2

Wash. Cir. Rep. 80. This distinction was sustained by Mr. Justice Story,

in the case of Foster v. G^dner, Am. Jurist, No. 21, and in the case of The
Henry Ewbank, 1 Sumner, 400; and he agreed thatany stoppage on the high
seas, .except for the purpose of saving life, would be a deviation, and dis-

charge the underwriter. The Schooner Boston and Cargo, 1 Sumner, 328,

S. P.

(c) 2 CrancVs Rep. 257, note.

{d) If a steamboat be lost in an attempt to take a vessel in tow, and there

be no clause in the policy allowing it, and no acquiescence of the insurers in

such a usage, they are not liable. Herman v. Western Marine and Fire Ins.

Company, 13 Louis. Rep. 516.
*' Deviation to save life or succor those in distress is held not to be a devia-

tion. See Box of Bullion, Sprague Dec. Dist. Crt. 57; Littler. St. Louis
Perpetual Mar. & F. Ins. Co., 7 Mo. 379; Sturtevant v. The George Nich-
olaus, Newb. Adm. 449; Crocker t\ Jackson, 10 L. Rept. 70. Alitcr, to save
property alone.

^Natchez Ins. Co. v. Stanton, 10 Miss. 340. The deviation in all cases

must be justifiable. Olivers. Maryland Ins. Co., 7 Cranch, 487; Martin v.

Delaware Ins. Co., 2 Wash. 254. Neccessity alone can sanction it; and even
then it must be strictly commensurate with the power compelling it. Mary-
land Ins. Co. V. Le Roy, 7 Cranch, 26. And see Columbian Ins. Co. v. Cat-
lett, 12 Wheat. 383,
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If there be liberty granted by the policy to touch, or to touch

and stay, at an intermediate port on the passage, the better

opinion now is, that the insured may trade there, when consist-

ent with the object, and the furtherance of the adventure, by

breaking bulk, or by discharging and taking in cargo, provided it

produces no unnecessary delay, nor enhances nor varies the

risk (a).^^ And if there be several ports of discharge mentioned

in the policy, and the insured goes to more than one, he must go

to them in the order in which they are named in the policy, or if

they be not specifically named, he must generally go to

[*315 ] them in the geographical order in which they * occur,

though there may be cases in which he need not follow

the geographical order (6).^° This liberty to touch, stay, and

trade, is always construed to be subordinate to the voyage in-

sured, and to the usual course of that voyage, and for purposes

connected with it. It does not extend to ports and places oppo-

site to, or wide of, the usual course, or wholly unconnected with

the voyage insured. This principle is as old as the law of insu-

rance, and has accompanied it in every stage of its progress (c).

(a) Raine v. Bell. 9 East's Rep. 195. Cormack v. Gladstone, 11 ibid. 347.

Laroche v. Oswin, 12 ibid. 131. Urqithart v. Barnard, 1 Taunt. Rep. 4oO.

Kane v. Columbian Ins. Company, 2 Johns. Rep. 264. Hughes v. Union Ins.

Company, 3 Whcatori's Rep. 159. Thorndike t). Boardman, 4 Pickering''s Rep.
471. Chase v. Eagle Insurance Company, 5 ibid. 51. This liberal construc-
tion is also given to the liberty to touch, and make port freely, contained in

the French policies, and if new goods be taken in at such stopping port, the
policy on cargo attaches on them as a substitute lor the others. If the policy
be on cargo to such an amount, and the ship discharges part of her cargo at
the stopping port, but reserves sufficient on board as aliment for the policy,

and pursues the voyage, the policy attaches on the remduum of the cargo.

Emerigon, torn. ii. c. 13, sec. 8. Boulay Faty, Cours de Droit Com. tom. iv.

140—147.
(b) Beatson v. Haworth, 6 Term Rep. 531. Marsden v. Reid, 3 East's Rep.

572. Clason v. Simmonds, cited in 6 Term Rep, 533. Kane v. Col. Ins. Com-
pany, 2 Johns. Rep. 264. Metcalf v. Parry, 4 Campb. N. P. Rep. 123. Hotis-
ton V. New England Ins. Company, 5 Pickering's Rep. 89.

(e) Straccha, Gloss. 14. Casa^-egis Disc. 67, n. 23, and JHsc. 134. Valin,

tom. ii. 78, 79. Emerigon, tom. ii. ch. 13, sec. 6 and 8, passiin. Clason v.

Simmonds, 6 Term Rep. 533, note. Gardiner v. Senhouse, 3 Taunt. Rep. 16.

Langhorn ?'. Allnutt, 4 ibid. 511. Hammond v. Reid, 4 Barnw. <& Aid. 72.

Lolly V. Whitmore, 5 ibid. 45. Bottomley v. Bovill, 5 Barnw. & Cress. 210.
Rankin v. Reave, Park on Insurance, 7th edit. 445. Rucker v. Allnutt, 16
East's Rep. 278.

•^' The construction of a mere liberty to touch must be governed by the
character of the voyage and the other provisions of the policy or the repre-
sentations of the purpose of the assured. See Phillips on Insurance, sect.

1005, and ca.ses there cited.
^ See, also. Hale v. Mercantile Ins. Co., 6 Pick. Mass. 113; Cro.ss v. Shut-

liffe, 2 Bay. So. Ca. 220; Marine Ins. Co. v. Straas, 1 Munf. Va. 408.
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The law requires the voyage, so far as concerns the under-

writer, to be performed with reasonable diligence, and every un-

necessary delay, in or out of port, or in commencing the voyage

insured against, will amount to a deviation (a). Deviation is al-

ways understood to be an after thought, arising subsequent to

the commencement of the voyage, and produced by the percep-

tion of some new interest, or the influence of some strong tempta-

tion. A premeditated intention to deviate, amounts to nothing,

unless it be actually carried into execution; and this rule is

adopted in England and in the courts of the United States (6).

If the ship quits, from necessity, the course described in the

policy, she must pursue such new voyage of necessity, in the di-

rect course, and in the shortest time, or it will amount

to a deviation. This *was the doctrine as declared by [*316]
Lord Mansfield in the case of Lavahie v. Wilson (c),

and that case is reported at large in Emerigon {d), with a liberal

and exalted eulogy (pronounced in the midst of war between the

two countries) on the wisdom and probity of the English adminis-

tration of justice; tanta vis probitatis est, ut earn in hoste etiani

diligamus. All permissions given by the policy out of the ordi-

nary course and incidents of the voyage, are to be construed

strictly. If the vessel have liberty to carry letters of marque, she

may deviate for the purpose of defence, but not for the purpose

of capture (e). In Haven v. Holland (g), a pretty enlarged dis-

cretion, and one carried to the very verge of the law, was con-

fided to the captain as to the best mode of defence, and it was

held, that the letter of marque might chase and capture hostile

vessels in sight, in the course of the voyage, without its being a

deviation; and if he captures the vessel, the master may make the

victoiy effectual, and man out the prize, and the delay for those

purposes is not a deviation. If liberty be given her to chase and

capture, that will not enable her to convoy her prize into port (h),

(a) Jarratt v. Ward, 1 Campb N. P Rep. 263. Smith v. Sunidge, 4 Esp.
N. P. Rep. 25. Oliver v. Maryland Ins. Company. 7 Cranch's Rep. 487. 9
Mass. Rep. 447. Earl v. Shaw. 1 Johns. Cas. 317. Mount v. Larkins, 8 Bing-
ham, 108. Fremen v. Taylor, ibid. 124. Grant v. King, 4 Esp. N. P. Rep.
175. Seamans ». Loring, 1 Mason, 127.

(6) Foster v. Wilmer, Sir. Rep. 1249. Lord Mansfield, in Doug. Rep. 18.

365. 3 Cranch's Rep. 357. 7 Mass. Rep. 352.

(c) Doug. Rep. 284. (d) Traite des Ass. tom. 11. 62.

(e) Parr v. Anderson. 6 East's Rep. 202.

(g) 2 Maso7i's Rep. 230.

(h) Lawrence v. Sidebotham, 6 East's Rep. 45.
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though she may do it if she be not thereby led out of the way (a)

;

and to cruise for six weeks, means six consecutive weeks, and not

at different times (&).*'

The object of the deviation must be considered, in order to de-

termine its effect upon the policy. It must be commensurate only

with the necessity that produces it, and that necessity will justify

a deviation on account of a peril not insured against (c).

[*317] And when the deviation is governed by that *necessity,

as a deviation from stress of weather, or to procure

necessary repairs, or to join convoy, or to avoid capture or deten-

tion, it works no injury to the policy (d).

There has been considerable discussioD in the books relative

to the identity of the voyage described in the policy, and the

voyage actually begun. If the vessel sails on a different voyage,

the policy never atttaches; but if she be lost before she comes to

the dividing point, between the course of the voyage in the

policy, and the course of the new voyage, the change of the

voyage often becomes a contested question as to the intention of

the party. If the ship really sailed on another voyage, the

policy never attached, though the vessel be lost before she came

to the dividing point; but if the termini of the voyage described

in the policy be the same as those upon which the vessel sailed,

it is the same voyage, and a mere intention, afterwards formed,

to deviate, is of no consequence, if the vessel be lost before she

came to the dividing point. The distinction between an altera-

tion of the voyage, and a mere deviation in the course of it, is

very reasonable and solid. The one is adopted previous to the

commencement of the risk, and shows that the party had receded

from his agreement, but the other takes place after the risk has

commenced, and relates only to the execution of the original

plan (e).®" It has, however, been held, in one case, after much

(a) Ward i'. Wood, 13 Mass. Rep. 539.

(6) Syers v. Bridge. Doug. Rep. 509.

(c) Scott V. Thompson, 4 Bos. & Pull. 181 . Robinsons v. Marine Ins. Com-
pany, 2 Johns. Rep. 89.

(d) Condi/'s Marshall, 203, b. to 213. Phillips on Insurance, vol. i. 2d edit,

p. 480—576. The latter work has collected and digested all the English and
American cases on this ve ry diffusive head of deviation, and to which I

must refer for a more particular knowledge of the distinctions and exceptions
with which the books abound.

(e) Wooldridge v. Boydell, Doug. Rep. 16. Kewley v. Ryan, 2 H. Blacks.
*' See, hereon. Phillips on Insurance, 5th ed. pp. 590—592. sec. 1030.
•^ See, hereon, Phillips on Insurance, 5th ed. pp. 559—563, sec. 990; p,

566, sec. 1001.
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discussion (a), and suggested in another, in opposition

to the established *rule, that the identity of the voyage [
* 318 }

does not always consist in the identity of the termini (b)

;

and that though the terminus ad quern be dropped, and another

substituted in the course of the voyage, it may be still the same

voyage; and if the vessel be lost before she comes to the dividing

point between the course to the original, and to the substituted

port of destination, it is an intention to deviate, and nothing

more (c).

III. Of the rights and duties of the insured in cases of loss.

(1.) Of abandonment.

A total loss within the meaning of the policy, may arise either

by the total destruction of the thing insured, or, if it specifically

remains, by such damage to it as renders it of little or no value,

A loss is said to be total if the voyage be entirely lost or defeated,

or not worth pursuing, and the projected adventure frustrated.

It is a constructive total loss if the thing insured, though exist-

ing in fact, is lost for any beneficial purpose to the owner. In

such cases, the insured may abandon all his interest in the sub-

ject insured, and all his hopes of recovery, to the insurer, and

call upon him to pay as for a total loss. The object of the pro-

vision is to enable the insured to be promptly reinstated in his

capital, and be thereby enabled to engage in some new mercan-

tile adventure. Long interruption to a voyage, and uncertain

hopes of recovery, would often be ruinous to the business of the

merchant; and, therefore, if the object of the voyage be lost, or

not worth pursuing, by reason of a peril insured against, or if

the cargo be so damaged as to be of little or no value,

or * where the salvage is very high, and further expense [
* 319 ]

.be necessary, and the insurer will not engage to bear

Bep. 843. Middlewood v. Blakes, 7 Term Rep. 162. Silva v. Low, 1 Johns.

Cos. 184. Henshaw v. Marine Ins. Company, 2 Caines' Rep. 273. Marine
Ins. Company v. Tucker, 5 Cmnch^n Rep. 357. Boulay Pat//, torn. iv. 56, 57.

(o) Lawrence v. Ocean Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Rep. 241. S. C. 14 ibid.

46.

(b) Johnson, J., in 3 Cranch^s Rep. 385.

(e) The foreign jurists distinguish between the voyage insured, and the
voynge of the ship. Independenter se habet assecuratio a viaggio navis. If a ship
sails on a voyage from Saint Malo to Tonlon, and is insured from Saint Malo
to Cadiz, the latter is the voyage insured, but the former is the voyage of
the ship, and the voyage insured is kn^wn by its two extremes, or the
terminus a quo, and the terminus ad quern. Casaregis, Disc. 67, n. 5, 31.

Boulay Paty, torn. Hi. 416, 417.
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it, or if what is saved be of less value than the freight, or

where the damage exceeds one-half the value of the goods in-

sured, or where the property is captured or arrested, or even de-

tained by an indefinite embargo; in these and other cases of a

like nature, the insured may disentangle himself, and abandon

the subject to the underwriter, and call upon him to pay a total

loss. In such cases, the insurer stands in the place of the in-

sured, and takes the subject to himself with all the chances of re-

covery and indemnity. A valid abandonment has a retrospective

effect, and does of itself, and without any deed of cession, and

prior to the actual payment of the loss, transfer the right of

property to the insurer to the extent of the insurance; and if after

an abandonment, duly made and accepted, the ship should be

recovered, and proceed and make a prosperous voyage, the in-

surer, as owner, would reap the profits (a).

These considerations have introduced the right of abandon-

ment into the insurance law of every country, and yet the text

writers have generally condemned the privilege as inconsistent

with just notions concerning the nature of the contract of insur-

ance, which is a contract of indemnity. But it has now become

an ingredient so interwoven with the whole system of insurance,

that it cannot be abolished, though the late English cases, says

Mr. Benecke, show a stronger inclination in the courts to restrict

than to enlarge the right. The laws of Hamburg dis-

[ * 320 ] tinguish themselves from all others, * by restricting

the right of abandonment to the only case of a missing

ship (6).

[a] Guidon, c. 7, sec. 1. Goss v. Withers, 2 Burr. Rep. 683. Hamilton v.

Mendes, ibid. 1198. Mills?;. Fletcher, Doiig. Rep. '231. Manning v. Newn-
ham, Park on Insurance, 221. Cazalet v. St. Barbe, 1 Term Rep. 187. Queen
1). Union Ins, Company, 2 Wash. CHr. Rep. 331. The abandonment carries

with it to the insurer, not only the title to the subject insured, but its pro-

ceeds if recovered, and any compensation awarded by way of indemnity.
The benefit of the spes recuperandi passes, and all that may be collateral or

incidental to the ownership. Bleauwpot v. Da Costa, 1 Eden, 130. Randall
V. Cochran, 1 Ves. sen. 98. Comegys v. Va.sse, 1 Peters^ U. S. Rep. 193. At-
lantic Ins. Company v. Storrow, Edw. Ch. Rep. 621. Rogers, r. Hosack's Ex-
ecutors, 18 Wendell. 319. Matthews, J., in Mellon v. Bucks, 5 Martin's Louis.

Rep. N. S. 371. Mr. Benecke justly obfserves, that the principles in some of

the above cases, before Lord Man.sfield, were too generally expressed to serve

as a basis of the law ofabandonment, and that it was from actual decisions,

and not from such general observations, that the law must be collected.

Benecke on Indemnity, 348-

(ft) Ord. of Hamburg, t\t. 11. The insurance companies of Philadelphia,

in 1807, agieed that their policies should provide against abandonment in

cases of capture or detention, until sixty days alter advice received of the
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As soon as the insured is informed of the loss, he ought (after

being allowed a reasonable time to inspect the cargo, and for

no other purpose,) to determine promptly whether he will or

will not abandon, and he cannot lie by and speculate on events.

If he elects to abandon, he must do it in a reasonable time, and

give notice promptly to the insurer of his determination; other-

wise he will be deemed to have waived his right to abandon, and

will be entitled to recover only for a partial loss, imless the loss

be, in fact, absolutely total (a).^^ If the thing insured exists in

specie, and the insured wishes to go for a total loss, an abandon-

ment is indispensable (b). The same principle which requires

the insured who abandons, to do it in a reasonable time, also re-

quires the insurer who rejects an abandonment, to act promptly (c).

The object of the abandonment is to turn that into a total loss,

which otherwise would not be one; and it is unnecessary, and

would be idle, to abandon in the case of an entire de-

struction of the subject (of).®^ *It is only necessary [*321 ]

act, unless the property be sooner condemned; and in cases of embargo, until

after four calendar months; and against any abandonment on account ot

seizure or detention in port, under French decrees, or on account of the port

of detention being blockaded.

(a) Mitchell r. Edie, 1 Term Rep. 608. The reasonable time for giving
notice of abandonment depends upon circumstances, and five days delay after

intelligence received has been held too late. Hunt v. Koyal Exchange As-
surance Company. 5 3Iaule & Selw. 47.

{b) Mitchell v. Edie, 1 Term Rep. fi08. Martin v. Crokatt, 14 East's Rep.

465. Hunt v. Koyal Exchange Assurance Company, 5 Manle <& Selw. 47.

(c) Hudson V. Harrison, 3 Brod. & Ring. 97. The insurer may take pos-

session of a vessel stranded and abandoned to him, and repair her, provided
he does it diligently or in a reasonable time, and if he has not accepted the
abandonment, and the repairs amount to less than half the value, he may re-

store the vessel. Peele v. Suffolk Ins. Company, 7 Pick. Rep. 2.54.

{d) MuUett V. Shedden, 13 EasVs Rep. 304. Green v. Royal Exchange As-
surance Company, 6 Taunt. Rep. 68. Cambridge v. Anderton, 2 Barnw. &
Cress. 697. Cdsarerjis, Disc. 3, n. 23. Disc. 70, n, 5, 33. Roux v. Salvador,

3 Bingham's N. C. Rep. 266. In this last case, in the Exche(juer Chamber,
Lord Abinger gave a learned historical review of the law of abandonment,
and the decision of the court was, that if the goods insured are damaged by
sea perils during the course of the voyage, and at an intermediate port of

necessity, became perishable, and could not be reshipped, the assured might
recover as for a total loss without abandonment, even though the perishable
articles (hides) did exist in specie, for they could not be reshipped with safety,

and they were deemed totally lost as a shipment for the voyage. An aban-
donment in a policy on freight held to be unnecessary when the ship is hope-
lessly stranded, for then there is nothing to abandon. Idle v. Royal Ex-
^ See, further, Chesapeake Ins. Co. v. Stark, 6 Cranch, 268; Ogden tJ. Co-

lumbian Ins. Co., 10 Johns. (N. Y.) 273; Bell v. Beveridge, 4 Dall. (Pa.),

272; Smith v. Newburyport Mar. Ins. Co., 4 Mass. 668; Savage v. Pleasants,

5 Binn. Pa. 403.
^^ See Robinson v. Commonwealth Ins. Co., 3 Sumner, 220.

23 VOL. III. KENT. 353
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when the loss is constructively total. The right of abandonment

does not depend upon the certainty, but upon the high proba-

bility of a total loss, either of the property, or voyage, or both.

The insured is to act, not upon certainties, but upon probabili-

ties; and if the facts present a case of extreme hazard, and of

probable expense, exceeding half the value of the ship, the in-

sured may abandon, though it should happen that she was after-

wards recovered at a less expense (a). Though the subject may
physically exist, yet there may be a technical total loss to the

ovvner, if the thing be taken from his free use and possession.

Such are the common cases of total losses by embargoes, by cap-

tures, and by restraints, and detainments of princes. The right

to abandon exists when the ship, for all the useful purposes of

the voyage, is gone from the control of the owner; as in the cases

of submersion, or shipwreck, or capture, and it is uncertain, or

the time unreasonably distant, whsn it will be restored in a state

to resume the voyage; or when the risk and expense of restoring

the vessel, are disproportioned to the expected benefit and ob-

jects of the voyage. All these general doctrines concerning aban-

donment have been entirely incorporated into our American law,

and they exist to all essential purposes in the French jurispru-

dence (6).

change Assurance Company, 8 Taunt. Bep. 755. Mount v. Harrison, 4 Bing-
ham, 388.

(a) Fontaine v. Phoenix Ins. Company, 11 Johna. Bep. 293. Robertson v.

Carnthers, 2 Starkie\'i Bep. 571. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12
Peters'' Bep. 378, 398. Though the vessel be disabled on the voyage, and it

becomes reasonable, under the circumstances of the case, that the master
Rhonld procure another vessel to send on the cargo, and though he may not
be able to do it at the port of distress, or at a contiguous port, yet it has been
held not to be a proper case for abandonment of the cargo, inasmuch as the
cargo in the given case was light, and might without grciit expense have
been transported to another port for shipment. Bryant v. Commonwealth
Ins. Company, G Pick. Bep. 131. Each case will be governed on a reasonable
view of its special circumstances. If the master must send the cargo not to

a contiguous port, but to distant places for reshipment, and the transporta-

tion be difficult and hazardous, the ma.ster is not bound to attempt to reiship

the cargo. Treadwell v. Union Ins. Company, G Coiven^s Bep. 270. Vide
supra, p. 213.

(b) Emerif/nn, torn. ii. 194—197. Pofhier, des Ass. n. 131, 138. Gardiner
V. Smith. 1 Johns. Cas. 141. Abbott r. Broome, 1 Caine's Bep. 292. U. Ins.

Company r. Hobinson, 2 Cainelt Bep. 280. Lee r. Bnardraan. 3 3fass. Bep.
238. Marine Ins. Company r. Tucker, 3 CrancWs Rep. 3r)7. Chesapeake Ins.

Company v. Stark, 6 ihid. 268. Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Company, 3 Mason^s
Bep. 27. Submersion is not perse a total loss of a vessel. It will depend
n|)on circumstances whether it be or be not total. Sewall v. United States
Ins. Company. 11 Piek. Bep. 90. When the insurance is on the ship, it is a
total loss, if at the time of abandonment the ship was absolutely lost to the
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*The case of Peele v. Merchants^ Insurance Com [
* 322 ]

party (a), contains a very elaborate review of the whole

law of abandonment, and the conclusion is, that the right of aban-

donment is to be judged of by all the circumstances of each par-

ticular case existing at the time of abandonment, and that there

was no general rule that the injury to the ship by the perils in-

sured against must in all cases exceed one half her value, to jus-

tify an abandonment. The law, asdec lared in the great cases be-

fore Lord Mansfield, of GossY. Withers, Hamilton v. Mendes, and

Mills V. Fletcher, has been acted upon for half a century, and their

doctrine has never been shaken; and the case of M ''Iver v. Hender-

son (b) left the law on the subject of abandonment exactly where

those cases had placed it (c).

The French ordinance of the marine confined abandonment to

the five cases of capture, shipwreck, stranding, arrest of jjrinces,

and an entire loss of the subject insured (d). But the new com-

mercial code has modified and enlarged the privilege of abandon-

ment. It applies to the cases of capture, shipwreck, stranding

with partial wreck, disability of the vessel occasioned by perils of

the sea, arrest of a foreign power, or arrest on the part of the

government of the insured after the commencement of the voyage,

and a loss or damage of the property insured, if amounting to at

least three-fourths of its value (e). The English and American

law of abandonment applies not only to those cases, but to every

case where the perils covered by the policy have occasioned a loss,

either of the subject, or of the voyage. It is under-

stood, that mere ^stranding of the ship is not, of itself, [
* 323]

to be deemed a total loss; yet it may be attended with

circumstances that will justify an abandonment, even though the

owner, as by capture or detention; or she was in such a state, that the ex-

pense of making her available would exceed half her value.

(a) 3 3[nson's Rep. 27. See, also, Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company,
12 Peters' Rep. 378, S. P.

(6) 4 Mmde & Sehc. 57(>.

(c) In the case of the American Ins. Company v. Odgen, 20 Wendell, 287,

it was held, that if the jjround for abandonment, in the case, either of a
technical or actual total loss, was the result of culpable negligence, or want of
due diligence, on the part of the owner or his agent, the insurer was not liable.

And if there has been a want of ordinary prudence in the owner in furnishing
funds or credit to the master, to enable him to make the necessary repairs,

and the master was thereby deprived of the means to obtain funds or credit,

an abandonment cannot be made as for a constructive or technical total loss.

((/) Ord. de la 3Iar. art. 46.

(e) Code de Commerce, art. 369.
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hull of the ship should not be materially damaged; as if she be

stranded where there are no means of adequate relief, and the

expense of the removal would exceed the value of the ship (a).®*

The foreign writers distinguish innavigability from shipwreck,

and there has been some difficulty as to the true definition of

shipwreck (6). But the right to abandon does not turn

[
* 324] upon *any definition, and the cases on the subject have

been governed by their own peculiar circumstances, con-

(a) Bosley v. Chesapeake Ins. Company, 3 Gill & Jolin^. 450.

(6) There are two kinds of shipwreck: (1.) When the vessel sinks, or is

dashed to pieces. (2.) "When she is stranded, which is, Avhen she grounds,

and fills with water. The latter may terminate in shipwreck, or may not,

and it depends on circumstances whether it will or Avill not ju.stify an aban-
donment. The shades of difference between shipwreck of the two kinds, and
wreck absolute and partial, and stranding with and without wreck, are min-
utely stated by the French civilians. See Boulay Paly, U^va. iv. 12—14, 2.30,

231, and Ord. de la Mar. h. t. art. 46. which distinguishes between shipwreck,
wreck, and stranding. In Bishop v. Pentland, 7 Barnw. <& Cress. 219, 1 3fan-

ning & Rtjlaml, 49, stranding was held to be when a ship, by accident, is on
the ground or strand, and is injured thereby. A stranding in the sense of a
policy is, when a ship takes ground, notin the ordinary course of navigation,

but by accident, or the force of wind, or the .sea, and remains stationary for

some time. The vessel must ground from an accident happening out of the
ordinary and usual course of navigation. She must be on the strand under
extraordinary circumstances, or from extraneous causes. "Wells r. Hopwood,
3 Barnw. & Adolpli. 20. Kingsford v. Marshall, 8 Bingham, 458. But the
cases make a stranding to depend so much upon special circumstances, and
they make so many distinctions, that it is difficult to give any precise defi-

nition or rule uniformly applicable to the subject. M'Dougle r. Royal Ex-
change Assurance Company, 4 Campb. 283. 4 Maule & Sclw. 503. Rayner
V. Goodmand, 5 Barnw. & Aid. 225. Burnett r. Kensington, 1 Esp. N. P.

Rep. 417. Carruthers v. Sydebothara, 4 3faule & Selw. 77. Barrow v. Bell,

4 Barnw. & Cress. 736, are cases to show the perplexities and nice refinements
on this point. Innavigability, in the sense of insurance law, is Avhen the
ves.sel, by a peril of the sea, cea.ses to be navigable by irremediable misfor-

tune: in eum Staium, qui proridentia humana reparari non potest. The ship is

relatively innavigable, when it will require almost as much time and ex-
pense to repair her, as to build a new one. This is the doctrine of Targa
and Emerigon, and of the judicial decisions which the latter reports. Targa,

ch. 54, p. 239, and ch. 60, p. 256. Emerigon, tom. i. 591—598. Innaviga-
bility, when duly established, constitutes a total loss, and a right to abandon.
"When it is established by an official survey and report, (proces verhaux,) \t

creates a presumptiojuris of innavigability, by a peril of the sea, against the
insurer, and which he may contradict; but without such a survey, which is

required by the French ordinances, the presumption is juris et rfe Jure against

the insured, that the innavigability proceeded from inherent defects. Emeri-
gon, tom. i. 577.
^ There is no right to abandon where the shipwTeck or stranding is with-

out such injury to the ship as will prevent her being got afloat and repaired

within a reasonable time and at a reasonable expense. See Peele v. Mer-
chants' Ins. Co., 3 Mass. C. C. 27. Also, remarks of Parsons, C. J., in "VN'ood

V. Lincoln & Kennebec Ins. Co., 6 Mass. 476; Sewall t'. United States Ins.

Co., 11 Pick. (Mass.) 90; Patrick v. Commercial Ins. Co., 11 Johns. (N. Y.) 9.
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nected with the property at the time, and with reference to the

general principles and analogies of law (a).

The English rule is, that an abandonment, though rightfully

made, is not absolute, but is liable to be controlled by subsequent

events; and that if the loss has ceased to be total before action,

the abandonment becomes inoperative. The rule was suggested,

but left undecided, in Hamilton v. Mendes, but it was explicitly

declared and settled in subsequent cases (6). The English rule

does not rest, however, without some distrust as to its solidity.

It was much doubted in the House of Lords, by Lord Eldon, in

Smith v. Robertson (c); every question as to the principle was

expressly waived, and it has "since been very much shaken (d).

But in these United States a different rule prevails, and it is well

settled in American jurisprudence, that an abandonment once

rightfully made, is binding and conclusive between the parties,

and the rights flowing from it become vested rights, and are not

to be devested by subsequent events (e). The right to abandon

is to be tested by the actual facts at the time of the

abandonment, * and not upon the state of the informa- [*325 ]

tion received (g). The opinion of Lord Mansfield, in

Hamilton v. Mendes, was very destitute of precision on this point,

(a) Wood V. L. and K. Ins. Company, 6 Mass. Bep. 479. Peele v. Merchants'

Ins. Company, 3 Mason's Bep. 42, 43, 44.

(b) Bainbridge v. Neilson, 10 East's Bep. 329. Patterson v. Ritchie, 4
Maule & Selw. 394.

(c) 2 Dow's Bep. 474.

{d) Holdsworth v. "Wise, 7 Barnw. <& Cress. 794. It was there held, thatif

a ship has been once necessarily abandoned, the owners may recover for a
total loss, thongh she is afterwards recovered and brought into port. This

was coming to the true and sound doctrine on the subject. See, also, Nay-
lor V. Taylor, 9 ibid. 718.

(e) Bradlie v. Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters' U. S. Bep 378. In
Peele v. Suif. Ins. Company, 7 Pick. Bep. 254, it was held, that if a vessel be
stranded and abandoned to the underwriters, and they take and repair her

at a cost of less than fifty per cent, of her value, they may in a reasonable

time return her to the owners, without their consent and exonerate them-
selves. A contrary doctrine was held in Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Company,
2 Mason, supra, and the French law is clearly otherwise in a case proper for

abandonment and duly made. Emerigon, Traite des Ass. tom. ii. 195. Po-

thier, Traite des Ass. n. 138. Pardessus, Cours de Droit Com. tom. iii. 406.

{g) Church r. Bedient, 1 Caines' Cases in Error, 21. Depau v. Ocean Ins.

Company, 5 Cowcn's Bep. 63. Dutilh v. Gatliff, 4 Dallas' Bep. 446. Marshall
V. Delaware Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Bep. 54. 4 Cranch, 202. Rhine-
lander V. Ins. Co. of Pennsylvania, 4 Cranch's Bep. 29. Lee v. Boardman, 3

3fass. Bep. 238. Wood v. L. & K. Ins. Company, 6 ibid. 479. Adams v.

Delaware Ins. Company. 3 Binn. Bep. 287. Peele v. Merchants' Ins. Com-
pany, 3 Mason's Bep. ,21. Maryland and Ph. Ins. Co. v. Bathurst, 5 Gill &
Johns. 159. Bradlie v. Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 378.
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and the American rule is founded on principles of equity, and

public convenience. The opposite doctrine, said a great author-

ity (a), appeared to trench very much upon the true principles

of abandonment, and not to be supported by very exact or cogent

analogies. The court of session in Scotland, even went so far

as to consider the right to abandon to depend merely upon the

information at the time, and that if the right be exercised bona

fide upon the state of facts received, the transaction was closed

and definitive, and was not to be opened or disturbed by any

subsequent event, or any event of which the intelligence subse-

quently arrived (6).

[
* 326 ] * There is a material difference between an insurance

on ship, and on cargo, and some confusion is introduced

by blending the cases; but the essential principles of abandon-

ment, with some variation, apply equally to each. A total loss

of cargo may be effected not merely by its destruction, but, in

very special cases, by a permanent incapacity of the ship to per-

form the voyage, as when it produces a destruction of the con-

templated adventure. A loss of the voyage for the season, or a

case of retardation only, unless the cargo be of a perishable nature,

does not amount to a total loss of the cargo (c). It is only in

particular cases that the loss of the voyage will be a ground of

abandonment of the cargo. The goods are not so necessarily con-

nected with the ship, that if the ship be lost, there must, of course,

be a loss of voyage with respect to the goods. In Gernon v.

(a) Story, J., 3 Mason's Rep. 37.

(6) Smith V. Robertson, 2 Doio's Rep. 474. In the opinion in Peele v.

Merchants' Ins. Company, it was observed l>y the court, in reference to the

definitive nature of an abandonment, Avhen once duly made, that it was "no
slight recommendation of the American doctrine, that it stands approved by
the cautious learning of Valin, the moral perspicacity of Pothier. and the

practical and sagacious judgment of Emcrigon.'^ But an observation of

F«/m, in the place referred to, makes me doubt whether he merited theeulogy,

in respect to that point; for he says, that though there should be infonnaiion

of a lossjuslifying an abandonment, yet, if the ship should be repaired by the

care, and at the expense of the insurer, he thinks the insurer would have a

right to compel the insured to receive back the vessel and cargo, notwith-

standing the abandonment, and put up with the payment of a partial loss.

ValMs Com. torn. ii. 144, or lib. 3, tit. 6, art. 60. That opinion of Valin, I

take to be heresy in American law, and it is pointedly condemned by Emer-
igon, torn. ii. 195.

[c] Anderson v. Wallis, 2 3Iaule & Selw. 240. Everth v. Smith, ibid. 278.

Mere retardation of the voyage by a peril insured against, unless it produces

a total incapacity of the ship to perform the voyage, does not constitute a

technical total loss of the ship. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12

Peters' Sep. 378.
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Royal Exchange Assurance (a), the ship was forced back by

stress of weather, and the cargo found to be so damaged as not

to be in a state to send on, and an abandonment was held good,

there must be an actual total loss, or one in the highest degree

probable, to justify an abandonment of the cargo (6). In Hud-

son V. Harbison (c), it was admitted to be extremely difficult to

deduce any general rule from the circumstances under which the

insured has a right to abandon the cargo. It is a very entangled

branch of the law of insurance. If the ship has been lost, and

the cargo materially damaged, the cases and text writers vary as

to the right of the insured to abandon, or whether he must send

on the goods when half is saved, or a third, or a quarter (d). The

doctrine of the old cases, that the insured may abandon

when the voyage is *lost, is narrowed. Every such [*327]
loss will not justify it. A retardation is not sufficient.

If the profits be reduced one half, it was said the owner was not

bound to prosecute the voyage, but every case seems to rest upon

its own circumstances.

AVhen a case proper for abandonment exists, and it be duly

made (e), the underwriter cannot intercept the exercise of the

right, and destroy its effect, by an offer to pay the amount of

the repairs. In a case proper for abandonment, the insured may
stand upon his rights, uncontrolled by the undei'writer, for the

option to abandon rests with him, and not with the other party.

If by his acts and interference he shows that he intends to act as

owner, and elects to repair, he loses his right to abandon, or it is

a waiver of it if made (g). He may elect to repair the damage

at the expense of the insurer, even if it amounts to the whole value

of the ship (h); and, on the other hand, he is not obliged, against

his consent, to take the remnants and surplusses of a lost voyage,

and claim under the policy the average or expenses incurred by

(a) 6 Taunt. Rep. 383.

{b) Anderson v. Wallis, 2 Mavle & Selw. 240. Hunt v. Royal Exchange
Ass. Company, 5 ibid. 47. Wilson v. Royal Exchange Ass. Company, 2
Campb. N. P. Hep. 624.

(c) 3 Brod. & Bing. 97.

(d) See, supra, p. 212, 213, 321, note, when it is or is not the duty of the
master to send on the cargo by another vessel.

(e) To render an abandonment effectual, it is held that the cause of the
loss of the ship must be stated in the letter of abandonment, for the benefit

of the insurer. Hazard i\ N. E. Marine Ins. Companv, 1 Sumner, 218.

iff) Dickey v. N. Y. Ins. Company, 4 Cowen, 222.
"^

S. C. 3 Wendell, 658.

Columb. Ins. Company v. Ashby, 1 Peters'' U. S. Rep. 139.

(A) Story, J., in Humpheys v. Union Ins. Company, 3 Mason, 436.
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the calamity. This is the more recent, and, I think, the more

solid doctrine on the subject, and it is enforced with great strength

in the case of Peele v. Merchants' Insurance Company (a), which

has so fully investigated and explained all the prominent points

under this interesting title in the law of insurance.

In Pole V. Fitzgerald (6), decided in the Exchequer Chamber,

in the middle of the last century, on error from the K. B., it was

held, after great discussion and consideration, that on an insur-

ance of a ship for a voyage, it was not sufficient that the voyage

be lost, if the ship was safe. It was declared, that the insurance

was of the ship, and not of the voyage, and the decision was

affirmed in the House of Lords, notwithstanding Lord Mansfield

made a very strong argument against it in his character of coun-

sel (c). After Lord Mansfield came into the court of

[*328] K. B., be introduced and established *the doctrine

which he had maintained as counsel, that on the insur-

ance of a ship for a specified voyage, a loss of either the ship, or

the voyage, was the same thing, and justified an abandonment.

This, according to Lord Eldon (d), was an act of the King's

Bench, reversing a judgment of the Exchequer Chamber, and the

House of Lords. The case of Fitzgerald v. Pole, after having

slept unnoticed and disregarded for half a century, was men-

tioned with respect, first in the supreme court of New York (e),

and then in Hadkinson v. Robinson (g), and more recently by

Lord Ellenborough (/i), who intimated, that the loss of the voy-

age had nothing to do with the loss of the ship, and that it was

well to resort to the good sense of the judgment in Pole v. Fitz-

gerald, to purify the mind of those generalities. It is settled,

that a loss of the voyage as to the cargo is not a loss of the voy-

age as to the ship, for a policy on a ship is an insurance of the

ship for the voyage, and not an insurance on the ship and the

voyage (i). And, under this qualification, I apprehend, the doctrine

of the case of Manning v. NeKmham to be the established doctrine,

[a) 3 Mason, 27.

(b) Willes' Ecp. 6il.

(c)5 Bro.P. C. 137—142.

Id) 1 Dow'sBfp. 359. 2 ibid. 477.

(e) 1 Johns. Cos. 309.

(g) 3 Bos. & Pull. 388.

(A) 2 Maule & Selw. 293.

(i) Alexander v. Baltimore Ins. Company, 4 Crunch's Rep. 370. See,

also, 1 Mason's Rep. 343.
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that if the ship be prevented by a peril within the policy from

proceeding on her voyage, and be irreparably injured, and the

voyage be thereby lost, it is a total loss of ship, freight, and

cargo, provided no other ship can be procured to carry on the

cargo (a). It must be admitted, however, that the extreme va-

riety, and apparent conflict of many of the cases on this subject

of_ abandonment, are enough to justify the complaint of Lord

Eldon, that there is as much uncertainty on this, as on any other

branch of the law.

* It is understood to be a fixed cule, that if the ship [
* 329 ]

be 80 injured by perijs as to require repairs to the ex-

tent of more than half her value at the time of the loss, the in-

sured may abandon; for if ship or cargo be damaged so as to

diminish their value above half, they are said to be constructively

lost. The rule came from the French law, and is to be found

in the treatise of ie Guidon (6) where it is applied to the case of

goods; and in respect to both ship and cargo, the rule has been

incorporated into the American jurisprudence (c). There has

been considerable discussion in the text books, as to the right to

abandon, when a part only of the property insured is damaged
above a moiety, or lost, and this will depend upon the manner in

which it is insured. If the insurance be upon different kinds of

goods indiscriminately, or as one entire parcel, it is then an in-

surance upon an integral subject, and an abandonment of part

only cannot be made. But if the articles be separately specified

and valued, it has been considered so far in the nature of a dis-

tinct insurance on each parcel, that the insured was allowed to

recover as for a total loss of the damaged parcel, when damaged
above a moiety in value. Mr. Phillips has suggested a doubt

whether this distinction be well founded. The rule was taken

(ffl) Condy^s Marshall, 585, 586.

[b] Ch. 7, art. 1, 9.

(c) Valin' s Com. torn. ii. 101. Pothier, des Ass. n. 121. Code de Commerce,
art. 369. Gardiner r. Smith, 1 Johns. Cas. 141. Dickey v. N. Y. Ins. Com-
pany, 4 Cowen^s Bep. 222. Marcardia ii. Chesapeake Ins. Company, 9 CrancWs
Rep. 39. Ludlow J'. Columbian Ins. Company, 1 Johns. Rep. 335. Peters
V. Phoenix Ins. Company, 3 Serg. & Eawie, 25 Wood v. L. and K. Ins.

Company, 6 3Iass. Rep. 479. Story, J., 3 Mason''s Rep. 69. The loss must
exceed one-half of the goods insured, or the gross amount paid for them.
Budd V. Union Ins. Company, 4 31' Cordis Rep. 1. In Hall v. Ocean Ins.

Company, 21 Pick. 472, it was held, that in making the estimate to ascer-

tain whether the loss was technically total, or to the amount of fifty per
cent, on the sum insured, including the premium, items which should be
carried to the amount of general average, are not to be included.
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from the French treatises, and unless the different sorts of cargo

be so distinctly separated and considered in the policy as lo

make it analogous to distinct insurances on distinct par-

[ * 330 ] eels, there * cannot be a separate abandonment of a part

of the cargo insured (a).

The meaning of the words in the rule, "one-half of the value,"

has been held to be, the half of the general market value of the

vessel at the time of the disaster, and not her value for any par-

ticular voyage or purpose (6). The expense of the repairs at the

port of necessity, including the expense of getting the ship

afloat, if stranded, is the true test for determining the amount of

the injury, aud such sum is to be taken as will fully reinstate the

vessel, aud, in general, with the same kind of materials of which

she was composed at the time of the disaster. It has also been

considered, that the three objects of insurance, vessel, cargo, and

freight, stand on the same ground as to a total loss by a deteri-

oration to more than one-half of the value (c).

In ascertaining the value of the ship, and the quantum of ex-

pense or injury, difficulties have arisen, and they were fully dis-

cussed, and very clearly explained, in Peele v. Merchants^ Insur-

ance Company (d) The valuation in the policy is conclusive in

case of a total loss, but in some respects, it is inapplicable for the

purpose of ascertaining the quantum of injury in case of a partial

loss of goods. The rule in that case is, to ascertain the amount

of injury by the difference between the gross proceeds

[
* 331 ] of the sound and damaged goods (e). * This is also

the true rule as to the ship, though there is greater diffi-

culty in the application. The value of the ship at the time and

(a) Guerlain v. Columbian Ins. Company, 7 Johns. Rep. 537. Deiderioks
V. Com. Ins. Company, 10 ihid. 234. Condy\'* Mar>ihall, 600. 2 Phillips on
Insurance, 370. Valin, torn. ii. 108. Pothier, h. t. No. 121, 131, 132. Em-
eriffon, torn. ii. 214. Le Guidon, ch. 7, sec. 8, 9. In Seton v. Delaware Ins.

Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 175, it was held, that a partial loss of an entire

cargo, by sea damage, if amounting to more than half, might, under circum-
stances, be converted into a technical total loss: but not if a distinct part of
the cargo be destroyed, and the voyage be not thereby broken up.

(b) As the true basis of the valuation, is the value of the ship at the time
of the disaster, if after the damage is or might be repaired, the ship is not
or would not be worth at the place of repairs double the cost of repairs, it is

a technical total loss. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12 Peters,

378.

(c) Center?;. American Ins. Company, 7 Cowen'' s Rep. 564. 4 Wendell, 45.

S. C. Sewall v. United States Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 90.

(d) 3 Mason's Rep. 70—78.
\e) Johnson v. Sheddon, 2 East's Rep. 581.
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place of the accident, is the true basis of calculation (a). And
with respect to the abitrary and fluctuating rule as to the allow-

ance of one -third new for old, there is no doubt of its application

in cases of partial loss: but such a deduction. is not allowed, and

does not apply to cases of total loss (6).**^ The reason of this al-

lowance to the underwriter, of one-third of the expense of the repa-

rations, is on account of the better condition in which the ship is

put by them, than she was when insured; and, therefore,

neither the reason of the rule, nor the rule itself, applies to the

case of a ship suffering a partial loss on her first voyage, when

she is new, and cannot be made better by repairs (c). The half

value which authorizes an abandonment, is half the sum which

[a) Patapsco Ins. Company v. Sonthgate, 5 Peters^ U. 8. Rep. 604. The
valuation in the policy, at the home port, or in the general market of other

ports, constitutes no ingredient in ascertaining whether the injury by the
disaster is more than one-half of the vessel or not. Bradlie v. The Maryland
Ins. Company, 12 Peters, 378. This decision, pronounced by Mr. Justice

Story, Avas in conformity with the doctrine declared hy him in the case of

Peele r. The Merchants' Ins. Company, 3 3Iaso)i's Rep. 27, but a different

rule has been adopted in Mas.sachusetts and New York, in avowed contra-

diction to thedecision in the federal court. It is held, in the courts in those

.states, that the value of the vessel, as agreed ui^on by the parties and inserted

in the policy, is to be taken as the true value, in determining whether the
repairs could exceed half her value, in reference to the question of abandon-
ment; and that it governs, as well when the assured claims for a technical

total loss, as when he claims for a loss by a total destruction of the ship; and
furthei', that in determining the same question, the deduction of one-third

new for old was to be made from the estimated amount of the repairs. Deb-
lois V. The Ocean Ins. Company, 16 Pick. Rep. 312. American Ins. Company
V. Ogden, 20 Wendell, 287, 297—300.

(6) Peele v. The Merchant's Ins. Company, 3 Mason^ s Rep. 28, 73—77.

(c) In Pirie v. Steele, 8 Carr. <& Payne, 200. It was a matter of dispute

when a vessel may be said to be on her first voyage. Lord Abinger thought
the best method was to make the deduction of one-third new for old depend
upon the age of the ship, to be specified in the policy.
^ A total loss of a subject of an insurance is where, by the perils insured

against, it is destroyed, or so injured as to be of trifling or no value to the
assured for the purposes and uses for which it was intended, or is taken out
of the possession and control of the assured, whereby he is deprived ot it; or

where the voyage or adventurer for which the insurance is made is other-

wise broken by the perils insured against. In a total loss the whole amount
insured by the policy on the subject lost, may be recovered.

A constructive or technical total loss is one in which .some part or rem-
nant of the subject insured is surviving, or some claim accruing from it,

against third persons. See Phillips on Insurance. 5th ed. p. 225, ?? 1485,

1486, and, further, Walker v. Protection Ins. Co., 29 Me. 317: BuUard v.

Roger Williams Ins. Co., 1 Curtis, C. C. 152; Irving u. Manning, 1 H. L,

Cas. 287, 304; Cambridge v. Anderton, 2 B. & C. 691; Smith v. Manuf. Ins.

Co., 7 Met. 448; Am. Ins. Co. v. Francia, 9 Barr, 390; Gracie v. New York
Ins. Co., 8 Johns. 237; Moss v. Smith, 9 C. B. 94; Martin v. Crokatt, 14
East, 465.
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the ship if repaired, would be worth, without any such deduc-

tion (a).

Upon a valid abandonment, the master becomes the agent of

the insurer, and the insured is not bound by his subsequent acts

unless he adopts them. It is the same thing with the consignee

of the cargo. It is the duty of the master, resulting from his

situation, to act with good faith, and care, and diligence,

[ *332 ] for the protection and recovery of the property, for *the

benefit of whom it may eventually concern. The master

of an insured ship injured by the perils of the sea, and not com-

petent to complete the voyage, may sell her in a case of neces-

sity as when the ship is in a place in which she cannot be repaired;

or the expense of repairing her would be extravagant, and exceed

her value; or he had no moneys in his possession, and was not

able to raise any (b). In cases of capture he is bound, if a neu-

tral, to remain and assert his claim until condemnation, or the

recovery be hopeless (c). His wages, and those of the crew, are

a charge on the owner, and utimately, in case of recovery, to be

borne as a general average by all parties in interest; and if the

abandonment be accepted, the underwriter becomes owner for the

voyage, and in that character liable for the seamen's wages, and

entitled to the freight subsequently earned (d). If the master

purchases in the vessel, or ransoms her, the insurer will be enti-

tled to the benefit of the purchase or composition; and, on the

other hand, if the insured affirms the purchase of the master, it

(a) Dupuy v. U. Ins. Company, 3 Johns. Cos. 182. Contra, Smith v. Bell,

2 Caines' Cases in Error, 153. Coolidge v. Gloucester Ins. Company, 15 Mass.

Rep. 341. Peele v. Marine Ins. Company, 3 Mason's Rep. 7b', 77. The ex-

tent of loss, in the case of a ship, says Boulay Paty, is estimated by a com-
parison of the value in the policj', with the value at the place of loss, and
not ynfh the amount of the expense requisite to repair. Cours de Droit Com.
tom. iv. 252.

(b) Somers v. Sugrue, 4 Carr. & Payne, 276.

(c) Marshall V. Union Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Rep. 452. The duty of
the mariners is the same. The Saratoga, 2 Gallis. Rep. 164. Brown v. Lull,

2 Sumner, 443.

(d) Hammond i'. Essex Fire and Marine Ins. Company, 4 Mason''s Rep.

196. It has been made a question whether the underwriter, after an accept-

ed abandonment, is bound, in his new character of owner, to go on and
complete the voyage. In Case v. Davidson. 5 Maule & Selw. 89, Holroyd, J.,

was of opinion that he was under no such obligation to the freighter, whose
rights as owner of the goods were personal, lying in contract with the ship-

owner, and not running with the ship. Tliere is a suggestion of Mr. Justice

Putnam, to the same effect, in Coolidge v. Gloucester Marine Ins. Company.
15 Mass. Rep. 343. The underwriter cannot claim salvage property unless

there has been an abandonment of the property made and accepted. The
Ship Henry Ewbank, 1 Sumner, 400.
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"will be, at tbe option of the insurer, a waiver of the abandon-

ment. The insurer can accept of the repurchase of the master,

as his constructive agent, and affirm the act, or be may leave it

to fall upon the master (a).

*It has been a very controverted question, whether an [
* 333 ]

abandonment of the ship transferred the freight in whole

or in part. It was tinally settled in the jurisprudence of New
York and of Massachusetts, and adopted as the true rule in the cir-

cuit court of the United States for Massachusetts, that on an

accepted abandonment of the ship, the freight earned previous to

the disaster was to be retained by the owner, or his representa-

tive, the insurer on the freight, and apportioned pro rata itineris ;

and that the freight subsequently to be earned went to the insurer

on the ship (b). In the case of Armroyd v. Union Insurance

Company (c), the question was raised, but left undecided, whether

the entire or only a pro rata freight, in such a case, went, on

abandonment, to the insurer of the ship. This litigious question

has now been settled in England; and in Case\. David-

son (d), where *ship and freight were separately insured, [ *334 ]

and each subject abandoned as for a total loss, it was

adjudged that the abandonment of the ship transferred the freight

(a) Saidler & Craig v. Church, cited in 2 Cnines^ Rep. 286. United Ins.

Company v. Robinson, ibid. 280. Jumel r. Marine Ins. Company, 7 Johnft.

Rep. 412. Willard v. Dorr, 3 Mason's Rep. 161. Boulay Faiy, torn. iv. 309,

310.

{b) United Ins. Company v. Lenox, 1 Johns. Cos. 377. 2 ibid. 443. Davy
V. Hallet, 3 Caines' Rep. 20. Marine Ins. Co. r. United Ins. Company, 9 Johns.

Rep. 186. Coolidge v. Gloucester Marine Ins. Company, 15 3Iass. Rep. 341.

Hammond v. Essex Fire and Marine Ins. Companj'^, 4 3Inson^s Rep. 196. So,

in the case of a mortgage of a ship whilst at sea, and possession taken under
it, the accruing freight passes to the mortgagee, as incident to the ship.

Dean v. M'Ghie, 12 B. Moore, 185.

(c) 3 Binncy's Rep. 437.

{d) 5 Itlaule & Seho. 79. S. C. affirmed on error, 2 Brod. & Bing. 379. In
this case the court did not make any distinction between the freight earned
as a pro rata freight, antecedent to the abandonment, and that earned after-

wards, but the entire freight was held to pass with the transfer of the ship.

There would seem, therefore, to be a variance on this point between the
English and the American cases. I was misled in the first edition of this

work by the marginal note of the decision, in which it is stated in the report

of the case by 3fauJe <& Selwin, and repeated in the report of the case on error

by Broderip <& Bingham, that an abandonment of the ship to the insurer on
the ship, carried tlie freight "earned subsequently to the abandonment as in-

cident to the ship;" and in the statement of the case it is also said that the

underwriter on the ship who recovered, claimed "a proportion of the money
received by the defendants for freight." But on a closer inspection of the
case, it appears that the underwriter claimed and recovered the entire freight,

and that no distinction was made between the freight arising prior and sub-
sequent to the loss, or prior and subsequent to the abandonment.
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as incident to the ship, and that an abandonment was equivalent

to a sale of the ship to the abandonee (a). The French juris-

prudence on this subject has been equally embarrassing and

unsettled. The ordinance of 1G81 had no textual regulation rela-

tive to freight, in cases of abandonment. It was left to the deci-

sions of the tribunals, and they denied to the insurer on the ship

any freight for the goods saved. Valin exposed the error (b),

and maintained that freight on abandonment, whether paid in ad-

vance or not, ought to go to the insurer. In 1778, it was settled

at Marseilles, under the sanction of Emerigon, that freight was

an accessory to the ship; and in abandoning the ship, the freight

acquired during the voyage went with it (c). The ordinance of

1779 followed that doctrine, and declared that acquired freight

already earned on the voyage, was insurable, and did not go with

the ship on abandonment, but that the future freight to be earned

on the goods saved, would go to the insurer, if there was no

stipulation to the contrary in the policy, saving the

[ * 385 ] wages of seamen and bottomry *liens. The new code (d)

declared that the freight of goods saved, though paid

in advance, went, upon abandonment, to the insurer on the

ship. The construction given to the code by the Royal Court at

Rennes, in 1822, in the case of Blaize v. Company of General

Assurance at Paris, was, that the future freight did not go to the

insurer on the ship, but only the freight on the goods saved and

already earned at the time of the loss (e).

(2.) Of the adjustment of partial losses.

In an open policy, the general rule is, that the actual or

market value of the subject insured, is to be estimated at the

(a) Mr. Benecke, Principles of Indemnity, 408, after giving an interesting

history of the progress of the question, conchides that the insurer on the

freight in case of an abandonment of that also, will still have a pereonal

claim on the owner for the freight subsequently' earned, and which, but for

the abandonment, would have belonged to him. Though the decision of

Lenox and United Insurance Company, in New York, (1 Johnson\i Casea,

377. 2 ibid. 443,) had been in print for eighteen or twenty years, in seems
to have been entirely unknown to the English courts, and to Mr. Benecke,
in 1824, though he has, in the course of bis work, ransacked the local laws
and ordinances of most of the petty as well as great commercial states and
cities in Europe.

(b) Com. liv. 3, tit. 6. Des Assurances, art. 15.

(c) Emerigon, tom. ii. 217—227.

{d) Code de Commerce, art. 386.

(e) Boulay Paty, tom. iv. 397—417.
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time of tbo commencemeDt of the risk. Tbe object of inquiry-

is, the true value of tbe subject put at risk, and for wbicb an in-

demnity was stipulated {a).^^

There ai'o two kinds of indemnity that may lawfully be ob-

tained under a contract of insurance. The first is, to pay what

the goods would have sold for if they had reached the j:)lace of

destination; and the value there consists of the prime cost and

expenses of the outfit, the freight and expenses at the port of de-

livery, and the profit or loss arising from the state of the market.'

This species of indemnity puts the insured in the same situation

as if no loss had happened. Tbe other kind of indemnity is, to

pay only tbe first cost of the goods, and the expenses incurred;

and this places the insured in the situation he was before he

undertook the adventure (6). It annuls the speculation, and ex-

cludes the consideration of any eventual profit or loss. Tbe first

kind of insurance is, in the opinion of Mr. Benecke (c), more

confbrmable to the nature of mercantile transactions, and affords,

in every case, an exact indemnity; but the second kind

of insurance *of goods is tbe one in practice in Eng- [
* 336 ]

land and other commercial countries (d).

The actual or market value at the port of departure, may fre-

quently be different from the invoice price, or prime cost, and

when that happens, or can be ascertained, it is to be preferred (e).

In Gahn v. Broome (g), the invoice price was adopted as the

(n) A partial loss is frequently termed a particular average in distinction

from a general average, and Mr. Benecke saj'S, that it denotes, in general,

every kind of expense or damage, short of a total loss, and which is to be
borne by the proprietor of the particular concern ; and he says it is expressive,

and ought to be retained. Stevens <& Benecke on Average, by Fhillips, 341.

(6) See, supra, p. 274, n. b.

(c) Treatise on the Principles of Indemnity in 3Iarine Insurance, ch. 1.

Id) The underwriters, in cases of partial loss, have nothing to do with
remote or contingent losses. They have nothing to do with bottomry bonds
given to raise money for repairs, though they must bear their share of the
extra expenses of raising the money, as part of the partial loss. They are
not bound to supply funds in a foreign port for repairs. They are simply
bound to pay the partial loss. Bradlie v. The Maryland Ins. Company, 12
Peters, .378.

(e) Snell v. Delaware Ins. Company, 4 Dallas' Rep. 430. Carson v. Marine
Ins. Company, 2 Wash. Cir. Bep. 468.

ig) 1 Johns. Cas. 120.
** A partial loss implies a damage which the ship may have sustained, in

the course of her voyage, from any of the perils mentioned in the policy:

when applied to the cargo it also means the damage which goods may have
received without any fault of the master, by storm, capture, stranding, or
shipwreck, although the whole orthe greater part thereof may arrive in port.

Park on Insurance, p. 218.
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most stable and certain evidence of the actual value, but in Lc

Roy V. United Insurance Comxjany (a), the invoice price was

understood to be equivalent to the prime cost, and that was com-

monly the market value of the subject at the commencement of

the risk. The court, in that case, did not profess to lay down

any general rule, but they, nevertheless, adopted the prime cost

as being a plain and simple, and, generally speaking, the best

rule by which to test the value of the subject. The English

Court of King's Bench, in Usher v. Noble (6), pursued in effect,

the same rule, by estimating a loss on goods in an open policy,

at the invoice price at the loading port, and taking with that the

premium of insurance, and commission, as the basis of the calcu-

lation (c).

If goods arrive damaged at the place of destination, the way

to ascertain the quantity of damage, either in open or valued

policies, is to compare the market price, or gross amount of the

damaged goods, with the market price or gross amount at which

the same goods would have sold if soun'd (d). But this

[ * 337 ] mode of adjustment affords no perfect indemnity *to the

insured, for he has to pay freight for the goods as if they

were sound, and which freight he cannot recover of the insurer.

Various expedients have been suggested to remedy the inconve-

nience, and the true one is to insure the sum to be paid for the

freight and charges at the port of delivery (e).

We have seen, in a former lecture (g), that an adjustment of

a general average at a foreign port is conclusive; and it is equally

so between the parties to the policy, and between the parties in

interest in the adventure (h). It is the rule in all foreign

countries for the underwriter to be bound by foreign adjustment

of general average, unless there be a stipulation to the contrary

(a) 7 Johns. Rep. 343.

(6) 12 East's Rep. 639.

(c) This is admitted in the French law to afford all the indemnity that
was stipulated by the policy. Boulay Faty, torn. iv. 41, 42. The premium
of insurance is considered as part of the value of the goods.

{d) Lewis r. Rucker, 2 Burr. Rep. 1167. Johnson v. Sheddon, 2 East's
Rep. 581. Usher v. Noble, 12 ibid. 639. Benecke on Indemnity, 426.

\e) Benecke on Indemnity, 17—26.

Ig) Ante, lee. 47, p. 244.

(A) Though the foreign adjustment be conclusive as between the parties to

it, yet the party to whom the contribution has been made, is not restricted.

in his claim under the policy, to the sum apportioned as his share ofthe loss,

when it falls short of a complete indemnity. Thornton v. United States Ins.

Company, Z Fairfield, 154.
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in the policy, as is the case ia those of the insurance cooapaniea

at Paris (a). There is a material difference between the adjust-

ment of a partial loss, and of a general average, since the former

is adjusted according to the value at the time and place of de-

parture of the vessel, and the latter according to the value at the

foreign port (b). And, as in cases of partial loss, it is to be ad-

justed upon a comparison of the gross proceeds of the sound

and damaged goods, the underwriter has nothing to do either

with the state of the market, or with the loss on landing ex-

penses, freight, and duty accruing in consequence of the deterio-

ration; for no premium is paid for those items, and all other

modes of adjusting particular average, except that founded on

the principle of the gross proceeds, are erroneous (c). In set-

tling losses under the memorandum in the policy, which declares

articles free of average under say five per cent., if a partial loss

to an article be found, on survey and sale, to have been five per

cent., the insurer pays the damages and the expenses.

If under five * per "cent., he pays nothing, and the in- [* 338 ]

sured bears the expenses. The expenses are like costs of

suit, and fall upon the losing party. The expenses are not taken to

make up the five per cent (d).

(a) MoUoy, b. 2, ch. 6,' sec. 16. 7 Mass. Rep. 370. 5 Cotcen's Rep. 63.

Benecke on Indemnity, 331.

(6) 1 Emerigon, 6.^9. Ord. de la Mar. tit. Du Jet. art. 6.

(c) Benecke on Indemnity., 426, 427. In the adjustment of loss on a policy

on profits, it is not necessary to show what the profits would have been if

the loss had not happened. It is sutficient to show interest in the cargo and
the loss thereof. The loss of the cargo carries with it the loss of the profits,

either in whole or in part, as the case may be. If the cargo be totally lost

the loss on the policy on profits is total. If partial on cargo it is partial on
profits and to the same e.xtent. The salvage on what is saved of the cargo,

is credited to the insui-er on profits as Avell as to the insnrer on cargo. They
stand on the same footing precisely. Henrickson v. Margetsou, 2 EasVs Rep.

549 note. Barclay v. Cousins, 2 EasVs Rep. 544. Patapsco Ins. Company v.

Coulter, 3 Peters^ U. S. Rep. 222. In some of the New York policies, this

principle is specially recognized by the introduction of the clause in policies

on profits, that the policy is subject to the same average and benefit, of salvage

as cargo.

{d) Benecke on Indemnity, 436. Mr. Benecke, in ch. 9, has gone into par-

ticular calculations on the subject of the adjustment of particular average, on
every kind of expense or damage short of a total loss, and applied his prin-

ciples to almost all the variety of cases that can arise, and to his lucid ex-
planations I must refer the student for a more practical knowledge of the sub-
ject. The five per cent, is to be computed \ipon the valuation in the policy,

after deducting the premium. Several or distinct losses happening to the
ship at different times, are not to be added to make up the five percent.
Brooks V. Oriental Ins. Company, 7 Pick. 259. Distinct successive losses to

the ship cannot be added together to make up the five per cent., though it

may be otherwise as to the cargo. In the one case, many trifling losses may
24 VOL. III. KENT. 369
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If extraordinary expense, and extra freight, be incurred in car-

rying on the cargo in another vessel, when the first one becomes

disabled by a peril of the sea, the French rule is, to charge the

same upon the insurer of the cargo (a). This question is left

undecided in the English law, but in this country we have fol-

lowed the French rule (b). With respect to leakage, the rule, in

cases free from special stipulation, is, that the insurer is not lia-

ble for waste occasioned by ordinary leakage, and 'only for leak-

age beyond the ordinary waste, and produced by some extraordi-

nary accident. The practice is, to ascertain, in each particular

case, what amount of leakage is to be attributed to ordinary causes,

or the fault of the insurer, or bad stowage, and what to the perils

of the sea; and, in pursuing this inquiry, the season of the year,

the nature of the articles, the description of the vessel,

[ *389] *the length of the voyage, and the stowage, are all to

be considered (c).

An adjustment of a loss cannot be set aside or opened except

on the ground of fraud, or mistake of facts not known. It is d^f'

primafacie evidence of the claim, and the party must have a full

disclosure of the circumstances of the case before he will be con-

cluded by it. In the language of Lord Ellenborough, they must

all be blazoned to him as they really existed (d). And in making

the adjustment, in the case of a partial loss, the rule is to apply the

old materials towards the payment of the new, by deducting the

fall within the common wear and tear of the ship borne by the owner; but
in the other, the entire damage cannot be ascertained until the cargo is \\n-

laded. Ibid. See, also, Stevens on Average, 214. Benecke, 473. But in the
caseofDonnelltJ. Columb. Ins. Company, 2 Sumner^s Rep. 366, a different view
was taken of the subject under the memorandum in the policy, and after a
.thorough examination of the Engli.sh and the French law of insurance, it was
held, that if there be successive losses on the ship or cargo, each less than five

per cent., but amounting in the aggiegate to more than five per t;ent., they
were not within the exception, and were to be borne by the insurer. Tlie

exception of all losses not amounting to five per cent., means all losses dur-
ing the voyage, and the exception applies to all losses ejusdem generis, below
five per cent., and not amounting in the aggregate to five per cent. Mr.
Justice Story drew the conclusion that there was no distinction in the insur-

ance law of Europe, between the aggregate averages of the whole voyage,
and an average loss at a particular period.

(a) Emerigon, tom. 1. 429—433. Code de Commerce, No. 391. 393.

(6) Mumford v. Commercial Ins. Company, 5 Johns. Uep. 262. Searle v.

Scflville, 4 Johns. Ch. Bep. 218. Dodge v. Marine Ins. Company. 17 Mass.

Eep. 471.

(c) Phillips on In.ntrance, vol. 1. 246. 247. Miller on Insurance, 132. 2 Valin,

14, 80, 83. Emerigon, vol. i. 391.

(d) Dow V. Smith, 1 Caines' Rep. 32. Shepherd v. Chewter, 1 Campb. N,
P. Eep. 274. Steel v. Lacy, 3 Taunt. Rep. 286.
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value of them from the gross amount of the expenses for the re-

pairs, and to allow the deduction of the one-third new for old

upon the balance (a). In England, if the injury be sustained,

and the repairs made, when the vessel is new, and on her first

voyage, no deduction of new for old is made; because the vsssel

being new, it is not supposed that she is put in better condition

by the repairs (b). But in this country that distinction has not

been adopted, and the deduction of one third new for old is made,

whether the vessel be new or old (c)."

The insurer is liable for all the labour and expense attendant

upon an accident which forces the vessel into port to be re-

paired (d) ; and in consequence of the general permis-

sion in * the policy for the insured to labour for the [
* 340 ]

recovery of the property, the insurer may be rendered

liable for the expenses incurred in the attempt to recover the lost

property, in addition to the payment of a total loss (e).®* It has

(a) Bumes t\ Nat. Ins. Company, 1 Cowen, 265. Savage, Ch. J., in Dickey
V. New York Ins. Company, 4 ibid. 245. Brooks t'. Oriental Ins. Company,
7 Pick. 259. Eager v. Atlas Ins. Company, 14 ibid. 141. See, supra, p. 331.

The rule applies equally to steam-vessels insured on our interior waters.

Wallace v. Ohio Ins. Company, 4 Ohio Rep. 284. In Potter v. The Ocean Iqs.

Company, C. C. U. S. 3Tass., October, 1837, it was held, that in case of re-

pairs to the ship, by the perils insured against, the deduction of one-third

new for old was applicable only to the labour and materials employed in the
repairs, and to the new articles purchased in lieu of those lost or destroyed.

(6) Fenwick v. Robinson, 1 Danson <& Lloyd, 8. 3 Carr & Payne, 323.

{c) Dunham v. Com. Ins. Company, 11 Johns. Rep. 315. Sewall v. U. S.

Ins. Company, 11 Pick. 90. Temporary repairs in the course of the voyage
are held to be particular average, but other repairs abroad, from strict ne-

cessity, to enable the vessel to return, and which become useless afterwards,

are general average. Brooks v. Oriental Ins. Company, 7 ibid. 259.

id) ShifF V. Miss. Ins. Company, 1 Miller^ s Louis. Rep. 304.

(e) 1 Caines' Rep. 284, 450. 7 Johns. Rep. 62, 424, 433. 4 Taunt. Rep. 367.

Emerigon has taken notice of this stipulation in the English policies, by
means of which the insurer may become chargeable beyond the amount of
his subscription; and there is the same stipulation, by which they may be so

charged in the prflicies, at Antwerp, Rouen, Nantes, and Bordeaux ; and there
is the same clause in Vaeformula given by Loccenius. In the form used at

Marseilles there is no such clause, and without such clause, and as a general
rule, the insurer is not chargeable beyond his subsci-iption. But with such
a special clause,Valin and Emerigon both agree, that the expense must be
borne by the insurer, though it go beyond the effects recovered. This, how-

^'^ See, further. Nickels v. Maine Ins. Co., 11 Mass. 253; Fisk v. Com. Ins.

Co., 18 La. 77; and see Reynolds v. Ocean Ins. Co. 22 Pick. (Mass.) 191;
Deblois v. Ocean, &c., 16 Id. 303; Pegant v. Nat. Ins. Co. 15 Wend. 453.

And see hereon the American Jurist, vol. 5, p. 252, vol. 6, 45.
*® See Kidston v. Empire Ins. Go., 36 L. J. C. P. 156; Aitchison v. Lohre,

4 App. Cas. 755; Lee v. Southern Ins. Co., L. R. 5 C. P. 399.

The clause refers to charges not covered by the insurance and not to losses

caused by loss insured against. Alexander v. Sun Mut. Ins. Co., 51 N. Y. 253.
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been a question much contested in the French tribunals, whether

the insurer can, in cases distinct from the above stipulation, be

held chargeable at the same time, and cumulatively, with the

amount of an average, and also with the amount of a subsequent

total loss, in the same voyage. This is said to be contrary to all

principle, and the elements of the contract; and it was decided

in the court of cessation, in 1823, after great litigation, that

the insurer was not holden beyond the amount of his subscrip-

tion, and for which he received a premium, notwithstanding the

prior partial and the subsequent total loss (a).

(3.) Of the return of premium.

The premium paid by the insured is in consideration of the

risk which the insurer assumes; and if the contract

[ * 341 ] of * insurance be void ab initio, or the risk has not been

commenced, the insured is entitled to a return of pre-

mium. If the insurance be made without any inteireK whatso-

ever in the thing insured, and this proceeds through mistake,

misinformation, or any other innocent cause, the premium is to

be returned. So, if the insurance be made with short interest,

or for more than the real interest, there is to be a ratable return

of premium. If the risk has not been run, whether it be owing

to the fault, pleasure, or wiJl of the insured, or to any other

cause, the premium must be returned, for the consideration for

which it was given fails (6).''' If the vessel never sailed on the

voyage insured, or the policy became void by a failure of the

warranty and, without fraud, the policy never attached; but if

the risk has once commenced, though the voyage be immediately

ever, is denied by Boulay Paty, who insists that the snm subscribed limits

all claim upon the insurer. 1 Emerignn, 484. 2 ihi<1. 202—218. Vafin'.t Com.
torn. ii. no. Bonlnji Patji. torn. iv. ;}12, :513. In some ot our American po-

licies, the stipulation is tl)at the assured may labour and travel, lor, in, and
about the .sale guaixl and recovery of the property, io ihc e/tarycs whereof the

insurer.^ tcill contribute., accoriiiny to the rate and qunntit;/ of the sum insured.

{<t) Kermet r. La Compa<i;nie Royal d' Assurance, reported in the Journnl

de Cassation, 182.'i, and quoted at large in Boulay Paly, torn. iv. 519—532,

and see. also, ibid. 272—270.

(6) Tyric v. Fletcher, Cowp. Rep. Gf56. T.rf)i-aine v. Thoralin.son, Doug. Rep.

585. H Term. Rep. 156, org. Holmes r. Union Ins. Company, 2 Johns. Cos.

329. Taylor r. Sumner. 4 Mass. Rep. 5(5.

«^ Waddington v. U. S. Ins. Co., 17 John.s. 23; Foster v. U. S. Ins. Co., 11

Pick. 85; New York Fire M. Ins. Co. v. Boberts, 4 Duer. 141. If the pre-

mium is partially earned, there must be a return of the other portion. Lov-
ering v. Mercantile Mar. Ins. Co., 12 Pick. 348; Homer v. Dorr, 10 Mass.
26.
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thereafter abandoned, there is to be no return or apportionment

of premium. And if the premium is to be returned, it is the

usage in every country, where it is not otherwise expressly stip-

ulated in the policy, for the insurer to retain one-half per cent,

by way of indemnity for his ti'ouble and concern in the transac-

tion (a).'°

The insurer retains the premium in all cases of actual fraud

on the part of the insured, or his agent (b). So, if the trade be in

any respect illegal, the premium cannot be reclaimed (c).'^ If the

voyage be divisible, there may be an apportionment of the premium;

and if the risk as to the one part of the voyage has not

commenced, the premium may * be proportionably retain- [ * 342 ]

ed. But the premium cannot be divided and apportioned,

unless the risks were divisible and distinct in the policy. If the

voyage ard the premium bo entire, there can be no apportion-

ment. It is requisite that the voyage, by the usage of trade, or

the agreement of the parties, be divisible into distinct risks; and,

in that case, if no risk has been run as to one part, there may be

an apportionment of premium (d).

The French code provides for the apportionment of premium,

in the case of an insurance on goods, when part of the voyage

has not been performed (e). M. Le Bai'on Locr6, in his com
mentary upon this article, vindicates it by very ingenious rea-

soning, which M. Boulay Paty (g) thinks, however, does not re-

move the difficulty; and he contends, that such a provision is

contrary to a principle of the contract, that when the risk has

once commenced, the right to the entire premium is acquired."

(n) Emerigon, torn. ii. 154. 2 PMlUps on Insurance, 526. Code de Com-
merce, art. 349. Hendricks v. Com. Ins. Company, 8 Johns. Rep. 1.

(6) Tyler v. Hern, Park on Insurance, 285. Chapman v. Fraser, Marshall
on Insurance, 652.

(c) March v. Abel, 3 Bos. dt Pull. 35. Van Dyck v. Hewitt, 1 EasVs Rep.
96.

{d) Stevenson v. Snow, 3 Burr. Rep. 1237. Long v. Allen, Marshall on In-

surance, 660. Donath v. Ins. Company of North America, 4 Dallas^ Rep. 463.

Ogden V. Firemen's Ins. Company, 12 Johns. Rep. 114. 2 Phillips on Insur-

ance, 538.

(e) Code de Commerce, art. 356.

(g) Coursde Droit Commercial Maritime, torn. Iv. 98. 99.
'" There is no return if there is a period "no matter how brief" in which

the insurers might be called upon for the whole amount. Mutual Marine
Ins. Co. u Swift, 7 Gray, 256; Tavlor v. Lowell, 3 Mass. 331.

'• Oom V. Bruce, 12 Etist, 225; Juhel v. Church, 2 Johns. Cas. 333.
" See, farther, Phillips on Insurance, vol. 2, sections 1819—1843.
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IV. Of the writers on insurance law.

I have now finished a survey of the leading doctrines of marine

insurance, which is by far the most extensive and complex title

in the commercial code. There is no branch of the law that has

been more thoroughly investigated, and more successfully culti-

vated in modern times, not only in England, but upon the Euro-

pean continent. Maritime law in general, partakes more of the

character of international law than any other branch of juris-

prudence; and I trust I need not apologize for the free use which

has been made, for the purpose of illuntration, not of

[ *343 ] English authorities only, * but of the writings of other

foreign lawyers, and the decisions of foreign tribunals,

relative to the various heads of the law merchant. I am justi-

fied, not only by the example of the most eminent of the Eng-

lish lawyers and judges, but by the consid^Mtion, that the law-

merchant is part of the European law of nations, and grounded

upon principles of universal equity. It pervades every where

the institutions of that vast combination of Christian nations,

which constitutes one community for commercial purposes and

social intercourse; and the interchange of principles, and spirit,

and literature, which that intercourse produces, is now working

wonderful improvements in the moral and political condition of

the human race.

The general principles of insurance law rest on solid founda-

tions of justice, and are recommended by their public utility; and

yet it is a remarkable fact, that none of the nations of antiquity,

though some of them were very commercial, and one of them a

great maritime power, appear to have used, or even to have been

acquainted, with this invaluable contract (a). It was equally a

stranger to the early maritime codes compiled on the revival of

arts, learning, and commerce, at the conclusion of the middle

ages. The Consolato del Mare, the laws of Oleron, and the laws

of the Hanseatic association, were all silent upon the subject of

the contract of insurance. The first allusion to it is said to have

been made in the latter part of the fourteenth century, and where

we should not, at that early age, have first expected to find it: in

the laws of Wisbuy, compiled in the Teutonic language, on the

(a) Bynkershoeck and Emerigon both agree, that the contract of insurance

was not to be found in the Roman law, though some traces of it have been
supposed to be perceived in the Roman history. Bynk. Qusest. J, Pub. lib. 1,

c. 21. Emerigon des Asa. pref.
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bleak shores of an island in the middle of the Baltic sea (a).

It is so necessary a contract, that Valin concludes,

*maritime commerce cannot well be sustained without [*344]
it, for no prudent ship-owner would be willing to risk

his own fortune, and that of others, on an unprotected adventure

at sea. The business of uncovered navigation or trade, would

be spiritless or presumptuous. The contract of insurance pro-

tects, enlarges, and stimulates maritime commerce; and under its

patronage, ' and with the stable security which it affords, com-

merce is conducted with immense means, and unparalleled enter-

prise over every sea, and to the shores of every country, civilized

and barbarous. Insurers are societies of capitalists, who are

called by their business to study, with profound sagacity, and

with exactness of calculation, the geography and navigation of

the globe, the laws of the elements, the ordinances of trade, the

principles of international law, and the customs, pro-

ducts, character, and institutions of every *country, [*345]
where tide waters roll, or to which winds can waft the

flag of their nation (6).

(a) The allusion to marine insurance, in art. 66 of the Laws of Wiiihui/, is ,

so obscure or equivocal, that the most celebrated jurists have differed in

opinion, as to the origin of the contract. Cleirac, in his commentary on that

article of the Laws of Wisbuy, applies it directly to insurances; and he had
studied that compilation thoroughly, for he translated it into French, from
the old German, or Tudesqiie language, in which the code had been preserved

to his day. In the collection ot Sea. Laws, published at London under Queen
Anne, the article, as translated, applies to marine insurance. Emerigon,
also, in the preface to his treatise, gives that construction to the article, and
he and Cleirac are great authorities on the point. On the other hand, Emeri-
gon admits that Stypmannus, Gibalinus, Ansaldus, and Casaregis, would not
allow that the use of insurances was introduced into commerce until towards
the fifteenth century; and Valin intimates, that the contract of insurance
came from the Italians, and passed from them to the Spaniards, Dutch, and
other commercial nations. Malynes, as early as 1622, traced the practice of
insurance from Claudius Csesar to the inhabitants of Oleron, and then to

Antwerp and London. Cleirac's les Us et Coutumrs de la Mer, 155. 3falyries^

Lex 3[crcatoria, part 1, 105. Emerigon, Traite des Ass. pref. Vault's Com.
tom. ii. 27. Bynkershoeck said, he had no evidence that the contract of in-

surance was in use in Holland in the fifteenth century, though he found it to

have been in established use by the middle of the following century.

Quasst J. Priv lib. 4, ch. 1. Don Antonio de Capmany in his History of the

Commerce of Barcelona, as referred to in JW Cnlloch'' s Dictionary of Commerce,
art. Insurance, gives an ordinance relative to insurance, issued by the magis-
trates of that city in 1435. If this be the fact, Barcelona must be regarded
as the birth place of the law of marine insurance.

(6) The French lawyers have described the contract of insurance in strong
and eloquent language. Cestune espece de jeu, said Emerigon, truly and

. gravely; qui exige beaucoup de prudence de la part de ceux qui .s'»/ adonnent. II

faut faire Vanalyse des hazards, et possedo' la science du calcul des probabilities;
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Many of the states and great commercial cities of Europe, in

the early periods of modern history, made and published ordi-

nances relating to insui'ance, and most of them have been col-

lected in Mageti'S Essay on Insurance, published in 1755. The
most important of these compilations, were the ordinances of

Barcelona, Bilboa, Florence, Genoa, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Amster-

dam, Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Konigsburg, as well as royal

ordinances of the kings of France, Spain, and Portugal They

are authentic memorials of the prosperity of commerce, and evi-

dence of the early usages in respect to a contract governed by

general principles of policy and justice. We may also refer to

the decisions of the Rota of Genoa, (of which so much use is

made by Roccus,) to show how early and extensively insurance

questions became a sd^^e of litigation and topic of dil^

[*346] cussion in the courts of * justice (a). But without

dwelling upon these historical views, my object at the

close of this lecture is, merely to direct the attention of the stu-

dent to the character and value of the most distinguished works,

which have elevated and adorned this branch of the law.

The earliest work extant on insurance, is the celebrated French

treatise entitled Le Guidon. It was digested and prepared some

centuries ago, by a person whose name is unknown, for the use

of the merchants of Rouen. It was published by Cleirac in 1671,

in his collection entitled Les Us et Coutumes de la Mer; but it was

a production of a much earlier date, and it contains decisive evi-

dence that the law of insurance had become, in the sixteenth

century, a regular science. Emerigon viewed it as containing

prevoir les ecueils de la mer, et ceux de la mauvaise foi; ne pas perdre de vue lea

cos insoUtes et extraordhiaires; combiner le tout, le comparer avec le ianx des

primes, etjuger quel sera le resullat de Vense^nhle. But the French counsellors

of state, Messrs. Corvetto, Bogouen, and Maret, in their report to the legis-

lative body, on the 8th Stptember, 1807, declared, that Ce beau control est le

noble produit du f/eiiie de Ihomme, et le premier garant du commerce maritime.

Jl a consulte les saisons; il a porte ses regards siir In mer; il a interroge ce terrible

element; il en ajuge V inconstance; il en a presenti lesorages; il a epie la politique;

il a reconnu les partes ct les c6tes des deux mondes; it a tout soumis h des caleula

savans, d, des theories approximatives, et il a dit ait commcrqant habile; au navi-

gafeur intrepide: certes il y a des desastrcs sur lesquels fhumnnite ne peut que
gemir; mais quant a voire foiinne allez, francessez les mets, deploycz votre activitS

et votre indusfrie: ,Te me charge de vos risques.

(rt) Those decisions, under the title of Decisiones Eotse genuss de Mercatura,

. are contained in the voluminous compilation, which includes the works of

Santerna and of Straccha, and was published at Amsterdam in 1669. They
amount to two hundred and fifteen decisions, and many of them relate to

insurance questions, and they settled principles which govern at this day.
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the true principles of nautical jurisprudence, and valuable for its

wisdom and for the great number of principles and decisions

which it contained; and when Cleirac gave to the world his re-

vised and corrected edition of the Le Guidon, he regretted that

he was not able to rescue from oblivion the name of an author

who had conferred signal honour on his country, by the merit

and solidity of his production; though it wanted the taste and

elegance of later ages (a).

The treatise of Roccus on insurance, has been universally re-

garded as a text book of great authority. He was an eminent

civilian and judge of Naples, and published his work in 1655;

and Mr. Ingersoll, the American translator, perceives an analogy

between the treatises of Roccus and Littleton's tenures. That

analogy does truly exist in the sound logic, admirable

precision, and vast power of compression, *which are [ *347]

displayed throughout his works. He made free use of

the treatises of Santerna and Straccha on insurance law, and

gave authority to those very creditable productions of the latter

part of the sixteenth century (b). Bynkershoeck has devoted the

fourth book of his Qucestiones Juris Privati to the contract of in-

surance. It constitutes a large treatise, which discusses, with his

usual freedom of thought and expression, almost every important

branch of the law of that contract. His work, which occasionally

refers to the Roman law, is almost entirely grounded on Dutch

edicts, and judicial decisions in the courts of Holland. It is es-

sentially a collection of reports of cases adjudged in the Dutch

courts, and I do not perceive that he ever refers to the decisions

of the Rota of Genoa, or to the writings of Santerna, Straccha,

or Roccus, which were before his eyes. Such reserve, or proud

(a) Cleirnc^H pref. to Le Guidon.

(6) The treatise of Saniermi, a Portuguese lawyer, De Assecuraiionihus et

Sponsionibus Mercalorum. and tlie larger and later work of S'/rrrccZ/fl, of An-
cona, De AsseciiraHonibus, equally abound in references throughout the body
ot their works, to the civil law, and the early civilians. The latter is essen-
tially the groundwork ol the treatises of Roccus, and yet both Stiaccha and
Santerna are rudely termed, by Hynkers'ioeck, semi-barbarous writers,

though they were fomiliar not only Avith the Roman law, but with the Ro-
man classics. Emerigon and Valin make free use of the works of these
authors, as they do also of the commercial discourses of Casaregis, who is,

without contradiction, as Valhi says, (Com. sur. Ord. pref.) the best of all the
writers whom he had enumerated, and he had already mentioned Cleirac,

Straccha, Stypmannus, Loccenius, Kuricke, Peckius, Vinnius, and Weysten.
Casaregis has also received the highest and warnu^st eulogy from the learned
and eloquent author of the article No. 15, in the North American Eeview, vol.

vii. 323.
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disdain of foreign illustration and aid, detracts greatly from the

scientific character and liberal temper of the work. But we pro-

ceed to the mention of authors, by whose learned labours the

utility of all preceding treatises on insurance was superseded, and

their fame and luster eclipsed.

[
* 348 ] *Valin's copious commentary upon that part of the

ordinance of Louis XIV., which relates to insurance, is

deserving of great attention, and it has uniformly and every

where received the tribute of the highest respect, for the good

sense, sound learning, and weight of character, which are at-

tached to his luminous reflections. Pothier's essay on insurance

is a concise, perspicuous, accurate, and admirable elementary

digest of the principles of insurance, and it contains the funda-

mental doctrines and universal law of the contract. But the

treatise of Emerigon very far surpasses all preceding works, in

the extent, value, and practical application of his principles. It

is the niost didactic, learned, and finished production extant on

the subject.' He professedly carried his researches into the an-

tiquities of the maritime law, and illustrated the ordinances by

what he terms the jurisprudence^lhe tribunals; and he discussed

all incidental questions, so as to nring within the compass of his

work a great portion of international and commercial law, con-

nected with the doctrines of insurance. In the language of Lord

Tenterden, no subject in Emerigon is discussed without being

exhausted, and the eulogy is as just as it is splendid. Emerigon

was a practical man, who united exact knowledge of the details

of business with manly sense and consummate erudition. He was

a practising lawyer at Marseilles, for perhaps forty years, and the

purity of his private life corresponded with the excellence of his

public character. Valin acknowledges that he owed some of the

best parts of his work to the genius and industry of that eminent

civilian, who gratuitously pressed upon him, with a cordiality and

disinterestedness almost without example, a 'rich collection of

materials, consisting of decisions and authorities, suitable to illus-

trate and adorn the jurisprudence of the commentary. It would

be difficult to peruse the testimony which Valin has so frankly

borne to the moral as well as literary and professional accomplish-

ments of Emerigon, without being sensibly touched with the gen-

erosity of the friendship of those illustrious men.

[*349] * Since the renovation of the marine ordinance of
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Louis XIV., in the shape of the commercial code of France

of 1807, there has arisen a host of commentators, such as the

Baron Locr6, Pardessus, Laporte, Delvincourt, Toullier, and

Boulay Paty, of various and unequal merit. Toullier, though

already quite voluminous, has not as yet touched on the com-

mercial code. On the law of insurance, I would select and rec-

ommend Boulay Paty, as the latest and best writer. He has ex-

plained and illustrated every part of the code, but devoted nearly

half of his voluminous work to the single head of insurance, and

he has treated the subject very much in the style of Emerigon.

He has trodden in his foot-steps, adopted his copious learning,

applied his principles with just discrimination, and given us a

complete treatise on every branch of insurance, according to the

order, and under the correction of the new code.

The first notice of the contract of insurance that appears in the

English reports, is a case cited in Coke's Reports (a), and de-

cided in the 31st of Elizabeth; and the commercial spirit of that

age gave birth to the statute of 43d Elizabeth, passed to give

facility to the contract. But the law of insurance received very

little study and cultivation for ages afterwards; and Mr. Park

informs us that there were not forty cases upon matters of in-

surance prior to the year 1756, and even those cases were gener-

ally loose nisi prius notes, containing very little information or

claim to authority. From that time forward, the decisions of the

English courts on insurance assumed new spirit and vigor, and

they deserve to be studied with the, utmost application. When
Sir William Blackstone published the second volume of his Com-
mentaries, Lord Mansfield had presided in the Court of King's

Bench for nearly ten years, and in that short space of time the

learning relating to marine insurance had been so rapidly and so

extensively cultivated, that he concluded that if the

principles *8ettled were well and judicirmsly collected, [
* 350 ]

they would form a- very complete title in the code of

commercial jurisprudence. Mr. Park (now a judge of the Court

of King's Bench) took the suggestion, and published his System

of the Latv of Marine Insurances in 1786, and he had the advan

tage of the labours of the whole period of Lord Mansfield's ju-

dicial life; and the decisions are collected and digested with great

(a) 6 Coke's Sep. 47, b.
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copiousness, erudition, and accuracy. He extracted all that was val-

uable from the compilations of Malynes, Moiloy, Magens, Beawes,

and Weskett; and he had the good sense and liberality to enrich

his work with the materials of those vast and venerable reposi-

tories of commercial learning, the Le Guidon, the foreign ordi-

nances, and the writings of Roccus, BynkershoeckjValin, Pothier,

and Emerigon.

About the time that Park published his treatise, the Elements

of the Law relating to Insurances, by Mr. Miller, a Scotch advo-

cate, appeared at Edinburgh. He evidently compiled his work

without any knowledge of the contemporary publication of Mr.

Park; and though the English cases are not so extensively cited

and examined by him, he supplied the deficiency by a digest of

cases in Scotland; and he appears to have been equally familiar

with the continental civilians, and to have discussed the principles

of insurance with uncommon judgment and freedom of inquiry.

Since the publication of Miller's treatise, no work appeared in

Scotland on the subject of instirance, until Mr. Bell took a con-

cise view of that, as well as of other maritime contracts, j^jj^is

very valuable Commentaries ; and he states, that since the period

of 1787, the mercantile law of Scotland has been making rapid

etrides towards maturity.

The treatise of Park had passed through five editions, when

Mr. Marshall published, in 1802, his Treatise on the Laiv of In-

surance. It contains a free and liberal discussion of principles,

and it is more didactic and elementary in its instruction

[*351] than the work of his predecessor, but it abounds *vith

citations of the same cases at Westminster, and a refer-

ence to the same learned authors in France and Italy. Mr. Park

is entitled to the superior and lasting merit of being the artist

who first reduced the English law of insurance to the beauty and

order of a regular science, and shed upon it the rays of foreign

genius and learning. The American edition of Marshall, by Mr.

Condy, is greatly to be preferred to any other edition; and even

that improved work is now in a considerable degree superseded

by Mr. Phillips' Treatise on the Law of Insurance, the first vol-

ume of which was published at Boston in 1823, and the second

in 1834, and a new and improved edition of the entire work in

two volumes in 1840. This author has very diligently collected

and ingrafted into his work, not only the English cases, but the
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substance of all the American cases and decisions on insurance,

which had been accamulating for a great number of years. In

that view it is an original work of much labour, discrimination,

and judgment, and of indispensable utility to the profession in

this country (a).

The treatise of Mr. Benecke, on the Principles of Indemnity in

Marine Insurance^ may be considered as an original work of

superior merit, written by a business man, on the most- useful

and practical part of the law of insurance. It contains great re-

search, clear analysis, strong reasoning, and an accurate applica-

tion of principles, and was intended for the use of the merchant

and ship-owner, as well as of the practicing lawyer. The work was

the result of much study, research, and experience; and the pub-

lic expectation of its value, from the well known char-

acter and ability of *the author, had been highly raised, [ * 352 ]

a long time before the publication (6).

{a) In 1828 a new Treatise on tlw Law relating to Insurance, by David Hughes,
Esq., of the inner temple, was published at London. It goes over the same
ground already fully and sufficiently occupied by his two eminent prede-

cessors, Park and Marshall; and with very scanty reference to any foreign

authorities, it cites all the modern English cases. It is a plain, methodical,

and correct treatise, and must be valuable to an English lawyer, sofar as it

has incorporated into the work the substance of the recent decisions not to be found
in the former works. Beyond that information, the treatise is entirely super-
fluous.

(b) The treatise of Mr. Benecke was published in 1824, and yet in Jacob-
sen's work on the Laivs of the Sea, published at Altona, in 1814, he speaks of

this treatise, by its title, as being in preparation by a master baud.
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LECTURE XLIX.

OF MARITIME LOANS.

The contracts of bottomry and respondentia are maritime loans

of a very high and privileged nature, and they are always upheld

by the admiralty with a strong hand, when entered into bona

fide, and without any suspicion of fraud. The principle on which

they are founded and supported is of great antiquity, and pene-

trates so deeply into it, that Emerigon says its origin cannot be

traced. It was borrowed by the Romans from the laws of the

ancient Rhodians, and it is deeply radicated in the general mari-

time law of Europe, from which it has been transplanted into the

law of this country. The object of hypothecation' bonds is to

procure the necessary supplies for ships which happen to be in

distress in foreign ports, where the master and owners are with-

out credit, and in cases in which, if assistance could not be pro-

cured by means of such instruments, the vessels and their cargoes

must be left to perish. The authority of the master to hypothe-

cate the ship and freight, and even the cargo, in a case of neces-

sity, is indisputable (a). The vital principle of a bottomry bond

is, that it be taken in a case of unprovided necessity, where the

owner has no resources or credit for obtaining necessary sup-

plies (6). If the lender knew that the owner had an empowered

(a) The Gratitndine, 3 Bob. Adm. Rep. 240, 267. The Hero, 2 Dods. Rep.

139. Case of the Duke of Bedford, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 294. Vide supra, p.

173. Sea stores, particularly lor the subsistence of passengers, are objects of
a bottomry bond. 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 301.

(ft) Vide supra, p. 171. The degree of necessity that will justify the mas-
ter in taking up money on bottomry for repairs, and that will justify the
creditor in lending it, is examined with great learning and judgment in the

case of the Ship Fortitude, C. C. U. S. Ma3s., August, 1838. See the Law
Reporter, vol. i. No. 5.

' A marine hypothecation is a maritime contract whereby the owner or his

agent pledges his ship or goods as security for a debt accruing on account of
advances or other consideration and payable on condition of the subject being
safe, or in proportion or to the amount of the part of it saved, from the
marine perils specified in the contract.
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consignee or agent in the port, willing to supply his wants, the

taking the bond is a fraud; but if fairly taken under an

ignorance of the fact, the * courts of admiralty are dis- [ * 354 ]

posed to uphold such bonds, as necessary for the sup

port of commerce in its extremities of distress (a). And if the

lender of money on a bottomry or respondentia bond, be willing

to stake the money upon the safe arrival of the ship or cargo, and

to take upon himself, like an insurer, the risk of sea perils, it is

lawful, reasonable, and just, that he should be authorized to de-

mand and receive an extraordinary interest to be agreed on, and

which the lender shall deem commensurate to the hazard he

runs (6).

A bottomry bond is a loan of money upon the ship, or ship and

accruing freight, at an extraordinary interest, upon maritime

risks, to be borne by the lender, for a specific voyage, or for a

definite period. It is in the nature of a mortgage, by which the

ship-owner, or the master on his behalf, pledges the ship as a

security for the money borrowed, and it covers the freight of the

voyage or during the limited time.^ A respondentia bond is a

loan upon the pledge of the cargo, though an hypothecation of

both ship and cargo may be made in one instrument; and, gen-

erally, it is only a personal obligation on the borrower, and is not

a specific lien on the goods, unless there be an express stipula-

tion to that efFect in the bond; and it amounts, at most, to an

equitable lien on the salvage, in case of loss (c). The con-

(a) The Nelson, 1 ITngff. Adm. Rep. 169. Lord Stowell, in the case of the
Gratitudine, 3 Roh. Adin. Rep. 271, 272.

(6) For the historical learning on the subject of maritime loans, see Dig.

22, 2. De lumlico frenore. Code, 4, 33. Ihid. Bynk. Q. J. Priv. lib. 3, c. 16,

p. 506, 509. Emerigon. h. t. ch. 1, sec. 1, has collected all that the Roman
law has said on the subject. The speeches of Demosthenes against Zenothe-
mis, Apaturius, Phormio, Lacritus, and Dionysodorus, relate to the Jienus

nauticum of the Roman law, or the bottomry contract of the modem commer-
cial nations. See, in the American Jurist, No. 6, p. 248, an account of mari-
time loans in ancient Athens, taken trom the treatise on the Public Economy
of Athens, by the learned Augustus Boekh, Greek Lecturer and Professor at

the University of Berlin. The goods were generally, and sometimes the ves-

sel was pledged for the security of the loan with maritime interest. See, also,

Lord Stowell, in the case of the Gratitudine, 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 267. The
Alexander, 1 Dodson's Adm. Rep. 278. The Augusta, ibid. 283. The Hero,
2 ibid. 139.

(e) 2 Blacks. Com. 459. Busk v. Fearon, 4 East^s Rep. 319. According to

Emerigon, vol. ii. 476. 561, the respondentia lender has a lien on the cargo of
the borrower on board; and if the loan be for the outward and homeward voy-

^ A bottomry bond vests no ab.solute indefeasible interest but creates a
claim upon the ship. See Blaine v. The Charles Carter, 4 Cranch, 328; United
States V. Delaware Ins. Co., 4 Wash. C. C. 418.
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[ * 355 ] dition of the loan is * the safe amval of the subject hy-

pothecated, and the entire principle as well as interest

is at the risk of the lender during the voyage. The money is loaned

to the borrower, upon condition that if the subject pledged be

lost, by a peril of the sea, the lender shall not be repaid, except

to the extent of what remains; and if the subject arrives safe, or

if it shall not have been injured, except by its own defect, or the

fault of the master or mariners, the borrower must return the sum

borrowed, together with the maritime interest agreed on, and for

the repayment, the person of the borrower is bound, as well as

the property pledged. This is the definition of the contract given

by Pothier (a); and it was taken from the Roman laws, and has

been adopted by Emerigon, and be says the definition is given in

nearly the same terms by all the maritime jurists (b).^

Money may also be lawfully loaned at any rate of interest,

upon the mere hazard of a specific voyage, to be mentioned in

the contract, without any security either upon the ship or cargo.

But this last species of maritime loan, depending upon the event

of the voyage, has a tendency to introduce wagering and usurious

contracts, and it has been resti-ained in England, by the statute

cf 19 Geo. II. c. 37, as to East India voyages. If the borrower

has no effects on board, or, having some, he borrows much be-

yond their valiie, it will afford a strong groitnd to suspect frauii,

and that the voyage will have an unfortunate end (c). Such

loans were entirely suppressed in France, by the marine ordi-

nance of 1681. They were considered to be wagers, in the form

of bottomry contracts; and it was declared that, in case of loss,

the borrower upon goods should not be discharged with-

[ * 356 ] out proving *that he had goods on board at the time of

the loss, on his own account, to the amount of the sum
lent (d). The same prohibition was continued in the commer-

cial code, and the loan on bottomry, or at respondentia, is valid

age, the lien affects the return cargo, being the proceeds of th.i outward cargo.

But this is not the English law. Ecftpondeniln loans have been disused in

England since the statute of It) Geo. II. c. 37.

{a) Contrai (\ la yrosfc, n. 1.

(6) Emerigon Trtnte des Contrnta () lit (/roaae. ch. 1. sec. 2. 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep.

53, 57. Story, J., in the case of the Brig Draco, 2 Sumner, 186, S. P,

(c) Camregis, dis. 62. n. 7. Guidon, ch. 19, sec. 10.

id) Ord. fie la Mar. tit. Des confraU a grosse aventitre. art. 14, Ibid. art. 3.

' Sec Thorndike v. Stone, 1 J Pick. 183: Greeley v. Waterhouse, 19 Me. 9;

Jennings v. Ins. Co. of Pa., 4 Bin n. 244; Bray v. Bates, 9 Met. 237.
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to the extent only of the valne of the subject matter on which the

loan is effected (a). Sergeant Marshall says (6), that there is

no common law decision that sanctions such a loan, and he con-

siders it to be a gambling contract. The weight of authority is,

however, in favour of the validity of these maritime loans where

nothing is hypothecated (c). The lender runs the risk of the

voyage, and receives extraordinary interest by way of compensa-

tion. The contract is not usarious, for the principal loaned in

put at risk (d).*

The general rule is, that the power of the master to take up

money upon bottomry or respondentia, exists only after the voy-

age has commenced, and is to be exercised in some foreign port

where the owner ,does not reside, for in such cases only is the

hypothecation presumed to be necessary (e). But it is not in-

dispensable to the validity of an hypothecation bond, that the

ship or cargo should be in a foreign port. The law does not look

to the mere locality of the transaction, but to the difficulty of

communication between the master and his owners. If forced

into a port of the same country in which the owner resides, the

master may hypothecate the ship and cargo, in a case of extreme

necessity, and when he had no opportunity or means, or it was

extremely difficult, to communicate with the owners. Oc-

casions may arise in which the different *ports of the [ * 357]

same country may be as much separated and cut off from

all communication with each other, as if they were situated in

distant parts of the globe (g).

There is great analogy between the contracts of bottomry and

(a) Code de Commerce^ art. 317.

(6) Condifs Marshall, vol. ii. 745.

\c^ 2 Blacks. Com. 459. 3Iolloy, b. 2, ch. 10, sec. 13.

(d) Soome v. Gleen, 1 Sid. Rep. 87. The New York Revised Statutes, vol.

i. 662, declare void all wager contracts, except contracts,on bottomry or re-

spondentia. See supra, lee. 48. It is essential that the principal and inter-

est should both be pnt at risk, if the interest reserved be more than legal

interest, in order to constitute a bottomry contract. Jennings v. Insurance
Company of Pennsylvania, 4 Binne/\fs Rep. 244.

(e) Condi/ s Marshall, vol. ii. 741, b. c. Eeade ?;. Commercial Ins. Company,
3 Johns. Rep: 360. 1 Emerigon, torn. ii. 424, 436. Code de Commerce, art.

321. Lister v. Baxter, Str. Rep. 695.

[g) LaYsabel, 1 Dodson's Rep. 273. See, also, the Rhadamanthe, 1 Dod-
son's Adm. Rep. 201.

* If no interest is mentioned in the contract it will generally be taken as
included in the principal. The Mary, 1 Paine, C. C. 671. If more than legal

interest be chai-ged, it is not a contract of bottomry and is subject to all the
laws of usury. The Atlas, 5 Hagg. Adm. 58; The Brig Drake, 2 Sumu. 157;
Thorndike v. Stone, 11 Pick. 183.

25 VOL. III. KENT. 385
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insurance. They are frequently governed by the same princi-

ples, though each of them has a character peculiar to itself. They

contribute in different proportions to the facility and security of

maritime commerce; but the immense capitals now engaged in

every branch of commerce, and the extension of marine insurance,

has very essentially abridged the practice of such loans. The

master cannot hypothecate for a pre-existing debt, and the neces-

sity of the loan must be shown to have existed at the time it was

made (a), and that the master had no other means of raising the

money at marine interest; and when that fact is established, the

misapplication of it by the master, without the knowledge and

assent of the lender, will not affect its validity (b).^ The marine

interest depends entirely ;ipon the risk, and therefore if the pro-

posed voyage be abandoned before the risk has attached, the con-

tract is turned into a simple and absolute loan at ordinary legal

interest. So, if the borrower had not goods on board the ship to

the value of the sum borrowed, the contract, in case of loss, is re-

duced in proportion to the diminished value, and the borrower is

bound at all events to return the surplus of the sum borrowed

with the ordinary interest. The maritime interest is in a ratio

to the maritime risk, or value of the goods shipped (c). After

the voyage has commenced, and the loan has been for a moment

at hazard, though the vessel be shortly forced back, by the

perils of the sea, into the port of departure, and the

[ * 358] voyage broken up, the lender is entitled to *his princi-

(a) The Brig Hunter, TFare's Sep. 249. Dr. Lushinfcton, in the case of the
Ship Vibelia, in the English Admiralty, in December, 1838, held, that where
the general character of the transaction was clearly that of bottomry, the
whole was to be presumed to be of the same character, unless expressly dis-

proved; and that it was competent for a foreign merchant, without any, ex-
press agreement at all for a bottomry bond, to make advances on the security

of the ship as a lien given by the law of his own country, and that it was
not necessary to have a bottomry bond, or any agreement for one, till the
ship was about to sail. The Law Reporter, for September, 1839.

(6) The Jane. 1 Dodsori'sRep. 461. Emerigon, tom. ii. 434. Hurry v. The
Ship John, 1 Wash. Cir. Rep. 293. Vide supra, p. 163 and 171. n. d.'

(c) Emerigon, Traite des Confrats h la grosse, ch. 6, sec. 1. Franklin Ins.

Company v. Lord, 4 Masoii's Rep. 248.
* If the money is really needed for the safety of the ship, and cannot be

procured otherwise or not without causing great waste, he will be justified in

pledging the ship by Iwttomry. The Ship Fortitude, 3 Sumn. 228; Fontaine
c. Col. Ins. Co., 9 .iohns. 29; The Aurora, 1 Wheat. 96. And see note 5,

ante, I^ecture XLVI.
A bill payable on the arrival at the ship's destination, expre.ssly pledging

the vessel for payment is a valid bottomry bond. The Lykus (N. Y.), 36
Fed. 919.
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pal, with the marine interest, for the whole h-ad been put at

hazard (a). The same principle of necessity, which upholds a

bottomry bond, entitles a bond of a later date, fairly given at a

foreign port, under a pressure of necessity, to priority of payment

over one of a former date; notwithstanding this is contrary to

the usual rule in otber cases of security (6). The equity of it

consists in this, that the last loan furnished the means of pre-

serving the ship, and without it the former lenders would entirely

have lost their security, and therefore it supersedes a prior mort-

gage as well as any other prior lien (c). The bottomry bond is

also to be paid before any prior insurance (d), and it supersedes

a previous mortgage of the ship (e). The bottomry bond cannot

be made to cover advances made upon the personal security of

the borrower, and not upon the exclusive security of the ship;

but taking bills of exchange at the same time, by way of collat-

eral security, does not exclude the bottomry bond, nor diminish

its solidity (g).

The perils which the lender on bottomry runs, are usually speci-

fied in the bond; and, according to the forms in common use, they

are essentially the same as those against which the underwriter,

in a policy of insurance, undertakes to indemnify. By the French

law, the lender can insure the money lent, for he runs the risk

of it. He can insure the principal, though not his maritime in-

terest (h). The respondentia bonds in Philadelphia, are said to

be peculiar. The lender is entitled to the benefits of

salvage, and is liable for general *and particular aver- [ * 359 ]

age. They extend to perils by fire, enemies, men of war,

or any other casualities (i). There is not, in respect to the con-

tract, any constructive total loss. Nothing but an utter annihila-

tion of the subject hypothecated, will discharge the borrower on

(a) BoiiJay Paly, Cours de Droit Com. torn. iii. 74—76, 167—169.

(6) The lihadanianthe, 1 Dodson's Rep. 204. The Betsey, ibid. 289. The
Jerusalem, 2 Galtison^s Rep. 350. Code de Commerce, art. 323.

(c) The Sloop Marv, 1 Paine^s Rep. 671. .

(d) Boulay Paiy, torn. iii. 228, 232.

(e) The Duke of Bedford, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 294.

Ig) The Aujiusta, 1 Dodson's Rep. 283. The Jane, ibid. 461. The Hunter,
Ware's Rep. 249.

(h) Guidon, ch. 18, sec. 2, note, by Cleirac. Roccus, De Navibus, n. 51. Valin,

torn. ii. 12. Appleton v. Crowninshield, 3 31ass. Rep. 443. Code de Commerce,
art. 347.

(t) Insurance Company of Pennsylvania v. Duval, 8 Serg. & Rawle, 138.

By the Code de Commerce, art. 330, the lender, on bottomry, and at responden-
tia, is also chargeable for general and for particular average.
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bottomry (a). The property saved, whatever it may be in

amount, continues subject to the hypothecation. The lender can

look only to what is saved; and if that be not equal to the value

of the loan, the lender must bear the loss of the residue, and he

cannot recover the deficiency of the borrower. By the general

marine law, the lender on bottomry is entitled to be paid out of

the effects saved, so far as those effects go, if the voyage be dis-

astrous (6).

The position laid down by Lord Mansfield, and afterwards by

Lord Kenyon (c), that the lender on bottomry or respondentia

was not liable to contribute, in case of a general average, has been

much and justly questioned in the elementary works (d). It is

contrary to the maritime law of France, and of other parts

[ *360 ] of Europe, and in Louisiana we have a decision *against

it (e). The New French law, contrary to the ordinance

of 1681, charges the lender with simple average, on partial losses,

unless there be a positive stipulation to the contrary; but such a

stipulation, to exempt him from gross or general average, would

be void, and contrary to natural equity (/). The reasoning of

Emerigon is conclusive in favour of the right of making the

lender chargeable with his equitable proportion of an average

contribution. If he owes the preservation of his money lent, to

the sacrifice made by others for the preservation of the ship and

cargo, why should he not contribute towards a jettison, ransom, or

composition, made for the common safety ? If no such sacrifice

had been made, he would have lost his entire loan, by the rapacity

of pirates, or the violence of the storm.*

If the ship or cargo be lost, not by the perils of the sea, but by

(a) Thompson v. Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 1 Maule & Seltc. 30-

(b) Parker, J., and Sewall, .J., in Appleton v. Crowninshield, 3 Mass. Sep.

443. Wilmer v. Smilax, 2 Peters' Adm. Rep. 295, note. Valines Com. torn. ii.

12. Code de Commerce, art. 327. 3Iagen on Insurance, vol. ii. 52, 56, 196

—

198, 430. Emerigon, torn. ii. 544, 547.

(c) Joyce V. Williamson, and Walpolev. Ewer, Park on Insurance, 6th edit.

563, 565. In the former case, Lord Mansfield declared it to be a clear point,

that by the law of England there was neither average nor salvage npon a

bottomry bond. This mu.st be understood with the exception in the statute

of 19 Geo. II. c. 37, which on East India risks allows the benefit of salvage

to the lender on bottomry or at respondentia.

(d) See Condy's Marshall, vol. ii. 760, 761. 1 Phillips on Insurance, 735

—

737, 2d edit.

(e) Chandler v. Gamier, 18 Martin, 599.

(/) Ord. de la Mar. h. t. art. 16. Code, art. 330. Emerigon, TraiiS des Ckyn-

tracts h la grosse, ch. 7, sec. 1.

« Gibson v. Philadelphia Ins. Co., 1 Binn. (Pa.) 405.
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the default of the borrower or master, the hypothecation boud is

forfeited, and must be paid. If the ship be lost on the voyage,

and the cargo forwarded by another ship, in that case the bor-

rowers must pay the debt, for such is the spirit of the contract (a).

The lender, who is, in effect, an insurer, does not, as in ordinary

cases of insurance, assume the risk of barratry, or loss by the

fraud or misconduct of the borrower or his agents (6). And the

doctrine of seaworthiness, deviation, and the necessity of dili-

gence and correct conduct on the part of the borrower, are equally

applicable to this contract, as to that of insurance. The lender

is not to bear losses proceeding from the want of seaworthiness,

or from unjustifiable deviation, or from the fault of the borrower,

or the inherent infirmity of the cargo. Nor does he run the

risk of the goods shipped on board another ship without neces-

sity (c).

*The maritime loans may be safely effected in a fair [ *361 ]

and proper case, as we have already seen, at the port of

destination, as well as at any other foreign port (d). So, the

consignee of the cargo, and even the agent of the owner of the

ship, under special circumstances, may take a bottomry bond, by

way of security for advances made by him (e). The owner him-

self may also execute a bottomry bond abroad, and it will be en-

forced in our American admiralty courts, which have undoubted

jurisdiction over such contracts, though executed on land and

under seal (g).

It has been made a question, whether a loan on bottomry or

respondentia be good, if the ship or goods be already at sea wh^n
it is effected, inasmuch as the motives to the loan are supposed

(a) Ins. Company of Penn. v. Duval, 10 Serg. & Rawle. 138.

(6) Eoccus, De Nnvibus, n. 51. Western v. Wildy, Skinner, 152. Ord. de
la Mar. tit. Contracts ci la grosse, art. 12. Emerigon, torn. ii. 509—512. Code
de Commerce, art. 326.

(c) Candy's Marshall, vol. ii. 753—758. Boulay Paty, torn. iii. 158—164, 171—176. Ibid. 192. So, if the vessel be sold or transferred after the risk has
commenced, or the voyage be in any manner broken Tip by the borrower, the
imaritime risk terminates, and the bond becomes presently payable, in like
\manner as a policy of insurance becomes in a like case functus officii as to fu-
[ture risks. The Brig Draco, 2 Sumner, 193, 194.

(d) 3 Johns. Rep. 352.

(e) The Alexander, 1 Dndson, 278. The Hero, 2 ibid. 139.

(g) The Sloop Mary, 1 Paine' s Rep. 671. Menetone v. Gibbons, 3 Term Rep.
267. The bottomry bond may be given by the owner, without the concur-
rence of the master, or by the master, according to circumstances. The Duke
ot Bedford, 2 Hagg. Adm. Rep. 294. And it may be made by the owner,
either in a foreign or a home port. The Brig Draco, 2 Sumner, 137.
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to liave ceased after the ship's departure. Valin is in favor of

the validity of the loan, and he considers that the presumption

is, either that the money has been usefully employed in the things

put at risk, or in paying what was due on that account; and this

reasoning is deemed solid by Marshall, notwithstanding it stands

opposed to the high authority of Emerigon (a). It has, likewise,

been recently sanctioned by the decision of the Supreme Court of

the "United States, who have adjudged that it is not necessary that

a respondentia loan (and the law on this point is the same, whether

applied to respondentia or bottomry bonds, ) should be made be-

fore the departure of the ship on the voyage, and that it may be

made after the goods are at risk. Nor is it necessary that the

money should be employed in the outfit of the vessel, or invested

in the goods on which the risk is run. It is sufl&cient that the

risk of the voyage be substantially and really taken, and the ad-

vance made in good faith for a maritime premium (b).

[ * 362 ] The *lender is not presumed to lend upon the faith of

any particular appropriation of the money; and if it

were otherwise, his security could not be avoided by any misap-

plication of tbe fund, where the risk was bona fide run upon other

goods. The loan may be made, and the risk taken, upon .the

usual footing of policies of insurance, lost or not lost, and pre-

cisely as the ship was then in port; and if, before the hypotheca-

tion be given, the property be actually lost by any of the perils

enumerated in it, the loss must be borne by the lender (c).

After the risk has ceased, by the safe arrival of the ship, marine

interest ceases, and gives place to the ordinary legal interest, on

the aggregate amount of the debt due, consisting of the money
lent with maritime premium. This is understood to be the

rule in the French law. The ordinary interest begins upon the

accumulated sum when the marine interest ceases; and Boulay

Paty follows the authority of Emerigon, and of the French judi-

cial decisions, in support of this rule, and in opposition to the

(a) Valines Com. torn. i. 366. Emerigon, torn. ii. 484. Condy^s Marshall,

vol. ii. 747, a.

(ft) It is not necessary to the validity of a bottomry bond made by the ovmer
of the ves.sel, that the money borrowed should be advanced for the necessi-

ties of the ship, or cargo, or voyage. The owner may employ the money as

he pleases. Bat if made by fhe master, virtute officii.it most be for the ship's

necessities, for the implied authority of the master extends no further. The
Brig Draco, 2 Sumner. 157.

(c) Conard v. Atlantic Insurance Company, 1 Peters' U. S. Rep. 386.
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doctrine of Pothier and Pardessus, who insist, that no interest

wliatever accrues between the cessation of the maritime interest,

and the judicial demand of the debt (a).

* The French code (6) prohibits all loans, in the [ * 363 ]

nature of bottomry or respondentia, upon seamen's wages

or voyages. A sailor is not generally in a situation to expect

any great profit, wbich would justify a loan upon maritime in-

terest, and wages are too slender a basis for a maritime loan, and

the provision is dictated by sound policy. The English and

American courts of admiralty have a broad equity jurisdiction

over such contracts. The bottomry bond may be good in part,

and bad in part; and if the premium has been unduly enhanced

from a knowledge of the master's necessities, the court of ad-

miralty, which acts ex cequo et bono, may moderate it, or refuse

to ratify it (c). But if marine interest has not been stipu-

lated, no court can supply the omission, and it will be taken to

be a contract upon ordinary interest; for no new obligation can

be inferred or reasoned out, by a commentary on the contract it-

self (d).

(o) Emerigon, torn. ii. 414. Pothier, Traite du Pret. h la grosse aventure,

No. 51. M. Pardesi^n, Cours de Droit Com. torn. iii. n. 917. Boulay Paty,

torn. iii. 80—89. Marshall on Insurance, vol. ii. 752, lays clown the rule ac-

cording to the opinion of Pothier, who holds that the ordinary interest, after

the risk has ceased, commences only on the principal sum lent, and not on
the joint principal and maritime interest, for that would be compound in-

terest. There are no English decisions on the point, and if the French law
is to govern, it is decidedly against the opinion of Pothier. There is ground
for the conclusion, that when the risk has been run, and the peril ceases,

the loan, with the e.xtraordinar}' premium, becomes an absolute debt, which
ought to carry interest if the payment be delayed. The French law declares,

and it is also the doctrine of Casaregis that a bottomry contract, if made
payable io order, or bearer, is negotiable like a bill of exchange, and is to

be dealt with and protested in like manner. Casaregis, disc. 55. Boulay
Paty, tom. iii. 97. Code de Commerce, art. 313.

(6) Code de Commerce, art, 319.

(c) 1 Dodson, 277, 283. The Ship Packet, 3 3rason, 255. The Nelson, 1
ffagg. Adm. Rep. 176, 326, 327. The Cognac, 2 ibid. 377. The Hunter,
Ware^s Rep. 255.

(rf) Pothier, Traite du Pret. a la grosse, n. 19. See, for further information on
the subject of maritime loans, Emerigon''s Essay on Maritime Loans, which is

the most complete treatise extant on the subject. The substance of it has
been ably incorporated into the work of M. Boulay Paly, on a Course of
Maritime Commercial Law, and it has been closely and accurately translated,
by John E. HaU. Esq., of Baltimore,
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LECTUHE L.

OF INSURANCE OF LIVES, AND AGAINST FIRE.

(1) Of insurance of lives.

These insurances are liberal contracts, and while^they create an

advantageous investment of capital, they operate benevolently to-

wards the public. Their usual purpose is to provide a fund for

creditors, or for family connections in case of death. The insurer,

in consideration of a sum in gross, or of periodical payments,

undertakes to pay a certain sum, or an annuity, depending upon

the death of a person whose life is insured. The insurance is

either for the whole term of life, or for a limited period. Such

is the nature of these contracts, that they are well calculated to

relieve the more helpless members of a f&mily from a precarious

dependence, resting upon the life of a single person; and they

very naturally engage the attention and influence the judgment

of those thinking men, who have been accustomed to reflect deeply

upon the past, and to form just anticipations of the future.

The practice in Europe, of life assurances, is in a great degi'ee

confined to England, and it has within the last fifteen years been

introduced into the United States (a). It is now slowly, but

gradually, attracting the public attention and confidence in our

principal cities. According to a maxim of the civil law, the life

of a freeman was above all valuation: liberum corpus

[
* 366 ] cestimationem non recipit, and the nautical * legislation

of some parts of Europe, on this subject, has been

founded upon the principle, that it was unfit and improper to al-

low insurances on human life. They have been tolerated in

Naples, Florence, and by the ordinances of Wisbuy, but they

were condemned in the Le Guidon, as contrary to good morals,

and as being the source of infinite abuse. So, insurances for life

were expressly forbidden by the ordinance of Lewis XIV.; and

the prohibition was made to rest on the reason given in the civil

(a) The Massachusefia Hospital Life Insurance Company was incorporated in
1818.
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law. The ordinances of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Middleburg,

adopted the same rule, which, though true in some respects, was

iu this case very absurdly applied (a). The new French code

has omitted any express provision on the subject, though Boulay

Paty thinks that a prohibition is covertly but essentially con-

tained in art. 334 of the code, and he inveighs vehemently against

policies upon human life, as being gambling contracts of the

most pernicious kind (6). Most of the commentators of the new

code, as Delvincourt (c), Locr6, (d), De Laporte, and Estrangin,

concur in the same opinion. Pardessus (e), on the other hand,

is in favour of the legality of such insurance; and this must have

been the opinion of the French government, for a

royal * ordinance of 1820 established a company for the [
* 367 ]

purpose of insuring lives.

There are now tv^o chartered life assurance companies estab-

lished in France, and though the terms of insurance are moder-

ate, and the companies extremely respectable, they have met with

very little encouragement, and this grave species of insurance

does not seem to be congenial to the taste and habits of either

the French or Italians. In the Netherlands, life assurance so-

cieties are established with reasonable anticipations of success.

An ordinance of the government gives them a monopoly, by ex-

cluding all foreign companies from interfering with the business

on their native soil. The same exclusion exists in Denmark,

while the life assurance institutions in that kingdom are said to do

nothing. They are more likely to flourish in Germany than in any

other part of continental Fjurope, judging from the experiment

already made, and the character and dispositions of the people (g).

(a) Le Guidon, ch. 16, art. 5. Ord. of Wisbuy, art. 66. Ord. de la 3far.

tit. Assurances, art. 10. Valin, torn. ii. 54. Potkier. h. t. n. 27. Emerigon,
torn. i. 198.

(h) Cours de Droit Com. torn. iii. 366, 368, 496—506. Isiee condiiiones sunt
pleme triaiissimi evenius, etpossunt invitaread delinquendum. Grival. dec 57, n. 58.

Boulay Paty says, that these life assurances ought to be left to their Eng-
lish neighbours. The English are willing they should be so left, and exult
in the distinction, for Sergeant 3[arshall, in his Treatise on Imnirance, vol. ii.

768, suggests that the prohibition of insurance on lives in France and Italy
proceeds from motives of policy, founded on a startling sense of the gi-eat

infirmity of their public morals, which would expose to hazard lives so in-
sured.

(c) Inst, de Droit Com. Frangais, torn. ii. 345.
(d) Esprit du Code de Commerce, torn. iv. 75.
(e) Tom. ii. 308.

Ig) Edinburgh Review, vol. xlv. 488—490. In 1828, a life insurance com-
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The life assurance companies in England commenced with the

Amicable Society, in the beginning of the last century; and in

1827, there were, in the united kingdom, forty-four life assurance

companies, all maintaining a zealous and dangerous competition.

The companies used formerly to select and take only lives of

health and vigour, but now, it is said to be the practice, to accept

all lives proposed, where no positive disease is manifested. So,

residence in any part of Europe is universally admitted, and the

companies are very much exposed to frauds, and the consequent

diminution of credit and confidence, by the assurance of bad lives,

and sinking the average duration of lives insured much below the

average duration of human life (a). There is no doubt a good

deal of intrinsic difficulty in the subject, and it requires no ordi-

nary degree of science, skill, and experience, to form just and

accurate rates of insurance, or tables of annuities on

[
* 368 ] * scales measuring truly the probabilities and value of

life, in its various stages of existence, in different cli-

mates, in different employments, and in the vicissitudes of action

to which it is subject.

(1.) The party insuring must have an interest in the life in-

sured. The English statute of 14 Geo. III. c. 48, prohibited in-

surances on lives, when the person insuring had no interest in the

life, and it prohibited the recovery under the policy of a greater

sum than the amount ©r value of the interest of the insured in

the life, and required the insertion in the policy of the person's

name interested therein, or for whose benefit the policy was made.

A bona fide creditor has an insurable interest in his debtor's life

to the extent of his debt, for there is a probability, more or less

remote, that the debtor would pay the debt if he lived (6). The

insurance is frequently made a part of the creditor's security in

loans of money. A person may insure his own life for the benefit

of heirs or creditors, or he may insure the life of another in which

he may be interested, and assign the policy to those who have an

interest in the life. The policy is good for the creditor as a col-

lateral security, though he may have other security, and being

substantially a contract of indemnity against the loss of the debt,

it ceases, as to the creditor, with the extinguishment of the

pany was established at Gotha, in Germany, and has been attended with
great success.

(fl) Edinburgh Review, vol. xlv. 498, 500.

lb) Anderson v. Edie, Park on Insurance. 6th edit. 575.
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debt (a). If it be assigned by way of security, it is not, in that

case, extinguished by the payment of the debt, but the reversionary

interest in the insured becomes the means of credit to him on other

occasions. The insurable interest in the life of another person,

must be a direct and definite pecuniary interest, and a person has

not such an interest in the life of his wife or child, merely in the

character of husband or parent (&). But if a child be supported

by its father, who is dependent on some fund terminable

by his death, the child has an insurable interest *in the [ * 369]

father's life (c). So, it has, been held, that a trustee

who had a legal technical interest as executor, though not the

beneficial interest in the life of another, may insure it (d). The

necessity of an interest in the life insured, in order to support

the policy, prevails generally in this country, because wager con-

tracts are almost universally held to be unlawful, either in conse-

quence of some statute provision, or upon principles of the com-

mon law (e).'

(a) Goodsall v. Boldero, 9 Easfs Rep. 72.

[h] Halford v. Kymer, 10 Barnw. & Cress. 724. By the New York Statute
of April 1st, 1840, entitled "An act in respect to insurances for lives, for the
benefit of married women," it is made lawful for any married woman, by her-

self and in her name, or in the name of any third person, with his assent, as

her trustee, to cause to be insured, for her sole use, the life of her husband,
for any definite period, or for the term of his natural life; and in case of her
surviving her husband, the net amount of the insurance becoming due, shall

be payable to her, to and for her own use, free from the claims of the repre-

sentatives of the husband, or of any of his creditors. Such exemption not
to apply where the amount of premium annually paid shall exceed $300; and
in case of the death of the wife before her husband, the amount of the in-

surance may be made payable after her death to her children, or their guar-
diah. for their use.

(c) Lord V. Dall, 12 3fass Rep. 115. •

(rf) Kenyon, Ch. J., in Tidswell v. Ankerstein, Peake's Cases, 151.

(e) Vide supra, p. 278. The New York Statute {R. S. vol. i. 662,) against
wagers, does not, in express terms, extend to insurances on lives, as the sta-

tute of Geo. III. does; but the general prohibition of wagers, bets, or stakes,

depending "upon any casualty, or unknown or contingent event whatever,"
may constructively apply. The 10th section of the New York act, shows
that insurances were included in the prohibition, for it declares that the pro-
hibition shall not extend so as to affect insurances "made in good faith, for

the security or mdemniti; of ihe -party insured." This implies that the in-

sured must have a real beneficial interest in the life of another. The bona

fide assignee of a life policy may sue in the name of the assignor, and equity
will compel the assignor to permit the a.ssignee to use his name. Ashley v.

Ashley, 3 Simons, 149.
^ Insurable interest. In Morrell v. Trenton Mut. L. & F. Ins. Co., 10

Cush. 282, it was held that a creditor of a firm had an insurable interest in
the life of one of the partners, although thte other may be able to pay the
debt and the estate ofthe one insured solvent. In Reed v. Royal Exchange Ins.

Co , Peake's Ad. C. 70j it was held that a wife has an insurable interest in
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(2.) We have seen tbat the terms and conditions of the English

policies are more relaxed now than formerly, but this is not the

case with the American policies upon lives. They contain a con-

dition, Avhen relating to the lives of persons in the northern states,

that the policy is to be void if the insured should die upon the

high seas, or the great lakes; or shall, without the previous con-

sent of the company, pass beyond the settled limits of the United

States and of the British provinces of the two Canadas, Nova

Scotia, and New Brunswick; or south of the States of Virginia

and Kentucky; and they all contain the like condition if the assiared

enter into the military or naval service; or in case he should die

by suicide,'"' or in a duel, or by the hands of justice. The life in-

surance would be avoided upon the general policy of the law, on

the execution of the assured for felony, without the insertion

of this last condition (a). The basis of the insurance is a

(rt) Amicable Ass. Society v. Bolland, 2 Dow & Clark, 1. Holland v. Dis-
uey, 3 Russell, 351. 4 Bligh. 194, N. S.

her husband's life. See,.also, St. John v. American Mutual Life Ins. Co., 2
Duer. 429. And, see, now, the statutes of the different states affecting mar-
ried women which have largely affected and increased their rights in this

respect. Smith v. Missouri Valley Life Ins. Co., 4 Dill. 353.

A trustee may insure for the benefit of the trust. Ward v. Ward, 23 Eng.
L. & Eq. 442. A partner has an insurable interest in the life of his co-part-

ner who has not paid his proportion of capital. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins.

Co. V. Lucks, 108 U. S. 498. The relationship of nephew and aunt will not
of itself be sufficient to create an insurable interest. Corson's App. 113 Pa.

St. 438; Keystone, &c., Assn. v. Norris, 115 Id. 446.

A person has a right to insure his life and assign the policy to another, pro-

vided it is not done to cover a wager policy. Langdon v. Union Mutual Life

Ins. Co., 14 Fed. 272; Connecticut Mut. Ins. Co. v. Schaefer, 94 U. S. 457;
Etna Life Ins. Co. v. France, Id. 561; Bloomingtou M. B. Assc. v. Blue, .120

in. 1^.
An insurable interest may be stated to be such an interest arising from the

relation of the party taking the insurance, as creditor or surety for the in-

sured, or from the ties of blood or marriage, as will justify a reasonable ex-
pectation of advantage or benefit from the continuance of his life. There
must be a reasonable ground to expect some benefit or advantage from the
continuance of the life insured, and it must be founded on the relation of the
parties. Warnock v. Davis, 104 U. S. 775.

^ Death by suicide, t&c. In cases of death caused by the insured's own
hand, there can be no recovery if the insured, in possession of his ordinary
reasoning faculties, takes his life from anger, pride, jealousy, or a desire to'

escape the ills of life. But if his reasoning faculties are so far impaired
that he is not able to understand the moral character, general nature, con-

sequence, and effect of his deed; or when he is driven thereto by an insane
impulse which he cannot resist, the death is not within the exceptions of the
policy. Waters v. Conn. Ins. Co., 2 Fed. 892; Life Ins. Co. v. Terry, 15
Wall. 580; Ins. Co. v. Rodel, 85 U. S. 232; Manhattan Life Ins. Co. v.

Broughton, 109 U. S. 121. "Suicide" and ''die by his own hand" mean
the same thing. Moore v. Connecticut Ins. Co., 1 Flippen, 363.
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declaration in writing of the person making the insurance,

as to the birth-place, age, residence, and employment of the,

party insured, with a description of the diseases or infirmity

(if any) with which he has been afflicted. This declaration not

being spread out at large upon the policy, is not strictly a war-

ranty, and it is sufficient if it be given in ^ood faith, and be true

in substance. Whatever averment or representation is inserted

in the policy becomes a warranty, and must be strictly

true. But if there be no warranty, or*representation, or [ * 370 ]

fraud, the insurer runs the risk of the goodness of the

life (a); and even a warranty that the person is in good health

is not falsified by the fact that he was at the time subject to great

inconvenience, and a partial palsy, in consequence of an old wound
not dangerous to life; or that he was troubled with spasms and

cramps from fits of the gout. This has been held to be a rea-

sonably good state of health within the warranty. The seeds of

death are in every human constitution, and it is only requisite

that there be not at the time .any existing disorder tending to

shorten life (6).^

(3.) The life in the given case may be insured for the term of

natural life, as is usual, or it may be insured for a definite

period (c). In the case of a policy of the latter kind, if the party

receives a mortal wound within the period, and dies after it has

expired, the underwriter is discharged (d). All concealment or

suppression of material facts avoids the policy. The same good

faith is as requisite in this as in all other policies; and whether

the suppression arises from fraud or accident is quite immate-

(rt) Stackpool V. Simon, at N. P. 2 llarshall on Insurance, 772.

(b) Ross V. Bradshaw, 1 Blacks. Rep. 312. Watson v. Mainwaring, 4 Taun-
ton, 763. Willis V. Poole, at N. P. 2 Marsliall on Insurance, 771.

(c) It is said to be now usual in the English policies on lives to state the
day of the commencement and of the termination thereof, and to declare
that both are inclusive. Ellis on the Law of Fire and Life Insurance, 136.

(rf) Willes, J., 1 Term Rep. 260.
^ A statement in an application for an insurance that the insured is a sin-

gle man is an absolute warranty. Jeffries v. Union Mutual Ins. Co., 1

McCrary, 114. As to excessive drinking being a violation of a warranty
"not to practice pernicious habits tending to shorten life." Schultz v. Mu-
tual Life Ins. Co., 10 Ins. L. J. 171.

The rule as to what amounts to a warranty and a representation is, that
whenever the answers are responsive to direct questions asked by the com-
pany, they are to be regarded as warranties, and when not so responsive, but
volunteered without being called for they are mere representations. Buell
V. Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 5 Ins. L. J. 274; ^tna Life Ins. Co. v.

France, 94 U. S. 561,
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rial, if the fact be material to the risk, and that is a question for

a jury (a).

II. Of insurance against fire.

By this insurance, the underwriter, in consideration of the

premium, undertakes to indemnify the insured against all losses

in his houses, buildings, furniture, ships in port, or merchandise,

by means of accidental fire happening within a prescribed period.

The premium is usually paid in advance, and the contract effected

by the parties without the intervention of a broker (6).

It has been made a question by some persons whether the

negligence and frauds which the insurance of property from fire

has led to, did not counterbalance all the advantages and relief

which such insurances have afforded in cases of extreme distress.

But the public judgment in England, and in this country, has

long since decided that question (c); and insurance

[*371] companies against fire have *multiplied exceedingly,

and extended their dealings to every part of the coun-

try, and excited and deserved public confidence, by reason of the

solidity of their capital, and the skill, prudence, and integrity of

their operations (d).

(a) Lindenau v. Desborough, 8 Barnw. & Cress. 586. Morrison v. Mus-
pratt, 12 B. Moore, 231. 4 Bingham, 61, S. C.

(h) The officers of fire insurance companies usually annex to their poli-

cies the various classes of hazards and rates of annual premiums. The low-
est rate of premium is for buildings exposed to the least degree of hazard, as

buildings of brick or stone covered with tile, slate, or metal, the window
shutters of solid iron, gutters and cornices of brick, stone, or metal, and
party walls above the roof The rate of premium rises in proportion to the
increase of hazard, and is highest in buildings entirely of wood. The rate

of premium depends likewise upon the fact, by whom and by what trade, or

for what purpose the building is occupied, and whether as a private dwell-
ing or h nv otherwise, and its situation with respect to contiguous buildings,

and their c )nstruction, materials, and use. Goods are also classed, in respect

to the rates of premium, into such as are not hazardous, hazardous, extra haz-

ardous, and such as compose cases of extraordinary risk, and are the subject

of special agreement. In England it is .sometimes part of the contract of in-

surance, that the insurer is not to be liable for loss arising from ignition oc-

casioned by natural heating of the articles insured, or by the misapplica-

tion of fire heat under process of manufacture. Ellis on Fire and Life In-

surance, 2.1. Mr. Ellis infers, from the case of Austin v. Drewe, 6 Taunton,

436, that damage by heat alone, without ignition, is not covered 'by the ordi

nary fire policy, even though there be no express provision against a damage
of that kind.

(c) A late English traveler,' Mr. Elliott, says that nearly all the houses in

Berlin, the capital of Prussia, are insured against fire.

{d) The great conflagration in the city of New York, on the night of the

16th and morning ol the 17th Dec, 18.'^5, was unexampled in thiscountry
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We will consider, 1, the interest; 2, the terms and construction

of the policy; 3, the adjustment of the loss.

(1.) Of the interest in the policy.

If policies were without interest, they would be peculiarly

hazardous, by reason of the temptation which they would hold

out to the commission of arson, and they would fall within the

general prohibition, by statute, of wager policies (a). Accord-

ing to Lord King and Lord Hardwicke (6), an insurance against

fire, without an interest by the insured in the property lost, at

the time of insuring and at the time of the loss, was void even at

common law. A creditor may have a policy on the house and

goods of his debtor, upon which he has a lien or mortgage secu-

since fire insurance was in practice, in the rapidity and violence of its

ravages, and in the amount of property destroyed. It, of course, absorbed
the capital of many of the most solidly established fire insurance com-
panies, and rendered them insolvent. This was an extraordinary case, and
without precedent, and was not within the reach of ordinary calculation.

Fire insurance in England commenced about a century and a half ago, and
is carried on by joint stock companies with large capital, though there are
others called Contribution Societies, in which every person insured becomes a
member or proprietor, and participates in the profit and loss of the concern.

M^CaiUocWh Dictionary of Commerce, art. Insurance. A 3Iutital Assuratice as-

sociation of this kind existed in New York, for many years after the peace
of 1783, and before incorporated companies with capital stock came in
fashion. The New York Contributionship Fire Company was incorporated
in April, 1822, on that basis. There are others of that kind existing now in

some of the states. And since the public confidence in the incorporated in-

surance companies with comparatively small capitals became impaired by
reason of losses by the the great fire in New York, a voluntary private as-

sociation of that kind, imder the title of the Alliance Mutual Assurance, was
instituted, December 23d, 1835. Formerly the English fire insurance com-
panies were at liberty to insure property in New York, by means of an agency
established here. This was deemed, by our citizens, as the safest source,

owing to their great capitals, to apply to for indemnity against fire. But a
different palicy prevailed and finally gained the ascendency with our Legis-
lature. A prohibitory act applicable to such cases, was defeated in April,

1807, and again in March, 1809, by the objections of the Council of Revision,
which were drawn and submitted to the Council by the author of this note,

then a member of the Council. But on the IHth of March, 1814, the prohi-
bition passed into a law. The Council of Revision at that time abandoned
their former ground, though the individual member who brought forward
the objections on the two former occcasions, preserved in raising the same ob-
jection. The prohibition was originally confined to all foreign insurances
against fire. But by the act of May 1st. 1829, ch. 336, the prohibition was
extended to marine insurance and bottomry; and this is still the existing
law in New York. See Revised Statutes, vol. i. 714, vol. iii. 557. This pro-
hibition is now relaxed and reduced to a small tax on premiums. Laics of
Neio York, February 21. 1837, ch. 30.

(a) Vide supra, p. 278.

(b) Lynch v. Dalzell, 3 Bra. P. C. 497. Saddler's Company v. Badcock, 2
Atk. 554.
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rity, for that gives Lim a sufficient interest. So, a trustee, or

agent, or factor, who has the custody of goods for sale on com-

mission, may insure them, and a bona fide equitable interest may

be insured (a). In the case of De Forest v. Fulton Fire Insur-

ance Company (6), the court carried this question of constructive

interest to a still greater extent, and it was decided, that a com-

mission merchant, consignee, or factor, having goods of the con-

signor or principal in his possession, has an insurable interest

therein, not merely to the extent of his commissions, but to the

full value of the goods, without reference to his lien.

[ * 372 ] He was to be *deemed owner as to all the world, except

his principal, for the purpose of an insurable interest.*

But it is usually made a condition in our American policies, that

the nature of the property be disclosed, and goods held in trusty

or on commission, must be insured as such, or they will not be

covered by the policy (c).^ A person having an interest in the

(rt) Lucena v. Crawfurcl, 3 Bos. & Pull. 75, 95, 98. 5 ibid. 289, S. C. 2
Marshall on Insurance, 789. Locke r. North American Ins. Company, 13 3Iass.

Rep. 67. An equity of redemption is an insurable interest. Strong r'. Manu-
facturers' Ins. Company, 10 Pick. 40. A mortgagor and mortsjagee may each
insure the same building, so as to recover their respective interests therein,

without disclosing the qualified nature of the interest, except the same be
required. Traders' Ins. Company v. Robert, 9 Wendell, 404. Jackson v.

Mass. Mutual Fire Ins. Company, Sup. Court. Mass. 1840, S. P.

{b) 1 HalVs N. Y. Pep. 84.

(c) If there be no such condition in the policy, and there be no questions
put, the assured is not bound to disclose the nature of his title. Strong v.

Manufacturers' Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Pep. 40.

* Insurable interest. If the interest of the assured is such that a court of
equity will recognize and protect it, it is sufficient. Swift v. Vt.- Mutual Fiie

Ins. Co., 18 Vt. 305; Tyler v. Mtaa Fire Ins. Co., 16 Wend. .385. As a pur-
chaser of a house who has paid a deposit. McGivney v. Phoenix Fire Ins. Co.,

1 Wend. 85. A party holding the legal title although the equitable one is

in another. Perry Co. Ins. Co. v. Stewart, 19 Pa. St. 45; Insurance Co. v.

Updegraff, 21 Pa. St. 513. There can be no insurable interest in a building
placed upon another's land without his consent and without title. Sweeney
V. Franklin Fire Ins. Co..20 Pa. St. 337. Aliter iferected with consent. Fletcher

V. Commonwealth Ins. Co., 18 Pick. 419. As to a debtor having an insurable

interest in his property after assignment thereof to pay debts. Columbian Ins.

Co. V. Lawrence, 2 Pet. 25; Lazarus ?j. Commonwealth Ins. Co., 19 Pick. 81;

See, also, Dadmirn Manuf Co. r. Worcester Mut. Fire Ins. Co.. 11 Met. 429.

As to a mortgagee, see, Wheeling Ins. Co. v. Morrison. 11 Leigh. 362; Allen

V. Mutual Fire Ins. Co.. 2 Md. Ill; Smith v. Ins. Co., 17 Pa. St 260; Cushing
V. Thompson, 34 Me. 496; King v. State Mutual Ins. Co., 7 Cush. (Mass.) 1.

A stockholder in a private corporation has an insurable interest. Seaman v.

Enterprise, &c., Ins. Co., 18 Fed. 250.
* See, further, Delahay v. Memphis Ins. Co., 8 Humph. 684; Fletcher v.

Commonwealth Ins. Co., 18 Pick. 419; Tyler v. Mtx\& Ins. Co., 16 Wend. 385,

where a tenant from year to year in.sured as "his building, " and see contra.

Carpenter v. Worthington, 16 Pet. 495; Catron v. Tenn. Ins. Co., 6 Humph.
176.
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rent of buildings, may insure the rent from loss by fire within the

prescribed period, and the claim would be for the loss of so much
rent as would have arisen between the time of the fire and the

end of the given period, if the peril had not intervened (a). And
as in the case of marine insurance, if the policy be for whom it

may concern, it will cover any interest existing at its date (6).°

(2.) Of the terms and construction of the policy.

A policy against fire is strictly a policy on time, and the com-

mencement and termination of the risk are stated with precision.

The English policies (and I presume the American also) contain

the exception of damage by fire happening by "invasion, foreign

enemy, or any military or usurped power whatsoever." It is

sometimes added, "or by riot, or civil commotion," for the words

"usurped power" mean invasion from abroad, or an internal re-

bellion, and not the power of a common mob (c).^

The insured is bpund"in good faith to disclose to the in-

surer *every fact material to the risk, and within his [*373l}

knowledge, and which, if stated, would influence the

(a) If the policy be on a house which is rented to a tenant, and it be de-

stroyed by fire, Mr. Bell considers it to be a difficult and unsettled question,

whether the ix)licy would cover the rent lost, as being part of the owner's
loss, when the policy was silent as to rent eo nomine. See 1 BeWs Com. on the

Laws of Scotland, 627. But I apprehend that with vis such consequential
damages would not be estimated, and that the claim of the assured would be
confined to the direct loss of the building. On the insurance of a honse or

ship, the possible profits that might have arisen if the loss had not happened,
is an incidental part of the loss and not recoverable under such a policy. 1

Adolph. & Ellis, 621. But a policy on a store and $1000 on the stock of goods
therein for six years, attaches to any goods the assured may have in the shop
to the amount insured, at any time within the six years. Lane v. Maine M.
Fire Ins. Company, 3 Greenleaf, 44.

(b) Jefl'erson Ins. Company ads. Cotheal, N. Y. Superior Court of Common
Pleas, March, 1829.

(c) Drinkwater v. London Assurance Company, 2 Wils. 363. Fire bj' light-

ning is usually declared to be a loss within a fire policy. But books of ac-

•counts, written securities, or evidences of debt, title deeds, writings, money
or bullion are not deemed objects of insurance, and they are usually specially

excepted. Nor are jewels, plate, medals, paintings, statuary, sculptures,
And curiosities, included in a policy of insurance, unless .sjaeciified.

•^The words "for account of whom it may concern'' have been held to

protect only such interests, as were intended to be insured at the time the
insurance was effected. Steele v. Ins. Co., 17 Pa. St. 290. It has been held
that "goods held on commission," in fire policy, have an efiect equal to "for

whom it may concern," in marine insurance. De Forest v. Fulton Ins. Co.,

1 Hall, 124.
' The insurers would not be liable for a fire caused by a tumultuous mob

U the word "riot" is used. Dupin v. Mut. Ins. Co., 5 La. Ann. 482.

26 VOL. III. KENT. 401
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mind of the insurer in making or declining the contract (a). The

strictness and nicety required in the contract of marine insur-

ance, do not, it has been said, so strongly apply to insurances

against fire, for the risk is generally assumed upon actual exam-

ination of the subject by skilful agents on the part of the insurance

officers (b).^ Reasonable grounds of apprehension of loss from

existing facts known to the insured, and denoting impending

danger, must be stated to the insurer, or the policy will be void,

even though there was no intentional fraud in the case (c). If

there be a representation of facts, it is sufficient if the same be

fairly made and substantially true; and if the representation be

referred to in general terms in the policy, and not spread out at

large on the face of the instrument, it is still only a representa-

tion, and does not amount to the technical warranty (d). When
the policy contains a warranty, appearing upon the face of it,

although written in the margin or transversely, it is construed

with severity, and mast be strictly complied with (e). And yet

where a policy contained a clause prohibiting the use of the build-

ing for storing therein goods denominated in the memorandum
annexed to the policy as hazardous; the keeping of such goods

as oil, or spiritous liquors, by a grocer, in ordinary quantities,

(a) Colnmbian Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 2 Peters^ Sup. Court Rep. 25.
Carry v. Com. Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 535.

(&) Jolly V. Baltimore Equitable Society, 1 Harr. & Gill. 295. But Ch. J.

Savage, in Fowler v. vEtna Ins. Company, 6 Cmcen, 673, held differently,

and he saw no reason for a difference on this point between marine and fire

insurance policies.

(e) Bufe V. Turner, 6 Taunton, 338. Waldenv. Lonisiana Ins. Company, 12
Louis. Rep. 134.

(rf) Jefferson Ins. Company ads. Cotheal, N. Y. Superior Court of Common
Pleas, March, 1829. Delonguemere r. Tradesmen's Ins. Company, ibid. 2.

HalVs N. Y. Rep. 589. Snyder v. Farmers' Ins. & Loan Company, 13 Wen-
dell, 92.

(e) Worsley v. Wood, 6 Term Rep. 710. Fowler v. JEtna Fire Ins. Com-
pany, 6 tmcen, 673. S. C. 7 Wendell, 270. Ellison Fire Insurance, 29, 30.

''In Phillips on Insurance, vol. 1, § 866, pages 464—465, oth ed., the
rea<ler will find the law laid down as follows: "A condition expressed as
such in a fire policy, il not complied with, defeats the insurance no less than
in a marine one, whether it is material to the risk or not, and whether the
non-compliance be with or without the act or privity of the assured. A
statement of a fact, whether of description or otherwise, is considered to be
a warranty in a fire policy no less than a marine one, where the fact is one
upon which the parties can be presumed to have proceeded as being essential

in making the contract. But clauses and .statements intended and serving
merely as a descnption to identify the subject of the policy, and having no
relation to the risk or rate of premium, are construed, in fire, as in marine
insurance, not to c*onstitute conditions on which the validity of the contract
depends." See cases there cited and referred to.
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for his ordinary retail, was held not to be, under the circumstances,

a storing of them within the policy^ (a). A representation that

ground contiguous to the building insured is vacant,

does not amount to a warranty, that it shall *continue [ * 374 ]

vacant during the continuance of the risk, or prevent

the insured from erecting a building upon it, provided he had

not already formed and concealed that intention, and that the

erection was not, in point of fact, in any way the cause of the

loss (6). So, if it was I'epresented at the time of the insurance,

that the building was connected with another building on one

side only, and before the loss happened, it became connected on

two sides, this does not avoid the policy, unless, in point of fact,

the risk thereby becomes increased (c). The assured may exercise

the ordinary necessary acts of ownership over his buildings, and

make the requisite repairs, without prejudice to his policy. A con-

trary rule would be so inconvenient as, in a great degree, to destroy

this species of insurance. But if a loss accrues by means of gross

negligence or misconduct of the workman; or if the alterations in

the building materially enhance the risk, and are not necessary

to the enjoyment of it, or were not the exercise of ordinary acta

of ownership, the insurers will be released from their contract (d).

The English statute of 9th May, 1828, has prudently protected

the insurer from the impositions to which he is naturally exposed,

by the practice of covering under one policy extended and cumu-

lated subjects of risk. The statute requires that detached build-

ings, or goods therein, occasioning a plurality of risks, be valued

and insured separately; and all insurances against fire, made
upon two or more separate subjects or parcels of risk collectively,

in one sum, are declared void. It is a condition of the policy, in

most cases, that if there be any other insurance already made
against loss by fire on the property, and not notified to

the insurers, * the policy is to be deemed void; and [*375]

(a) T^angdon v. New York Equitable Ins. Company, 1 Hall, 226.

(b) Stebbins v. Globe Ins. C(.nipany, 2 HaWs N. Y. Eep. 632.

(c) Stetson v. Mass. Fire Ins. Company, 4 Mans. Rep. 380.

{d) Stetson v. Mass. Fire Ins. Company, 4 Mass. Eep. 330. Jolly v. Balti-
more Equitable Society, 1 Harr. & Gill. 295. Curry v. Commonwealth Ins.

Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 535. A lo.ss by lire, in policies against fire on land,

occasioned by the mere fault and negligence of the assured, his servants or
agents, without fraud or design, is a loss within the policy. Waters v. M.
L. Ins. Company, 11 Peters^ U. S. Rep. 213, Shaw v. Robberds, 1 Neiille &
Perry, 279. S. C. 6 Adolph. & Ellis, 75. The same rule iu marine policies.

Supra, p. 307, N. C.
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if there be any other insurance on the property afterwards made,

the insurers are to have notice of it with reasonable diligence,

and the same is to be duly acknowledged in writing, or that omis-

sion will also render the policy void (a).®

Fire policies usually contain a prohibition against the assign-

ment of them, without the previous consent of the company.

But without this clause, they are assignable in equity, like any

other chose in action, though to render the assignment of any

value to the assignee, an interest in the subject matter of the in-

surance must be assigned also (b). This restriction upon assign-

ments of the policy applies only to transfers before a loss hap-

pens, and it applies only to voluntary sales, and not to sales on

execution (c). In some cases, the statute creating a fire insurance

company, authorizes assignments of policies to the purchaser of

the subject insured, and authorizes the assignee to sue in his own
name, provided notice be given of the assignment before a loss

happens, so as to allow the company, at their election, to return

a ratable proportion of the premium, and be exonerated from

the risk.

(3) Of the adjustment of the loss.

Settlements of losses by fire are made on the principle of a

(rt) Reassurance is a valid contract, in cases of fire, as well as marine
policies. The reassurance operates, not npon the risk, but upon the prop-
erty covered by the original policy, and the requirements of the contract are
satisfied, when those in the original policy are, and notice thereof be given
to the reassurer. This species of insurance requires, as well as the primitive
contract, the communication of all material information. New York B. Fire
Ins. Company v. New York Fire Ins. Company, 17 WendelVs Rep. 359.

(ft) 3Iars1iaU on Insurance^ 800. The assignment of a policy without notice

to the office, will not, under the English bankrupt system, prevent the in-

terest in the policy from passing by a subsequent assignment in bankruptcy,
on the ground that the policy, without the notice, remained under the dis-

posing power of the bankrupt as reputed owner. E.x; parte Colville, 1 Mon-
tague^s Rep. 110. If buildings insured be mortgaged, the policy is ipso facto
assigned to the mortgagee. Farmei-s' Bank v. M. A. Society, 4 Leigh, 69.

Policies against fire, being personal contracts, do not pass to a purchaser
of the property, without the assent of the insurer. ^Etna Fire Ins. Com-
pany V. Tyler, 16 Wendell. 385.

(c) Brichta v. Fayette Fire Ins. Company, 2 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 372. Strong
V. Man. Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 40.

^Mr. Phillips in his treatise (vol. 1, ? 498) after discussing the subject at
some length says he takes the better opinion to be "That an assured may ef-

fect reinsurance directly on the insured subject against the risks or any part
of the risks insured against in the original policy, without any disclosure in
the policy, or otherwise, that it is a reinsurance."

Foi further information upon insurance law the reader is referred to Mr.
Porter's book (Text-Book Series edition) upon the subject, where the whole
law will be found stated in a clear and concise manner.
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particular average, and the estimated loss is paid without aband-

onment of what has been saved (a). Damages and reasonable

charges on removing, at a fire, articles insured, are covered by the

policy. So there may be a general average for a sacrifice made

by the insured for the common good, in a case of necessity. It is

analogous to the law of contribution by co-securities (b). If a

tenant erects a building on a lot held under a lease,

with liberty to renew or remove the building * at the [*376]
end of the lease, and the building be destroyed by fire

a few days before the end of the lease; though the building as it

stood was worth more than the sum insured, and if removed, it

would have been worth much less, yet the courts look only to the

actual value of the building as it stood when lost, and they do not

enter into the consideration of these incidental and collateral

circumstances, in fixing on the true standard of indemnity (c)

It is usually stipulated in the policy, that in case of any prior

or subsequent insurance on the same property, and of which due

notice has been given, and a loss occurs, the assured is not to re-

cover beyond such ratable proportion of the damages as the

amount insured by the policy shall bear to the whole amount in-

sured, without reference to the dates of the different policies.

The loss is to be certified upon oath, and the certificate of a mag-

istrate, notary, or clergyman, is made necessary to be procured in

favour of the truth and fairness of the statement of the loss, and

the strict and literal compliance with the terms of these condi-

tions is held indispensable to a right of recovery (d). If it be

part of the contract that the insurer is to bo liable only to the ex-

(a) As loss by fire is not generally a total loss, the valuation in the policy,

says Mr. Bell, (Com. vol. i. 627,) is rather the fixing of a maximum beyond
which the underwriters are not to be liable, than a conclusive ascertainment
of the value. In France, valued policies against fire are rejected, and in
Wallace v. Insurance Company, 4 Miller''s Louis Rep. 289, the policy and
even the legality of valued policies on fire seemed to be questioned. With
us, policies against fire are taken to be open ones, unless otherwise expressed.

They are not invariably open policies. Lauret v. Chatham Fire Ins. Com-
pany, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 41. Alchorne?;. Saville, QJ. B. Moore, 199.

ih) Welles v. Boston Ins. Company, G Pick. Rep. 182.

(c) Laurent v. Chatham Fire Ins. Company, 1 HalVs N. Y. Rep. 41.

{d) Worsleyv. Wood, 6 Term Rep. 710. Rowmege v. Mechanics' Fire Ins.

Company, 1 Greenes N. J. Rep. 110. Columb. Ins. Company v. Lawrence, 2
Peters' Rep. 2.5. Savage, Ch. J. , in Dawes v. N. R. Ins. Company, 7 Cowen,
462. Leadbetter v. Insurance Company, 13 Maine Rep. 265. This last is a
very strong case. Ifthere be any fraud or false swearing by the assured in

the exhibition of his proofs of loss, he forfeits his claim to a recovery. Reg-
nier v. Louisiana State Marine and Fire Ins. Co., 12 Louis. Rep. 344.
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tent of the sum insured, and after payment for a partial loss a

total loss ensues, the insurer is liable only for the diflFerence be-

tween the sum already paid and the sum insured (a). The con-

tract is confined to the parties, and, as a general rule, no equity

attaches upon the proceeds of policies in favour of third persons,

without some contract or trust to that effect. If the subject of the

insurance be burnt during the continuance of the policy, the ben-

efit of the policy goes to the personal representatives of the in-

sured, unless by some act of the party entitled to the proceeds,

they become clothed with the character of real estate (6),

{a) Cnrry r. CorampTiwealth Ins. Company, 10 Pick. Rep. 535.

{h) Mildmay lu Folgham, 3 Vesei/, 472. Lord King, in Lynch v. Dalzell, 4
Bro. P. a 432, edit. Toralius. Norris v. Harrison, 2 Mtidd. Ch. Rep. 268.
Ellis on Ihe Law of Fire and Life Insurance, 8L Columb. Ins. Company v.

I^awrence, 10 Pelers' U. S. Rep. 507. A mortgagee of the property, has no
right or title to the benefit of the jwlicy, taken by the mortgagor, unless it be
assigned to him. Fire policies usually contain a provi.sion for a renewal on
payment of the premium; and some of the London policies of insurance
against fire for one year or longer, are understood to oixrate for fifteen days
beyond the time of tlie expiration of their policies. This is the case with the
Sun Fire, and Royal Exchange, and Phoenix Insurance Companies. Ilvghea
on Jmniraiwe, 508.

There is an admirable summary of the law of contracts, express and im-
plied, treated of iu this and the preceding volume, to bo seen in the Princi-

ples of ihe Law of Scotland, by Professor BcH, of the University of Edin-
burgh, 3d edition, 1833. The essential principles of the law of contracts, of

sale, hiring, bailment, sureti/, negoiiable paper, partnership, maritime contracts of
aj^eightment, average, salvage, hotiomry and respondentia, marine insv.rnnce,

and insurance against fire and of lives, are stated with all pos.sible brevity con-
sistent with perspicuity, precision and accuracy. The cases and authorities
are annexed to each proposition, and the adjudged cases are given at large in

some succeeding volumes as illvstrations of the principles declared. I do
not know of a more convenient and useful manual of the kind to the .student;

anfl practising lawyer. Though the principles of the Scotch law are drawn
from the civil law. yet they agree in most of the material points, with the
doctrines and adjadications in the English and American law.
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PART VL

OF THE LAW CONCERNING REAL PROPERTY.

LECTURE LT.

OP THE FOUNDATION OF TITLE TO LAND.»

In passing from the subject of personal to that of real property,

the student will itnme'i''.acely perceive that the latter is governed

by rules of a distinct and peculiar charaster. Tho law concern-

ing real property forms a technical and very artificial system;

and though it has felt the influence of the free and commercial

spirit of modern ages, it is still very much under the control of

principles derived from the feudal policy. We have either

never introduced into the jurisprudence of this country, or

' In view of this subject, attention should be called to the existence of a
school of social philosophy which denies that there is or can be any jnst
foundation of private title to land. Products of human industry, say the
writers of this school, belong to the producers by virtue of creation, and may,
with perfect iustice, pass from hand to hand. But land, the gift of nature
to all mankind, is not, so they maintain, a subject of riglitf^nl caption or
valid transfer. Discovery, occupation and conquest are alj rejected as sources
of title, on the ground that each is but a taking to one's self of that which
belongs to all. Descent and purchase, as modes of translation, are repudi-
ated likewise: since that cannot be mutually gained and lost which the
holder does not own and which the taker cannot acquire.

It may be thought that, with such speculations, law, save in the exercise

of police power, has no concei'n. But even law must justify itself in the
eyes of men or submit to innovation at their hands.
The juridical conception of title, if fully Avrought out, would represent this

means of upholding ownership as a chain each of whose links is a congeries
of private claims and public interests—both tending against anarchy to con-
serve prevailing conditions of enjoyment and to regulate their orderly suc-
cession. Such is the notion according to which appropriation is counte-
nanced; possession, honored; transmission, fostered.

For an exposition of the aforementioned doctrine, consult Mill, Pol.

Economy, Bk. II., Ch. II., ? 5; George, Progress and Povertv, Bk. VII., Ch.
Ij Spencer, Social Statics, Pt. II., Ch. IX., as modified by Pt. V. § 540, of
his Sociology.
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we have, in the course of improvements upon our municipal law,

abolished all the essential badges of the law of feuds; but the

deep traces of that policy are visible in every part of the doctrine

of real estates, and the technical language, and many of the tech-

nical rules and fictions of that system, are still retained.'"

(1.) It is a fundamental principle in the English law, derived

from the maxims of the feudal tenures, that the king was the

original proprietor of all the land in the kingdom, and the true

and only source of title (a). In this country we have

[
* 378 ] *adopted the same principle, and applied it to our repub-

lican governments; and it is a settled and fundamental

doctrine with us, that all valid individual title to land within the

United States, is derived from the grant of our own local govern-

ments, or from that of the United States, or from the crown, or

royal chartered governments established here prior to the revolu-

tion.' This was the doctrine declared in New York, in the case

(a) 2 Blacks. Com. 51, 53, 86, 105. Sir Francis Palgrave says, that the prac-

tical establishment of the theory that the king was the original proprietor of
all the lands in the kingdom, was to be attributed to the constant working
of the crown lawyers, who always presumed that the land was held by feudal

tenure, until the contrary could be shown. Rise and Progress of the English

Commonwealth, vol. i. 584. The same principle of feudal tenure prevails in

Scotland. BelVs Prin. of the Law of Scotland, sec. 676.
'" The English law relating to land is of a mixed origin. The earliest

element which is found in it is certainly the Teutonic. The cn.stom of the
early Teutonic invaders, the inevitable effect of the conquest and settlement
of the land on a large scale, the growth of the feudal ideas into a system of
law and importing lioctrines which were before unknown, and the subse-
quent influence of the Canon and Roman law, must all be taken into account
in attempting to trace the growth of the law of land.

Austin says, that title is the collection of facts, or events on which, by the
dispositions of the law, rights arise or come into being, and also the facts or

events on which, by the dispositions of the law, they terminate, or are extin-

guished. 2 Austin's Jurisprudence, 902.

According to the English laAv, rights over land are never lost or aban-
doned 80 as to become res nullius.

"Title," says Blackstone, "is the means whereby the owner of lands hath
the just possession of his property." (2 Blks. Com. 194.)

* On the records of Northumberland county, Pennsylvania, there is a deed
which was drawn by a quaint old lawyer of the last century. It conveys a
certain lot in the town of Lewisburg, and contains the following recital of

title:
'

' Whereas the Creator of the earth, by ]iarole and livery of seisen, did enfeoflT

the parents of mankind, to wit, Adam and Eve, of all the planetary system
by the name of the earth * * * * to have and to hold to them,
the said Adam and Eve and the heirs of their bodies lawfully to be begotten,

in fee-tail general forever as by said feoftment recorded by Moses, in the first

chapter of the first book of his records, commonly called Genesis, more fully

and at large appears."
It then goes on to recite that the said Adam and Eve died seised of the

premises in fee-tail general, leaving sons and daughters who entered on the
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of Jackson v. Ingraham (a), and it was held to be a settled rule,

(a) 4 Johns. Rep. 163. Jackson v. Waters, 12 ibid. 365, S.P. By theJV^. Y.
Revised Sfafutfs, vol. i. 718, sec. 1, the people are declared to possess the
original and ultimate property in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of
the state. It was declared by statute in Connecticut, in 1718, that no title

to lands was valid, unleas derived from the Governor and Company of the
colony. Revised Statutes of Connecticut., 1784, p. 113. In the elaborately dis-

cussed case of De Armas v. Mayor, &c., of New Orleans, 5 3Iiller^s Louia. Rep.

132, it was admitted to have been uniformly the practice of all the European
nations having colonial establishments and dominion in America, to consider

the unappropriated lands occupied by savage tribes, and obtained from them
by conquest or purchase, to be crown lands, and capable of a valid aliena-

tion, by sale or gift, by the sovereign, and by him only. No valid title

could be acquired without letters patent from the King. See Ihid. p. 188,
195—197, 206, 213, 216. But it is said that purchases made at Indian treat-

ies, under the competent sanction of the government of the United States,

vest a valid title in the purchaser, without any patent. Baldwin, J., iu

Mitchel V. United States, 9 Peters' U. S. Rep. 748, 756, 757. This opinion is,

however, so contrary to the previous authorities on the subject, that I should
apprehend it would be proper for further consideration.

In the English law it has always been considered a fundamental principle,

that the king, by his prerogative, was entitled to all mines of gold and silver,

whetJier iu lands belonging to the crown, or to a subject. Lord Coke sajs,

that the king has no such right, by virtue of his prerogative, in any other
metals than gold and silver, for those metals alone are requisite for the coin-

ing of money for the use of his subjects. 2 Inst. 577, 578. In the great Case of
Mines, in the Exchequer, (Clowd. 310, 336.) it was resolved, by a majority of the
twelvejudges, that if the mine, inthelandsof asubject, wasofcopper, tin, lead,

or iron, and had gold or silver intermixed, though of less value than the baser
metals, the whole mine belonged to the crown, because the nobler metal at-

tracted to it the less valuable, and the king could not liold jointly with the
subject, and consequently he took the whole. The minority of the judges,
and Plowden himself, dissented from this severe and unreasonable doctrine,

and it was corrected by the Statutes of 1 Wm. & Mary, ch. 30, and 5 Wm. <&

Mary. ch. 6, which declared, that no mine of copper, tin, lead, or iron, should
be adjudged a royal mine, though gold or silver might be extracted from it,

but the crown was allowed to take the proceeds of the mine in such cases,

premises and became seised thereof as tenants in common; and that in the
process of time they multiplied their seed on the earth, and, becoming very
numerous, found it inconvenient to remain as tenants in common, and "be-
thought themselves to make partition of the lands and tenements to and
among themselves;" that the tract known, on the general plan of the earth
as America, was allotted to certain of the heirs and eventually a certain

united people called the Six Nations of North America, heirs and descend-
ants of the said grantees of America, being seised of a part of the tract now
called Pennsylvania. Then in the deed there follows an accurate recital of
the conveyance of the Six Nations to the Penns, and from them down to the
present grantor. The scrivener omits all reference to the grant by the King
to William Penn.
The scrivener, no doubt, obtained the first link in his title from Blackstone,

who says, "In the beginning of the world we are informed by Holy Writ,
the all bountiful Creator gave to man dominion over all the earth, and over
the fish of the sea, and over the fowls of the air, and over every living thing
that moveth on the earth. This is the only true and solid foundation of
man's dominion over external things, whatever metaphysical notions may
have been started by fanciful writers upon this subject. The earth, therefore,

and all things therein, are the general property of all mankind, exclusive of

other beings, from the immediate gift of the Creator."
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that the courts could not take notice of any title to land not de-

rived from our own state or colonial government, and duly veri-

fied by patent. This was also a fundamental principle in the

colonial jurisprudence. All titles to land passed to individuals

from the crown, through the colonial corporations, and the colonial

or proprietary authorities.' Even with respect to the Indian reser-

provided tliat the king paid to the owner Avithin thirty days after the ore
shouhl have been extracted and raised, at certain specified lates.

The Statute Law of New York has asserted tlic right of the state, as sover-

eign, over mines to the extent of the English statutes, and with more definite

limits. Every citizen l)eing the owner of any mine, wherein ore may be dis-

covered, opened, or wrought, in wliich, upon an average, two-third parts or
more, are of copper, tin, iron, or lead, may hold and enjoy the same against
the state, th;)ugh if the average be less, the mine belongs to the people of
the state in their right of sovereignty. {Ad 6th February, 1789, ch. 18, N.
Y. B. S. vol. i. 198.) The Reiused Statutes Avould seem to declare, that all

mines, other tliau mines of gold or silver, or copper, tin, lead, or iron, belong
exclusively to the state. If so, this is an extension of state claim, transcencl-

ing the English royal prei'ogative. and in contradiction to the only exception
required by statute {Ads, 25th Februarv, 1789, ch. 32. and 28tli February,
1789, ch. 44, and N. Y. B. S. vol. i. 198,') in state patents of all gold and sil-

ver mines. This express exception ought, in all sound construction, to ex-
clude the state from any further exception or reservation in the general grant-
ing words in patents, for it was admitted, in the Case of Minen, already cited,

that the king might alienate even royal mines, by apt and proper words.
What is the law of the other states on the subject of royal mines I am not

able to say, though it is to be presumed that the exception of mines of gold
and silver, is the u.^ial formula in all government patents and grants by the
United States, as well as by the .several states.

^ The title of the Six Nations to the tract of land which now forms the State
of Pennsylvania, was based upon occupancy, but it was not a very good one.

The territory or hunting grounds belonged to the tribes who alone had the
power to dispose of them. By the confederacy of the Six Nations this power
was vested in the general council fire, so that no one of the tribes alone had
the power to dispose of tlie lands, and the right of an individual on such land
was merely temporary and usufructuary.
The occupancy by the Six Nations gave them a title little better than that

possessed by the wild beasts. The individuals of the different tribes hunted
in the forests, fished in the streams, and pitched their tents where their fancy
dictated.

Thomas JefFereon, in the course of his long struggle to destroy estates tail

in Virginia, .said, "America was not conquered by William the Norman, nor
its lands surrendered to him or any of his ancestoi-s. The fictitious principle
that all lands belong originally to the king, our ancestors were early pereuaded
to believe real, and accordingly took grants of their own lands from the crown.
And while the crown continued to grant for small sums and reasonable rents

there was no inducement to arrest the error and lay it open to the public
view. But his majesty has lately taken it on him to advance the terms of '

purchase and holding to the double of what they were, by which means the
acquisition of lands being rendered difficult, the population of our C')antry is

likely to be checked. It is time, therefore, for us to lay this matter before
his majesty, and to declare that he has no right to grant lands of himself.

From the nature and purcha.se of civil institutions, all the lands within the
limits which any particular party has circumscribed around itself are assumed
by that society and subject t^ their allotment; this may be done by them-
selves assembled collectively, or by the legislature to whom they may have
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vation lauds, of which they still retain the occupancy, the validity

of a patent has not hitherto been permitted to be drawn in ques-

tion in a suit between citizens of the state, under the pretext that

the Indian right and title, as original lords of the soil, had not

been extinguished fa). It was also declared in Fletcher v. Peck (6),

to be the opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States,

that the nature of the Indian title to lands lying within the ter-

ritorial limits of a state, though entitled to be respected by all

courts until it be legitimately extinguished, was not such as to be

absolutely repugnant to a seisin in fee on the part of the govern-

ment within whose jurisdiction the lands are situated (c).*

* (2.) The history and grounds of the claims of the [''STO]

European governments, and of the United States, to the

lands on this continent, and to dominion over the Indian tribes,

(n) Jackson v. Hudson, 3 Johns. Rep. 375.

{h) 6 Cranch's Bep. 87.

(f?) This was the language of a majority of the court in the case of Fletcher
V. Peck. It was a mere naked declaration, without any discussion or rea-

soning by the court in support of it; hut Judge Johnson, in the separate

opinion which he delivered, did not concur in the doctrine. He held that
the Indian nations were absolute proprietors of the soil, and that practically,

and in cases unaffected by particular treaties, the restrictions upon the right of
soil in the Indiaiis amounted only to an exclusif)n of all competitors from tho
market, and a pre-emptive right to acquire a fee-simple by purchase when
the proprietors should be pleased to sell.

delegated sovereign power, and if they are allotted in neither of these way.s,

each individual of the society may appropriate to himself such lands as he
finds vacant, and occupancy will give him title."

The grant of the King ot England to Willian Penn was no more substan-
tial than that of the Six Nations. Ciiarles II. made a grant in fee and com-
mon socage, which was confirmed by the Duke or York, and gave to Penn
the right to sell or otherwise dispose of the lands as he saw fit. But as Penn-
sylvania was not the property of Charles II., or the Duke of York, they could
not give a good title to it.

"There cannot be a government owner.ship of lands in any true sense of
the term, unless the title is acquired as individuals accjuire their titles."

The purpose of the government is to protect and defend an individual in the
enjoyment of his personal liberty and private property. King Charles, as

the representative of tho people of England, assumed governmental domin-
ion of the kind in Pennsylvania, his chai'ter was simply a delegation of gov-
ernmental jurisdiction, to the extent that the lands were unoccupied, it w-a3

no more than an assurance to those who should enter on the land and pos-

sess it under this government license, tliat they would be protected and their

possession defended. The state is a convenient trustee to hold the legal

title to unoccupied lands until some citizen enters into possession and ac-

quires the equitable possession. Sec address of George F. Baer, Esq., before

the University of Pa., Oct. 1st. 1887.
* The Indian title, or that interest which originally belonged to the native

tribes, was one of use or occupation. But this interest could only be divested

by conquest or by purchase. See Gillespie f. Cunningham, 2 Humph. 19;
Commonwealth v. Eoxbury, 9 Gray, 478.
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have been since more largely and fully considered. In discus-

sing the rights and consequences attached by the international

law of Europe to prior discovery, it was stated in Johnson v.

M'Intosh (a), as an historical fact, that on the discovery of this

continent by the nations of Europe, the discovery was considered

to have given to the government by whose subjects or authority

it was made, a title to the country, and the sole right of acquir-

ing the soil from the natives, as against all other European pow-

ers. Each nation claimed the right to regulate for itself, in ex-

clusion of all others, the relation which was to subsist between

the discoverer and the Indians. That relation necessarily im-

paired, to a considerable degree, the rights of the original inhab-

itants, and an ascendancy was asserted in consequence of the su-

perior genius of the Europeans, founded on civilization and

Christianity, and of their superiority in the means, and in the art

of war. The European nations which respectively established

colonies in America, assumed the ultimate dominion to be in

themselves, and claimed the exclusive right to grant a title to the

soil, subject only to the Indian right of occupancy. The natives

were admitted to be the rightful occupants of the soil, with a

legal as well as just claim to retain possession of it, and to use

it according to their own discretion, though not to dispose of the

soil at their own will, except to the government claiming the right

of preemption. The practice of Spain (6), France, Hol-

[ *380] land, and England, * proved the very general recogni-

tion of the claim and title to American territories given

by discovery. The United States adopted the same principle,

and their exclusive right to extinguish the Indian title by pur

(a) 8 Wheat. Sep. 543.

(b) By the laws of Spain, particular portions of the soil of Louisiana were
alloted to the Indians, and care was taken to make the acquisitions valuable,

by preventing the intrusion of white settlers. The Tmios of the Indies di-

rected, that when the Indians gave up their lands to the whites, others

should be assigned to them, and the lands allotted to the Indian tribes by
the Spanish officers, in pursuance of the laws of the Indies, were given to

them in complete ownership, equally as if they were held under a complete
grant. But as the Indians were considered in a state of pupilage, the au-

thority of the public officers, who were constituted their guardians, was
necessary to a valid alienation of their property. Recap, de^t las Jndias, cited

by Porter, J., in 18 Martin's Rep. 357—359, who speaks most liberally of the

humane iwlicy and justice of the Spanish laws in relation to the Indian

tribes. See, also, translations from the Recopilacion de Lcyes de las Indian, in

White's nefZJ Recopilacion, vol. ii. p. 34, 41. 59, 95, which sliow the anxious

and paternal care with which the Spanish laws guarded the Indians from
abuse and fraud.
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chase or conquest, and to grant the soil, and exercise such a

degree of sovereignty as circumstances required, has never been

judicially questioned (a). Thea'ights of the British government

within the limits of the British colonies, passed to the United

States by the force and effect of the act of independence, and

the uniform assertion of those rights by the crown, by the colo-

nial governments, by the individual states, and by the Union, is,

no doubt, incompatible with an absolute title in the Indians.

That title has been obliged to yield to the combined influence

which military, intellectual, and moral power gave to the claim of

the European emigrants.

(3.) This assumed but qualified dominion over the Indian

tribes, regarding them as enjoying no higher title to the soil than

that founded on simple occupancy, and to be incompetent to

transfer their title to any other power than the government which

claims the jurisdiction of their territory by right of discovery,

arose, in a great degree, from the necessity of the case. To leave

the Indians in possession of the country was to leave the country

a wilderness, and to govern them as a distinct people, or to mix

with them, and admit them to an inter community of privileges,

was impossible under the circumstances of their relative condi-

tion. The peculiar character and habits of the Indian

nations, rendered them incapable *of sustaining any [*381]
other relation with the whites than that of dependence

and pupilage. There was no other way of dealing with them

than that of keeping them separate, subordinate, and dependent,

with a guardian care thrown around them for their protection (6),

The rule that the Indian title was subordinate to the absolute,

ultimate title of the government of the European colonists, and

that the Indians were to be considered as occupants, and entitled

to protection in peace in that character only, and incapable of

transferring their right to others, was the best one that could be

adopted with safety. The weak and helpless condition in which

(a) As early as 1782 the American minister, Mr. Jay, told the Spanish
minister, Conut d'Aranda, that our right to the territories of the Indian na-
tions comprehended within the colonial chartered limits, was a question to

be discussed and settled between us and the Indians; that we claimed the
tight of prefimption with respect to them, and the sovereignty with respect to

all other nations. Life and Writings of John Jay. vol. ii. 474.

(b) It was shown in the case of Mitchel v. United States, 9 Peters'' U. S.

Rep. 740, that it was part of the governor's oath in the Spanish colonies, as
prescribed by the laws of the Indies, thai he should take care of the welfare, in-

crease, Mid protection of the Indians.
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we found the Indians, and the immeasurable superiority of their

civilized neighbours, would not admit of the application of any

more liberal and equal doctrine to the case of Indian lands and

contracts. It was founded on the pretension of converting the

discovery of the country into a conquest, and it is now too late to

draw into discussion the validity of that pretension, or the re-

strictions which it imposes. It is established by numerous com-

pacts, treaties, laws, and ordinances, and founded on immemorial

usage. The country has been colonized and settled, and is now
held by that title. It is the law of the land, and no court of

justice can permit the right to be disturbed by speculative reason-

ings on abstract rights.

This is the view of the subject which was taken by the Supreme

Court in the elaborate opinion to which I have referred. The
same court has since been repeatedly called upon to discuss and

decide great questions concerning Indian rights and title; and

the subject has of late become exceedingly grave and momentous,

affecting the faith and character, if not the tranquillity and safety,

of the government of the United States.

In the case of Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia (a), it was

held by a majority of the court, that the Cherokee nation of In-

dians, dwelling within the jurisdictional limits of

[ *382] *the United States, was not a foreign state in the sense

in which the terni,is used in the Constitution, nor en-

titled as such to proceed in that court against the State of Georgia.

But it was admitted that the Cherokees wpre a state, or distinct

political society, capable of managing its own affairs, and govern-

ing itself, and that they had uniformly been treated' as such since

the settlement of our country. The numerous treaties made with

them by the United States, recognize them as a people capable of

maintaining the relations of peace and war, and responsible in

their political capacity. Their relation to the United States waa

nevertheless peculiar. They were domestic dependent nations,

and their relation to us resembled that of a ward to his gaardian;

and they had an unquestionable right tothe lands they occupied,

until that right should be extinguished by a voluntary cession to

our government. The subject was again brought forward, and

the great points which it involved reasoned upon and judicially

(a) January term, 1831, 5 Peters^ U. S. Rep. 1.
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determined, in the case of Worcester v. State of Georgia (a), and

which was another case arising out of the operation of the laws of

Georgia.

The legislature of that state, in the years 1828, 1829, and 1830,

passed several penal statutes, in reference to the Cherokee nation

and territory. The purport and effect of those laws was to de-

molish the Cherokee government and institutions, and annihilate

their political existence as a nation ; and to divide their territory

among the adjoining counties in Georgia, and extend the civil

and criminal law of the state over the Indian territory. Those

laws dealt with them as if they were alike destitute of civil and

political privileges, and were mere tenants at sufferance, without

any interest in the soil on which they dwelt, and which had been

uninterruptedly claimed and enjoyed by them and their ancestors

as a nation from time immemorial. Their lands had been guar-

anteed to them as a nation, and the protection of the United

States pledged to tbem in their national capacity, and their ex-

istence, competence, and rights, as a distinct political

* society, recognized, by treaties, made with them in the [ * 383 ]

years 1785, 1791, 1798, 1805, 1806, 1816, 1817, and

1819, by the government of the United States, under all the forms

and solemnities of treaty compacts. The statutes of Georgia

nevertheless prohibited the Cherokees, under highly penal sanc-

tions, from the exercise, within the territory they so occupied, of

any political power whatever, legislative, executive, or judicial.

They were declared not to be competent witnesses in any court of

the state, to which a white person might be a party, unless such

white person resided in the Cherokee nation; and they were also

declared to be incompetent to contract with any white person.

Their territory was divided into sections, and directed to be sur-

veyed and subdivided into districts, and disposed of by lottery

among the citizens of Georgia. Their gold mines were taken pos-

session of by force, and the use of them by the Indians prohib-

ited. They were, however, declared to be protected in the pos-

session of their impr()veinents, until the legislature should enact to

the contrary, or the Indians should voluntarily abandon them {b)}

(ff) 6 Peters' U. S. Rep. 515.

(6) In the sesbion of 18:^1—2, the legislatnrt of Alabama also extended
the civil and criminal jurisdiction of that state over all the Indian territory

* Beyond the right of occupation, no other title has ever been recognized
in the native tribes. The general property of the soil in the territory of the
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The Supreme Court of the United States, in the case of Wor-

cester, reviewed the whole ground of controversy, relative to the

character and validity of Indian rights within the territorial

dominions of the United States, and especially in reference to the

Cherokee nation within the territorial limits of Georgia. They

declared that the right given by European discovery was the ex-

clusive right to purchase, but this right was not founded on a

denial of the right of the Indian possessor to sell. Though the

right to the soil was claimed to be in the European governments,

as a necessary consequence of th3 right of discovery and assump-

tion of territorial jurisdiction, yet that right was only deemed

such in reference to the whites; and in respect to the Indians, it

was always understood to amount only to the exclusive right of

purchasing auch lands as the natives were willing to sell. The

royal grants and charters asserted a title to the country against

Europeans only, and they were considered as blank

[*884] *paper, so far as the rights of the natives were con-

cerned. The English, the French, and the Spaniards,

within its limits, and dealt with the Indians (Creeks and Cherokees) as being
nnder the absolute control of the state. So, also, in the session of 1833, the
legislature of Tennessee extended the laws and jurisdiction of the state over
the tract of country within the boundary limits of the state in the occupancy
of the Cherokees. But the extension, though in violation of the treaties ex-
isting between the United States and the Cherokees, was made with mild
and reasonable qualifications, iu respect to the Cherokees. compared with
similar acts in some other states. It .secured them in the enjoyment of
their improvements and pei-soual property, and allowed them to enjoy their

native usages, and prevented entry upon or occupancy of any of the lands in
their territory, by white men, and exempted the Cherokee Indians from any
criminal jurisdiction under the act for ofifences committed by them within
their territory, except for murder, rape, and larceny. It Avas in the spirit of
the act of the legislature of New York, of 12th April. 1822, asserting exclusive
criminal jurisdiction over all crimes and offences committed within the In-
dian Reservations in the state, by and between Indians. The Tennessee act
was founded on the necessity of the case, owing to the very reduced popula-
tion of the Cherokees within the State of Tennessee, and the too great imbe-
cility of their organization and authority to preserve order, and protect
themselves from atrocious crimes. The criminal jurisdiction of New York
was vindicated on that ground in Goodell v. Jackson. 20 Johns. Rep. 716; and
on the same ground the act of Tennessee was vindicated in their supreme
court, in the case of the State v. Foreman, a Cherokee Indian, October, 1835,
8 Yerger, 256. But even that decision, ably as it was supported, was re-

sisted, with equal ability, by Judge Peck, one of the members of the court,

on the ground of subsisting treaties between the United States and the Cher-
okees, recognizing their national and self-governing authority, and which
treaties did not exist in the case in New York.

original English colonies was claimed and conceded to Great Britain by
right of discovery. .Johnson v. Mcintosh, 8 Wheaton, 543: Martin v. Wad-
dell, 16 Peters, 367, 4 Dane, Abr. 68—70.
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were equal competitors for the friendship and the aid of the

Indian oations. The crown of England never attempted to in-

terfere with the national affairs of the Indians, further than to

keep out the agents of foreiga powers, who might seduce them

into foreign alliances. The English government purchased the

alliance and dependence of the Indian nations by subsidies, and

purchased their lands when they were willing to sell, at a price

they were willing to take, but they never coerced a surrender of

them. The English crown considered them as nations competent

to maintain the relations of peace and war, and of governing

themselves under her protection. The United States, who suc-

ceeded to the rights of the British crown in respect to the Indians,

did the same, and no more; and the protection stipulated to be

afforded to the Indians, and claimed by them, was landerstood by

all parties, as only binding the Indians to the United States as

dependent allies. A weak power does not surrender its inde-

pendence and right to self-government by associating with a

stronger, and taking its protection. This is the settled doctrine

of the law of nations, and the court concluded and adjudged, that

the Cherokee nation was a distinct community, occupying its own

territory, with boundaries accurately described, in which the laws

of Georgia cannot rightfully have any force, and into which the

citizens of Georgia have no right to enter, but with the assent of

the Cherokees themselves, or in conformity with treaties, and

with the acts of Congress. The court accordingly considered the

acts of Georgia which have been mentioned, to be repugnant to

the Constitution, treaties, and laws of the United States, and con-

sequently that they were, in judgment of law, null and void.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States was not

tbe promulgation of any new doctrine, for the several local gov-

ernments, before and since our revolution, never regard-

ed the Indian nations within their territorial domains *as [ * 3^ ]

subjects, or members of the body politic, and amenable

individually to their jurisdiction. They treated the Indians

within their respective territories as free and independent tribes,

governed by their own laws and usages, under their own chiefs,

and competent to act in a national character, and exercise self-

government, and while residing within their own territories,

owing no allegiance to the municipal laws of the whites. The

judicial decisions in New York and Tennessee, in 1810 and 1823,

27 VOL. III. KENT. 417
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correspond with those more recently pronounced in the Supreme

Court of the Union, and they explicitly recognized this historical

fact and declared this doctrine (a). The original Indian nations

were regarded and dealt with as proprietors of the soil which

they claimed and occupied, but without the power of alienation,

except to the governments which protected them, and had thrown

over them, and beyond them, their assumed patented domains.

Those governments asserted and enforced the exclusive right to

extinguish Indian titles to lands, enclosed within the exterior

lines of their jurisdictions, by fair purchase, under the sanction

of treaties; and they held all individual purchases froni the

Indians, whether made with them individually, or collectively as

tribes, to be absolutely null and void. The only power that

could lawfully acquire the Indian title was the state, and a gov-

ernment grant was the only lawful source of title admitted in the

courts of justice. The colonial and state governments, and the

government of the United States, uniformly dealt upon

[
* 386 ] these principles with the Indian nations dwelling *within

their territorial limits. The Indian tribes placed them-

selves under the protection of the whites, and they were cherished

as dependent allies, but subject to such restraints and qualified

control in their national capacity, as was considered by the whites

to be indispensable to their own safety, and I'equisite to the due

discharge of the duty of that protection (6)."

(a) Jackson r. Wood, 7 Johnfi. Sep. 295. Goodell v. Smith, 20 ihid. 693.

'Holland v. Pack. Feck^s Tenn. Rep. 151. In \S'M), the supreme court of Ten-
nes.see stated that the act of North Carolina of 1783, (and which was part of

the statute law of Tennessee,) admitted that the Cherokees were an inde-
pendent people and not citizens of that state; that they were governed hy
their own laws, and not subject to the legislature of North Carolina. The
court declareil that grants from that .stale of Indian lands Avere valid as be-

tween the state and the grantees, but that they were subject to the Indian
right and title of exclusive occupancy and enjoyment. Blair & Johnson v.

Pa^hkiller, 2 Ycrt/er, 407. The legislature of New York, so late as 1813. by
statute, authorized the governor 'to hold a trcniy or trealies on the part of the

' people of this sinte. icith the Oneida nation of Indians, or any other of the Indian
nations or IrilieA within this state, for the purpose of extinguishing their claim
to .such part of their lands, lying within this state, as he may deem proper,

for such sums and annuities as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties."

Laws of New York. 3Gth sess. ch. 130.

(b) in Mitcherr. Ihiited States, 9 Peters' U. S. Eep. 711, 745, 746, the
"" There are many authorities which hold that a treaty may convey to the

grantee a good title of such lands without an act of Congress conferring it,

and that Congress has no constitutional power to settle or interfere with
rights under treaties, except in cases purely political. Harris r. Barnett, 4

Bi:ickford. :>(J9; United States-r. Brooks, 10 Howard, 442; Meigs v. McClung,
9 iiranch, 11 ; Doe /•. Wilson, 23 Howard, 401 ; Holden v Joy, 17 Wallace, 247.
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(4) Thoro has been considerable diverKify of opinion and

much ingenious speculation, on the claim of right to this country

by the Europeans, founded on the title by discovery. We have

seen that with respect to the English colonists in America, the

claim was modified, and much of its extravagance destroyed, by

conceding to the native tribes their political rights and privileges,

as dependent allies, and their qualified title to the soil. As far

as Indian rights and territories were defined and acknowledged

by the whites by treaty, there was no question in the case, for

the whites were bound by the moral and national obligations of

contract and good faith. As far as Indian nations had formed

themselves into regular organized governments, within reasonable

and definite limits necessary for the hunter state, there would

seem also to be no ground to deny the absolute nature of their

territorial and political rights. But beyond these points our

colonial ancestors were not willing to go. They seem to have

deemed it to be unreasonable, and a perversion of the duties

and design of the human race, to bar the European, with their

implements of husbandry and the arts, with their laws, their

learning, their liberty, and their religion, from all entrance into

this mighty continent, lest they might trespass upon some part

of the interminable forests, deserts, and hunting grounds of an

uncivilized, erratic, and savage race of men. Nor could they be

brought to entertain much respect for the loose and attenuated

claim of such occupants, to the exclusive use of a country evi-

dently fitted and intended by Providence to be subdued and cul-

tivated, and to become the residence of civilized nations.^

supreme court once more declared the same general doctrine, that lands in

possession of friendly Indians were always, under the colonial governments,
considered as heing; owned by the tribe or nation, as their common property,

by a perpetual rieht of possession; that the ultimate fee was in the crown or

its grantees subject to this right ot pos.session, and could be granted by the
crown upon that condition; that individuals could not purchase Indian lands
without license, or under rules prescribed by law; that pcssession was con-

sidered with reference to Indian habits and modes of liie, and the hunting
grounds of the tribes were as much in theii- actual occupation as the cleared

tiolds of the whites, and this was the tenure of Indian lands by the laws of
all the colonies. Grants and sales by the Indians at Indian treaties, under
the sanction of the local governments, gave a valid title. The doctrine was
in that case applied to grants of lands in Florida, from the Creek and Semi-
nole Indians, under the sanction of the Spanish authorities.

' Indian posses.sion or occupation was considered with reference to their

habits and modes of life; their hunting grounds were as much in their actual

pos.session as the cleared fields of the whites; and their right to its exclusive

enjoyment in their own way, and for their own purposes, were as much re-
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It was part of the original destiny and duty of tbp

[
* 387 ] human *race to subdue the earth and till the ground

from whence they were taken. The white race of men,

as Governor Pownall observed, have been "land-wofkers from

the beginning," and if unsettled and sparsely scattered tribes of

hunters and fishermen show no disposition or capacity to emerge

from the savage to the agricultural and civilized state of man,

their right to keep some of the fairest portions of the earth a

mere wilderness, filled with wild beasts, for the sake of hunting,

becomes utterly inconsistent with the civilization and moral im-

provement of mankind. Vattel did not place much value on the

territorial rights of erratic races of people, who sparsely inhabited

immense regions, and suffered them to remain a wilderness, be-

cause their occupation was war, and their subsistence drawn

chiefly from the forest. He observed that the- cultivation of the

soil was an obligation imposec" by nature upon mankind, and that

the human race could not well subsist, or greatly multiply, if

rude tribes, which had not advanced from the hunter state, were

entitled to claim and retain all the boundless regions through

which they might wander. If such a people will usurp more

territory than they can subdue and cultivate, they have no right

to complain, if a nation of cultivators puts in a claim for a part,

and confines the natives witnin narrower limits. He alluded to

the establishment of the French and English colonies in North

America, as being, in his opinion, entirely lawful, and he ex-

tolled the moderation of William Penn, and of the first settlers

in New England, who are anderstood to have fairly purchased of

the natives, from time to time, the lands they wished to colon-

ize (a).

The original Epglish emigrants came to this country with no

slight confidence in the solidity of such doctrines, and in their

right to possess, subdue, and cultivate the American wilderness,

as being, by the law of nature and the gift of Providence,

[ * 388 ] open andcommon to the first occupants in the *character

of cultivators of the earth. The great patent of New
England, which was the foundation of the subsequent titles and

subordinate charters in, that country, and the opinions of grave

{a) Droit dea Gens, c. 1, sec. 81, 2()9.

spected until they abandoned them, made a cession to the government, or

aa authorized sale to iudividuels. Mitchell v. United States, 9 Peters, 745.
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and learned men, tended to confirm that confidence. According

to Chalmers, the practice of the European world had constituted

a law of nations, which sternly disregarded the possession of the

aborigines, because they had not been admitted into the

society pf nations (6). But whatever * loose opinions [ *389]

might have been entertained, or latitudinary doctrines

{b) Chalmers^ Political Annnis, 676. The Puritans circulated a paper in

England, immediately preceding their projected emigration to Massachusetts
Bay, entitled, General Considerations for the Plantation of Nao Enykmd.
Mathcr^s Magnolia, vol. 1. 6n, edit. 1820. It was published at large in Rutch~
inson's Slate Papers, (Boston, 17(J9, p. 27.) and it declared, that "the whole
earth was the Lord's garden, and he had given it to the sons of Adam, to be
tilled and improved by them. Why then shonld any stand starving for places
of habitation, and in the mean time sutler whole countries, as protitable for

the use of man, to lie waste without any improvement." In answer to the
objection, that they had no warrant for taking land a long time possessed by
other sons of Adam, it was stated, that what "was common to all was proper
to none. This .savage people ruleth over many lands without title or property,

for they enclose no ground, neither have they cattle to maintain it. There
was more than enough for them and us. By a miraculous plague, a great
part of the country was left void of inhabitants. Finally, they would come
in with good leave of the natives." We may also refer to an able paper,
written by the Rev. Mr. Bulkley, of Colchester, in Connecticut, in 1724, (n-
titled, "An inquiry into the right of the Aboriginal Natives to the Lauds
in America, and the Titles derived from them." 3[assachusetts Historical

Colleclions, vol. iv. 159. In that treatise, tlie learned author confines Indian
titles, which have any solidity or value, to those particular parcels of land
which they had subdued and improved, and insists that the English had an
undoubted right to enter, and appropriate for agricultural purposes, all the
residue of the waste and unimproved lands in the country, as being common,
and open to the first bona fide occupants. He contended, that in a state of
nature, the only title to property was the labour by which the same was
appropriated and cultivated, and that the Indian tribes were still in that im-
perfect state of civil policy which borders upon a state of nature, and the ex-
tensive tracts of country which they claimed as national property, was not
subject to any regulation, or defined as property, and lay neglected in that
common state wherein nature had left it. Cotton Mather, also, in his 3Iag-
nalia Christi Americana, (vol. i. 72.) considered it as an instance of the mo.st

imaginable civility, that the English purchased several tracts of land of the
natives, notwithstanding the patent which they had for the country. The great
patent of New England, granted by King James, in 1620, to the council at
Plymouth, in England, (and which M-as by the patent incorporated by the
name of "the council establi-shed at Plymouth, in the county of Devon, for

the planting, ruling, and governing of New England, in America,") recited,

that the king's subjects had "taken actual possession of the continent men-
tioned in the patent, in the name and to the use of the king, as soverei|^n

lord thereof ; that there was no other subjects of any Christian king or state,

by any authority from their sovereign lords or princes, actually in po.ssession

of any of the lands between the degrees of forty and forty-eight; that the
country being depopulated by pestilence and devastation, the appointed time
had come in which Almighty God had thought fit and determined that those
large and goodly territories, deserted as it were by their natural inhabitants,
should be possessed and enjoyed by siich of his subjects as should be con-
ducted thither; that the settlement would tend to the rcditcing and conver-
sion of such savages as remained wandering in desolation and distress, to

civil society and the Christian religion, and to the enlargement of the king's
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inculcated, in favour of the abstract right to possess and colonize

America, it is certain that in point of fact the colonists were not

satisfied, or did not deem it expedient, to settle the.country v;ith-

out the consent of the aborigines, procured by fair purchase,

under the sanction of the civil authorities. The pretensions of

the patent of King James were not relied on, and the prior Indian

right to the soil of the country was generally, if not uniformly

recognized and respected by ^the New England Pui'itans (a).

They always negotiated with the Indian nations as distinct and

independent powers; and neither the right of preemp-

[
* 390 ] tion, which was * uniformly claimed and exercised, nor

the state of dependence and pupilage under which the

Indian tribes within their territorial limits were necessarily placed,

were carried so far as to destroy the existence of the Indians as

self-governing communities (b). The manner in which the peo-

doniinions." The grant was of all the continent between the fortieth and
forty-eighth degreed of north latitude, and "in length by all the breadth
aforesaid throughout the main land from sea to sea, provided the same, or

any part, be not actually possessed or inhabited by any other Christian prince

or state," and to be called by the name of "New England in America." The
grant was to forty corporators, c(>nsisting of noblemen, knights, and gentle-

men of high distinction; and their successors were to be supplied from time
to time by the choice of the company. The whole territory was granted to

the coi-poration to be held of the crown in free and common socage, and with
absolute powerof legislation and government over the whole county, and with
a complete monopoly of its trade. Subsequent grants of the .soil of Massachu-
setts and Maine issued from this company. See the patent at large in Hazfir(Vs

State Papers, vol. i. 103, and in Baylie's Historical Memoir, vol. i. 160, and in

the Plymouth Colony Laws, etlited and published by William Brigham. in
1836. The charter of the colony of New Plymouth, in 1629, was granted by
that company, and is also given at large in that last work.

(a) The excellent Roger Williams, the earliest and clearest asserter of the
rights and sanctity of con.science in matters of religion, wrote an essay, in

which he maintained that an English patent conld not invalidate the rights

of the native inhabitants of this countrj'; and it was at first condemned by
the government in Mas-sachusetts, in 1634, as sounding like treason against
the cherished charter of the colony. Bancroft's History, vol. 1. 400.

(b) When the Puritans of New England first settled at Plymouth, and
made treaties with the Indians, those treaties bore the language of depen-
dence and submission; and the English accepted of the acknowledgments ot

the .sachems that they were dependent and allies and loyal suhjccis of King James.
Morton''s New England Memorial, 64, 67, 286. Baylie's Historical Memoir, vol.

i. -66, 82. Plymouth Colony Laws, app. p. 305, edit. 1836. But when war was
about commencing with King Philip, in 1675, he insisted that all former
agreements with Plymouth were, as he truly apprehended they were, agree-

ments of amity and not of subjection, and the Indians regarded themselves
as allies, and not as subjects of England. Those Indians stipulations were
regarded by Massachusetts as amounting only to a state of qualified depen-
dence. The Indians in Cimnecticut were always treated as friends and allies,

and as a free people, though regarded in some degree as wards of the colony.

The great object of the regulations in th** Kcvised Statutes of Connecticut, of

1672 and 1702, was to protect, civilize, and christianize the Indians, and this
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pie of this country, through all periods of their colonial history,

treated and dealt with the Indians, is a subject of deep interest,

and well worthy of the thorough and accurate examination of

every person conversant with our laws and history, and whose

bosom glows with a generous warmth for the honour and welfare

of his country.

(5 ) The settlement of that part of America now composing the

United States, has been attended with as little violence and ag-

gression, on the part of the whites, in a national point of view,

as were compatible with the fact of the entry of a race of civ-

'

ilized men into the territory of savages, and with

* the power and the determination to reclaim and occupy [
* 391 ]

it. The colony of Massachusetts, in 1633 prohibited the

purchase of lands from the natives, without license from the gov-

ernment; and the colony of Plymouth, in 1643, passed a similar

law. Very strong and authentic evidence of the distinguished

moderation and equity of the New England governments towards

the Indians, is to be found in the letter of Governor Winslow, of

the Plymouth colony, of the 1st May, 1676, in which he states,

that before King Philip's war, the English did not possess one

foot of land in that colony but what was fairly obtained, by hon-

est purchase, from the Indian proprietors, and with the knowl-

edge and allowance of the general court {a). The New England

annals abound with proofs of a just dealing with the Indians in

respect to their lands. The people of all the New England col-

onies settled their towns upon the basis of a title procured by

fair purchase from the Indians, with the consent of government,

protection is continued down to this day. Baylie's HiMorical 3femoir, vol. ii.

part 3, 23. • TrumhalV h History of Connecticut, vol. i. 342. Revised Statutes of
Connecticut, 1821, p. 271), note.

'
ItiicL p. 303. Chahners Political Annals, 398.

As turther evidence of the truth of the historical deductions mentioned in

the text, we may refer to the king's proclamation of the 7th of October, 1763,
after the treaty of Paris, founded on the immense acquisition of territory by
England, under that treaty. It declared, "that the several nations or tribes

of Indians with whom we were connected, and who live under our protection,

should not be molested or disturbed in the possession of such parts of our
dominions and territories, as, not having been ceded or purchased by us, are

reserved to them, or any of them, as their hunting grounds." '*And all the
lands and territories lying to the icestward of the. sources of the rivers which fall

into the Atlantic Ocean from the west ornorih-xcest, were declared to be reserved
under the king's sovereignty, protection, and dominion, for the use of the
said Indians: and all purchases, or settlements, or taking possession of any
of the lands so reserved, without the king's special leave and license first

obtained, were strictly forbidden." Dodsley^s Ann. Beg. for ]7fi3, p. 208.

(a) Hazard'' s Collections of State Papers, vol.xi. o31—534. Holmes American
Annals, vol. i. 383. Hubbard's Narrative, m
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except in the few instances of lands acquired by conquest, after a

war deemed to have been just and necessary (a) Instances are

to be met with in the early annals of New England, of regular

and exemplary punishment of white persons, for acts of injus

tice and violence towards the Indians (6). The Massachusetts

legislature, in 1633, threw the protection of its government oyer

the Indians in the enjoyment of their improved lands,

[ * 392 ] hunting grounds, and fishing places, *by declaring that

they should have relief in any of the courts as the Eng-

lish have (c).

The government of the colony of New York has a claim equally

fair with that of any part of America, to a policy uniformly just,

temperate, and pacific, towards the Indians within the limits of

its jurisdiction. While the Dutch held and governed the colony,

the Indian titles were always respected, and extinguished by fair

means, and with the consent of the natives. This policy was

continued by their conquerors, and on the first settlement of the

English at New York, in 1605, it was ordained, that no purchase

of lands from the Indians should be valid without the governor's

license, and the execution of the purchase in his presence; and

this salutary check to fraud and injustice was essentially con-

tinned (d). Regulations of that kind have been the invariable

(rt) Hnlmen' Annflls, vol. i. 166—169, 220, 231, note 4, 23.3, 245, 248, 2.59, 312,

317. Winthiop^H History, vol. i. 259. Hazard''s State Papers, vol. ii. passim.

Massachusetts Historical Collections, passim. TrumbulVs Hist of Connecticut,

vol. i. 113—117. Sullivan^ s Hist. THslrict of 3Ic(ine, 143—149. fhrighVs
Travels, vol. i. 167. Baylie^s Hist. Memoir, vol. i. 287. Statutes of Connec-
ticut, pissed in 1702, 1717, and 1722. We find in the Statutes of Connec-
ticut, of 1H38, special provisions enacted as late as 1834. 1835, and 1836, for

the protection of the lands of the Mohegan, Pequot, and Niantic trihes of In-
dians within that state. So the Rcrisrd Statutes of Massachusetts of 18.35, con-
tain exemption of the Indians within that commonwealth from taxation,

and allow them .some special privileges, and provision for the support of
common schools am'>ng the Marshpee Indians, but all marriages between them
and the whites are declared void.

(ft) Wiathrop's Hist, of New England, vol. i. 34, 267, 269. Bar/lie's Hist
Memoir, vol. i. 245—248. Morton\s New England 3Iemorial, 207.

(c) Holmes' Annals, vol. i. 217, 218.

(d) Smith's Hist, of New York, vol. i. 39. Duke of York's Laws in the Col-

lections of the NexcYork Historical Society, vol. i! Wood's Sketch of the First

Settlement of Lonrf Island, 12, 22. 23. Collections of the Neir York Historical

Society, vol i. 171, 211, 224. 227. 2.39. As evidence of the ju.st and friendly
disposition of tl>e Dntch toward the Indians, we have the interesting fact,

that the Minesink Valley, on the Delaware, was settled by Dutch emigrants
as early as 1644: and being an industrious, quiet, and pious people, and hav-
ing purchased the lands from the Indians, they lived in uninterrupted
peace and friendship with them for upwards of one hundred years. Preston's

Notices of Minesink, jjublished 1829.
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American policy. The king, by proclamation, soon after the

peace of 1763, prohibited purchases of Indian lands, unless at a

public assembly of the Indians, and in the name of the crown,

and under the superintendence of his colonial authorities, A
prohibition of individual put-chases of Indian lands, without the

consent of government, has since been made a constitutional pro-

vision in New York, Virginia, and North Carolina, The colon-

ists of New York settled in the neighborhood of the most

formidable Indian confederacy known to the country,

*and come in contact with their possessions. But the six [
* 393 ]

nations of Indians, of which the Mohawks were the head,

placed themselves and their lands under the protection of the

government of New York, from the earliest periods of the colony

administration (a). They were considered and treated as sepa-

rate but dependent nations, and the friendship which subsisted be-

tween them and the Dutch, and their successors, the English,

was cemented by treaties, alliances, and kind offices. It con-

tinued unshaken from the first settlement of the Dutch on the

shores of the Hudson and the Mohawk, down to the period of the

American war; and the fidelity of that friendship is shown by

the most honourable and the most undoubted attestations (6). And
when we consider the long and distressing wars in which the six

nations were involved, on our account, with the Canadian French,

and the artful means which were used, from time to time, to de-

tach them from our alliance, it must be granted, that the faith

of treaties has no where, and at no time, been better observed, or

maintained with a more intrepid spirit, than by those generous

barbarians (c),

(a) Colden^s Histori/ of the Fire Nations, passim. Governor PotcnalVs Ad-
ministration of the Colonies, 268—274. Journals of the Confederation Congress,

vol, i. May 1, 1782.

(&) The speech of the Indian Good Peter to the commissioners at Fort
Schuyler, in 1788, is strong proof of the fact. He said, that "when the
white men first came into the country, they were few and feeble, and the
five nations numerous and powerful. The Indians were friendly to the
Avhite men, and permitted them to settle in the country, and protected them
from their enemies." Collections of the New York Historical Society, vol. iii.

326.

(c) Colden's History of Vie Five Nations of Canada, dependent on the Province

of New York, vol. i. 84, efpassim. Chalmer^s Political Annals, 576. The con-
federacy of the Iroquois or five nations (and which was known as the con-
federacy of the six nations after the Tuscaroras were admitted into the
union) might afford the subject of an historical sketch, in the hands of a
master, replete with the deepest interest and curiosity. It was distin-

guished, from the time of the first discovery of the Hudson down to the war
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Jn New Jersey, the proprietaries very early secured all their

titles by Indian purchases; and all purchases to be

[*395] made, *without the consent of the government, were,

by a law, in 1682, declared to be void. In west New

of 1756, for its power, policy, and martial spirit. At the close of the seven-

teenth century, that coiifederacy \vas computed to contain 10,000 fighting

men. Burke^s Account of the. European Setflemcnfs in America, vol. ii. 19:5.

But this was a very exaggerated computation, for in 1677, an intelligent

traveler, {Wentworth Greehalph,) who visited the five nations, computed tlie

whole number of fighting men at 2150. In 1747 they were supposed not to

exceed 1500. The great influence of Sir "William Johnson is said to have
collected only 1000 Indians for so exciting an expedition as that against

Montreal, in 17()0. Douglass' Summary of the British Settlements in Xor!h

America, vol. i. 185, 186. Annual Rajister for 1760. Chalmers' Potitical

Annals, 609. In 1763, according to u census then taken, the number of

warriors of the six nations amounted to 1950. Stone's Life of Brant, vol. i.

86, note. The five nations, during the time of their ascendency and glory,

extended their dominion on every side, and levied tribute on distant tribes.

They blockaded Quebec for several months, about the year 1C60. with 700
warriors. Frond's History of Pennsylnania, vol. ii. 294. Hawkins' Quebec,

305. The Mohawks were the terror and sconrge of all the New England In-

diins, and those dwelling west of Connecticut River paid them tribute.

Trumbull's History of Connecticut, vol. i. They extended their conquests

down the Hudson to Manhattan Island, and subdued the Canarse Indians on
the west end of Long Lsland. Wood's Sketch of the First Settlement of Long
Island, 1824. p. 24. The Iroquois pushed th^ir conquests to Lake Huron,
and fought desperate actions with the Hurons and the Chippewas on the
borders of Lake Superior, and Mr. Schoolcraft very reasonably littributcs

their superiority in war over the western tribes to their early use of fire-arms

instead of the bow and war-club. Charlevoix (Travels in Canada, vol. 1.

152, 167, 171,) speaks in strong terms of the power and fierceness of the

Iroquois, who, as early as 1720, had almost extirpated the Algonquins,
the Hurons, and other tribes of Canadian savages, Mr. Thompson, in his

History of Long Island, New York, 1839, p. 56, says, that the Iroquois or

six nations were Algonquins, and that the Algonquin or Chippewa race of
Indians, embraced anciently all the tribes in New England, and New York,
and the fact is derived, he .saj'S, from identity of language. This point is

not within my means of research; and recurring back to the Mohawks, Gov-
ernor Coklen was well acquainted with their history, and by means of his

office of Surveyor General of the Province of New York, he had access to

the most authc;ntic sources of information. He Avrote the first part of his

History of the Five Nations as early as 1727, and he says, that they carried
their arms to the Carolinas and the banks of the Mississippi, and entirely
destroyed many Indian nations. The Chevalier Tonti accompanied M. De
la Salle in his expe<lition and discoveries on the great lakes and the Mi.s-

sissippi. in 1678—1684, and was appointed Governor of Ft. St. Louis on the
River Illinois, and he mentions the remarkable fact, that in 1684 about 500
Iroquois warriors came and attacked his fort, being jealous of the new es-

tablishment. Account of De la Salle's discoveries, by M. Tonti, inserted in

the Collections of the New York Historical Society, vol. ii. 286. In 1684, Lord
Howard. Governor of Virginia, was under the necessity of meeting the
chiefs ofthe five nations at Albany, in order, by negotiation, to check their

excursions to the south. Colden 's History, vol. i. 44—53. In the Indian
war in Virginia, which terminated in 1677, all the Indian tribes on the east

side of the Alleghany ridge became tributaries of the province, but protected
by the whites in their pereons and property. The five nations kept superior

to any such subjection, and though their headquarters, or great council place,
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Jersey, in 1676, the liberality of the Quaker influence went so

far as to provide by law, that in all trials where Indians, being

natives of the province, were concerned, the jury was to consist

of six persons of the neighbourhood and six Indians (a). In

1758, the Indians, at a treaty at Easton, released, for a valuable

consideration, all claims to lands in New Jersey (6), and the leg-

islature of Pennsylvania, in 1783, asserted it to have been their

uniform practice, to extinguish Indian titles by fair pur-

chase. * The justice and equity of the original Indian [*396]

purchases by William Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania,

particularly at his memorable treaty of 1682, were known and

celebrated throughout Europe (c). So, Governor Calvert, in

was %at Onondaga, in the -^'estern part of New York, they continned their

hostile marches along the frontiers of Virginia. A treaty was at Itngth made
with them, in 17:22, by whi(th they stipulated not to cross the Potomac, or

pass to the eastward of the great mountains; and the tributary Indians of
Virginia agreed, on their part, not to pass the same to tlie north or west;

and hy a colony sfalute, any tribuiory Indians violating the treaty icere to be

transported and sold as slaves. 4 Randolph's Rep. 633. But the ambitious
spirit and daring enterprise of the six nations continued to a much later

period. An intelligent old Mohawk Indian communicated the tiict to Gen-
eral Schuyler, that in his early life he was one of a party of Mohawks who
left their castles on an expedition against the Chickasaws, in Carolina. The
expedition was disastrous, and the Chickasaws destroyed them by an attack

in ambush, and only two, of which he was one, escaped. His companion
fled to St. Augustine but he returned home by land, and supplied himself
on his long journey, with food, by his bow and arrow. He cautiously
avoided all Ii#dian settlements, and did not see the face of a human being
from the time he fled from the battle, in Carolina, until he reached the
Mohawk castles. This anecdote I received, in the year 1803, from General
Schuyler, who appeared to place implicit confidence in its accuracy ; and no
person was more competent to aftbrd precise information on every subject con-
nected with our colony history, and Indian affairs, than that very intelligent

and accomplished man.
The Six Nations of Indians within the State of New York, by their paucity

of numbers and insignificance, (with the exception perhaps of the Senecas,

)

have at last ceased to exist in a distinct national capacity as tribes, exercis-

ing self-government, with a sufficient competency to protect themselves.
Upon this fact the laws of New York {Act of April 12, 1822, ch. 204. Re-
vised Statutes, vol. ii. 697,) have asserted the sole and exclusive juri.sdiction

of the courts of the state over all crimes and offences committed on the
Indian Reservations, as well as elsewhere. In September, 1836, there was a
treaty concluded between the United States and the New York Indians (be-

ing the remains of the six nations) relative to their voluntary removal to the
Indian territory west of the State of Missouri, and it contained liberal pro-
visions for their removal and support.

{a) Learning & Spicer's. Collections, 273, 400, 401, 479, 667.

(b) Annual Register for 1759, 191. In 1831, the legislature of New Jersey
pa.ssed an act to extinguish the title of the Delaware tribe of Indians to the
fisheries in the rivers and bays of the state by the payment of the considera-
tion of $2000, though the act declared that the right was to be considered as
barred by a voluntary abandonment of the use of it.

(c) Watson, in his Annals of Philadelphia, in 1830, has given some curious
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1033, planted Maryland, after fair purchases from the Indians;

and in 1644, all Indian purchases, without the consent of the

proprietary of the province, were declared, by law, to be illegal

and void (a). There are also repeated proofs upon record, of

purchases from Indians, which covered a considerable part of the

lower country of Virginia; and Mr. Jefferson says, that *he upper

country was acquired by purchases made in the most unexcep-

tionable form (6). The cases of unauthorized intrusions upon

Indian lands happened in the early settlement of Virginia (c);

for laws were very soon made in Virginia to protect Indians in

their territorial possessions and rights from the frauds of the

whites (d). Georgia was settled under similar good auspices;

and Savannah, with a considerable tract of land, was purchased

from the Creek Indians, by Governor Ogelthorpe, in 1733 and

1738, under the sanction of solemn treaties. In 1763, a large

cession of lands in Georgia, was also made by the Creeks, Chero-

kees, and other nations of Indians.

The historical facts and documents to which we have referred,

relative to the acquisition of the Indian lands in this country,

are sufficient to vindicate the justice and moderation

[
* 397 ] * of our colonial ancestors. But wars with the natives

resulted, almost inevitably, from the intrusion of the

whites. The origin of those wars is not imputable to^any general

spirit of unkindness or injustice on the part of the colonial au-

tnorities, though they sometimes exhibited signal and severe proofs

of the display of superior power and cruel retaliation (e). There

details respecting the localities of the spot where William Penn held his first

Indian treaty, a treaty memorable in diplomatic annals for the simplicity

and moral grandeur of the spectacle, and its auspicious and permanent in-

fluence ujjon the minds of the Indians. The chain of friendshi p then formed,
continued, says Proud, {History of Pennsylania, vol. i. 212,) uninterruptedly
for more than seventy years.

(a) Chalmer-i' Annals, 216.

{b) Jefferson'' s Notes on Virginia, 153.

(c) Chalmers, b. 1, .58.

(d) Ahr. Laws of Virginia, 96.

(e) The cases I allude to, in New England, were the incursions upon the
Indian settlements on Block Island; the extirpation of the Pequots: the oc-

casional execution of sachems and other prisoners of war; the giving of re-

wards or a bounty lor Indian .scalps, and the sale of captives, including
women and children, for slaves. See Winthrop's History of Xrw England,
vol. i. 192—199. 23-i—2.37. Ibid. vol. ii. 131—134. Penhallows' Indian Wars.
3forton^s New England Memorial, by Davis, app. 452—455. Huichinfon's
History of Massachusetts, vol. ii. 307. Holmes' American Annals, vol. i. 181,
237—241, 272. Baylie's Historical 3fcmoir. vol. ii. Tiiimbnirs History of
Connecticut, vol. i. 112. In Potter''s Early History of Narragansett, passim, to
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were also, at times, acts of fraud aod violence committed by in-

dividual colonists, prompted by cupidity and a consciousness of

superior skill and power, and springing from a very blunt sense

of the rights of savages (a). The causes of wars with the Indians

were inherent in the nature of the case. They arose from Indian

jealousy of the presence and location of white people, for the In-

dians had the sagacity to perceive, what the subsequent history

of this country has abundantly verified, that the destruction of

their race must be the consequence of the settlements of the Eng-

lish, and their extension over the country (6). And if

wars with them were never * unjustly provoked by the [
* 398 ]

colonial governments or people, yet they were, no doubt,

be found in the "Collectionsof the Khocle Island Historical Society, vol. lit.,"

the injustice and cruelty of the early New England Puritans in their deal-

ings and wars with the Indians, are the subject of bold and severe animad-
version. The most reprehensible conduct towards the Indians was that in

Carolina, of fomenting hostilities among the tribes, in order to purchase or

kidnap Indian captives, and sell them for slaves in the West Indies. Mr.
Grahame, on the authority of Archdale, Oldmixon. Hewit, and Chalmers,
states this fact, and saj's, that it was not until after persevering and \ ehement
remonstrances, that a law was procured, first to regulate, and then to ex-

tirpate this profligate practice. Grahame' h History of the American Colonies,

vol. ii. 1.35, 136. The Indians, except Iree Indians in amity with the govern-
ment, formerly were, if they be not still, regarded in some of the states as

fit subjects for slavery, like negroes, by applying to them the maxim that
partus sequitur ve.ntrcm. Stroud's Sketch of the Laws relating to Slavery, 11, 12.

Butt V. Rachel, 4 Munf. 209. The State v. Van Wagenan, 1 Halsted, 874.

The American Indians, on every part of the coasts of America, were, for a
long time after the discovery of Columbus kidnapped and sold as slaves in

Europe and the West Indies. The practice was as early as 1520, and con-

tinued for nearly two centuries. The public mind was deeply vitiated on
this subject. The sale and slavery of Indians was deemed lawful and the
exile and bondage of captives in war, of all conditions, was sanctioned bv
the sternest Puritans. 1 Bancroft's History, 41, 43, 180—182. But the act

of Virginia, in 1679, declaring Indian prisoners, taken in war, to be .slaves

to the soldiers taking them; and, another act, in 1C82, declaring that all

Indians, sold by other Indians to the colonist as slaves, should l)e slaves,

were repealed as early as 1691. Hudgins v. Wrights, 1 Henning dt 3Iunf.

136. Pallas r. Hill, 2 ihid. 149; or according to the case of Eobin v. Harda-
way, Jefferson's Rep. 109, not until 1705, when Indian slave-laws ceased in

Virginia.

(a) HutJiinsoTii's History, vol. i. 5, 283. Holmes' Annals, vol. i. 147, 148.

(6) Tiie war with the Peqnots in 1637, and the confederacy of Indian na-
tions formed in 1675, by Metacom, the Sachem of the Wampanoags, com-
monly called King Phillip, would seem to have been formed by the influence
of these patriotic views on the part of the Indians. This is the conclusion
as to those wars, which is drawn by an able and learned colonial annalist.

Chalmers Political Annals, 291, 398. So the efforts of Pontiac, in 1763 and
subsequently, and of Tecumseh, between 1806 and 1814, to unite the Indian
nations in the west, in a great confederacy, for expelling the whites from
the Mississippi Valley, were made nnder the same impulse. The massacre
of the whites in Virginia in, 1644, arose, says Governor Winthrop. (and he
wrote from contemporary information which came from the Indians,) be-
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stimulated on the part of the Indians, by ihe consciousness of im-

pending danger, the suggestions of patriotism, and the influence

of a fierce and lofty spirit of national independence. In all their

wars with the whites, the means and the power of the parties

were extremely unequpl, and the Indians were sure to come out

of the contest with great loss of numbers and territory, if not

with almost total extermination. There was always much in the

Indian character, in its earlier and better state, to excite ad-

miration, as there was, and still is, in their suflFerings, to excite

sympathy.

The government of the United States, since the period of our

independence, has pursued a steady system of pacific, just, and

paternal policy towards the Indians, within their wide spread

territories. It has never insisted upon any other claim to the

Indian lands, than the right of preemption, upon fair terms; and

the plan of permanent annuities, which the United States, and

the State of New York, among others, have adopted, as one main

ingredient in the consideration of purchases, has been attended

with beneficial effects (a). The efforts of the national govern-

cause the Indians saw the English took up all their lands, and would drive
them out of the country. Winthrop^s History, by Savage, vol. ii. 104. See,

also, BancrofVs History, vol. i. 194, 195. The proud Mohawks more patiently
submitted to their impending fate; for sagaciously dreading the rapid pro-

gress of the white population, they, in 1735, conveyed a very valuable part
of their territory to the corporation o f Albany, to take effect upon the total dis-

solution of their tribe, and this deed Governor Cosby afterwards wantonly
destroyed. Smithes History of New York, vol. ii. 30. The Mohawks, as the
New York House of Assembly observed, in an address, in 1764, (Journals of
the Assembly, vol. ii. 765,) were the least populous, most easily managed,
best affected, and most intelligent of all the Indians.

(a) As evidence of the extent of the dealings of the United States with the
Indians, and of the pecuniary expenditures and annnties granted to them, or
on their account, under treaty stipulations, we may refeV to the act of Con-
gress of the 3d of March, 1835, ch. 50, which made an annual appropriation
of one million eight hundred and thirty thousand dollars and upwards, to

the following nations and tribes, viz: The six nfl</oHS of Indians in New York,
the Scnecfts, Oltawas, Wyandotts, Munsees, Dclawai-es, the Christian Indians,

the 3Iiamies, Eel River's Pottawattamies, Pottawattamies of Huron, of the
Prarie, of the Wabash, of Indiana; the Ckippewas, Winnebagoes, Menomonies,
the »S(Ot{.r of Mississippi; the Yancton und Santie Bands, Omahas, Sacs of Isiis-

souri, the Sacs, Foxes, loways, Ottoes, Missourias, Kamas. Osages, Kickapoos,

Kaskasias, and Peorias, the Weas, Piankeshaics, Shawaneea, Senecas of Lewis-
town, Chocktaws, Chickasams, Creeks, the Creeks East, the Creeks West, the

Cherokees, the Cherokees West, the Quapatcs, the Florida Indians, and the
Paicnees. Similar specific appropriations were made, in subsequent years,

for Indian annuities, &c. ; and these annual provisions for expenditures in-

curred on account of the Indians under the guardianship of the United States,

cover annual stipulations, arising under Indian treaties, from the year 1790
down to this day.
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ment to protect the Indians from wars with each other, from their

own propensity to intemperance, from the frauds and

injustice of the whites, and *to impart to them some [*399]
of the essential blessings of civilization, have been steady

and judicious, and reflect lustre on our national character (a).

This aflfords some consolation under a view of the melancholy

contrast between the original character of the Indians, when the

Europeans first visited them, and their present condition. We
then found them, a numerous, enterprising, and proud spirited

race; and we now find them, a feeble and degraded remnant,

rapidly hastening to annihilation. The neighborhood of the

whites seems, hitherto, to have had an immoral influence upon

Indian manners and habits, and to have destroyed all that was

noble and elevated in the Indian character. They have generally,

and with some very limited exceptions, been unable to share in

the enjoyments, or to exist in the presence, of civilization; and

judging from their past history, the Indians of this continent

appear to be destined, at no very distant period of time, to dis-

appear with those vast forests which once covered the country,

and the existence of which seems essential to their own (&).

{n) In the ordinance of Congress of 13th of July, 1787, for ihe Government

of the Territory of the United States, north-west of the river Ohio, it was made a
fundamental article of compact between the original states and the people
and states in the said territory, that the utmost good faith should always be
observed towards the Indians. Their lands and property should never be
taken from them, Avithout their consent. In their property, rights, and lib-

erty they never should be invaded or disturbed, unless in just and lawful
wars authorized by Congress; and just and humane laws, should from time
to time be made, for preventing wrongs being done to them, and for preserv-

ing peace and friendship with them.

(6) An able and well instructed writer in the North American Eeview, N. S.

vol. xiii. (1826,) art. 5, has satisfactorily shown that the intentions of the
government of tlie United States, in their treatment of the Indians, and in

all their intercourse with them, have been uniformly just and benevolent.
This was the case down to the year 1829. But under the administration of
President Jackson, the policy and course of conduct of the government of the
United States, in respect to the Indian tribes on the east side of the* Missis-
sippi, and south of the Ohio and the Potomac, has essentially changed. The
Act of Congress of May 28th, 1830, ch. 148, first gave legislative sanction to

the policy and plan of exchanging the Indian lands, within the limits of the
Individual states, for portions of the unoccupied territory of the United
States, west of the Mis.sissippi, and for causing the Indian tribes or nations,

east of the Mississippi, to be removed and established in that western ter-

ritory. The plan was further matured by the Act of Congress of July
14th, 1832, ch. 228, and the execution of it because the systematic and set-

tled policy of the administration of President Jackson. The protection
which was directed to be afforded to the Indians, under the act of Congress
of .3()th March, 1802. and which was stipulated, by treaties, to be granted to

them, has been withdrawn; aud the Cherokees, in particular, have been left
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in a defencelcas state, to the penal laws of the State of Georgia. The Presi-
dent, by his message to Congress, of the 15th of Febrnary, 1832, declared
his c )nvicti(>n, ' tliat the destiny of the Indians within the settled portion
of the United States, depends upon their entire and speedy migration to the
country west of the Mississippi," and that if any of the Indians repel the
oflfer of removal, they must remain "' with such privileges and disabilities as
the respective states within whose jurisdiction they be. may prescribe." He
said, again, in his message to Congress, of December 7th, 18:^5, that " the
plan of removing the aboriginal people, who yet remain within the settled

portions of the United States, to the country west of the Missi.ssi]ipi, ought
to be persisted in till the object is accomplished, and prosecuted with as much
vigor as a ju.st regard to their circumstances will permit, and as fast as their

consent can be obtained. All preceding experiments for the improvement
of the Indians have failed. They cannot live in contact with a civilized

community and prosper."

[ * 400 ] * Tlie case of the southern Indians is one which appears to be, in

every view, replete with difficulty and danger; and especially when
we consider the different and conflicting views which have been taken of

their rights by the supreme executive and judicial authorities of the Union.
Since the preceding part of this note was written, and in 1838. those In-

dians have finally been expelled, by military force, from the southern states,

and transported across the Mississippi. President Van Biiren. in his mes-
sage to Congress, of the 4th December, 1838. entered into an elaborate vindi-

cation ot the policy of the Federal Government in the removal of the Indian
nations from the ea.st to the west side of the Mississippi, and held that a
mixed occupancy of the same territory by the white and red man, was in-

compatible with the safety and happiness of either, and that their removal
was dictated by necessity. He stated that the exclusive and peaceable pos-

session of their new territory, west of any of the states, was guarantied to

them by the United States, and that since the 4th of March, 1829, the Indian
title to upwards of one hundred and sixteen millions of acres of land had
been acquired, and that the United States had paid upwards of seventy-two
millions of dollars to and on behalf of the Indians, in permanent annuities,

lands, reservations, and the necessary expense of removal and settlement of
them.
The condition of the Indian tribes in the north-western part of the United

States, is also deplorably wretched. They have outlived, in a great degree,

the means of subsistence in the hunter state, and the tribes west of Lake
Michigan, and on the waters of the Upper Mississippi, are unable to pro-

cure the requisite food and clothing. They perish from diseases incident to

savage life, and arising from scanty and imwholesome food, and listless in-

dolence, and intemperance, and the want of every comfort. These causes
operate as fatally as wasteful wars with each other. See observations of

General Lincoln, in 3Iass. Historical Collections, vol. v. 6. and of the Rev. Dr.

Kirkland, ihid. vol. iv. 67. Governor Clinton^s Discourse before theNeXv York
Historical Society, in the Collections of the Neio York Historical Society, vol. ii.

37. Memoir of Governor Cass, of the Michigan Territory, addressed to the Secre-

tary of War, in October, 1821. Major Long^s Expedition to the Source of St.

Peter's River, in 1823, vol. ii. passim. Messrs. Clark <& Cassin their Report to

Congress, in 1829. They consider their country lost to them by encroachment
and oppression, and they areirreclaimably jealous of their white neighbours.
The restless and enterprising population on their borders, are exempt, no
doubt, from much sympathy with Indian sufferings, and they are penetrated
with perfect contempt of Indian rights. If it were not for the frontier gar-

risons and troops of the United States, officered by correct and discreet men,
there would probably be a state of constant hostility between the Indians
and the white borderers and hunters. They covet the Indian hunting grounds,

and they must have them; and the Indians will finally be compelled by cir-

cumstances, annoyed as they are from without, and with a constantly and
rapidly diminishing population, and with increasing poverty and misery,
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to recede from all the habitable parts of the Mississippi Valley, and ita

tributary streams, until they become essentially extinguished, or lost to the

eye of the civilized world.

In June, 18:54, a bill was introduced into the House of Representatives of

the Congress of the United States, for establishing an Indian Territory, west
of the Mississippi, extending from the Platte River on the north, and the State

of Missouri and the Arkansas Territory on the east, to the Spanish Posses-

sions south and west; and it was the favourite policy of the government to

persuade all ilie Indian tribes, east of the Mississippi, to migrate and settle,

as a confederacy of tribes on that territory. The bill provided a government
for the confederacy, to be established, with the free consent of all the Indian

chiefs, and to be governed by Indian chiefs, under the control and patronage

of the government of the United States; and it provided that the Indian con-

federacy might send a delegate to Congress. But the bill met Avith so much
opposition in the house, that it was laid upon the table, and never called up.

An act of Congress was, however, passed on the 30th June, 1834, ch. 1(51,

consolidating many of the former provisions in the laws since the year 1800,

and altering others, and establishing a new Indian code. It provided that

the part of the United States west of the river Mississippi, and not within

the States of Missouri and Louisiana, or the Territory of Arkansas, and also

the part of the United States east of the Mississippi, and not within any
state to wliich the Indian title has not been extinguished, should be taken

and deemed to be the Indian Country. There was to be no trade with any of

the Indians therein without a license from, and under the regulations of the

general superintendent of the Indian atlairs, or some agent thereof, and
which licenses were subject to recall; no trader was to reside, or attempt to

reside therein, without a license, nor must any foreigner go into the Indian
country without a passport; no barter, except between Indians, and no
persons, other than Indians, are to hunt, trap, take, or destroy any poultry

or game within the limits of any tribes with whom the United States have
treaties. No person is to drive or convey horses, mules, or cattle to range
or feed on any Indian lands, without the consent of the tribe to whom the
lands belong. The superintendent and agents of Indian affairs are author-

ized to remove from the Indian country all persons found there contrary to

law, and the President of the United States may employ military force for

that purpose. All persons making a settlement on any lands belonging, se-

cured, or granted by treaty with the United States, to any Indian tribe, or

surveying, or attempting to survey the same, or to designate boundaries, are

liable to a penalty, and to be removed by militay force. All purchases from
any Indian nation or tribe, must be by treaty authorized by law. It is m-de
penal to interfere by message, talk, or correspondence with any Indian na-

tion, tribe chief, or individual, with intent to violate any treaty or law; or

to sell, give or dispose of to any Indian, in the Indian country, spirituous

liquors or wine. The criminal laws of the United States are declared to be
in force in the Indian country; but they are not to extend to crimes com-
mitted by one Indian against the person or property of another Indian. In
the repeal of most of the former statute provisions since 1800, relative to

the Indians, the Intercourse Act of March 30th, 1802, is excepted, so far as

respects the Indian tribes residing east of the Mississippi.

"Who can assure the Indians," says Tocqueville, [De la Democratic en
Amerique, t. 2, 298, 299,) "that they will be permitted to repose in peace in

their new asylum ? The United States engage to protect them, but the ter-

ritory which they occupied in Georgia was guarantied to them by the most
solemn faith. In a few years the same white population which pressed upon
them in their ancestral territory, will follow them to the solitudes of Arkan-
sas, and as the limits of the earth will at last fail them, their only relief will

be death."

28 VOL. III. KENT. 433
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LECTURE LII.

OF IXCORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS.

Things real consist of laifds, tenements, and hereditaments. The
latter is a woi'd almost as comprehensive as property, for it means,

any thing capable of being inherited, be it corporeal, incorporeal,

real, personal, or mixed (a). The term real estate means an estate

in fee or for life in land, and does not comprehend terms for years

or any interest short of a freehold (6). A tenement comprises every-

thing which may be holden, so as to create a tenancy, in the feudal

sense of the word, and no doubt it includes things incorporate,

though they do not lie in tenure (c) .' Corporeal hereditaments are

confined to land, which, according to Lord Coke (d), includes not

only the ground or soil, but every thing which is attached to the

earth, whether by the course of nature, as trees, herbage, and

water, or by the hand of man, as houses and other buildings;

and which has an indefinite extent, upwards as well as downwards,

so as to include everything terrestrial, under or over

[*402] it (e).'" Incorporeal * tenements and hereditaments

(o) Co. Litl. 6, a. '

(&) Co. Lilt. 19, 20, and see, supra, vol. ii. 342. Merry v. Hallett, 2 Cowen's
Rep. 497.

(c) Preston on Estates, vol. i. 8. Co. Liti. 19, b. 20, a. Doe v. Dyball, 1

Moore &^ Payne, 330.

(d) Co. Lilt. 4 a.

{e) 2 Blacks. Com. 18. There are exception? to the general rule, that land
includes every thing above and below the surface. Thus a man may have an
'"Tenement" [tenemenlmn, from tenco. to liold) was very naturally ap-

plied to everything corporeal or incorporeal whioli lay in tenure; such as
lands and peerages. Primarily it signified that whatever it was used to
.designate was holden merely, not owned. But besides subjects fif common
law tenure, there were, closely connected with these, other things, perma-
nent yet insubstantial, which Avere rather held by right than possessed in

plenary ownership. Such, for example, were commons in gross, and the
office of bailiff or steward of a manor. In a sense akin to that in which we
speak of the tenure, instead of the owner.'<hip of nffioe, these and the like were
al.so called tenements. Challis, The Law of Real Property (Text Book
Series Ed.). .37, 38; Digby. Hist, of the Law vf Real Property, 70, n. 4; &
182. n. 2; Williams. Principles of the Law of Real Property. 5.

'" Ooriioroal heroditaments are fixed as to their definition by the legal

maxim, that at common law they lie iu liverv, and not in grant. The phrase
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comprise eertaia inheritable rights, which are not, r-trictly speak-

ing, of a corporeal nature or land, although they are, by their

own nature, or by use annexed to corporeal inheritances, and

are rights issuing out of them, or concern them. They pass by

deed, without livery, because they are not tangible rights (a).^

These distinctions were well known to the civil law, and are

clearly defined in Justinian's Institutes. They have their foun-

dation in the nature of things, and very material legal conse-

quences flow from them in practical jurisprudence. Res corpor-

ales sunt qiicBsna natura tangi possunt, veluti fundus ; incorpor-

ales sunt qucntangi non possunt et in jure consisfunt, sicut nsus

fructus, iisus et obligationes (b). A freehold right in a pew in a

church, may be classed among incorporeal rights, for the right

only extends to the use of the pew for the purpose of sitting

therein during divine service (c). The owner of the pew cannot

inheritance in an upper chamber, though the lower buildings and the soil be
in another, and it will pass b\' Hvery. Co. Lift. 48 b. Ejectment will lie

for a house without any land, and a house erected by A. on the land of B.

with permission oi under contract, belongs to A. as personal property. Doty
r. Gorham, 5 Pick. Bep. 487. Marcay v. Darling, 8 ibid. 283. It is usual,

in such a city as London, for difierent persons to have several freeholds in

the same spot. The cellar may belong to one person, and the upper room.s

to another. Doe v. Burt, 1 Term Rep. 701. The lease of a cellar, or other
room in a house, gives no interest in the land; and if the house be destroyed,

the lessee's interest is gone. "NVinton xk Cornish, 5 HammoniV s Ohio Rep.

478. A grant of water does not pass the soil beneath, but it passes a right

of fishing. Co. Lift. 4 b.

{a) Bradon, lib, ii. ch. 18. Co. Lift. 20, a. 49, a.

{!>) Juftt. InM. 2, 2. A corporate right or pri\'ilege to select and acquire
land for a corporate purpose, is declared to be an incorporeal hereditament,
existing independent ot, and prior to, any act of location or survey. Canal
Company r. Railroad Company, 4 Gill & Johnson, 1.

(c) The qualified interest ot a party in a pew iu a church, is an interest in

real estate, andr^omes within the statute of frauds, and a parol contract for

a pew beyond a jearis void. First Baptist Church of Ithaca v. Bigelow, 16
Wendell, 28. In Maine. Massachusetts, and Connecticut, pews in a church
are declared to be real estate. In New Hampshire and in the city of Boston
they are held to be personal estate. The Revised Statutes of Mnssnchusetts

made that exception ifi favour of Boston, as had been previously done by
the statute of 1798.

includes only lands regarded as a physical object, and legal estates of in-

heritance in possession. The only in pais that is. made between party and
party, and not matter of record, as a fine or recovery by which these could
at common law be conveyed to a stranger, was a leoflTment, and the essence
of a feoftment is the livery of seisen. Challis on Real Property, 37 (Text
Book Series).

''All hereditaments to which applies the description, tanfji non possunt nee
videri, are included under the term incorporeal hereditaments. These are
said at common law to lie in grant; because they would pass by the mere
delivery of a deed purporting to convey them, and the word grant was the
most appropriate (though not the onlv) word of conveyance for the purpose.
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dig a vault under it, or erect any thing over it, without the con-

sent of the owners or trustees of the church (a). It is a right

subject to that of the trustees or owners of the church, who have

the right to take down, rebuild, or remove the church, for the

purpose of more convenient worship, without making any com-

pensation to the pewholders for the temporary interruption;

though it has been held, that if the church should be taken down

unnecessarily, the pewholder was entitled to be indemnified for

the loss of his pew. While the house remains, the right to the

pew is absolute, and the owner may maintain ejectment, case, or

trespass, according to circumstances, if he be disturbed in his

right (by
The incorporal hereditaments which subsist by our law are,

fewer than those known and recognized by the English law.*

(a) Ryder, Ch. J., Saya-'s Eep. 111. Daniel v. Wood, 1 Pick. Rep. 102.

3 ihid. 346.

(h) Gay v. Baker, 11 Mass. Rep. 435. Howard v. First Parish, &c., 1 Pick.

Rep. 138. Baptist Church v. Witherell, 3 Paige's Rep. 302. Fisher v. Glover,

4 Ne%o Hampshire Rep. 180. Price v. Methodist Church, 4 Ohio Rep. 515. Pee
Pettman v. Bridger, 1 Phillemore's Eecles. Rep. 316, as to pewrights under the
ecclesiastical law. Heeney v. St. Peter's Church, 2 Edw. V. Ch. Rep. 608.

"The grant of a pew in a church in perpetuity is not the same as a grant
in fee. The owner can only use the pew as long as it remains a place of wor-
ship, and taices only a fructuary right. If the church building is destroyed
by fire or otherwise, his right is gone, even though the church is rebuilt < u
the same ground. Church v. Wells' Executor, 12 Harris (Pa.), 249.

As a general rule, burial lots are conveyed to a purchaser for the limited
purpose of interment. The owner has no estate in the soil and the right is

not an easment which lasts forever. The supreme court of Pennsylvania
has said, that the use of burial lot is a license irrevocable as long as the
place remains "suitable for a burial ground. Kincaid's Appeal, 17 P. F. Smith.
412.

Every one who buys a burial lot in a city must expect that in time Ihe
place may become unsuited for burial, and then his right ceases. Burton's
Appeal, 17 P. F. Smith, 211.

* The division of hereditaments into corporeal and incorporeal, though
deeply rooted in our legal phraseology, is now unfortunate and misleading.
The confusion is inherited from the Roman lawyers. (See Justinian, Inst.

II. tit. 2), but has been made worse confounded by our authorities. The
Romans, misled by the double sense of res, unhappily distinguished res cor-

poralcs and res incorporales, the former being things "^wa? tangi possunt. venii,

aurum, vestis," the latter mereri ghts ^^quse, in jurec onsistuenV It is obvious
that this is mere confusion, the two ideas not being in pari materia, or capa-
ble of being brought under one class, or of forming opposite members of a
division. Following the Romans, our lawyers distinguished between here-

ditaments as meaning the actual corporeal land itself, and another kind of

hereditaments as not being the land itself, but "the rights annexed to or is-

suing out of the land."
A moment's reflection is sufficient to show that the distinction Is untena-

ble. The lawyer has nothing whatever to do with the material corporeal

land except so far as it is the subject of rights. It is the distinction between
different classes of rights, and not between land on the one side and rights
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We have no such rights as advowsons, tithes, dignities (a),

and franchises of the chase; and those titles require

*complicated regulations, and have been a fruitful [*403]
source of discussion. The most litigious cases in the

Exchequer Reports, are those relating to tithes; and it is a great

relief to the labours of the student,' and a greater one to the

duties of the courts, and infinitely more so to the agricultural in-

terests of the country, that the doctrine of tithes is unknown to

our law.^

The incorporeal rights, which I shall now consider, are, 1.

Commons; 2. Ways, easements, and aquatic rights; 3. Offices; 4.

Franchises; 5. Annuities; and 6. Rents.

I. The right of common is a right which one man has in the

lands of another."" The object is, to pasture his cattle, or pro-

on the other, that he is concerned with. In such phrases as the land des-

cends to the heir, what is meant is, not that something happens to the land
itself, but that a particular cla.ss of the ancestor's rights in relation to the
laud descends to the heir. The names "corporeal and incorporeal," are

most uufortunate, because if by "corporeal" is meant, "relating to land" then
a large class of incorporeal hereditaments are also entitled to the name; if

by "incorporeal" is meant that they are mere rights, then all hereditaments
are incorporeal, because the lawyer is only concerned with different classes

of rights. In reality however it appears that the names point to different

classes of eights, as indicated in the table; and in fact, Stephen in his edi-

tion of Blackstone, 8th Ed. vol. 1, p. 648, almost confines incorporeal here-

ditaments to jura in alieno solo. See, Austin, II. pp. 101, 108.

(a) The law of dignities, though unknown to us, is of great importance
in theTEnglish law, and it frequently brings into view deep investigations in

regal and parliamentary antiquities. As matters for curious inquiry, we
may particularly select tWo great peerage cases before the house of lords, as
being replete with antiquarian erudition and research. The cases I allude
to, are, (1.) The case of the Earldom of Oxford, in the time of Charles I., in

which the title and dignity of that Earldom, under the name of the noble
hou.se of Le Vere, was traced up through successive descents and generations
to the time of William the Conqueror. The case at large, with the opinions
of the judges, is reported in Sir W. Jones^ Reports, 96. (2.) The case of the
Barony of L'Isle, decided a few years ago, upon the claim of Sir John Shel-
ley Sidney, who traced up his claim in a clear course of descent to the
Countess of Shrewsbury, in the time of Edward IV. The Barony had ftillen

into abeyance, and slept in the tomb of the Countess of Warwick ever since

the year 1421. But as no time bars in cases of peerage, it was, upon very
plausible grounds, attempted to be revived in 1825. The case was reported
by Mr. Nicolas. See the London Law Magazine for .Tuly, 1829, art. 3.

^ Advowsons and tithes are part of the established church of England.
Pensions are granted in this country, but are not hereditary.

*" Having regard to its original, one is tempted to define common as the
right which all men had in no man's land. It seems that our Saxon ances-

tors acquired, during their days of pastoral nomadism and nomadic hus-
bandry, habits of life, which, persisting in times of permanent occupancy,
long resisted complete appropriation of lands. These habits grew naturally
out of the once prevalent social state in which a sparse population, having
access to extensive territory, is able to take little and to keep less. Each
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body of wanderers chooses a locality where their dwellings will he secnre;

where cultivation will for a brief space of time repay the toil it requires; and
where in the meanwhile their cattle can be fed. Only a small proportion of

the soil at liand can be brought under actual occupation; and when this is

exhausted, which is perhaps at the season's close, it is abandoned to the next
comers, and u settlement sought elsewhere.

When we view the social condition of the Saxons as dawning history re-

veals it, we tind that the earlier circumstances above depicted have em-
bodied themselves m permanent or continually recurring forms. The tun,

the ham, the vill may be permanent, but the practices ot the villagers have
not ceased to be nomadic. The cattle are driven here and there, near and
far. The lands which for a period of years have served as meadows may be
abandoned for others. Sometimes the village arable tract is shifted in like

manner; or one-third part ot it is in turn each year allowed to lie fallow and
commonable. In addition to the house-sites and the adjacent enclosures,

and in addition t) the plow-lands and meadows, there are outlying tracts

still unappropriated, comprising pasture and waters, Avaste and woodland.
To these the villagers resort for enjoyment of what in later times is called

common of pasture, piscary, turbary and estovers. Their resort hereto is not
now unrestrained or without systematic regulation; but each free father of a
family has a right of usufruct, originally proportioned it would seem to the
capacity for enjoyment, since corresponding with the number of his houses
in the village, or of his dependants dwelling in them, or of his cattle, or of
his lots in the village plow-fields. At this .stage there is no well-wiought
the )ry as to the ownership of common lands; save that no one person owns
them as against another, and that the community in possession is entitled as

against any other community to hold them. To find under these circum-
stances anything answering to the legal deOnition of the right of common, we
must turn to private appropriations—to the village fields under tillage and in

grass. The custom, (derived no doubt from the earlier ]jractice of irequent
migration,) was, that after the crops were gathered and the grass was mown,
the lands that bore them were thrown open to allow the cattle of the village,

until return of spring, to graze on the balks and stubble. Th-ough imme-
morial usage, this privilege of all to periodically make use of the lands of

each became a right. Here, then, was a profit which one man had in the
lands of another. But the commons were not regarded as having been
brought under the ownership of any one in particular. The natural head of
the village, who was regularly the eldest or ablest male of the foremost
lineage, and was known as the earl or setheling, had truly more property
and higher power than others. His shares in the fields were of greater

number, or he had apart from the rest domain lands appropriated to him-
self. In right of his superior dignity and his more extensive possessions, he
might pasture a great number of beasts upon the commons, and might per-

haps make further encroachments upon the waste in the increase of his ap-
propriations,—the extension of his domain lands. But of these lands only
was he the absolute proprietor. Over the rest his control was rather ad-

ministrative than proprietary. His will was of exceeding weight in the vil-

lage council. He was in some measure the executive of its resolutions. It

was his hereditary office to conserve traditional customs by which he him-
self was bound. But he was not the owner of the village and the territory

subject to its occupation. He had merely a lordship slowly ripening into
ownership.
Suppose that one of the town-fathers could return after the lapse of several

centuries and after conquest by the Normans has become a fact of recent his-

tory. No surprising change would be visible. The territory would seem to

be distributed as formerly; the arable tracts would seem to be divided by
the ancient balks and head-lands. He would probably find his descendants
occupying the very soil and enjoying the rights of common Avhich once were
his. He would observe life in the village conducted in its old familiar ways.
Wherein, then, has there been progress or retrogression? There has occur-
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vide necessary fuel for bis family, or for repairing his implements

of husbandry (a)."

This right was intended, in early ages, for the encouragement

of agriculture, and existed principally between the owner of a

manor, and his feudal tenants. "By the ancient common law,"

said Lord Coke, when commenting upon the statute of Merton (b),

"if a lord of a manor enfeoffed others of some parcels of arable

land, the feoffees should have common appendant, in the waste

ground of the manor, for two causes: (1.) As incident to the

feoffment, for the feoffee could not plough and manure his ground

without beasts, and they could not be sustained without pasture;

and, by consequence, the tenant shall have common in the wastes

of the manor for his beasts of the plough; and this was the be-

ginning of common appendant. (2.) The other reason was, for

maintenance and advancement of agriculture, which was much

{a) Finch's Law, IW.
(b) 2 Inst. 8G. 4 Co. 37, a.

red a suhstitntion of foreifrn for domestic noble blood ; for the natural head
of the village lias been replaced by the Norman lord. There has been a
change of name; for the village community is now known as the manor.
And there has taken place a modification of legal theory; for the Norman
jurists consider the lord of the manor to be the proprietor ol the lands within
its ambit. When, therefore, by grant of manoial lands in freehold, common
appendant arises by legal implication; when by force of ancient usage, or of
special grant or feoffment, common appurtenant is allowed with respect to

lands outside the manor or to beasts not generally commonable; when com-
mon in gross is accorded to a person in his personal right; when by virtue of
immemorial usage even the villain tenants of the manor have the right to

put cattle on the common; and when by reason of vicinage the beasts of one
manor have so long straj'ed that they still may stray upon the commons of
another,—the right of pasturage seems to be a right of feeding one's beasts

on another's land—on the land, that is, of the manoral lord. On the same
theory as to his proprietorship was founded the lord's right of approvement;
and on this theory Parliament has proceeded in passing a long series of en-

actments from the statute of Merton, 20 Hen. III. c. iv., to the enclosure

acts of the present reign.

See this subject discussed from various points of view, by Blackstone,

Commentaries; Digby, Hist, of.the Law of Real Property; Edwards,-Com-
pendium of the Law of Property in Land; Essays in Anglo-Saxon Law;
Freeman, Hist, of the Norman Conquest; Green, Hist, of the English People;
Kemble. Saxons in England; Laveleye, Primitive Property; Maine, Village

Communities; Nasse, The Agricultural Community of the Middle Ages;
Koss, Early History of Land-Holding among the Germans; Seebohm, The
English Village Community; Williams, Principles of the Law of Real Prop-
erty

® Rights of common have always been the most important class of profits.

Blackstone says, "A common is a profit which a man hath in the land of
another; as to feed his beasts, to dig turf and the like." (2 Blks. Com. 32.)

The definition seems more correct than the one given by Kent, because a
common always involves the idea of profit.
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fdvoured in law." The policy of the old law in favour of

common of pasture^ and of estovers, as being conducive to im-

provement in agriculture, has entirely changed, or become obso-

lete; and this incorporeal right is now found to be an encum-

brance rather than an advantage. The right of com-

[ *404 ] mon *i8 little known or used in this country, and prob-

ably does not exist in any of the northern or western

parts of the United States, which have been settled since the

revolution. The Ch. J. of Pennsylvania, while he admitted that

a right of common was an estate'well known in the law, declared

that he knew of very few instances of rights of common (a).

But the right is still known and enjoyed, and has been frequently

a subject of litigation, in some parts of the State of New York;

and it is interesting to perceive the nice distinctions, and the

clear and accurate sense of jasiice, which arose and were applied

to this head of the law.^

(1.) Of common of pasture and of estovers.

Common of pasture was known at common law as common of

pasture appendant, and common of pasture appurtenant. The

lirst, or common appendant, is founded on prescription, and is

regularly annexed to arable land. It authorized the owner or

occupier of arable land to put commonable beasts upon the waste

grounds of the manor, from the necessity of the case, and to en-

courage agriculture. The tenant was limited to such beasts as

were levant and couchant on his estate, because such cattle only

were wanting to plough and manure his land: It was deemed

an incident to a grant of land, as of common right, and to en-

able the tenant to use his plough land.* Common appurtenant

may be annexed to any kind of land, and may be created by

grant, as well as prescription. It allowed the owner to put in

(a) Trustees of the Western University v.- Robinson, 12 Serg. & Rawle, 33.

We meet, however, with a discussion of the right of common in Carr v. Wal-
lace, 7 Watts^ Pennsylvania Rep. 394.

^ In the time of Glanville the law recognized and protected by a regular
form of action the right of the commoner, by enabling him to bring an as-

size of novel disseisen against any one who disturbed him in the enjoj'ment
of his right of common. Glanville, lib. XIII. cap. 37. Rights of common,
other than those enjoyed by freehold tenants of a manor as such, created by
grant or prescription and attached to the ownership of lands, are called

rights of "common appurtenant." See infra, n. 12.

^ An appendant incorporeal right was a right which grew outof the manor,
because the tenant was tenantof the manor, and it depended on the existence

of the manorial system.
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other beasts than such as plough or manure the land; and, not

being founded in necessity, like the other right, as to common-
able beasts, was not favoured in the law (a). Common of es-

tovers may be equally appendant or appurtenant.

The law concerning common appendant received great discus-

sion and consideration, in Bennett v. Reeve, in 1740 (6).

*It was admitted to be the settled law, that common of [
* 405

]

pasture appendant belonged only to arable land, and

could not be severed from it; and that if the land be divided ever

so often, every little parcel was entitled to common appendant,

but only for commonable cattle, or such as were necessary to

plough and manure the tenant's arable land. The court of C. B.,

after two arguments, rejected the claim of a tenant, who, by the

process of subdivision, claimed only a yard of land, to a right of

common for sixty-four sheep. He was entitled only to a right of

common for such cattle as were wanted to plough and manure

his yard of land, and in this way the court brought his claim

within reasonable limits.'

Common of pasture, whether appendant or appurtenant, might

be apportioned upon the alienation of the land to which the com-

mon belonged, because it was founded in necessity and common
right. "Qod forbid," said Lord Coke (c), "that the law should

not be so, for otherwise many commons in England would be

avoided and lost." Thus, in Wilde's case (d), he being seised

of forty acres of laud, to which a right of common of pasture on

two hundred adjoining acres for commonable cattle was appurte-

nant, sold five acres. It was held, that the alienee had a right

of common appurtenant to the five acres, and that the alienation

of part of the land did not destroy the right of common either of

the alienor or alienee, but each retained a right of common pro-

(a) 2 Blacks. Com. 33. 3 Cruise's Dig. tit. Common.
(b) Willes' Rep. 227.

(c) 4 Co. 36. {d) 8 Co. 78.
* Land can never be appurtenant to other land, or pass with it, as belong-

ing to it. Ammidowu v. Granite Bank, 8 Allen, 293. Blaine v. Chambers,
1 S. & R. 169. Riddle v. Littlefield, 53 N. H. 508. Yates v. Hathaway, 15
Johns. 447.

In Leonard v. White, 7 Mass. 6, it was held, that where one granted a
mill, with its appurtenances, it did not pass the soil of a way which had
been long used for access to the mill though a right to pass over it as a way
would have passed thereby. Land Co. v. Kerrigan, 31 N. J. L. 16.

A grant of land by metes and bounds conveys an appurtenant right to a

dam under the word "appurtenances." Daniels v. Savings Institution, 127
Mass. 534.
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portion to their estates. The warm language of Coke shows the

deep conviction of that age, that these rights of common were

indispensable to the tillage of the English tenantry. But the

change of manners and property, and the condition of society in

this country, is so great, that the whole of this law of common-

age is descending fast into oblivion, together with the memory

of all the talent and learning which were bestowed upon it by

the ancient lawyers.

[
* 406 ] * There have been several cases on this subject of the

right of common of pasture, and of estovers, discussed

in the supreme court of New York, and the principles to be de-

duced from the ancient decisions were fully and accurately con-

sidered.

The first case I allude to was that of Watts v. Coffin (a), which

was upon a lease executed before the revolutionary war, in which,

by express covenant, the grantor had conveyed to the lessee in fee

common of pasture, and reasonable estovers, out of the woods of

the manor of Rensselaerwick, at Claverack. The grantor had

cultivated, or, in ancient language, approved the manor lands, by

leasing, so as to leave no common of estovers, or of pasture, and

in that way had actually destroyed the exercise of the right under

the covenant. The only question was, as to the remedy; and it

was held, that the tenant could not set off that claim under the

covenant, against the rent due upon the perpetual lease, but must

resort to his covenant if any remedy existed. It was, however,

left undecided, whether any right of common existed after the

waste and unappropriated parts of Claverack had disappeared by

the settlement and improvement of the country. In England,

before the statute of Merton,20 Henry III., it was supposed,that the

lord could not improve any part of his waste grounds, however

extensive, they might be, provided another person had a grant of

common of pasture therein, because the common issued out of the

whole waste, and every part of it. But that statute, and the

statute of Westminster 2, 13 Edward I., allowed him to do it, if

he left sufficient common of pasture for the tenants; and this was

all that any tenant could, in common justice, have required, be-

fore the provision of the statute. It is now well settled in the

English law, that the owner of lands, in which another has a

(a) 11 Johns. Bep. 495.
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right of common, may improve aod enclose part of the

common, * leaving a sufficiency of common for the ten- [ *407 ]

ant. In those cases in which a right of common of pas-

ture exists here, the right of the owner of the soil to improve,

would seem necessarily to be subject to the same limitation, and

to be exercised consistently with the preservation of a right of

common.'"

The next case in which this right of common was discussed,

was that ot Livingston v. Ten Broeck (a). In that case, an an-

cient deed had conveyed a large tract of land in the manor of

Livingston, with a right of common of pasture, and of estovers;

and the court, in the decision of that case, recognized several

principles of ancient law applicable to this right of common.

Thus, if a person seised of part of the land subject to common,

should purchase part of the adjoining land entitled to common,

here would be an unity of title in one and the same person to part

of the land entitled to a privilege of common, and to part of the

land charged with that privilege, or out of which the common
was to be taken. This unity of title extinguished his right of

common, and upon this principle, that if it was to continue in his

hands, his interest would induce him to take common for the

land he purchased out of that part of the manor which he did not

own, in order to relieve his own land of the burthen, and to cast

it upon his neighbour. This temptation to abuse and fraud, the

cautious policy of the old law would not permit. So, also, if a

man, having common in a large field owned by several persons,

purchased an acre from one of thein, his right of common was

extinguished upon the same principle. This was the rule de-

clared in Rotherham v. Gi'een (b), and the right of common be-

came extinct equally in either case, by aliening or releasing part

of the land entitled to common, and by purchasing part

of the land charged with it. If it were otherwise, * the [ *.408 ]

tenant of the residue might be charged with the bur-

then of the whole common. The rule is, that this right of com-

mon shall not be so changed or modified by the act of the parties,

as to increase, or even to create the temptation to increase, the

{a) 16 Johns. Rep. 14.

[b) Cro. Eliz. 593.
'" Any right of estovers belonging to a tenant passes to his grantee of the

estate, or to one who should levj' thereon for debt. Smith v. Jewitt, 40 N.
H. 533; Cook v. Cook, 11 Gray, 123.
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charge upon the land out of which common is to be taken. An
extinguishment of the right as to a portion of the land charged,

is an extinguishment of the whole; and this principle of ancient

policy was illustrated in the case to which I have referred."

In Leyman v. Abeel (a), another branch of the same subject

was brought under the consideration of the supreme court.

It was held, that incorporeal hereditaments descend by inher-

itance as real estate, and in that case, a right of common of esto-

vers which had descended to children, was held to be incapable

of division between them, and this upon an old and just princi-

ple of law, to prevent the land from being doubly or trebly

charged. In accordance with the case of the Eai'l of Huntington

v. Lord Mountjoy (6), it was held, that a common in gross and

uncertain, as the right to cut wood and dig turf, might be as-

signed, but it could not be aliened in such a way as to give the

entire right to several persons, to be enjoyed by them separately.

Lord Coke said (c), that if such a right of common descended to

coparceners, as it was not partible, the eldest should have the

right, and the rest should have contribution, or an allowance of

the value in some other part of the inheritance. But if the an-

cestor left no inheritance from which to make compensation or

recompense to the younger coparceners, one parcener was to have

it for a time, and the other for the like time, so that no prejudice

should accrue to the owner of the soil. This mode of enjoy-

ment, alternately, or in succession, was carried, in the

[ * 409 ] * ancient law, to a ludicrous extent. Thus, says Coke,

according to the rules to be found in Bracton, Britton,

and Fleta, in the case of a common of piscary descending to two

or more parceners, the one may have one fish, and the other the

second; the one may have the first draught, and the other the

(a) 16 Johns. Rep. 30. So, also, in Van Rensselaer ?\ Radcliff, 10 WendelVs
Rep. 639, it was adjudged, according to the doctrine of Lord Coke, in Co.

Litt. iOi, b. that common of estovers could not be apportioned. It is an en-
tirety, and cannot be divided, for that might work oppression and injustice,

by surcharging the land. If, therefore, a farm entitled to estovers be di-

vided by the act of the party among several tenants, neither of them can take
estovers, and the right is extinguished.

(6) Godbolt, 17. Co.Litt. 164, b. S. C.

(c) Co. Litt. 16.5, a.

" At common law every tenant for life had, as incident to his estate, and
without express grant, the right to take, in rea.sonable measure, three kinds
of estovers—house-bote, plough-bote, and hay-bote; unless restrained from
taking them by special covenant. Challis on Real Property, 253, (Text Book
Series).
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second. If it be of a mill, the one was to have the mill for a time,

and the other for the like time, or the one the first toll dish, and

the other the second.

In the case in New York last referred to, it was held, that this

law was changed under the operation of our statute of descents,

and that if such a right of common descended to several heirs as

tenants in common, or parceners, it could not be divided, but

there must be a joint enjoyment. They may jointly alien, but

one tenant cannot convey alone, nor can the eldest heir take the

whole of this indivisible right of common of estovers, and make

recompense. It is a joint right, to be enjoyed jointly by the heirs,

or their assignees; and upon the principle, that the land charged

with the right is not to have an increase of burthen by the multi-

plication of claimants.

This right of common may be controlled by custom. It may
be held subservient to a distinct right in the lord of the manor,

founded on immemorial usage, to dig in the soil, without leav-

ing sufficient herbage for the commoners (a).'"

( 2. ) Of common of piscary.

This is said to be at liberty, or right of fishery in the water

covering the soil of another person, or in a river running through

another man's land (6). A common of fishery is not an exclusive

right, but one enjoyed in common with certain other persons;

and Lord Holt said it was to be resembled to the case of

other common (c). The books speak likewise of a * free [ * 410 ]

fishery, as being a franchise in the hands of a subject,

existing by grant or prescription, distinct from an ownership in

the soil. It is an exclusive right, and applies to a public navigable

river, without any right in the soil. There is, also, a several

fishery, which is a private exclusive right of fishery in a navigable

river or arm of the sea, accompanied with the ownership of the

soil. It is a grant along with the soil, though the soil may be

(a) Bateson v. Green, 5 Term Rep. 411.

(6) 2 Blacks. Com. 34, 39. Cruisers Digest, tit. Common, sec. 34.

(c) 2 Salk. 637.
^^ Common ofpasturage because of vicinage was not a right at all, but a sort

of license given by adjoining neighbor to each other to allow the beasts of
each to stray into the lands of the other. This being a mere license, was
revocable at pleasure, and each might bar the other out.

Common in gross was of rare occurrance. It is neither appendant nor
appurtenant to land, but a mere personal right attached to the person of the
owner, apart from any land he might own.
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granted without this several fishery; and it has likewise been

strongly asserted and maintained, that a several fishery may exist

without the ownership of the soil (a).

But these distinctions between common of piscary, free fishery,

and several fishery, seem to be quite unsettled in the books (6j;

and. the authorities referred to by Mr. Hargrave (c) throw em-

barrassment in the way of the attempt to mark with pre-

cision the line of discrimination between these several

[*411 ]
'" right of fishery. In a modern case (d\; the judges

took a distinction between a common fishery, (com-

mune piscarium,) which may mean for all mankind, as in the

sea, and a common of fishery, (communiam piscarice,) which is

a right, in common with certain other persons, in a particular

stream; and the text writers were deemed to have spoken inaccur-

ately when they confounded the distinction. The more easy

and intelligible arrangement of the subject would seem to be,

to divide the right of fishing into a right common to all, and

a right exclusively in one or a few individuals.

It was a settled principle of the common law, that the owners

of lands on the banks of fresh water rivers, above the ebbing and

flowing of the tide, had the exclusive right of fishing, as well as

the right of property opposite to their respective lands ad filiim

medium aquoe ; and where the lands on each side of the river be-

longed to the same person, he had the same exclusive right of

fishery in the whole river, so far as his lands extended along the

(a) Com. Dig. tit. Prerogative, D. 50. Hale, de Jure Maris, ch. 5. The
case of the Royal Fishery of the Banne, Davirs^ Eep. 149. Smith v. Kemp,
2 Salk. 6:57. Carter v. Miircot, 4 Burr. Rep. 2162. Seymour r. Lord Courte-
nay, 5 il>id. 2814. Mr. Angell, in his valuable Treatise on the Common Law
in relaii'tii to Water Courses, 6—10, has collected the authorities on the quas-
tion, whether a several fishery may exist without the property' in the soil.

The reason of the thing, and the weight of authority, are in favour of the
affirmative of the question; and he ju.stly concludes that property, in water
courses, may be subjected to every kind of restriction by positive agreement.
In Duke of Somerset v. Fogwell, 5 Barnw. & Cress'. 875, it was declared, that
in ordinary cases the owner oi a several fishery was to be presumed to be
owner ot the .soil. He is, however, oxi\\ prima facie owner of the soil. Par-
theriche v. Mason, 2 Chitly^s Eep. 658.

(b) See the discu.ssions at the bar in Freary. v. Cooke, 14 Mass. Rrp. 488.

Sir William Blackstone says, that afreefisheri/ is an exclusive right. Com.
vol. ii. 39, 40. But in Seymour v. Lord Courtenay, 5 Burr. Rep. 2814, Lord
Mansfield declared, that it was es.=ential to a free fishery that more than one
person should have a coextensive right in the same subject. So, in Melvin
V. Whitting, 7 Pickering, 79, it Avas held, that a free fishery was not an
exclusive fishery.

(c) Harg. Co. Litt. lib. 2, No. 181.

Id) Bennett r. Coster, 8 Taunton, 183.
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same. The right exists in rivers of that description, though they

may be of the first magnitude, and navigable for rafts and boats,

but they are subjected to the jus puhllciim, as a common high-

way or easement, for many navigable purposes. The common
law, while it acknowledged and protected the right of the own-

ers of the adjacent lands to the soil and water of the river, ren-

dered that right subordinate to the public convenience, and all

erections and impediments made by the owners to the obstruction

of the free use of the river as a highway for boats and rafts, are

deemed nuisances. This right of fishery in rivers not navigable,

is also subjecl to the qualification of not being so used as to in-

jure the private rights of others; and it does not extend to impede

the passage of fish up the river by means of dams or other ob-

structions. The impediment was at common law a

nuisance, and in Massachusetts it subjects * the party [
* 412 ]

creating it to a penalty given by statute (a). Under

these reasonable qualifications, the right of private property in

rivers was recognized at common law in the earliest ages, and it

has been uniformly admitted down to this day (h). The law was

laid down very clearly and emphatically in the case of the river

Banne, in Ireland (c), which is regarded as a leading case, and

a sound authority, and the doctrine of that case was, that a

subject might have a several freehold interest in a navigable river

or tide water, by special grant from the crown, but not otherwise;

and that without such grant, or prescription which is evidence

of a grant, the right of fishing was common. On the other hand

it was held, that in rivers not navigable, (and in the common law

sense of the term, those only were deemed navigable in which the

tide ebbed and flowed,) the owners of the soil on each side had

the interest, and the right of fishery; and it was an exclusive

right, and extended to the centre of the stream opposite their

respective lands. This case was followed by that of Carter v.

"
{a) Weld V. Horuby, 7 East, 195. Commonwealth v. Chapin, 5 PicJcerinff,

199. The regulation of fisheries within the jurisdiction of the several states,

is matter of statute provision, and the Laws of Connecticut, in particular,

have been many and very specific on the subject. Statutes of Connecticut,

1838, p. 269—285. But manufacturing machinery, and steamboats, and the
ins'xtiable cupidity and skill of fishermen, have prodigiously diminished the
resort of the most valuable fish into the rivers of the northern states.

(A) Hale, De Jure 3faris, ch. 1, cites a record in the K. B., as early as 18
and 19 Jldward I. in which this rule was asserted.

(c) Davies' Rep. 149.
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Murcot (a), in which the K. B. recognized that doctrine in its

fullest extent; and Sir Matthew Hale, in his treatise De Jure

Maris, (6), has not only laid down the same propositions, but he

has discussed the subject with great and accurate learning, and

it has become a text book of the highest authority.'^

This private right of fishery is confined to fresh water rivers,

unless a special grant or prescription be shown; and the right of

fishing in the sea, and in the bays and arms of the sea,

[ * 413 ] and in navigable or tide waters, under the free and * mas-

culine genius of the English common law, is a right

public and common to every person ; and if any individual will

appropriate an exclusive privilege in navigable waters, and arms

of the sea, he must show it strictly by grant or prescription (c).

The common right of fishing in navigable waters, is founded on

such plain principles of natural law, that it is considered by many
jurists as part of the law of nations." The civil law declared,

that the right of fishing in rivers, as well as in the sea, and ports,

was common; and in some respects it went beyond the common
law, for it held, that all rivers where the flow of water was peren-

nial, belonged wholly to the public, and carried with it the

right of fishery, as well as the public use of the banks (d). Brac-

ton adopted the doctrine of the civil law, and held (e), that the

right of fishing in rivers, and the use of the banks, was common
jure gentium. But it is every where agreed, that this common
right is liable to be modified and controlled by the municipal

law of the land, and no person has a right to pass over the lands

of others in order to get to the water. In Blundell v. Catterall (g),

(o) 4 Burr. Rep. 2162.

(6) Harg. Law Tracts, art. 1.

(c) Hale De Jure Maris, ch. 4. Sir Matthew Hale, in Lord Fitzwalter's

case. 1 Mod. Rep. 105. Warren v. Matthews, 1 Salk. Rep. 357. 6 Mod. Rep.
73. Ward v. Creswell, Wines' Rep. 265. The Mayor, &c., of Oxford v.

Richardson, 4 Term Rep. 437. Carter v. Murcot, 4 Burr. Rep. 2162.

(d) Inst. 2, 1, 2. Dig. 43, tit. 12, 13, 14, 15.

(e) B. 1, c. 12, sec. 6.

Ig) 5 Barnw. & Aid. 268.
" An owner of the shore on a navigable stream has no exclusive right to

fish therein; but he may stand on his own ground and fish from that point
exclusivelv. Carson v. Blaxer, 2 Binney, 435; Hart v: Hill, 1 Wharton, 124;

Shunk V. Navigation Co., 14 S. & R. 71.
" By the law of nations, tidal are waters public highways for all the world.

In England, the rule is that a river is a public river so far as the fresh water
is pressed back by the tide, so as to make a regular ebb and flow.

Benard r. Howard, 7 Peters, 320. But this rule will not hold good in the
United States, and was never adopted in Pennsylvania, though it was in

some of the other States. Stover v. Jacks, 10 P. F. Smith, 339.
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which called forth a very elaborate and learned discussion, the

doctrine of the civil law, as stated by Bracton, was disclaimed,

and it was held, that the public had no common law right of

crossinor the beach, or seashore, for the purpose of bathing in

the sea, as against the lord of a manor who was owner of the soil

of the shore, and had the exclusive right of fishing therein. So,

also, in France, before their revolution, the right of fishing in

navigable and not navigable rivers, was not common to

all the subjects, but belonged * to the king, and such in- [ * 414 ]

dividuals as under him possessed jurisdictional rights (a).

The Napoleon code was formed upon the ruins of seigneurial and

feudal rights, and it is declared, that rivers, and navigable or

flotable streams, shores, and land between high and low water

mark, were considered as dependencies of the public domain, and

that the right of fishing was under the regulation of particular

laws (b). It is now understood that the owners of the lands on

rivers not navigable or flotable, (flottables,) have the exclusive

right of fishing therein, as well as the exclusive ownership of the

soil composing the bed of the river. Though some communes

attempted to appropriate that right to themselves, the claim was

put down by decrees, and on the principle that the abolition of

feudal rights, of which the right of fishing was one, was for the

benefit, not of the communes, but of the feudal vassals, who had

become free in their persons and property, and that there no

longer existed any seigneurial rights (c).

The English doctrine, as to navigable rivers, and the com-

mon right as to the use thereof, and as to the right of fishing,

as well as to the right to the soil, in rivers not navigable, in the

common law sense of the term, has been declared to be the

law in several of the United States (d). The legislature of

(a) Inst. Droit Franqais, par. Argou, torn. i. 214. Pothier; Traite du Droit
de Propriete, No. 52.

(6) Code Napoelon, No. 538, 715.

(c) Touliier^s Droit Civil Franqais, torn. ill. No. 144, 145, 146. Questiona
de Droit, par Merlin, toni. iv. tit. Peche. The latter author has collected the
ancient authorities in support of the seigneurial exclusive right of fishery

in all streams not navigable, and the several decrees of the revolutionary
governments abolishing those feudal and odious rights.

(d) The People r. Piatt, 17 Johns. Pep. 195. Hooker v. Curamings, 20
ibid. 90. Ex parte Jennings, 6 Cowen's Pep. 518. Berry v. Carle, 3 Green-
leafs Pep. 269. Scott t-. Willson, 3 N. H. Pep. 321. Commonwealth v.

Charlestown, 1 Pick. Rep. 180. Adams v. Peace, 2 Conn. Pep. 481. Arnold
V. Mundy, 1 Halsted^s Pep. 1. Dana's Abr. vol. ii. 692, sec. 13. Browne v.

Kennedy, 3 Harr. & Johns. 195.

29 VOL. III. KENT. 449
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[* 415 ] *New York, when they reenacted, in 1787, all the British

statutes that were deemed applicable to our situation,

considered a common of fishery, as an existing right, for they

provided the writ of novel disseisin for the disturbance of it (a).

So, a franchise of a several fishery, at a particular place in a

public river, has been admitted to exist, and an instance of such

a grant was mentioned in the case of Stoughton v. Baker (b).

The statute lawof the colony of Massachusetts made some^altera-

tions in the common law. Each town might appropriate the right

of free fishing in uavigable rivers, within the town, and the right

of free fishing was confined to householders. The legislature

likewise assumed the regulation of the passage and protection of

fish in streams not navigable, in the technical sense; and it is

now considered that fisheries are, as at common law, the exclusive

right of the owners of the banks of rivers not navigable, unless

otherwise appropriated by statute, and that the right, unless

secured by a particular grant or prescription, is held subject to

legislative control (c).^'" The Neiv York Revised Statutes (d)

have also deemed the regulation of fisheries in waters, navigable

or not navigable, a matter of public concern; and they have re-

gulated the time and mode of fishing in the waters of the state

and particularly in respect to certain kinds- of fish, and in the

waters of the upper Hudson. The courts of common pleas in

each county have likewise the authority, under certain checks

and restrictions, to regulate the fishing in any of the

[*416] ^streams, ponds, or lakes in their respective counties,

and to prevent the destruction of the fish therein. In

Jacobson v. Fountain, and afterwards in Gould v. James (e), it

(a) Laws of i\>»r York, ICth sess. ch. 50, sec. 7. {h) 4 Mass. Bep. 527.

(c) Nickerson v. Biackett, 10 Mass. Bcji. 212. 216. Waters r'. Lilley, 4
rick. Rep. 145. Ingraham r. Wilkinson, ihid. 268. Vinton?'. Welsh, 9 Ibid.

87. Cottrill V. Myrick, 3 Fairfield, 222. 229. Dane's Ahr. vol. ii. 68.«—712,
or, oh. 68. In that chapter Mr. Dane has diligently collected the English
and American authorities applicable to the subject.

(rZ) Vol. i. 687. 688.

[c) 2 Johns. Rep. 170. 6 Cotcen^s Rep. 369. Rogers r. Jones, 1 Wendell,
237. S. P.

'* Where a person owns the whole ot the soil over which a water-course
runs in its natural course, he alone is entitled to the use and profit of the
water; and where a person owns only the land upon one side of the water-
course, his interest in the soil, and his right to the water, extends to the
middle of the .stream. Concomitant with this interest in the soil of the beds
of water-conr-ses. is^nn exclusive right offishery; so that the riparian owner,
and he alone, is anihorized to take fish from any part of the stream included
in his territorial limits. Angell on Watercourses, 180.
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was considered that a person might, by grant or prescription,

have an exclusive right of fishery, even in an arm of the sea, or

in a navigable rivei", where the tide ebbed and flowed; and, in

New Jersey, the right of several fishery has been attempted to

be carried beyond the rule of the common law/^ The doctrine

asserted was, that, in that state, the whole of the soil under its

navigable and tide waters is individual and not public property,

and that it passed in fee simple from the original proprietors

under the royal patents to the present occupiers and grantees.

The title was, originally, in the king, by right of discovery, ac-

cording to the public law of Europe; and, it is said, he was com-

petent to convey, and did convey the soil in New Jersey, as well

under navigable waters as elswhere, to the Duke of York, and

by him it was conveyed to Sir George Cartaret and the rep-

resentatives of Lord Berkeley, and from them the title passed,

and has been regularly transmitted to the present owners of

lands on the navigable waters of the state. Upon that broad

foundation it was maintained, that the proprietors of land on

rivers and waters, navigable as well as not navigable, had

immemorially claimed and exercised the right to the soil, and

to a several fishery in all waters within the state in front of

their lands and shores, subject, nevertheless, to the jus publi-

cum, or use of the same, as a public highway for all navigable

purposes, and also subject to the regulations of the legislature

for the passage and protection of fish (a). But whatever force

might have been due to such an opinion, if the question was res

Integra, the law is now declared, after a very profound and ex-

hausting forensic discussion, to be, that there is no

several fishery in the *navigable waters of New Jersey, [ *417]

but the same is common to all the people of the state (6).

{a) Griffith's RegiMer, tit. New Jersey, art. FisJieries.

{b) Arnold v. Mundy, 1 Halsted^s Rep. 1. The legislature of New Jersey,

by act of 1826, have declared it to be unlawful for any persons, not resident

citizens of the state, to use any net or seine, for the purpose of taking fish,

in any of the rivers or waters within the jurisdiction of the state. Ehner^s
Dig. 205. But Pennsylvania and New Jersey have, by mutual arrangement,

'•^The title to the soil of the Delaware river Avas given originally neither

to Pennsylvania nor to New Jersey. The grants were to low water mark re-

spectively and hence the title to the soil remained in the Crown of England
until the revolution when it passed to the two states to be owned and en-

joyed on the same principle as navigable rivers are. By a compact made
in April, 1783, between these two states, it was agreed that the Delaware
river .should be a common highway. 1 Sm. Laws, 77; Fish Co. v. Carter, 11

P. F. Smith, 36.
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Though the right of fishery in a navigable river be a common
right, the adjoining proprietors have the exclusive right to draw

the seine, and take fish on their own lands; and if an island or

a rock, in tide waters, be private property, no person but the

owner has the right to use it for the purpose of fishing (a). It

has been further decided, that though the seashore, between higli

higli and low water mark, be held by grant as private property,

the common right still exits to go there and fish, and even to dig

and take shell fish ; and if the owner of the soil claims an ex-

clusive right, he must show a prescription for it, controlling the

general right at common law (b).

In Pennsylvania, the English doctrine that no rivers are deemed

navigable, so as to give the common right of fishing, except those

where the tide ebbs and flows, has been held not to be applicable

to the great rivers in that state, and that the owners of land on

the banks of such rivers as the Susquehanna and Delaware, for

instance, so far up as they are common highways, have

[ * 418 ] no exclusive right *of fishing in the rivers opposite their

respective lands. The right to fisheries, in such rivers,

is declared to be vested in the state, and open to all the world (c)

;

and a similar exception to the rule of the common law has been

suggested to exist in South Carolina (d).

The conclusion on this subject is, that a right of fishery in

navigable or tide waters, below high-water mark, is a common
right; and if one or more individuals set up an exclusive right to

concurrent jurisdiction over the waters of the river Delaware, to a certain

extent, and the exercise of the right of fishery is exercised in conformity to

such arrangements. See Act of New Jersey, of 26 November, 1808. E/mrr'i>

Dig. 199. In Maryland it is also declared, that the king, before the revolu-

tion, had the right to grant lands covered by navigable waters, subject to

the right of the public to fish and navigate them; and that this right, sub-
ject to the restriction, passed to the proprietors of Maryland by the royal

grant, and that the right was then vested in the state. Browne v. Kennedy,
5 Hnrr. & Johns. 195. In Mr. AngelVa Treatise on the right of Propeiiy in Tide
Waters, ch. 7, he has shown that a right of several fishery in naviga])le

waters in front ot their lands, may and does exist in individuals, by usage,
in several of the states.

(a) Lay v. King, 5 Day's Rep. 72. The Commonwealth v. Shaw, 14 Serg.

6 Rawle, 9.

(6) Bagott V. Orr, 2 Bos. & Pull. 472. Peck v. Lockwood, 5 Day's Rep. 22.

But the case of Bagott v. Orr, may be considered as overruled by that of
Blundell v. Catterall, 5 Bamw. & Aid. 268; and the doctrine in Peck v. Lock-
wood seems to be very questionable.

(c) Carson v. Blazer, 2 Binney's Rep, 475. Shrunk v. The President, &c.,

of the Schuylkill Navigation Company. 14 Serg. & Rawle, 71.

{d) Cates v. Wadlington, 1 Jl' Cord's Rep. 580.
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a free or several fishery, it must be clearly shown by prescription

or positive grant (a). In rivers and streams not navigable as tide

waters, the owners of the soil over which they flow have, at com-

mon law, (and which common law has been generally recognized

in these United States,) the exclusive right of fishing each on his

own side, unless some other person can show a grant or prescrip-

tion for a common of piscary, in derogation of the right naturally

attached to the ownership of the soil; and such right is held sub-

ject to the public use of the waters as a highway, and to the free

passage of fish, and in subordination to the regulations to be

prescribed by the legislature for the general good.^^

(3.) 0/ the remedy for the disturbance of these rights.

The disturbance of a right of common of pasture arises when
a person who has no right interferes by putting in his cattle, or

if he has a right to use the land for commonable cattle, by put-

ting in those which are not commonable, or by surcharging the

common by putting in more cattle than the pasture will sustain.

In these cases, the owner of the soil has his action of trespass,

and the commoner his special action upon the case, inasmuch as

both the owner of the land, and the owner of the right of common,

are injured. The common law gave to the commoner a writ of

admeasurement of pasture, under which process a jury,

with the *sheriff, apportioned the quantity of cattle to [
* 419

]

the extent of the ground, and the number of proprietors.

So, also, if the commoner be disseised, either of the common of

pasture, of estovers, or of fishery, he may have, where statute

regulations have not prevented it, a writ of novel disseisin to re-

instate himself in the possession. Such injuries are now gener-

ally redressed by the more familiar and easy remedy of an action

upon the case; and the mention of those old and obsolete actions

.(a) Rogers v. Jones, 1 Wendell, 237. But if an individual plant a bed of
oysters in a hay or an arm of the sea, and clearly designate and mark out
the bed by stakes, it is not an interference with the common right of fishing

in the bay, but the person who planted the oyster bed so designated, ac-

quired a qualified property in them, sufficient to maintain trespass against
any person who invaded that property. Fleet v. Hageman, 14 Wendell, 42.
" The exclusive right of fishery in rivers navigable is subject to a reason-

able qualification in order to protect the rights of others, who have a similar
interest. This restriction is founded upon that universal principle of every
just code of laws, sic utero buo nt alienum non laedas. Upon this principle
the right of fishery is limited to the taking of fish, and does not carry with
it the right to hinder the passing of them above, that other owners maybe
prevented from enjoying a similar privilege.
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in the first revisioQ of the statute laws of New York, in 1787 (a
),

arose from the circumstance that the statute of AVestminster 2,

13 Edward I., was literally transcribed. But the New York Re-

vised Statutes, which went into operation in 1830, have abolished

the writ of novel disseisin, and all the other real actions; and the

remedy for a violation of these incorporeal rights, is either by an

action of ejectment, or a special action on the case, according to

the nature of the right and the injury. The substitution of the

action of ejectment for the possessory real actions has been ef

fected also by statute in New Jersey, and probably the ancient

remedies have been superseded in most of the states of the Union

by more convenient and familiar actions.

II. Of luays, easements, and aquatic rights.

(1.) Of ways.

This incorporeal hereditament is a right of private passage

over another man's ground. It may arise either by grant of the

owner of the soil, or by prescription, which supposes a grant, or

from necessity. (6). If it be a freehold right, it must be created

by deed, though it be only an easement upon the land of another,

and not an interest in the land itself (c). A right of way ex vi

termini imports a right of passing in a particular line, and not

the right to vary it at pleasure, and go in different directions.

This would be an inconvenience to the owner of the land charged

with the easement, and an abuse of the right (d). It is

[ * 420 ] likewise a principle of law, that *nothing passes as in-

cident to the grant of an easement, but what is requisite

to the fair enjoyment of the privilege (e).^*

If it be a right of way in gross, or a mere personal right, it

cannot be assigned to any other person, nor transmitted by de-

scent. It dies with the person, and it is so exclusively personal,

that tthe owner of the right cannot take another person in com-

(n) Laws of New York, sess. 10, ch. 4, sec. 6. and ch. 50, sec. 7.

(b) 1 Rol. Abr. 391, tit. Chimin private, 10. A right of way, public or pri-

vate, is held to be an incorporeal hereditament. Nelson, J., 12 Wendell, 98.

Holman, J., 1 Blackf. 45. Cowen, J., 20 Wendell, 99. Mr. J. Cowen says, a
puV)lic way, if not an hereditament in every sense, is certainly a quasi here-

ditament.
(c) Hewlius V. Shippara, 5 Bamw. & Cress. 221.

(d) Jones v. Percival, 5 Pick. Bep. 485.

(e) Lyman v. Arnold. 5 Mason, 195.
'* When the question arises as to the extent of the right of way, i. e.,

whether it is more than a mere foot-way. it is a question of fact and not of

law, and like all such questions is f^r the jury to determine.
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paay with him (a). But when a right of way is appendant or

annexed to an estate, it may pass by assignment whea the land

is sold to which it was appurtenant. Thus, in the case stated in

Staples V. Heydon (b), if one be seized of lot A. and lot B., and

he used a way from lot A. over lot B., to a mill, or to a river, and

and be sells lot A. with all ways and easements, the grantee shall

have the same privilege of passing over lot B. that the grantor

had.''

A right of way may arise from necessity in several respects.

Thus, if a man sells land to another which is wholly surrounded

by his own land, in this case the purchaser is entitled to a right

of way over the other's ground to arrive at his own land. The

way is a necessary incident to the grant, and without which the

grant would be useless (c). This principle was carried so far, in

a modeim case (d), as to be applied to a trustee selling land he

held in trust, and to which there was no access but over the trus

tee's own land. The right of way in that case passed of necessity

as incidental to the grant; for though he conveyed in the char-

acter of trustee, it could not be intended that he meant to make

a void grant, and every deed must be taken most strongly against

the grantor.™ Lord Keuyon said it was impossible to distinguish

that from the ordinary case where a man granted a close sur-

rounded by his own land. The general rule is, that when

the use of * a thing is granted, every thing is granted [ *421]

by which the grantee may have and enjoy such use. If

one man gives another a license to lay pipes of lead in his land

to convey water to a cistern, he may enter on the land and dig

(a) Finch's Law, 17, 31. Year Book, 7, H. 4, 36 B.

(b) G Mod. Bep. 3. 2 Lord Baym. 922. Newmarch v. Brandling, 3 Swans-
ion, 99 S. C.

(c) Clarke v. Cogge, Cro. Jac. 170. Oldfield's case, Noy's Bep. 123. Turn-
bull V. Rivers. 3 BPCord's Bep. 131. Holmes v. Seely, 19 Wendell, 507. All
the authorities support the doctrine, says Mr. Woolrych, in his full and ac-

curate Treatise on the Law of Ways, p. 21, that in the case of a grant of land
without a reservation ot any way, a way of necessity will pass as incident to

the grant.

(rf) Hovvton V. Frearson, 8 Term Bep. 50.
19 Private ways are nearly always appurtenant. Appendant rights never

existed in this country. A right of way will not be presumed to be in gross
when it can be construed to be appurtenant. In re Private Road, 1 Ashm. 42.

^^ A way of necessity can never arise except by grant, either express or by
implication, from its being essential to the enjoyment of something which is

expressly granted. Tracy r;. Atherton, 3(5 Vt. 503. Nichols v. Luce, 24
Pick. 102. Woodworth v. Raymond, 51 Conn. 70. Schmidt v. Quinn, 136
Mass. 575.
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therein to mend the pipes (a). So if a person has a shop on an-

other's soil by permission, he has a right of ingress and egress as

to the soil between the highway and the shop. The right is

necessary to the enjoyment of the tenement (b).^^ The maxim

(a) Twysden, J., in Porafret v. Ricroft, 1 Saund Rep. 321.

(6) Doty V. Gorham, 5 Pickering, 4S7. la Chambers v. Furry, 1 Yeaies'

Rvp. 167, the supreme court of Pennsylvania held, that the owner of a ferry

over a navigable stream, had no right to land, or receive freijjht on the
atljoining banks, even though the landing place was a public highwa3', with-
out the owner's consent. The dedication of ground for the purpose of a pub-
lic road, was said to give no right to use it for the other purpose. This doc-
trine was afterwards referred to, recognized, and adopted by the same court,

in Cooper v. Smith, 9 Serg. & liaiole, 26. The same principle is to be found
in Saville, 11, pi. 29, where it is said, that in ever}^ ferr\- the land on both
sides the water ought to belong to the owner of the ferrj, for otherwise he
could not land on the other side. But this strict and severe rule is some-
what relaxed in England; and in Peter v. Kendal, 6 Barnw. <£• Cress. 70.?, the
K. B. denied the justness of the conclusion in Saville, and held, that the
owner of a ferry need not have the property in the s >il on either side. It

was sufficient that the landing place was a public highway. It was a right

incident to the ferry, to use such a landing place for the purposes of a I'erry.

This is the most reasonable conclusion, upon the right to the use ot a public
highway to which a ferrv is connected.

In Allen v. Farnswortlil, 5 Verger^s TVren. Hep. 189, it was held, that the
state, by virtueof the right of eminent domain, might establish ferries wher-
ever the legislature should deem them necessary for the public e^.sement,

without any regard to the ownership ofthe soil, on making just compensation.
But in point of fact all the statutes authorized the grant of the franchise by
way of preference to the ownere of the land on each bank of the river where
the ferry wa.s established. By the Tennessee act of 1807, ch. 25, the owner
of the soil on each side of a river, is, in exclusion of all others, entitled to

the ferry. Without statute provision, he is not, as a matter of right, and
because he is owner, entitled to keep it. Nashville Bridge Company t'. Shelby,
10 Verger's Rep. 280. The case of Pipkin r. Wynns, 2 Dev. N. C. Rep. 403,

recognizes the same general right of the sovereign, but holds that the owner
of the adjacent land is entitled to the preference, and if he refuses to exercise

the franchise, it may be granted to another, on making compensation to the
owner of the fee for the uSe of the soil, and this must be done, although there
be a public highway leading to the river on both sides. This decision, like

those in Pennsj'lvania, construe more strictly than the late English case, the
ea-sement of a public highway leading to the river. The law in Kentucky
in respect to terries is, that the owner of land on the river Ohio, is alone en-

titled to be the grantee of a ferry across it. It is a franchise incident to the
land, and is valuable property. But no ferry is to be granted within a mile
and an half of one previously established, unless in the opinion of the grant-

ing power, the public interest shall require it, and the abuse of that discre-

tion is subject to judicial c-ontrol. Carter t;. Kalfus, 6 Dana'' s Rep. 43. Though
a lerry franchise be a statutory incident to land, yet the beneficial interest

may be transferred to another, and entitle him to the profits. Kennedy r.

Covington, 8 Dana, 59. The statute provision in some of the western states

is, that no person shall keep a ferry so as to demand and receive pay with-
out a license to be granted and regulated by the county courts. Revised

Statutes of Mixsouri, 1835.
'^ It is not enough to give the right, that the way through the vendor's

land would be a better one. It is always a way of necessity, and can be
claimed only when there is no way at all. Ogden v. Grove, 2 Wright, 487.

McDonald v. Lendell, 3 Kawle, 495.
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is, that quando aliquis aliquid concedit, concedere videtiir, et id,

sine quo res titi non potest.

If a man hath several distinct parcels of enclosed land, and he

sells all but one surrounded by the others, and to which he has

no way or passage except over one of the lots he has sold, it has

been made a question, whether he be entitled to a right of Avay

against his own deed, when he has been so improvi-

dent as to reserve none. It is said, in Clarke *v. [ * 422 ]

Cogge (a), that the law reserves to him a right of way .

in such case from necessity. But the position in that case seems

to have been contrary to the doctrine in the prior case of Dell v.

Babthrop (b), where it was held, that if a man had a close, and a

wood adjoining it, and time out of mind a way had been used

over the close to the wood, and he then sells the close to one

man, and the wood to another, the grantee of the wood has no

right of way over the close, for the grantor had excluded himself

as he had sold the close without reserving such a right; and as

he had lost his right, he could not communicate any to the grantee

of the wood. But in this last case, it did not appear to be neces-

sary to go over the close in questien to the wood, and there

might have been another way to it; and the weight of authority

is, that the grantor has a right of way to his remaining land, in

case of necessity, when he cannot otherwise approach his land.^^

The law presumes a right of way reserved, or rather gives a new
way, from the necessity of the case, and the new right of way
ceases with the necessity for it (c). This principle of law has

been for a long time recognized. Thus, in Packer v. Welsted (d),

decided in the Upper Bench, under the protectorate of Cromwell,

A. had three parcels of land, and there was a private way out of the

first parcel to the second, and out of the two first parcels to the

third. B. purchased all these parcels, and then sold the two

first to C. There was no way to the land not sold, but through

the other two parcels; and the court adjudged, that the way con-

(a) Cro. Jitc. 170.

\b) Cro. EUz. 300.

(c) Holmes v. Goring & Elliott, 2 Bing. Rep. 76. 9 Moore, 166, S. C.

U) 2 Sid. Rep. 39.
^' The right of locating a way of necessity is in the owner of the laud over

which it is to pass, and all that any one having such a right can claim is,

that the way shall he convenient. Bass «. Edwards, 126 Maas. 445. If he
fails or refuses to locate the way, or gives an inconvenient or unreasonable
way, the vendee may locate or change it.
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tinned from necessity, and that the party was not liable in tres-

pass for using it. So, also, in Dutton v. Tayler (a), A. owned two

closes, B. and C, and there was no passage to close B.

[ *423 ] but through close C, *and he sold close C, and it was

held, upon plea and demurrer, that the right of wsy
still existed from necessity, and that it was not for the public

good that the close B. should be left uncultivated. This last

case is supposed to be binding; and Lord Kenyon said, in How-

ton V. Frearson {b), that he was prepared to submit to the ex-

press authority of it, though his reason was not convinced, and

he thought there was great difficulties in the question.'^*

But the doctrine of the case of Dutton v. Tayler, received con-

firmation in Backby v. Coles (c), where it was decided, that if a

person owned close A. and a passage of necessity to it over close

B., and he purchased close B., and thereby united in himself the

title to both closes, yet if he afterwards sold B. to one person,

without any reservation, and then close A. to another person, the

purchaser of close A. has a right of way over close B. Thiscaso

seems to put an end to all doubt as to the existence of a right of

way from necessity, even over the land which the claimant of the

way had previously sold.^*

If a right of way be from close A. to close B., and both closes

be united in the same person, the right of way, as well as all

other subordinate rights and easements, is extinguished by the

unity of possession (d). But there is a distinction between a

right of way existing fi'om necessity, and one merely by way of

easement or convenience. The former is not extinguished by

the unity of possession, as a right of way to a church or market,

or a right to a gutter carried through an adjoining tenement,

or to a water course running over the adjoining lands (e). Ser-

geant Williams (gr) is of opinion, that the right of way, when

(a) 2 Lutw. Rep. 1487.

(6) 8 Term Rep. 50.

(c) 5 Taunt. Rep. 311.

(d) Whalley v. Tompson, 1 Bo». & Pull. 371.

(e) Popham, J., in Jordenf. Atwood, Owen'.̂ Rep. 121. Shurv f. Piggott,

3 Bulsf. 339. Cruise's Dig. tit. Ways, 23, 24. Note to 1 Bos. <& Pull. 374.

(g) Note 6, to 1 Sound. Rep. 323.
^ The way of necessity ceases as soon as the necessity ceases; it remains

appurtenant to the land as long as he has no other means of access to his

land.
^ If the dominant and servient tenement unite in one man the way is ex-

tinguished. But ifthe easement is apparent and continuous, it revives and
passes on a sale of the property. Keifer v. Inhoff, 2 Casey, 438.
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claimed by necessity, is founded entirely * upon grant, [ *424 ]

and derives its force and origin from it. It is either

created by express words, or it is created by operation of law, as

incident to the grant; so that in both cases the grant is the

.foundation to the title. If this be a sound construction of the

rule, then it follows that, in the cases I have mentioned, the right

of the grantor to a way over the land he has sold, to his remain-

ing land, must be founded upon an implied restriction, incident

to the grant, and that it ca^inot be supposed the grantor meant

to deprive himself of all use of his remaining land. This would

be placing the right upon a reasonable foundation, and one con-

sistent with the general principles of law.

There is a temporary right of way over the adjoining land, if

the highway be out of repair, or be otherwise impassable, as by a

flood. But this right of going upon the adjoining land applies

to public and not to private ways (a), A person having a right to

a private way over another's land, has no right to go upon the

adjoining land, even though the private way be impassable or

foundrous, by being overflowed by a river. The reason given is,

that the owner of the way may be bound to repair, and the im-

passable state of the private waymay be owing to his own neglect;

but if public roads become impassable, it is for the general good

that the people should be entitled to pass in another direction.

There may be a distinction between a private way arising from

necessity, and a private way founded on grant or prescription;

and such a distinction was alluded to by one of the judges in Tay-

lor V. Whitehead. If a person be obliged, of necessity, to go

over another's farm to arrive at the land which the other sold

him, and the private way assigned be destroyed by a flood or

otherwise, he may, of right, cross the farm on another line, and he

is not obliged, at his peril, to keep such a road of neces-

sity in repair. By selling land surrounded * with his [ * 425 ]

own, the grantor has bound himself to furnish the pur-

chaser a reasonable passage to it.*^*

The right of way, as to a foot or tow path along the banks of

(a) Taylor v. Whitehead, Doug. Rep. 745. W. Jones, 296. Henn's case,

3 Salk. 182, pi. 4. 2 Blacks. Com. 36.
'^ A way which i.s given for one purpose cannot be used for another. But

if it is generally reserved, it is not limited to the use previously made of the
land to which it is appurtenant, but applies to any that may be naturally
and reasonably made oi it. George v. Cox, 112 Mass. 382. Abbot v. Butler
59 N. H. 317.
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navigable rivers, has been a subject of great discussion, and of

much regulation in the laws of difiFerent nations.

In the civil law, the banks of public rivers and the seashore

were held to be public. Riparum usus publicus est; littorum

quoque usus publicus est jure gentium (a). The law of nations

was here used for natural right, and not international law, in the

modern sense of it; and it is stated in the Institutes of Justinian,

that all persons have the same liberty to bring their vessels to

Ian 3, and to fasten ropes to the banks of the river, as they have

to navigate the river itself. These liberal doctrines of the

Roman law have been introduced into the jurisprudence of those

nations of Europe which have followed the civil, and made it es-

sentially their municipal law. Thus in Spain, the seashore is

common to the public; and any one may fish, and erect a cottage

for shelter. Tlie banks of navigable rivers may also be used to

assist navigation (6), In the French law, navigable or floatable

rivers, as they are termed, have always been regarded as depend-

encies of the public domain, and the lands on each side subject

to the servitude or burthen of towing-paths for the benefit of the

public (c).^

The English law was anciently the same as the Roman
[ * 426] *law, if we may judge from the authority of Bracton (d)

(a) Inst. 2, 1, 4, o. The bank of a river is that which contains the water
in its utmost height. Eipa ea putatur esse, quae plenissimum flumen continet.

Dig. 43, 12, 3, 1.

(b) Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors Asso and 3fanuel, b. 2, tit.

1. This is also the law in Louisiana; the banks of navigable rivers, though
they are the property of those who possess the adjacent lauds, are neverthe-
less subject to the public use so far that vessels may make fast to the shore
and to the trees planted there, and they may be unloatled, and the goods de-

posited, and nets dried there. So, any persons may build cabins on the sea-

shore for shelter, and fish from there and moor ships, and dry nets there.

Civil Code, art. 443, 446.

(c) Ferriere's Inst. 2, 1 , 4, 5, and note ibid. Code Napoleon, No. 538, 650.

\d) Lib. 1, c. 12, sec. 6.

^ In all highways except public rivers, the title of the owner of the land
bordering on the highway goes to the middle thereof On a conveyance of

land situate on a street or other highway, the title passes as far as the mid-
dle of the highway, even though the description in the deed is only to the

side of the street, because it would be absurd to suppose that a man would
care to keep title to the highway in himselfwhen he had parted with and had
no longer a right to the land thereon. This presumption, that the title of the

owner extends to the middle of the highway and passes on a sale of the land,

is so strong that an express reservation is necessary to enable the vendor to

retain title to the highway. In Pennsylvania the court held that when a

street was vacated by the legislature, that the title passed to the middle of

the highway to the persons on each side, and that a former owner had no
right to it as there was no express reservation. Paul v. Carver, 2 Casey, 223.
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who cites the words of the civil law, declaring the banks of

navigable rivers to be as much for public use as the rivers

themselves. So, Lord Holt held (a), that every man, of common
right, was justified in going with horses on the banks of navi-

gable rivers for towing. But Sir Matthew Hale, in his treatise

De Jure Maris, and in which he has exhausted the learning con-

cerning public property in the sea and rivers, and collected all

the law on the subject, concluded that individuals had a right to

a tow path, for towing vessels up and down rivers, on making a

reasonable compensation to the owner of the land for the dam-

age (6). This condition, which he annexes to the privilege, shows,

that, in his opinion, there was no such common right in the Eng-

lish law, inasmuch as it depended on private agreement with the

owner of the soil. The point remained in this state of uncer-

tainty, until the case of Ball v. Herbert, in 1789 (c), brought

the whole doctrine into discussion. The case was respecting a

claim to tow on the bank of the river Ouze, in Norfolkshire, with

men and horses, whenever it was necessary for the purposes of

navigation, doing as little damage as possible. It was admitted

that the Ouze was a navigable river where the tide ebbed and

flowed. The question was, whether, at common law, the public

had a right to tow vessels on the banks of either side of a navi-

gable river; and it was investigated and argued with great ability.*

All the cases bearing on the question were collected and reviewed,

and the court concluded that there was not, and never had been,

any right at common law, for the public to tow on the banks of

navigable rivers. The claim was directly contrary to common ex-

perience; and it was observed by Lord Kenyon, that

the navigators *on the Thames were frequently obliged, [ * 427 ]

at several places, to pass from one side of the river to

the other, with great inconvenience and delay, because they had

no such general right. It was admitted, that on many navigable

rivers, there was a custom to tow on the banks; but the privilege

in those cases rested on the special custom, and not on any com-

mon law right. The statutes which have given a right of towing

on parts of the Severn, Trent, and Thames, are evidence that no

such general right before existed (d).

(a) Lord Raym. 725. 6 3Iod. Rep. 163.

(6) Harg. L. T. 85, 86, 87.

[c) 3 Term Rep. 253.

(d) In New York, it has been adjudged, after a very able and thorough ex-
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(2.) Of easements and aquatic rights.

1. Of riparian rights.

It is a settled principle in the English law, that the right of

soil of owners of land bounded by the sea, or on navigable rivers,

where the tide ebbs and flows, extends to high water mark; and

the shore below common, but not extraordinary high water mark,

belongs to the public; and in England the crown, and in this

country the people, have the absolute proprietary interest in the

same, though it may, by grant or prescription, become private

property. The public have at common law a right to navigate

over every part of a common navigable river, and in England even

the crown has no right to interfere with the channels of public

navigable rivers (a).^' But grants of land, bounded on rivers, or

upon the margins of the same, or along the same, above tide-

water, carry the exclusive right. and title of the grantee to the

centre of the stream; and the public, in cases where the river is

navigable for boats and rafts, have an easement therein, or a right

amination of the question, that the pnblic have not the right to use and oc-

cupy the soil of au individual adjoining navigable waters, as a public land-

ing, and place of deposit of property in its transit, against the will of the
owner. Pearsall v. Post, 20 Wendell, 111. On the other hand, it is held, in

Missouri, that navigators and fishermen are entitled to the temporary use of

.the banks of the navigable rivers in that state, though owned by private in-

dividuals, for the purpose of landing and repairing their vessels, and expos-
ing their sails and merchandise. But this use is only for transient purposes
and under restrictions. O' Fallon t>. Daggett, 4 3fissouri Ecp. 343.

(rt) Hale, De Jure 3Iaris, ch. 4, 5. Rex v. Smith, Doug. 425. "Williams v.

Wilcox, 1 Willmore & Hodges, 477. Louisiana Civil Code,' art. 442. 443, 444.

In Connecticut, it was held, in the ca-se of East Haven r. Hemingway, 7 Conn.
Rep. 186, that the owners of laud, adjoining a navigable river, have an exclu-
sive right to the soil between high and low water mark, for the purpose of

erectmg wharves and stores. But see, intra, p. 432, note, cases contra, and
the case of Chapman v. Kimball, 9 Conn. Ecp. 38, also recognized the

English rule; and it is there held, that the riparian proprietor on a naviga-
ble river or arm of the sea, is not entitled to the seaweed Avhich grows and
accumulates on the bed below low-water mark. It belongs to the public.

In the case of the Canal Appraisers v. the People, 17 Wendell, 571, Chancellor
Walworth stated the true rule of the common law to be, that grants embrac-
ing within their bounds rivers and streams above tide-water, convey not only
the banks, but the beds of the rivers or streams, and the islands therein, un-
less clearly, by the grant itself, excluded from it. But the right of the
grantee, to the rivers or streams above tide-water, if they be navigable, is

not absolute, but subject to the right of the public to use the waters as a
highway, for the pas.sage of boats, &c. The common law rule, however, does
not apply to large navigable lakes, nor to rivers constituting the boundaries
between New York and other states.

^ By common law, navigable streams and public rivers are highways, and
many private streams are made highways by acts of the legislatures of the
dififereut states.
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of passage as a public highway (a). The proprietors of the ad-

joining banks have a right to use the land and water of the river,

as regards the public, in any way not inconsistent with the ease-

ment; and neither the state, nor any other individual, has the

right to divert the stream, and render it less useful to

the owners of the soil (b).^^ It *would require an ex- [ *428 ]

press exception in the grant, or some clear and un-

equivocal declaration, or certain and immemorial usage, to limit

the title of the owner, in such cases, to the edge of the river.

(a) Deerfield v. Arms, 17 Pick. 41. In Pennsylvania it is held, that the
owners of land on the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill, have a right to the
land between high and low water mark, snbject to the public easement or
right to pass over it when covered by the water. Ball r. Slack, 2 Uliarfon,

508. By compact between I'ennsylvania and New Jersey, the river Dela-
ware remains :i common highway equally free and open to both states, but
each state reserves the right of regulating the fisheries on the Delaware an-
nexed to their respective shores, and each state exercises concurrent jurisdic-

tion on the waters of the river. So, by comnact, the boundary line be-

tween New York and New Jerse.y on the Hudson river, is the middle of the
river, but the exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the river and bay,

bnt not reaching to the wharves and improvements on the Jersey shore, is

in New York. So, New Jersey has exclusive jurisdiction over the waters ot

the sound between Staten Island and f^ew Jersey, with like reservations.

Rights of property in each state reach to the middle of the rivers. Elmer^a
Digest, 582. The ordinance of Congress of 13th July, 1787, for the Govern-
ment of the Territory of the United States, north-west of the river Ohio, declared
it to be a fundamental provision to remain forever unalterable, that the
navigable waters, leading into the Mississippi and St. Lawrence, and the
carrying places between the same, should be common highways, and forever

free. But this provision did not abolish or impair the common law princi-

ple, that he who owns the land on both banks, owns the entire river, sub-
ject only to the easement of navigation; and he who owns the land upon one
bank only, owns to the middle of the river, subject to the same easement.
Gavitt V. Chambers, 3 Ohio Rep. 496. All the navigable waters in the west-
ern states and territories have, by successive acts of Congress, been declared
public highwavs, as, see acts of May 18th, and June 1st, 1796, March 3d,

1803, March 26th, 1804, March 3d, 1811, February 20th, 1811, April 8th,

1812, June 4th, 1812. March 1st, 1817, May 8th, 1817.

(6) People r. Canal Appraisers, 13 Wendell. 355. Oliva v. Bois.sonnault,

Stuart's Lower Canada Rep. 524. In the case of the Canal Appraisers v. the
People, 17 Mendell, 571, the judgment of the supreme court of New York, in

13 Wendell, 355, was reversed, and the right of the state over waters, above
the flow of the sea, for all public purposes, in derogation of individual rights,

was declared. All rivers, in fact navigable, were deemerl publig rivers and
subservient to public uses. Thus though the erection of a dam across the
Hudson river, at the sloop-lock between Troy and Lansingburg, destroyed the
value of a waterfall, situate in the middle spout of the IVIohawk river, a
tributary stream, the owner of the mill-site was held not entitled to dam-
ages or compensation, within the provision of the canal laws.

^^ The riparian owner of land bordering upon a running stream has a right to

the benefit derived from the flow ofthe water, asa natural incident to his estate,

and no one can lawfully divert the same against his consent, even if they
have legislative consent, unless compensation is made to him. Dwight Co. v.

Boston, 122 Mass. 583. "VVamesit Co. v. Allen, 120 Mass. 352. Merrill v.

St. Anthony Co., 26 Minn. 222. Weiss v. Madison, 75 Ind. 241.
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"Where a stream is used in a grant as a boundary or monument,

it is used as an entirety to the centre of it, and to that extent the

fee passes.^ Prima facie, said the vice chancellor of Eng-

land (a), the propjrietor of each bank of a stream is the proprietor of

half the land covered by the stream. If the same person be the

owner of the lands on both sides of the river, he owns the whole

river to the extent of the length of his lands upon it. If a fresh

water river, running between the lands of separate owners, insen-

sibly gains on one side or the other, the title of each continues to

go ad filum medium aquae; but if the alteration be sensibly and

suddenly made, the ownership remains according to the former

bounds, and if the river should then forsake its channel and

make an entire new one in the lands of the owner on one side, he

will become owner of the whole river, so far as it is enclosed by

his land. This is the general doctrine as to alluvions. If soil

be formed by islands, dk relicted land out of the sea or a river, by

slow and imperceptible accretion, it belongs in the case of the sea

or navigable rivers to the sovereign, and in the case of rivers not

navigable in the common law* sense of the term, or above where

the sea ebbs and flows, it belongs to the owners of the adjoining

land (6). Islands situated in a river do not form any exception

to this general principle, and they belong to the person who owns

the land on that side of the river to which they are nearest, though,

if they be situated so as to cover the middle of the river, they

would belong in severalty to the owners on each side, according

to the original dividing line, or filum aquce, continued on from

the place where the waters begin to divide. Each proprietor is

entitled to a larger or smaller proportion of the alluvial forma-

(a) Wright r. Howard, 1 Simons <& Stncart, 190. Shaw, Ch. J., in Deer-

field V. Arms, 17 Pick. Rep. 41, to the same point.

(&) Just. Inst. 2, 1, 28. Dig. 41, 1, tit. De Acq. Rer. Dominio, 7, 1. Pvf.

4, 7, 12. The civil law says, that the ground gained on a river by alluvion

or imperceptible increase, belongs to the owner of the adjoining land jure

gentium. This is also the rule of the common law. Bracton, lib. 2, ch. 2.

Hale, De Jure Maris, ch. 6. 2 Blacks. Com. 261, 262. King v. Lord Yar-

borough, 3 Barnw. & Cress. 91. 1 Dow, N. S. 178, S. C. New Orleans r.

United States, 10 Peters' U. S. Rep. 662. Schultes on Aquatic Rights, p. 115
—138. Deerfieid v. Arms, 17 Pick. Rep. 41. If seaweed be cast on the sea-

shore by slow degrees and gradual accumulation, it belongs as a marine in-

crease to the riparian proprietor. Emans v. Turnbull, 2 Johns Rep. 322.
"^ If land is described as running to the stream or the bank, it extends to

the middle or threatl of the stream, the filum aquse; unless there is something
in the description which clearly excludes the space between the bank of the

stream and its thread. Comm. v Kempshall, 26 Wend. 404; Slate v. Gil-

man, 9 N. H. 461; Morgan v. Eeading, 3 Sm. & M. 366.
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tion and shore lino, according to the extent of his original line

on the shore of the river (a)."°

*This principle of the common law has been recognized [ *429"
]

and prevails in the States of Maine, New Hampshire,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Maryland,

Ohio, Virginia, and Louisiana (6). In Maine and Massa-

(rt) HaJe, De Jure Maris, ch. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6. Bracton, De Acq. Rer. lib. 2, ch.

2, sec. 2. Difj. 41, 1, 29. King v. Smith, Doug. Rep. 441. Code Nupolcon,
No. 561. The People v. Court Appraisers, 13 Wemlell, 355. Deerfield v.

Arms, 17 Pick. Rep. 41. Toidlier, Droit Civil, torn. iii. p. 107, 108. If the
waters of a rivtjr be divided by an island, and one-fourth of the stream de-
scends on one side of the island, and the residue on the other, it was held in
Crooker v. Bragg, 10 Wendell, 260, that the owner of the shore where the
largest quantity of water flows, was entitled to the use of the whole water
flowing on that side of the island.

(h) Berry r. Carle, 3 (rrecnlcafs Rep. 269. Morrison v. Keen, ibid. 474.
Weston, Ch. J., in Bradley v. Rice, 13 Maine Rep. 201. In that case it was
held, and so it had been, in Waterman v. Johnson, 13 Pick. Rcj). 261, that
where the land in a conveyance was bounded by a pond of water, the grant
extended only to the mai^in of the pond. Claremont v. Carlton, 2iV^. H. Rep.
369. King v. King. 7 ilf^/ss. Rep. 496. Lunt v. Holland, 14 ibid. 149. Ingra-
ham ?7. Wilkinsm, 4 Pick. Rep. 268. Adams ?'. Pease, 2 Conn. Rep. 481.
Warner v. Southworth. 6 ibid. 471. In this last case it was held, that if a
wide ditch or a wide stone wall constituted the boundary line, and the owner
on one side conveyed his land, bounding the grantee on the ditch or wall,
the same principle Avould apply, and the grant would extend to the centre
of the ditch or wall. Palmer r. Mulligan, Z Caines' Rep. 318. The People ».

Piatt, 17 Johns. Rep. 195. Hooker v. Cummings,'20 /ft/rf. 90. Ex parte Jen-
nings, 6 Cowen's Rep. 518. Arnold v. Mundy, 1 Halsted's Rep. 1. Hayes.
Ex'r. V. Bowman. 1 RnndolpWs Rep. 417. Mead v. Haynes, 2 ibid. .33. Home
V. Richards, 4 Or//, 411. Gavit v. Chambers, 3 Ohio Rep. 495. Browne v.

Kennedy. 5 Harr. <& Johns. 195. Morgan v. Livingston, 6 MarHn''s Louis. Rep.
19. Batture was said to be a marine term, and denotes a bottom of sand,
&c., rising immrds the surface, and applies equally Avhen the elevation has
reached above the sui-face of the water, and the estate of the riparian pro-
prietor Avhich fronts to the river, takes a property in the batture as well as
in the bank. In Browne v. Kennedy it was held, that if the state be entitled
to the soil covered by a river not navigable, and grant the lands lying on
such a river, and names the river as a boundary, the grantee becomes a rip-

arian proprietor, and entitled to the land the river covers, ad filiim medium.
aquse. A variety of cases to the same effect, are cited in the learned note of
the reporter, in 6 Cowe7i\'i Rep. 544; and they demonstrate the existence ot

the rule that a grantee, bounded on a river, (and it is almost immaterial by
what mode of expression,

) goes ad medium filnm aqupe, unless there be decided
language, showing a manliest intent to stop short at the water's edge. So,
if a conveyance of land on the bank of a river, not navigable, be bounded
along the shore of the river, the grantee still takes ad filum aquse. Starr v.

Child, 20 Wendell, 149. In the case of the Canal Commissioners v. the Peo-
ple, 5 Wendell, 423. the language of the judges of the court of errors, in New

•^" If islands are formed in the sea or in navigable rivers they belong to the
state. But alluvion, as fast as it is formed, becomes the propeity of the
owner of the land upon which it forms, and the same rule applies to islands
formed in unnavigable streams, or those in which the tide does not ebb and
flow. Warren v. Chambers, 25 Ark. 120. Saulet v. Sheppard, 4 Wallace,
508. Re State Reservation Commissioners, 37 Hun. 537. Bristol v. Carroll
County, 95 Ills. 84.
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[*430] chnsetts, some alterations in * the common law have

taken place; forby the colony ordinance of 1641, and by

nsage arising therefrom, the proprietors of the adjoining land, on

bays and arras of the sea, and other places where the tide ebbs

and flows, go to low-water mark, subject to the public easement,

and not exceeding one hundred rods below high-water mark Ac-

cording to judicial constructions of that ordinance, the flats be-

tween high and low water mark may be occupied by wharves and

other erections, provided the easement or passage be not too

much obstructed (a). The common law, as we have already

seen, has been rejected, or deemed inapplicable to the great in-

land rivers in Pennsylvania, and the owners of the land on the

banks of them do not, as of course, acquire a right to the soil

York, was, that by the rule of the common law which prevailed here, grants
of lands, hounded on rivers above tidewater, extended usque filum nqupe, in-

clnding the beds of rivers and the islands therein; and the exclusive right of

fishing, unless the .same was clearly intended to l>e reserved, but subject,

nevertheless, to the right of the public to u.se the water as a highway. The
right of the riparian owner to the stream, is as sacred as other private pro-

perty, and the state cannot appropriate the water to pulilic uses bj' artificial

erections or improvements, without making compensation. The People v.

Canal Api)raisers, 13 Wendell, 1^55. Lands under the waters of navigable
lakes are placed on the same footing with lands \inder the waters of navi-

gable rivers, and they require a specific grant to enable the riparian proprie-

tor to go beyond the shore, and the grant of the bed of such lakes can only
be made to the owner of the adjoining land. This is the rule in New York,
equally as to the waters of navigable rivers and lakes. Nno York Revised

Statutes, vol. i. 208, sec. 67. In Scotland, navigable lakes, though not con-

sidered strictly inter regalia, yet, if they form great channels of communi-
cation, Mr. P>ell thinks there io some reason to regard them as res publieie,

and subject to public uses as a navigable river. Principles of the Law of Scot-

land, 171. In this country, our great navigable lake^ are properly regarded
as public property, and not susceptible of private property any more than
the sea.

{a) Storer r. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rrp. 435. Dnne^s Ahr. vol. ii. 693, 694.

Parker, Ch. J., in Ingraham r. Wilkinson, 4 Pick. Eep. 258. See, also, supra,

p. 415. The colonial ordinance of 1641 extended the title of riparian pro-

prietors to the low-water mark, and though it was originally limited to the
Plymouth Colony, and afterwards annulled, yet the doctrine of it is held in

Massachusetts and Maine to be part of the common law of those states.

Parsons, Ch. J., in Storer r. Freemen, 6 3Iass. Rep. 438. Lapish v. Bangor
Bank, 8 GrecnUaf, 85. In the case of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

V. Wright, { American Jurist, No. 6, p. 185,) it was decided, in 1829, that a
wharf extending into the navigable channel in Boston harbour, so as in the

course of time to injure the navigation, was indictable as a public nuisance;

and upon conviction, it was ordered to be abated at the expense of the de-

fendants. See Rex v. Lord Grosvenor, 2 Starkie, 511, and Hale, Dc Portihus

Maris, ch, 7, sec. 2. Whether the erection in such cases amounts to a com-
mon nuisance, is a question of fact. The law of Connecticut declares it to

be a common nuisance to dam, stop, or obstruct any river, brook, stream, or

ran of water, or divert the same from its natural course, to the prejudice of

any person, v.ithout liberty from the town, where such town has a right to

grant it. Revised S'.atutea of Connecticut, 1821, p. 362.
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covered by the waters of the rivers, but the soil and waters of the

rivers, with the rights and privileges incident thereto, remain in

the public (a).^' In South Carolina the doctrine of the common
law on this subject has been held to be inapplicable; but as the

common law still applies to rivers capable of being made naviga-

ble, and which possess obstructions to the passage of

boats of every description, and *as the adjoining owners [ *431 ]

in such cases go ad filum aqiice (6), the modifications

which the common law has undergone do not seem to be very

material. So, in North Carolina, the ebbing and flowing of the

tide is not the sole test of a navigable river. If a river be deep

enough for sea-vessels to navigate to and from the ocean, it is a

navigable stream, and the boundary of the adjacent land, is not

the thread or middle of the channel, but the edge of the water at

low-water mark (c).^^ •

The seashore, according to Lord Hale's definition, is the

ground between the ordinary high and low water mark, and it

prima facie, and of common ri^ht, belongs to the king, but may

(a) Carson v. Blazer, 2 Binney's Rep. 475. Shrunk v. President of the
Schuylkill Navip;ation Company, 14 Serg. <& Eawle, 71. In Starr v. Child, 20
Wendell, 149, Mr. J. Bronson earnestly contended, that the rule of the com-
mon law, that the flow and reflow of the tide was the test of a public river,

did not apply to the great fresh-water rivers of New York, and that they be-
longed to the public; but the majority of the court adhered to and declared
the c;)mmon law rule. In Alabama the rule is, that every water course,

suited to the ordinary purposes of navigation, whether the tide ebbs and
flows or not, is a public highway, and the riparian owner cannot assert any
private right of soil to the bed of the river beyond the low-water mark. The
question in that state does not depend upon the common law test of the ebb-
ing and flowing of the tide, for if the river be suited to the ordinary purposes
of navigation, it is, by statute, declared to be a ]mblic highway, and the title

to the bed of the river remains in the public, unless it has been expressly
granted. Bullock v. Wilson, 2 Porter''s Rep. 436. And it is competent to a
state government to authorize the erection of a bridge across a navigable
river, below where the coasting trade is carried on by licensed vessels, pro-
vided the bridge be built with a draw, for the passing and repassing ot ves-

sels, free of expense. The People v. S. and R. Railroad Company, 15 Wen-
dell, 113.

(6) Cat«sv. Wadlington, 1 M' Cord's Rep. 580.

(c) Wilson V. Forbes, 2 Dev. Rep. 30. Ingram v. Threadgill, 3 ibid. 59.

In the latter case it was the language of the court, that in a river not
navigable for the purposes of navigation, the right of fishing belongs to the
riparian owners.

^' The increase of land adjacent to the seashore, which is derived from
alluvial deposits which are so gradual that the accretion could not be ob-
served while actually going on, although visible from year to year, belongs
to the owner of the land bounded upon the sea. Camden and Atlantic Land
Co. V. Lippincott, 45 N. J. L. 409.

^^ In Louisiana, no private title is recognized to accretions from the se».

Zeller v. Yacht Club, 34 La. An. 837.
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be vested in a subject by prescription, or by grant, as if the king

grants a manor cum littore maris eidem adjacente, the shore

itself will pass (a). But it was said by the Ch. J., in Arnold v.

Mundy (b), that a grant bounded upon navigable water, where

the tide ebbs and flows, extended to high water mark when the

tide was high, and to low-water mark when the tide was low, and

that the immediate space between high-water and low-water

mark, might be reclaimed, and exclusively appropriated by the

owner of the adjacent land, to wharves, buildings, and other

erections (c). There may be a movable freehold, as is stated by

liord Coke (d); and if a grant was made of the seashore, the

freehold would shift as the sea receded or encroached, and it

would take all the soil that should, from time to time, be within

high and low water mark (e). But I should apprehend the bet-

ter opinion to be, that in ordinary grants of land bounded on the

sea, or a river, the boundary limit must be stable, either at ordi-

nary high or low water mark, and not subject to alternate change

with the flux and reflux of the tide/^ In Handley^s Lessee v.

Anthony (g), it was considered as a general, natural, and con-

venient rule of construction in.public grants of territory bounded

by a river, instead of being bounded by the bank or

[*432] *shore, to take the permanent river for the boundary

line, and that would, of course, carry the line to ordinary

low-water mark, and include the land left diurnally bare by the

receding of the water. The rule was, in that case, applied to a

(a) Hale, De Jure Marin, ch. 4, 5. Constable's case, 5 Co. 105, 107 b.

The shore of a fresh river is where the land and water ordinarily meet. C^

Cowcn, 547. By the Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 442. the seashore is declared
to be that space of land over which the sea spreads in the highest water,
during the winter season.

(6) 1 JIalsled'sBep. 1.

(c) In Scotland the owner of land, bounded on the sea-shore, may prevent
the encroachment of the sea by artificial operations, and thereby gain by em-
bankments, holding the shore subject to the public uses. Bell's Principles of
the Law of Scotland, 1 69.

'

(d) Co. Liu. 48, b.

{e) Bavley, J., in Scratton v. Brown, 4 Bamw. & Cress. 485.

ig) 5 Wlieat.Rep. 374.
'^ The common law on the subject of alluvion is the same as the civil law.

"That ground which a river has added to your estate by alluvion, becomes
your own, by the law of nations; and that is said to be alluvion which
Is added so gradually that no one can judge how much is added in each
moment of time. " Coop. Just. lib. 2, tit. 1.

The civil law says: "If the impetuosity of a river should sever a part of
your estate, and adjoin it to that of your neighbor, it is certain that such
part would still continue yours," Id.
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country or state bounded by a river; and the English common
law does not allow the riparian owner, under the grant of the

sovereign, of lands bounded on tide -waters, to go beyond ordinary

high-water mark (a). Such grants are construed most favour-

ably for the king, and against the grantee; and Sir William Scott

has vindicated (6) such a rule of construction as founded in wise

policy, for grants from the crown are made by a trustee for the

public, and no alienation should be presumed that was not clearly

and indisputably expressed.**

2. Of highways.

Every thoroughfare which is used by the public, and is, in the

language of the English books, " common to all the king's sub-

jects," is a highway, whether it be a cari'iage-way, a horse-way, a

foot-way, or a navigable river. It is, says Lord Holt, the genus

of all public ways (c). The law with respect to public high-

ways, and to fresh water rivers, is the same, and the analogy per-

fect, as concerns the right of soil. The presumption is that the

owners of the land on each side go to the centre of the road, and

they have the exclusive right to the soil, subject to the right of

passage in the public (d). Being owners of the soil, they have a

(a) Parsons, Ch. J., in Storer v. Freeman, 6 3fass. Rep. 438. Cortelyou v.

Van Brundt, 2 Johns. Rep. 357. In Kean v. Stetson, 5 Pickering, 492, it was
considered, that the whole of a navigable river included within high water
mark, on each side, was a "public highway, and owners of the adjoining
lands have no right to erect wharves and other obstructions between high
and low water mark, if it materially injure or straiten the passage for vessels

and boats. A grant or prescription to occupy the flats of a navigable river

with wharves and other erections, is always upon the implied condition,
that they do not essentially impair the public easement in the stream, for

then the erection would become a nuisance.

(6) 5 Roh. Adm. Rep. 182. In Holister v. Union Company, 9 Conn. Rep.
436, a grant on a navigable river was not construed so as to impede the rea-
sonable improvement of the navigation, though remote and consequential
damages to the banks or shores of the river might ensue.

(c) The Queen v. Saintiff, 6 Mod. Rep. 255.

(rf) Chatham v. Brainerd, 11 Conn. Rep. 60. The law is well settled, that
where a mere easement is taken for a public highway, the soil and freehold
remain in the owner of the land, encumbered only with the easement, or right o
passage in the public. And upon the discontinuance of the highway, the
soil and freehold revert to the owner of the land. Fairfield v. Williams, 4
Mass. Rep. 427. Perley «. Chandler, 6 ibid. 454. Stackpole v. Healey, 16

^* The rule as to sui)terranean water percolating beneath the surface, is

different from that applied to surface water, because a man cannot alwaj's
know the course of water underground, and no damages can be recovered, if

one by digging on his land strikes the source of a stream which supplies his
neighbor's well or spring, and turns the course of it, unless he does so mali-
ciously or negligently. Haldeman v. Brookhart, 9 Wright, 519; Wheatly v.

Baugh, 1 Casey, 528.
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right to all ordinary remedies for the freehold/^ They may
maintain an action of ejectment for encroachments upon the road,

or an assize if disseised of it, or trespass against any person who
digs up the soil of it, or cuts down any trees growing on the

[*433] side of the road, and *left there for shade or ornament.

The freehold, and all profits,belong to the owners of the ad-

joining lands. They may cany water in pipes under the highway,

and have every use and remedy that is consistent with the servitude

or easement of a way over it,and with police regulations (a). The es-

Mass. Rep. 33. Mayor, &c., of Savanah v. Steamboat Companj-, It. M. Charl-

ton\f Rep. 34'?. United States v. Harris, 1 Sumner, 21, 37. Nicliolson v.

Stockett, 1 Walker's MisitiHsippi Rep. 67. In the matter of John and Cherry
Streets, 19 Wendell, 659, 666. Nelson, J., 12 Wendell, 371, 373. It is a prin-

ciple of the common law, and equally the law in every state, unless specially

Controlled. In one of the cases above cited, the owner was held to be re-

stored to the use of the soil, though he had received compensation for it.

{a) 1 Rol. Abr. 392, B. 2 Ind. 705. Lade r. Shepherd, Sir. Rep. 1004.

Gibbs, Ch. J., 7 Taunt. Rep. 39. Abbott, Ch. J., 2 Starkie's Rep. 463. Doe
V. Pearsey, 7 Barnw. & Cress. 304. Goodtitle v. Alker. 1 Burr. Rep. 133, 143.

Headlam v. Hedley, 1 Noll's N. P. Rep. 463. Cortelyou r. Van Brundt, 2
Johns. Rep. 357. Jackson v. Hathaway, 15 ilnd. 447. Makepeace r. Wor-
den, 1 N. Hamp. Rep. 16. Peck v. Smith, 12 Coun. Rep. 103. Perley v.

Chandler, 6 Mass. Rep. 454. Robbins r. Borman, 1 Pick. Rep. 122. Adams
V. Emerson. 6 Pick. Rep. 57. Writter v. Harvey. 1 31' Cord. 67. Boiling v.

Mayor of P., 3 Randolph, 563. Chambers «. Furry, 1 Veates' Rep. 167. Pom-
eroy v. Mills, 3 Vermonl Rep. 279. Gidney v. Earll, 12 WendelVs Rep. 98.

Mayor, &Ci, of Savannah v. Steamboat Company, R. M. Charlton's Rep. 342.

The statute of New York [N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 525), allowing the
owners of lands adjoining highways to plant trees on the sides of the road,

and to bring actions of trespaas for injuring them, a&sumes and affirms the
principle of the common law in relation to such rights. It specially declares

that all trees standing or lying on any land over which a highway is laid out
are for the use of the owner of the land, except such as may be requisite to

make or repair the highway or bridges on the land. Though a turnpike
corporation has only an easement in the land over which the turnpike road
is located, a grant of the use of the land necessary for the enjoyment of the
franchise, as by erecting toll-houses, and digging wells and cellars for their

accommodation, is neces.sarily implied. Tucker v. Tower, 9 Pick. Rep. 109.

By the law of Louisiana, which follows in this respect the civil and not the
common law, the soil of public highwaj^s is in the public. Eenthorp v.

Bourg, 4 Maiiin's Rep. 97. Dig. 43, 8, 2, 21. In the city of New York, the
rule is, that if a lot be sold, bounded on a street as designated on a map oi

the city, or of the owner's land, the purchaser takes the lot with the inde-
feasible privilege of a right of way in the street as an easement. The fee of
the street remains in the vendor, but subject to the easement, and the value of
his fee is but nominal. This right of way is founded on an implied cove-
nant in the grant. The street is considered by means of the .sale and map as
dedicated to the public by the vendor, when the municipal authorities .shall

think proper to open the street. In the matter of Lewis street. 2 WendelVs
Rep. 472, Livingston v. Mayor of New York. 8 ibid. 85, Wyman v. Mayor of
New York, 11 ibid. 486, the cases of City of Cincinnati v. Lessee of White, 6
Peters' U. S. Rep. 431, and of the Trustees ol Watertown v. Cowen, 4 Paige's
Ch. Rep. 510, lay down the same rule, that if the owner of lands in a city or
village lays the same out in lots and streets, and sets apart ground for apub-

"' Streets, roads and other passages are highways by statute.
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tablished inference of law is, that a conveyance of land bounded on a

public high way, carries w^itb it the fee to the centre of the road, as

part and parcel of the grant. ^" The idea of an intention in a

grantor to withhold his interest in a road to the middle of it, after

parting with all his right and title to the adjoining land, is never

to be presumed. It would be contrary to universal practice; and

it was said, in Peck v. Smith (a), that there was no instance

where the fee of a highway, as distinct from the adjoining land,

was ever retained by the vendor. It would require an express

declaration, or something equivalent thereto, to sustain

such an inference ; and it may be considered as the * gen- [ * 434 ]

eral rule, that a grant of land bounded upon a highway

or river, carries the fee in the highway or river to the centre of

it, provided the grantor at the time owned to the centre, and

there be no words or specific description to show a contrary in-

tent(&). But it is competent for the owner of a farm or lot, having

one or more of its sides on a public highway, to bound it by ex-

press terms on the side or edge of the highway, so as to rebut

the presumption of law, and thereby reserve to himself his latent

fee in the highway.^' It is equally competent for the riparian

lie square or common, it is a dedication of the streets or square to the public,

of which the grantees cannot be deprived.

(«) 1 Conn. Rep. 103.

(6) 1 liol. Ahr. 392, B. pi. o. Stevens v. Whistler, 11 EaaVs Rep. 51.

Headhunt;. Iledley, 1 HoWs N. P. Cases, 463. Wright v. Howard, 1 Simons <&

Stcu-art, I'JO. Brown v. Kennedy, 5 Harr. & Johns. 195. Cortelyou v. Van
Brundt, 2 Johns. Rep. 'Ar>7. Jackson n. Hathaway, 15 ibid, 447. Canal Com-
mis.sioners r. The People, 5 WcndetVs Rep. 423. Lunt v. Holland, 14 Mass.
Rep. 149. Hatch v. Dwight, 17 ibid. 289. Claremont v. Carlton, 2 N. H.
Rep. 309. Morrison v. Keen, 3 Greenleaf, 474. Contra, Tyler v. Hammond,
11 Pick. Rep. 193.

^* In all highways except public rivers the title of the owner of the land
bordering on the highway goes to the middle thereof. On a conveyance of
land situate on a street or otlier highway, the title pas.ses as far as the mid-
dle of the highway, even though the description in the deed is only to the
side of the street, because it would be absurd to suppose that a man would
care to keep title to the highway in himself when he had parted with and
had no longer a right to the land bordering thereon.

This presumption that the title of the owner extends to the middle of the
highway and passes on a sale of the land, is so strong that an express reserva-
tion is necessary in order to enable the vendor to retain title in the highway.
Winter v. Peterson, 4 Zab. 527; Land Co. v. Kerrigan, 31 M. J. L. 16;
Brainard v. R. R. Co., 12 Gray, 410.

^^ Where a public street or highway is called for as a boundary or monu-
ment in a deed, it is used as an entirety to the centre of it and to that extent
the fee passes; and although the measurement set forth in the conveyance
brings the line only to the side of the street, this it not sufficient to control
the rule of law which carries the title to the centre of it. It follows then
that the owner may do with this soil in the highway whatever he pleases
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})roprietor to sell his upland to the lop or edge of the bank of a

river, and to reserve the stream, or flats below high- water mark, if

he does it by clear and specific boundaries (a). The purchaser, in

BRch a case, takes the bank of the river as it is, or may thereafter

be, by alluvion or decrease of the flow of the river. He takes it

subject to the common incidents which may diminish or increase

the extent of his boundaries (6). He may also convey the bed

of the stream separate from the land which bounds it (c).^*

3. Of servitudes and vicinage.

The civil law treated very extensively of these incorporeal rights

annexed to land; and what in the common law are termed ease-

ments, or a right which one man has to use the land of another

for a special purpose, went under the general denomination of

servitvxies, because they were charges on one estate for the benefit

of another. Toullier defines servitudes to be real rights, jura in

re, existing in the property of another. Like incorporeal here-

ditaments, they have been held not to pass without a grant {d).^

By virtue of such a right, the proprietor of the estate charged

ii bound to permit, or not to do, certain acts in relation to his

estate, for the utility or accommodation of a third person, or of

{a) Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. Rep. 435. 17 ibid. 229. Jackson v. Hatha-
way, 15 Johns. Hep. 447.

(6) Adams v. Frothingham 3 Mass. Eep. 352. Scratton v. Brown, 4
Barmc. & Cress. 485. Danlap v. Stetson, 4 Mason's Bep. 349.

(c) Den V. Wright, 1 Peters' Cir. Rep. 64,

{(1) Orleans Navigation Company v. New Orleans, 2 Martin, 214.

])rovide(l he does not abridge the right of the public. He may dig, tunnel
it or put a sab-cellar under it. But he is also subject to the municipal reg-

ulations. See Kimball v. Kenosha, 4 Wise. 331; Cox r,. Freedly, 33 Pa. St.

124; Johnson t). Anderson, 18 Me. 76; Cottle v. Young, 59 Me. 105; Wood-
man V. Spencer, 54 N. H. 507.

The highways in a city are subject to municipal regulations. The grantee
of a way must keep it in repair. In Norristown v. Aloyer, 17 P. F. Smith,
355, the plaintifTs right to recover damages tor injuries caused by a rotten

pole falling in the street was sustained—whether the neiiligence of the au-
thorities was wilful or not. It is negligence in a municipal corporation to

allow an obstruction to remain in the street beyond a reasonable time for

removal. Hey r. City, 31 P. F. Smith, 34; Linton v. Chester, 14 W. N. C.

192; Fritch v. Allegheny, 8 W. N. C. 318.
^ If the highway is a stream the riparian owner may build wharves,

which in a city are subject to the direction ot the harbor commissioners.

Weber v. Harbor Comm., 18 Wallace, 57.

^ Though sometimes used as convertible terms, easements are generally un-

derstood to be the benefits which one enjoys in or over another, while servi-

tudes imply the burdens that are imposed upon an estate in favor of another;

the dominant enjoying the easement, the servient sustaining the burden.

Washburn on Easements, 5.
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the possefcsor of an adjoining estate. The term is a metaphor-

ical expression, borrowed from personal servitude, but the charge

is entirely attached to real estates, and not to the person. Servi-

tutum ea natura est, ut aliquid patiatur aut non facial. Servi-

tutem non hominem debere sed rem (a).

The regulations in the civil law on the subject of urban and

rural servitudes were just and equitable, and the provisions

made to define and protect those rights, were far more

minute and precise than those which are to be found *on [
* 436 ]

the same subjects in the books of the common law; and

it is difficult to solve many questions arising on those rights,

without having recourse to the solid and luminous principles of

the civil law, which are of permanent and universal application (6).

(a) Dig. 8, 1, 15. Ibul. 8, 5, 6, 2. Toullicr's Droit Civil Franqim, torn. iii.

n. 37G. Instiluies of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors yl.s.so and 3Ia>iud,

translated by L. F. C. Johnson, 18:25. This digest of the civil jurisprudence
of Spain collects summarily, and states with great precisicm, the Spanish
law concerning servitudes, both in town and country; (lib. 2, tit. 6,) and it

appears to be a very close adoption of the distinctions of the civil law on the
sibject of rural and city services. The Code Napoleon, b. 2, tit. 4, has also

condensed, and the Cioil Code of Louisiana has borrowed from it, the princi-

ples of the civil law on the subject of servitudes. Before the promulgation
of the code, there were many French treatises on servitudes, and in the I'e-

pertoire de Jurisprudence, par Merlin, and in his Questions de Droit, tit. Servitude,

a crowd of Italian, German, and French treatises on servitudes are cited,

and among them the Traite des Servitudes, by Lalaure. which. TouUier says,

has been of great use to all succeeding writers. The subject is treated at

larg3 by Merlin, and he has enriched, it with forensic discussions. The
treatise by Desgodets was a simple commentary upon the law of buildings
under the custom of Paris; but since the era of the code, M. Le Page has
published two octavo volumes entitled Lois des Batimes, ou le Nouveau Desfjo-

dets, in which the law of vicinage, in relation to city servitudes, is exam-
ined with great minuteness of detail. The Traite du Voisinnge, in two vol-

umes octavo, by M. Fournel, a French lawyer of the old regime, discusses at

large the different subjects embraced by the law of vicinage, in an alphabet-

ical or dictionary form; and he is a learned and voluminous writer, who has
published several interesting tracts on various branches of the law, and who
speaks with freedom and contempt of the great mass of laws and ordinances
promulgated by the revolutionists in France prior to 1800, Avh'en the first

edition of his work on the law of vicinage appeared. In those legislative

assemblies, he says, there were peu de jurisconsultes, henuconp d^hommes de loi.

Since the new code, the Traite des Servitudes, suivant les Principes du Code,

par M. Pardes>ius, is much regarded, and this eminent professor is always
cited by Toullier with respect, though he combats with freedom many of
his opinions. Toullier himself (torn. iii. 326—554,) has discussed tbe
whole of this subject of servitudes upon the principles of the code, with his
usual order, accuracy, and learning.

{b) M. Fournel, Avhen speaking of the Roman law in relation to this sub-
ject, says, that Quelque chose que vous demandez aux lots Romaines, dies roxis

en fournissent la r^ponse ; and we may say of that law, as the younger Pliny
said of Titus Aristo, who was an accomplished lawyer, and his particular
friend ; Nihil est quod discere vclis, quod ille docere non possit.
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In cities, where the populatioa is dense, and the buildings

compact, a great variety of urban services grow out of the re-

lation of vicinage. There is the right of support, which arises

from contract, or prescription which implies a grant. This right

is where the owner of a houae stipulates to allow his neighbour

to rest his timbers on the walls of his house. There is also the

servitude of drip, by which one man engages to permit the

waters flowing from the roof of his neighbour's house to fall on

his estate. So there is the right of drain, or to convey water in

pipes through, or over the estate of another. The right of way
may also be attached to a house, entry, gate, well, or city lot, as

well as to a country farm. These servitudes or easements must

be created by the owner, and one tenant in common cannot estab-

lish them upon the common property without the consent of his

co-tenant (a). The exercise of these urban and rural servitudes

may be limited to certain times. The right of drawing water,

for instance, from a neighbour's well, may be confined to certain

hours, or a right of passage may be confined to a part of the

day, or to a certain place (6).

4. Of party-walls.

If there be a party-wall between two houses, and the owner

(rt) Dig. 8, 1, 2. Ihid 8, 2, 19. PotUer Coutume d' Orleans, Int. to. tit. 13,

des Servitudes, art. 2, n. 6. See, also, his Traits du Quasi-Contrat de Comniu-
naute, passion. Iiistitutefi of the Laws of Holland, by Vander Linden, b. 1, ch.

11. sec. 2. Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Doctors Asso and Slanuel

b. 2, tit. 6. BelVs Principles of the Law of Scotland, p. 266—274. Civil Code

of Louisiana, art. 734—738. In Surge's Comm. on Colonial and Foreign Lavs,
vol. ii. tit. Servitudes, the law of urban and rural servitudes, under the civil

law, and the codes of those nations which have adopted and modified the
civil law, is extensively considered. Servitudes, chargeable upon the estate

in common, such as the right to enter, and search, and dig for coal, and carry
it away, would go to alter, injure, waste, and destroy the estate; and any
attempt to do it without common consent, or under some equitable modiii-
cation to be prescribed on partition or otherwise, would subject tlie party to

the action of trespass or waste, or to restraint by injunction at the instance
of the dissenting co-tenant.

ib) The law of vicinage rests on just foundations. Any act or default of
the pf)s.sessor of a tenement, to the injury of a party interested in the neigh-
bouring tenement, becomes a nuisance. So, if a person, negligently and
without ordinary prudence, constructs a hay-rick on the extremity of his
land, and with great negligence suffers hay to remain liable to spontaneous
ignition, and it takes fire and burns his neighbour's house, he is liable in
damages. Vaughan v. Manlove. 3 Bingham's K C. Rep. 468. See, also, to
the same point, Tnrburoill v. Stamp, i Snlk. Rep. 13. Barnard v. Poor, 21
Pick. Rep. 378. The principle is that every man is so bound to deal with
his own property, as not to injure the property of others.
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o^ one of * the houses pulls it down, in order to [ * 437 ]

build a new one, and with it he takes down the party-

wall belonging equally to him and his neighbour, and erects a

new house and new wall, he is bound, on his part, to pull down

the wall and reinstate it in a reasonable time, and with the least

inconvenience; and if the necessity of the reparation of the old

wall be established, the neighbour is bound to contribute ratably

to the expense of the new wall. But he is not bound to contri-

bute to cailding the new wall higher than the old one, nor with

more costly materials. All such extra expense must be borne

exclusively by him who pulls down and rebuilds (a). If the

owner of a house in a compact town finds it necessary to pull it

down, and remove the foundations of his building, and he gives

due notice of his intention to the owner of the adjoining house,

he is not answerable for the injury which the owner of that house

may sustain by the operation, provided he remove his own with

reasonable and ordinary care (6). Where there had been no

party-wall, but the walls of the house pulled down stood wholly

on its lot, yet if the beams of the other house rested upon the

wall pulled down, and had done so for a period sufficient to

establish an easement by prescription, the owner of the adjoin-

ing house would be entitled to have his beams inserted for a

resting-place in the new wall. Such an easement is continual,

without requiring the constant and immediate act of man; and

it is an apparent one, shown by an exterior work; and, conse-

(a) Campbell v. Mesier, 4 Johns. Ch. Rep. 334. Pothier, Du Quasi-Contral

de Communautc, No. 187—192, 220, 221.

(b) Peyton v. St. Thomas' Hospital, 9 Barmo. & Cress. 725. Masey v.

Goyner, 4 Carr. & Payne, 161. Walters v. Pfeil, 1 3Ioody & Malkin, 362.

Wyatt V. Harrison, 3 Barmo. & Atlolph. 871. But in this last case it is sug-
gested, that if the house which is injured by the digging had been ancient,

the rule might be otherwise, as that circumstance might imply the consent
of the adjoining proprietor to its erection. Buildings which are ancient, oi

erected upon ancient foundations, or protected by prescription, cannot law-
fully be disturbed by deep excavations or other improvements on adjoining
lots. But otherwise a person may make reasonable improvements and ex-

cavations on his own ground, though they .should injure or endanger an edi-

fice on the adjoining land by dig2;ing near and deeper than its foundations,
provided he exercises ordinary care and skill, and the injured party does not
possess any special privileges, protecting him from the consequences of
such improvements, either by prescription or grant. Lasala v, Holbrook, 4

Paige, 169. Richart ?;. Scott. 7 Watts, 460. Whether due care has been used
in the case is a question of fiict for a jury. Dodd v. Holme, 3 Neville & Man-
ning, 739. 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 473, S. C. The taking proper precautions to

prevent injury to adjoining walls in disturbing foundations, is indispensable,
to exempt the party from responsibility for special less. Trower v. Chad-
wick, 3 Bing. K C. Hep. 334.
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quently, it has the qualities sufficient b} .the common law, and

also deemed in the French law sufficient, to establish an ease-

ment by prescription (a)/° It has been held, in England, that

the owners of a party-wall, built at joint expense, and standing

partly on the land of each, are not tenants in common,

[ * 43S ] but each party continues owner *of his land, and has a

right to the use of the wall, and a remedy for a disturb-

ance of that right. But the common use of a wall separating

adjoining lots belonging to different owners, is prima facie evi-

dence that the wall, and the land on which it stands, belong

equally to the diflferent owners, in equal undivided moieties, as

tenants in common (6).

(a) Code Napoleon, Xo. 690.

(6) Matts r. Hawkins, 5 Taunt. Rep. 20. Cubitt v. Porter, 8 Bamw. &
Cress. 257. The building act of 14 Geo. III. ch. 78, has given to each party-

certain easements in the wall on the land of the other, and has made special

and ample provision on the subject of houses and partition-walls in the city

of London. Some .statute regulations of that kind seem to be required in

large cities, though in France the customs of Paris and Orleans have sup-
plied the place of more minute statute provisions. We have in the Assize,

enacted under Henry Fitz-Ailwyne, the tirst Lord Mayor of London, A. D.
1189, a very curious document respecting the regulation of party-walls.

After the great fire, in the time of King Stephen. London began to be built

of stone and tile. The walls were to be three feet in thickness, and each
owner was to give hall of the space lor the wall. If any individual was ag-
grieved bj' the encroachment of his neighbour, he could restrain the work-
men by giving security to the sheriff to appear and prosecute. The mayor
and twelve sworn aldermen were to repair to the spot, and hear the allega-

tions of the parties, and decide finally between them. The encroachment
was to be corrected in forty days, or the sheriff executed the remedy. Sir

Francis Palgrace^s Rise and Progress of the English Commonwealth, vol. ii. 172,

174, 175. This ordinance is evidence of a strong, vigilant, and civilized

police in that rude and turbulent age. The work of Sir Francis surpasses
any modern work whatever in ingenious and profound antiquarian erudition,

relative to English legal antiquities.

Party-walls and buildings in the city of Philadelphia are .specially regu-
lated by statute. Purdon's Digest, 984, 985. And the operations of the Eng-
lish statute of Geo. III., on the rights of neighljouring proprietors, and the
adjudications on those rights, are fully stated in Gibbons on the Law of Dilap-

idations, p. 110—125. So, in ihe city of Washington, by the fundamental
regulations in buildings, established in 1791, it is a condition anne.xed to

title, that when the owner of a lot builds a partition-wall between him.self

and his neighbour, he shall lay the foundations equally upon the lands of
both, and any person who shall afterwards use the partition-wall, or any part

**• Where by agreement between two adjacent owners of lots, that one
might erect a wall for a building partly on his lot, and partly on the adjacent
lot, and the other was to pay for half the wall when he, his heirs or assigns

should build on his lot. and u.se it as a party-wall it was held to be a per-

sonal covenant, and did not bind the assignees of the one, or give the as-

signees of the other a right to recover for the halfof the wall when occupied
by the erection of a building. Hart v. Lyon, 90 N. Y. 663; Scott v. McMil-
lan, 76 N. Y. 141.
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(5.) Of division fences.

Iq conection witL this subject of party-walls, may be mentioned

the law concerning division-fences between the owners of adjoin-

ing lands. These interests are generally the object of local sta-

tute regulations. The doctrine is, that at common law the tenant

of a close was not bound to fence against an adjoining close, un-

less by force of prescription; and if bound by prescription to

fence his close, he was not bound to fence against any cattle but

such as were rightfully in the adjoining close.*' If not bound at

of it, shall reimburse to the first builder t moiety of the charge of such part

as he shall use. Miller v. Elliott, C. C. U. S. March Term,' 18;59.
' In the city of New York the foundation of every building nmst be not le.^s

than six feet below the street or side-walk directly in front of it; and if not.

the owner will not be entitled to recover damages, by the erecting with or-

dinary care of any adjoining building. Laws of New York, April 10th, 1818.

ch. 106. In respect to trees growing on or near the division line between
two lots of land, it was held, that if the tree grows on the lot of A. with
nearly an equal part of its roots spreading into the ground of B. ; the tree,

nevertheless, belongs to A. in Avho.se soil the body of it is. Masters v. Pollie.

2 EoL Rep. 141. Lord Holt held, that in such a case, A. and B. were tenants

in common of the tree, though if all the root grew in the land of A., and
the branches overshadowed the land of B., the branches followed the
root, and the property ot the whole tree was in A. Waterman v.

Soper, 1 Lnrd Baj/'m. 737. In Holder?'. Coate.s, 1 3Ioo>hj & 3Ialkm, 112,

the right Avas considered as turning upon the fact, in Avhose land was
the tree first planted. The civil law made such a tree common property.

InM. 2, 1, ;n. Dig. 41, 1, 7. 1.3. See, on this subject, Code Civil, art. 670
671, 672, 673. In Lyman v. Hale, 11 Conn. Rep. Ill, it was held, after

an elaborate discussion, that if a tree stands on the land of A., and
extend its roots into and its branches over the land of B., the tree, -with all

its roots and branches, and the fruit thereon, behmg exclusively to A., and
B. becomes a trespasser if he appropriates to his own use any of the over-
hanging fruit. Tliis appearstohave been the best considered, and is not only
the latest, but the most simple and definite rule on the subject.

In New York, by the statutes of March 19th, 1813, ch. 35, .sec. 20, (and
which is still in force,) the common council of the city of New York AAas

authorized to make rules and regulations tor miking, amending, and main-
taining as well partition-fences as others, in the city. Under this power,
the corporation have, by ordinance, (1833,) regulated partition fences and
u-alls. It requires partition-walls to be made and maintained by the owners
of the land on each side, and if the same can be equally divided, each party
shall make and keep in repair one-half part. Disputes concerning the divi-

sion of the wall, and the parts to be made or repaired by each owner re-

spectively, or as to its sufficiency- to be settled by the alderman and assist-

ant of the vvard. If the wall cannot be conveniently divided, it is to be
made and kept in repair at joint and equal expense. A surplus wall, higher
or lower than the regulation, to be at the individual expense of the owner;
and on a neglect of contribution by one party, the other may make the
whole wall, and recover from the other party his proportion of the expense.
This same regulation applies to partition-fences.

^' It has been held that a line agreed iijwn, or a division-fence constructed
by parties, if the .same were done under a mistake, and the true line was
afterwards to be a.scertained, it might be corrected. Hass v. Plantz, .56

Wise. 105; Liverpool Whf. v. Prescott, 7 AUep, 494; Coon v. Smith, 29 N. Y.

392; Russell v. Maloney, 39 Vt. 580. But a different doctrine was held in
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common law to fence bis land, be was nevertbeless bound, at bis

peril, to keep bis cattle on bis own grounds, and prevent tbem

from escaping (a). Tbe legal obligation of tbe tenants of ad-

joining lands to make and maintain partition-fences, wbere no

prescription exists, and no agreement bas been made, rests en-

tirely on positive provisions by statute; and trespass will lie

against tbe owner of cattle entering on tbe grounds of anotber,

tbougb tbere be no fence to obstruct tbem, unless be can protect

bimself by statute, or prescription, or agreement (b).*^ The

public bave no rigbts, oven in a public bigbway, but a rigbt of

way or passage; and if cattle be placed in tbe bigbway for tbe

purpose of grazing, and escape into an adjoining close, tbe owner

(o) Knst V. Low, 6 Mass. Bep. 90. Little v. Lathrop, 5 Gheenleaf, 356.

HoUaday v. Marsh 3 Wendell, 142. Chancellor Walworth, in 18 Wendell,

221. Stackpole r. Healy, 16 Mass. Rep. 33. Avery v. Maxwell, 4 N. H. Hep.
36. Wells V. Howell, 19 Johnson, 385. The N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i.

353—355, and the Revised Statutes of Ohio, 1831, and of Illinois, 1833, have
prescribed rnlcs for making and maintaining sufficient division-fences be-

tween the owners of adjoining lands; but there is an express exception, in

New York and Ohio, in favour of owners choosing to let their lands lie open,
and in that case I apprehend that, as a general rule, the respective owneis
would be remitted to their common law rights and duties. The equitable
rule towards making and maintaining division-fences Ijetween adjoining
owners of land, we find in the statutes of the old Plymouth colony. P.y-
mouth Colony Laws, edit. 1836, p. 196. The principle of equitable contribu-

tion towards the erection and maintenance of division-fences between the
owners of adjoining lands exists independent of statute provisions. In the
matter of R. & S. Kailroad Company, 4 Paige, 553. It is to be found in the
institutions of those natioas which are founded upon the civil law. Code
Napoleon, art. 653, 655, 656. Civil Code of Louisiana, art. 683—686. Insti-

tutes of the Laws of Holland, by J. Vander Linden, b. 1, ch. 1 1, sec 3.

(ft) Churchill v. Evans, 1 Taunt. 529. The statute law of Alabama, regu-
lating partition-fences, (Laws of Alabama, 362,) gives an action for damages
against the owner of cattle breaking into any grounds "enclosed with a
strong and .sound fence." This would imply that, in that state, no suit lies,

if there be no protecting fence. And in New York, by statute of April 18th,

1838, ch. 261. if any person liable to erect or repair a division-fence, shall

neglect or refuse to do it, he shall have no action lor damages incurred, but
shall be liable for all damages accruing by reason of such neglect or relusal,

to the lands, crops, &c., of the party injured. See the very provisional sta-

tute law of Connecticut, on the subject. Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, p.
250—^258. The statute of Mississippi defines a lawful fence to be one "five

feet high, well staked and ridered, or sufficiently locked, and so close that
the beasts breaking into the enclosure, could not creep through." Beiyised

Code of Mississippi, 1824, p. 334.

Iowa, where the parties had by mistake occupied up to a dividing fence, on
each side, for the period of limitation. Burdick v. Heivly, 23 Iowa, 515.

See, also, Brewer v. R. R., 5 Met. 478; Cook v. Babcock, 11 Cush. 210.
*'^ A division-fence may be placed one-half upon the land of each contin-

uous owner, if there is no prescription to the contrary. Bronson v. Coffin,

108 Ma-ss. 175; Duffy v. R. R. Co.. 2 Hilton, 496; Sparhawk v. Twichell, 1

Allen, 450; Harlow v. Stiuaon, 60 Me. 349.
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of the cattle, unless he owns the soil of that part of the

highway on *which he placed his cattle, cannot avail [*439]
himself of the insufficiency of the fences, in excuse of

the trespass.

(6. ) Of running-waters.

Important questions have arisen in respect to the use of run-

ning-waters, between different proprietors of portions of the same

stream; and such questions are daily growing in interest, as the

value of water-power is more and more felt in manufacturing es-

tablishments.

Every proprietor of lands on the banks of a river, has naturally

an equal right to the use of the water which flews in the stream

adjacent to his lands, as it was wont to run (currere solebat,)

without diminution or alteration/^ No proprietor has a right to

use the water, to the prejudice of other proprietors, above or be-

low him, unless he has a prior right to divert it, or a title to some

exclusive enjoyment. He has no property in the water itself, but

a simple usufruct while it passes along. Aqua currit et debet

currere, is the language of the law. Though he may use the

water while it runs over his land, he cannot unreasonably detain

it, or give it another direction, and he must return it to its ordi-

nary channel when it leaves his estate. Without the consent of

the adjoining proprietors, he cannot divert or diminish the quan-

tity of water which would otherwise descend to the proprietors

below, nor throw the water back upon the proprietors above,

without a grant or an iininterrupted enjoyment of twenty years,

which is evidence of it (a)." This is the clear and set-

(n) Dig. 39, 3, 4, 10. Code, lib. 3, t. 34, 1. 7. Pofhier, Traite du Contrat

de Socii-ie, second app. No. 236, 237. TmiUier, torn. iii. m, n. 133. Luttrel's

case. 4 Co. 87, a. Brown r. Best, 1 Wils. Eep. 174. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 EasVs
Rep. 208. Wright r\ Howard, 1 Simon cC* Steu-art. 190. Newman v. Ander-
son, 1 Bamw. (& Aid. 258. Williams v. Morland, 2 Barnw. d- Cress. 915.

*^ There are certain \ise§ which each successive owner along the stream
may exercise; it must, however, be done in a reasonable manner, (Garwood
V. K. R. Co., 83 N. Y. 400; Higgins v. Water Co., 36 N. J. Eq. 538; Balti-

more V. Warren Mnfg. Co., 59 Md. 96; McCormick v. Horan, 81 N. Y. 86,)
and not materially diminish the supply, or render useless its application by
other riparian owners, either by the quantity consumed (Moulton v. New-
buryport Co., 137 Mass. 162; R. R. Co. v. Carr, 38 Ohio, 448,) or by corrupt-
ing its quality. Ogletree v. McQuagg. 67 Ala. 580: Jacobs v. Allard, 42 Vt.

403; .Tacknian v. Arlington Mills, 137 Mass. 277; Woodyear v. Schaeffer, 57
Md. 1: Robinson v. Coal Co., 57 Cal. 412.

** Weis r. Madison, 75 [nd. 241; Merrill v. Water Power Co., 26 Minn.
222; Wamsit P. Co, v. Allen, 120 Mass. 352.
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[ * 440 ] tied general doctrine on *the subject, and all the diffi-

culty that arises consists in the application. The owner

must so use and apply the water, as to work no material injury

or annoyance to his neighbour below him, who has an equal right

to the subsequent use of the same water, nor can he, by dams or

any obstruction, caxise the water injuriously to overflow the

grounds and springs of his neighbour above him (a). Streams

of water are intended for the use and comfort of man; and it

would be unreasonable, and contrary to the universal sense of

mankind, to debar every riparian proprietor from the application

of the Avater to domestic, agricultural, and manufacturing pur-

poses, provided the use of it be made under the limitations which

have been mentioned; and there will, no doubt, inevitably be, in

the exercise of a perfect right to the use of the water, some

evaporation and decrease of it, and some variations in the weight

and velocity of the current. But de minimis non curat lex, and

a right of action by the proprietor below would not necessarily

Mason r. Hill, 3 Barnw. & Adolph. 304. 5 Ihid. 1 S. C. Gardner r. Village

of Newburgh, 2 Johns. Ch. Rep. \QZ. Belknap r. Belknap, ibid. 463. Mer-
ritt r. Parker, 1 Co.ve'H N. J. Rep. 460. Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Maxon. .S<)7.

Coalter r. Hunter, 4 Randolph, 58. Hammond r. Fuller, 1 Poif/e, 'idl.

Hutchinson v. Coleman, 5 Halsted, 74. King v. Tiffany. 9 Conn. Rep. 16-2.

Blanchard r. Baker, 8 Greenlenf, 253. Oinelvany v. .Taggers. 2 HifVsS. C. Rrp.

634, 640. St. Louis r. St. Loui.s, SiuarVs Lower Canada Rep. 575. Martin

V. Jett, 12 Louisiana Rep. 501. In the case of Barron & Craig v. Corporation

of Baltimore, {American Jurist, No. 4, p. 203,) the corporation, in the exer-

cise of their municipal powers, diverted certain streams from their natural

channels to a point near the plaintifiTs wharf on navigable water within the

harbour and city of Baltimore, to which point a large deposit of sand and
earth was carried down by the streams, and injured the value of the wharf.

It was held, that a private action lay for the damage arising from this cor-

porate act. It is stated to have been a rule in the French law that tlie owner
of the higher land had a right to divert a stream to his own utility, and that

the owner of the land below could not contest it in the absence of a grant.

Merlin, Rep. Jurisp. tit. (ours d^Eau But the civil code very equitably

qualified this doctrine. Code Ciril. art. 641. 643. 044.

The right respecting running-streams, between adjoining proprietors of

lands, are regulated by very precise rules in Pennsylvania. Thus, in M'Cal-
mont V. Whittaker, 3 Rawie, 84. the water-power belonging to a riparian

owner, was considered as consisting of the differrnee of level helireen the .'sur-

face rchere the stream in its natural state ftrM touches hi'* land, and the surface

where it leai-es it. The stream under that limitation of right might be occu-

pied in whole, or in part, or not at all, without endangering tlic right or re-

stricting the mode of its enjoyment, unless there has been an actual, prior,

adverse occupancy protected bv the statute of limitations. The riparian

owner by digging on his own land cannot legally lower the surface of the

water .standing in a pool on the land above him, nor can he enter and lower

the surface of the water as it leaves his land by deepening the channel in

the land below him.
(a) Neal r. Henry, 1 Meigs' Tenn. Sep. 17.
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flow from such consequences, but -would depend upon tbe nature

and extent of the complaint or injury, and the manner of using

the water. All that the law requires of the party, by or over

whose land a stream passes, is, that he should use the water in a

reasonable manner, and so as not to destroy, or render useless, or

materially diminish, or affect the application of the water by the

proprietors above or below on the stream.*^ He must not shut

the gates of his dams and detain the water unreasonably, or

let it off in unusual quantities, to the annoyance

*of his neighbour (a). Pothier lays down the rule [*441]

very strictly, that the owner of the upper stream must

not raise the water by dams, so as to make it fall with more

abundance and rapidity than it would would naturally do, and

injure the proprietor below (6). But this rule must not be con-

strued literally, for that would be to deny all valuable use of the

water to the riparian proprietors. It must be subjected to the

qualifications which have been mentioned, otherwise rivers and

streams of water would become utterly useless, either for manu-

ka) Beissel r. Stroll, 4 Dallas' Rep. 211. Palmer r. Mulligan, 3 Cain.es'

Rep. 307. Weston v. Aklen, 8 Mass. Rep. 136. Colburn v. Richards, 13
Mass. Rep. 420. Cook r. Hull, 3 Pick. Rep. 269. Runnels v. Bullen, 2 i\^.

n. Rep. 532. Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 397. Merritt v. Brinckerhoff,

17 Johns. Rep. 306. .Van Bergen i). Van Bergen, 3 Johns. Ch. Rep. 282.

Williams r. Morland, 2 Barnw. <& Cress. 910. Thornp.son v. Crocker, 9 Pick.

59. Johns V. Stevens, 3 Vermont Rep. 308. Pugh v. Wheeler, 2 Dev. & Bat-

tle, 50. In Howell r. M'Coy, 3 Rawle, 256, the rule sic nierc tuo ut alienmn
nan ipedas, in its application to the doctrine in the text, was laid down with
precision and actcuracy. It was held, that a person had a right to so much
of the water of a stream running across his land as was needful and proper

for supplying his tan-yard and bark-mill, and that he was bound to return

the water so diverted, and not necessarily used and consumed in his busi-

ness, without unnecessary diminution and waste, into the natural channel
below, and that he was bound to return it without polluting or poisoning it

by admixture with unwholesome substances, to the injury of the owner be-

low. This was in accordance with the sound doctrine of the common law,

as declared in Aldred's case, 9 Co. 57, b. prohibiting acts creating a nuisance
to one's neighbour.

So, again, in Arnold v. Foot, 12 Wendell, 330, where a spring of water rises

in the land of A,, and runs a stream to the land of B., it was held, that A.
has no right to divert the stream from its natural channel, though it be not
more than sufficient for his domestic uses, and for the irrigation of his land.

He may use it for domestic uses, and for his cattle, but not to irrigate his

land, if that would exhaust the running-stream. Brown v. Best, 1 Wilson,

174, S. P. Smith v. Adams, 6 Paige, 435, S. P.

(6) Traife du Contrat de Socieie, second app. No. 236.
^ To render a.riparian owner liable for the diversion of water, it mnst be

done to such an extent as to cause a perceptible damage to the party who
complain.s. Elliott v. R. R. Co., 10 Cush. 191. Taking water to fill boilers

is actionable, if it causes actual damage to the lower riparian proprietor.

Garwood v. R. R. Co., 83 N. Y. 400.

31 VOL. III. KENT. 481
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facturing or agricaltural purposes.*^ The just and equitable

principle is given in the Roman law: Sic enim debere quern meli-

orem agrum suum facere, ne vicini deteriorem faciat (a).

7. Easements acquired and lost by prescription.

(1.) This natural right to the use of trafers, as an incident or

particular easement to the land, may be abridged, or enlarged,

or modified, by grant or prescription. Though a stream be di-

minished in quantity, or corrupted in quality, by means of the

exercise of certain trades, yet if the occupation of the party so

taking or using it has existed for so long a time as to raise the

presumption of a grant, and which presumption is the founda-

tion of title by prescription, the other party whose land is below

must take the stream subject to such adverse right; and twenty

years exclusive enjoyment of the water in any particular manner,

affords, according to the English law, and the law of New York,

Massachusetts, and several other states, presumption of

[*442 ] such a grant (6) " But nothing short * of a contract,

or of such a time of enjoyment of water diverted from

(a) The Code Napoleon, No. 640, 641, 643, 644. and the Cicil Code of Louisi-

ana, art. 656, 657, establish the same just rules in the use of rnnning-waters.

So, in Missouri, the regulation of grist-mills, and mill-dams, is deemed a
matter of public c;oncern and subject to statute prescriptions. Revised Stat-

utes of Missouri, 18;35.

(fr) The time of limitation varies in particular states. Thus, in Connec-
ticut and Vermont, the term ol prescription is fifteen years, and in South
Carolina, five years. Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. Rep. 289. Martin v. Bige-

low, 2 Aikens, 184. Anderson v. Gilbert, 1 Bay^s Rep. 375. In Louisiana
the time of prescription varies according to the subject, from three to thirty

** In some of the states a riparian proprietor may erect a mill and dam on
his own land, and thus raise a head of water for the Avorking of the mill,

though by so doing he flows the land of a proprietor above. See Washburn
on Easements, 479—485, Maine Kev. Stat. 1883, c. 93 sections 1—4. Jlass.

Pub. Stat. c. 190, sections 1, 4. Rhode Island, Eev. Stat. c. 88, sections 1,

2, 3.
.

In Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, Missouri, Mississippi and Virginia, pro-

vision is made by statute whereby the owner of land on one side of a stream

may e-xteud his dam upon the land on the opposite side, for the purpose of
working a mill. Angell on Water Courses, section 483.

*' Bracton says, that all incorporeal rights or servitudes, may be acquired
by acquiescence and use, and lost by neglect and disuse.

Lord EUenborough in Bealy v. Shaw, 6 East, 208, says: "The general rule

of law, as applied to this subject is, that independent of any particular en-

joyment used to be had by another, every man has a right to have the ad-

vantage ofa flow of water in is own land without diminution or alteration, but
an adverse right may exist, founded on the occupation of another. And al-

though the stream be either diminished in quantity,or even corrujjt in quality,

as by means of the exercise of certain trades, yet ifthe occupation of the party,

«o taking and using it has existed for so long a time as may raise the pre-

sumption of a grant, the other party whose land is below must take the

stream subject to such adverse right."
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the natural channel, or interrupted by dams, or other obstruc-

tions, or materially changed in its descent or character, will

justify the owner as against any land owner above or lower down
the stream, to whom such alterations are injurious. In the

character of riparian proprietors, persons are entitled to the

natural flow of the stream without diminution to their injufy,

and to them may be applied the observation of Whitlock, J., in

Shury v. Piggott (a), that a water-course begins ex jure naturce,

and having taken a course naturally, it cannot be diverted.

But on the other hand, the owners of artificial works may ac-

quire rights by actual appropriation, as against the riparian pro-

prietor, and the extent of the right is to be measured by the ex-

tent of the appropriation, and the use of the water for a period

requisite to establish a conclusive presumption of right. In

such a case, the natural right of the riparian proprietor becomes

subservient to the acquired right of the manufacturer (b). The

general and established doctrine is, that an exclusive enjoyment

of water, or of light, or of any other easement, in auy particular

way; for twenty years or for such other p^-riod less than twenty

years, which in any particular state is the established period of

limitation (c), and enjoyed without interruption becomes an ad-

verse enjoyment sufficient to raise a presumption of title as against

a right in any other person, which might have been,

but was not asserted (d). * The right is confined [*443]

years. Ciiril Code, art. .3435—3476. But I presume, that generally, in this

country, we follow the English time of prescription. It was so understood
by Ch. J. Parker, in Gayette v. Bethune, 14 3I(i8s. Rep. 49, and so, also, in

Gilinan v. Tilton, .'j N. H. Rep. 231. In Louisiana, the right of drip is ac-

quired by prescription, on an enjoyment of ten years without complaint.
Vincent v. Michel, 7 Louia. Rep. 52. In Pennsylvania, the time requisite to

defeat the right to an incorporeal hereditament, by non-user, is twenty-one
years. Dver v. Dupni. 5 Wharton, 584.

[a) 3 Bulst. Rep. 339.

[h) Brown v Best, 1 WiJs. Rep. 174. Bealey v. Shaw, G FmsVh Rep. 208.

Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 397. Hatch v. Dwight, 17 Mass. Rep. 289.

"{c) State V. Wilkinson, 2 Vermont Rep. 480. Cuthbert v. Lawton, 3 31' Cord,

194. Less than the prescribed term of limitation, may, under circumstances,

rai.se the presumption of the dedication of land to the public use. State v.

Catlin, 3 Vermont Rep. 530.

id) Shaw?;. Crawford, \0 Johns. Rep. 236. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 East. 214.

Joims V. Stevens, 3 Vermont Rep. 31 n. But the making and enjoying window-
lights for twenty years, will not conclude the owner of the adjoining pre-

mises, and prevent him from building up against .such lights, unless there

be evidence of his knowledge of the fact as a sufficient foundation for pre-

suming a grant. And the presumption of knowledge of the windows will

not be made against the owner, merely from the fact that he had a tenant

in possession during the time, who might be altogether indifferent and care-
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to the extent, and the mode of the enjoyment during the twenty

years. All thaf the law requires is, that the mode or manner of

using the water should not be materially varied, to the prejudice

of other owners; and the 2:)roprietor is not bound to use the water

in the same precise manner, or to apply it to the same mill, for

sutih a construction of the rule would stop all improvements in

machinery (a). He is only not to vary the enjoyment to the

prejudice of his neighbour. He may, by his erections and dams,

increase the quantity of the water appropriated, or increase the

velocity of the current below, provided no material injury be pro-

duced to the land or works of the occupant of the stream below

him, or to his enjoyment of them. This presumption of title

founded on that enjoyment, is equally well established iu

[*444] English (b) and American law (c). To render * the

less as to the encroachment. Daniel v. North, 11 Easf, 372. No time short

of twenty years will legalize a nuisance, and it is no defence to an action.

on the case for a nuisance, in carrying on the business of a tallow-chandler,

that tlie defendant had carried on a noxious and offensive trade for three or

even ten years before the plaintiff became possessed of his premises. Bliss r.

Hall, 4 Bingham, 183.

(a) Palmer v. Kebhlewhaite, 2 Show. 250.

{b) Lewis v. Price, Esp. Dig. 636. Bradbury v. Grinsell, 2 Saund. Rip.
]7.'>, a. Brown v. Best, 1 Wils. Rep. 174. Bealey v. Shaw, 6 Easfs Rep. 2( H.

Balston v. Bensted, 1 Campb. N. P. Rep. 463. Saunders u Newman, 1 Barnw.
<fe Aid. 258. Barker v. Richardson, 4 ibid. 578. Lewis i'. Cross, 2 Barnu: <&

Cress. 686. Williams v. Morland, ibid. 910. Livatt v. Wilson, 3 Bing. Rep.

115. Gray v. Bond, 2 Brod. & Bing. 667. Wright v. Howard, 1 Simon <t-

Stewart, 190. Mason v. Hill, 3 Banm. & Adolph. 304.

(c) Hazard v. Robinson, 3 ^lasorCs Rep. 272. Sherwood v. Burr, 4 Day''s

Rep. 244. Ingraham v. Hutchinson, 2 Conn. Rep. 584. Stiles v. Hooker, 7

Coicen's Rep. 266. Campbell v. Smith, 3 Halsted's Rep. 139. Cooper v. Smith,

9 Serg. & Raicle. 26. Strickler v. Todd, 10 ibid. 63. Tyler r. Wilkinson, 4

Mason, 397. Belknap »\ Trimble, 3 Paige, 577. In Massachusetts, the common
law remedy against a mill-owner, for overflowing another's land, is taken

away, and a special and more limited remedy substituted. The Provincial

statute of 1713, allowed the dams of corn and saw mills to stand, though
they should cause the land of others to be overflowed, and the injured party

was, by a particular process, to have an annual compensation in damages as-

sessed by a jury. Mills, in the infancy of the country, were public ease-

ments, and required marked encouragement. But this statute was substan-

tially, and Ch. J. Parker thinks incautiously, renewed in 1796, when the

necessity of such encouragement to mill erections had ceased, and lands had
generally risen in value. Stowell v. Flagg, 11 3fass. Rep. 364. The 3Iassa-

chusetts Revised Statutes of 1836, p. 676, continued in substance the colony

actt, with equitable and careful regulations. But the exceptionable principle

of the act is, that it allows the land above the mill to be overflowed, in the

first instance, at the pleasure of the mill-owner, and leaves the injured party

to seek his compensation subsequently. There are similar statute provisions

in the States of Maine, Rhode Island, and Virginia; and they appear, said

the Ch. Justice, to be material and unjustifiable abridgements of the coni-

njon law right to the enjoyment of property. The statute in Massachusetts

of 1713, and which was continued in Maine, under the modified statutes of
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enjoyment of any easement for twenty years a presumption

jiii'is et de jure, or conclusive evidence of right, it must have been

continued, uninterrupted or pacific, and adverse, that is; under a

claim of right, with the implied acquiescence of the owner (a).

The time of enjoyment requisite for the prescription is deemed to

be uninterrupted when it is continued from ancestor to heir, and

from seller to buyer. It must be a lawful continuation

from one person to another, and any *interruption of [ *445 ]

the enjoyment by an adverse claim and possession, de-

stroys the prescription (b).

The cases usually say, that this right, acquired by twenty years

undisturbed and uninterrupted enjoyment of an easement, is

founded on the presumption of a grant or release, and if so it is

not an absolute title, bat one that is liable to be rebutted by cir-

cumstances, and is to stand good until the presumption of

title'be fully and fairly destroyed. This was the doctrine so late

1821 and 1824, was deemed so inequitable and oppressive to the owners of
lands overflowed, that in 1838 a bill was prepared by one. and submitted
to another legislature, in the state of Maine, for repealing the acts on the
subject, so as to leave rights and remedies as to overflowing lands by mills,

t) the operation of the common law, as is the case in most of the other states.

In Virginia, the statute regulation concerning the use of running-streams,
and the erection of mill-dams, provides, that if a person owning land on both
sides of a stream wishes to build a dam, he may apply at once, without notice
to the owners of the land above and below, for a writ ad quod damnum. The
jury summoned under that writ are to examine the lands above and below
belonging to others, and declare the damages that would arise to the several
proprietors, who are then to be summoned, and the court determines whether,
under all the circumstances, leave ought to be given to build the dam. Ijf

given, the party applying is laid under certain conditions for preventing the
obstruction of the piissage for fish and ordinary navigation, and convenient
crossing of the water-course, as should seem meet. The applicant, upon
paying the damages assessed to the parties entitled, may proceed to erect his
mill and dam. 2 Revised Code, c. 23j. Crenshaw v. Slate River Company,
6 Randolph, 245. There is a .similar provision, if a person, de-sirous to build
a mill, owns the land only on one side of the stream. 1 Revised Code of Vir-

ginia, 211. Revised Code of Mississippi, 1824, p. 836. There are statute pro-
visions of a similar nature in Illinois, relative to the erection of mills and
dams affecting other riparian owners. Revised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833.
And in Indiana, the act of 1831, declares minute regulations respecting grist-
mills and millers. So, in Penns.ylvania, by statute of March 23, 1803, the
owners of lands adjoining navigable streams of water, except the rivers Dela-
ware, Lehigh, and Schuylkill, may erect dams for mills and other Avater-
works, and use the requisite water therefor, provided they do not obstruct
or impede the navigation of the stream, or prevent the fish from passing up
the same.

(a) Bracton, lib. 2, c. 23, sec. 1. Ihid. lib. 4, c. 38. sec. 1. Co. Lit. 113, b.
Code Napoleon, art. 2229. Sargent v. Ballard, 9 Pick. 2,51 . Rowland v. Wolfe,
I Bailey'sS. C. Rep. 56. Corning v. Gould, 16 Wendell, 531. Colvin u. Bur-
net, 17 Wendell, 564.

(6) Inst. Justin, lib. 2, tit. 6, sec. 7, 8. Sargent v. Ballard, supra.
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as the cases of Campbell v. Wilson (a), and of Livett v. Wil-

son (&), and it is the prevalent language in all the books, Eng-

lish and American. But some of the later English authorities

seem to give to this presumption the most unshaken stability,

and they say it is conclusive evidence of title. In T'yler v. W^il-

kinson (c), where the whole law on the subject is stated with

learning, precision, and force, the presumption 15 even made to

be one juris et de jure, and to go to the extinguishment of the

right in various ways, as well as by grant. The operation of

the presumption, founded on the fact of the uninterrupted enjoy-

ment of the easement for twenty years, is said to exist, notwith-

standing personal disabilities of particular proprietors might

have intervened, and where, in the ordinary course of proceed-

ings, grants would not be presumed.

The nature and extent of the right acquired by prior occu-

pancy of a running- stream becomes frequently an important* and

vexatious question between different riparian proprie-

[ * 446 ] tors. *If I am the first person who applies the water

of a running stream to the purpose of irrigation, or of a

mill, I cannot afterwards be lawfully disturbed in any essential

degree, in the exercise of my right, though I may not have en-

joyed it for twenty years, provided the water be used by me in

such a reasonable manner, as not to divert the natural course of

the stream from the lands below, or essentially to destroy the

same use of it as it naturally flowed over the lands of the pro-

prietors above and below me (d). Prior occupancy short

(rt) 3 EasVs Rep. 294.

{h) 3 Bbig. Rep. 115.

(c) 4 Mason, 397.

[d] Piatt V. Johnson, 15 Johns. Rep. 213. In Hatch v. Dwight. 17 Mass.

Rep. 289, the Ch. J. went beyond the doctrine in the text, for he said, that

the first occupant of a mill-site, by erectinj? a dam and mill, had a right to

water sufficient to work his wheels, even if it should render useless the privi-

lege of any one above or below upon the same stream. If the right of prior

occupancy, in the case stated, did not go thus far, the water-privilege would
seem to be rendered wholly useless for mill purposes to all parties. A more
limited rule was laid down in Martin v. Bigelow, 2 Aikens' Vermont Rep. 184;

for it was there held, that a mere prior occupancy of a running-stream by a

mill did not prevent another person from using the same water above, on the

same stream, in a prudent way, unless the mill below had been erected and
the water used for it more than fifteen years, being the period of limitation.

The court said, that the common law on this point was not applicable in

Vermont, as it would go to allow the person who erected the first mill on a
small stream to control and defeat all mill privileges on the sanie stream
above him. So, in Anthony v. Lapham, 5 Pick. 175, it was declared, that

tile owner of land, through which a natural stream flows, may use it for
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of *the statute term of prescription, aud without con- [ *447 ]

sent or grant, will not confer any exclusive right, as be-

tween different riparian proprietors, to the use of a running

stream (a). If, however, the prior occupant has enjoyed the use

of water in any particular mode for twenty years, so as to have

acquired a title by prescription, he is, in that case, entitled to re-

main undisturbed in his possession, in the mode and to the ex-

tent commensurate with the right as it has been acquired and de-

fined by enjoyment (6). But if the prior use of the stream should

have been materially altered within the twenty years, to the in-

jury or annoyance of any adjoining occupant, who had, in the

meantime, possessed himself of the use of the water, the

title by prescription would be wanting as to such *altera- [ * 448 ]

tions, and they would be unlawful, and, consequently,

a ground of action (c).

(2. ) The elements of air and light are rights or incidents at-

tached to the enjoyment of real estate, and the law gives weight

and effect to the first appropriation of them. They may be classed

under the head of incorporeal hereditaments, and the Roman law

considered things of this kind, consisting in rights and privileges,

as res incorporales (d). If I build my house close to my neigh-

bour's wall I cannot compel him to demolish it, though it may
obstruct my light, for the first occupancy is in him. On the other

hand the owner of a house will be restrained by injunction, and

be liable to an action upon the case, if he makes any erections or

improvements so as to obstruct the ancient lights of an adjoining

house. The lights must be ancient to entitle them to this special

protection, and it would seem, from the opinion of the judges in

Bury V. Pope (e), that lights of thirty or forty years standing

w^ere not deemed ancient within the purview of the old rule on

the subject. There was no doubt, as early as the English revo-

lution, that window lights which had become established by the

watering his cattle or irrigating his land, but he must use it in the latter

way so as to do the least possible injury to his neighbour below, and he must
return the surplus into the natural channel.

(«) Tyler v. Wilkinson, 4 Mason, 401, 402.

[b] Saunders v. Newman, .1 Barmv. & Aid. 258. Van Bergen ?;. Van Ber-
gen, 3 Johns. Ch. Rep. 282. Sherwood v. Burr, 4 Day''s Rep. 244.

\c) Goodrich v. Knapj), M. S. case, decided in the supreme court of New
York, 1828.

{d) Inst. 2, 2.

(e) Cro. Eliz. 118.
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logal time of prescription, were entitled to be protected against

obstructions (a). In modern times the period of prescription or

limitation has been shortened, and the uninterrupted and exclu-

sive enjoyment of window lights for twenty years, has been held

to be sufficient to raise a presumption of title to the unobstructed

enjoyment of that protection (6)/^ In Daniel v. North (c), it

was considered as settled law, that twenty years quiet and unin-

terrupted possession of window lights was sufficient ground for a

jury to presume a grant or covenant, provided there was evidence

that the owner or landlord (and not the tenant merely) of the op-

posite premises had knowledge during the twenty years of the

fact. The right so acquired is not absolute, but prima facie evi-

dence only of right, and it is liable to be rebutted and destroyed

by proof to the contrary, and it is likewise subject to qualifica-

tions. Thus ancient lights are entitled to protection as such in the

precise mode, and to the extent enjoyed during the period which

gave them the claim to be ancient lights, and no further (d). Nor
can a person sustain a claim to an ancient window light, in dero-

gation of his own grant of the adjoining ground without reserva-

tion (e).

This doctrine of ancient lights, or, in the language of the writers

on the civil law, borrowed from the law itself, of "servitudes of

lights or prospect" attached to estates, is laid down with great

precision in the Pandects, and in the codes of those modern
nations which have made the civil law the basis of their muni-

cipal law (gr); and it is evidence of much civilization and refine-

ment in the modifications of property. But the doctrine is not

(a) Villers v. Bell, 1 Show. 7. Palmer v. Fletcher, 1 Lev. 122.

(6) Wilmot, J.. 1761, in Lewis v. Price, Esp. Dig. 636. 2cl edit. S. C. Wil-
liams' Saund. Rep. vol. ii. 175, note a. b. c. Darwin ?>. Upton, Williams, note
ibid. 3 Term, 159, cited by Buller, J. Back v. Stacy, 2 Bussell, 121.

(c) 11 East's Rep. 371.

(f/) Martin v. Goble, 1 Camph. N. P. Rep. 320.

(e) Palmer v. Fletcher, supra. Cox v. Matthews, 1 Vent. 237. Holt, Ch.
J., in Roswell v. Pryor, 6 Mod. 116. Crompton v. Richards, 1 Price, 27.

Rtory V. Odin, 12 Mass. Rep. 157. By the custom of the city of London, a
man may build to any height, upon ancient foundations, although he darkens
his neighbour's lights thereby, provided all the four walls belong to him. A
reversioner may recover for obstructing ancient lights, to the injury of his
reversionary interest. Shadwell v. Hutchinson, 3 Carr. & Payne, 615.

{g) Vide mpra, p. 436. n. a.
*^ No adjacent owner can acquire any right to light and air across another's

land, by simply erecting a house upon the border of his land while the ad-
joining land is unoccupied. Mahon v. Brown, 13 Wend. 261. Dyer v. San-
ford, 9 Met. 395. Pierre v. Fernald, 26 Me. 436.
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much relished in this country, owing to the rapid changes and

improvements in our cities and villages. A prescriptive right,

springing up under the narrow limitation in the English law, to

prevent obstructions to window lights, and views, and prospects,

or, on the other hand, to protect a house or garden from being

looked in upon by a neighbour, would affect essentially the value

of vacant lots, or of lots with feeble and low buildings upon them.

It was admitted, in Mahan v. Brown (a), that a man might open

a window in his own house overlooking the privacy of B., and

unless the right to the window light had been secured by grant^

acquiescence, or otherwise, the only remedy for B. would be the

erection, on his own soil, of an obstruction opposite the offensive

window, and in that way shut out the light. At length the su-

preme court of New York, in Parker v. Foole (6), went so far as

to declare that the modern English doctrine, on the subject of

lights, was an anomaly in the law, and not applicable to the con-

dition of the cities and villages in this country. The injury re-

sulting from window-views was deemed rather speculative, and not

analogous to the case of ways, commons, markets, water-courses,

&c., where the injury was direct, palpable, and material, and the

same rule of presumption ought not to apply to two classes of

cases so essentially different. Though this incorporeal servitude

of lights is familiar to the laws of all civilized nations, and is,

under due regulations, a very valuable incident to the enjoyment

of property, there does not seem to be any well founded objection

to the decision in the case last referred to, so far as it goes to de-

clare that the enjoyment of the easement must be uninterrupted

for the period of twenty years, and under a claim or assertion of

right, and with the knowledge and acquiescence of the owner;

and that the presumption of right, under these circumstances, is

not an absolute bar, and conclusive, but it may be explained and

repelled, and is only a matter of evidence for a jury to infer the

right.'"

(a) 13 Wendell, 261.

(ft) 19 Wendell, 309.
*' In the United States the tendency of late years has been against the doc-

trine of gaining a prescriptive right to the enjoyment of light and air as an
easement appurtenant to an estate, because it is incompatible with the con-
dition ot this country. The doctrine has been discarded in New Jersey.
Sutphen v. Tlierkelson, 38 N. J. Eq. 311; Hayden v. Dutcher, 31 N. J. Eq.
217: Illinois, Guest v. Reynolds, 68 111. 476; Connecticut, Comp. Stat. 1854,

p. 636; Georgia. Turner t'. Thompson, 58 Ga. 268; Indiana, Stein v. Hauck,
oG Ind. 25; Pennsylvania, Rennyson's Apneal, 94 Pa. St. 147; Alabama,
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(3.) The right to the enjoyment of free and pure air, as inci-

dent to the estate, is likewise under the protection of the law. If,

therefore, any thing offensive be erected so near the house of an-

other, as to corrupt or pollute the air, it becomes a nuisance, and

an action lies for the injury. On the other hand, if a tan yard,

for instance, renders the air of the house and garden, subse-

quently established, adjoining it, less pleasant and salubrious,

the nuisance is remediless as to the person who voluntarily plants

himself near it (a).

8. Easements lost by abandonment.

A right acquired by use may, however, be lost by non-user, and

an absolute discontinuance of the use for twenty years affords a

pi'esumption of the extinguishment of the right in favour of some

other adverse right {b). As an enjoyment for twenty years is

necessary to found a presumption of a grant, the general rule is,

that there must be a similar non-user to raise the presumption of

a release. The mere non-user of an easement, for twenty years,

will afford a presumption of a release or extinguishment, but not

a very strong one, in a case unaided by circumstances ; but if there

has been, in the mean time, some act done by the owner of the

land, charged with the easement, inconsistent with, or adverse to

the existence of the right, a release or extinguishmnnt of the right

will be presumed (c). The doctrine of the civil law was, that a

(a) 2 Blacks. Com. 402, 403. Com. Dig. tit. Action upon the Case for a

Nuisance, A. C. Kex v. Cross, 2 Carr. & Payne, 483.

(h) Prescott v. Phillips, decided in 1797, and reported in 2 Beans' Pothicr,

130. Lawrence v. Obee, 3 Campb. Rep. 514. Bracton laid down the same
principle, that incorporeal rights acquired by use may be equally lost by disuse.

Lib. 4. De assisa novae disseisinae, ch. 38, sec. 3. Corning v. Gould, 16 Wen-
dell, 531. This last case contains a full and learned view of the law on the
subject.

(c) See the reasoning of Sir William D. Evans, in Evans' Potliier, vol. ii.

136. In the case of Wright v. Freeman. 5 Harr. & Johns. All. a presumption
of extinguishment by non-user, of a right of way for twenty years, was held

to be admissible, but it was fortified in that ca.se, by acts of the party, and
these acts were relied on bv the court. Mr. Justice Story, in Tyler /•. Wil-
kinson, says, that the proprietors of SergeanVs trench Avere entitled to so

much, and no more of the water of the river, as had been accustomed for

twenty years to flow through their trench, to and irom their mills, whether
actually u.sed or necessary for the mills, or not. See. also. White v. Craw-
ford, 10 Mass. Rep. 183.

Ward V. Neal, 37 Ala. 501; Mas.sachusetts, Carrige v. Dee, 14 Gray, 583;

Maine, White f. Bradley, 66 Me. 254; Maryland, Cherry v. Stein, 11 Ind. 1;

New York, Doyle c. Lord, 64 N. Y. 432.
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servitude was presumed to have been released or renounced, when

the owner of the estate to which it was due permitted the owner

of the estate charged with it to erect such works on it, as a wall,

for instance, which naturally and necessarily hindered the exer-

cise of the right, and operated to annihilate it. The mere

sufferance of works to be erected, repugnant to the *en- [ *449]

joyment of the servitude, would not raise the presump-

tion of a release, unless the sufferance continued for a time requi-

site to establish a prescription; or the works were of a perma-

nent and solid kind, such as edifices and walls, and presented an

absolute obstacle to every kind of enjoyment of the easement.

There must be a total cessation of the exercise of the right to the

servitude, during the entire time necessary to raise the presumption

of extinguishment, or there must have been some permanent obstacle

permitted to be raised against it, and which absolutely destroyed

its exercise (a). If the act which prevents the servitude be in-

compatible with the nature or exercise of it, and be by the party

to whom the servitude is due, it is sufficient to extinguish it; and

if it be extinguished for a moment, it is gone forever (6).

Unity of possession of the estate to which an easement is at-

tached, and of the estate which the easement encumbers, is, in

effect, an extinguishment of the easement. But this does not ap-

ply to a way of necessity; and though it be suspended by the

unity of possession, it revives by necessary implication, when the

possession is again severed (c). Nor is a water-course extin-

guished by unity of possession, and this from the necessity of the

case, and the nature of the subject. This was settled after a very

elaborate discussion, in Shury v. Piggott (d), and that case was

accurately examined and deliberately confirmed, in all its parts,

(a) Dig. 8, 6, 5. Voet. Com. ad Panel, lib. 8, tit. 6, sec. 5, 7. Toullier's

Droit Civil Francais, torn. iii. n. 673. Repertoire de Jurisprudence, par Merlin,

tit. Servitude, ch. 30, sec. 6, ch. 33. Toullier says, that the article Servitude,

in the Repertoire, is composed with great care. Civil Code of Louisiana, art.

815, 816. Haight v. Proprietors of the Morris Aqueduct, 4 Wash. Cir. Rep.
601.

(6) Taylor v. Hampton, 4 31 'Cord's Rep. 96. The statute of 2 and 3 Wil-
liam IV. ch. 71, declared, that no claim to any way or other easement, or to
any water-course, or the use of any water, should be defeated by showing
the commencement of the right or user at any time prior to twenty years -

enjoyment; and after forty years the right should be deemed absolute. So a
claim to the use of light, enjoyed for twenty years without interruption,
should be deemed absolute. .

(c) 1 Saund. Rep. 323, note 6. Story, J., in Hazard v. Robinson, 3 Mason's
Rep. 276.

{d) 3 Bulst. Rep. 339. Fopham's Rep. 166.
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in Hazard v. Robinson. But the nse of water, in apar-

[ *450 ] ticular way, by means of an * aqueduct, may be extin-

guished by the unity of possession and title of both the

parcels of land connected with the easement; and if the adverse

enjoyment of an easement be extinguished, within the period of

prescription, by the unity of title, and the land which possesses

the easement be shortly thereafter separated again from the land

charged with the easement, by a reconveyance, the right to be ac-

quired by user, must commence de novo from the last period (a).

As to light and air, the right to them is acquired by mere occu-

pancy, and will continue so long only as the party continues the

enjoyment, or shows an intention to continue it. A person may
lose a right to ancient lights by abandonment of them, within a

less period than twenty years, if he indicates an intention, when

he relinquishes the enjoyment of them, as by building a blank

wall to his house, never to resume it. It is the modern doctrine,

that the ceasing to enjoy such an easement will destroy the right

provided the discontinuance be absolute and decisive, and unac-

companied with any intention to resume it within a reasonable

time; and it is a wholesome and wise qaalification of the rule,

considering the extensive and rapid improvements that are every

where making upon real property (b).^

9. Easements lost by dedication to the public.

Dedications of land for public purposes, as for charitable and

religious uses, and for public highways and village squares, enure

as grants, and may be valid, without any specific grantee in esse

at the time, to whom the fee could be conveyed (c). And if a

street be designated by public commissioners, duly authorized, as

passing over certain lands, and the owner subsequently conveys

part of the land as lots, bounding them on such a street, this is

held to be a dedication of the land, over which the street passes,

to the public use, and on opening the street, the purchaser can

(«) Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. Rep. 289.

[b] Moore v. Rawson, 3 Barnw. & Cress. 332.

(c) Town of Pawlet v. Clark,. 9 Craneh, 292. City of Cincinnati ?\ White,
6 Peters' U. S. Rep. 431. Brown v. Manning, 6 Ohio Rep. 303. Watertown
V. Cowen, 4 Paige, 410.
^ A non-user or cassation for twenty years, unexplained, is regarded as a

presumption that the right has been surrendered or that it never existed.

But a mere non-user for any time less than twenty years does not amount to

an abandonment of the right. Company v. Chandler. 121 Mass. 3; Williams
V. Nelson, 23 Pick. 141; Carlisle v. Cooper, 19 N. J. Eq. 256.
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only obtain a nominal sum as a compensation for the fee (a).^'

But it has been an unsettled question what length of time was

requisite to create the presumption of a valid dedication of a

highway to the public. It seems to be agreed that some portion

of time is necessary to establish a presumptive dedication of it.

Thus, in the case of The Trustees of Rugby Charity v. Merry

-

iveather, before Lord Kenyon, at the London sittings (b), eight

years free use of a way by the public, with permission of the

owner, was deemed quite sufficient time for presuming a derelic-

tion of the way to the public; and Lord Kenyon referred to a case

in which six years had been held sufficient. This decision

* has been much questioned in subsequent cases. In [ *451]

Woodyer v. Hadden (c), the language of the court was,

that time was a material ingredient in the foundation of the pre-

sumption. In that case, nineteen years' use of a street for a pub-

lic highway was held not to be clear and decisive, and therefore

not sufficient evidence of a dedication of it to the public. Again,

in Wood V. Veal (d), it was adjudged, that no dedication of a

highway to the public, by a tenant for years, though it were for

ninety-nine years, or by any other person except the owner of tho

fee, would be binding upon such owner; and it was intimated by

Lord Tenterden, that during the progress of the requisite time,

the highway ought to have been used as a thoroughfare. The

true principle on the subject, to be deduced from the authorities,

I apprehend to be, that if there be no other evidence of a grant or

dedication, than the presumption arising from the fact of acquies-

cence on the part of the owner, in the free use and enjoyment of

the way as a public road, the period of twenty years, applicable

to incorporeal rights, would be required, as being the usual

and analogous period of limitation. But if there were clear,

(a) In the matter of Thirty-second street, 19 Wendell, 128. In the case of
Pearsall v. Post, 20 Wendell, 119—1:57, Mr. Justice Cowen learnedly and ably
discussed the subject, and he considered the doctrine to be rather novel and
anomalous, that a grant, either in religious or other cases, could be good,
when there was no person in existence capable of taking any thing under it.

He held, also, that dedications of lands or easements, to the public, were to

be confined to common highways, streets, and squares, and that all other
easements were founded on the presumption of a grant between competent
parties.

{b) 11 East, 375, note.

(c) 5 Taunton, 125.

id) 5 Bamw. & Aid. 454.
*' Highways may be established by prescription by showing an adverse use

for twenty years. Commonwealth v. R. R., 14 Gray, 93.
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unequivocal, and decisive acts of the owner, amounting to an

explicit mauifestation of his will to make a permanent abandon-

ment of the road, those acts would be sufficient to establish the

dedication within any intermediate period (a)-^" In Hatch v.

Divight (6), it was declared, upon the same principle, that if a

mill-site, unoccupied, be abandoned by the owner, evidently with

an intent to leave it unoccupied, it would be unreasonable that

the other riparian proprietors, above and below, should be pre-

vented, by fear of suits, from making a profitable

[ * 452 J
* use of their sites.

(a) See, further, Rex r. Lloyd. 1 Campb. 260. Lethbridge v. Winter, ibid.

263, note. IJex v. Inhabitants of St. Benedict, 4 Barnin. <& Aid. 447. .Tarvi.s

V. Dean. 3 Bing. 447. In Pritehard v. Atkinson, 4 N. H. Rep. 1, seventeen
years were, in that case, deemed to be a sufficient period. State v. Catlin,

3 Vermont Rep. 530, S. P. In the case of State v. Trask, 6 ibid. 355, it was
heUl, tiiat if Land be laid out as a public common for the purpose of a court
house, and the public acquire an interest in it as such, it is deemed a dedi-
cation to the public use, and it cannot be reclaimed, thougli the use be dis-

continued. But see contra, supra, p. 432, note. In the case of New Orleans
V. The United States, 10 Peters'' U. S. Rep. 662, in which the doctrine of dedi-
cation of property to public uses was largely and learnedly discussed, it

was held not to be essential that the right to use the property, so dedicated,
should be vested in a corporate body. It may exist in the public, and have
no other limitations than the wants of the community at large. And if

buildings be erected on, or grants made of part of tlie land so dedicated, bj'

the party making it, such acts would not disprove the dedication, or affect

the vested rights of the public. I .should apprehend that the last proposi-
tion must be taken with some qualifications, for the fact might raise the
question, as a matter of evidence, whether the property was ever legally

vested in the public, or irrevocably dedicated to it; and if it had been,
whether nnii-user by the public, and an adver.se claim by the original owner,
might not, in the lapse of time, bar the public, for in this country time may
create a bar to the sovereign's right. Thus, by the New York Revised Statute's,

vol. ii. 292, the people aie not to sue or implead any per.son, in respect to

lands, by reason of any right or title, unless the right or title accrued within
twenty years before suit brought, or the people had received the rents and
profits within twenty years, the case of liberties of franchise excepted.
There is a similar provision in the Revised Statutes of Massacfiusetts, part 3,

tit. 5, ch. 119, sec. 12. It was held, in Willoughby v. Jenks, 20 Wendell, 96,

that to give a title in the occupant of a lot, bounding on a street dedicated
to the public, to the soil usque filum vise, the street must have been accepted
by the public as such. Until such acceptance the street remains the prop-
erty of the original proprietor, subject to the easement or right of way of
purchasers of lots adjoining the street.

There has been considerable discussion of the question, whether there may
be ^.partial dedication of a highway to the public, as for foot passengers, or
for horses and not for carts, or for carts except those carrying coal. The
better opinion would seem to be, that the public must take secundumformam
doni, and that the dedication may be definite, not only as to time, but as to

the mode of use. Letht)ridge v. Winter, 1 Campb. 263, note. Marquis of
Stafford v. Coynev, 7 Barnw. <& Cress. 257.

(b) 17 Mass. Rep. 289.
*'^ The fact that the public uses for twenty years a way opened by the owner

of land is not of itself .such adedication as to make it a highway for which
the town would be responsible, or to give the town a right to the way as
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10. Of rights by license.

The law is solicitous to prevent all kinds of imposition and

injury, from contidence reposed in the acts of others; and a parol

license to do an act, on one's own land, affecting injuriously the

air and light of a neighbour's house, is held not to be revocable

by such neighbour after it has been once acted upon (a). Such

a license is a direct encouragement to expend money, and it

would be against conscience to revoke it, as soon as the expendi-

ture begins to be beneficial. ^^ The contract would be specifically

enforced in equity. Such a parol license to enjoy a beneficial

privilege is not an interest in land within the statute of frauds.

If, however, a parol license be granted for a temporary purpose,

as the permission to erect a dam, it has been held to terminate

with thp decay of the dam,as the purpose of the license has then been

fulfilled (&). In Liggins v. Inge (c), the court distinguished

between licenses which, when countermanded, leave the party in

statu quo, and licenses for the construction of buildings and

works, which are not revocable.'^*

The modern cases distinguish between an easement and a

license. A claim for an easement must be founded upon grant

by deed or writing, or upon prescription which supposes one, for

{a) Webb v. Paternoster, Palmer'' s Eep. 71. 2 Eq. Ca. Abr. 52-2. Short v.

Taylor, cited ibid. Winter v. Brockwell, 8 Easfs Eep. 308. Le Fevre v. Le
Fevre, 4 Serg. d- Rowle, 2-11. Rerick v. Kern, 14 ibid. 267. Bridges v.

Blaiichard, 3 Neville <& Planning, 691. But, in Cocker v. Cowper, in 1 Cromp-
tim, Mceson <& Roscoe, 418, it was held, that a verbal license was not sufficient

t ) confer an easement in another's land, and that it was revocable, though
acted upon. It has also been decided, that a license in writing, without

deed, to hunt on the grounds and fish in the waters of the grantor, Avas void.

Bird r. Higginson, 4 Neville & Planning, 505. So, a license to erect a build-

ing on another's land, cannot be revoked so entirely as to make the person
who erected it a trespasser for entering and removing it after the revocation.

Barnes v. Barnes, 6 Vermont Rep. 388.

{b) Hepburn v. M'Dowell, 17 Serg. & Raivle, 383. A parol license to en-

joy an easement is countermandable, whilst it remains executory. Wallis
i". Harrison, 4 Meeson <& [Velsby, 538.

(c) 7 Bing. Rep. 682.

against the owner. Mayberry v. Standish, 56 Me. 342 : Greene Co. v. Huff,
91 Ind. 333 : Root v. Commonwealth, 98 Pa. St. 170.

^^Foot v. iS^ew Haven & North Co., 2'. Conn. 223; Neghte v. Raritan Co.,

19 N. J. Eq. 153; Morse v. Copeland, 2 Gray, 302; Jamieson v. Milleman, 3
Duer. 255.

'°* Questions of the most difficulty in respect to licenses, arise where the
one who grants, seeks to revoke the license, after the party to whom it was
given has exercised it, and especially where he has incurred expenses there-
by. Washburn on Real Prop., 664, and see the able discussion by Judge
Cooley of Michigan, in 2 Bench and Bar, n. s. 97—106.
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it is a permanent interest in another's land, with a right at all

times to enter and enjoy it. But a license is an authority to do

a particular act, or series of acts, upon another's land, without

possessing any estate therein. '^^ It is founded in personal conti-

dence, and is not assignable, nor within the statute of frauds (a).

This distinction between a privilege or easement carrying an

interest in land, and requiring a writing within the statute of

frauds to support it, and a license which may be by parol,

[*453] is quite subtle, and it *becomes difficult, in some of the

cases, to discern a substantial difference between them.

•The case of Wood v. Lake (b), which held a parol agreement for

the liberty to stack coal upon any part of the close of another,

for seven years, to be valid, was questioned at the time by Mr.

Justice Foster, and it has been since forcibly attacked by Sir

Edward B. Sugden, in his Treatise of the Law of Vendors and

Purchasers (c), and was questioned also in 1 Johnson's Ch. Rep.

143; and yet that case has been recognized, and the doctrine of

it sanctioned, by Lord Ch. J. Gibbs, in Tayler v. Walters (d).

The decision in Cook v. Stearns (e) narrows the limits assigned

to a parol license, while, on the other hand, the cases of Ricker

V. Kelly, and Clement v. Durgin (g), seem to approach and

favour the more questionable doctrine in Wood v. Lake (h).

(a) Kerr v. Connell, Berton^s N. Brunswick Rep. 151. Woodbury v. Parsh-
ley, 7 N. H. Eep. 237. Mumford v. Whitney, 15 Wendell, 380, S. P., where
it was held, that such a license by parol was valid, but that a parol agree-

ment to allow a party to enter and erect a dam for a permanent purpose, was
void within the statute of frauds, for it was the transfer of an interest in the
land. If we understand the license, said Ch. J. Savage, as it is defined here
in the text, there is no difficulty on the subject. It is a mere authority to

do a particular act, as to hunt, or fish, or erect a temporary dam. and con-

veys no interest, and the license is executory, and may be revoked at pleas-

ure,, but acts done under it before the revocation aie no trespass.

(6) Sayer^s Rep. 3.

(c) P. 56, 3d London edit.

id) 7 Taunton, 373.

(e) 11 Mass. Rep. 533.

Ig) 1 Greenleaf, 117. 5 ibid. 9.

[h) It was held, in Bridges v. Purcell, 1 Dev. <& Bailie, N. C. Rep. 492,

that a parollicen.se to overflow one's lahd by a mill-pond could be revoked,
and at all events it ceased with the life of the grantor. Mr. Justice Ga.ston,

who gave the opinion of the court, was dispo.sed to question the doctrine on
this subject, in the cases of Liggins v. Inge, Webb v. Paternoster, and Taylor
V. Walters; and he held, that the decision in Wood v. Lake was clearly

wrong. A mere license is revocable, though acts done under it until coun-
t«rmanded, are lawful. This was the amount of the reasoning in the ca.se in
« Wolfe V. Frost, 4 Sandf 72; Blaisdell v. R. R., 51 N. H. 485; Bridges r.

Purcell, 1 Dev. & Bat. 496. If the land is taken by eminent domain, the
licensee has no claim for damages. Clapp v. Boston, 133 Mass. 367.
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* III. Of Offices. [
* 454 ]

Offices are another species of incorporeal heredita-

ments, and they consist in a right, and correspondent duty, to

e.^ecate a public or private trust, and to take the emoluments

belonging to it (a). Offices, in England, may be granted to a

man in fee, or for life, as well as for years, and at will (h). In

the United States, no public office can properly be termed an

hereditament, or a thing capable of being inherited. The con-

stitution, or the law of the state, provides for the extent of the

duration of the office, which is never more permanent than dur-

ing good behaviour (c). Private ministerial offices only can be

North Carolina. Beidelman v. Foulk, 5 Watts, 308. Couch v. Burke, 2
HilVs S. C. Rep. 534, S. P. But an interest in land once passed cannot be
revoked. Jackson v. Buel, 3 Johns. Rep. 298.

On the subject of easements and aquatic rights, I have derived much aid

and facility in ray researches, from the three valuable treatises of Jlr. Angell,

which treat of loater-eourses, of tide-waters, and of the rights acquired by adverse

enjoyment for twenty years. In those essays, the author has faithfully collected

the law and authorities applicable to the subject, and accompanied his digest

of them with free and judicious criticism. The disturbances of incorporeal

rights, relative to partition walls, foundations of buildings, the division of

water, obstruction oflights, &c.,amounting to nuisances.are also well and fully

discussed in Gibbons on the Law of Dilapidations and Ntiisnyices, ch. 10. In
the propositions of the English Parliamentary commissioners on the subject

of real property, it was submitted, that adverse enjoyment during twenty
years of any profit or easement in or over the soil of another, should heprima
facie evidence of a right, but one liable to be rebutted by proof, that the
owner had been under disability; or that the land had been under a lease,

or that there was a life interest therein, but such proof was not to be open
to the lessee or tenant for life. The adverse enjoyment for sixty years was
to be conclusive evidence of a right, without regard to the disabilities of the
parties, or the state of the title to the land. The non-user of any profit or
easement in or over the soil of another during twenty years, was to he prima
facie evidence of its extinguishment, but liable to be rebutted. I should
have apprehended that all those propositions, except the sixty years' pro-

vision, were already part of the English law, and that it was useless to have
proposed them.

(a) Finch's Law, 162 (b) 2 Blacks. Com. 36.

(c) In Hoke v. Henderson, 1 Dev. N. C. Rep. 18, 19, it was decided, that a
clerk's office, which was held during good behaviour, and many other public
officers were, under certain limitations, the subject of property, like every
other thing corporeal or incorporeal, from which men can earn a livelihood.

And if another should unlawfully usurp the office, the owner might have an
action for damages for the expulsion, and a mandamus to restore him to the
possession and emoluments of the office. In the able and elaborate opinion
delivered by Judge, Nicoll, in the case of the State v. Dews, R. M. Charlton's

Georgia Rep. 397, it was held, that public officers in this country were pub-
lic agents or trustees, and had no proprietary interest or private property in

their offices beyond the constitutional tenure and salary (if any) prescribed;

and that official rights and powers flowing from their offices, might be changed
at the discretion of the legislature, during their continuance in office. The
custody of a jail, for instance, it was held, might, without the violation of
any constitutional right, be taken by statute from the sheriff and vested in

the city corporation.

32 VOL. III. KENT. 497
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classed as berediiaments, and I do not know of any such subsist-

ing among us. It would not be consistent with our manners

and usages, to grant a j)rivate trust or employment to one, and

bis heirs, in fee; though I do not know of any positive objection

to such a contract in point of law. But in the revision of the

Btatute law of New York, in 1787, most of the provisions in the an-

cient English statutes relative to office were re-enacted. It was

provided, ampng other things (a), that if a man be unduly dis-

turbed in his office, a writ of novel disseisin should be main-

tained for offices in fee, and for life, as well as for lands and

tenements. This regulation was taken from the statute of West-

minster 2d, 13 Edw. I. and it was probably a very useless pro-

vision, and it has been omitted in the last revision of the laws of

New York, which went into operation in January, 1830. But we
have (and very properly) re-enacted (6) the substance of the

statute of 5 and 6 Edw. VI., ch. 15, against buying and selling

offices, and it prohibits the sale of any office, or the

[ * 455 ] deputation ''-of any office, or taking any fee or reward

therefor. The offence is made a misdemeanor, and is

likewise punished with tiie loss of the office; bat it does not ap-

ply to the case of a deputy agreeing to pay his principal part of

the profits of an office, and to be allowed to reserve another part

to himself as a comi)ensation for his services (c). The object of

the statute was to prevent corruption in office, and it alludes

only to corrupt bargains and sales of offices, and not to the fair

and necessary appointments of deputies with a reasonable allow-

ance, though on this point there have been some refined distinc-

tions established.

If an officer has a certain salary, or certain annual profits, a

deputation of his office, reserving a sum not exceeding the

amount of his profits, has been held not to be contrary to the

statute, because the principal is entitled to the fees and per-

quisites of the office, and the deputy to a recompense for his labour

in the execution of it. So, if the profits be uncertain, the deputy

may lawfully agree to pay so much out of the profits, for in that

' case ho cannot be charged for more than he receives. But if the

(ff) Lnics nf New York, rcs3. 10, ch. 50, sec. 7..

\h) New York Rerhrd Slnfulcs,\-o\. ii, 696, sec. 35. 36, 37. The legislature

of Virginia, iti 17!)}, re-enacted the statute of 5 and 6 Edw. VI. Revised

Code of Virrfinia, edit. 1814, vol. i. p. 79.

(c) Gulliford I'. Do Cardonell, 2 Salk. Rep. 466.
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office consists of uncertain fee^. and profits, and the deputy agrees

to pay a certain sum annually, without restricting the payment

to the proceeds of the profits, it would be a sale within the stat-

ute; and the case is not altered by the office yielding more in

contingent profits than the amount of the money stipulated to be

paid (a). It would also be a contract within the purview of the

statute, for the deputy to secure all the profits to the person ap-

pointing him, for this would infallibly lead to extortion in the

deputy (6).

* The statute in New York would seem to be broader [
* 456 \

than the English statute of 5 and G Edw. VI., for it has

omitted the explanatory and restrictive words in that statute, ap-

plying it to "office or offices, or any part or parcel of them that

shall in anywise touch or concern the administration or execu-

tion of justice;" and the preamble shows, that it was intended to

apply to "places where justice is to beadministered,or any service of

trust executed." In England, the place of under-marshal of Lon-

don is a service of public trust, and yet it has been held to be

saleable, because it only concerned the police of the city (c). If,

however, the statute of New York should not admit of a more

comprehensive construction than the one from which it was taken,

yet the principles of the common law supply all deficiencies; and

many agreements for the sale of offices that are not within the

(a) Godolphin r. Tudor, 2 Snik. Rep. 468. S. C. WiUes' Rep. 575. note.

Garforth v. i'^eron, 1 H. Blacks. 3-28. Noel v. Fisher, .3 CaWs Rep. 215. Becker
V. Ten Eyck, 6 Paige, 68. In Tappan v. Brown, 9 WendeWs Rep. 175, it was
decided, that it a person receiving a deputation to a public office, which en-
titles him by law to a certain per centage upon the fees and emoluments of his

principal, agrees to perform the duties at a fixed salary, the agreement is in

violation of the act against buying and selling offices, and is void: although
it be not certain that the stipulated sum Avould be less than the per centage
allowed by law.

{h) Layng v. Paine, Wines' Rep. 571. Becker v. Ten Eyck, 6 Paige, 68. If

the deputy of a public officer be entitled by law to certain fees and perquisites

as deputy, and he agrees to give the officer appointing a portion of such
fees or perquisites, it is a purchase of the deputation, and void under the
statute. Ihid. The statute of 5 and 6 Edw. VI., has been re-enacted in

Virginia, with the addition of a proviso, that the act was not to prohibit the
appointment, and acting of any deputy clerk, or deputy sheriff, who shall be
employed to assist their principals in the execution of their respective offices.

Pr/ma facte this provisT would seem to have been unnecessary, but it has
been decided under it, that where a sheriff" farmed his shrievalty to G.,

whom he appointed his deputy for a sum in gross, to be paid him byG.. who
was to discharge all the duties, and take all the enidluments of the office,

the contract was lawful ! Sailing v. M'Kinney, 1 Leigh, 42. Upon this con-
struction the proviso rises into great importance.

(c) Lord Ilardvvicke, in Butler v. Eichardson, 1 Atk. Rep. 210. Amb. Rep.
73.
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statute of Edw. VI. have been held void, as being against public

policy. The sale of any office in which the public are concerned,

is held to be against principles of public policy, and an offence

at common law. If A. should agree to allow to B. a certain propor-

tion of the profits of an office in the king's dock-yards, in case

the latter retired, and he succeeded to the appointment, the

agreement would be void, as not supported by a valid considera-

tion (a).

The provisions and rules of the ancient common law were re-

markably provident in respect to the public interest;

[ * 457 ] and * an office of trust, that concerned the administra-

tion of justice, could not be granted for a term of years,

for then it might vest in executors and administrators, if the

officer should die within the term; and it would be impossible

that the law should know beforehand, whether the representatives

would be competent to discharge the trust. This was so ruled

by Lord Coke, and others, in Sir George ReyneVs case, respecting

the office of marshal of the marshalsea (6). Sir Henry Finch,

in his Discourse (c), held that the grant of an office to an igno-

rant man, who had no skill at all, was utterly void; as if the

king, by his letters patent, made a clerk of the crown in the K.

B., who had no experience in office, and was utterly insufficient

to serve the king and people.

The general rule is, that judicial offices must be exercised in

person, and that a judge cannot delegate his authority to another.

I do not know of any exception to this rule with us, though in

England there are several (d). What is a judicial, and what is a

ministerial function, has been sometimes a matter of dispute. In

Medhurst v. Waite (e), Lord Mansfield said it was taking the defini-

tion too large, to say that every act, where the judgment was at all

exercised, was a judicial act, and that a judicial act related to a

matter in litigation. But a ministerial office may be exercised by

a deputy, though a deputy cannot make a deputy, according to the

(a) Parsons v. Thompson, 1 H. Blacks. Rep. 322. Blachford v. Preston, 8
Term Rep. 89. Best, Ch. J., in Richardson v. Mellish, 9 Moore, 435.

(fe) 9 Co. 95. In Hoke v. Henderson, 4 Dev. N. C. Rep. 23, it was declared,

that the legislature could lawfully confer a clerk's office for life, or during
good behaviour, or during pleasure, or for any term of years determinable
with life at an earlier day. This could only apply to cases in which the

constitution had not prescribed the tenure.

(c) Page 162.

(d) 4 Inst. 291. Molins v. Werby, 1 Lev. Rep. 76.

(e) 3 Burr. Rep. 1259.
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maxim, delegata potestas non potest delegari. The distinction

between a deputy and an assignee of an office, as stated by Lord

Coke, in the Earl of Shrewsbury's case (a), will serve to explain

the application of the statute against buying and selling offices

to assignees and not to deputies. An assignee of an

office, he says, is a person who has an estate * or in- [ * 458 ]

terest in the office itself, and doth all things in his own

name, and for whom his grantor shall not answer. But a deputy

hath not any estate or interest in the office. He is but the offi-

cer's shadow, and doth all things in the name of the officer him-

self, and nothing in his own name, and his grantor shall answer

for him (&).^

IV. Of franchises.

Franchises are certain privileges conferred by grant from gov-

ernment, and vested in individuals. In England they are very

numerous, and are understood to be royal privileges in the hands

of a subject (c). They contain an implied covenant on the part

of the government not to invade the rights vested, and on the

part of the grantees to execute the conditions and duties pre-

scribed in the grant. Some of these franchises are presumed to

be founded on a valuable consideration, and to involve public

duties, and to be made for the public accommodation, and to be

affected with &jus publicum, and they are necessarily exclusive

in their nature. The government cannot resume them at pleas-

ure, or do any act to impair the grant, without a breach of con-

(rt) 9 Co. 42.

(&) As the ancient statute of 5 and 6 Edw. VI., against the sale of offices,

has been revived and re-enacted in New York, it might have been as well to

have also re-enacted the statute of 12 Richard II., (A. D. 1388,) entitled, an
act that none shall obtain offices hy suit, or for reward, but upon desert. They
all seem to have constituted parts of one ancient system, and to have been
dictated by the same provident and generous spirit. It declared, that the
appointing power who should "ordain, name, or make justices of the peace,

sherifls, customei'S, comptrollers, or any other officer or minister of the king,

should be firmly sworn not to ordain, name, or make any, for any gift or

brocage, favour or aff'ection; and that none which pursueth by him, or by other,

primly or opeyily, to be in any manner of office, shall be put in the same office, or
in any other." This statute, said Lord Coke. {Co. Litt. 234, a.) was worthy
to be written in letters of gold, but more worthy to be put in due execution.

(e) 2 Blacks. Com. 37. Finches Law, 164.
** Where a statute requires an officer, like asheriff", to make a return of his

doings in making a levy, for instance, upon land, such return is conclusive

evidence between the creditor and debtor in the execution, and all persons
claiming under them respectively. Whitaker v. Sumner, 7 Pick. 551; Butts

V. Francis, 4 Conn. 424.
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tract. The privilege of making a road, or establishing a ferry,

and taking tolls for the use of the same, is a franchise, and the

public have an interest in the same; and the owners of the fran-

chise are liable to answer in damages, if they should refuse to

transport an individual without any reasonable excuse, upon

being paid or tendered the usual rate of fare (a). The obliga-

tion between the government and the owner of such franchises is

mutual." He is obliged to provide and maintain facilities for

accommodating the public, at all times, with prompt and conven-

ient passage. The law, on the other hand, in consideration of this

duty, provides him a recompense, by means of an exclusive toll, to

be exacted from persons who use the road or ferry, and, of course, it

will protect him against any new establishment which is calculated

to draw away his custom to his prejudice. An estate in such

a franchise, and an estate in land, rest upon the same

[ * 459] * principle, being equally grants of a right or privilege

for an adequate consideration. If the creation of the

franchise be not declared to be exclusive, yet it is necessarily im-

plied in the grant, as in the case of the grant of a ferry, bridge,

or turnpike, or railroad, that the government will not, either

directly or indirectly, interfere with it, so as to destroy or materi-

ally impair its value. Every such interference, whether it be by

the creation of a rival franchise or otherwise, would be in viola-

tion or in fraud of the grant. All grants or franchises ought to

be so construed as to give them due effect, by excluding all con-

tiguous competition, which would be injurious, and operate fraud-

ulently upon the grant. The common law contained principles

applicable to this subject, dictated by sound judgment and en-

lightened morality. It declared all such invasions of franchises

to be nuisances, and the party aggrieved had his remedy at law

by an action on the case for the disturbance, and in modern prac-

tice he usually resorts to chancery, to stay the injurious interfer-

ence by injunction (6)/* We have nothing to do with a great

(a) Beekman v. Saratoga and Schenectady Railroad Company, 3 Pnige, 45.

Paine v. Patrick, 3 Mod. Bep. 289, 294. Story, J., in Charles River Bridge

V. Warren Bridge, 11 Peters' Rep. 639.

(6) 22 Hen. VI. 14, b. Fasten, J. Bro. action sur le case, pi. 57, tit. Nui-
*' The right of constrncting and maintaining a railroad, whether within

or without a city, rests upon its being a public benefit; and the exercise of

the right to take lands for it is a proper exercise of Jthe right of eminent do-

main, under a grant of the government of the State. Clarke v. Rochester.

24 Barb. 446; Milhan v. Sharp, 27 N. Y. 611.
" If the proprietor of a ferry, abuse or neglect the franchise or fail to ex-
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proportion of the franchises that occupy a large space in the

treatises on English law; and whoever claims an exclusive privi-

lege with us, must show a grant from the legislature. Corpora-

tions, or bodies politic, are the most usual franchises known in

our law; and they have been sufficiently considered in a former

sance, pi. 12. 2 RoL Abr. 140, pi. 20, 140, pi. 1, 2. 3. F. N. B. 184. Yard
V. Ford, 2 Saund. Bep. 172. 3 Blacks. Comm. 218, 219. Tripp i'. Frank. 4

Term Rep. 666. Lord Holt, in the case of Koeble aud Hickeringall, IioH\^

Rep. 20. Newburgh Turnpike Company v. Miller, 5 Johns. Ch. Rep. 111. 4

ibid. 160, S. P. Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 ]i'/tc(ilon''s Rep. 518.

Huzzey ?\ Field, 2 Cvompion, 3Iesson& Boscoe, 4:>2. It Ins been usual in the

grant of a franchise to exclude in express terms all interference within speci-

fied distances. By a general act in Illinois, {Revised Liws of Illinois, 1833.) a

ferry or toll-bridge privilege, created by statute, excludes all other establish-

ments of the kind within three miles of the same. So. the act of»Georgia of

21st December, 1835, creating the Chattahoochee Railroad Company, excludes

for twenty-five years, all other railroads running parallel thereto within
twenty miles. This is in affirmance of the common law rule, and it is the

wisest course, for it prevents all uncertainty and dispute as to what are

reasonable distances in the given case, and what would amount to an unlaw-
ful interference. In Dyer v. Tuskaloosa Bridge Company, 2 Porter's Ala-

bama Rep. 293, it was held, after an elab;)rat« discussion, tliat the erection of

a toll-bridge under legislative grant, within a short distance of a ferry pre-

viously held under a county court license, so as to prove a great injury to it,

was not an unconstitutional a*t, nor an exclusive grant of a ferry, and that

the license was taken subject to the paramount discretion of the legislature.

Other ferries may be established along-side of ferries opposite to towns, in the

discretion of the court, and in like manner bridges may be established along-

side of ferries. The statute law of Alabama only provided that no ferry

should be established within two miles of another ferry already established.

Si), one toll-bridge cannot be estay)lished within three miles of another toll-

bridge. This case was deemed to be warranted by statutory construction,

otherwise it would seem to be hardly consonant Avith general principles.

But the case of Charles River Bridge V. Warren Bridge, (11 Peters. 420,)

is of more momentous import, and contains and establishes a doctrine sub-
versive of that in the text, and which goes very far to destroy the .security

and value of legislative franchises. The court declared, by Mr. Chief Jus-
tice Taney, that public grants were to be construed strictly,'and that nothing
passed as against the state by implication, in diminution of the legislative

powers requisite to accomplish the end of their creation. It was accordingly
decided that the grant by statute to the Charles River Bridge Company of
the,right, founded on a valuable consideration, to build a bridge over that
river, and to take t«ll, contained no engagement from the State of Massachu-
setts, nor any implied contract that the privilege to erect another bridge con-
tiguous thereto, and on the .same line of travel, and which might create cam-
petition, and diminish or destroy its income, .should not be granted within
the period of the operation of the grant; that as no grant of any such exclu-
sive privilege, or any contract of the kind was expressed, none was to be in-

tended or inferred. There was no constructive franchise or privilege admitted,
and the decision rested on legislative sovereignty, and its all-surpassing
powers. Mr. Justice Story dis.sented from this extraordinary doctrine arid

decision, and with his customary learning and ability.

ercise it so as to meet the reasonable requirements of the public, the govern-
ment may repeal the grant; Greer v. Hangabook, 47 Ga. 282; Jeffersonville
V. Ferryboat, 35 Ind. 19.
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Volume. These incorporated franchises seem, indeed, with some

impropriety, to .be classed by writers among hereditaments, since

they have no inheritable quality, inasmuch as a corporation, in

cases where there is no express limitation to its continuance by

the charter, is supposed never to die, but to be clothed with a kind

of legal immortality (a). Special privileges conferred upon towns

and individuals in a variety of ways, and for numerous purposes,

having a connection with the public interest, are franchises.
^^

[ * 460 J * V. 0/ annuities.

An annuity, says Lord Coke (b), is a yearly sum sti-

pulated to be paid to another, in fee, or for life, or years, and

chargeable only on the person of the grantor. If it be agreed to

be paid to the annuitant and his heirs, it is a personal fee, and

transmissible by descent like an estate in fee, and forfeitable for

treason as an hereditament (c), and for that reason it belongs to

the class of incorporeal hereditaments. It is chargeable upon

the person of the grantor, for if the annuity was made charge-

able upon land, it would then become a rent charge, and

descend to the heirs as real property (d). The remedy for a

failure in the payment of the annuity was anciently by the orig-

inal writ of annuity, but now the remedy is by a personal ac-

tion of debt or covenant on the instrument by which the annuity

is created. Unless the grantor grants the annuity for himself

and his heirs, the heirs of the grantor are not bound, for the

law presumes, by the omission to name them, that he did not in-

tend to include them in the obligation (e).^
<i

(a) They are nevertheless deemed incorporeal hereditaments, and shares
in a railroad incorporated company have, in Kentucky, been adjudged to be
real estate, which descends as realty, and of which a widow might be en-
dowed. Price r. Price, 6 Dana's Rep. 107.

(6) Co. Litl. 144, b.

(c) Co. Litt. 2, a. Nevil's case, 7 Co. 34, b. {d\ Co. Liit. 144, b.

(e) Co. Litt, 144, b. Mr. Ellis, in a recent treatise, entitled "7'^e Law of
Fire and Life Insurance and Annuities,'' has collected and arranged all the
law on the subject of annuities for lives. An annuity, as well as a judgment,
is presumed to be satisfied after twenty years, if nothing has been done
under it.

^ The franchises of corporations are liable to be taken and sold for the
debts of the corporation, and the purchaser of such franchise acquires the
right to exercise the same. This, however, is a matter of local statute regu-
lation.

**• The phrase, personal hereditaments, includes certain inheritable rights,

either having no connection with lands, such as a personal annuity granted
for an estate of inheritance. Turners. Turner, Ambl. 776; Chaliis on Eeal
Property, 36 (Text Book series).
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VI. Of rents

Rents are the last species of these incorporeal hereditaments,

and they form a very important and interesting title under this

branch of the law.

(1. ) Of the various kinds of rents.

Rent is a certain profit in money, provisions, chattels, or

labour, issuing out of lands and tenements, in retribution for the

use, and it cannot issue out of a mere privilege or easement (a)."

There were, at common law, according to Littleton (6), three

kinds of rent, viz., rent service, rent charge, and rent seek.

i2ew^ serrtce was where the tenant held his land by * fealty, [ *461
]

or other corporeal service, and a certain rent; and

it was called rent service, because there was some corporeal

service incident to the tenancy, as fealty, homage, or other

service (c). A right of distress was inseparably incident to this

rent. Rent charge, or fee-farm rent, is where the rent is created

by deed, and the fee granted: and as there is no fealty annexed

to such a grant of the whole estate, the rent charge was not fav-

oured at common law. The right of distress is not an incident,

and it requires an express power of distress to be annexed to the

grant, which gives it the name of a rent charge, because the lands

are, by the deed, charged with a distress (d). Rent seek siccus,

or barren rent, was rent reserved by deed, without any clause of

distress, and in a case in which the owner of the rent had no

future interest or reversion in the land. The owner of the rent

was accordingly driven to the slow and tedious remedy by a writ

(a) 2 Blacks. Com. 41. Gilbert on Bents, 9. Co. Litt. 142, a. Buszard v.

Capel, 8 Barnw. & Cress. 141.

(6) Sec. 213.

(c) Lift. s. 213. Co. Litt. 142, a.

[d] Litt. s. 217. Co. Litt. 143, b, Gilbert on Bents, 155. In the case of
Ingersoll v. Sargeant, 1 Wharto7i, 337. the law on this head is learnedly re-

viewed and discussed by Mr. Justice Kennedy, and it is declared that the
statute of Quia Emigres (18 Edw. I.,) was never in force in Pensylvania,
and that a rent, reserved to grantor and his heirs, in the grant of lands in

fee, is a rent service, and not a rent charge. The release of part oi the ground
from the rent does not therefore extinguish the whole, and the remainder of
the land remains subject to a due proportion of the rent.

*^ Rent is a right to the periodical receipt of money or money's worth in re-

spect of lands which are held in possession, remainder or reversion, by him
from whom the payment is due. Burt Real Property, Sec. 1050. As techni-
cally defined, it is something, which a tenant renders out of the profits ofthe
lands or tenements which he enjoys. Watkins on Real Property Law, 273.
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of annuity, or a writ of assize (a). But the statute of 4 Geo. 11.

c. 28, abolished all distinction between the several kinds of rent,

80 far as to give the same remedy by distress in cases of rents

seek, rents of assize, and chief rents, as in the case of rent re-

served upon a lease, The statute of New York (b), has not

adopted that provision in so many words, but it gives the remedy

by distress in all cases where any certain services, or certain rents

reserved out of lands or tenements remain due. The remedy is

extended equally to the grantees, and assignees of the lessor, and

to the heirs, executors, and administrators of the party entitled.

There is, therefore, the same universal remedy by action and

by distress, for every species of rent or service lawfully

[ *462] due, when the same is certain (c). The * tenancy that

will authorize a distress does not necessarily require a

formal lease, and it may be implied from circumstances, and a

parol lease will be sufficient (d).

The best way of reserving perpetual rents, if it be intended

that rents should always be of the same value, is to stipulate that

(a) Lilt. s. 213, 217, 218, 235, 236. Co. Litt. 150, b. 160, a. Gilbert on
Distresses, 6.

(6) New York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 747, sec. 18, 20. 21, 22.

(c) Cornell I'. Lamb, 2 Coiven^-i Eep. 652. Smith r. Colson, 10 Johns. Rep.

91. The case of Cornell v. Lamb assumes that a reversionary interest must
be subsisting in the person who distrains; but that case arose prior to the

New York Revised Statutes, and when the extended provision in those statutes

had not been adopted. The restriction as to tlie necessity of a reversionary

interest mentioned in that case, seems to be now removed by the 18th sec-

tion of the statute above cited. A doubt was suggested, in the case of Cor-

nell V. Lamb, whether the right of distress could exist, in those cases where
the land was allodial, without an authority for that purpose in the lease or

contract. To establish the right of distress at common law, without any
power in the lease, there always e.xisted a rent due, a reversionary interest

in the landlord, and fealty due as incident to the tenure offree and common
socage. To remove this doubt, it was declared by the New York Revised

Statutes, vol. i. 718, sec. 4. rendering all lands in the state allodial, that the

abolition of tenures should not take away or discharge any rents or ser-

vices certain, which had been, or might be created or reserved. This was
intended to subject allodial lands to the incidents which before applied to

socage tenures.

(d) Knight v. Bennett, 3 Bing. Rep. 361. Cornell r. Lamb, 2 Cmcen's Rep.
6.52. Jacks v. Smith, 1 Iiai/s Rep. 315. It was to be presumed that in those
states in which the English law of distress for rent has been essentially pre-

served, the remedy had equally been extended to every kind of rent. But
I should infer that this was not the case in Virgrnia, far in the American
Jurist, No. 8, the question is raised and discussed with much acuteness and
research, whether in Virginia, on the convei/ance of land in fre simple, reserving

rent, the feoffor, without ah expresss stipulation to that effect has a right of distress.

The writer concludes in the affirmative, and that on a feoffment in fee vith a
reservation of rent, the feoffee thereby becomes a tenant, and the feoffor a land-
lord with the remote reversionary interest called a reverter.
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the payment be in kind, such as wheat, or other produce, or in

cattle or poultry. This was the almost universal practice in an-

cient times, and a great proportion of the ancient leases in New
York, in the manor counties, \Tere of that description. By the

statute of 18 Eliz., one- third part of the rent upon college leases

was directed to be reserved ip corn, to be paid either in corn, or

at the current prices at the nearest public market. We have an

instance in New York of the same provident foresight

in the act instituting the university (a), * and limiting [ *4G3 ]

its annual income to 40,000 bushels of wheat. This ar-

rangement saves the interest of the persons in whose favour rent

is reserved from sinking by the depreciation of money, owing to

the augmentation of gold and silver, and the accumulation of

paper credit. The rents which have been reserved in corn, says

Doctor Smith, have preserved their value much better than those

which have been reserved in money (b).

In the feudal ages, a great proportion of the produce of the

land went as rent to the landlord. The cultivators of the soil

were generally bondsmen, or tenants at will, whose labours in

peace, and services in war, were equally at the command of the

landlord. In modern times, the rent of land has been tripled

and quadrupled, but the produce of the land, in the progress of

improvement, has been increased in a much greater proportion,

and the amount of the yearly produce of land is several times

greater than the amount of the yearly rent (c).

(2.) When, and how far not payable.

1. Of eviction.

It is a rule of law, that the rent must be reserved to him from

whom the land proceeded, or to his lawful representatives, and it

cannot be reserved to a stranger. Thus, if A. leases a lot, or

parcel of land, to B., on a certain rent, the payment of that rent

cannot be reserved to C. ; and the reason is, that the rent is pay-

able as a return for the possession of the land, and it must, there-

fore, be rendered to the person from whom the land passed (d).

It was also, on the same ground, decided, in Prescott v. De Forest,

(a) Laws of New YorJc, sess. 36. ch. 69, sec. 1.

(&) Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. i. 34, 187.

(c) Smith's Wealth of Nations, vol. i. 333.

(d) Lilt. s. 346. Co. Litt. 143, b.
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and afterwards in Cornell v. Lamb (a), that the right of distress

for rent was incident to the reversion, and that no

[
* 404 ] other person could distrain * but he who owned the re-

version. The person who distrains must have some re-

versionary interest to sustain the right (6). If the landlord dies

before the rent becomes due, it goes to the heir as incident to the

reversion; but if he dies after the rent had become payable, it

goes to the executor or administrator as part of the personal

estate, and the executor or administrator has the same remedy by

action or by distress, for the recovery of all such arrears, that the

testator or intestate might have had if living (c). If the tenant

be evicted from the lands demised to him, by a title paramount,

before the rent falls due, he will be discharged from the pay-

ment of the rent, for the obligation to pay ceases, when the con-

sideration for it ceases, and which was the enjoyment of the

land (d).^^ But if the lawful eviction by paramount title, be of

part only of the demised premises, the rent is apportionable, and

the eviction a bar pro tanto (e). So, if there be an actual ex-

pulsion of the tenant from the whole, or a part, by the lessor,

before the rent becomes due, and be continued until after the

rent becomes due, the entire rent is suspended (gr) ; but no of-

fensive or outrageous conduct on the part of the landlord, as by

(rt) 16 Johns. Rep. 159. 2 Cowen's Eep. 652.

(6) This is altered in New York by statute. Vide supra, p. 461.

(c) 1 Saund. Rep. 287, n. 11. Strafford v. Wentworlh, Free, in Ch. 555.

Rockingham v. Penrice, 1 P. Wm. 111. Laws of New York, sess. 36, ch. 63,

sec. 18. New York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 747, sec. 21, 22. 2 Dana\s Ken.
Rep. 54. A purchaser of the reversion at sherift's sale, is entitled to the rent

becoming payable after the execution of the deed. Bank of Pennsvlvania v.

Wise, 3 Wails' Penn. Rep. 394.

(d) 2 Rol. Abr. tit. Rent, O., 1 Saund. Rep. 205, n.

(e) Stevenson v. Lambard, 2 EasVs Rep. 576. Lansing t". Van Alstyne, 2
WendelVs Rep. 561.

(g) Salmon v. Smith, 1 Saund. Rep. 202, 204, note 2. Co. Liii. 148, b.

Ascough's case, 9 Co. 135. Page r. Parr, Styles' Rep. 432. Timbrell v. Bul-
lock, ibid. 446. Pendleton v. Dyett, 4 Cowen's Rep. 581. Bennet v. Bittle,

4 Rawle, 339. The same principle applies if the tenant has been obliged to

pay rent to a person having a prior and better title to it. Sapsford v. Fletcher,

4 Term Rep. 511.
*•' A sale by the state, while holding paramount title, is such hostile asser-

tion thereof that one in possion may abandon the estate and sue his cove-

nantors. Green v. Irving, 54 Miss. 450; Hencke v. Johnson, 62 Iowa. 555;

entry by a mortgagee to foreclosure for a breach of the condition is an evic-

tion. Furnas v. Durgin, 119 Mass. 500. McGary v. Hastings, 39 Cal. 360;

Knepper v. Kurtz, 58 Pa. St. 484; Claycomb v. Monger, 51 111. 376.
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erecting a nuisance in the neighbourhood of the demised pre-

mises, will be sufficient (a).*^

2. Destruction of the premises.

* The cases have afforded a full discussion of the in- [ * 465 ]

teresting question, how far a tenant is excused from the

payment of rent, when he is deprived, even by inevitable neces-

sity or misfortune and without any default on his part, or on the

part of the landlord, of the enjoyment of the premises. In

Tm^erner's case (b), which arose in 34 and 35 Hen. VIII,, a man
made a lease of land, and of a flock of sheep, rendering a certain

rent, and all the sheep died. The question was, whether the

tenant could have relief from this calamity, at the expense of his

landlord, by an apportionment of the rent It was very much
debated, and different opinions were entertained by the sergeants

and judges who discussed the subject. Some of them thought

there was good reason and equity to apportion the rent, or, in

other words, to make a proportional deduction for the loss of the

sheep. But others held to the contrary opinion, and that though

the sea, or an inundation, should gain upon the land, or part of

it be burnt by wildfire, the entire rent must issue out of the re-

mainder, and that it would be different if part of the land should

be recovered from the tenant by a title paramount to that derived

from his landlord. The point was left unsettled by this early

decision, but the opinion of those who were for the payment of

the entire rent, gained a decided superiority in the course of the

subsequent century.

In Paradine v. Jane (c), an action of debt was brought for

rent, upon a lease for years, and the defendant pleaded, by way
of excuse for the non-payment of the rent, that he had been

driven from the premises of public enemies, viz., by Prince Rupert

and his soldiers. The case was fully and ably argued before the

King's Bench, during the time of the civil wars, in the reign of

(a) Pendleton v. Dyett, uh. sup.

(6) 1 Dyer's Rep. 55, b.

(c) Aleyn's Rep. 26. Style's Rep. Al.
^^ The result of the cases upon the question of constructive eviction is,

that wherever there is an assertion of a paramount or hostile title in a third
person, who has a claim or right to the possession of the premises, the
tenant in order to prevent being expelled by the holder of that title, may
yield the possession if it can be done without any collusion, or bad faith to

the lessor. Davacht v. Newsam, 3 Ohio, 57; Casey v. Gregory, 13 B. Mon.
505; School v. Meetze, 4 Rich. 50.
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Charles I. It was insisted, that by_ the law of reason, a man
ought not to pay rent when he could not enjoy, without

[ *4G0 ] any default on his part, the land demised * to him, and

that the civil and canon law exempted the party in such

a case. But Rolle, J., (the same person who was author of the

abridgment,) overruled the plea, and held, that neither the

hostile army, nor an inundation, would exempt the tenant from

paying rent. The same doctrine has been continued to this day;

and it is well settled, that upon an express contract to pay rent,

the loss of the premises by fire, or inundation, or external violence

will not exempt the party from his obligation to pay the rent."

The case of Hallett v. Wylie (a), was decided on that principle;

and the principal English authorities were reviewed. Since that

decision, the point has been presented and decided the same way in

the English C. B. in Baker v. Holtzapffell (6); and the unsettled

question, whether a court of equity would grant relief to the

tenant against the landlord's claim' at law for rent, has also been

put at rest by the decision in Hare v. Grove (c), in the English

Exchequer, and of Holtzapffell v. Baker [d), in the English

court of chancery. In both of these cases, the court of equity

refused to interfere in favour of the tenant, who was considered

as having no equity against the effect of his own express agree-

ment to pay the rent. The same rule prevails equally in Eng-

land, and in this country, in the case of an express covenant

to pay rent (e) ; but it is understood that, by the civil law, the

praetor would exempt the tenant from paying rent, or modify

the obligation, according to equity when the property

[*467 ] was destroyed by fire, inundation, or violence * or the

crops failed by a bad season (/). So, Lord Northington,

(a) 3 Johns. Rep. 44.

{h) 4 7Vi«rt^ Rep. 45;

(c) 3 Ami. Rep. 687.

(d) 18 Vesey's Rep. 115. See, also, to the same point, Leeds v. Chatham,
1 Simon, 146, and Lamott v. Sterrett, 1 Ilarr. & Johns. 4:2.

(e) Pollard v. Shaeffer, 1 Dallas' Rep. 210. Fowler v. Bott, 6 3fnss. Rep.

63. Wagner v. White, 4 Harr. <& Johns. 564. Leeds v. Chatliam, 1 Simon,
146, contra. Ripley v. Wightman, 4 M'Cord, 447. Gates v. Green, 4 Paige,

355.

(/) Diff. 19, 2, 15. 2. Ibid. 50, 17, 23. Code, 4, 65, 8; and see the copious
annotations in the Elzevir edition of the Corpus Juris Ciri/is, annexed to the
article in the code. The doctrine of the civil law is also followed in the

*' Even where a thing becomes impossible of performance by the act of
a third person, or the act of God, its impossibility is no excuse for its non-
performance. Hickman v. Rayl, 55 Ind. 551; Bank v. Boston. 118 Mass.
125.
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in Brown v. Quilter (a), thoughi, it very clear, that a man
shoald not pay rent for what he cannot enjoy, if occasioned by

an accident which he did not undertake to meet. But I appre-

hend that the law, as it is now settled on that point, rests on solid

foundations of justice and policy. It is to be observed, that the

case only applies to express agreements to pay; and if a party

will voluntarily create a duty or charge upon himself, he ought

to aV)ide by it when the other party is not in fault, and when he

might have provided, if he had chosen, against his responsibility

in case of such accidents.^ The loss of the rent must fall either

on the lessor or lessee, and there is no more equity that t he land-

lord should bear it than the tenant, when the tenant has engaged

expressly to pay rent, and when the landlord must bear the loss

of the property destroyed. The calamity is mutual; and there

is much weight in the observation of the counsel, in one of the

cases referred to, that these losses by fire may often proceed from

the carelessness of tenants; and if they can escape from the rent,

which they may deem inconvenient, by leaving the property

carelessly exposed, it might very much lessen the inducements to

a reasonable and necessary vigilance on their part.

Inevitable accident will excuse a party from a penalty, but will

not relieve him from his covenant to perform. Thus, in a case

as early as 28 and 29 Henry VIII. (6), the party covenanted to

sustain and repair the banks of a river, under pain of forfeit-

ure of lOZ. and the banks were destroyed suddenly

*by a great flood. The court held, that he was bound [ * 468 ]

to repair, but was not subjected to the penalty. And ip

the modern cases (c), it has been held, that the lessee or the as-

signee of a lease, in whicli the lessee covenanted for himself and

his assigns, absolutely to repair, was bound to repair, notwith-

Fren(!li law, and in the law of other countries wliich follow the civil law,
Code Cicil. n. 1722, 1733. 1 BeWa Com. 4r>2. Ciril Code of Louisiana, art.

2667. Pufcnilnrf. (b. 5, c. 6, sec. 2,) considers the rule of the civil law to be
just and equitable.

(«.) Amh. Rep. 619.

\h) 1 Dyer. 3.'?. a.

(c) The Earl of Chesterfield v. Duke of Bolton, Com. Rep. 627. Bullock
v: D,)mniitt. 2 Chitlfa K. B. Rep. 603. S. C. 6 Toin Rrp. 6o0.
^ If according to the terms of the lease, the covenant to pay rent is par-

tially or wholly suspended ^vhen the premises are partially or wholly de-
stroyed by unavoidable casualty, this does not apply to a gradual decay of
the premises, but is limited to damage arising from uncontrollable force and
accident. Carv v. Whiting, 118 Mass. 363: Kich v. Smith, 121 Mass. 328;
Hatch V. Stamper, 42 Conn. 28; Phillips v. Suu Dye Co., 10 R. Y. 458.
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staadingthe buildings were accidently destroyed by fire/'** And if

the premises be out of repair, the tenant cannot make repairs at

the expense of the landlord, or deduct the amount of them out of

the rent, unless there be a special agreement for that purpose be-

tween the tenant and his landlord (a). But if the tenant be not

under any agreement to repair, and the premises become unsafe

and useless from want of repairs, the tenant from year to year may
quit without notice, and he would not be liable, in an action for

use and occupation, for any rent after the occupation had ceased

to be beneficial (6).

When rent is due, a tender upon the land is good, and prevents

a forfeiture. The tenant is not bound to go and seek the land-

lord, provided the contract be silent as to the place of payment,

and yet a personal tender to the landlord, off the land, is also

good (c). The time of payment depends upon the contract; and

if there be no special agreement to the contrary, the payment

would be due either yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly; according

to the usage of the country, and the presumed intention to con-

form to it. If there be no usage in the case, the rent is due at

the end of thp year. But in the city of New York, it is provided

by statute, that, in the absence of any special agreement, the rent

is payable quarterly, and the hiricg terminates on the first of

May thereafter (d).

[ * 469 ] * 3. 0/ apportionment.

On the subject of the apportionment of rent, there

are several distinctions to be noticed. There are two modes

of apportioning rent. The one is, by granting the reversion

of part of the land out of which the rent issues; the other,

by granting part of the rent to one person, and part to another (e).

It is laid down as a general rule, in the more ancient cases, that

(a) Muraford v. Brown, 6 Coweri's Rep. 475.

(6) Edwards v. Hetherington, cited in Salisbury v. Marshall, 4 Carr. &
Payne, 65.

(c) Walters. Dewey, 16 Johns. Rep. 222. Gibbs, Ch. J., Soward v. Pal-
mer, 8 Tmmt. Rep. 211. Hunter v. Le Conte, 6 Cowen's Rep. 728.

(d) New York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 744, sec. 1.

(e) Abbott, Ch. J., 5 Bnrmc. & AM. 876.
^ Where the premises were a cellar and lower room in a house of several

stories, and during the term the house was destroyed by fire it was held that
the lessee's interest was thereby gone, and that he could not continue to oc-
cupy by covering in the cellar. Bank v. Boston, 118 Mass. 125; Winton v.

Cornish, 5 Ohio, 477.
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if the owner of a rent service purchased part of the land out of

which the rent issued, the rent was to be apportioned according

to its just value, and the tenant was discharged of the rent, in a

ratio to the land purchased. Biit if a man had a rent charge,

and purchased or released part of the land out of which the rent

issued, the whole rent was held to be extinguished (a). The ob-

jection to the doctrine of the apportionment of rent was, that it

exposed the tenant to several suits ot processes of distress, for a

thing which was originally entire, and he ought not to be obliged

to pay his rent in different parcels, and to several landlords, when

he contracted to pay, in one entire sum, to one person. But the

convenience of mankind dictated the necessity of an apportion-

ment of rent in a variety of cases. Though it was a principle of

the common law that an entire contract could not be apportioned,

yet the apportionment of rent was, under certain circumstances

allowed by the common law, either on severance of the land from

which it issued, or of the reversion to which it was an incident.

A person has aright to sell the whole or any part of his reversion-

ary interest in land. It may be necessary to divide his estate

out on rent among his children, or to sell part to answer the exi-

gencies of the family; and it would be intolerable if such a

necessary sale worked an extinguishment of the whole rent. The
rent passes as an incident to the purchaser of the reversion, and
the tenant may always avoid several suits and distresses

by a punctual payment *of his rent. The rent is to be [*470]
apportioned among the several owners of the reversion

or of the rent, according to the value of the land; and whenever

the question becomes a litigated one in a court of justice, it is

the business of the jury, upon evidence produced, to apportion

the rent to the value of the land.^^ These things are now gen-

erally regulated by the agreement of parties, whenever a sale of

part only of the demised premises is made, and the tenant has

no concern with the transaction, since he pays no more than his

(a) Litt. sec. 222. Co. Litt. 147, b. 148, a. Talbot's case, 8 Co. 104 106
GilUrt on Rents, 152, 163, 164.

**' lu regard to the mode of apportioning the payment of an incumbrance
between the tenant for life and remainder-man. Judge Story said, "The
tenant shall contribute beyond the interest in proportioTi to the benefit he
derives trom the liquidation of the debt, and the consequent cessation of an-
nual payments of interest during his life (which, of course, Avill depend
upon his age and the computation of the value of his life.)" Story's Eq.
Jur. Sec. 487.

33 VOL. ITT. KENT. 513
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stipulated rent, and to the claimants in the proportions settled

by themselves. There is no doubt, therefore, that a rent charge may-

be apportioned, whenever the reversioner or owner of the rent

either releases part of the rent to the tenant, or conveys part of

the land to a stranger (a). The rent is also liable to apportionment

by act of law, as in cases of descent and judicial sales (6). If the

landlord enters upon part of the demised premises by wrong, the

better opinion is, that it suspends the payment of the whole rent

until the tenant be restored to the whole possession, for the lessor

ought not to be able so to apportion his own wrong as to oblige

the tenant to pay anything for the residue (c) ; but the rule is

otherwise in the case of a lawful entry into part of the demised

premises, by the authority of the tenant himself (d).

The rule at common law was, that neither law nor equity

would apportion rent as to time, and, therefore, if the tenant for

life gave a lease for years, rendering a yearly rent, and died in

the course of the year, the rent could not be apportioned, and the

tenant would go free of rent for the tirst part of the year.

[ * 471 ] The principle was, that an entire contract could *not

be apportioned. The imperfect performance of it de-

pending on various acts, could not reasonably afford a title to the

whole, and from the complex nature and uncertain value of part

performance, it could not afford a title to any part of the stipu-

lated consideration (e). But the statute of 11 Geo. II., c. 19, sec.

(a) Co. Litt. 148, a. Gilbert on Rents, 163. Farley r. Craig, 6 Halsfed,

262.

{b) Wotton V. Shirt, (h-o. EUz. 7A2. Lift. sec. 224. 1 Bol. Abr. tit. Appor-
tionment, D. pi. 3, 4, 5. The judicial sales spoken of in the cases cited, were
those in which part of a rent charge was extended on execution, and it was
held good, though the tenant might be liable to two executions.

(c) 1 Bol. Abr. 940, n. Gilbert's Law of Executions, 283. Smith v. Raleigh,
3 Catnpb. 513. Briggs v. Hale, 4 Leigh, 484.

(<7) Hodgkins v. Kobson, 1 Vent. Bep. 276. Vaughan v. Blanchard, 1 Yeate's

Bep. 176.

(e) Bro. Abr. tit. Apportionment, pi. 7, 26. Clun's case, 10 Co. 127. Jen-
ner v. Morgan, 1 P. Wm. 392. The Master of the Rolls, in Hay v. Palmer,
2 ibid. 502. Cutter v. Powell, 6 Term, 320. Annuities and servants' wages,
like rents, were not in general ap portionable at common law, and the rule

seemed to be applicable tq all periodical payments becoming due at fixed in-

tervals. If a servant was hired for the month or year, and the service ceased
within the time, there was no apportionment of wages for the actual time of
service, though the rule operated in some cases most unjustly. Bro. Abr.
tit. Apportionment, pi. 13. 22. 26. Countess of Plymouth v. Throgmorton. 1

Salk. 6.5. But the old rule is now held to be relaxed, and wages, it is un-
derstood, may be apportioned, upon the principle that such is the rea.sonable
construction of the contract of hiring. Lawrence, J., 6 Term, 326. M'Clure
V. Pyatt, 4 WCord, 26. Bacot v. Parnell, 2 Bailey's S. C. Bep. 424. And
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15, supplieil the principle, that apportionmeat should be made

of reat in respect to time in such cases, and. that part of the sta-

tute has been re-enacted or adopted in this country (a).*^^

(3. ) Of the remedy.

The remedy provided by law for the recovery of rent, depends

upon the nature of the instrument or contract by

*which payment is secured. The suit may be an action [ * 472 ]

of covenant, or debt, or assumpsit, for the use and oc-

cupation of the land. The landlord may also re-enter, or recover

possession of the land, by the action of ejectment, for non-pay-

ment of rent, provided half a year's rent or more be in arrear,

and no sufficient distress can be found; and if the tenant, in such

a case, does not redeem within six months after execution issued,

the land will be deemed discharged from the lease or contract (b).

But the more usual, prompt, and effectual remedy, is by distress,

which was provided by the common law, and has been regulated

and greatly improved by statute in England and in this coun-

try.^^

though annuities are not subject to apportionment, like rent, under the sta-

tute of 11 Geo. II., yet if the annuitant dies within the quarter or year, as

the case may be, and the annuity was given for maintenance in infancy, or

for the separate maintenance of a feme-covert, equity will apportion the
annuity up to the day of the annuitant's death, on the principle that the al-

lowance was necessar}'. Hay v. Palmer, 2 P. Wm. 581. Pearly v. Smith, li

Atk. 260. Howell v. Hanforth, 2 Blacks. Rep. lOlfi. 17 Scrg. & Bowie, 173
S. P. Dividends, or moneys invested in stock, are also held not to be, as a
general rule, apportionable, either in law or equity. Wilson v. Harmer, 2
Fes. 672. Rasleigh t\ Master, 3 Bro. 99.

[a] iV. Y. Revised S(nfii/es, vol. 1. 747, sec. 22. 17 Serg. & Rmole, 171. Ex
parte Smith, 1 Swanst. Rep. 338. The editor has annexed a learned note to

the last case, on the doctrine of apportionment as exi.sting both before and
since the statute of 11 Geo. II. The .statute of 4 William IV., ch. 22, in

amendment of the act of 11 Geo. II., declared that all rents service, rents

charge, and other rents, annuities, dividends, and all other payments of every

description, made payable at fixed periods, should be apportioned, and it pro-

vided for the recovery of the apportioned parts from the last period of pay-
ment.

(b) This was the provision of the statute of 4 Geo. II., and it is adopted in

New York, {N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 505,) and probably in several of
the other states.

'"'* When rent is payable at a particular day, it cannot be apportioned as

to a part of the time for which the tenant may occupy. Cameron v. Little,

62 Me. 550; Conger v McLaury, 41 N. Y. 219.
®' The most usual and effective way of recovering the rent which a tenant

fails to pay is by distress. It is incident to every demise or lease of cor-

poreal hereditaments where the rent is certain, and payable at specified

times, and is independent of any stipulation in the lease, even a restrictive

clause therein, having been held to be imperative. Shrewsbury v. Wilson,

7 English Com. Law. Repts. 131, 142.
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In New York we have adopted the common law on the subject of

distress for rent, and we have likewise re-enacted the substance of

the English statutes of 52 Hen. Ill, 3 Edw. I., 13 Edw. I, 21 Hen.

VIII., 17 Car. II., 2 W. and M., 8 Anne, and 4 and 11 Geo. II. (a),

and which statutes were made on purpose to control abuses, and

mitigate the rigour of the common law, as well as render more

certain and effectual the right of re-entry on the part of the land-

lord. The English common and statute law, in relation to dis-

tress for rent, and the relief of landlords, has been generally, and,

I apprehend, essentially adopted in several of the other states, as,

for instance, in New Jersey (6), Pennsylvania (c), Delaware,

Indiana (d), Illinois (e), Maryland, Virginia (/), Kentucky, Mis-

sissippi (g), South Carolina, and Georgia (h); but the whole law

has been judicially declared, in North Carolina, to be

[ *473] irreconcilable with the *spirit of their laws and govern-

ment, and to be of no force in that state (i). It is

deemed to be equally objectionable, in the opinion of judicial

authority, in South Carolina, and fit to be abolished, as being an

unreasonable and oppressive relic of the feudal system, and re-

pugnant to the policy of our institutions (A;).™ The common law

(a) K Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 747, see. 18—24. Ibid. vol. ii. 500—505.

(6) Elmer's Dig. 134, 302.

(c) Pardon's Perm. Dig. 870—878.
{d) In Indiana the landlord cannot distrain in person or by his bailiff, but

under the statute of 1824, he must go before a justice of the peace, and on

oath obtain a warrant to a constable to make the distress, and if the tenant

replevies the goods, he gives bond to prosecute the landlord and not the offi-

cer. Harris v. M'Faddin, 2 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 70. Statutes of Indiana, 1838,

p. 472.

(e) Revised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833.

(/) Act of 1792. Revised Code of Virginia, vol. 1. 214.

(g) Revised Code of 3fississippi, 1824.

(h) Hartshorn v. Kierman, 2 Halsted's Rep, 29. Hoskins v. Paul, 4 ibid.

110. Woglam I'. Cowperthwaite, 2 Dallas' Rep. 68. Garret v. Hughlet, 1

Harr. & Johns. 3. City Council of Charleston v. Price, 1 M' Cord's Rep. 299.

Dorsey v. Hays, 7 Harr. & Johns. 370. Neale v. Clautice, ibid. 372. Smith

V. Meanes, 16 Serg. & Rawle, 375. Eidge v. Wilson, 1 Blackford's Ind. Rep.

409. Wright v. Matthews, 2 ibid. 187. Mayo v. Winfree, 2 Leigh, 370.

Jones V. Murdaugh, ibid. 447. Cripps v. Talvande, 4 31' Cord, 20. Burket

V. Bonde, 3 Dana's Ken. Rep. 209. Walker's Miss. Rep. 170, 349. Hale v.

Burton. Dudley's Rep. 105.

(i) Dalgleish v. Grandy, Cam. & Nor. Rep. 22. Deaver v. Eice, 3 Battle's

Rep. 431.

(k) Youngblood v. Lowry. 2 M' Cord's Rep. 39. But, notwithstanding

this strong language, the law of distress is still in force in South Carolina,

and the statute of 180S, even allows landlords to distrain for double rent
'" The right of distress for rent e.xisted from the earliest epochs of English

history, and is part of the common or unwritten law of England, adopted in

all probability from the civil law. This power in the hands of the English
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method of distress for rent is pxpressly abolished by statute in

Alabama (a). In Louisiana, the English remedy for rent essen-

tially prevails, for the lessor has a right of pledge on the mova-

ble effects of the lessee found upon the premises, and also on the

movable effects of third persons being in a house or store on the

promises by their consent, express or implied. The right does

not extend to goods transiently or accidentally on the premises,

and the lessor may exercise his right of seizing the goods while

on the land, or within fifteen days after they are removed, pro-

vided they continue to be the property of the lessee (&)." In

the New England states, their law of attachment on mesne pro-

cess may have superseded the law of distress for rent; but under

their attachment laws, the principles of the common law doctrine

of distress seem to have been essentially assumed, subject to the

same cheeks and limitations which, under the English statute law,

and modern decisions, have modified and improved it (c). I

shall, therefore, proceed to consider the remedy by distress for

rent, upon the principles of the English common and statute law,

as being incorporated into the jurisprudence of most of the

United States.''

from the demand of possession, when the tenant holds over for three months
after notice to quit. Talvande v. Cripps. 3 M^Cord, 147. Reeves v. M'Ken-
zie, 1 Bailey, 497. It is worthy of notice, that the process of distress, and
the taking of pledges, was the Anglo-Saxon mode of enforcing the appear-
ance of the defendant in suits at law. No other process was originally

known to the common law. The free and sturdy Saxons would not submit
to personal arrest. Falgrave^s i2t.se and Progress of the English Conimomveallh,

vol. ii. 133. (a) Tou'lmin's Dig. 702, act 1812.

{b) Cinl Code of Louisiana, art. 2675—2679.

(c) Potter V. Hall, 3 Pick. Rep. 368. The regulation of the law of distress

was made by statute in Massachusetts as early 1641. Digest of Massachusetts

Laws, 1675. The remedy by the writ of replevin for goods distrained or im-
pounded, is regulated by statute in Connecticut. RerAsed Statutes, 1821, and
by statute in 1838, the writ of replevin is extended to debts taken by pro-

cess of foreign attachment. Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, p. 506. The same
remedy was provided for goods impounded or distrained, by the Plymouth
Colony Laws, 1671. See Bingham's edit. p. 256, 275.

barons, was often exercised to the oppression of their serfs and tenants, and
various statutes were passed with t^e object of mitigating this evil, until at

last di.stress has become "one of the most equitable and eificient remedies
known to the English law."

^^ The right of distress grew out of the tenure existing between the grantor
and tenant, the latter owing fealty as well as rent for the estate. 2 Wash-
bum on Real Prop. 285.

'^ The right of making a distress for rent exists also in "Wisconsin, and in

Iowa a statute creates a lien for rent in favor of a landlord upon the crops

and other personal property upon the premises. Cobum v. Harvey, 18 Wis.
147; Grant v. Whitwell, 9 Iowa, 152.
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The exorbitant authority and importance of the feudal aristoc-

racy, and the extreme dependence, and even vassalage of the ten-

ants, was the occasion of introducing the law of distresses, and

which summary remedy is applicable to no other contracts for

the payment of money, than those between landlord and ten-

ant. The non payment of rent, or non-performance

[
* 474 ] * of any other stipulated service, was originally, by the

feudal law, a forfeiture of the feud, and the lord was at

liberty to enter and reassume it. The severity of those feudal

forfeitures was then changed, and intended to be softened into

the right of distress, which was borrowed, as Baron Gilbert sup-

poses (a), from the civil law, for by that law the creditor had a

right to seize a pledge in order to obtain justice. So, under the

feudal law, instead of insisting upon an absolute forfeiture of the

land, or even of the right of the lord to enter and hold the lands

until the tenant had rendered his service, the law substituted the

seizure of the cattle, and other movables found upon the land,

and allowed them to be detained as a pledge until the damages

were paid. This power of distress, as anciently used, was soon

found to be as grievous and oppressive as the feudal forfeiture.

It was equally distressing to the tenant to be stripped in an in-

stant of all his goods and chattels, for arrearages of rent, as it

was to be turned out of the possession of his farm. The power of dis-

training for rent, and other feudal services, became an engine of the

most insupportable tyranny and oppression (6). These abuses were

first stated in the statute of 51 Hen. III., De Districtione Scaccarii,

wherein it is mentioned, that the commonalty of the realm had

sustained great damage by wrongful taking of distresses for the

king's debts; and it provided, that when beasts should be dis-

trained and impounded, the owner might feed them without dis-

turbance; and that the things distrained should not be sold until

the expiration of fifteen days; and that if there were any chattels

to distrain, neither beasts of the plough, nor sheep, should be

distrained; and that the distress should be reasonable in amount,

according to the estimation of neighbours. In the following

year, the statute of Marlebridge, in the 52 Hen. III., was passed,

providing more generally against the abuse of the

[
* 475 ] * right of distress, and that statute stated tho abuses of

landlords in strong language: Magnates graves iiltiones

(a) Gilbert on Distresses, 2. {b) Gilbeii on Distresses, 3.
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fecerunt, et disfricfiones quosque redempttones reciperunt ad vol

untatem suam. What made the grievance more insupportable

was, that the lords refused to permit the king's courts to take

cognizance of the distresses which they had made at their own
pleasure, and, therefore, as Sir Edward Coke observes, they as-

sumed to be judges in their own causes, contrary to the solid

maxim of the common law (a). This statute restored the author-

ity of the regular courts, and ordered all distresses to be reason-

able, and that whoever made an excessive distress, should be

grievously amerced. The distress was not to be taken or driven

out of the country, and it was not to be made upon the public

highway, and a remedy by replevin was given for a wrongful dis-

tress. By these salutary provisions, the power of distress was

confined to the original intention of the law, which was to seize

the tenant's goods by way of pledge, in order to compel him to

perform his feudal engagements (&)."

The common law also imposed several benign restrictions upon

this summary and somewhat perilous authority of distress. It

forbade perishable articles to be distrained, because all pledges

ought to be returned in the same good condition as when taken.

It forbade the tools and implements of a man's trade, as well as

the beasts of the plough, to be distrained, provided other articles

could be found; because the taking of such articles would tend

to produce an utter inability in the tenant to redeem the

pledge (c). The goods were also to be put into a pound, and

there kept safely, without being used by the landlord, until they

were redeemed (d).

* But if the tenant was disposed to controvert the [ * 476 ]

legality of the distress, either by denying any rent to

be due, or by avei-ring it to be paid, the law provided him with a

remedy by the writ of replevin; which was a writ authorizing the

sheriff to take back the pledge and deliver it to the tenant, on re-

ceiving security from him to prosecute the writ to effect, and to

(a) 2 Inst. 102, 103.

(6) Gilbert on Distresses, 4, 34.

(c) 2 Inst. 132, 133. Gilbert on Distresses, 35, 36.

(d) Cro. Jac. 148. A tender of amends comes too late after the goods are
impounded, for they are then in the custody of the law. Pilkington's case,

5 Co. 76, a. It is good while the chattels remain in the custody of the dis-

trainor. Browne v. Powell, 12 B. Moore, 454. Hilson v. Blain, 2 Bailey^s

S. C. Rep. 168.
'•^ The common law upon the subject of distresses for rent has been adopted

very generally in the United States. Smith's Land and Ten. 161.
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return the chattels taken, if he should fail in making good his

defence (a).

In modern times, the whole policy of the law respecting dis-

tresses has been changed. It was inconvenient, if not absurd,

that property should be kept in an inactive state in order to com-

pel a man to perform his stipulated payment. A distress at this

day is no more than a summary mode of seizing and selling the

tenant's property, to satisfy the rent which he owes; and the ex-

tent and manner of the operation have been changed, and made
entirely reasonable and just, and equally conducive to the security

of the landlord and the protection of commerce.

When rent is due and unpaid, and when no judgment in a per-

sonal action has been had for the recovery of the same (6), the

landlord, upon demand, may enter immediately, by himself or his

agent (c), upon the demised premises, and distrain any goods

and chattels that are to be found there, belonging to the tenant

or others; and this right of the landlord to distrain any goods

and chattels upon the premises, is founded upon reasons of pub-

lic policy, to prevent collusion and fraud (d). But this

[*477 ] inconvenient * privilege is subject to many exceptions.

Articles that may be temporarily placed upon the land

(a) In New Hampshire, judgment for the defendant in replevin is not for

the return of the goods, but for the value of the chattels replevied in dam-
ages. Bell V. Bartlett, 7 K H. Rep. 178.

(h) New York Rensed Statutes, vol. ii. .500, sec. 2. In Maryland, by statute,

in 1832, the remedy by distress for rent, paj-able in grain or other produce,

was regulated. In Pennsylvania, judgment in debt for rent, without satis-

faction, does not take away the remedy by distress. Bantleon v. Smith, 2
Binnetf'8 Rep. 146.

(c) As a check to abuse in the exercise of the right of distress, the New
York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 501, sec. 3, 8, require everj' distress to be made
by the sheriff or one of his deputies, or by a constable or marshal of the city

or town, and upon the previous affidavit of the laudlord or his agent, of the

amount of rent due, and the time when. So, in Georgia, the distress war-
rant is to be granted by a justice of the peace. Princess Dig. 1837, p. 687.

(d) Gorton v. Falkner, 4 Term Rep. 565. Jones v. Powell, 5 Barwtc. & Cress.

647. A stranger's goods on the land may be distrained even for a rent charge.

Saffery v. Elgood, 1 Adolph. & Ellis, 191. In Virginia, by statute, in 1818,

the property of strangers found upon the premises, is exempted from dis-

tress. 4 Randolph, 334. In Gorton v. Falkner, Mr. J. A.'^hhurst considers

the foundation of the principle that the goods of the stranger may be taken

to be, that the landlord is supposed to give credit to the visible stock on the

premises, and he ought, therefore, to have recourse to every thing he finds

there. But the Chief Justice, in Brown v. Sims, 17 Serg. & Raicle. 138, was
of opinion, that the right of distraining a stranger's goods on the premises,

rested on no principle of reason or justice, and he thought that the con-

stantly growing exceptions to that part of the law of distress, would, in the

end, eat out the rule itself. So, again, in Riddle v. Welden, 5 Wharton, 1,
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by way of trade, and belonging to third persons (a), are ex-

empted from distress, on the broad principle of public conve-

nience, and for the benefit of commerce. The goods of a guest,

or a horse at a public inn, or sent to a livery stable to be taken

care of, or the goods of a boarder at a boarding-house, or corn

at a mill, or cloth at a tailor's shop, or goods delivered to a per-

son exercising a public trade, to be wrought or managed in the

way of his business, or a grazier's cattle put upon the land for a

night, on the way to market, or goods deposited in a warehouse

or with an auctioneer for sale, or on storage in the way of trade,

or goods of a principal in the hands of a factor, are not distrain-

able for rent (b). The exemption would seem to be general in

those cases in which the course of business necessarily puts the

tenant in temporary possession of the property of his cus-

tomers (c). With respect to the cattle of a stranger found upon

the Ch. J. of Pennsylvania looked very unfavourably upon the extent of the
English law ot distress, and it was adjudged in that case, that the effects of

a lodger and boarder were exempt from distress for rent due from the keeper
of the boarding-honse, and it was considered that the whole law of special

exemptions rested on the principle of public convenience. In New Jersey,

by statute, the goods on the inemises not belonging to the tenant are ex-

empted from distress for rent due irom the tenant. A^ew Jersey Ecvised Laws
201, sec. 8. Elmer^s Dig. 135. This is also the case in Illinois. Revised

Laws of Illinois, 1833. In Ohio, the writ of replevin lies for goods and chat-

tels wrongfully detained, but I do not perceive in the "enacted and revised"

laws of Ohio, of 1831, any allusion specially, to distress for rent. The statute

law of Mi.«souri allows the Avritof replevin, in the case of goods wrongfully
taken or wrongfully detained, but in no other case, and it is silent as to the
remedy by distress for rent. It gives remedy by action for the recovery of

rent. Revised Statutes of Missouri, p. 376. The Kentucky statute of 1811,

on this subject, gives the landlord a right to distrain the goods of his tenant
or sub-tenant only, and thus exempts from the distress warrant the goods of
all other persons, even those bona fida purchased of the tenant, and still re-

, maining on the premises. And this power of distress for rent does not
extend to the interest of a mortgagor, or his equity of redemption in goods
mortgaged. Snyder v. Hitt, 2 Dana's Kent. Rep. 204. Craddock v. Eiddles-
berger, ibid. 212.

v'fl) Hoskins v. Paul, 4 Ralsted, 110.

[b) 2 Saund. Rep. 289, a. n. 7. Gisbourne v. Hurst, 1 SalJc. Rep. 249. 3
Blacks. Com. 8. Gilman v. Elton, 3 Brod. <& Bing. 75. Co. Liit. 47, a. Thomp-
son V. Mashiter, 1 Bing. Rep. 283. Matthias v. Mesnard, 2 Carr. & Payne,

353. Brown v. Sims, 17 Serg. & Rawle, 138. Youngblood v. Lowry, 2
M' Cord's Rep. 39. Adams v. Grove, 1 Crompton & 3Ieeson, 380. Riddle v.

Welden, 5 Wharton, 1. If a stranger's goods be on the demised premises
without his fault, and he endeavours to reclaim them with due diligence and
without any voluntary delay, they are not in that case and in that plight

distrainable for rent. So, the purchaser of goods at sheriff's sale, must re-

move them in a reasonable time, (and which is very short.) or they will be
liable to distress for rent. Gilbert v. Moody, 17 Wendell's Rep. 354.

(c) This was a principle declared by the Ch. J. of Pennsylvania, in Brown
V. Sims, 17 Serg. & Rawle, 138, and Riddle v. Welden, 5 Wharton, 1.
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the land, there is this distinction, that if they broke in they ar«

distrainable immediately, but if the fences were bad, they are not

distrainable, until the owner, after notice, has neglected to take

them away (a). Corn and grass, whether growing or cut, are

seizable by way of distress, and those articles and cattle may be

secured or impounded upon the premises, and there sold (b).

The distress must be reasonable, and it cannot

[ * 478 ] *be made in a public highway, or removed out of the

county (c). The highway, in particular, ought to be

secure to the tenant for the intercourse of commerce, and the

preservation of peace and good order.

Nor can beasts of the plough, sheep, or implements of a man's

trade, be taken for rent, so long as other property can be found;

but they may be destrained if not in actual use at the time, and

there be no other sufficient distress on the premises (d). In the

case of Simpson v. Hartopp (e), the question was, whether a

stocking frame, in the actual use of a weaver at the time, was

distrainable for rent; and after two distinct arguments, at different

terms, it was adjudged, that it was not. LordCh. J. Willes took an

accurate and elaborate view of the law on the subject; and it was

stated, that there were several sorts of things not distrainable at

common law. 1. Things annexed to the freehold, such, for in-

stance, as furnaces, millstones, and chimney pieces. 2. Things de-

livered to a person exercising a public trade, to be worked up or

managed in the way of his trade, as a horse at a smith's shop,

material sent to a weaver, a horse brought to an inn; though,

(a) In South Carolina, estrays. though levant et couchnnt, are not distrain-

able for rent, but tlie cattle of third jjersons, put on the premises with the
consent of the owners, are liable to distress. Reeves v. M'Kenzie, 1 Bailey's

Bep. 497.

{h) Corn growing and sold on fi. fa., and left on the land to be reaped, is

not distrainable for rent accruing after seizure on the execution. Wright?'.

Dewes, 3 Neville & Manning, 790. Peacock v. Purvis, 2 Brod. & Bing. 362
S. P.

(c) By the New York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 501, sec. 5, 6, the distress can-
not be driven out of the town, except to a pound within three miles distance,

and within the same county; and all beasts and chattels taken atone time,

must be kept, as near as may be, in the same place. Nor can goods dis-

trained be removed if tender ot the rent be made before they are impounded
or removed. Vertue v. Beasley, 2 Moody & Malkin, 21.

{d) Gorton v. Falkner, 4 Term Rep. o6.5. Fenton r. Logan. 9 Bing. Rep.

676. 2 Inst. 132, 133. New York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 502. sec. 13. In
Louisiana, the landlord has a privilege, by way of pledge, on the tools of a

tradesman found on the premises, tor the payment of rent. Parker v. Stark-
weather, 19 Martin. 337.

(e) Willes' Bep. 512.
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with respect to a carriage at a livery stable, it has since been de-

termined (a), that it was not privileged from distress for rent by

the lessor of the stable. 3. Cocks or sheaves of corn (6). 4.

Beasts of the plough and instruments of husbandry. 5. Instru-

ments of a man's trade. These two last sorts were only

exempted from distress sub modo; * that is, upon the [*479]
supposition that there was other sufficient distress. The

court, in that case, held, that the stocking frame was privileged

from distress while the party was actually using it, even though

there was no other distress on the premises. If it had not been

in actual use, it might have been distrained; and if things in

actual occupacy could be distrained, it would, as Lord Kenyon

observed (c), perpetually lead to a breach of the peace. The case

of Webb V. Bell (d), seems to have laid down a contrary doctrine

to a certain extent; for it was there held, that two horses, and

the harness fastened to a cart laden with corn, might be distrained *

for rent. But Lord Ch. J. "Willes doubted the law of that case;

and even in the case itself a doubt is suggested, whether, if a

man had been upon the cart, the whole team would not have been

privileged for the time. In Massachusetts, under their law of

attachment upon mesne process, which is analogous to the com-

mon law doctrine of distress for rent, it has been held, that a

stage-coach at a tavern, in preparation, and nearly ready to de-

part, might be attached; and the court inclined to think, that

stage-coaches, steamboats, and vessels in actual use, might be

attached, though the decision did not go to that broad ex-

tent (e).

(a) Francis v. Wyatt, 3 Burr. Rep. 1498. This case was questioned as to

the accuracy of the report, by Mr. J. Patterson, in Brown v. Shevil, 4 Neville

& Manning, 211, where it was held, that all goods sent by a tradesman to be
wrought upon in the trade, were, while in his custody, protected from dis-

tress: and that the rule applied to the case of a beast sent to a butcher to be
slaughtered for the sender.

(ft) Cocks and sheaves of corn are distrainable in England by statute, but
as there is no such statute in Indiana, the common law rule prevails. Given
V. Blann, 3 Blackf. Ind. Hep. 64.

(c) Storey v. Robinson, 6 Term Bep. 138. Fenton v. Logan, 9 Bing. Sep.

676. S. P.

{(l) 1 Sid. Bep. 440.

{e) Potter v. Hall, 3 Pick. Bep. 368. The New York Bevised Statutes, vol.

ii. .501 , 502, sec. 10. Ibid. 367, sec. 22, specially exempt spinning wheels,
weaving looms, and stoves, kept for use in a dwelling house, books not ex-

ceeding $.">0 in value, and kept and used as part of the family library, a pew
occupied by the family in a place of public worship, sheep to the number of
ten, with their fleeces, and the cloth manufactured from them, one cow, two
swine, and a few necessary articles of provisions and furniture, as well as
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[
* 480] *After the distress has been duly made, if the goods

be not replevied within five days after notice, the statute

of New York has provided, that the goods shall be forthwith ap-

praised, and sold at public vendue, under the superintendence of

a sherifP or constable, toward satisfaction of rent (a). And this

law of distress is liable to so much abuse on the part of the land-

lord, and tenants are so often driven to desperate expedients to

elude the promptitude and rapidity of the recovery, that the law

has been obliged to hold out the penalty of double damages

against the one, if he distrains when no rent is due, and of treble

damages against the other, if he unlawfully rescues the goods

distrained (6). If the tenant holds over, the possession may be

recovered in New York, by the landlord, under a new and sum-

wearing apparel and bedding, and owned bj' a householder, and the necessary
tools of a mechanic to the value of $25, from distress for rent, as well as from
execution. So, certain articles, as looms, spinning wheels, stoves, wool, flax,

&c., to 20 lbs. weight, loaned or furnished to indigent widows and females,

are exempt from distress, and* from execution. New York Statutes, April
loth, 1814, ch. 141. But things annexed to the freehold for the purix).se of
trade or manufacture, and not fixed into the wall of any building, so as to

be essential to its support, and grain, grass, and roots, whether growing or
gathered and remaining on the land, may be distrained. On the other hand,
personal property deposited with, or hired, or lent to the tenant with the
con.sent of the landlord, cannot be distrained; nor can the property of others
which accidentally strays on the premises, or is deposited with a tavern-
keeper, or the keeper of a warehouse, in the usual course of their business,

or deposited with any person for the purpose of being repaired or manufac-
tured. Ibid. vol. ii. 502, sec. 10, 14. The property of boarders at taverns
and boarding-houses, is also exempted in New York from distress for rent.

Laics of New York, sess. 56, ch. 200. The statute laws of the other stat«s,

no doubt, exempt from execution and distress, or other legal process, neces-
sary articles, requisite to keep families from suffering, including all necessary
tools of a man's trade or for limited agricultural business. 5 31ass. Rep. 313.

4 Conn. Bep. 450. 2 Wharlon, 26. AcU of Georgia, December 22d, 1822, and
1834. Act of Maine, 1838, ch. 307. The statute of Alabama, in 1832, is

exceedingly liberal on this point. It exempts from all legal process " two
cows and calves, 500 lbs. of meat, 100 bushels of corn, all books, a pair of
work oxen, all tools or implements of trade, 20 head of hogs," &c. The
statute law of Kentucky, of 1828, exempts from execution against a house-
keeper with a family, one work beast, and no more of that kind of property;
and the statute of Michigan (1839,) exempts from execution private libraries,

not exceeding in value, in the whole, $100.
By the Roman law, the landlord's lien for his rent of a farm was confined

to the produce of the field. Neither cattle, nor implements of husbandry,
nor furniture, were included. But the rule varied in the case of houses
rented, and the permanent movables within the house were liable to distress

for rent. Dig. 20, 2. 7, 1.

(a) N. Y Revised St/ttutes, vol. ii. 504, sec. 24, 25, 26; and within ten days
after the sale, the officer must file, in the office of the town clerk, the origi-

nal warrant of distress, and the original aflSdavit of the landlord orhisagent.
Ibid. 501, sec. 9.

(6) N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 504, sec. 23, 27.
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mary course of proceeding (a). The proceeding applies to ten-

ants for years, and from year to year, or for part of a year, or at

will, or at sufferance, and to the assigns, under tenants or legal

representatives of such tenant; and it applies to holding over

after the expiration of the term without permission, or after de-

fault in the payment of rent pursuant to oontract. But

in the case of a tenancy *at will, or suflerance, one month's [
* 481 ]

previous notice in writing to the tenant, to remove, must

have been given; and in case the proceeding be for non-payment

of rent, there must have been a previous demand for the rent, or

three days' notice in writing, to pay, or deliver the possession (b).

This summary remedy for non-payment of rent applies also where

the tenant has been discharged under any insolvent act, as to his

debts or person, or after the estate has been sold under an execu-

tion against sach person (c\ But it does not apply, when it shall

appear that satisfaction for the rent might have been obtained

by distress, and the whole provision is general, and applies to

every part of the state. At common law, distress could only be

made on the land out of which the rent issues (d); but now by

statute, if the tenant carries away his goods, before or after the

rent becomes due, leaving the rent unpaid, the goods of such

tenant are not only liable to be seized wherever found, at any time

within thirty days after the rent becomes diae, though the re-

moval may have been at any time within six months preceding,

{a) Ihid. 512, sec. 28. la Connecticut summary process to obtain posses-

sion is also given in favour of the owner, when the lessee holds over. Ee-
vised Statutes of Connecticut, 1821, p. 307. There is probably a summary
remedy to obtain possession as against a lessee, who ought to quit, given by
statute in the states generally.

{!)) K Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 745, sec. 7, 8, 9, vol. ii. 513, sec. 28. A
mortgagor after forfeiture is not that kind of tenant who can be dispossessed

in this summary way. Eoach v. Cosine, 9 Wendell's Rep. 227.

(c) Ihid. vol. ii. 513, sec. 28. In Pennsylvania, under their statutes, a
summary remedy for recovery of possession is given to the landlord when the
tenant removes without leaving goods sufficient to pay three months' rent,

and the tenant refuses to give security to pay it. Fraytag v. Anderson, 1

Ashmead, 98. Black v. Anderson, ibid. 127. But this remedy does not de-
prive the landlord of his action for the rent, though he may have repossessed
himself ot the premises. Rubicum v. Williams, ibid. 2.30.

(J) This doctrine was enforced with great strictness in the case of Buszard
V. Capel, (8 Barniv. & Cress. 141. 6 Bingham, 150, S. C. on error,) where it

was decided, that a barge attached to a wharf by a rope could not be dis-

trained for rent by the lessor of the wharf, though the land on which the
wharf stood was demised, and the use of ilie land in the river Thames opposite
the wharf, between high and low water mark, was demised as appurtenant
to the wharf, but not the land itself over which the barge floated when it was
distrained.
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but the tenant forfeits double the value of the goods if the re-

moval was fraudulent (a). And in order to give further

[ * 482 ] and efPectual * security to the rent of the landlord, the

statute of 8 Anne, c. 14, declared, (and that provision

has been very generally re-enacted in this country,) that no goods

of a tenant, or of any other person being on the premises, and

liable to distress, can be taken on an execution at the instance of

a creditor, until arrears of rent due at the time, and aot exceed-

ing one year, be previously deducted (6). The sheriff must have

notice (and either written or parol is sufficient) of the landlord's

claim, otherwise he is not bound to know who the landlord is, or

what rent is in arrear (c). The one year's rent to the landlord,

in case of execution against the personal property of the tenant,

refers to the last year's rent (d); and by the Revised Statutes of

New York, if the tenant denies that rent is due as claimed, he

may tender a bond with sureties to the officer to pay all rent due,

not exceeding one year's rent. The bond is to be executed to the

landlord, and delivered to him, and for his use, by the officer, and

it is to be received as a substitute for his lien on the execution (e).

(«) N. Y. Bcvised Statutes, vol. ii. 502, sec. 15, 503, sec. 16, 17. Reynolds
V. Shnler, 5 Coiccn^s Rep. 323. The statute of New York goes furtlier than
the English statute of 11 George IT., or the statute of Pennsylvania of 1772,
for by them the goods must have been removed after the rent Avas due, to

authorize the landlord to distrain them. Grace v. Shively, 12 Serg. & BawJe,

217. The Pennsylvania statutes of 1772 and of 1825 (the last being a sup-
plement to the other) require the removal to be fraudulent. Purfel v. Sands,
1 Ashmea(Vs Rep. 120. The law in Louisiana goes beyond the statute in New
York, for if the tenant removes his goods from the premises, and abandons
them, he becomes liable at once for the rent of the whoJe term due and to he-

come due. The tenant is considered as withholding from the landlord the
pledge he had for the rent, but execution only goes for the rent actually pay-
able, and so toties quoties monthly during the period of the term. The doc-
trine was taken from the Roman law, and the equity of it recommended it

strongly to the Louisiana courts. Christy v. Cazanave, 2 3Iarti)i, N. S. 451.

Reynolds v. Swain, 13 Louisiana Rep. 193.

(b) N. Y. Revised Stattites, vol. i. 746, sec. 12—17. Russell v. Doty. 4
CowerVs Rep. 576. Statutes of Virginia, Kentucky, &c. 2 Dana^s Ken: Rep.
208. Purdon's Dig. Penn. 378.

(c) Smith V. Russell, 3 Taunt. Rep. 400. Alexander v. Mahon, 11 Johns.
Rep. 185. N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. 1. 746, sec. 12, 13. Waring <;. Dew-
berry, Sir. 97. Burket v. Boude, 3 Dana's Ken. Rep. 213. Van Rensselaer
V. Quackenboss, 17 Wendell, 34.

(d) Bradhy on Distress, 118.

(e) N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 746, sec. 12—17. The process and forms
of the summary proceeding in New York, to oust the tenant wrongfully hold-
ing over, are given in a note to the case of Nichols v. \Yilliams, 8 Cotven, 1.

If the tenant for life or years, or any other person coming in under or by col-

lusion with such tenant, wilfully holds after demand and one month's notice
to quit, he is chargeable at the rate of double the yearly value of the land,

and the special damages, and equity cannot afford him any relief. N. Y. Re-
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This power of the landlord does not extend to the seizure of

goods, as a distress for rent, when the goods have been sold bona

fide, and for a valuable consideration, either by the tenant him-

self, or by execution, before the seizure was made (a).

But a mortgage of the goods is said not * to be a sale [*483 ]

within the provision, so as to protect them from dis-

tress (b). And if the interest of the tenant in the term has

ceasea and the tenancy ended, and the tenant, with his goods, re-

moved from the premises, a distress for rent could not formerly

be made, though it be within thirty days from the termination of

the tenancy (c). The remedy by distress, according to the com-

mon law, assumed the tenancy to continue, and ceased with it (d)
;

but by a provision in the statue of 8 Anne, (and which has been

adopted in this country (e),) the remedy by distress is extended

to six months after the determination of the tenant's lease,

whether the lease be for life, for years, or at will. It was made

necessary, under the statute, that the landlord's title and the

tenant's possession should equally have continued, but by the

New York Revised Statutes, it is declared generally, that the dis-

tress may be made upon any goods remaining or removed, in the

same manner, within the same time, and under the same provisions

and restrictions, as if the tenancy had not ended (/). The dis-

tress may also be made, under the above limitations, for all the

arrears of rent arising during the the tenancy, though the rent of

several years should happen to be in arrear (g).

vised Statutes, vol. ii. 745, sec. 11. Double rent is likewise given if a tenant
gives notices of his intention to quit, and does not remove pursuant to notice.

Ibid. sec. 10.

(a) N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 503, sec. 16. Neale v. Clautice, 7 JTarr.

& Johns. 372, S. P. Craddock v. Riddlesberger, 2 Dana's Ken. Rep. 209; 211.

(6) Keynolds V Shuler, 5 Cowen's Rep. 323.

(c) Terboss v. Williams, 5 Cowen'sRep. 407.

(d) Co. Litt. 47, b. Pennant's case, 3 Co. 64. Stanfill v. Hicks, 1 Lord
Raym. 280.

(e) JVew York Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 500 sec. 1.

(f) Ibid. vol. ii. 500, sec. 1. Ibid. 503, sec. 16. The remedy by distress,

if the goods be removed, is '%nfined to thirty days after the removal, and if

remaining upon the demised premises, to six months from the determination
of the lease. Bukup v. Valentine, 19 Wendell, 554 The New York Statutes

have likewise given a summary remedy to the landlord, with the aid of a
magistrate, in cases where the premises are deserted, and the rent left in

arrear. N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. ii. 512. A like summary remedy to

obtain possession, where there are not goods on the premises sufficient to pay
the rent, is given by statute in Pennsylvania, in 1830.

ig) Braithwaite v. Cooksey, 1 H. Blacks. 465. Ex parte Grove, 1 Atk. 104.

"Wright V. Williams, 5 Cowen's Rep. 501. Blake v. De Liesseline, 4 M'Cord,
496. Sherwood v. Phillips, 13 WendelVs Rep. 479. The English real property
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[ * 484 ] * But the object of this work will not permit rae to

descend into greater detail, and I am obliged to be con-

commissioners, in their report in 1829, proposed tliat no person should bring
any action, or distrain for any arrears for rent, after six years from the time
when the same became dne. This provision was incorporated into the
statute of 3 and 4 William IV., c. 27, but it does not apply to actions of debt
for rent upon any indenture of ilemise: they maj' be brought in such cases
within twenty years. It was held, in St. Mary's Church v. Miles, 1 ]\ harton,

22J, that mere lapse of time, without demand of i)aynient, was no e\ idence
by presumption that the ground rent, (which the case says is favoured in

law,) founded on deed, has been released or extinguished, though it may
raise a presumption tha't the arrears have been paid.

There is a variety of opinion in the books as to the recovery of interest
upon rent in arrear. In covenant tor rent payable in money, interest has been
allowed. Clark v. Barlow, 4 Johns. Bep. 183. Obermyer v. Nichols, 6 Binney,
159. 4 3r Cord's Bep. 59, S. P. So, in debt for rent, Dennison v. Lee. G Gill

6 Johns. 383. On the contrary, in Cook v. Wise, 3 //. <£• Hhinf. 46.'^—501,
interest was held not to be recoverable by way of damages in debt for rent
tor the party had his remedy by distress. But all the cases agree that
under the remedy by distress, the rent only, and not interest by way ofdam-
ages, is recoverable. Braithwaite v. Cooksey, 1 H. Blacks. 465. Lansino- v.

Kattoone, 6 Johns. Bep. 43. Dennison v. Lee, 6 Gill <£• Johns. 383. Alllhe
statute provisions relative to the remedy by distress, assume this principle.
It is also adjudged, that the remedy l)y distress exists only in cases Aviiere

the rent is by the agreement of the parties made certain, either in money or
services, or can be reduced to certainty. Valentine v. Jack.son, 9 WenddVs
Bep. 302. The A". Y. Bevised Salutes, vol. 1. 747, sec. 18, give the remedy by
distress, when any "certain .services or certain rent," reserved out of land
is due. They allow the owner of a wharf in the city of New York, to
distrain for loharfage any goods and chattels on board of any vessel which
has used the wharf, though the vessel had removed from the wharf to another
part of the city. See New York Bevised Statutes, (edit. 1813,) vol. ii. sec. 212
217.

"Whenever goods are wrongfully distrained, the owner may recover them
by an action of replevin. This action of replevin lies also in other cases
where goods have been tortiously taken or detained. Pangburn v. Patridge,
7 Johns. Bep. 140. See, also, 6 Binney, 2; 16 Serg. d- Bawle, 300; Baker v.

Fales, 16 Mass. Bep. 147; Pease v. Simpson, 3 Fairfield, 261 ; Seaver v. Dingley,
4 Greenleaf, 306; 12 WendeWsBep. 32; UJohiis. Bep. 87; lo ibid. 402; 19 ibid.

31; 20 ibid. 467; 1 WendelVs Bep. 109, to the same point. Bevi.^ed Code of In-
diana, edit. 1838, p. 476. 2 BlacJcf. Lid. Bep. 174, 176, note 3. Statute of
Ohio, 1831. The K Y. Bevised Statutes, vol. ii. 522, have also granted the
writ of replevin whenever goods have been wrongfully taken, or are wrong-
fully detained. But the statute provides that replevin shall not lie for goods
taken by warrant for any tax, assessment, or fine, nor for goods seized on
execution or attachment, unless they be goods exempted by law from such
process, nor unless the party hath a right at the time to reduce the goods
into his po.ssession.

In Indiana, by statute 1831, replevin lies for goods unlawfully detained,
though they may have been lawfully taken. 2 Blackf. Ind. Bep. 176, note
3, 418, note. So the writ lies in Michigan, Illinois, and Missouri, for goods
wiongfully taken or detained. Territorial Act of 3fichigan, April 4th. 1833.
Bevised Laws of Illinois, edit. 1833, p. 508. Skinner t'. Stouse, 4 3Iissouri

Bep. 93. The decisions in ^Massachusetts and Maine that replevin will lie

for goods unlawfully detained, though not preceded by a tortious taking,
were founded upon the statutes of 1789 and 1821. In New .Tersey the statute
regulating the action of replevin, lies for goods taken and wrongfully de-
tained, and it is a close adoption of the English statute law on the sub-
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fined to a general view of the law on the subject of rent, and

the remedy to recover it. The contract for rent, and the remedy,

are in constant use and application; and in the cities and large

towns there are few branches of the law that afPect more sensibly

the interests of every class of the people (a). The law may bo

deemed rather prompt and strict with respect to the interests of

the landlord, but I am inclined to think it is a necessary provi-

sion, and one dictated by sound policy. It is best for the tenant

that he should feel the constant necessity of early and punctual

performance of his contract. It stimulates to industry, economy,

temperance, and wakeful vigilance; and it would tend

to check the growth and prosperity *of our cities, if the [ * 485 ]

law did not afford the landlords a speedy and effectual

security for their rents, against the negligence, extravagance, and

frauds of tenants. It is that security which encourages moneyed

men to employ their capital in useful and elegant improvements.

If they were driven in every case to the slow process of a suit at

law for their rent, it would lead to vexatious and countless law-

suits, and be, in many respects, detrimental to the public welfare.

ject. Elmer'' s Dig. 466. When it is said in the hooks that replevin will not
lie for goods taken in execution, the rule is to be taken to be limited to cases
in which the writ of replevin is sued out by the defendant in the execution.
The taking of the goods of a stranger is a trespass, and replevin lies, as the
cases above cited shove, when goods are tortiously taken, and therefore
goods taken in execution may be replevied by a stranger to it. Winnard v.

Foster, 2 Lutw. 1191. Rooke's case, 5 Co. 99. Piatt, J., in Clark v. Skin-
ner, 20 Johns. Eep. 467. Dunham v. Wyckoff, 3 WendcWs Eep. 280. L. &
P. Company v. Holborn, 2 Blackf. Ind. Rep. 267. Brewster v. Curtis, 3 Fair

field, 51. American Jurist, No. 23, art. 4, where this point is elaborately and
ably discussed. In Virginia, by statute in 1823, the writ of replevin is con-
fined to the cases of distress for rent. 1 Robinson'' s Pr. 408.

(a) The modern regulations on the subject of distresses for rent, are
founded on the statutes of 2 W. & M. c. 5; 8 Anne, c. 14; 4 Geo. II., c. 28;
11 Geo. II., c. 19, and those statutes have been re-enacted, with some im-
provements, in New York, and doubtless form the basis of our American law
on the subject of distress for rent, in all those states where that remedy pre-
vails. The statute of 11 Geo. II., c. 19, seems to have been, for instance,
very strictly adopted and followed in Pennsylvania and Maryland. 12 Serg.

d' Bawle, 218, 7 Harr. & Johns. 372, 373.

34 VOL. III. KENT. 529
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LECTURE LIII.

OF THE HISTORY OF THE LAW OF TENURE.

Tenure is inseparable from the idea of property in land, ac-

cording to the theory of the English law. All the land in Eng-

land is held mediately or immediately of the king. There are no

lands to which the term tenure does not strictly apply, nor any

proprietors of land, except the king, who are not legally tenants.

To express the highest possible interest that a subject can have

in land, the English law uses the terms fee-simple, or a tenancy

in fee, and supposes that some other person retains the absolute

and ultimate right.^ The king is, by fiction of law, the great

lord paramount, and supreme proprietor of all the lands in the

kingdom, and for which he is not bound by services to any su-

perior. Prcedium Domini Regis est directum Dominium, cujus

nullus author est nisi Deus (a). So thoroughly does this notion

of tenure pervade the common law doctrine of real property, that

the, king cannot grant land to which the reservation of tenure is

not annexed, though he should even declare, in express words,

the grant to be absque aliquo inde reddendo (b). Sir Henry Spel-

man (c) defines a feud to be usus fructus rei immobilis subcondi-

tionefidei; vel jus utendi prcedio alieno. The vassal took

[ * 488 ] the profits, but the property *of the soil remained in the

lord, and the seignory of the lord and the vassal's feud

made together, saith Spelman, that " absolute estate of inheri-

tance which the feudists, in time of old, called allodium."

(a) Co. Litt. 1, b. G5, a. 2 Blacks. Com. 105.

(6) Bro. tit. Tenures, 3. 52. 6 Co. 6, b. 9 Co. 123, a. Wriffht on Tenures,

137, 138.

(c) Treatise of Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, c. 1. Glossarium Voce
Feodum.
} A principal resnlt of the Norman Conquest upon the customary law of

land seems to have been the development of the idea of teniire, the more
precise definition of the mutual rights and duties of lord and tenant, and, as

a necessary consequence, the introduction of a technical phraseology. This
result was not brought about by any positive enactment, but was due to the
introduction of Norman customs and ideas, and their combination with
Anglo-Saxon cust<tms and ideas. Bigby on Real Property, 37.
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This idea of tenure pervades, to a considerable degree, the law

of real property in this country. The title to land is essentially

allodial, and every tenant in fee-simple has an absolute and per-

fect title, yet, in technical language, his estate is called, an estate

in fee-simple, and the tenure free and common socage. I pre-

sume this technical language is very generally interwoven with

the municipal jurisprudence of the several states, even though

not a vestige of feudal tenure may remain. In many of the

states, there were never any marks of feudal tenure, and in all

of them the ownership of land is essentially free and indepen-

dent. By the statute of New York, of the 20th February, 1787 (a).

entitled, An Act Concerning Tenures, the legislature re-enacted

the statute of 12 Car. II., c. 24, abolishing the military tenures,

and turning all sorts of tenures into free and common socage.

Under that statute, all estates of inheritance at common law,

were held by the tenure of free and common socage; but all lands

held under grant of the people of the state, (and which included,

of course, all the lands in the western and northern parts of the

state which have been granted and settled since the revolution,)

were declared to be allodial and not feudal, and to be owned

in free and pure allodium {h)} The New York Revised Statues,

which took effect on the first day of January, 1830, went the en-

tire length of abolishing the existing theory of feudal tenures of

{a) Laws of New York. sess. 10, c. 3G.

{bi This is precisely the statute law of New Jersey. Elmer^s Dig. p. 82.
'^ It is a question upon which high authorities are arranged on either side

whether tenures in any sense exist to-day in Pennsylvania. There is no
doubt but that they did exist before the Revolution. The better opinion is,

that in a moditied form they still exist. So far, however, as a direct de-

cision of the Supreme Court goes, or can go, the latest one says, that since

the Revolution, titles to lands are allodial and not feudal. Wallaces. Harm-
stead, 8 Wright, 499. But whether our tenures are allodial or feudal, there

is no doubt that our law of real property being an offshotof the English, has
its origin in the feudal system.
The charter of Charles II. to William Penn in 1681, granted to him and

his heirs the province and government of Pennsylvania, i.i fee and common
socage. The tenure by free and common socage continued in force during
all the proprietary government. By the act of April 9th, 1781, the Land
Office was established for the disposal of the state's lands, which were to be
conveyed by patent in a prescribed form, in fee, with direction to "insert
the tenure and reservation." but all reservations were prohibited except
one- fifth part of all gold and silver at the pit's mouth. Yet there was a
trace of adherence to the theory of tenure in the patents afterward granted
by the state, as if fearful to let go the feudal relation, by the reservation of

an acorn annually.

Chief Justice Tilghman, in 9 S. & R. 333, said, "The principles of the
feudal system are so interwoven with our jurisdiction that there is no re-

moving them without destroying the whole texture."
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every description, with all their incidents, and declaring all lands

within the state to be allodial, and that the entire and absolute

property was vested in the owners, according to the nature of

their respective estates, subject only to the liability to

[*489] escheat (a). But though the distinction, * in this

country, between feudal and allodial estates, either

does not exist at all, or has become merely nominal, it will be

impossible for the student to understand clearly and accurately

the doctrine of real property, and the learning which illustrates

it without bestowing some attention to the history and character

of feudal tenures.

1. Of the origin and establishment of feudal tenures on the con-

tinent of Europe.

Some writers have supposed, that the sources of feuds were not

confined to the northern Gothic nations who overturned the

western empire of the Romans; and that an image of feudal policy

had been discovered in almost every age and quarter of the

globe (6). But the resemblances which have been suggested are

too loosely stated, and are too faint and remote, to afford any solid

ground for comparison. The institutions which seem to have

been most congenial to the feudal system, were to be found

in the Roman poli'iy.' The relation of patron and client re-

(a) Ne%c York Revised Statutes, vol. i. 718, sec. .3.

(b) Voet, in his Digressio de Feudis, sec. 1, and Mr. Hargrave, in note 1, to

lib. 2, Co. Lift., have referred to the several authors by whom this opinion
has been advanced, and also by whom it has been refuted. I would further
add, that the feudal policy is declared by Dr. Kobertson to have existed in

its most rigid form among the ancient Mexicans; and the government of the
Birnian empire is said to exhibit, at this day, a faithful picture of Europe
during the feudal ages. The .same resemblances have been traced among
the Mahrattas, and the Rajpoots in Hindostan. and also in the island of Cey-
lon. Robertson's History of America, b. 7, vol. ii. 280. Col. Symes' Embassy
to Ava, vol. ii. 356. Asiatic Annual Register for 1799, tit. Miscellaneous Tracts,

116. Col. Tod\3 Annals of Rajpootana, reviewed in Edinburgh Review. No.
103. Niebuhr says, the feudal system was obstinately preserved among the

states or cities of the Etruscans, prior to the dominion of the Romans. The
governments were rigid aristocracies, with kings elected for life, and the*
labouring classes were serfs. History of Rome, vol. i. 99, 101. Gibbon dis-

covered in the governments of the ancient Parthian and Persian empires, the

essence of the feudal system, in grants, by the king to the nobles, of lands

and houses, on condition of service in war. Gibbon^s History, vol. 1. 329,

342.
* Domesday bears traces of the growth of the idea of tenure, though we

still hear of the men {homines) of a lord, rather than of his tenants. The
land is everywhere spoken of as having been held of the king or some other

lord.
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sembled, in some respects, the *feudal lord and vassal, [ * 490 ]

and Niebuhr, in bis History of Rome (a), declares that

relation to have been the feudal system in its noblest form. The
grants of forfeited lands, by the Roman conquerors to their veteran

soldiers, as a recompense for past service, and more especially

the grants of the Emperor Alexander Severus, and in the time of

Constantine, on the condition of rendering future military ser-

vice, afford the most plausible argument for deducing the feudal

customs and tenures fr^m the Koman law. There were, however,

strong and essential marks of difference between the two systems.

The connection between the patron and client was civil, and not

military, and the Roman estates and military grants were stable,

and of the nature of allodial property. The leading points of dif-

ference between the Ronjan and feudal jurisprudence, in relation

to land, have been abundantly shown, by the most able and the

most learned of the modern legal antiquaries (6).

(a) Vol. i. 99.

(h) Hargrare's note 1, to lib. 2, Co. Liti. Butler's note 77, to lib. 3. Co. Lid.

Sullivan's Treatise on the Feudal Law. lee. 3. Mr. Spence, in his work entitled,

An Inquiry into the Origin of the Laws and Political Institutions of 3Iodern
Europe, London, 1826, p. 5, 32, &c., has examined the Roman policy on this

subject, and studied the Roman laws, and particularly the Theodosian code,

with the utmost attention. He has drawn from that copious source of legal

antiquities, a body of facts to sustain and illustrate the theory, that the bar-
barians adopted, in a great degree, the laws and institutions of the Romans,
as they found them in the provinces which they invaded and subdued. His
conclusion would apply better to France than to any other part of Europe.
In Spain, it is said that the early Spanish lawgivers disliked the Roman laws,

and drove them from their tribunals.. The Visigoths prohibited the use of
them. See Institutes of the Civil Law of Spain, by Asso. <£- Manuel, pref A
historian more learned, even in the antiquities of Spain, than, probably,
either of those Spanish doctors, admits that the Visigoths of Spain indulged
their subjects at first with the enjoyment of the Roman law, but at length
they composed a code of civil and criminal jurisprudence, which superseded
those foreign institutions. Gibbon's History of the Roman Empire, vol. vi. 378.

The Gothic king of Spain, Recrsvinto, prohibited the use of the Roman law
in the courts, and the Visigothic code (of which the Fuero Juzgo was a Span-
ish translation) was the civil and criminal statute law of Spain during the
Gothic ages, and prior to the Rartidas; and the civil part of that code con-
tained strong marks of the influence of the Roman law infused into it by the

The yvordfeudum or fenum is used to designate the land which is held as a
benefice and not alodially. Both the nomenclature and the history of tenures
shows that, so long as the feudal system retained its practical importance, a
strong connection existed, both in public opinion and common practice, be-
tween free status and free tenure. It is probable that, during the early
period of the Norman Conquest, the division between free and villein tenure
accurately correspond with the division of the population in regard to status,

but the connection between tenures and status, at all events after the earliest

days of the feudal system, was not absolute. See Challis on Real Property,
7 [Text book series).
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[*491] *The better, and the prevailing opinion, is, that the

origin of the feudal system is essentially to be attributed to

Spanish clergy. See Edinburgh Review, vol. xxxi. art. 5, on the Gothic laws
of Spain, in which the subject is handled with profound learning.

On the other hand, the Theodosian code, and the books of the juris-con-

sults, anthorized by that code, were the law of Gaul, when it was conquered
by the Visigoths, Burgundians, and Franks; and those laws continued to be
almo.st universally observed under the'kings of the first race, and the Bre-

viarium contributed to preserve the knowledge and use of the Roman law
among the West-Goths. But eventually the use of the Roman law was in-

terdicted in the West-Gothic empire. The Emperor Charlemagne, in the

year 788, caused the Theodosian code to be tran.scribed from the abridgment
of it in the edition of Alaric, king of the Visigoths; and that abridgment of
the code, which is sometimes called the Anian Breviary, or the Lex Eomana
of the Visigoths, was the only one from which a knowledge of the civil law
was gained by the jurists of Gaul, prior to the recovery of the Pandects.
Hisioire da Droit Frangais, par VAbhe Fleury, c. 6, 11. The Breiiarium
Aniani, so called after Anian, the first minister of Alaric, was published at

the beginning of the sixth century, by order of Alaric, and it was compiled
easentially from the Theodo.sian code, and partly from the codes of Gregorius
and Hermogenes, and the writings of Roman jnris-consults; and it was, in

its turn, superseded by the more popular and vigorous doctrines of the feudal
system. Its poverty is incredible, says Savigny, when viewed in connection
with the rich materials from which it was formed. There is no doubt that
villenage. or the servitude of the glebe, existed in the Roman provinces be-

fore the German conquests. This appears from the contents of the code I)e

Affricolis, et Censiiis, et Colonis. Code, lib. 2, tit. 47; and Montesquieu has
justly and sagaciously inferred, even from the laws of the Burgundians, that
predial servitude existed in Gaul before it was invaded by those barbarians.
Etprit dcs Loi.v, liv. 30, c. 10. But this humble service bore no resemblance
to grants by military chiefs to their freeborn soldiers and companions, on
condition of rendering future military service. M Savigny. in his History of
the Roman Law during the Bliddle Ages, vol. i. (translated from the German
by E. Cathcart,) contends, from a full examination of original documents,
that the Roman law was kept up after the German conquests, by the aid of
Roman judges, and the former inhabitants in the provinces continued in

the possession of their personal freedom and property to a considerable de-
gree. They preserved their separate manners and laws, and there arose a sys-

tem of personal rights and laws. The Roman and his German conquerer re-

sided in the same city or place, each under his own laws. It often happened,
said Bishop Agobard, iu his letter to Louis le Debonnaire, that five men, each
under a different law, might be found walking or sitting together. At first,

only two laws were admitted; the law of the victors, which was properly a
territorial law, and the law of the vanquished provincials, which was per-

sonal. In process of time, the laws of other German races conquered by the
Franks were acknowledged along with the laws of the victor and of the van-
quished Romans. In the Burgundian collection of laws, it was declared,

that Lnter Romanos, Romanis legibus pnecipimtts judicari. Ibid. vol. i. 100.

103. With the Burgundians, the Roman lands were divided between the
Burgundians and Romans. The iormer took half of the house, and two-thirds
of the cultivated lands, and one-third of the bond.smen. The West-Goths
also deprived the Romans, by allotment or partition, of two-thirds of their

lands. Ibid. 279, 283. In Italy, the East-Goths, under Odoacer, took one-
third of the land. Ibid. 31.5, 316. But the Lombards, who succeeded to the
Greek dominion in Italy, took only one-third of the produce of the Roman
e.states, and the Romans were apportioned among the Lombards as their

hospites, or guests, and were chargeable with the above tribute. M. Savigny
insists, that the Roman civil institutions in the provincial cities were gener-
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the northern *Grothic conquerors of the Roman Empire. It [ * 492 ]

was part of their military policy, and devised by them

as the most efPectual means to secure their conquests.* The chief-

tain, as head or representative of his nation, allotted portions of

the conquered lands, in parcels, to his principal followers, and

they, in their turn, gave smaller parcels to their sub-tenants or

vassals, and all were granted under the same condition of fealty

and military service (a). The rudiments of the feudal law have

been supposed, by many modern feudists, to have existed in the

usages of the ancient Germans, as they were studied and

described by Csesar and Tacitus (b). But there *could [ *493 ]

not have been any thing more among the ancient Ger -

mans, than the manners and state of property fitted and prepared

for the introduction of the feudal tenures. Land, with them,

was not subject to individual ownership, but belonged as common
property to the community, and portions of it were annually di-

vided among the members of each respective tribe, according to

rank and dignity (c). The German nations beyond the Rhine

and the Danube, prescribed limits to the march of the Roman
legions; and while the latter successfully established the govern-

ment, arts, institutions, and laws of their own country, in Spain,

Gaul, and Britain, the free and martial Germans resented every

ously allowed by the Burgundians, West-Goths, Franks, and Lombards, to

be retained by the vanquished. Ibid. 387—484. In like manner, after the
conquest of Lombardy by Charlemagne, it was left to the inhabitants to

choose whether they would be judged by their own, the Roman, or the French
law.

(rt) Craig^s Jus Feudale, lib. 1. Dieg. 4, sec. 4. ' De Feudorum Origine et

Progressu.

{b) Sir Henry Spelman, on Feuds and Tenures by Knight Service, c. 2 Glossa-

rium, voce Feodum. Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pads, lib. 1, c. 3, sec. 23. Wright
on Tenures, c. 1, p. 6, 7. Sullivan on Feudal Law, lee. 3.- Dalrymple^s Essay
on Feudal Property, c. 1. Hie contractus (scilicet feudalis) proprius est Ger-
manicarum gentium, ne que usquam inveniiur, nisi ubi Germani sedes posueiunt.

This is the language of Grotius, and that of Craig is to the same efl'ect: Hsec
sunt juris feudalis prima cunabula hsec feudorum infantia ab usu et cuusuetudine

ferocissimarum genlium, quae ab Aqutlone in Romanum orbcm incurrerant. primum
nata et iniroducta. Jus Feudale, 1, 4, 5. In a few passages of Ca;sar and Taci-

tus, concerning the customs of the Germans, may be seen, says Dr. Sullivan,

the old feudal law, and all its original parts, in embryo.
(c) Cxser De Bel. Gal. b. 6. Tacitus, 3for. Ger. c. 5^ 11, 26.
* Blackstone, and other writers regard the "feudal system" as a set of

rules consciously devised to serve certain purposes, and voluntarily or com-
pulsorily adopted by the various communities in which they prevailed. See
2 Blks. ch. 4, "of the Feudal System." But laws, especially in early times,

^'are not made, but grow,^'
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such attempt, and preserved uaimpaired their native usages, fierce

manners, and independent genius (a)/

[
* 494 ] * The traces of the feudal policy were first distinctly

perceived among the Franks, Burgundians, and Lom-

bards, after they had invaded the Eoman provinces. They gen-

erally permitted the Roman institutions to remain in the cities

and towns, but they claimed a proportion of the land and slaves

of the provincials, and brought their own laws and usages with

them (6). The crude codes of the barbarians were reduced to

writing after they had settled in their new conquests, and they

supplanted, in a very considerable degree, the Roman laws (c ).

The conquered lands which were appropriated by the military

chiefs to their faithful followers, had the condition of future mil-

itary service annexed, and this was the origin of fiefs and feudal

tenures. The same class of persons who had been characterized,

as volunteers or companions in Germany, became loyal vassals

under the feudal grants {d).

These grants, which were first called benefices, were, in their

(a) Velleius Pater, b. 2, c. 117, 118. It was their custom, said the Germans
to Julius Caesar, delivered down to them from their ancestors, to oppose, not
to implore, whoever made war upon them. Caesar. De. Bel. Gal. 4, 6. The
(Jerman tribes had national institutions before their conquests, and they were
societies of freemen, who posssessed, in their collective capacit\', all powers,

legislative and judicial. The nobles, as to power, were merely freemen.
The land was divided into districts, and the judicial power was in all the
freemen of the district, and the Count presided at the public meetings, and
commanded the tribes in war. The other classes, distinct from the freemen,
were bondmen and slaves. Savigny^s History of the Boman Law during the

Middle Ages, vol. i. c. 4.

(b) The barbarian conquerors of Gaul and Italy generously allowed every
man to elect by what law he would be governed. Esprit des Loix, b. 28, c.

2. Hallam on the Middle Ages, vol. 1. 83. But Savigny insists, that the law
by which every man was to be governed, was determined by birth, and not
by election or free phoice, and he enters into an elaborate and critical dis-

cussion on the point. History oftJie Boman Laio, vol. i. 134—150.

(c) Esprit des Loix, b. 28, passim. Ibid. b. 30, c. 6, 7, 9. Montesquieu has
given a very interesting account of the in.stitutions and of the character of
the laws of the northern nations, which they introduced and established in

France, Spain, and Italy, and the struggle which those laws and usages
maintained with the provincial laws of the Eomans. See, also, Spencers In-

quiry, b. 3, c. 2, 3.

(rf) Esprit des Loix, b. 3, c. 16.
' The origin of the feudal system is generally ascribed to the German tribes

who overran the Western Empire at its decline. Dalrymp. Feud. 1. But
Spence and some, and the writera discovered in the dominum directum and
the dominima utile in lands, under the Roman law, the original of that rela-

tion of lord an^ vassal, which characterized the feudal tenures. 1 Spence's
Eq. Jur. 30—34.
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origin, for life, or perhaps only for a term of year,? (a).

*The vassal had a right to use the land, and take the [ *495]

profits, and he was bound to render in return such

feudal duties and services as belonged to a military tenure. The
property of the soil remained in the lord from whom the grant

was received. The right to the soil, and to the profits of the soil,

were regarded as separate and distinct rights. This distinction

continued when feuds became hereditary. The king or lord had

the dominium directum, and the vassal or feudatory, the domin-

ium utile; and there was a strong analogy between lands held by

feudal tenure, and lands held in trust, for the trustee has the

technical legal title, but the cestui que trust reaps the profits.

The leading principle of feudal tenures, in the original and gen-

uine character of feuds, was the condition of rendering military

service (6). Prior to the introduction of the feudal system, lands

were allodial, and held in free and absolute ownership in like

manner as personal property was held. Allodial land was not

suddenly, but very gradually supplanted by the law of tenures,

and some centuries elapsed between the first rise of these feudal

grants and their general establishment (c).

(a) Ilallam on the Middle Ages, vol. i. 89, insists, in opposition to most of
the writers on the feudal system, that these beneficiary grants were never
precarious and at will. He controverts, on this point, the position of Craig,

Spelman, Du Cange, Montesquieu, Mably, Robertson, and all the other feud-
alists. It is worthy of notice, that LordCh. B. Gilbert, in his Treatise on Ten-
ures, 2, 8, considered feuds to have been originally for life. Sir Francis
Palgrave says, that the feudal benefice was never held for a shorter term
than the life of the grantee, and that the Teutonic nations took their plan
of the beneficiary or feudal tenure from the Roman beneficiary system, which
consisted in the assignment of a particular portion of land as the price of
military service. Tlie Rise and Progress of (he English CommoniceaUh, vol. i.

49.)—oOl. The uncertainty that pervades this subject seems to be the nec-

essary result of the unfixedness, disorder, and chaos into which everything
was thrown during the transition state from the migratory and predatory
life of barbai'ians to the settled life of cultivators. This is the view of the
subject taken by M. Guizot, in his History of Civilization in Europe, and he
says, that benefices f)r years, for life, and hereditary benefices, existed to-

gether at the same time, and that even the same lands passed in a few
years, through these different stages. Even the institutions of monarchy, of
the feudal relation of lord and vassal, and assemblies of freemen, existed at

the same time, and were continually confounded and continually changing.

(6) The definition of a fief according to Pothier, and which he took from
Dumoulin, is an estate in land held under the charge of fealty, homage, and
military service. Traite des Fiefs, part 1, ch. prelim, sec. 1, 3.

(c) Hatlam, vol. i. 97, 112, says, that five centuries elapsed before allodial

estates had given Avay, and feuds had attained t« maturity; and he considers
that the establishment of feuds on the continent was essentially confined to

the dominions of Charlemagne, and that they had not great influence, either

in the peninsula or among the Baltic powers.
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They were never so entirely introduced as to abolish all ves-

tiges of allodial estates. Considerable portions of land in conti-

nental Europe continued allodial, and to this day, in some parts

of it, the coui'ts presume lands to be allodial until they are shown

to be feudal, while, in other parts, they presume the lands to be

feudal until they are shown to be allodial (a).

[ * 496 J *The precise time when benefices became hereditary,

is uncertain. They began to be hereditary in the age

of Charlemagne, who facilitated the conversion of allodial into

feudal estates (6).® The perpetuity of fiefs was at last estab-

lished by a general law, which allowed fiefs, in imitation of

allodial estates, to descend to the children of the possessor (c).

The perpetuity of fiefs was established earlier in France than in

Germany; but throughout the continent, it appears, they had be-

come hereditary, and accompanied with the right of primogeni

ture, and all the other incidents peculiar to feudal govern-

ments, long before the era of the Norman conquest (tZ). The

(ffl) Voet, in his Difficssio de Femlis, sec. 4, Com. ad Pond. lib. 38, says, that
if it be uucertain whether an estate be feudal or allodial, the presumption is

in favour of its being allodial, as being the free and natural state of things.

And in Germany allodial estates are prevalent even to this day. Heinrc.

Elem. Jur. Germ. torn. vi. 230, 231. The feudal tenures and services existed
in France down to the period of the late revolution ; but in those parts of
France governed by le droit ecrit, all lands were presumed to Ije allodial

until the contrary was shown; while in the jioys couiumiers the rule Avas, that
there was no land without a lord, and those who pretended their lands Avere

free were bound to prove it. Inst, au Droit Fran^ais, j>aT Argou, torn. i. 195.

But now, in France, the feudal law, with all its rights and incidents, is

abolished, as being incompatible with freedom and social order. TouIIicr,

Droit Civil Frangni.% torn. iii. 64. Ibid. torn. vi. 192. So, in the United
Netherlands, feudality was abolished, and all fiefs declared allcdial, when
the government was revolutionized by the French arms.

'

(b) Craig, Jus Fcudale, lib. 1, Dieg. 4, sec. 10. The Abbt/ de Mably, in his

Observations sur Vllid. de France, b. 2, c. 5, note 3, says, that Louis le De-
bonnaire, the son and succe.ssor of Charlemagne, first rendered fiefs heredi-

tary in France; but a greater authority says, tliat hereditary benefices ex-

isted under the first race of French kings, or before Pepin, the father of

Charlemagne. HalJam on the Middle Ages, vol. i. 91.

(c) This was by a capitulary of Charles the Bald, A. D. 877. Esprit des

Loix, b. 31, c. 25.

(rf) Craig, in his Jus Feudale, lib. 1, Dieg. 4, De Feudorum Origine ei Pro-
gressu, has given an interesting summary of the history ot feuds. He traces

them from their infancy, when thej' were precarious, or at will, to their

youth, when they were for life, or descended to the sons only, between the
year 650 and the a.scension of Charlemagne, in the year 800; and to their ad-
vancement towards maturity under the reign of'the Emperor Conrad II..

® If the feud which was granted was an hereditary one, the vassal Avas re-

quired to do homage for the same, Avhich consisted in kneeling, in the pres-

ence of his fellow- vassals, before his lord, and declaring in the prescribed

formula that he became his homo or man. 1 Sullivan's Lect. 223, Barring
Stat. 182.
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*riglit of primogeniture, and preference of males in the [*497]
line of succession, became maxims of inheritance in

pursuance of the original military policy of the feudal system.

It was the object of these rules to preserve the fee entire and un-

divided, and to have at all times a vassal competent, from his sex

and age, to render the military services which might be required.

The practice of subinfeudations, or arriere fiefs, by the higher

ranks of feudal vassals, grew with the growth of tenures, and

they were created on the same condition of military service by

the inferior vassals to their immediate lords. The feudal gov-

ernments gradually assumed the appearance of combinations of

military chieftains, in a regular order of subordination, but

loosely connected with each other, and feebly controlled by the

monarch, or federal head.

It would appear at first view, to be very extraordinary, that

such a free and rational species of property as allodial, and

which was well calculated to meet the natural wants of

*individuals, and the exigencies of society, should ever, [ * 498 ]

in any one instance, have been voluntarily laid aside, or

exchanged for a feudal tenure. As a general rule, the allodial

proprietor had the entire right and dominion. He held of no

superior to whom he owed homage, or fealty, or military service.

'His estate was deemed subservient to the purposes of commerce.

It was alienable at the will of the owner (a). It was a pledge to

when they descended to grand-children and to brothers in the case of pater-

nal feuds; infeudopaterno, et non in feudo noviter acquisito. The last step in
the advancing progress of feuds, was when they Avere clothed with the gen-
eral attributes of hereditary estates. See, also, Consuefudines Feudorum, b.

1, tit. 1, 8; b. 2, tit. 11. Esprit des Loix, h. 31, c. 28, 29, 31, 32. Inst, au
Droit Franqais, par Argon, torn. i. b. 2, c. 2, Des Fiefs. Hallamon the State of
Europe during the Middle Ages, vol. i. 91, 96. The Book of Fiefs, under the
title of Constietudincs Feudorum, is supposed {Spclinan^s Glossary, Voce
Feodum) to have been compiled by two Milanese lawyers, A. D. 1170, from
the law of fiefs in Lombardy; but Voet. in his Digressio de Feudis, sec. 2,

says, that it is uncertain who were the authors of the collection. This code
of feudal law is usually annexed to the Corpus Juris Civihs, and, therefore,
conveniently accessible to the American lawyer. It is the source from
which modern lawyers and historians have drawn much of their knowledge
of the feudal jurisprudence of continental Europe. Mr. Butler says, it at-
tained more authority in the courts of justice than any other compilation,
and was taught classically in most of the academies of Italy and (rermany
It has justly, according to Craig, the force and authority of law, by the con-
sent of almost all nations; ex consensu pene omnium gentium

(a) The term allodial is said to have been derived from aJ, which signified
integer, and od, which signifies ,s<rf^».9, or possessio; so that nl-od, or allodium,
signified integra poHsessio, or absolute dominion. This etymology of the word.
Dr. Gilbert Stuart says, was communicated to him by a learned Scotch
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the king for the good behaviour of the subject, and was liable to

forfeiture for crimes against the state. It was a security to in-

dividuals for the performance of private contracts, and might be

taken and sold for debt. It passed to all the children equally

by inheritance. In these respects allodial estates were

[
* 499 ] the very reverse of lands held by a feudal *tenure.

Land under that servitude was locked up from com-

merce, and from that control over it by the owner, which is so

necessary in the intercourse and business of social life. But it

a])pear8 to be well ascertained, that the feudal policy was gradu-

ally adopted throughout Europe, after the overflow of the west-

ern empire, upon the principle of self-preservation. The turbu-

lent state of society, consequent upon the violent fall of that em-

pire, and the want of regular government competent to preserve

peace and maintain order and justice, encouraged and recom-

mended the feudal association. A feudal lord and his vassals,

connected by the mutual obligation of protection and service,

acted in concert and with eflficacy. The strength and spirit of

these private combinations made amends for the weakness of the

civil magistrate. A proud and fierce feudal chief was sure to

revenge any injury oflFered to himself or any of his dependants,

by the united force of this martial combination. Much higher

compositions were exacted, even by law and in the courts of jus-*

tice, for injuries to vassals, than to allodial proprietors (a).

judge. StuarVs View of Society in Europe, 205. Whether this idea be well
founded or be merely ingenious, (for Dr. Robertson, in his View of Society,

prefixed to his history of Charles V., note 8, quotes a German Glossary which
makes allodium to be compounded of the German particle, an and lot, i. e.

land obtained by lot,) it at least corresponds with the character of allodial

estates. Mr. Crabb, in his History of the English Laws, (p. 11,) gives another
origin of allodium. He says it was derived from a privative, and lode, or

leiide, a vassal, that is. without vassalage. This he took from Spclman, who
in his Glossary, voce Allodium, mentions the same derivation. Mr. Hallam
says, that allodial lands are commonly opposed to beneficiary or feudal, and
in that sense the words continually occur in ancient laws and documents.
But it sometimes stands simply for an estate of inheritance, and hereditary

fiefs are frequently termed allodia. See his Vieiv of the State of Europe during

the Middle Ages, (vol. i. 80,) a work which appears to be equally admirable
for vigour of mind; for profound research; for manly criticism, and for the
spirit of freedom. In the French law, Franc-aleu signifies allodial land, or

an estate entirely free, and not holden of any superior, and wholly exempt
from all signorial rights and services. Inst, au Droit Frangais, par. Argou,
torn. i. 194. Allodium est propnetaa quse a nulla recognoscitur. Ferriere^s Diet.

tit. Franc-aleu.

(a) Montesquieu, in his account of the changes of allodial into feudal es-

tates, says, it was the privilege of a vassal of the king, by the Salic and
Kipuarian laws, to pay 6C0 sous for the murder of a vassal, and 200 sous for
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They were, in some measure, in the condition of aliens or out

laws, in the midst of society; and the feudal tenants, united by

regular subordination under a powerful chieftain, had the same

advantage over allodial proprietors, as has been justly observed by

an eminent historian (a), which a disciplined army enjoys over a

dispersed multitude; and were enabled to commit, with impunity,

all injuries upon their defenceless neighbors. Allodial proprie-

tors, being thus exposed to violence, without any adequate

legal protection, were forced to *fly for shelter within the [ * 500]

enclosure of the feudal association. They surrender their

lands to some powerful chief, paid him the reverential rites of

homage and fealty, received back their lands under the burden-

some services of a feudal tenure, and partook of the security of

vassals, at the expense of the dignity of freemen. Allodial estates

became extinguished in this way and from these causes, and the

feudal system gradually spread, and was extended over the prin-

cipal kingdoms of Europe (b).^

A state of anarchy, according to Mr. Hallam, was the cause,

rather than the, effect, of the general establishment of feudal

tenures. The original policy of the system was generous and rea-

sonable, for it had in view public defence and private protection.

Very able and eloquent champions of the cause of civil liberty,

have admitted, that the feudal system was introduced and cher-

ished by the spirit of freedom; and that it had a tendency, be-

fore the original design of it was perverted and abused, to pro-

killing a freeman or allodial proprietor, whether Frank or barbarian, and
only 100 sous for killing a Roman! Esprit des Loix, b. 31, c. 8.

(n) Hume^s History of Enf/land, appendix, vol. ii.

(6) Esprit dcs Loix, b. 31, c. 8. Robertson^ s History of Charles V., vol. i.

note 8, annexed to his View of Society. Hdlam's View of Society in the Mid-
dle Ages, vol. i. c. 2, 93, 94. StuarVs Vino of Society in Europe, b. 1, c. 2, sec.

3. Spencers Inquiry, 346 This last writer shows, from the capitularies of

Charlemagne, that in his time there was scarcely a person in his widely ex-

tended empire, who was not the vassal either of the monarch, or of some
bishop, or count, or other powerful individual.

' The words of feudal investure were words of pure donation, " I give and
grant," and were always accompanied by an actual delivery of the posses-

sion. The transfer ot land in the early days of the feudal system was a per-

sonal gift from personal motives. It was a reward for services already ren-

dered, or payment for services yet to be performed. The only service for

which it was given was fighting, for fighting and hunting were the only oc-

cupations a gentleman could indulge in without losing caste. A tenant
could not convey his title without the consent of the lord, for his so doing
would be a violation of his ctmtract. The other might not be as acceptable

to the lord, or as capable of doing his services.
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mote good faith, to purify public morals, and to refine and elevate

social sympathies (a).

But this same loyal association, which was so auspicious in

its beginnings as in a great degree to destroy the value of allo-

dial property, degenerated in process of time, and be-

[ * 501 ] came *the parent of violence and anarchy, promoted

private wars, and led to a system of the most grievous

oppression. Except in England, it annihilated the popular lib-

erties of every nation in which it prevailed, and it has been the

great efiPort of modern times to check or subdue its claims, and

recover the free enjoyment and independence of allodial es-

tates (6).*

(2.) Of the history of feudal tenures in England.

England was distinguished above every part of Europe for the

universal establishment of the feudal tenures. There is no pre-

sumption or admission in the English law, of the existence of al-

lodial lands. They are all held by some feudal tenure. There

were traces of feudal grants, and of the relation of lord and vas-

sal, in the time of the Anglo-Saxons, but the formal and regular

establishment of feudal tenures in their genuine character, and

with all their fruits and services, was in the reign of AVilliam

the Conqueror (c).

(a) Dr. Stunrfs View, b. 2, c. 1, sec. 1. Hallam, supra, vol. i. 99,178, 179.

Sir Henry Spchnan, in his Treatise of Feuds and Tenures, c. 2, viewed the
feudal hvw in the same light. " It was," he observes, "carried by the Lom-
bards, Saliques, Franks, Saxons, and Goths, into every kingdom, and con-
ceived to be the most absolute law for supportinsj the royal estate, preserv-
ing union, confirming peace, and suppressing robbery, incendiaries, and re-

bellions."

(b) The feudal system still exists in full force and destructive energy in
Hungary, where the entire surface of the soil is pos.sessed by the nobles.

They are, thems'4ves, e.xempt irom taxation, and the peasants have no po-
litical rights, and are held under rigorous feudal subjection. There is like-

wise a partial continuance of the feudal institutions in Bohemia, Moravia,
and Silesia, and strongly and oppressively in Galicia. TurnbuWs Austria,

vol. ii. ch. 15.

(c) The ordinances of William the Norman, establishing the feudal tenure
of lands, to be held /(tre hereditaria in perpetuum, are quoted as authentic by
the most learned of the English lawyers; ( Wright on Tenures, 65—76. Blacks.

Com. vol. ii. 50;) and they are collected in Lambard^s Archaionomia, 170. L.
® Blackstone says there were two estates in every piece of land held under

the feudal system, the " Dominium Directum " and the ''Dominum titile,^' the
former always remained in the lord, and was his seigniory and he was looked
upon as the ultimate owner. The latter was what the tenant had; the lord

who was superior to all others, and owed no service to any one, was the lord

paramount, who was the king. The next was the mense lord, and the lowest
tenant who had no tenant under him was the tenant paravail.
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*The tenures whichwere authoritatively established in [ * 502 ]

England, in tJae time of the Conqueror, were principally

L. Cojtq. TT'm. I., c. 52, 55. Those laws purport to have been enacted, joer

commune concilium iotius regni. Sir Francis Falgtave, in his Rise and Fiogress

of the English Commonwealth, vol. ii. 88, gives the original text, hitherto un-
published, of the statute or capitular of the laws and customs granted by
William the Conqueror to the English, and professing to be the same as the
laws of Edward the Confessor. It is a curious and interesting monument of

the written Anglo-Saxon law first diffused into the common law. It is de-

voted principally to criminal jurisprudence, and relates specially to pecuni-

ary fines and the efficacy of frankpledges. Vassals were bound to the soil,

and could not depart, nor, on the other hand, could they be expelled by their

lords. No Christian could be sold to a foreign country, nor especially to in-

fidels. No sales of any chattel, to the value of four denarii, withoixt four

witnesses of the burgh or country village. He granted peace and immunity
to the holy church. Death was to be inflicted for many crimes, but not for

slight ones; non enim debet pro reparra deleri factum, qnum ad imaginem suam
Deus condiditet sanguinis sui pretio redemit : the force of Christianity as well

as of penal law was thus applied to the preservation of peace, and the secur-

ity of persons and property.

It has been a subject of great dispute, and one which has occasioned the
most laborious investigations, whether feudal tenures were in use among the
Saxons. This is to us a question of no moment, and it is no where any
thing more than a point of speculative and historical curiosity; but even in

that view it may command the attention of the legal antiquarian. Though
in a general sense, military services and feuds might have been known to

the Anglo-Saxons, yet the weight of authority, even in opposition to such
names as Coke and Selden, would rather seem to be in favour of the conclu-

sion, that hereditary fiefs, with their servitudes, such as aid, wardship, mar-
riage, and perhaps relief, (for Sir Henry Spelman and Mr. Hallam differ on
that point, ) where introduced by the Conqueror. Spelman wrote his great

work on Feuds and Tenures by Night Service, to refute the argument of the
Irish Judges, and to support the position in his Glossary, that feuds were in-

troduced at the Norman conquest, and- he insists that feuds were not heredi-

tary in England under the Saxon dynasty. He declares, that there is not
a single charter in the Saxon tongue, before the conquest, in which any feudal

word is apparently expressed. His discussion of the general question is

distinguished for its acuteness and research, and he has been followed in his

opinion, either wholly or in a great degree, by Sir Mathew Hale, Sir Martin
AVright, Sir William Blackstone, and Mr. Butler. To these great authorities

may be added the equal name of Mr. Burke, Avho, in his admirable Abridg-

ment of English History, b. 2. c. 7, maintains the position, that the Anglo-
Saxons, those ruthless conquerors, who swept before them the laws, language,
and religion of the ancient Britons, and lived in savage ignorance amid the
ruins of Roman arts and magnificence, knew nothing of hereditary fiefs, or

any thing analogous to feudal tenures. Craig, in his learned and elaborate

work on the feudal law, is equally of opinion with Spelman, (and he pre-

ceded Spelman in this inquiry, ) that the feudal law was first introduced
into England by William the Conqueror. Jtis Feudale, lib. 1 Dieg. 7.

Mr. Turner, on the other hand, in his History of the Anglo-Saxons, throws the
weight of his authority, and great Saxon learning, into the opposite scale.

He says, there can be no doubt, that the most essential part of what has
been called the feudal system, actually prevailed among the Anglo-Saxons.
He admits, that though all their lands were charged with the trinoda neces-

sitas, yet thatthe military service (the most material of those three servi-

tudes) might be commuted by a pecuniary mulct, and lands were hereditary
without primogeniture. These admissions destroy the force of his con-

clusion. Tumer^s History, vol. ii. 541, 542, or appendix, No. 4, b. 6, c.
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[
* 503 ] of *two kinds, according to the services annexed. They

were either tenures by knight service, in which the ser-

3. In the recent Hlnfory of Boroughs and Municipal Corporations in England,

by //. A. Merewrthrr and .1. J. Stephenx, (vol. i. 69,) they are also of opinion,

that the material parts of the feudal tenure did exist before the conquest,

and that the Norman.s brought over only some of the more .severe provisions,

and heavier services of the feudal tenure. Mr. Reeve and Mr. Hallam per-

ceive, in the dependence in which free, and even noble tenants, held their

estates of other ssbjects under the Anglo-Saxon constitution, much of the
intrinsic character of the feudal relation, though in a less mature and .syste-

matic shape than it assumed after the Norman conquest. Reevc^s Hintory oj

the Engliih Law, vol. i. 9. Hallam on the Jliddle Ages, vol. ii. c. 8, part 1.

It would be presumption in me, even if the occasion called for it, to at-

tempt much discussion of such a question, inasmuch as I liave no means of

access to original documents. There is one, and only one Saxon monument
which I have examined, and I would suggest, though with very great diffi-

dence, that the Anglo-Saxon laws, as collected and translated from Saxon into

Latin, by William Lambard, in his Archaionomia, (Whelock'sedit. Cambridge,
1644.) seem to show sufficiently, by their silence on the topic of feuds, and
by the general tenor of their provisions, that the feudal system was not
then in any kind of force or activity. The.se laws are the crude productions
of a semi-barbarous race. Their chief objects were, (1.) The preservation of

the peace. (2.) The setthng the rate of pecuniary mulcts or compositi( ns
for all .sorts of crimes, and when corporal punishment was resorted to, the pre-

scription was cruel. (3.) The settling the ceremonies of religious observ-
ances, and the oaths of purgation and proof in judicial trials. (4.) The regu-
lation of the frateniities of frankpledges. Those laws are evidence, however,
of the existence and great extent of the evils of predial and domestic servi-

tude; and they show, also, even amidst their gross super.stition.s, numerous
indications of the civilizing genius of Christianity, and the eftect of religious

discipline and restraint, in taming savage manners, and inculcating upon the
minds of a rude and illiterate people the obligations of peace, good order, and
justice. As the Anglo-Saxon laws contained very few regulations concern-
ing private civil rights, it has been supposed that tho.se rights were under
the government of Koman laws remaining with the original natives. An im-
penetrable obscurity appears to hang over the subject of the Anglo-Saxon In-

8titution.s, and the toilsome, deep, acute, and spirited researches of Sharon
Turner and Sir Francis Palgrave, in Anglo-Saxon history, involve the reader
in a labyrinth of investigation, from which he derives little benefit, and
finds it difficult to preserve his courage in the investigation. Sir Francis
Palgrave .says, that the laws of Alfred are entirely silent with respect to those
institutions, which, according to later historians, are to be a.scribed to his
sound jMjlicy and wisdom. A considerable portion of the Anglo-Saxon law
was never recorded in writing, and we have not a single law, and hardly n
single document, from -which the course of the descent of land can be in-

ferred. Palgrave's Rine and Progress of the English Commonwealth, vol. i. p.

47. 59. The feudal .sy.stem was created by the union of Roman laws and
barbarian u.sages, and as to the perplexed question relative to the existence
or non-existence of an Anglo-Saxon feudal system. Sir Francis concludes that
the main difference between Anglo-Saxon feudality and the Norman feudal
system, con.sisted in the establishment in the latter era of a more certain
canon of descent and inheritance. The claim of the heir became an absolute
right, and the lord lost any di.scretionary power of denying the renewal of
the grant. Feudal principles were applied under the Saxon king Egbert, to

insure the supremacy of the crown. The beneficiary sy.stem had been long
before interwoven with the municipal law. It was now enforced upon the
dependants of the crown, and introduced from Germany, where feudality had
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vices, *thoQgh occasioaally uncertain, were altogether of [ * 504 ]

a military nature, and esteemed highly honorable, ac-

cording to the martial spirit of the times; or they were tenures

by socage, in which the services were defined and certain, and

generally of a predial or pacific nature (a). Tenure by knight

service, in addition to the obligation of fealty and the military

service of forty days in a year, was subject to certain hard con-

ditions.® The tenant was bound to afford aid to his lord by the

payment of money, when his lord stood in need of it, on certain

emergent calls, as, when he married his daughter, when he made

his son a knight, or when he was taken prisoner. So, when a

tenant died, his heir at law was obliged to pay a relief to the lord,

being in the nature of a compensation for being permitted to

succeed to the inheritance. If the heir was under age, the lord

was entitled to the loardship of the heir, and he took to himself

become a mighty engine of power in the Carlovingian empire. Ihid. vol. i-

ch. 19, p. 576—587.
It is worthy of observation, and goes in confirmation of the conclusion, that

the English law of feuds was essentially of Norman, and not of Anglo-Saxon
origin; that allodial lands were changed into feudal, throughout the king-

dom of Scotland, and the feudal structure completed there, about the same
time with the like revolution in landed property in England. This event
took place under Malcolm III., who began his reign, A. D. 1057. Dulrymple's

Essay on the History of Feudal Property, 20, 21. Though Craig admits that

the feudal law was unknovra in Scotland before the year 1000, yet he is of
opinion that it was introduced into Scotland before it was used in England ; and
he insists that it existed in Scotland, with the incidents of wardship, mar-
riage, and relief, some time before the conquest. Jus Feudale, lib. 1, Dieg. 8.

Another question arising in the ancient history of the English law is,

whether the great similarity between the ancient laws of England and those

of the Dutchy of Normandy, was produced by the exportation of the English
laws into Normandy, or the importation of the Norman laws into England.
Sir Matthew Hale, in his History of the Common Laio, c. 6, ^ill not allow, as

Lord Coke had refused to allow before him, that the English took their laws
from the Norman ra<^e, and he insists that the laws of Normandy were, in the
greater part thereof, borrowed from the English. He appeals to the Grand
Coustumier de Normandie, and which, he says, was compiled after the time of
King John. This venerable code of Norman laws and usages is inteiesting

to those persons who are fond of the study of legal antiquities. I am in^

debted to the kindness of an English lawyer for the possession of a copy of
the work, in Norman French, with a Latin commentary, neatly printed in

Rouen, A. D. 1539.

(«) Wright on Tenures, 139—142.
^ "When military service is due. to the king, the tenure is knight service,

and the lord enjoys the incidents of wardship and marriage.
Whether land was held by knight service'or otherwise, was a question of

evidence to be decided first by reference to the charter which the land might
be burdened with, military service or its equivalent, although it had previ-
ously been free from burdens; or if the charter was silent, regard must be
had to the character and the amount of the services customarily rendered in
respect to the land in question, or land in its neighborhood. Digby on Real
Prop. 118.

35 VOL. III. KENT. 545 .
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the profits of the land during the minority. Various modes were

devised to elude the hardships of this guardianship in chivalry,

incident to the tenure by knight service. The lord had also a

right to dispose of his infant ward in marriage, and if the latter

refused, he or she forfeited as much as was arbitrarily assessed

for the value of the match. If the tenant aliened his land, he

was liable to pay a fine to the lord, for the privilege of

[ * 505 ] *selling. Lastly, if the tenant died, without leaving an

heir competent to perform the feudal services, or was

convicted of treason or felony, the land escheated or reverted to

the feudal lord (a).

The greatest part of the lands in England were held by the

tenure by knight service; and several of these fruits and conse-

quences of the feudal tenure, belonged also to tenure in socage.

The oppression of the feudal conditions of relief, ivardship, an»l

marriage, was enormously severe for many ages after the Norman
conquest, and even down to reign of the Stuarts. Upon the death

of the tenant in capite, his land was seized by the crown, and an

inquisitio post mortem taken before the escheator, stating the de-

scription and value of the estate, and the name and age of the

heir. The adult heir appeared in court and did homage to the

king, and paid his relief and recovered the estate. If the heir

was a minor, the land remained in wardship until he was of age,

and sued out his writ de oetate probanda, and under that process

he procured his release from wardship. The sale of the marriage

of the heir, whether male or female, was a valuable perquisite to

the king or his grantee. The ward was in contempt if he or she

refused the proffered match. In the reign of Henry II.,

[ *506 ] the crown wards were inventoried *like the slaves of a

plantation, and according to the assizes of Jerusalem,

[a) Littldon'if Tenures, b. 2. Wright on Tenures, passim. 2 Blacks. Com.

c. 5. Mr. Hallam, vol. i. 101—106, vol. ii. 23, says, that reliefs, fines upon
alienation, escheats, and aids, were feudal incidents belonging to lends. a.s

established on the continent of Europe; and that wardship and marriage were
no parts of the grant or feudal system, but were introduced into England

,

and, perhaps, invented by the rapacious feudal aristocracy, under the Nor-
man dynasty. He, however, gives instances of their prevalence afterwards

all over Europe.
The Master of the Rolls, in the great case of Burges v. Wheate, 1 Edeti^s

Rep. 177, says, that the right of escheat was not founded on want of an heir,

but of a tenant to perform the services; and that the words had been used

promiscuously, because, before the power of alienation, want of tenant and
heir was the same thing, tor, at the death of the ancestor, none but the heir

could be tenant.
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the matroa of sixty years might refuse a husband without incur-

ring the penalties of a contempt (a). The abuses of the feudal

connection took place equally in other parts of Europe, but the

spirit of rapacity met with a more steady and determined resist-

ance, by the English of the Saxon blood, than by any other peo-

ple. This resistance produced the memorable national compact

of Magna Charta, which corrected the feudal policy, and checked

many grievances of the feudal tenures; and the intelligence and

intrepidity of the House of Commons, subsequent to the era of

the great charter, enabled the nation to struggle with better suc-

cess than any other people against the enormous oppression of

the system.

A feoffment in fee did not originally pass an estate in the sense

we now use it. It was only an estate to be enjoyed as a benefice,

without the power of alienation, in prejudice of the heir or the

lord; and the heir took it as a usufructuary interest, and in de-

fault of heirs the tenure became extinct, and the land reverted to

the lord. The heir took by purchase, and independent of the

ancestor, who could not alien, nor could the lord alien the seig-

nory without the consent of the tenant. This restraint on aliena-

tion was a violent and unnatural state of things, and contrary to-

the nature and value of property, and the inherent and universal

love of independence. It arose partly from favour to the heir,,

and partly from favour to the lord, and the genius of the feudal

system was originally so strong in favour of restraint upon aliena-

tion, that by a general ordinance mentioned in the Book of

Fiefs (6), the hand of him who knowingly wi'ote a deed of aliena-

tion, was directed to be struck off.

The first step taken to mitigate the severe restriction

upon *alienation of the feudal estate, was the power of [ * 507 ]

alienation by the tenant with leave of the lord, and this

tended to leave the heir dependent upon the ancestor. The right

of alienation was first applied to the lands acquired by the tenant

by purchase; and Glanville says (c), that, in his time, it was,

generally speaking, lawful for a person to alien a reasonable part

of his land by inheritance, or purchase, and if he had no heirs of

his body, he might alien the whole of his purchase lands. If,

(a) Sullivan''8 Lectures, lee. 13. Harg. n. 65. to lib. 2, Co. Litt. Q. Review,

No. 77, p. 59.

(6) Lib. 2, tit. 55.

(c) B. 7, c. 1.
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however, be had a sod and heir, he could not disinherit him, and

alien the whole, even of his purchased lands. The restraint was

almost absolute when the tenant was in by descent, and quite re-

laxed when he was in by purchase; and there was no distinction

on this subject, whether the fief was held by a military or socage

tenure. The free alienation of land commenced with burgage

tenures, and was dictated by the genius of commerce (a). The

next variation in favour of the tenant was the right to alien with-

out the lord's license, when the grant was to him and his heir;*

and assigns, and the general right of alienation seems to have

been greatly increased, and extensively established, '"n the age of

Bracton (b). The tenant gained successively the power of aliena-

tion, if the grant was only to him and his heirs; and the power

to charge, or encumber the land. The lord's right was still fur-

ther affected by acts of parliament, and judicial determinations,

for the fee was made subject by elegit to the tenant's debts, and

also by process under the statutes merchant and staple (c). It

was further, and as early as the reign of Edw. III., made subject

to the dower of the wife (d). Subinfeudation was also

[ * 508 ] an indirect mode of transferring the fief, *and resorted

to as an artifice to elude the feudal restraint upon aliena-

tion; and by the time the statute of Quia Emptores, 18 Edw. I.,

was enacted, prohibiting subinfeudations to all but the king's vas-

sals, this feudal restraint had essentially vanished, and the policy

of that statute was to recall the stability and perpetuity of landed

estates (e).

Successive improvements in the character of the estate, and

the condition of the tenant, greatly relieved the nation from some

of the prominent evils of the feudal investiture. But the odious

badges of the tenure still existed; and Lord Bacon, in his speech

at a conference before the Lords, on behalf of the Commons, in

the reign of James I., strongly recommended, by way of composi-

(a) Dalrymple's Essay on Feudal Properly, c. .3, sec. 1.

(6) Bracton, b. 2, c. 5, sec. 4, 7; c. 6, fo. 18, b; c. 27, sec. 1.

(c) West, 2, 13, Ed. I., c. 18; also, 13 Ed. I. De Mercatoribus, and 27 Ed.
III.

{d) Bro. tit. Dower, pi. 64.

(e) Sir Thomas Clarke, the Master of the Rolls, in Burgess v. Wheate, 1

Eden's Rep. 191, has given a short, but clear view of the progress of the feudal
estate in its recovery from the feudal restraint of non-alienation. See, also,

Mr. Butler's note 77, lib. 3, Co. Lilt. V. No. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11 ; and see, especially,

the able and learned history of the alienation of land, in DalrympWa Essay
on Feudal Properly, c. 3.
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tion with the crown, the abolition of wards and tenures, as hav-

ing become troublesome and useless (a). At length,

upon the restoration of Charles II., *tenure by knight [
* 509 ]

service, with all its grievous incidents, was by statute

abolished, and the tenure of land was, for the most part, turned

into free and common socage, and everything oppressive in that

tenure was also abolished. The statute of 12 Charles 11;, essen-

tially put an end to the feudal system in England, although

some fictions, (and they are scarcely anything more,) founded on

the ancient feudal relation and dependence, are still retained in

the socage tenures. »

(3). Of the doctrine of tenure in these United States.

Socage tenure denotes lands held by a fixed and determinate

service, which is not military, nor in the power of the lord to

vary at his pleasure. It was the certainty, and pacific nature of

the service, duty, or render, which made this species of tenure

such a safeguard against the wanton exactions of the feudal lords,

and rendered it of such inestimable value in the view of the an-

cient English. It was deemed by them a point of the utmost

importance, to change their tenures by knight service into tenure

by socage. Socage tenures are, however, of feudal extraction,

and retain some of the leading properties of feuds, as has been

shown by Sir Martin Wright, in his learned treatise on ten-

ures (6); and which work has been freely followed by Sir Wil-

liam Blackstone, in his perspicuous and elegant, and we may
truly add, masterly disquisitions on the feudal law. Most Of the

(a) Lord Bacon's Works, vol. iii. 359. It appears, by the directions given
by order of James I., to the Master of Wards, that the king, while he sought to

restrain the abuses, set a high value on his prerogative rights of wardship
and marriage. There was a yearly inquisition directed to be taken by per-

sons of credit, for each county, of the persons and lands in wardship, to be
certified and returned into the exchequer; and though Lord Bacon declared
that the policy, spirit, and utility of the military tenures were entirely gone,

yet it appears that the people were grievously oppressed by "feudaries, and
other inferior ministers of like nature, by colour of the king's tenures;" and
the royal instructions were, that "the vexations of escheators and feudaries

be repressed, which, upon no substantial ground of record, vex the country
with inquisitions and other extortions; and that the Master of Wards take
special care to receive private information from gentlemen of quality and
conscience in every ' shire, touching these abuses." So late as the reign of
Charles I., the Earl of Warwick, as grantee of the wardship of an heiress, ex-
torted 10,000/. sterling for his consent to a marriage on every account de-
sirable. Lord Bacon's Works, vol. iii. 364—368. SulUvan^s Lectures on Feu-
dal Law, lee. 13.

(6) P. 141—144.
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feudal incidents and consequences of socage tenure, were ex-

pressly abolished in New York, by the act of 1787; and they were

wholly and entirely annihilated by the New York Revised Statutes,

as has been already mentioned (a). They were also abolished by

statute, in Connecticut, in 1793 (6) ; and they have never

[
* 510 ] existed, or they * have ceased to exist, in all essential re-

spects, in every other state. The only feudal fictions and

services which can be presumed to be retained in any part of the

United Statesjconsist of the feudal principle, that the lands are held

of some superior or lord, to whom the obligation of fealty, and to pay

a determinate rent, are due. The act of New York, in 1787, pro-

vided, that the socage lands were not to be deemed discharged

of "any rents certain, or other services incident, or belonging to

tenure in common socage, due to the people of this state, or any

mean lord, or other person, or the fealty or distresses incident

thereunto." The Revised Statutes (c) also provide, that "the

abolition of tenures shall not take away or discharge any rents or

services certain, which at any time heretofore have been, or here-

after may be, created or reserved." The lord paramount of all

socage land was none other than the people of the state, and to

them, and them only, the duty of fealty was to be rendered; and

the quit-rents which were due to the king on all colonial grants,

and to which the people succeeded at the revolution, have been

gradually diminished by commutation, under various acts of the

legislature, and are now nearly, if not entirely extinguished.

In our endeavours to discover the marks or incidents which with

us discriminated socage tenure from allodial property, we are

confined to the doctrine of fealty, and of holding of a superior

lord. Fealty was regarded by the ancient law as the very essence

and foundation of the feudal association. It could not on any

account be dispensed with, remitted, or discharged, because it

was the vinculum commune the bond or cement of the whole

feudal policy (d). Fealty was the same as fidelitas. It was

an oath of fidelity to the lord, and to use the words

[
* 511 ] of Littleton (e), when a freeholder doth * fealty to his

(a) Supra, p. 378.

(b) The Statutes of Connecticut, 1838, p. .389, declared, that "every pro-
prietor in fee-simple of lands," had an absolute and direct dominion and
property in the same. They were declared to be "vested with an allodial title."

(c) N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 718, sec. 4.

(d) Wriffht on Tenures, 35, 55, 138, 140, 145. ie) Sec. 91.
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lord, he ehall lay his right hand upoa a book, and shall say,

"Know ye this, my lord, that I shall be faithful and true unto

you, and faith to you shall bear, for the lands which I claim to

hold of you, and that I shall lawfully do to you the c iistoms and

services which I ought to do at the terms assigned: so help me
God and his saints." This oath of fealty everywhere followed

the progress of the feudal system, and created all those interest-

ing ties and obligations between the lord and his vassal, which,

in the simplicity of the feudal ages, they considered to be their

truest interest and greatest glory. It was also the parent of the

oath of allegiance, which is exacted by sovereigns in modern

times. The continental jurist frequently considered homage and

fealty as synonymous; but this was not so in the English law,

and the incident of homage was expressly abolished in New York

by the act of 1787, while the incident of fealty was expressly

retained. Homage, according to Littleton, was the most honour-

able and the most humble service of reverence that a franktenant

could make to his lord; but it is quite too abject and servile a

ceremony of submission, allegiance, and reverence, to be admis-

sible at this day.

Lands held by socage tenure (and all lands granted or patented

before the revolution are so held) (a) would seem, in theory, to

have been chargeable with this oath of fealty; and every tenant,

whether in fee, for life,. or for years, was, by the English law,

obliged to render it when required, as being an indespensable ser-

vice, due to the lord of whom he held. Fealty was at common
law deemed inseparable from tenure of every kind, except the

tenure in frankalmoigne; but a tenant at will was not bound to it,

as his estate was too precarious ; and though Littleton says, that

a tenant for years was bound to render fealty to the lessor, Mr.

(a) The tenure prescribed in all the early colonial charters or patents, waa
free and common socage, being "according to the free tenure of lands of East
Greenwich, in the county of Kent, in England; and not in eapite or by
knight's service." See, the great patent of New England, granted by King
James in 1620; the charter of Massachusetts in 1629; the prior charter of Vir-

ginia in 1606; the charter of the Province of Maine in 1639; the Rhode Island
charter in 1663; the Connecticut charter in 1662; the Maryland chai-ter in

1632; the act of the Geneial Assembly of the colony of New York, of 13th
May, 1691; {Bradford's edit, of Colony Laics, printed 1719; ) the charter of
Pennsylvania in 1681; the patent of 1662, of Carolina; the charter of Georgia
in 1732. These charters, or the substance of them, are to be seen in most of
our early colonial documentary collections, annalists, and historians; and the
substance of them is accurately condensed and stated in Story's Commentaries
on the Constitution of the United States, vol. i.
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Hargrave has referred to some cases which raise a doubt upon

that point (a). He also observes, that no statute has

[ * 512 ] * ever varied the law of fealty, and that the title to fealty

still remains, though it is no longer the practice to exact

its performance. However, if required, it must be repeated on

every change of the lord, and the remedy for compelling the per-

formance of fealty is by distress (&). Sir Matthew Hale (c) says,

the oath of fealty may be due to an inferior lord, and then the

oath must have the saving salva fide et ligentia domini regis. It

may be exacted in England by landlords, and lords of manors,

from tenants other than tenants at will or from year to year. The

New York statute of 1787 saved the services incident to tenure in

common socage, and which it presumed might be due, not only

to the people of the state, but to any mean lord, or other private

person, and it saved the fealty and distresses incident thereunto.

But this doctrine of the feudal fealty was never practically ap-

plied, nor assumed to apply to any other superior than the chief

lord of the fee, or, in other words, the people of the state, and

then it resolved itself into the oath of allegiance which every citi-

zen, on a proper occasion, may be required to take. Lord Coke

did not designate any very material difference between the oath

of fealty, and the general oath of allegiance, though he raised the

question as to the difference which might exist between them {d)
;

but Sir Matthew Hale (e), in a long and learned dissertation,

undertakes to explain the difference between the oath of allegi-

ance and the oath of fealty. Under the New York statute, 1787,

fealty, in the technical sense of the feudal law, was a

[I* 513] dormant and exploded incident of feudal * tenure (gr);

(a) Littleton, sec. 117, 130, 131, 132, 139. Co. Liit. 63, a. 67, b. Harg. n.

13, to lib. 2, Co. Litt.

(b) Harg. n. 20, to lib. 2, Co. Litt. The distre.s.s was also the remedy of

the feudal lord for enforcing his claim to relief, and the validity of his title

was tried on the part of the heir in the action of replevin. Case of The Pro-

voist. of Beverly, 40 Edw. III. 9. By the N. Y. Revised Statute!^, vol. i. 747,

sec. 18, distress is a remedy given for all certain services, as well as certain

rent reserved out of lands, and due.

(e) H. P. C. vol. i. 67.

(d) Co. Litt. 68, b.

(e) H. P. C. vol. 1. 62—70.

(g) In Cornell v. Lamb, 2 Cowen\^ Rep. 652, it was declared, by Wdod-
worth, J., that fealty was not, in fact, due on any tenure in this state, and
had become altogether fictitious. The statute of 1787 would seem, accord-

ing to the feudal theory, not to have been penned with philological accuracy,

when it declared, that the tenure of all lands derived from the people of this

Btate should be allodial, and not feudal. Allodial estates have no mark of
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and by the Revised Statutes, even the fiction has become an-

nihilated, unless it may be supposed to be lurking in the gen-

eral declaration, that "the people of this state, in their right of

sovereignty, are deemed to possess the original and ultimate pro-

perty in and to all lands within the jurisdiction of the state" (a).

Thus, by one of those singular revolutions incident to human
affairs, allodial estates, once universal in Europe, and then almost

universally exchanged for feudal tenures, have now, after the

lapse of many centuries, regained their primitive estimation in

the minds of freemen. Though the doctrine of a feudal tenure

by free and common socage may be applicable to the real prop-

erty in this country, chartered and possessed before our rev-

olution, and though every proprietor should be considered as

holding an estate in fee-simple, none of the inconveniences of

tenure are felt or known. We have very generally abol-

ished the right of primogeniture, *and preference of [
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males, in the title by descent, as wd!l as the feudal ser-

vices, and the practice of subinfeudation, and all restraints on

alienation. Socage tenures do not exist any longer, in some of

the United States, while they still exist, in theory at least, in

others; but where they do exist, they partake of the essential

qualities of allodial estates. An estate in fee-simple means an

estate of inheritance, and nothing more, and in common accepta-

tion it has lost entirely its original meaning as a beneficiary or

usufructuary estate, in contradistinction to that which is allodial.

It was used even by Littleton and Coke, to denote simply an in-

heritance; and they are followed by Sir Martin Wright, and Sir

William Blackstone (b). Whether a person holds his land in

pure allodium, or has an absolute estate of inheritance in fee-

simple, is perfectly immaterial, for his title is the same to every

tenure, and are enjoyed in absolute right, and tenure signifies the holding of
a superior lord. Sir Henry Spelman says, that the first place in which he
met with tenure in a feudal sense, was among the laws of the Saliques and
Germans, in the constitution of the Emperor Conrad, about the year 915,

when beneficia, afterwards called feuds, first became hereditary. Spelman'

s

Treatise on Feuds, c. 3. Tenure est la maniere par quoy les tenhnenfs sont tenus

des Seigneurs. Custum. de Norm, cited by Sir Martin Wright on Tenures, 139,

note. But the statute did notcommit any mistake, because it used the word,
not in a fetidal, but in the popular sense, for right or title, in like manner
as in England, the king, whose inheritance cannot possibly import a tenure,

is said to be seized in his demesne as of fee.

(a) N. Y. Revised Statutes, vol. i. 718, sec. 1.

(6) Co. Litt. 1. 2 BUuiks. Com. 106.
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essential purpose.'" The distinction between the two estates has

become merely nominal, and a very considerable part of Little-

ton's celebrated treatise on tenures, on which Lord Coke ex-

hausted his immense stores of learning, has become obsolete.

Bat those parts of it which have ceased to be of modern applica-

tion, will, nevertheless, continue, like the other venerable re-

mains of the Gothic system, to be objects of examination and

study, not only to the professed antiquarian, but to every inquis-

itive lawyer, who, according to the advice of Lord Bacon, is de-

sirous "to visit and strengthen the roots and foundation of the

science" (a).

(a) Cest un heau spectacle que celui den loix feodales: un chcnc antique s'elbve:

it faut percer la terre pour len racines trouver. Montesquieu's account of the
feudal laws is the best and most solid part of his work. He traces them up
to the forest of Germany, and shows that they were suggested by the usages,

promoted by the policy, and matured by the martial genius of the ancient
Germans. Tho.se fierce tribes of barbarians, having long been inured to tur-

bulent warfare, at length broke thyjugh the restraints imposed by di.sciplined

valour, put to flight the Roman eagles in all the northern provinces of the
empire, and finally prostrated the most extensive and best cemented mon-
archy which had ever insulted and enslaved mankind.

'" Judge Story says,
'

' Stiictly speaking, therefore, there has never been
in this country a dependent pea.santry. The yeomanry are absolute owners
of the soil." 1 Story, Const. 160; Stearns, Real Act, 61.

It is, nevertheless, true that every man holds his estate, however absolute
his property therein, subject not only to the right of eminent domain, but to

the right of the government to control the use of it by such rules and regu-
lations as the good of the public require. Com. r. Salem, 20 Mich. 479;
Taylor v. Porter, 4 Hill, 140; Com. v. Alger, 7 Gush. 92; Bancroft v. Cam-
bridge, 126 Ma.ss. 438.

END OF VOLUMB III.
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